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Introduction
Legal terminology

Łucja Biel & Hendrik J. Kockaert
University of Warsaw | KU Leuven

1. Legal terms

Law is “a normative social phenomenon” (Husa 2022, 43): it is a formal system of rules
which regulate ways in which a society behaves and is a mechanism of social control
(Harris 2006). Law is expressed, enforced and practiced through language. One of the
crucial components of legal language is legal terminology, which is the focal point of this
Handbook.

Legal terms have fascinated lawyers, linguists, terminologists, philosophers and
other scholars for centuries. This can be illustrated, for example, by the popularity of
early dictionaries of legal terms, with the 15th-century Vocabularius utriusque iuris of
Roman law terminology being published in 70 editions until the early 17th century.1

Rapidly switching to modern times, the legendary Black’s Law Dictionary, first published
in 1891, has its 11th edition in 2019. A newer type of resource, IATE – a consolidated ter-
minology database of European Union (EU) institutions made available in 2004, doc-
uments as many as 7,673,806 terms and has 838,908 entries as at 2022.2 In addition to
countless legal glossaries, dictionaries and term bases, there are also many textbooks
devoted to legal terminology. There is a clear need for such resources designed for legal
professionals but also semi-experts and non-experts who encounter legal terms. Since
law regulates various areas of life, legal terminology is present not only in highly spe-
cialized legal discourses but also permeates other domains and general language. The
prolific terminographic activity is also motivated by the perceived complexity and obscu-
rity of legal language and opacity of legal terms specifically. Terminology has also been
reported to be a frequent source of litigation (Šarčević 1997, 241).

If we adapt definitions from the key ISO standard 1087:2019 to the legal domain,
a legal term may be defined as a designation that represents a concept by linguistic
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means (2019:7) whereas a legal concept may be defined as a unit of legal knowledge
(2019: 3). Legal concepts are particularly rich in meaning. From a synchronic perspec-
tive, legal concepts are “crystallisations of legal rules” (Mattila 2013, 137); however, as
observed by Pozzo, “[l]egal concepts – within a particular legal system – are the result
of the stratification of different meanings which have been developed over the course of
time” (2012, 95). Even though some degree of similarity of concepts in related legal sys-
tems can be expected, this deep embedding of concepts in the knowledge structures of
a particular legal system makes them ‘local’. In other words, they are system-bound as
they are shaped by a given legal system (Šarčević 1997, 240), where they are formulated
and defined in legislation, applied, interpreted by the judiciary, immersed in local con-
texts and conditioned by the semantic structure of a given language, as well as shared
intersubjectively among legal and other experts educated and/or practising in a partic-
ular jurisdiction (Biel 2023, forthcoming). In addition to their normative element, what
makes legal concepts stand out against concepts of other special languages, e.g. science,
technology, medicine or economics, is their ‘localness’ and a much lower degree of uni-
versality across languages and countries.

Given the system-bound nature of legal terminology and the resulting lack of one-to-
one correspondence of concepts between legal languages (cross-systemic incongruity),
it is hardly surprising that legal terminology has received considerable attention from
Legal Translation Studies and related disciplines, such as Comparative Law and the
emerging field of Law and Language, also known as Legal Linguistics. This is reflected
in the number of contributions in this Handbook written by translation scholars or
translation practitioners. Early studies on legal terminology were largely monolingual,
e.g. Mellinkoff (1963), Tiersma (1999), or with some comparative elements, e.g. Mattila
(2013). Legal terminology has naturally been studied by comparative lawyers, in par-
ticular those working with the traditional method – the so called functional method
(Zweigert and Kötz 1998), who have been on the lookout for similarities – functional
equivalents – in the legal systems they compare. Legal translation scholars were first pre-
dominantly concerned with practical aspects of translating legal terminology, above all
the strategies and techniques of overcoming cross-systemic incongruity of terms and
selecting adequate terminological equivalents (Alcaraz Varó and Hughes (2002); Biel
(2008); Chromá (2004); Šarčević (1997); Weston (1991)). With the growing importance
of translated law in international and supranational institutions, such as the United
Nations or the European Union, considerable resources were invested in the develop-
ment of term bases and other terminological resources to manage and standardize insti-
tutional terminology. Additionally, with the growing maturity of legal translation as a
field, legal translation studies into terminology have increased their methodological and
theoretical breath and sophistication, exploring it both quantitatively and qualitatively,
as aptly illustrated in this Handbook. Another trigger was technological developments
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and risks associated with the inadequate and inconsistent treatment of legal terminology
in machine translation.

Interest in legal terminology is also fuelled by major theoretical and methodolog-
ical developments in the domain of Terminology itself, initiated in the 1990s. On the
theoretical side, Terminology has moved beyond its traditional focus on standardiza-
tion and has diversified considerably to embrace cognitive, communicative and social
aspects of the use of terms, accounting for the textual behaviour of terms and embrac-
ing such phenomena as variation and polysemy (Faber and L’Homme 2022). On the
methodological side, the advent of corpus linguistics, computational linguistics and
natural language processing have transformed and facilitated term extraction, analy-
sis and modelling with an unprecedented scale and accuracy, enhancing not only ter-
minography but also research into terms. It has also inspired scholars to study not only
terms but also their textual environment (co-text), including phraseology.

This third volume in the series of Handbook of Terminology follows logically Vol-
ume 1, which presents the general terminological approaches and principles without
focusing on a specific linguistic area or domain. The Handbook of Terminology –
Volume 2 – Terminology in the Arab world shifts terminology to the Arabic-speaking
world, focusing on Arabic terminology standardization, on legal, medical, Sufi and
Quranic terms while highlighting issues with both cultural and economic ramifications
for the Arab world. Volume 3 shifts focus to the complex and sometimes opaque char-
acteristics of legal terminology. It revisits terminology with a view to instrumentalizing
and updating the prevailing terminology principles in authentic legal discourse and its
collateral special language phenomena.

This Handbook attests to the vibrant research community working on legal termi-
nology. It is the first attempt to bring together various perspectives and offers a com-
pendium of information on legal terms in a single place. Even though the interest in legal
terminology is relatively high and there has been a growing body of publications in this
area in the last decade, the research is scattered among various sources, domains and
languages. Our objective was to survey diverse approaches and combine perspectives of
both scholars and practitioners from the domains of Terminology, Translation Studies,
Linguistics, Law and Information Technology, but also contribute perspectives from a
variety of legal systems. The Handbook comprises both systematic reviews of relevant
topics, case studies and research papers.

2. Presentation of the contributions to the Handbook of Legal Terminology

The Handbook of Legal Terminology comprises 25 contributions and is divided into five
sections. Part I, entitled Properties of Legal Terminology, introduces the most pertinent
aspects of legal terms and concepts. Part II focuses on national legal terminology and
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addresses their ‘travelling’ via translation to other legal systems. Part III, the largest of
all, attests to the importance of legal terminology in multilingual organizations. Part IV
centres on legal terminography and discusses terminological tools and resources. Finally,
Part V addresses legal terminology in training environments.

Part I, entitled Properties of Legal Terminology, introduces theoretical approaches to
legal terminology and its essential properties with a special focus on normative, cogni-
tive, communicative and linguistic aspects.

The opening contribution entitled “Frame approach to legal terminology: What
may be gained from seeing terminology as manifestation of legal knowledge?” by Jan
Engberg, a professor of knowledge communication, proposes the frame approach to
legal terminology based on cognitive linguistics. The chapter first overviews various
frame approaches to terminology, derived from Fillmore’s theory of meaning known as
frame semantics, such as L’Homme’s lexical semantic approach (L’Homme 2020), Faber’s
frame-based terminology (Faber and Cabezas-García 2019) and Temmerman’s socio-
cognitive approach, which are applied to represent specialized knowledge and develop
legal terminological resources. In the next part Engberg adopts frames – associative con-
ceptual templates with slots and fillers – as an analytical tool for legal comparisons con-
ducted by lawyers and translators. The frame approach attempts to capture the dynamics
of legal knowledge by demonstrating that concepts are ‘non-monolithic’ and can have
‘competing versions’ with similar slot structures but different fillers. This alternative to
traditional approaches accounts for cognitive and communicative aspects of legal termi-
nology by representing knowledge behind legal communication.

In her contribution entitled “Definitions in law across legal cultures and juris-
dictions”, Anna Jopek-Bosiacka describes the way in which legal definitions organize
legal texts. After a quick detour via ISO-constructed intensional definitions (Löckinger,
Kockaert and Budin 2015), she branches off into the avenue of legal terminological defi-
nitions, which she sees as instruments for creating new legal concepts. To this, she adds
a dimension not yet practised in ISO-based terminology: legal definitions clarify cru-
cial concepts in legal texts (Zieliński 2017). She emphasizes the importance of national
and international guidelines for drafting legislation to ensure that definitions in the legal
sphere fulfil their mission, i.e. explain the concepts at stake, meandering through the
differences between legal systems and legal cultures. The author’s analysis of definitions
integrates tools and selected methodologies from linguistics, legal theory, legal logic, log-
ical semiotics and comparative law. The author draws on Anglo-Saxon, EU and Polish
guidelines for drafting legislation, and she provides a comprehensible scheme of legal
definitions by presenting model definitions that lead to the systematization of knowledge
about drafting legal definitions.

The contribution by Stephen Mouritsen, a legal scholar, legal practitioner and a cor-
pus linguist, entitled “Ordinary meaning in common law legal interpretation”, under-
scores the normative aspect of legal terminology by discussing the so-called ordinary or
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plain meaning rule which is a long-standing canon of common law statutory interpre-
tation in the United States. Under this rule US judges are expected to assign standard
rather than technical meaning to the wording of statutes. Mouritsen critically analyzes
the concept of ordinary meaning and points out to the lack of systematic methods of
determining it. Such determination, he argues, is often based on judges’ linguistic intu-
ition and general purpose and/or legal dictionaries which are not always adequate for
this purpose. In the light of these difficulties, recent scholarship has advocated the use of
corpus linguistics and language corpora as a tool in statutory interpretation which pro-
vides usage evidence. As Mouritsen convincingly argues, corpora can help to determine
ordinary meaning in a verifiable way.

In her chapter “Variation of legal terms in monolingual and multilingual contexts:
Types, distribution, attitudes and causes”, Łucja Biel examines different phenomena of
variation in legal terminology, presenting a multifaceted kaleidoscope reflecting linguis-
tic, denominative and conceptual aspects, synchronic and diachronic dimensions, differ-
ent acceptance criteria and intrasystemic, intersystemic and hybrid variants. The author
displays a dichotomy between, on the one hand, linguistic and denominative variation,
which is traditionally avoided due to the principles of consistency and continuity, and,
on the other hand, conceptual variation, which she considers to be a useful drafting
technique. She concludes her study by applying the typology used by Freixa (2006) to
present functional, dialectal, discursive, cognitive and interlinguistic causes of variation
in the legal context. Meritoriously, Łucja Biel adds a translation-oriented dimension to
Freixa’s typological scheme by enriching it with causes related to formal and conceptual
properties of terms that trigger variation in translation.

The final chapter in this section “The importance of being patterned. Old and
new perspectives on legal phraseology” by corpus linguist Gianluca Pontrandolfo posi-
tions legal terminology in its broader linguistic context by overviewing traditional and
recent corpus-based and corpus-driven approaches to legal phraseology. Until relatively
recently legal phraseology was largely left out of terminologists’ focus. The advent of
corpus linguistics in the early 1990s brought new computerized methods and a strong
interest in the patterning of language. Since that time research into legal patterns – pre-
fabricated legal language – has thrived, bringing in descriptive data on the use of legal
phraseology in text corpora. These data include not only combinatory properties of
terms in the form of terminological collocations and formulaic expressions tradition-
ally associated with the legal discourse. They also cover new types of phrasemes, such
as binomial expressions and lexical bundles (clusters, n-grams) recognized according to
the frequency criterion. The new approaches place terms in the phraseological contin-
uum, demonstrating a fuzzy boundary between a term and a phraseme and the need to
account for phraseology in the description of legal terminology.
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Part II entitled National legal terminology in translation consists of five contribu-
tions which discuss the complexities of national legal terminology and challenges of its
translation.

The first contribution in this Part, the chapter “Legal terms that travel: Constraints
to presenting national legal terminology to international audiences” by Katia Peruzzo,
a translation scholar and a terminologist, addresses the system-bound nature of legal
terminology and challenges faced by translators and other legal writers when national
legal terms become uprooted from their national contexts for international audiences.
Despite their localness, legal terms ‘travel’ and are recontextualized in other legal sys-
tems. Peruzzo documents three main types of recontextualizing situations which dissem-
inate national legal knowledge: translation of national legislation, but also other forms
of writing, such as academic literature and international case law. The chapter identifies
a number of constraints and factors which have to be taken into account when national
legal terms ‘travel abroad’, such as the target audience, lingua franca, legal system of ref-
erence, comparative law methods, intertextuality and type of publication.

“Terminological features of Chinese legal language” is the title of the chapter by
Deborah Cao. She moves through the linguistic phenomena of Chinese legal discourse
before zooming in on the terminological phenomena of Chinese legal language. The
author first sketches the historical and cultural developments and the context in which
a classical Chinese conception of law evolved in traditional China. Next, she completes
this overview with the emergence and development of modern Chinese legal language,
which she views as a peculiar translated legal language. The author completes the
description of Chinese legal language by presenting the main terminological features
of modern Chinese legal language, deepening her analysis with some complexities she
observed in selected illustrative examples of Chinese legal terminology. In her conclud-
ing remarks, she places Chinese legalese on a platform that all legal languages occupy
because of their uniqueness and commonality.

Clara H-Y Chan and Edmund Cham submitted a chapter entitled “Bilingual legal
terminology in Hong Kong: Past, present and future”. They describe the development of
bilingual legal terminology in Hong Kong, which occupies a unique position as the only
jurisdiction in the world to implement the common law system in English and Chinese.
Logically, the authors analyze the translation of common law terminology into English
and Chinese with a view to identifying current problems and exploring future directions.
In particular, they look for appropriate strategies and methods for translating English
legal terms into Chinese equivalents. The authors begin their journey through history by
highlighting some milestones in how independent Hong Kong translated the common
law system into Chinese. This process of ‘legal bilingualism’ began at the legislative level
and was extended to the judicial level, resulting in the first bilingual law being enacted in
1989 and the first English judgment translated into Chinese in 1995. The authors argue
for a sustainable translation and terminology management of case law, supported by
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appropriate methods for translating English legal terms into Chinese, ready to meet the
local needs of post-colonial Hong Kong and the needs of the Chinese world at large.
They conclude by emphasizing the importance of improving the accessibility of Hong
Kong’s bilingual legal system through understandable legal language and terminology.

Houssine Id-Youss and Abied Alsulaiman present a chapter on the interaction
between legal and religious concepts. The authors seek to instrumentalize the onomasio-
logical and semasiological approaches to terminology, which they consider to be comple-
mentary in contemporary terminological practice, especially in legal terminology. Legal
concepts are different in each society, reflecting the differences in that society, and they
are part of national legal systems built on their own terminological apparatus and under-
lying conceptual structure (Šarčević 1997). The authors go beyond the archetypal ono-
masiological approach by analyzing the idiosyncratic features of Moroccan law, which
reflect the prevailing political, social and religious peculiarities. In their chapter, they
highlight the interaction between law and religion and show how this interaction is man-
ifested in the Moroccan Family Code (Moudawana). They conclude that the interaction
between law and religion, i.e. between Moroccan family law and Islamic legislation, has
led them to a complementary osmosis between onomasiology and semasiology.

In “How equivalent is equivalence in Arabic-English legal translation?”, Ahmed
Alaoui analyses the crucial concept of ‘equivalence’ in legal terminology and translation.
The author starts from the premise that the aim of equivalence in translation is to assign
the same meaning to legal terms in two languages, while retaining the same legal effect
based on the legal interpretation of the source legal culture. In his study, he observes
that this ideal goal seems difficult to capture in Arabic-English legal translation because
of factors that mask important conceptual incongruities. His paper identifies some of
the major stumbling blocks that tend to obscure the conceptual asymmetry between
Islamic and Western law for legal translators: historical shifts, functional approach and
equivalence, translation industry practice, and terminology resources (bilingual legal
dictionaries). He argues that a viable way to avoid masking conceptual asymmetries is to
provide translators with well-organized term bases. The author concludes that the func-
tional approach to legal translation should observe fidelity to the source legal culture.
This can only be achieved if the translator is equipped with adequate intercultural intel-
ligence, which should take precedence over artificial intelligence in legal translation.

Part III – Legal Terminology in Multilingual Organizations is the largest part of the
Handbook and comprises eight contributions on theoretical and practical aspects of
supranational legal terminology with a special focus on the European Union’s institu-
tions. It attests to the importance of terminology work in supranational and international
organizations and intensive research activity in this area carried out by translation schol-
ars, legal scholars and practitioners.

The opening contribution by lawyer-linguists Colin Robertson and Máirtín Mac
Aodha, entitled “Legal terminology of the European Union”, introduces key properties
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of supranational terminology as a special category of legal terms. The authors position
supranational terminology in its broader legal context by discussing the specificity of EU
legal order, EU legal culture and the role of the Court of Justice of the European Union
in shaping EU terminology when ensuring the uniform interpretation and application of
EU law. The chapter highlights such properties of supranational terms as their autonomy,
multilingualism and dual dimensions, that is their grounding in double – supranational
and national – legal environment (Biel and Doczekalska 2020, 185), through interaction
with the Member States’ legal systems. The authors stress the role of technology in ter-
minology management and overview tools which are used by drafters and translators,
paying special attention to the IATE (Interactive Terminology for Europe) term base.

Martina Bajčić entitled her chapter “Terminological variation and conceptual diver-
gence in EU law”. The chapter starts from the generally accepted premise that termino-
logical variation and conceptual divergence can undermine the uniform application and
unambiguous interpretation of EU law. However, the author observes that in the pursuit
of terminological consistency, conceptual divergence still occurs in the form of different
interpretations of EU concepts at the level of the Member States. She tests the observed
discrepancy between terminological variation and conceptual divergence with a case
study of the European standard on the right of withdrawal. A corpus-based and legal
analysis of the terms used for the right of withdrawal in several EU languages allowed the
author to explain the phenomena of terminological variation and meaning modulation.
She concludes that efforts to neutralize variation should be balanced against efforts to
understand the ways in which variation affects the dynamic conceptualization of EU law,
relying on terminology and lexical semantics as well as the principles of EU law. Bajčić
calls for further interdisciplinary research that can broaden the context for studying term
variants in EU law: (1) in terms of conceptual divergence and (2) in terms of legal infor-
mation design.

The dual legal environment of EU terminology is explored in depth in the con-
tribution entitled “Visualizing EU law through meta-concepts and legal formants” by
Elena Ioriatti, a professor of comparative law. The chapter offers an interdisciplinary
theoretical perspective on EU legal concepts based on semiotics and comparative law,
in particular Rodolfo Sacco’s method of structural comparisons through the concept of
‘legal formants’ (norms). Ioriatti emphasizes the autonomy of supranational legal con-
cepts and their detachment from cultural conceptual contexts and she proposes to treat
them as ‘meta-concepts’. Next Ioriatti demonstrates how the characteristics (meaning)
of meta-concepts emerge through interactions with national formants, such as national
case law and other national norms, and how such meta-concepts are shaped by national
interpreters due to the ‘semantic exteriorization of EU legislation’. This contribution
demonstrates how theoretical constructs of comparative law can describe and explain the
specificity of supranational terminology.
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The next contribution, “Legal terms, concepts and definitions in the transposition of
EU law”, by Agnieszka Doczekalska, a legal scholar specializing in EU law, analyzes a
different aspect of the dual legal environment of EU supranational terminology, that is
how EU terms and concepts travel to the EU Member States’ national legal orders when
directives are transposed. During the transposition process national drafters incorporate
EU directives into national law to achieve the objective required by directives, mainly by
enacting national transposing legislation. Thus, this process captures the transfer of EU
concepts into national legal orders. Doczekalska takes the legislative drafting technique
of defining as her starting point and analyzes definitions in EU directives and their corre-
sponding Polish transposing acts. This analysis identifies seven models of term/concept
transfer into national law, such as the transfer of a term with a definition, a transfer of a
definition without a term, modification or replacement of a directive term or no transfer
at all.

In his contribution “From the domestic to the supranational: the terminology of
“expulsion” as used at the European Court of Human Rights”, James Brannan, a senior
translator with a background in law and languages, also addresses the interface between
supranational and national legal environments of terminology from a translation point
of view. It is a richly-illustrated fascinating journey through the expulsion terminology,
its English and French domestic variants as well as other related international law ter-
minology. As other international institutions, the European Court of Human Rights uses
both its autonomous supranational concepts but is also faced with the need to trans-
late culture-bound national terminology connected with a given case. Brannan discusses
challenges faced by institutional legal translators when dealing with the expulsion termi-
nology and mediating between supranational and national contexts. The contribution
highlights the polysemy and variation of legal terminology.

Terminological quality in translation and terminology management are addressed
by Karolina Stefaniak, translation quality officer and terminologist, in her contribution
“Terminology management and terminology quality assurance in the European Com-
mission’s Directorate-General for Translation”. Stefaniak offers first-hand insights into
how legal terms are managed by translating institutions through translation-oriented
terminology workflows. The chapter first discusses challenges faced by institutional
translators when searching for equivalents which ensure that EU autonomous terminol-
ogy is translated accurately and uniformly to achieve the multilingual concordance of
EU law in all the official languages. The chapter next discusses the role of institutional
terminologists and terminology work consisting in term identification, storage, enforce-
ment and verification as well as the multilevel interinstitutional coordination of termi-
nology. Additionally, institutions invest in preparing tools and resources which improve
terminological quality in translation. Last but not least, Stefaniak discusses terminolog-
ical errors and resulting discrepancies between language versions and demonstrates the
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role of national authorities in shaping terminology through requests to publish corri-
genda to EU legal acts.

In their contribution entitled “Measuring the quality of legal terminological deci-
sions in institutional translation: A comparative analysis of adequacy patterns in three
settings” legal translation scholars Fernando Prieto Ramos and Diego Guzmán explore
factors which influence terminological issues in institutional translation. The chapter
presents a comparative analysis of terminological decisions in the French and Spanish
translations of selected procedural terms in three international organizations – the Euro-
pean Union, the United Nations and the World Trade Organization. One of the merits of
this contribution is the proposal for the corpus-based methodology for identifying pat-
terns of translators’ terminological decisions and measuring their quality, the method-
ology which is empirically tested in the chapter. The analysis demonstrates correlations
between legal term singularity, translation difficulty and adequacy levels: the higher the
singularity and the translation difficulty, the lower adequacy levels and the higher intra-
textual terminological inconsistencies.

The final contribution in this section by corpus linguists Gloria Corpas Pastor
and Fernando Sanchez Rodas, entitled “EU phraseological verbal patterns in the PETI-
MOD 2.0 corpus: a NER-enhanced approach”, analyzes phraseological verbal patterns of
named entities which are important building blocks in discourse due to their capacity to
reflect argument-structure patterns in sentences. The named entities are extracted auto-
matically from the English-Spanish corpus of the European Parliament Committee on
Petitions, which contains both translated and non-translated texts and interpreted and
non-interpreted texts. The contribution offers a novel methodological combination of
Named Entity Recognition with corpus linguistics to analyze the formulaicity of pat-
terns involving terminology. The authors identify four types of named entities (persons,
organizations, locations, miscellaneous) and demonstrate how they combine with text-
organizing patterns, grammatical patterns and term-embedding collocations in various
mediated and non-mediated modes. This contribution shows how a special category of
terms can be used to study the features of translated and interpreted texts related to trans-
lationese.

Part IV on Terminological tools and resources comprises 5 chapters on various
aspects of terminography and tools assisting terminology work.

The first contribution in this section by lexicographer Sandro Nielsen, entitled
“Legal lexicography and legal information tools” offers a comprehensive overview of
legal lexicography, a field which focuses on legal information tools in the form of printed
and electronic dictionaries developed on the basis of various onomasiological and sema-
siological approaches. Working with the functional theory, Nielsen focuses on groups of
users and their cognitive and communicative needs, the identification of which under-
lies functions of legal dictionaries, such as the production of legal texts in users’ native
or non-native language, understanding of legal texts in users’ native or non-native lan-
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guage, translation into users’ native or non-native language, as well as acquisition of legal
knowledge. As pointed out by Nielsen, dictionary functions determine the selection of
terms, the inclusion of other types of data and the prescriptive/descriptive presentation
of data within an entry.

In their chapter “Multilingual legal terminology databases: workflows and roles”,
Elena Chiocchetti, Vesna Lušicky and Tanja Wissik present multilingual legal terminol-
ogy databases (MLTDBs) and their specific features. They look at the structure of MLT-
DBs, focusing in particular on the number of legal systems involved, the different usage
scenarios and the target users. The authors outline the steps of a typical workflow for
the creation of MLTDBs, i.e. needs analysis, design, documentation, term extraction, ter-
minology compilation, revision and quality assurance, maintenance and dissemination.
The chapter concludes this analysis by pinpointing the essential discrepancies between
MLTDBs and TDBs used in other domains, undoubtedly due to the unique linguistic
and system-related aspects of the legal domain. They zoom in on the roles involved in
legal terminology work, considering not only human users but also machines as a new
type of user of terminological data. Machines can handle labour-intensive terminology
work (e.g. term extraction, automatic ontology creation) as well as streamline the revi-
sion process. Finally, they address quality management, planning, assurance and control
in MLTDBs, including some ISO/TC 37 terminology standards.

Jeffrey Killman’s contribution entitled “Machine translation and legal terminology:
Data-driven approaches to contextual accuracy” addresses one of the recent ‘hot top-
ics’ – namely, the treatment of legal terminology by two types of data-driven machine
translation (MT) – statistical machine translation (SMT) and more recent neural
machine translation (NMT). Despite significant progress achieved recently by machine
translation, especially if the engine has been trained on domain-specific texts, high
risk levels associated with legal texts make machine translation problematic, especially
when used without human post-editing. Killman emphasizes contextual parameters of
legal terminology and phraseology and their complexity. He concludes that context is
“‘the Achilles’ heel of MT” and sees legal terminology as a source of potential errors in
mechanical approaches to translation. Clearly the treatment of legal terminology in raw
machine translation output and post-edited texts requires more empirical research as
this area is highly likely to grow in importance in the coming years.

María José Marín Pérez’s contribution to the Handbook, “Automatic term recogni-
tion and legal language: a shorter path to the lexical profiling of legal texts?”, examines
the role of NLP tools in providing linguists with different ways of retrieving terminology
in any text. The comparative study analyses and discusses the success of the ATR meth-
ods used by Chung (2003), Drouin (2003) and Scott (2008) to measure the degree of
reliability of automatically recognized legal terms. Her case study focuses on two cor-
pora of Spanish and British judicial decisions related to immigration. The author con-
cludes with some thoughts on future research that could benefit from her methodology
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in order to achieve a deeper and more comprehensive understanding of legal texts and
their terminology.

In their chapter entitled “The role of Semantic Web technologies in legal terminol-
ogy”, Patricia Martín-Chozas, Elena Montiel-Ponsoda and Víctor Rodríguez-Doncel,
embark on a study of AI and NLP in the field of legal terminology. The emergence of AI-
driven services and NLP techniques has led to an increased need for high-quality termi-
nology resources. They note that considerable manual effort is still required to produce
such resources, many of which are produced in non-machine readable formats, which
hinders their reuse. The authors analyze how the Semantic Web can help represent legal
language resources and how their publication in open formats can contribute to their
interoperability. They provide the reader with an overview of the Semantic Web, review-
ing existing legal language resources and the semantic models used to represent them. To
support their findings, the authors offer a series of practical examples to demonstrate the
benefits that should encourage users to adopt the Semantic Web technologies described.

Part V – Legal terminology in training contexts – zooms in on didactic aspects of
legal terminology and explores how it is taught to interpreting and translation trainees.

Mariana Orozco turns the audience’s attention to court interpreting in her contri-
bution entitled “Dealing with legal terminology in court interpreting”. Orozco begins by
describing the role of court interpreters in ensuring equal access to justice for those who
do not speak the language of the court. She rightly argues that the effective use of legal
terminology in court interpreting is crucial in order to interpret accurately and to ensure
that the legal intent of the message is clearly understood by all parties involved. The first
section examines the major difficulties in court interpreting, particularly when it comes
to providing accurate legal terminology on the spot. Various existing models and crite-
ria for accuracy in court interpreting are presented, followed by an overview of a train-
ing approach that has proved effective in helping court interpreter students to create
their own glossaries, involving monolingual and bilingual research. In her concluding
remarks, she recommends the creation of glossaries and offers some useful ideas, one of
which is to start with monolingual research and then provide the target language equiv-
alents.

Catherine Way presents a chapter on training in “Legal translator terminology train-
ing: unravelling the mysteries”. The author sketches an overview starting from the 1980s,
when translation studies (TS) took up the concept of “equivalence” (Halverson 1997)
and terminology was introduced as a separate subject in many translation programmes.
Turning to the situation of trainees, she observes that at an advanced stage of the transla-
tion programme, trainees discover legal translation, following their training in research,
(concept-oriented) terminology and IT skills, and logically following their previous
courses and practice in translation. Instead of focusing on the What, Way proposes an
approach that focuses on the How and Why, which she believes is necessary to lay the
foundations for the acquisition of sustainable legal terminology competence, through
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tools that enable trainees to consolidate their recently acquired knowledge, so that they
can progress towards becoming competent, expert legal translators. Essential steps on
this path to excellence are the acquisition of greater self-confidence and the adoption of
translation-oriented terminology that is inextricably linked to the different cultural, his-
torical, legal, administrative and institutional contexts of the source and target texts.

We hope that this Handbook will be a useful reference and resource for scholars,
practitioners, trainers and students from a range of disciplines, in particular Legal Trans-
lation Studies, Law and Language, Terminology, Legal Studies, and Linguistics. Despite
its breadth and depth, we were naturally not able to cover all the topics we wanted but
the Handbook is a good starting point which attests to the multifaceted nature of legal
terminology as a field of practice and research.

We wish to thank all the contributors for sharing their expertise on legal terms and
anonymous peer reviewers for their valuable feedback.
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PART I

Properties of legal terminology



Frame approach to legal terminology
What may be gained from seeing terminology
as manifestation of legal knowledge?

Jan Engberg
Aarhus University

Central in this chapter are affordances of applying a frame approach to the
representation of legal knowledge and the relation to legal terminology. The first
part introduces the basic idea of linguistic meaning as based on the knowledge held
by language users. It is followed by a presentation of frame semantic approaches
that have been used for representing legal terminology. The next section discusses
conceptual dynamics as an aspect on which frame approaches have special
attention. The final section presents a method for constructing a broad basis for
conceptual comparisons for lawyers as well as for translators in a frame format as
well as an example for how translators may take advantage of such a frame
representation.

Keywords: frame semantics, meaning and legal knowledge, legal translation,
comparative law

Introduction: Meaning as knowledge held by users1

Meaning in language has been conceptualized in many different ways in the course of its
linguistic description and investigation, including, for instance the Principle of Compo-
sitionality (i.e., “the meaning of an expression is a function of, and only of, the meanings
of its parts together with the method by which those parts are combined”, Pelletier 1994)
and similar approaches, depending upon logical operators as the engine of meaning
generation. Such approaches share the characteristic that they intend to conceptualize
(word) semantics as a system that works independently of textual and contextual fac-
tors. A different approach to meaning which is gaining ground today is that of the broad
approach to the study of language termed ‘cognitive linguistics’ (Croft and Cruse 2004).
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This approach relies on the idea that it is not relevant to distinguish sharply between
syntactical structure and lexical meaning. Instead, all linguistic regularities, syntactical
as well as lexical, are seen as contributing to the emergence of meaning. So, instead of
using logical operators to describe lexical semantics independently from syntax (like in
truth-conditional semantics), all linguistic regularities are basically seen as semantic or
at least semanticized in the way that basic conceptual models like Figure-Ground or Path
are used as basic categories (e.g. Lakoff 1987; Langacker 1986; Talmy 2000). The meaning
of a word and its syntactical behaviour are then both explained through the contribution
of semantic and syntactical characteristics to the cognitive emergence of the conceptual
structure (Faber and L’Homme 2014, 144).

Concentrating again on the meaning of words in concrete texts which is central to
the task of describing legal terminology, word meaning may be conceptualized as the
result of applying knowledge that is learnt through previous experiences and instruc-
tion and is stored in long-term memory in an ascription process. Hence, the meaning of
words emerging in a specific context is dependent upon the knowledge held by the peo-
ple involved in the communicative process and their conceptualizations of the context in
which the words are used.

The frame approach central to this chapter is an example of such cognitive linguistic
approaches. Taking a frame approach to terminology means that the (generalized)
meaning of a term is seen as the knowledge that is (generally) evoked by the term when
used in a communicative context. Within this conceptualization, the study of mean-
ing zooms in upon the stored knowledge typically referred to and seen as relevant
in specific communicative settings, so-called ‘understanding-relevant knowledge’ (ver-
stehensrelevantes Wissen, Busse 1997, 15), U-relevant knowledge after Ziem (2014, 132).
Hence, the cognitive approach means a shift in the basic approach from a focus on
a context-independent meaning towards a context-dependent understanding with the
human conceptualizer at the centre of attention (Kerremans, Temmerman, and de Baer
2008, 178–179). Such an approach allows for the explanation of the inherent vagueness
of legal concepts by way of models of prototype semantics (e.g. Heylen and Steurs 2014).
A further and more general consequence of this shift is that it makes it easier to explain
consistently why the same word may carry different meanings in different fields of spe-
cialization, due to differences in interest and perspective (Kerremans, Temmerman, and
de Baer 2008, 180). This challenge to understanding each other across disciplines is often
described in studies of project communication involving experts of different fields (e.g.
Holste 2019; Janich and Zakharova 2014).

The traditional approach to terminology in theory as well as in the construction of
terminological resources has been leaning towards the context-free approach (Faber and
Araúz 2016, 3). Taking a frame approach to the study of legal terminology instead has at
least two central consequences:
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– The process of understanding terminology in actual communicative settings is seen
not as mere decoding, but as an inference process, i.e., a process in which partici-
pants enrich underspecified linguistic input based on their stored conceptual knowl-
edge and their experience with the specific type of communicative settings.

– The models of the meaning of terminological units should be structured in accor-
dance with what is known about the basic and general structural characteristics of
storing knowledge in long-term memory.

In this chapter, the second consequence will be at the centre of attention, as it is used as
an argument for choosing the frame as the structural model for meaning.

Accounts of terms and their meaning generally emphasize the idea of terms as reflec-
tions of expert knowledge. Terms are special in the way that they are used to reflect
aspects of conceptual knowledge where boundaries play a role: using a term means
indicating a pointed difference between a concept and one or more neighbouring con-
cepts (ten Hacken 2015). According to ten Hacken (2015), this way of defining terms is
relevant in order to differentiate terminology from specialized vocabulary: Specialized
vocabulary lacks the clear differentiation intent and is thus closer to the more prototype-
based meaning of everyday communication. In this chapter, however, we will concen-
trate upon terminology. Terms are used when the context requires a sharp instead of
a blurred distinction, for instance when, in cases of legal adjudication, it is necessary
to find out whether an act by a person should count as bribery or not. In traditional
approaches to (legal) terminology, this often leads to a focus on one-dimensional so-
called hyper-hyponymic relations, i.e., a relation between a more general and some more
specified concepts along optimally one, but always some few dimensions (Rackevičienė,
Janulevičienė, and Mockiene 2019, 3). Work of this kind tends to give special importance
to relations between concepts in logically structured systems, visualized in the form of
tree diagrams. As an example, Rackevičienė, Janulevičienė, and Mockiene (2019) look
for the positions of concepts on bribery in the conceptual systems underlying an inter-
national convention and three national legislations in order to find functional equiva-
lents for translations of texts belonging to the different systems, concentrating upon the
logical relations between the concepts. In their analysis, functional equivalence is thus
given when two concepts from different legal systems show similar logical relations and
distinctions (private vs. public, active vs. passive) to neighbouring concepts. The posi-
tion in the system and the differences between concepts are the main meaning-carrying
characteristics. In a frame approach, on the other hand, although the hyper-hyponymic
relations may also play a role, they are not the only decisive criterion for distinguish-
ing and ordering terms in conceptual systems. In the sense of L’Homme (2005, 1122),
terms are taken seriously in their full lexico-semantic nature and not reduced to labels
of knowledge units in a system. Instead of seeing the hierarchical system as the main
source for meaning, frame semantics approaches rely more on the idea of multidimen-
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sional networks inspired by the way knowledge is actually structured in the human mind
when modelling meaning. Hence, frame approaches are open to different and potentially
unrelated dimensions constituting the concept related to a term. Put somewhat point-
edly: frame approaches intend to be closer to human ways of thinking in associations
along networks, whereas traditional logically oriented approaches to terminology intend
to be as logically stringent as possible. Behind this also lies a difference between seeing
domain-specific knowledge as person-external common knowledge to be drawn upon
by experts in communication, in the traditional approach, and seeing domain-specific
knowledge as carried by individual members of the relevant community in the form of
shared knowledge. This distinction will be elaborated upon in the following sections.

The present chapter consists of an overview of different strands of frame-based
research into legal meaning as knowledge, followed by a presentation of the central
aspects of this kind of approach, emphasizing the general characteristics that these
approaches to legal terminology share.

Frame approaches

General aspects of frame approaches in connection with terms

The central characteristic of frame approaches is the attempt to coordinate the descrip-
tion of (lexical) meaning with what we know about the mind and its structures. In
other words, the idea is to blur the boundaries between the traditional concept of lexical
meaning and more encompassing knowledge structures actually held by language users:
“Frame Semantics … is based on the assumption that the meanings of lexical units …
are constructed in relation to background knowledge, whose structure can be analysed
in terms of semantic frames” (L’Homme, Robichaud, and Subirats 2014, 1365). Through
blurring this boundary, connections between more knowledge-driven approaches (con-
centrating upon the structure of the knowledge of a specialist field) and more lexicon-
driven approaches to the description of terms and their meaning are possible (L’Homme
2018, 4). In this way, bridges may be built between what is traditionally termed lexical
meaning, on the one hand, and the description of background knowledge relevant
for textual understanding be it linguistic or extra-linguistic (U-relevant knowledge, cf.
above), on the other. The idea is to avoid the concentration upon one perspective and
thus to strike a balance between a focus on providing answers to lexicon-driven ques-
tions as well as to knowledge-driven questions (L’Homme 2018, 6). Lexicon-driven ques-
tions depart from the utterance perspective (e.g. what does the word ‘equity’ mean in an
English legal context, what words collocate with it?), whereas knowledge-driven ques-
tions depart from the need for insight into the discipline (e.g. what are the characteristics
for applying the legal figure ‘equity’ in English law in adjudication?).
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That the frame approach is looking for a balance between different approaches is for
instance visible in the fact that the lexical perspective is not privileged in the meaning
description. Searches may depart from words (what does the word mean?) or from disci-
plinary concepts (what words are connected to the same frame?). Hence, analysers may
still be looking for the meaning related to a word. However, they do not presuppose that
this meaning is stored in isolation in the knowledge reservoir of individuals. Instead, it
may be generated by collecting the knowledge units evoked by a lexical unit, and differ-
ent lexical units may evoke (elements of ) the same frame.

Conceptually coordinating meaning with insights into the structuring of the mind
implies that a multi-dimensional structure is relevant, as knowledge is organized in asso-
ciative networks in memory based on spreading activation (McClelland and Rumelhart
1985). In such networks, word meanings are combinations of knowledge from different
dimensions with relevance for the use of the word in a specific context. Seen from the
point of view of the content of the frame, the frame is also a unit of organization that
binds together lexical units connected to each other by experience or by their belonging
to the same part of for instance specialized legal knowledge or expert action (Engberg
2009b; Pimentel 2015, 431). Since Bartlett (1932), such structures presumed to be the
building blocks of memory have been called schemas. A frame may be seen as a type of
schema (Kann and Inderelst 2018, 60), containing knowledge elements describing situ-
ations evoked by lexical units in an abstract format (L’Homme 2018, 8). Furthermore,
frames may be joined into scenarios, thus modelling larger parts of the actual knowl-
edge of disciplinary specialists (L’Homme 2018, 9). Following the concept of knowledge
as organized in schemas, the general frame approach to structuring knowledge is to work
with a combination of slots and fillers (Barsalou 1992; Busse 2012; Fillmore 1982; Ziem
2014). Slots (called ‘Frame Elements’ in Frame Semantics) are dimensions, according
to which the meaning of a term is organized, i.e., the building blocks of the structure
of the knowledge which the word evokes. These slots are typically related to the pred-
icate structure(s) to which the investigated terminological units contribute when used
in texts (actors, objects, instruments …). In this way, the slot structure does not only
tell us something about the core declarative knowledge traditionally contained in ter-
minological definitions. It also includes elements with relevance for the combination
of words in texts in order to depict special domain situations. In accordance with the
tenets of cognitive linguistics, i.e., what was above called semanticizing linguistic rela-
tions, this is the way in which a frame approach to terminology blurs the boundaries
between knowledge-driven and lexicon-driven interests in terms. Fillers, on their part,
are the standard knowledge chunks used to characterize the term from the point of view
of a specific dimension. Hence, the fillers represent the full U-relevant knowledge (not
only the declarative knowledge) typically connected to a term by the members of the
legal community, whereas the slots represent the standard way of structuring this knowl-
edge. For instance, the frame related to the concept of criminal liability of corporations
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in US law can be modelled using slots like characteristic elements, relevance for society,
related concepts, and specific theories, to name some (Engberg 2009b, 132). Fillers would
then be the content typically connected to the slots, like deterrence as an aspect of the
slot relevance for society that is often mentioned when the concept of criminal liability
appears in disciplinary communication (Engberg 2009b, 134).

Frame approaches to (legal) terminology and terminography

In connection with legal terminology and knowledge, frame approaches have been used
especially for two types of purposes: as a basis for constructing legal terminological
resources and as a way of representing the knowledge behind legal texts for more dis-
course analytical purposes. The two approaches are not radically different, but for ease
of explanation they are distinguished here.

Frame approaches for legal terminological resources

In the terms introduced in the previous section, the traditional approach to constructing
legal terminological resources has been more knowledge driven than lexicon driven,
although at least translators would actually benefit from a greater focus on information
about the more linguistic aspects of this knowledge (Pimentel 2015, 430). Consequently,
there has been a drive to develop the theoretical basis of legal terminology towards being
more lexically driven. An important step was to abandon the idea of terms as mere point-
ers to knowledge and instead see them as linguistic units with all derived characteris-
tics (Cabré 1999). This has led to three high-profiled approaches, which are presented in
what follows.

In the first approach, the so-called lexical semantic approach to terminology
(L’Homme 2019), the idea is to create terminological resources based on Fillmore’s
FrameNet approach (Fillmore, Johnson, and Petruck 2003). The aim is to gather and pre-
sent information in a systematic way with a view to creating resources that are optimally
lexicon oriented. In the field of legal communication, Janine Pimentel has been the cen-
tral researcher working with this approach (Pimentel 2012, 2013, 2015). Terms are basi-
cally seen as lexical elements that are used in specialized settings and with restrictions
on their interpretation. Hence, the representation of their meaning may depart from
descriptions in FrameNet, which intend to give frame-structured representations of lexi-
cal meaning in general language, i.e., representing the non-specialized meaning. Lexical
units to be included in the resource are described by attributing to them a role in existing
frames that are then, if necessary, specified in accordance with the specificity of the legal
discipline (Pimentel 2015, 432–433). The basis of the attribution is studies of relevant cor-
pora, hence allowing the terminologist to not only concentrate on nouns, but also to give
relevant attention to the verbs. Exactly the frame as an instrument of representation with
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its aim of representing elements involved in actions allows verbs to acquire their relevant
role in understanding and formulating legal texts.

The second high-profiled approach to using cognitive linguistic insights to creating
terminological resources is Frame-Based Terminology (Faber 2012, 2015). Specific appli-
cations to the field of law are found in Peruzzo (2014) and Faber and Reimerink (2019).
Here the idea of predications as the basis not only of textual utterances, but also of struc-
turing representations of knowledge is found again. The approach is a specification and
further development of the general approach to the linguistic description of language
called Lexical Grammar Model (Faber and Mairal 1999). The frame type ‘event tem-
plates’ is central, similar to the approach by L’Homme (Faber and Reimerink 2019, 16;
Peruzzo 2014, 157). This choice of frame type supports a focus in the knowledge repre-
sentations on verbs, which are seen as the central terms in the legal field with its empha-
sis upon actions in the real world (Faber and Reimerink 2019, 20). In this approach, the
ambition to present detailed descriptions in accordance with general-language theories
plays a prominent role. Hence, the approach works with a distinction between the inter-
nal structuring of concepts in accordance with a general system (Pustejovsky’s qualia
roles that represent the semantic structure of the lexical meaning in order to understand
the emergence of compositional default meaning when words are used in sentences and
texts, Pustejovsky 1995), and an external structuring according to general types of rela-
tions that represent the relations of a concept to other concepts. Apart from bringing
Frame-Based Terminology closer to general linguistics beyond the field of lexical seman-
tics, it also reveals an ambition to make representations of language-specific legal terms
as little language-specific as possible. This is a difference not in kind, but in degree when
comparing the approach to the lexical semantic approach to terminology, but it appears
to play a major role in Frame-Based Terminology, probably in order to contribute not
only to research in terminology, but also in general language. Furthermore, the orien-
tation towards a broader linguistic theory is also connected to the ambition of creating
knowledge bases that may be used not only by humans, but also by computers.

Finally, a third approach is relevant here, although it does not work directly with
the concept of frame, namely, the so-called ‘Sociocognitive Terminology’ linked to the
method of ‘Termontography’ as a way of representing its result (Kerremans,
Temmerman, and De Baer 2008; Temmerman 2000, 2007). Like in the approaches by
L’Homme and Faber, the basic motivation is to construct efficient and relevantly struc-
tured knowledge representations in the form of resources for understanding and for
translating specialized texts. The approach should be mentioned here, because it is also
based upon a cognitive view to meaning and meaning generation. In this case, the basis is
especially Vygotsky (1986) and his ideas of meaning and meaning acquisition as centrally
influenced by the context of the interpreter. The traditional idea of objective termino-
logical meaning is substituted by the concept of unit of understanding. The substitu-
tion allows to represent meaning as dependent upon different disciplinary and linguistic
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contexts, i.e., the meaning of the same term may contain different knowledge elements
depending on whether it is used, e.g., in a legal or an accounting context. Overlaps are
possible, but the representation can model different understandings, and the conceptu-
alization easily allows to orient knowledge resources towards the needs of different dis-
ciplinary understandings. Similarly, resources may be profiled towards differing levels of
presupposed knowledge on the side of the user. Instead of working with frames as the
basic model for representing knowledge and meaning, the approach works with the idea
of prototype and of units of understanding composing larger networks of knowledge
structured in a kind of language-oriented ontologies. Hence, ontologies as suggested in
this approach play the role of basic structuring principle in the multilingual description
of terms played by the frame in the other two approaches mentioned here, thus enabling
comparisons across languages.

Frame approaches representing knowledge underlying legal communication

The second group of approaches concentrates upon representing knowledge underlying
legal texts in order to understand the individual concepts or make relevant comparisons
of such concepts, and less upon creating tools in the form of knowledge bases or termi-
nological databases.

One line of research in this strand is interested in applying a frame semantics
approach to model the actual knowledge structures underlying expert communication in
the legal field. In this case, too, the basic assumption is that of frames as models of knowl-
edge stored in long-term memory as suggested by Bartlett (1932). However, the attention
is upon the knowledge relevant for communicative understanding (U-relevant knowl-
edge, cf. above) and upon frame semantics as a tool for legal conceptual work. Busse,
Felden, and Wulf (2018), as a very thorough example, present three different major stud-
ies in which they demonstrate the power of frame semantics as a method for assessing
the shared disciplinary knowledge constituting legal concepts. One study focuses upon
the special content and structure of a German statutory concept from criminal law in
connection with its realization in legal practice (Diebstahl, i.e., the German version of
the concept of theft). One study looks at finding the differences in knowledge between
two related German legal concepts from private law (Eigentum and Besitz, two concepts
from the field of property law). The last study uses frame semantics as a tool for demon-
strating developments in the interpretation of a German criminal law concept (Gewalt,
i.e., force). In Zarco-Tejada and Lazari (2017), a similar frame semantic approach is used
for the purposes of comparative law, studying the national variants of the concept of state
responsibility in a Spanish, French, English and Italian context. This line of research thus
concentrates upon meeting the needs of legal experts for conceptual work when under-
standing national legal concepts or when securing comparability of concepts in com-
parative work. In both cases, the approach offers a broader conceptual description as in
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traditional legal work, which tends to concentrate upon functional aspects (cf. the func-
tionalist approach to comparative law, Zweigert and Kötz 1996, 35)

Finally, as the second line of research in this strand a version of frame semantics
interested more in describing selected text-based elements in their relation to world
knowledge presented by Konerding (1993) has been used for more discourse analytic
studies of legal concepts. The original method was developed to construct meaning
descriptions in dictionaries. The purpose of the method is to function as a descriptive
instrument for qualitative textual content analysis inspired by frame semantics. However,
unlike the first approach presented in this subsection, there is no ambition of assessing
the full knowledge relevant for communicative understanding and the actual knowledge
structures in their entirety (cf. Busse, Felden, and Wulf 2018, 35–36 for a critical view
on this purpose in connection with the concept of frame). On this basis, the so-called
Knowledge Collection and Categorization Method (Engberg 2009b, 129) has been devel-
oped for studying aspects of legal concepts as represented in a text or in different
texts in a corpus. Hence, there are overlaps in interest with Textual Terminology (cf.
Condamines and Picton 2022). However, where Textual Terminology aims at building
large resources for purposes like Natural Language Processing, the Knowledge Collec-
tion and Categorization Method aims at analysing texts for discourse analytical pur-
poses. The method has for instance been used for assessing differences in the way
different authors emphasize elements of a concept in their writing, thus giving access
to diverging positions to the content of a concept that may help us understand concep-
tual development (Engberg 2009b). Furthermore, the method has been used as a tool
for systematic conceptual comparisons relevant for decision-making in legal translation
(Engberg 2018, 2020). These last-mentioned types of analyses will be presented in more
detail below.

How does a frame-oriented conceptualization of legal terms influence the
description of terms?

The previous presentations of the frame idea, the reasons for its adoption in the descrip-
tion of legal terminology, and some of the central instantiations of it as a tool for analyt-
ical and knowledge representation purposes function as a backdrop for an overview of
the consequences of taking a frame approach to legal terminology in this section. I will
concentrate upon how a frame approach enables researchers and practitioners to grasp
the dynamic of legal knowledge due to two related characteristics of knowledge and work
in the discipline of law: the fact that legal knowledge is distributed among participants
in specialized communication (unintentional dynamics), and the fact that the content
of legal concepts is interpersonally challenged among legal experts at any point in time
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(open synchronic variation). It is my claim that frame approaches to legal terminology
are conceptually well-suited for grasping these aspects.

Dynamic nature of legal knowledge due to distributed character

Semantic change over time is a characteristic of all language use, dependent especially
on the fact that language as such (and hence also lexical meaning) is distributed among
the language users and does not refer to any ‘objective’ instance outside the context of
the language users apart from accepted convention. However, due to the ideal of at least
Western thinking that a legal system should be characterized by the rule of law, tradi-
tionally phrased as a government of laws, not of men, legal thinking has tended to ‘forget’
or tone down this aspect, because it works against the ideal. Instead, the ideal of literal
interpretation of legal texts has been championed, although it is very difficult to theoret-
ically explain what the literal meaning of words in a text actually is.

Expert communication, to which legal communication involving lawyers belongs, is
even more prone to dynamics than everyday communication (see e.g. Temmerman and
Van Campenhoudt 2014 for studies of this aspect for different disciplines). Kerremans,
Temmerman, and De Baer (2008, 180–181) have isolated the following factors as drivers
of constant development of the shared disciplinary knowledge underlying meaning in
context:

– Urge for more and better understanding of the world as part of any discipline;
– Meaning as created in processes involving different language users with potentially

different knowledge bases;
– General prototype structure of the knowledge underlying meaning-making in con-

crete situations.

Two factors are of special importance in this context: the distributed character of mean-
ing making, on the one hand, and the prototype structure of human knowledge, which
means that mental categories normally do not have sharp edges concerning instances
belonging to the categories, on the other hand: individuals must not be aware of the fact
that they do not fully agree on categorization, as long as they agree upon a sufficient part
of the core of the category. This allows for differences arising ungoverned and in a ‘hid-
den’ fashion (see e.g. Heylen and Steurs 2014).

By looking at knowledge through a frame semantic lens, and especially by focusing
on the distributed character of knowledge in frame semantic analyses, it is possible to
understand the actual dynamics in a consistent theoretical context. Furthermore, law is
a culturally constituted sign-system, which is “arbitrary as it depends on space and time”
(Wagner, Matulewska, and Cheng 2020, 240). Hence, the knowledge system of individu-
als is in a constant process of development due to influence from developments outside
and inside the society (Wagner, Matulewska, and Cheng 2020, 242–244). In traditional
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approaches to terminology, this aspect has mainly been studied under the heading of
‘variation’. An example is the analysis by Peruzzo (2017) on the influence of national legal
systems on the development of terms on the victims of crimes. Attention in this analy-
sis (although not in general in Peruzzo’s work, see e.g. Peruzzo 2014) is on assessing the
variation of terms about basically the same concepts and on categorizing the observed
phenomena. In other words, formulations and regularities for their variation are at the
centre of attention. Frame approaches, on the other hand, concentrate more upon devel-
opments in the content with a special interest in what parts of a concept (= which slots)
are subject to developments, and how these changes may be explained as developments
in the content of the frame. As indicated above, one of the studies presented in Busse,
Felden, and Wulf (2018) is an example of such a frame-based investigation of conceptual
development, looking at how the statutory concept of Gewalt has changed in interpreta-
tions by courts in the German legal system due to changes in conceptual positions over
time. Kerremans, Andries, and Temmerman (2016) investigate the use of denominations
for types of mothers in statutory proposals in Dutch and French in the Belgian Parlia-
ment, with a focus on neologisms, i.e., words used for concepts that have not yet been
included in statutory law. By comparing proposals in Dutch and French, it is possible
to assess differences in what aspects and distinctions are highlighted in proposals in the
various languages. On this basis, the authors find differences that signal differences in
the knowledge used in understanding concepts of the field in the various language com-
munities, differences that are prone to generate dynamics in terminological meaning.

Another driver of unintentional semantic dynamics in legal meaning is the inherent
vagueness of legal concepts (Engberg and Heller 2008; Wagner, Matulewska, and Cheng
2020, 251; 257–260). Again, the distributed nature of meaning, which a frame semantic
approach is apt to grasp theoretically, is a central characteristic. A vague concept is one
where borderline cases exist in which it is not possible to decide whether communica-
tive instances belong to the category indicated by a concept or not. An example is the
concept of reasonable doubt from private law. What is found here is less dynamics at sys-
tem level and rather differences in the interpretation by readers in accordance with their
conceptualization of the context in which the concept is used. This type of dynamics
is especially visible in translations. Heylen and Steurs (2014) have developed a method-
ology consisting of an automated term extraction process for source text analysis com-
bined with a corpus linguistic approach to the distribution of lexical units in a target text
functioning as equivalents of the terms isolated in the source text. By assessing the range
of different renderings in the target language of the same source language term it is possi-
ble to find the level of generality and vagueness of the investigated terms. From the point
of view of traditional prescriptive terminology, these characteristics are systematic flaws.
However, a frame approach with its acceptance of dynamics from the process of mean-
ing making based on meaning potentials rather than as the process of decoding a fully
delineated conceptual meaning allows us to work with a way of understanding the role
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of terms and the disciplinary concepts, they are connected with in accordance with the
actual rather than idealistic characteristics of expert legal communication.

Non-monolithic character of legal knowledge, subject to contemporary
challenge

Supplementary to the characteristic that (even) legal meaning is dynamic over time due
to the fact that knowledge behind processes of meaning making is distributed among
individuals, as discussed above, conceptual dynamics over time is also caused by the
fact that concepts as building blocks of expert legal knowledge are typically openly non-
monolithic at any one time. This characteristic is related to the distributed character
of knowledge described above. However, where the development due to distribution
is more of a coincidence, as language users are normally not aware of the differences
between their knowledge bases and thus drive the development unconsciously, the non-
monolithic characteristic hints at open and explicit differences that are even discussed in
expert communication. Hence, where the dynamics due to distribution is a consequence
of accepting terminology as human language (Cabré 1999), the non-monolithic charac-
teristic relies upon the fact that legal experts constantly argue over the correct meaning
of legal concepts, i.e., the first of the three drivers of Kerremans, Temmerman, and De
Baer (2008) mentioned in the previous section. Thus, open synchronous differences in
meaning between different legal experts is frequent. Again, this is different from the con-
ceptualization of traditional terminology oriented towards standardization, in which the
basic assumption is that the discipline agrees upon definitions of its concepts and that
the task of terminological work is then to clarify the concepts via defining explicitly and
assigning one and only one designation, a term, to this definition. In other words, tra-
ditional standardization-oriented terminology is interested in the agreed knowledge of
the discipline, as in Simonnæs (2013), for instance, who assesses the translations offered
by students for the culture-bound Norwegian concept of med-moder (co-mother). How-
ever, as already mentioned above, disciplinary knowledge is characterized pragmatically
by a constant push towards achieving new knowledge and hence develop concepts. In
law this is especially the case because the rationale behind legal concepts is to solve prob-
lems in society stemming from differing interests among groups of citizens (Engberg
2016). For instance, rules on speeding balance the interests of car drivers to go as quickly
as possible against the interests of other car drivers, bike riders and pedestrians of being
safe in traffic, to mention a simple example. Already this aspect of compromise between
interests carries in it the germ for the open co-existence of different conceptualizations,
as it is highly likely that the holders of the different interests will consciously try to push
the compromise over time, for instance intending to move the speed limits up or down.
Furthermore, the fact that the meaning of legal concepts depends upon culturally consti-
tuted interpretation schemas that change with societal trends (Wagner, Matulewska, and
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Cheng 2020, 240) means that one of the expert activities of lawyers is to venture novel
ways of interpreting basic legal concepts in the light of developments in the norms and
values of a society. On these grounds, it is more likely in the field of law than in many
other disciplines that competing versions of a concept will exist at the same time, which
may share more or less the slot structure, but differ in the accepted fillers (cf. examples
below). This is what I mean by stating that legal concepts are non-monolithic.

This state of affairs is difficult to grasp in traditional terminological approaches
because they tend to focus on the common rather than on the individual. Frame-based
approaches, on the other hand, have an advantage here, because they have a space for
modelling the knowledge of humans rather than a decontextualized form of meaning.
Hence, it is no theoretical problem in a frame approach to accommodate the (differing)
knowledge of individuals (as the knowledge to be included in the model is seen as always
distributed among individuals). Furthermore, it is unproblematic to accommodate the
fact that it is even part of expert knowledge to know that differing and competing con-
ceptualizations exist and to know how I as an individual position myself towards the dif-
ferent variants. For humans are able to know also what is in our view not correct but held
by others to be true.

As examples, these characteristics have been investigated and modelled empirically
in frame-based approaches in my own work. Engberg (2010) studies the simultaneous
existence of different approaches to the conceptualization of murder in Swiss criminal
law2 at different points in the development of the concept between two statutory defini-
tions (1942 vs. 1990) as a factor in driving the diachronic dynamics. At any of the inves-
tigated points in time, different players in the development process prefer one of two
opposing concepts (murderers to be convicted due to reproachable personal character-
istics vs. murderers to be convicted due to their reproachable actions). This is a case of
the same slot (the criterion for being classified as having committed a ‘murder’) being
filled differently by different participants in the communication. What changes over time
is the value given to the different variants by the (shifting) majority: both positions are
present all the time, but what is the filler not accepted by the majority at the beginning of
the development turns to being the preferred filler in the end without fully eliminating
the previously preferred variant.

The influence of balancing of interests on the concept is also the object of study in
Engberg (2009b). The studied concept is ‘corporate criminal liability’ from the context of
US law, which is mentioned also above. The concept balances the interest of corporations
to freely perform their activities in a non-personalized way, on the one hand, and the
interest of society in being able to punish wrongdoings as acts of the (non-personalized)
corporation, despite the system characteristic that only natural persons and not corpo-
rations may be subject of criminal punishment. Based on a study of a corpus of journal

2. Schweizer Strafgesetzbuch Article 112.
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articles, aspects of the frame of the concept are established and it is assessed in the frame-
work of matrix frames as descriptive framework to what degree the investigated journal
articles agree upon the filling of different slots. Thus, the non-monolithic character of the
shared knowledge is demonstrated through an investigation of expert communication.

As indicated above, a frame approach can also easily accommodate the fact that
even the concepts held by individuals are non-monolithic. In Engberg (2009a) this is
demonstrated empirically by showing that individual articles represent the differing
fillers shown in Engberg (2009b), discuss them and position themselves towards them.
The descriptive advantage of the frame approach in this context is that it is not limited
by logical rules, but only by the affordances of the human cognitive system.

How may a frame approach be practically useful for legal translation?

In the introductory section I mentioned that an important driver behind the develop-
ment of frame-oriented approaches to terminology like Frame-Based Terminology or the
lexical semantic approach to terminology has been to build more efficient resources for
translators to use when making decisions in the translation process. An example of a
resource derived from Frame-Based Terminology is Eco-Lexicon3 whereas an example
of a resource building on the lexical semantic approach is DicoInfo.4 The main idea in
such resources is to present in a structured way knowledge that on the one hand takes the
linguistic nature of terms seriously, and on the other hand incorporates non-linguistic
modelling of the world reflected in textual expressions based on the basic tenets of cog-
nitive linguistics. An advantage of following a frame approach in this context is that it
enables the investigator to compare perspectives of different languages to comparable
entities in the form of non-linguistic event models or event frames not bound to the indi-
vidual language or to a small number of logically oriented structuring criteria.

In the field of law, a central source for building up relevant frames are the results
from comparative law studies. Among the presently applied approaches to comparative
law, conceptual comparisons are more useful for translators than functionalist compar-
isons (Brand 2007; Engberg 2013). In brief, the basis of a functionalist approach to com-
parative law is to use as tertium comparationis the functions of legal rules concerning the
way they solve the societal problems that gave rise to their construction. Societal prob-
lems are often quite similar across jurisdictions, objects of study are then similarities and
differences in the way the legal rules work. The conceptual approach to comparative law,
on the other hand, uses similarities in the broader conceptual structure as tertium com-
parationis. Frames are well-suited as a presentational basis for such results and especially

3. http://ecolexicon.ugr.es/en/index.htm
4. http://olst.ling.umontreal.ca/?p=2550
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for making it easy for translators to find the information relevant for their purpose. An
example of such a conceptual comparison relying upon a frame approach is the work by
Zarco-Tejada and Lazari (2017) on the concept of state responsibility as represented in
legal texts in Spanish, French, English and Italian mentioned above.

For legal translators, approaches like the ones developed by Zarco-Tejada and Lazari
(2017) are interesting and relevant. However, as such approaches are developed to meet
the requirements of legal experts, they may not be optimal for the purposes of trans-
lators. Where comparative lawyers are often centrally interested in similarities and dif-
ferences between normative aspects of legal concepts, the task of translators is to solve
problems of communication and text formulation across language borders. This means
that translators are typically at least also interested in other, more culturally and linguis-
tically oriented frame elements or slots. In previous work (Engberg 2016, 2020), I have
proposed methodological approaches to the analysis of legal communication which may
generate results especially relevant for legal translators and deliver input for representing
the knowledge in a frame format. The frame format requires input for the slots as well
as for the fillers. In order to get an overview over the slot structure, the idea is to depart
from insights into the characteristics of law and legal communication. I suggest three
perspectives from which legal texts may be studied, in order to generate translation-
relevant input to frames modelling the knowledge of legal experts:

1. National culture (generating slots based on national characteristics of legal con-
cepts)

2. Socio-functional systems (generating slots based on characteristics connected to the
discourse-based system of legal experts, which is not bound by national borders)

3. Interpersonal communication (generating slots connected to linguistic interactions
involving legal experts and their expertise).

Where the two first perspectives have to do with declarative legal knowledge, the third
perspective is oriented towards linguistic aspects as well as aspects of different views on
conceptual characteristics held by different individuals, i.e., the aspects described above
on the distributed and especially the non-monolithic character of legal concepts.

In order to generate knowledge about the fillers for the slots, on the other hand,
different general approaches to law are used as generators. One example of a suggested
dimension is the normative approach to law, concentrating upon law as a normative
system, looking at the provisions and qualifications indicating scope and prerequisites
for the provisions; another example of a suggested dimension is the Law as Culture
approach (Gephart 2006, 292–300), where aspects like law as organization or law as an
act-oriented ritual play a role and widen the scope of content to be used to fill the slots
generated by the three first-mentioned perspectives. The inclusion of the Law as Culture
approach is a consequence of the broader interests of translators mentioned above, due
to their specific use of comparative legal knowledge.
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Taking a frame approach to legal terminology and its relation to legal knowledge
supports a constructivist approach to the process of legal translation. As the frame used
to represent a legal term is seen as a model of the legal knowledge which legal experts
dispose of in their long-term memory, the frame may be seen as the basis on which legal
experts construct mental representations based on textual input when receiving a text.
This opens an avenue for evaluating suggested target text renderings by assessing the
ways in which they intend to include elements of the frame in target representations
through text formulation. I will end my deliberations on frames and legal terminology by
presenting an approach that may help comparing suggested translations with the source
text and thus finding arguments for assessing the quality of the translations in the tar-
get text situation suggested in Engberg (2018, 44–46). Here, different translations of a
source text term (Rüge, English: Objection) embedded in a sentence are evaluated based
on their relation to the underlying expert frame. Such an objection is part of the event
frame of an appeal case and has the function to initiate the case. The point of departure
is thus the legal perception of a real-world event. The relevant parts of the event frame
constructed through legal sources are included in Figure 1:

Figure 1. An excerpt of the frame of the concept Rüge as part of the event frame of an appeal case

The German source text shown in Example (1) draws upon this frame by introduc-
ing the typical fillers of the ‘Types’ slot (underlined):

(1) Gegen das Urteil richtete sich die auf eine Verfahrens- und Sachrüge gestützte Revision
des Angeklagten
[Against the court decision was directed the appeal of the defendant based on a pro-
cedural and material law objection (interlinear translation)]

The strategy for guiding the mental representation of the textual meaning is thus to use
the terms and presuppose relevant knowledge on the part of the receivers.

Target texts are evaluated according to the textual clues they have chosen in order to
include slots in the construction of mental representations on the side of the target text
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receiver. Underlying the evaluation is the idea that the emerging mental representations
built by target text receivers should have a relevant overlap with the mental representa-
tions that source text receivers may be expected to construct. Different target texts draw-
ing on different slots of the same source culture frame may all lead to the construction of
a relevant target representation. The relevance of different target representations is eval-
uated in accordance with the Skopos of the translation. Examples (2) and (3) are different
renderings of the source text in Example (1). The renderings of the terms from the source
text are underlined:

(2) Tiltaltes revisionsanke, som var støttet på en processuel og en materielretlig indsigelse,
rettede sig mod denne dom
[Defendant’s revising appeal, which was based upon a procedural and a material law
objection, was directed towards this court decision (interlinear translation)]

(3) Den tiltaltes anke af dommen støtter sig på påstand om overtrædelse af den materielle
ret samt påstand om procedurefejl
[The defendant’s appeal of the court decision is based on claim of infringement of
material law and claim of procedural error (interlinear translation)]

Example (2) uses a strategy where the ‘Types’ slot is included introducing the conven-
tional fillers in the form of the terms for the two types of objections. Example (3), on the
other hand, applies a different strategy by including a part of the ‘Internal causal chain’
slot (the claims that carry the objection) and distinguishing them along the dimensions
of the ‘Types’ slot, but without introducing the conventional fillers by the terms. The first
strategy will be effective, if target text readers already know the source expert frame, or
if the target expert frame is sufficiently similar and known to the readers. In that case, a
relevant target representation may be built based on the target readers’ long-term mem-
ory. The second strategy is also effective, if target readers have a relevant frame in their
long-term memory, although it does not use the conventional filler from the ‘Types’ slot.
However, it would be more effective than the first strategy if target text readers do not
already have the expert frame in their long-term memory. For the chosen textual clues
reveal more about content of the frame by indicating an aspect that carries the objection
and by spelling out the distinction underlying the ‘Types’ slot. Hence, it includes two
slots in the representation, helping non-experts to build a frame and not just receive the
names of types which they cannot accommodate with their existing knowledge. Whether
the first or the second strategy is preferable thus depends upon the projected readers of
the translation, the degree of similarity of the legal concept across source and target cul-
ture, and the skopos of the translation.

By way of conclusion, I would like to highlight two take-aways from my deliberations
in this chapter. Firstly, I hope to have shown that frame approaches to legal terminology
(to which I would, as indicated above, also reckon the Term-Ontology approach) have
an advantage over traditional terminology approaches in that they intend to be closer to
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the associative structuring of human long-term memory as the basis for making mental
representations of texts. This means that they are able to easily grasp not only norma-
tive aspects of legal knowledge and relate them to legal terminology, but also include cul-
tural and linguistic aspects with relevance for the task of the legal translators and legal
communicators. Secondly, I hope to have shown by the last example how the results of
frame approaches to legal terminology enable legal translators and other legal commu-
nicators to choose consciously between different possible renderings of a message. This
effect depends especially upon the broadness of the knowledge that may be represented
by frame approaches and upon the links between frame approaches and constructivist
approaches to textual understanding.

My deliberations have been concentrated on aspects related to descriptive terminol-
ogy work. Whether the affordances of frame approaches to legal terminology are also
relevant for improving prescriptive terminology work, will have to be the topic of future
research.
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Definitions in law across legal cultures
and jurisdictions
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Legal definitions organize legal texts; they create new legal concepts and clarify
general language words for maximum precision. As such, they are subject to rigid
drafting constraints. A comparative analysis of definitions (in common law,
continental law, and that of the European Union) reveals various semantic, stylistic,
text, or discursive conventions which mirror the differences between legal systems
and legal cultures. The analysis integrates tools and selected methodologies from
linguistics, legal theory, legal logic, logical semiotics, and comparative law. The
point of reference will be the Anglo-Saxon, EU, and Polish legislative drafting
guidelines. Model definitions are presented. A focus on the formulation of
definitions across legal systems and cultures can contribute to the systematization
of knowledge on definitions in law.

Keywords: legal definition, legislative drafting guidelines, legal terminology,
normative text

L. M. Solan (2010)Laws operate as definitions

It is apparently easier to use words properly than to define them accurately
F. Reed Dickerson (1966)

1. Introduction

There are numerous approaches to defining terms and formulating terminological def-
initions. In law, a prescriptive approach predominates – legal definitions are the basic
interpretative directives, as opposed to the discipline of terminology, where a descriptive
approach applies.

The domain of law adopts an onomasiological perspective, from the concept to the
term, as opposed to a linguistic semasiological approach, from the term to the concept
(for a comparison of these two approaches, see Santos and Costa 2015). The domain
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specificity plays an important role in the construction of the representation of termino-
logical knowledge.

Hence, definition typologies also differ between domains. The ISO 704 standard
enumerates several types of definitions (2009, 22), of which widely applicable intensional
definitions state the generic concept and its delimiting characteristics, such as the defini-
tion of a convention which is a “treaty, usually between more than two States, concerning
matters of mutual interest” (Löckinger, Kockaert, and Budin 2015, 62–65). This defini-
tion is too broad, however, to be employed by international law, which recognizes the
term convention both as a generic term embracing all international agreements and syn-
onymous with the generic term treaty, and as a specific term used for formal multilateral
treaties with a broad number of parties1 (Elias 1974, 13–15; Wyrozumska 2006, 28–43).
Legal definition can be defined, inter alia, as stipulative definition (ISO 704), i.e., a def-
inition which results from adapting a lexical definition to a unique situation for a given
purpose and which is not standard usage. The specific for law classifications of defini-
tions will be dealt with in Section 3.

In law, definitions are the basic interpretation directives of a legal text; the definitions
of law terms are therefore subject to rigid constraints. Legal definitions organize the
world of legal texts: they create new legal concepts, clarify the meaning of already-
existing concepts in general language words, and strive to bring maximum clarity and
precision to legal texts.

Legal terminology has some unique features (e.g., indeterminacy, explicitness, for-
mality, precision, hierarchicality), which directly bind the terms to a specific legal system
(Jopek-Bosiacka 2019, 59–74). Legal definitions, in their construction, style, and posi-
tioning in legal texts, are subject to strict legislative drafting directives – national and
institutional – which in turn stem from the legal doctrine particular to the given legal
system and legal culture.

The comparative analysis of legal definitions from various legal systems demon-
strates that they mirror the differences between the legal systems and legal cultures; they
display a great variety of semantic, stylistic, textual, or discursive conventions, especially
when one juxtaposes the systems of common law and continental law (including that of
the European Union).

The analysis of legal terminology in definitions will be syncretically integrated with
analytical tools and selected methodologies in legal theory, legal logic, logical semiotics,
and linguistics. The starting point for the analysis of definitions in law will be the
Anglo-Saxon, EU institutional, and Polish legislative drafting guidelines, constituting the
canon of rules for the accurate formulation of definitions in law, as well as doctrine and
jurisprudence. Models for constructing definitions of legal terms in various legal systems

1. Definitions of key terms used in the UN Treaty Collection: Conventions – https://treaties.un.org
/Pages/overview.aspx?path=overview/definition/page1_en.xml#conventions (DOA 25.04.2022).
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and cultures, including branches of law (especially in the United Kingdom, the United
States, Canada and Australia, the European Union, and Poland) will be presented.

A comparative and interdisciplinary approach and a focus on the construction and
formulation of definitions dependent on the presented parameters across legal systems
and cultures can contribute to the systematization of knowledge on definitions in law.

2. Law terms in definitions

The specific properties of legal texts reflect the principles of legislative drafting, which in
turn constitute a unique canon of good legislation rules (Dickerson 1977; Kindermann
1979; Thornton 1996; Šarčević 1997; Wronkowska and Zieliński 1993, 157–161; Xanthaki
2013, 2014, 2016). These principles have universal relevance and are applicable in every
legal system, although they are not always formalized in a separate legal act, as in the
United Kingdom (Michalak 2015; Xanthaki 2016, 15). The formulation of a legal text
is carried out in accordance with directives addressed to legislators concerning legisla-
tive technique, which indicate how substantive decisions on legal provisions may be
expressed adequately by a legislator, in a concise, coherent, and communicative man-
ner (Redelbach, Wronkowska, and Ziembiński 1994, 174–175). Legal text properties serve
as an ultimate imperative to maximize the degree of communicativeness of a legal
text (Wronkowska and Zieliński 1993, 10). Specific textual, linguistic, and stylistic solu-
tions may change over time, as the legislative technique is subject to constant evolution
(Wronkowska and Zieliński 1993, 26). This is also associated with an increasing level of
detail in drafting guidelines (Koźmiński 2016 diachronically on the continuous elabo-
ration of Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines 1929–2002). The language of law itself is
also changing, as the expressions in legal language are in constant use (Matczak 2019,
391). Among the most meaningful are those features which shape legal discourse as nor-
mative discourse, and which influence the achievement of the intended legal effects.

2.1 Normativity of law terms

The basis for the meanings reconstructed in legal texts is, in principle, the national gen-
eral language; above all, this applies to lexis and syntax (Zieliński 2017, 132–134). The
determination, and therefore the reconstruction of the meaning of legal texts, claims
Zieliński, takes place on the basis of detailed directives of interpretation procedures
(2017, 277–302). However, it should be borne in mind that each legal culture and each
legal system has developed its own interpretation directives, based on its own doctrine
and case law, which are related to the features of a given language and its legal texts
(MacCormick and Summers 1991). The culture of continental law is indeed the con-
struction of an abstract and general legal text (Zirk-Sadowski 2016, 163). The contents
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of the normativity in legal culture are given and fixed (Morawski 2006; Zirk-Sadowski
2016, 168).

The normativity of legal texts and the legal terms they contain is a basic assumption
to be made following Zieliński (2017, 98). This means that one must read legal texts at
the descriptive (surface, literal) level, though above all at the directive level (one consist-
ing of norms of conduct which are deduced or reconstructed in the process of the inter-
pretation of a legal text) (Sarkowicz 1995). The question posed by Zieliński as to what
is normative in a legal text seems fundamental (2017, 98–99). In continental legal cul-
ture, apart from titles and headings or preambles, the provisions that convey legal norms
(including legal definitions) are the most important in the reconstruction of a norm, and
thus the interpretation of the text.

Normativity in the language of law shapes the terminology of law, as well as the way
it is formed and introduced into a legal text to form a coherent network of concepts; this
occurs both within a given text and in the entire system of concepts functioning in law,
with its individual branches and domains.

For the purposes of this discussion, we may adopt a definition of a law term used in
legal information systems, where legal terms are treated as linguistic realizations of legal
concepts (Biasiotti and Tiscornia 2011, 157). Concepts are creations of legal dogmatics,
built upon legal norms through a process of generalization and abstraction (Biasiotti and
Tiscornia 2011, 147). Within the process of creating concepts, normative contexts are the
descriptions that (1) limit the common meanings of terms, (2) indicate the conditions of
use for terms like state, action, occurrence, the legal actor, circumstances, etc., (3) define
an extension of status or consequences, or legal effects, by means of a right, obligation,
or sanction, (4) contain assertions concerning the application of the law, in the light of
case-law (Biasiotti and Tiscornia 2011, 147–148).

2.2 Precision vs. indeterminacy

Precision, or the accuracy and correctness of a legal text, is a prerequisite for clarity
and comprehensibility (communicativeness). The communicativeness of legal texts is a
“socially significant” feature (Wronkowska and Zieliński 2012, 39; Wronkowska 1976).
Clarity and precision seem to be universally relevant properties of legal texts, regardless
of the language and legal system. The principle of unambiguous attribution as a directive
for formulating legal texts is usually expressed as “one term, one meaning” (Finucane
2017, 16–17) (see the guidelines for the drafting of US federal legislation in Filson and
Strokoff 2008, 554 and Chapter 19.5: “Use the same words to describe the same concept
throughout the bill”).

“Concern” for clarity and precision in EU legal texts appears in many EU guidelines
for legislators and translators (e.g., Guidelines 6 and 14 of the Joint Practical Guide of the
European Parliament, the Council and the Commission for persons involved in the draft-
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ing of European Union legislation of 2015, both relating to terminology). Guideline 6.2
of the Joint Practical Guide, under which “Consistency of terminology means that the
same terms are to be used to express the same concepts and that identical terms must not
be used to express different concepts”, refers to formal consistency. Guideline 6.2. further
reads that “Any given term is therefore to be used in a uniform manner to refer to the
same thing, and another term must be chosen to express a different concept” (see ISO
704 terminological principles 2009; Löckinger, Kockaert, and Budin 2015). This princi-
ple for the drafting of multilingual EU legislation “applies not only to the provisions of
a single act, including the annexes, but also to the provisions of related acts, in partic-
ular to implementing acts and to all other acts in the same field” (Guideline 6.2.1). The
terminology of a given legal act “must be consistent with the legislation in force” (Guide-
line 6.2.1). Among other things, the precision of legal texts is enhanced by legal defini-
tions, as well as the grammatical and logical relationships between their elements.

The assumed (axiological) rationality of a legal system enforces the unambiguity of
a legal text. Ideally, “the words of the laws should excite in everybody the same ideas”
(Montesquieu 1748/1752, 614). In modern times, the principle of unambiguity of a legal
text is expressed in the following way: “Equal terms shall be used to designate equal con-
cepts, and different concepts shall not be designated with equal terms” (§ 10 of the Pol-
ish Legislative Drafting Guidelines of 2002 [uniform text 2016], see also sec. VII.2 of the
Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines of 1929). An interrelated principle, set out in § 8
of the Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines of 2002, is that legal acts should use terms
in their basic, commonly accepted meanings. Legal texts should therefore be drafted by
applying terms that are typically used for the description of situations occurring in the
domain regulated by a given branch of law, provided that these terms meet the require-
ment of unambiguity. As an example of a violation of this principle, Wierczyński (2016,
80) points to the use of the terms duty/obligation to refrain [obowiązek powstrzymania
się] instead of prohibition [zakaz] in the Polish Criminal Code in Article 72 § 1(5), in
which the court may, when suspending the enforcement of a sentence, oblige the con-
victed person to refrain from abusing alcohol or other intoxicating substances.

The precision of legal texts is often contrasted with the vagueness and indetermi-
nacy of legal texts. Vagueness in law is manifested in particular ways. Marmor 2014
(85–105) distinguishes four types of vagueness in Anglo-Saxon normative discourse;
however, in continental systems, consistency in law is emphasized more than the legisla-
tor’s intentions, for example. Conceptual vagueness refers to the meaning of expressions
with indefinite and unclear dictionary word content; this is associated with having an
incomplete set of constitutive features for determining the meaning of a given phrase, or
the impossibility of ascertaining whether the feature can be ascribed to a given subject/
entity (Zieliński 2017, 155–162; Ziembiński 1995, 29–30 on constitutive features). Indefi-
niteness (vagueness) in legal texts is mostly related to abstract names, and concerns dif-
ferent parts of speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Examples are numerous:
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“reasonable attorney’s fees” (Maine Legislative Drafting Manual 2016, 75); “sufficient
cause”, “duly”, “properly” (Montana Bill Drafting Manual 2018, 22); another group may
include modifiers such as “fair/just/equitable, fit/suitable, fraudulent, reckless, satisfied,
as soon as possible, (un)necessary, (un)reasonable” (Rose 2017, 65). It is vital that the
meanings of undefined terms and phrases are documented by legislation and case-law.
The phenomenon of construing and interpreting words according to the contexts in
which they are written is referred to as the noscitur a sociis rule (Rose 2017, 66).

Conceptual vagueness entails “scope vagueness” (Radwański and Zieliński 2001, 11
et seq.), so called because it concerns the scope of names, in the logical sense. As a log-
ical category, vagueness consists in the impossibility of determining whether there is
the designator of a given name, i.e., whether or not it falls within the scope of a given
name, despite having knowledge about the features of the given object (see in more detail
Zieliński 2017, 155–162). For example, at what point does a short description cease to be
short? Vagueness in scope serves to make a legal text more flexible (Wronkowska and
Zieliński 2012, 296–298; Zieliński 2017, 160–161).

The intentional use of indeterminate terms and expressions is of central importance
in legal texts (Zieliński 2017, 161), and this seems to comprise the basic directive con-
cerning their interpretation. It should also be noted, following Zieliński (2017, 161), that
the interpretation of indeterminate expressions belongs to authorized bodies and institu-
tions applying the law, such as the courts. Thus, indeterminacy is given priority over the
precision of the text (Zieliński 2017, 161). One of the reasons for doing so is that indeter-
minacy is linked to general clauses (Zieliński 2017, 164–165), i.e., legal provisions which
deliberately include vague/indeterminate expressions.

Undesirable vagueness, on the other hand, is mentioned by the common law leg-
islative drafters in the context of insufficient precision and bad legal style (Bhatia et al.
2005; OPC Drafting Guidance 2020, 6, 1.3.11–1.3.14). It contradicts the principle by Gow-
ers: “[U]se precise and concrete words rather than vague and abstract words” (1987, 48).
A potentially vague expression in English-language legal texts, which in most cases will
require concretization, includes:

[P]rescribe in definitions, to mean prescribe in regulations (specify, set out). For example,
section 24 of the British Welfare Reform Act 2007 defines prescribed as specified in, or
determined in accordance with, regulations. For legislative drafters, this phrase used in
definitions sounds artificial, and the addressees of legislation may find expressions like
person of a prescribed description bewildering, for example:
In this section, qualifying young person means a person of a prescribed description.
could be replaced with
In this section qualifying young person means a person of a description specified in regu-

(OPC Drafting Guidance 2020, 84)lations made by the Secretary of State.

Other useful examples of inadequate precision may be found in Asprey (2010: Chapter
13).
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2.3 Explicitness

An important feature of law texts in the domain of legal communication is the principle
of the explicitness of a legal text, namely that the meaning does not result from the com-
municative situation, but directly from the linguistic means used (Jopek 2001, 86). There
is no room in this case for any additional semantic implications which differ from those
allowed by the interpretation of the law. The meaning of a particular legal provision is
assigned and fixed until it is altered by another provision.

The utterance (expression) X is Y can determine a new term through legal defini-
tions, where X is Y in the context of C (see Section 3 below) or establish its legal status in
a legally binding way, through other linguistic means or deontic modalities, e.g., “X must
be Y ” (Biasiotti and Tiscornia 2011, 148).

The explicitness of a text may be related to the specific linguistic means used in for-
mulating the provisions. It may be in the use of a correct grammatical number for the
terms, allowing an unambiguous interpretation of the text. In the Canadian Guide to
Making Federal Acts and Regulations 2001, for example, the preferred form is a singular
number (2001, 116). The convention in legislative drafting is to draft in the singular rather
than in the plural, as multiple modifiers often result in ambiguity when the modified
noun is plural (and the conjunction and does not resolve the ambiguity in the plural):

(1) charitable and educational institutions may mean:
a. a charitable and educational institution, or
b. a charitable or educational institution

(2) persons who have attained the age of 65 years and are disabled may mean:
a. a person who has attained the age of 65 years and is disabled, or
b. a person who has attained the age of 65 years or is disabled.

Indirectly, the explicitness of the text derives from a universal legislative directive to use
linguistic expressions in their basic and commonly accepted meanings. Most common
law drafting guides cite and follow Sir Ernest Gowers’ principle: “use the most famil-
iar words” (Gowers, Greenbaum, and Whitcut 1987, 48; OPC Drafting Guidance 2020,
5). Similarly, EU law follows the cited principle: “Words must be used in their ordinary
sense” (Guideline 6.2.2. of the Joint Practical Guide… 2015, 20) (see also § 8 of the Polish
Legislative Drafting Guidelines). This means avoiding archaisms (for example, here- and
there- words such as like herewith or thereby), sophisticated words like far-fetched, or jar-
gon expressions. It is not always necessary to use terms such as particulars or convey; it
is often enough to use information or give, respectively (OPC Drafting Guidance 2020,
5–6); Wronkowska and Zieliński 2012, 43–48). Fowler (1968) proposes five principles for
English, which are applied in most common law legislative drafting and include the fol-
lowing: prefer the familiar word to the far-fetched, the concrete word to the abstract, the
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single word to the circumlocution, the short word to the long, and the Saxon word to the
Romance word.

2.4 System-bound terms

Law and legal language are system-bound; they reflect the history, evolution, and culture
of a specific legal system (Cao 2007, 23). The national character of internal law presup-
poses the need to express in the language of law those legal concepts which are specific
to the legal system. The more distant the legal systems and cultures, the more system-
bound terms are used. When juxtaposing the two most important world legal systems –
that is, the common law system and the continental law system, many such terms can
be identified (especially in the field of civil law), such as trust, equity, tort, consideration,
misrepresentation, etc., not to mention the term common law itself, or the names of legal
professions. Mattila notes that in continental systems in legal contexts, “system-neutral
senses” prevail in relation to common law (2013, 348–349).

Thus, the avoidance of system-bound terms in multilingual, multi-system, or inter-
national legislation is particularly important. The use of expressions and phrases in par-
ticular legal terms that are too specific to a certain language or national legal system
should therefore be avoided in the EU legislation under Guideline 5 of the Joint Practical
Guide (2015). A similar principle is applied to international law (Šarčević 1997).

2.5 Hierarchy of terms

The legal terminology hierarchy principle is not directly emphasized in most legislative
drafting guidelines currently in force. However, the Polish Principles of Legislative
Drafting of 1939 explicitly indicated the hierarchical nature of the expressions adopted in
basic acts: “§ 9 (2). If it is necessary to choose between different expressions, existing in
legal texts to designate the same concept, preference shall be given to expressions used
in basic instruments such as codes”.

Similarly, in the institutional guidelines of the European Union, the rank of the legal
act in which the term is placed is not without significance (Biel 2017, 34–35). For exam-
ple, the terminology in amending, implementing, and delegated Union acts must be con-
sistent with the terminology of the basic acts (Polish in-house style guide Vademecum
Tłumacza 2021, 86). The hierarchy of terminology is therefore linked to formal consis-
tency as distinguished in the Joint Practical Guide (2015), such that a uniformly con-
sistent terminology should be used in the provisions of related acts, in particular to
implementing provisions and in all other acts in the same field (Guideline 6.2.1). Terms
contained in primary legal acts, such as the EU Treaties, are binding on acts of secondary
legislation, in particular regulations, directives, and decisions.
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2.6 Formality vs. plain language

The language of law is, as Mattila points out, one of the oldest specialized languages
(2013, 129). This fact also has certain consequences with regard to the nature of its termi-
nology. Despite the current trends toward simplification in the English language of law,
legal language is still characterized by a high degree of formalism, e.g., we are more likely
to be confronted with the expression confer powers than give powers.

The formal character of English-language terminology also depends, as Krzeszowski
(2012, 103) rightly notes, on etymology. Whether entering English by way of Latin or
French, words of Romance origin are more formal than their synonyms of Germanic ori-
gin. For example, words of Romance origin like people, liberty, purchase, or infant are
more formal than those of Germanic origin, such as folk, freedom, buy, or child, respec-
tively. Some of these words further differentiate their meanings in specialized communi-
cation in the language of law, e.g., buy vs. purchase or freedom vs. liberty.

The simplification of the language of law in the English-speaking world (and the
lowered register of legal texts in line with the reforms of plain English in various Anglo-
Saxon countries) often concerns the erasure of Latin terms (Williams 2015). This process
is mostly institutional in nature. In England and Wales, for instance, the 1998 Lord Woolf
reform of civil procedure introduced native (non-loan) expressions, often technical and
less official, in place of Latin terms or their Latinized equivalents (The Civil Procedure
Rules 1998 ; Grainger and Fealy 2010, 177–178). This also involved specialized terms and
expressions (Gadbin-George 2010), e.g., in camera has been replaced with in private,
subpoena is now witness summons, and writ has become claim form. Similar changes are
currently being made, for example, in Scotland (The Simple Procedure Rules 2016).

Unlike the English plain language movements, the terminology of Polish legal texts
remains markedly formal, according to the findings of Choduń (2007, 124–134), when
considered amid other lexical varieties of Polish. The choice of lexis for legal texts is con-
ditioned by three factors, claims Choduń (2007, 152–153): (1) legal culture, understood as
the legal tradition in which legal texts are formulated, (2) directives for the drafting of
legal texts (such as principles of legislative techniques), and (3) the communicative situ-
ation (Gizbert-Studnicki 2004).

Simple style and plain language seem to support the rationality and coherence of the
system. Anglo-Saxon principles of good legislation place the simplicity of language at the
very centre of their focus (see Xanthaki’s pyramid of legislative virtues, 2016, 21). The
process of simplifying the language of law has strong traditions in Anglo-Saxon coun-
tries, firstly in the USA (since Richard Nixon’s decree of 1972), then in the UK – the
White Paper of 1982 (see Zych 2016 on this topic). Plain language revolutionized Anglo-
Saxon legislative technique (see Xanthaki 2014, Chapter 6). Plain language, notes Xan-
thaki (2016, 22), is not limited to lexis, syntactic structures, or punctuation, but concerns
the structure of the whole text and its appearance, both on paper and screen.
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3. Definitions in a normative text

The way of defining reflects to some extent the way of conceptualising and categorising
things (Solan 2010, 64). By means of legal definitions, the legislator organizes the world
of legal texts by creating new legal categories and clarifying the meanings of already-
existing words (in general language), thereby striving to achieve maximum unambiguity
and precision (Ajdukiewicz 1985a, 46–51; Wronkowska and Zieliński 1993, 115–118;
Zieliński 2017, 176–178, on defining directives). In the legal sense, legal definitions have
a normative character, i.e., they constitute norms for prescribing appropriate meanings
to occurring words/expressions when interpreting legal texts (Redelbach, Wronkowska,
and Ziembiński 1994, 192–193; Wronkowska and Zieliński 1993, 118–119; Zieliński 2017,
189–190). More precisely, legal definitions are legal provisions from which norms (inter-
pretative directives) are reconstructed, which prescribe how certain meanings are to be
taken into account (Zieliński 2017, 189).

Owing to their function, provisions containing definitions are considered the most
difficult to formulate (Rylance 1994, 137). Legal definitions are used to clarify the crucial
concepts in a legal text (Zieliński 2017, 177). The application of legal definitions in
legal texts, as well as their construction, stylization, and positioning are subject to strict
national and institutional legislative directives; these, in turn, result from the legal theory
(and doctrine) specific to a given legal system and culture.

3.1 Types of definitions

The basic external scope of a legal definition is the Act and its implementation regula-
tions (Zieliński 2017, 188). Legal definitions are “chronologically the first linguistic direc-
tives of interpretation” (Choduń 2018, 195). They have the status of binding interpretative
directives encoded in legal provisions (ibid.). Definitions can be divided in different
ways, depending on the adopted criteria (see Figure 1).

Aristotle’s division into real and nominal definitions indicates the distinct points of
reference (Ajdukiewicz 1985d, 296–300). Real definitions, which are in fact intensional
definitions (ISO 704, 2009), most succinctly characterize a given object or objects of a
particular kind, by distinguishing their common features (Ajdukiewicz 1985c, 226–235;
Ziembiński 1995, 44). Nominal definitions, on the other hand, focus on expressions that
provide information about the meaning of a defined word or words. Thus, they are
second-level statements, in contrast to real definitions (Ziembiński 1995, 5). In legal texts,
nominal definitions are vital, as they refer to the meanings of the words or expressions
being defined.

Based on the purpose, we may distinguish between descriptive and prescriptive def-
initions. Descriptive definitions indicate the meaning of a given word (in a particular
language) at present or in the past (Ziembiński 1995, 45–46). Prescriptive definitions,
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Figure 1. Types of legal definitions (based on Lewandowski et al. 2020, 59–65)

as the name suggests, establish (prescribe) the meaning of a given word for the future
(Ziembiński 1995, 46–48). Among the prescriptive definitions, one can further distin-
guish between explanatory definitions, which specify the future meaning of the defined
word, and stipulative definitions, which define a new future meaning for a given word,
e.g., one which was previously completely different, or absent due to the lack of objects
to be named (such as new technologies). Most frequently, laws contain explanatory def-
initions (Ziembiński 1995, 47). A similar approach is adopted by Wank (1985, 65), who
points to the predominance of prescriptive definitions, with no indication of subcate-
gories. A comparable division is postulated by Anglo-Saxon researchers (e.g., Bowers
1989; Thornton 1996).

3.2 Construction vs. type of a legal text

The most important aspect in legal language and discourse is the logical division of def-
initions based on their structure; this directly influences the linguistic form of the legal
definition, which depends on the rules for constructing expressions and the rules of
inference in a given language, as Ajdukiewicz (1985b, 244) rightly notes. Regarding struc-
ture, the basic division entails equative and non-equative definitions (see Figure 1). An
equative definition consists of three parts: the concept being defined (the definiendum),
the expressions or concepts by means of which the term or concept is being defined (the
definiens), and the defining connective (linking) phrase, which highlights the equiva-
lence in meaning and scope of both the definiendum and the definiens (Stone 1964, 171;
Ziembiński 1995, 48; Zieliński 2017, 182). For example:
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[the Canadian Copyright Act R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42, R.S., c. C-30, s. 2, last amended on July
1, 2020]

Thus, the word definition in law means the whole definition formulation, not the
definiens alone, following legal theoreticians such as Stone (1964, 171) or Ziembiński
(1995) and Malinowski (2006a).

Outside law, intensional definitions do not need such a connective: they start with
the generic concept and add the distinguishing characteristics. Thus, under ISO 704,
architectural work would be defined as follows:

architectural work
any building or structure or any model of a building or structure

In logic, it is preferable to define a concept (definiendum) by comparing its scope with
that of a more general name (genus – species) limited by the distinguishing features
(differentia specifica – species difference) of the referent of the given name as a species
among the indicated genus. It is preferable to keep to the following sequence of phrases:
definiendum – defining connective – definiens (Malinowski 2006b, 167), though the
reverse order also occurs (Wronkowska and Zieliński 1993, 124). The classical equative
definition consists in indicating genus and species difference, according to the Latin
principle definitio fit per genus (proximum) et differentiam specificam (definition pro-
ceeds from the closest genus and the specific difference). For example,

(1) Article 153 Full age or the age of majority is 18 years.
(Civil Code of Québec CCQ-1991 – c. 64, a. 153)

(2) Article 38. Domicile
The domicile of a natural person is the place of his habitual residence.

(Louisiana Civil Code, Acts 2008, No. 801, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 2009; Acts 2012, No. 713, § 2);

(3) Article 872. Meaning of estate
The estate of a deceased means the property, rights, and obligations that a person leaves
after his death, whether the property exceeds the charges or the charges exceed the prop-
erty, or whether he has only left charges without any property.

(Louisiana Civil Code, Acts 1981, No. 919, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 1982)

Among equative definitions, in addition to the classical (intensional) definitions
described above, we distinguish non-classical (extensional) definitions, indicating in
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the definiens the ranges of names, giving the total scope of the name being defined
(Zieliński 2017, 184; Ziembiński 1995, 49; this type is labelled as a denotative definition
by Dickerson 1966, 47).

Extensional definitions may be exhaustive – listing all elements of the scope – or
non-exhaustive – singling out exemplary elements of the scope, often using the expres-
sion “in particular” (“including but not limited to”) (Zieliński 2017, 185). Enumerations
in definitions may also be subject to expansion into their various subtypes, dependent
on many factors (Nilsson 2015, 83ff ). In law, extensional definitions may be formulated
by means of various listing techniques: (1) column enumerations, (2) row enumerations,
or (3) column and row enumerations (mixed technique) (Zieliński 2017, 184–185). Some
typical examples of the use of the above techniques in legal definitions include the fol-
lowing:

(1) Article 2814. The following documents in particular are authentic if they conform to
the requirements of the law:
a. official documents of the Parliament of Canada or the Parliament of Québec;
b. official documents issued by the government of Canada or of Québec, such as

letters patent, orders and proclamations;
c. records of the courts of justice having jurisdiction in Québec;
d. records of and official documents issued by municipalities and other legal per-

sons established in the public interest by an Act of Québec;
e. public records required by law to be kept by public officers;
f. notarial acts;
g. minutes of boundary-marking operations.

(Civil Code of Québec CCQ-1991 – 1991, c. 64, a. 2814; I.N.
2014-05-01; I.N. 2016-01-01 (NCCP))

(2) Article 24. Kinds of persons:
There are two kinds of persons: natural persons and juridical persons.

(Louisiana Civil Code, Acts 1987, No. 125, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 1988)

(3) Section 20 Tied pub:
(1) In this Act, “tied pub” means a pub which is being leased to a tenant who is

subject to a contractual obligation which –
(a) requires that some or all of the alcohol to be sold in the pub be supplied

by –
(i) the landlord of the pub, or
(ii) a person nominated by the landlord, and

(b) is not a stocking requirement.
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(2) In subsection (1)(b), “stocking requirement” means a contractual obligation
which –
(a) requires that some of the beer or cider (or both) that is to be sold in the

pub is produced by the landlord,
(b) does not require the tenant to procure that beer or cider from a particular

supplier, and
(c) neither prevents the tenant from, nor penalises the tenant for, selling in

the pub beer or cider that is produced by a person other than the landlord
(although a contract term may impose restrictions on such sales).

(3) References in this section to the landlord of a pub includes any person who is
a group undertaking in relation to the person who is actually the landlord.

(Tied Pubs (Scotland) Act 2021, asp. 17, Part 3, section 20)

The relations of the directives expressed in the subsequent elements of the enumeration
should be unambiguously indicated (Malinowski 2007, 33). In many Anglo-Saxon rules
of legislative technique, including the Australian Drafting Directions (Drafting Direction
No. 1.5. Definitions, 2019, 13–14), equative non-classical extensional definitions consisting
in a column enumeration are preferred. According to the common law Drafting Direc-
tions, the use of the defining conjunction means or includes suggests the full or incom-
plete nature of the definition. The use of a proper conjunction determines the use
of the equivalent of a conjunction: in an exhaustive definition (means → or), and in
non-exhaustive definition (includes → and). For example, following Australian Drafting
Directions No. 1.5. Definitions (2019, 11):

1. “domestic animal means: (a) a cat, (b) a dog, or (c) an alpaca”.
2. “domestic animal includes: (a) a cat, (b) a dog, and (c) an alpaca”.

Alternatively, Australian Drafting Direction (2019, 13) recommends avoiding the use of
conjunctions by using any of the following (for means definitions) or the following (for
includes definitions) (see also Butt 2013, 169 on avoidance of conjunctions in exten-
sional definitions). The rules for the use of conjunctions in common law definitions also
encompass row enumeration (Rosenbaum 2007, 27):

(1) “Grain means wheat, barley, or rye” (equative extensional exhaustive definition).
(2) “Grain includes wheat, barley, and rye” (equative extensional non-exhaustive defi-

nition).

Extensional non-exhaustive definitions are used, according to Wronkowska and
Zieliński (2012, 291–292) in four situations: (1) when the scope of a given expression at
the moment of formulating an extensional definition is not intended by the legislator to
be closed, (2) when other legal texts have already formulated partial definitions of terms
included in the defined concept, (3) the scope of the defined expression includes too
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many elements (e.g., the definition of vegetables), (4) at the moment of formulating the
definition, it is difficult to indicate all elements of the scope, as in the case of new tech-
nologies.

A partial definition can be understood very broadly as any definition which is not
a complete definition. Partial definitions do not give a complete description of a word
(expression) being defined; they only partially explain its meaning. From this perspec-
tive, they remain beyond the distinction between equative and non-equative definitions,
as they can take different forms, such as extensional definition or axiomatic definition
(Lewandowski, Machińska, Malinowski, and Petzel 2020, 65).

In addition to the equative definitions: classical and non-classical, i.e., intensional
and extensional, there are also non-equative definitions, in particular axiomatic and
inductive definitions (but also others which are not mentioned here). However, they
will not be discussed in detail, as there is no direct relation between their various struc-
tures and the way the definitions conceptualize the defined concepts. As far as the con-
struction of non-equative definitions is concerned, it should be noted that they do not
have a defining connective (linking phrase), nor do they indicate what expression can
replace the defined word or expression. For clarification, the main differences between
axiomatic and inductive definitions should be pointed out.

Axiomatic definitions place the defined word in a model sentence, such that the lin-
guistic context and the context of other provisions allow one to understand the mean-
ing attributed to a given word (Lewandowski, Malinowski, and Petzel 2004, 42), for
instance:

Article 1907. Unilateral contracts
A contract is unilateral when the party who accepts the obligation of the other does not
assume a reciprocal obligation.

(Louisiana Civil Code, Acts 1984, No. 331, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 1985)

Inductive definitions, in turn, distinguish between two separate parts: the initial con-
dition and the inductive condition. The initial condition explicitly names some of the
elements belonging to the set, while the inductive condition indirectly indicates the
remaining elements of the set by adding the relation by which these elements exist rel-
ative to the elements from the initial condition (Lewandowski, Malinowski, and Petzel
2004, 38). In other words, it is a logical definition of a set, in which one can distin-
guish initial elements from elements obtained from the initial ones (PWN Encyclopedia
online). An example of a legal inductive definition is Article 957 § 1 of the Polish Civil
Code:

An individual for whom any benefit is envisaged in the will cannot be a witness to the
making of a will. Nor can the following individuals be witnesses: a spouse of that indi-
vidual, his relatives by consanguinity or affinity to the first and second degree and indi-

(The Polish Civil Code 2011)viduals having an adoption relationship with him.
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The first sentence of Article 957 § 1 of the Polish Civil Code sets out the initial condition
that a person is unable to be a witness when drawing up a will. The second sentence is
an inductive condition, which indicates the other persons covered by the scope of the
defined name, related to the person from the initial condition (Nawrot 2012, 86).

3.3 Construction vs. location of a legal definition

The next important element is the way in which legal definitions are formulated, which
is usually dictated by terminological conventions of a specific language and domain, or
even a specific genre of text. In addition to definitions occurring individually, there are
collective definitions (called aggregate definitions). An aggregate definition summarizes
the defined concepts in a single sentence, with a part common to all of the terms being
defined, as in the example below:

50. Unless the provision or context otherwise requires, the definitions and rules of con-
struction in this part govern the construction of this code.

(California Family Code, Part 2. Definitions [50–155] of Division 1 Preliminary
provisions and definitions (Part 2 enacted by Stats. 1992, Ch. 162, Sec. 10.) [1.–185]

Following the rules of logic (Ziembiński 1995, 49–50), definitions can take three forms
of stylization, i.e., ways of verbalising a nominal equative definition (Lewandowski,
Malinowski, and Petzel 2004, 197):

1. dictionary stylization, in which a word/expression has the same meaning as the
other indicated expression, e.g., the word A means the same as the expression B;

2. semantic stylization, where the word/expression denotes specific objects or refers to
specific features or relations, e.g., the word A means B; this stylization is used in the
aggregate (collective) definitions;

3. object stylization, which indicates the meaning of the word being defined by spec-
ifying the features or listing the species that comprise the genus, e.g., A is B. Object
stylization is used in descriptive and explanatory prescriptive definitions
(Wronkowska and Zieliński 2012, 289–290).

The Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines prefer semantic and dictionary stylizations of
legal definitions (§ 15(1): “The definition shall be formulated in such a way as to indi-
cate beyond doubt that it refers to the meaning of terms, in particular it shall be given
the form: “The term ‘a’ means b.” or “The term ‘a’ means the same as the term ‘b’”. How-
ever, in practice, definitions in semantic or object stylizations prevail in Polish legisla-
tive acts (Ziembiński 1995, 50), a feature which is corroborated by empirical observations
(Malinowski 2006b, 172–175). Definitions formulated in the object stylization (using the
linking phrase is) sound more natural, although they differ in their formulation from
other (general) sciences. This object-oriented style also leads to some issues concern-
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ing interpretation. Firstly, this manner of formulating legal provisions does not give cer-
tainty as to whether we are dealing with a complete definition, which determines the
full scope of the content of a given concept, or with a partial definition (Zieliński 2017,
187). Secondly, the word is may form part of other types of non-definitional provisions.
In addition, the absence of quotation marks next to a defined term can sometimes create
confusion as to what is a name and what is a defining element (definiens).

To conclude the discussion on the stylization of legal definitions in Polish legal texts,
it is worth adding that from a legal point of view, the formulation of a legal definition
(its stylization) does not determine the function of legal definitions in the text, as in each
case, nominal definitions in law determine the meaning of concepts, and not the proper-
ties of objects (Malinowski 2006a, 49, Note 6).

Legal definitions may also be present in various forms and places in the structure of
a legal text. Their location or place in a text has an impact on the way definitions are for-
mulated (Jopek-Bosiacka 2011, 20–21; Šarčević 1997, 153–156). Maciej Zieliński, a Polish
legal theorist, points to three modes of including definitions in texts of legal acts (2017,
178–182):

1. in a separate fragment of the text, the so-called glossary;
2. in the substantive text (in separate provisions);
3. in the form of the so-called parenthetical definitions (interjections) in substantive

provisions.

In the common law drafting guidance, a dedicated glossary with definitions contains
particularly complex terms or terms important to the interpretation of a legal text
(Alexander 2014). In Polish laws, as in other continental jurisdictions, the glossary of law
terms, as a separate part of the act, is located in the general provisions at the beginning
of the act.

The second method is to include the definitions in the general provisions of the act,
usually in the introductory part. This may apply to statutes, regulations, resolutions, and
ordinances (executive orders), as well as acts of local law.

The third option – parenthetical definitions – are interjections into the substantive
provisions. As Zieliński (2017, 180) notes, while undertaking certain meritorious solu-
tions, the legislator also makes particular linguistic decisions, namely labelling the legal
situations or events that s/he creates. Thus, the legislator adds names to the characteris-
tics of these situations or events by putting them in brackets, which is more common to
continental jurisdictions. Take for example this definition from the German Stock Cor-
poration Act:2

2. German Stock Corporation Act of 6 September 1965 (Federal Law Gazette I, p. 1089), as last amended
by Article 9 of the Act of 17 July 2017 (Federal Law Gazette I p.2446) http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de
/englisch_aktg/englisch_aktg.pdf (DOA 19.08.2021).
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Section 9 Issue price of the shares of stock
Shares of stock may not be issued at a price lower than their nominal amount or lower
than the stake in the share capital allocated to the no-par-value share (minimum issue
price).

In parenthetical definitions, the definiendum (the name being defined) is placed in
parentheses and is a shortened name of the fact situation described in the provision or
its preceding part (Zieliński 2017, 181). Typically, the name defined, which is natural in
view of its function, is found in the second, rhematic part of a legal provision/sentence.
Sometimes, there is an equivalent (synonym) in brackets, instead of an abbreviation of
the phrase used (Zieliński 2017, 181).

The internal scope of legal definitions, namely placing definitions in the general pro-
visions of the Act, indicates that they apply to the entire Act, whereas transferring it to
a systematic unit/measure (the general provisions of that systematic unit) narrows the
scope of the definition only to that unit, such as a section, title, or book of the Code
(Zieliński 2017, 189). The narrowing of the scope of the definition is indicated in the legal
text itself, e.g., “in this part of this Act”, the term […] means […]”, or a form of parenthet-
ical definition (Wronkowska and Zieliński 2012, 287–288; Zieliński 2017, 189; webinar
New Drafter Training. What Does that Mean? Crafting and Using Definitions in Statutes of
25.09.2014 (A. Alexander, a Senior Legislative Counsel with the Texas Legislative Coun-
sel) (3:28; accessed: 10.08.2016; further cited as Alexander 2014.).

The correct location of legal definitions in a legislative act is important to the narra-
tive of the legal text and is referred to in common law legislative technique as the story-
telling approach. This drafting approach, in the words of Finucane (2017, 18),

tries to present legislative provisions to readers in a way that tells them a story. Just as
a storyteller introduces characters in the story, describes their relationships with each
other, the activities they engage in and the events that affect them in a progressive and
unfolding way (rather than all at once), so too does the drafter when drafting legislation.
The characters in the legislative story may be individuals or corporate bodies, statutory
bodies or non-statutory bodies, governmental bodies, or private bodies, any of which may
be playing the leading role or a minor role. The events that happen to the characters
and the activities they engage in may be many and varied, from being paid money or
being granted a licence to committing a criminal offence. And instead of our story starting
with “once upon a time” we start with “the Parliament enacts”. The storytelling approach
involves a number of drafting techniques, but for me the significant ones are drafting in
the narrative style and structuring provisions so that the legislative story unfolds progres-
sively, leading readers downwards in the structure from the general operative provisions
to the more detailed operative provisions. On this approach, as far as possible, definitions
are integrated into the narrative of the legislative story and appear in the story just in time.

On the narrative nature of laws, see also Tyszka (2014).
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The storytelling approach favours the inclusion of definitions in the text (either in
general or specific substantive provisions) rather than the creation of a separate glos-
sary (Finucane 2017, 17) or using column row enumerations and parenthetical defini-
tions (Finucane 2017, 19). See more on common law definitions below, in Section 4.2.1.

4. Law definitions

The system of law has a superior function to language and text. The system organizes
the structure of a text and imposes both specific textual solutions and interpretation of
the normative text on the basis of its genre and systemic context (e.g., branch of law).
The system of law, similarly to the system of sources of law, has a hierarchical structure
(Płeszka 1988), which has some implications for the choice and use of law terms.

In law, contrary to the linguistic coherence, i.e., “continuity of senses” as understood
by de Beaugrande and Dressler (1990, 119), the coherence, as an element of legal reason-
ing, “the property of a set of normative propositions” (MacCormick 2005, 190), should
be treated in terms of the effectiveness of a legal system (Amaya 2015, 2018; Dickson 2016;
Matczak 2019, 282–288; Zieliński 2017, 262–266; Ziembiński 1993, 7). The differentiation
made by Zieliński between the “vertical coherence” (which takes into account the hier-
archy of legal acts and assumes consistency of the content of the lower norms with the
hierarchically higher norms) and the “horizontal coherence" (distinguishing within the
norms of a given act of legal principles of particular significance for the interpretation
of ambiguous expressions) is relevant to the present discussion. Both types of coher-
ence may be called “internal coherence”, as opposed to vertical “external” coherence,
where ratified international agreements must be consistent with the national legal order
(Zieliński 2002, 283, 284, footnotes 15, 16, 17).

What is a system of law? Among many theories of the legal system, the metaphor
invoked by the famous Polish judge Ewa Łętowska (2017, 17) portrays the contemporary
system of law as a mechanism resembling a large clock, made up of numerous compo-
nents: cogwheels, gears, springs, and fittings, designed to allow the constant movement
of the machinery. Thus, its building blocks are not only the texts of laws, but also court
judgments, administrative decisions, model contracts, and the like. The system has many
creators, and it is dynamic, meaning that it is constantly “becoming” (Łętowska 2017, 17).
While not all legal theorists will agree on this perception of the system of law, the clock
metaphor captures the complexity of the legal system as a fundamental concept in law.

Our aim is not to provide a detailed reference to the various theories of systems of
law. It is perhaps only worth pointing out that European legal systems are dominated
by doctrines relating to positivism in its moderate form, combining elements of norma-
tivism and realism, and considering references to the elements of the doctrine of the
law of nature, for example by referring to various principles of law (Leszczyński 1986;
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Wronkowska, Zieliński, and Ziembiński 1974; Zieliński 2017; Ziembiński 1993, 53). Some
principles are exclusive to a particular legal culture; others are generally accepted as
having been derived from Roman law, which is the common core of legal culture for a
large part of Europe (Ziembiński 1993, 55–56). The positivist concept of law seems to
be the most useful for the purposes of this study, as in both its Anglo-Saxon and con-
tinental versions, law is viewed as a system of norms (Redelbach, Wronkowska, and
Ziembiński 1994, 96; See an overview of normative concepts of law emphasising lan-
guage in Endicott 2021). The system of law is constituted by legal acts as sets of ordered
and interrelated general and abstract norms. Thus, it may reasonably be said that the
components of the legal system are normative acts (Malinowski 2007, 128).

4.1 Definitions in branches of law

The meaning of legal terms is context-dependent, and may thus depend on the branch
of law. For example, in Polish law, the term juvenile (młodociany) acquires different age
limits in different branches of law. In labour law, it is a person who is at least 15 years of
age and not older than 18 years (Article 190 of the Polish Labour Code). In the criminal
context, a juvenile is a person who was under 21 years of age at the time of committing
a criminal act, and under 24 years of age at the time of sentencing in the first instance
(Article 115 § 10 of the Polish Criminal Code and Article 53 § 19 of the Fiscal Penal Code).

Criminal law, due to the prominence of consequences (sanctions), is regulated in a
strict manner. In the Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines, a separate Chapter 9 is dedi-
cated to “Criminal provisions and provisions on financial penalties” (§ 75–81a). This also
concerns definitions (Jopek-Bosiacka 2011, 21–22; Šarčević 1997, 157). Definitions con-
tained in criminal legislation (the Criminal Code, the Misdemeanours Code, and the Fis-
cal Penal Code) are aimed at specifying the attributes of a prohibited act and simplify
legal acts (Ochman 2009, 20; Patryas 1997, 7). However, they often differ from definitions
in other branches of law. In the Polish Civil Code, the definitions are scattered in various
places in the text (see Article 10 – the definition of an adult, while in the Polish Criminal
Code the definitions are contained in a separate glossary entitled “Explanation of Statu-
tory Expressions”, Chapter XIV). Chapter XIV of the Polish Criminal Code is open, in the
sense that the majority of offences are outside its scope in the special part of the Crim-
inal Code (Chapters XVI–XXXVII). Definitions in Polish criminal law generally follow
the form provided for in the Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines (scope alternation due
to the use of a definition dash and the use of conjunctions). It is also worth pointing out
that various forms of crime (their qualified forms) are not defined explicitly, but by indi-
cating the elements of the offence in neighbouring provisions, often in a retrospective
manner. Frequently, the titles of chapters are also the primary means of contextualiza-
tion, e.g., the title of Chapter XXXV of the Polish Criminal Code: “Crimes against prop-
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erty”, which includes Article 278 § 1 on theft (see also Przetak 2015, 170 et seq.; 202 et seq.
in terms of thematic coherence).

In common law, criminal law is also usually regulated separately, although not always
in a codified form (Bellis 2008, 15). The formula for criminal provisions (including def-
initions of offences) is usually expressed as follows: “Whoever knowingly does X in cir-
cumstance Y with result Z shall be fined or imprisoned”:

§ 1002. Possession of false papers to defraud United States
Whoever, knowingly and with intent to defraud the United States, or any agency thereof,
possesses any false, altered, forged, or counterfeited writing or document for the purpose
of enabling another to obtain from the United States, or from any agency, officer or agent
thereof, any sum of money, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.
(18 USC Ch. 47: Fraud and false statements, From Title 18 – Crimes and criminal proce-

dure part I – Crimes)3

The above formula resembles the structure of a Polish criminal provision defining the
elements of a prohibited act (crime, offence), although in Polish criminal legislation,
when describing the elements of a prohibited act, the terms unlawfully, knowingly, etc.
are not used (§ 76 of the Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines). In general, however, the
structure of the common law criminal legal norm is shaped differently. While in Polish
criminal law the elements of the prohibited act are set out in an exhaustive, compre-
hensive manner, without referring to other provisions regarding commands/obligations,
prohibitions, or sanctions (§ 75 (1) and § 78 of the Polish Legislative Drafting Guidelines),
in common law criminal laws, the sanctioned norm may be separated from the sanction-
ing norm and contained in another provision (see Šarčević 1997, 157 on the construction
of the definition in the Canadian Criminal Code).

Analogically to criminal law, tax law is treated separately in common law legislative
technique, which is not typical of the Polish Legislative Drafting Guidance. For example,
Australian legislation addresses individual taxpayers per you (Mr, Mrs, Sir or Madam)
(Drafting Direction No. 1.8 Special rules for Tax Code drafting, Part 11): “This Division
sets out the rules for working out deductions for certain gifts or contributions that you
make.” (Drafting Direction No. 1.8 Special rules for Tax Code drafting, Attachment A,
Example C (2006).

Australian tax laws are formulated in the second person (singular or plural). Defined
terms co-occurring with mathematical formulas are almost always marked with an aster-
isk (*), also in other parts of the act (see Drafting Direction No. 1.8 Special rules for Tax
Code drafting, Attachment B, TLIP Note 2 (2006); detailed rules under points 16 to 21):

3. https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid%3AUSC-prelim-title18-chapter47&edition
=prelim DOA: 15.04.2021).
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Figure 2. Illustration of Australian rules for marking defined tax terms in formulas with asterisks
(source: Drafting Direction No. 1.8 Special rules for Tax Code drafting, Attachment B, TLIP Note 2
(2006, 22)

The exceptions are core concepts for tax law such as: amount, taxable income, assess-
ment, income tax, and key participants in the income tax system, e.g., company, entity,
individual, foreign resident, partnership, or trustee, which are not identified with an aster-
isk (Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, Subdivision 2-C, 2–15).4

Within a definition, the defined term (definiendum) is identified by bold italics
(Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, Subdivision 2-C, 2–20). In A Guide to this Act, Division
2 – How to use this Act [Income Tax Assessment Act 1997], forms of identifying defined
terms and statutory definitions are indicated.

(1) Australian tax definitions are of two types, in terms of purpose:
a. definitions that clarify meaning (explanatory definitions), e.g.,

“motor vehicle means any motor-powered road vehicle (including a 4-wheel
drive vehicle)”;

b. definitions that bunch concepts (similar to aggregate definitions), e.g.,
“recognised tax adviser means:
(a) a *registered tax agent; or
(b) a *legal practitioner; or
(c) an entity which is not a *registered tax agent but who is exempted under

subsection 251L(2) of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 from the oper-
ation of section 251L (Unregistered tax agents not to charge fees) of that
Act.” (source: Direction No. 1.8 Special rules for Tax Code drafting, Attach-
ment B, TLIP Note 3, What counts as a definition (2006:27–28).

For the convenience of the addressee, the bunching definitions include all designations
of a name with common features (as well as those included in other provisions/texts). It

4. https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2013C00082, (DOA 2.05.2021).
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is not about the scope of the definition, but about the function (purpose) of gathering
designators in one place, in order to make it easier for the recipients of the text
(addressees) who are not legal practitioners to properly interpret the norms contained in
the text. While explanatory definitions are known to Polish legal theory, such collective
definitions that “bunch” concepts are not. In the opinion of Golsby-Smith, the concept of
a bunching definition (which is a set that goes beyond the elements of a given act) allows
one to communicate with an addressee in a convenient and intuitive way about groups of
things with common characteristics and which fit into the overall conceptual scheme of
the legislation (Direction No. 1.8 Special rules for Tax Code drafting, Attachment B, TLIP
Note 3, What counts as a definition (2006, 28; ibidem). Remarkable attention is drawn to
the exceptional efforts of Australian legislators, in terms of the clarity of tax acts in the
sphere of both a coherent grid of concepts, as well as formal identification of terms:

Figure 3. Diagram showing relationships among concepts in Division 6 – Assessable income and
exempt income of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997)5

Similar solutions, although not as far-reaching and progressive, at least in terms of
visual presentations, are being introduced in the United Kingdom with the Tax Law
Rewrite Project.6

5. https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2013C00082 (DOA: 4.05.2021)
6. https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20140206160137/http://www.hmrc.gov.uk
/rewrite/index.htm (DOA: 1.06.2021); compare also Tax Law Rewrite: Main features of the Tax Law
Rewrite Project (2008), point 2.15 Drafting style. https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20080731
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4.2 Definitions in systems of law

The choice of legal terms may also be conditioned by the system of law. In Canada, due
to the duality of legal traditions, this issue is subject to statutory regulation: The Inter-
pretation Act (2001, c. 4, s. 8.2) specifies that in the case of terminological discrepancies,
the continental (civil law) terminology is to be used in the province of Quebec and inter-
preted in accordance with the system thereof, and the common law terminology in the
other Canadian provinces:

Rules of Construction. Terminology
8.2 Unless otherwise provided by law, when an enactment contains both civil law and
common law terminology, or terminology that has a different meaning in the civil law
and the common law, the civil law terminology or meaning is to be adopted in the
Province of Quebec and the common law terminology or meaning is to be adopted in the
other provinces.7

Definitions in various legal systems reflect differences between legal systems and legal
cultures. When comparing the legal definitions in the two main legal systems, it should
be emphasized that there are more definitions in the common law system (Wank 1985,
64) than in the civil law system. Definitions in common laws are also more elaborated
(Cao 2007, 111–112; Mattila 2013, 90–91), which is due to the role of the definition and the
distinctiveness of common law, a system which has been shaped differently from conti-
nental law in terms of its sources: judicial decisions, customary law, statutory law, and
norms of equity (Tokarczyk 2008, 151–153). In my view, systemic differences particularly
affect legal definitions, as well as their form and frequency, through the precedent, casu-
istic, and empirical nature of common law (see Roznai 2014 on the relationship between
legal systems and definitions; Tokarczyk 2008, 152).

4.2.1 Common law definitions vs. civil law definitions

A wider range of definitions is used in common law countries than in countries with a
continental system. This is partly due to its function of limiting the discretionary judi-
cial power in the common law system (Wank 1985, 64). Definitions in common law sys-
tems are also longer, but given the tendency to simplify the language, this feature is also
subject to change (see Mattila 2013, 90–95 for examples). Legal definitions in common
law legislation show much greater frequency of use and typological diversity (Driedger
1976, 45–47; Šarčević 1997, 153–159; Thornton 1996, 144–154). Price (2012–2013, 1000),

064245/ http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/rewrite/plans0001/0001_pt2.htm (DOA: 9.01.2019); see also Bertlin
(2014).
7. The Interpretation Act (2001, c. 4, s. 8. https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/i-21/page-2.html#doc
Cont DOA: 3.06.2021).
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for example, reports that the United States Code contained over 25,000 definitions in the
years 2011–2012. Some of the terms, like child, commerce, employee, person, sale, or state,
were defined many times and in a variety of ways, so the actual number of terms was
smaller, though the overall number of definitions is still impressive.

Common law legislators often use a classification of definitions according to purpose
(e.g., the classification by Price 2012–2013, 1009–1013, into descriptive vs. prescriptive
definitions), indicating that in legal texts there are mainly stipulative definitions (see
Legistics. Types of Definitions)8 which establish meanings for the future (Ziembiński 1995,
46). They enumerate various types of stipulative definitions to achieve the intended pur-
pose, such as delimiting, extending, and narrowing (Driedger 1976, 45–47). This is not
a logic-based classification, but a typology of definitions. Another concerns their scope;
Sullivan (2002, 51) distinguishes two types of definitions, namely exhaustive and non-
exhaustive.

In English-language common law guidelines of legislative technique, semantic styl-
ization is prevalent (see Canadian Legistics principles): “In this Act, “institution” means
any international financial institution named in the schedule.”9

Typical means of marking a defined phrase in a definiendum in semantic stylization
include the use of quotation marks (see Alexander 2014). With regard to distinguishing
the defined terms, however, the conventions are diverse, ranging from capital letters,
italics, and bold print, to leaving a term without any highlighting (Butt 2013, 220–221;
Garner 2001, 258). It is not common to use several distinctions simultaneously, e.g., ital-
ics and boldface, as in Australian Drafting Direction No. 1.5 (2019).

The older practice of using the form shall mean in classical equative definitions has
been replaced by an affirmative form of the verb in the third person singular of the pre-
sent tense means, in order to show that the law actualizes itself on each occasion in legal
statements (law always speaking) (Šarčević 1997, 153). Some legal theorists have been crit-
ical of this change, referring to a decline in the effectiveness of applying the definition
in its new form (Bowers 1989, 177); others have argued that the previously-used modal-
ity shall was not of a normative nature (to prescribe a particular interpretation of the
defined phrase) but was only used to express the authoritative power of the legislator, in
order to establish legal norms (e.g., Driedger 1976, 13).

In contemporary English-language texts, the predominant legislative practice is to
use the verb means as a linking phrase (defining connective) in classical intensional defi-
nitions, and the verb includes or does not include for a negative definition, which excludes
certain referents from the name scope:

8. https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/csj-sjc/legis-redact/legistics/p1p5.html (DOA: 4.06.2021).
9. https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/csj-sjc/legis-redact/legistics/p1p5.html (DOA: 30.12.2018).
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The best and most frequent, we should say, practice nowadays, esp. in legislative texts is
to use “means” for complete (intensional) definition, “includes” for a stipulated expan-
sion in meaning (extensional definition), and “does not include” for a stipulated contrac-

(Garner 2001, 258)tion of meaning (exclusion).

Similarly, under the ULCC Drafting Conventions, means is appropriate for an exhaustive
definition (where French uses s’entend de, or no linking word at all), while includes
should be used for two kinds of definitions; those that extend the usual meaning of the
defined term (the French equivalent is assimiler à), and those that merely give examples
of the meaning of the defined term without being exhaustive (here, French generally uses
s’entend notamment de).10

Other phrases are also possible in the function of a linking phrase (a defining con-
nective stating the existence of an equality relation between the definiendum and the
definiens) (Choduń 2018, 202), but they are not as universal as means or includes:

1. “refers to” (if a particular aspect of meaning is intended):
“8. For the purposes of the schedules to this Act,
(a) “Section”, “Chapter” and “sub-Chapter” refer, respectively, to the portion of
Schedule 1 that bears that appellation”;

(1) “has the same meaning” (incorporating a definition by reference):
(3) In this section, “employee” has the same meaning as in subsection 2(1) of the
Public Service Employment Act.

(2) “in relation to” or “in respect of ” certain things (to achieve a particular effect),
for example:
(a) to limit the application of a definition:

“consumption”, in relation to crude oil, means the action of using it as a fuel
or energy source or consuming it in the manufacture of products of trade
and commerce.
“manager”, in respect of an elevator, means the chief executive officer
employed at the elevator by the operator or licensee of the elevator.

(b) to allow the definition to include a particular relationship as part of the
meaning:
“commercial discovery area”, in relation to a declaration of commercial dis-
covery …, means those frontier lands described in the declaration.

10. Report of the Committee Appointed to Prepare Bilingual Legislative Drafting Conventions for the
Uniform Law Conference of Canada ULCC (Majority Report https://www.ulcc-chlc.ca/Civil-Section
/Drafting/Drafting-Conventions DOA: 12.08.2021).
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(c) to allow the meaning of the defined words to shift depending on the cir-
cumstances addressed in the definition:
“health care insurance plan”, in relation to a province, means a plan or
plans established by the law of the province to provide for insured health
services.

All examples and explanations come from Canada’s official Department of Justice site:
Legistics. Definitions. Drafting Definitions.11

The preferred method in the past for incorporating legal definitions into a legal act
was the so-called glossary (Definitions) in the Canadian Rules of Legislative Techniques –
Legistics, where explanations of statutory terms, in the form of a single sentence, were
introduced with the following opening sentence: “1. In this Act/these Regulations/this
Part,”.

Similarly, the lead-in language to the definitions is used in American legislation: “For
the purposes of this act [or appropriate subdivision of the act], the term…” (Council of
the District of Columbia Legislative Drafting Manual 2019, 24).

Currently, each definition in Canadian legislation is formulated separately within a
glossary (Definitions section) preceded by a sentence: “1. The following definitions apply
in this Act/these Regulations/this Part.” and may comprise more than one sentence (see
Legistics. Definitions. Formal Aspects).12

With regard to the location of definitions, the common law guidelines are compliant
that definitions should be placed at the beginning – either of the general provisions or
of the relevant substantive part (OPC Drafting Guidance 2020, 33, point 4.1.20;13 see also
Council of the District of Columbia Legislative Drafting Manual 2019, 24). The British
rules indicate that clarifying definitions, such as the definition of bank holiday, may
also be placed at the end, “so that the reader can get on with reading the main story
before getting bogged down in the definitional detail” (OPC Drafting Guidance 2020,
33, point 4.1.21). This is in line with the Anglo-Saxon technique of legislative storytelling
(Finucane 2017, 18).

4.2.2 EU law definitions

The European Union law, like international law, as multilingual law is subject to specific
rules due to the principle of multilingualism (Article 3(3) of the Treaty on European
Union and the Council Regulation No 1 of 1958 determining the languages to be used by

11. https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/csj-sjc/legis-redact/legistics/p1p5.html (DOA: 30.05.2021).
12. https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/csj-sjc/legis-redact/legistics/p1p5.html (DOA: 30.05.2021).
13. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data
/file/892409/OPC_drafting_guidance_June_2020-1.pdf (DOA 1.06.2021).
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the European Economic Community), and the need to translate legal acts into all official
languages of the European Union (Doczekalska 2014; Robinson 2017, 241–242). In the
multilingual law of the European Union, the formal rules for the construction of legal
definitions are harmonized and simplified as much as possible, in order to ensure the
desired precision and unambiguity of the text.

In the Polish in-house style guide for EU translators Vademecum Tłumacza (2021,
89), it is recommended – through the examples indicated – to formulate classical equa-
tive definitions in semantic stylization, in line with the formula A means B. The Vade-
mecum Tłumacza (2021, 89) gives the following examples with Polish translations (not
included here):

1. Customs office means any office at which all or some of the formalities laid down by
customs rules may be completed.

2. Customs authorities means the authorities responsible inter alia for applying customs
rules. [emphasis added]

EU definitions in English are constructed likewise; their recommended form according
to the English Style Guide (2021, 57) is as follows: “For the purpose of this Regulation,
‘abnormal loads’ means … [definition]”, where in the function of the linking phrase there
is only means. The main difference in relation to the Polish EU texts is the convention of
setting off the definiendum using single inverted commas. On account of semantic styl-
ization, where defined names are distinguished with quotation marks, the linking phrase
means always has the form of a verb in the 3rd person singular, and the simple pre-
sent tense. The absence of other possible conjunctions to construct definitions in the EU
drafting and translation guidelines facilitates the interpretation of legal nominal defini-
tions at least on a formal (surface) level.

The preference for classical definitions in the European Union law is also indirectly
indicated in the guidelines for terminologists of the multilingual terminology database of
the European Union IATE (InterActive Terminology for Europe – http://iate.europa.eu.)
in the document Best Practice for Terminologists (2008), by referring to the substitution
principle: “As far as possible definitions must obey the substitution principle, i.e., it must
be possible to replace the term by the definition in a text”. (Heading: Definition).14

More about EU terminology management and the IATE database in the context of
quality assurance in multilingual legal acts can be found in Stefaniak (2017).

The EU legal system contributes significantly to the simplification of legal defini-
tions, at least at a structural level. In relation to other elements of the text, the EU rules of
legislative technique place relatively little emphasis on the use of definitions in legal acts,
reflecting a general tendency to use linguistic expressions in their basic and commonly
accepted meaning (Holland and Webb 2006, 222).

14. https://iate.cdt.europa.eu/iatenew/help/best_practice.html#general (DOA: 5.11.2018)
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5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the following dependencies can be mentioned in the context of formulat-
ing definitions in normative acts which are logically and theoretically conditioned:

1. the legal system (continental versus common law), considering cross-cultural legal
differences;

2. the branch and area of law (private law vs. public law in particular criminal law,
international law, and EU law as multilingual law are subject to specific rules);

3. the genre of the legal text (legal act vs. international agreement vs. civil law contract).
The rules applicable to legal acts are the most stringent and are usually institutionally
regulated at the governmental level, and more or less formalized, e.g., in the form
of binding rules of legislative technique, which to a great extent are the outcome of
principles developed by legal theory, doctrine, and logic;

4. the location in a legislative act, which may significantly change the way the definition
is formulated;

5. the type of legal definition (especially those distinguished by their construction, i.e.,
classical vs. non-classical definitions) and the linguistic and graphic conventions
used.

The standardization of legal definitions in plurilingual rules of legislative technique
demonstrates the endeavours of legislators to achieve maximum communicativeness,
precision, and clarity in a legal act with various methods and techniques in definitions,
including those inspired by the principles of plain language. These involve the simplifi-
cation of definition structures (forms of definition) and the repetition of conjunctions in
column enumerations; it is the latter technique of formulating definitions which tends to
be preferred. This holds especially true for the common law system.

As John Swales (1981, 106) aptly stated, “[t]he definitions are – in effect – the law
itself ”. Thus, the rigid rules of creating, shaping, and formulating definitions in law must
be strictly prescribed and observed.
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Ordinary meaning in common law legal
interpretation
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Judges in the United States frequently appeal to the concept of “ordinary meaning”
when tasked with interpreting legal texts. Yet U.S. judges lack a shared, coherent
definition of what “ordinary meaning” actually means and they lack a shared,
coherent method for discovering “ordinary meaning”. This chapter addresses some
of the ways that U.S. judges characterize “ordinary meaning”. It also discusses how
judges go about searching for “ordinary meaning.” The chapter also proposes that
legal interpreters should place more reliance in usage evidence when tasked with
interpreting a legal text and finding its “ordinary meaning”.

Keywords: dictionaries, ordinary meaning, legal interpretation, statutory
interpretation, contract interpretation

When called upon to interpret the disputed meaning of a legal text, judges in the United
States sometimes will invoke the “plain” or “ordinary” meaning of that text. This ordi-
nary meaning is said to represent “[t]he meaning attributed to a document,” usually by
a court, “by giving the words their ordinary sense, without referring to extrinsic indica-
tions of the author’s intent” (Garner 2014, 1128). This approach is sometimes called the
Plain or Ordinary Meaning Rule, and referred to as a Canon of Interpretation.

For all of the ubiquity of the term, U.S. courts lack a shared, coherent understanding
of what ordinary meaning actually means. Ordinary meaning is a legal concept, not a
linguistic one. Only recently have judges and lawyers begun to evaluating claims about
ordinary meaning systematically with evidence of language usage. This chapter will dis-
cuss the concept of ordinary meaning in U.S. jurisprudence, identifying why it is that
courts appeal to the ordinary meaning of a legal text, and identifying some shortfalls in
the methods courts use to evaluate claims of ordinary meaning. This chapter will also
discuss recent proposals regarding the use of corpus linguistics to evaluate claims or
ordinary meaning.

Part I of this chapter will begin by examining the reasons why U.S. courts appeal
to the ordinary meaning when interpreting a legal text. Part II will discuss some of the
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unstated linguistic assumptions every time a court invokes ordinary meaning. Part III
will discuss some of the limitations of the methods most courts use to evaluate claims
about ordinary meaning, concluding reference to dictionaries and the courts’ own lin-
guistic intuitions. Part IV will discuss how claims about ordinary meaning may be eval-
uated with evidence from linguistic corpora. Part V will discuss some limitations of
the corpus-based approach to ordinary meaning and propose some avenues for future
research.

1. Why ordinary meaning?

Reliance on the plain or ordinary meaning of a legal text in the decisional law of the
United States is a feature inherited from English courts, who referenced a similar formu-
lation of the Ordinary Meaning Rule when interpreting the acts of parliament:

The only rule for construction of Acts of Parliament is that they should be construed
according to the intent of the Parliament which passed the Act. If the words of the Statute
are in themselves precise and unambiguous, then no more can be necessary than to
expound those words in that natural and ordinary sense. The words themselves alone do,
in such a case, best declare the intention of the law giver.1

Above, as in the decisions of U.S. courts, judges make determination as to the clarity of
the language used by the legislative body. If that language is perceived to be clear, then
the judge is merely expected to apply the “ordinary” or “natural” sense of the words.
These same features of the ordinary meaning rule can be observed in the decisions of the
United States Supreme Court, which as early as 1917 stated that “[w]here the language
is plain and admits and no more than one meaning the duty of interpretation does not
arise and the rules which are to aid doubtful meanings need no discussion.”2

Appeals to the ordinary meaning of the legal texts have become extremely common
in legal opinions in the United States. A search of the United States Case Law feature
of Google Scholar reveals some 223,000 cases in which the phrase “ordinary meaning”
occurs3 and the use of the phrase “ordinary meaning” has increased dramatically in
recent decades (Mouritsen 2010, 1971).

There are a variety of reasons why courts turn to ordinary meaning. To begin with,
there are rule-of-law interests in interpreting the words of a legal text according to their
ordinary meaning. As Professor William S. Eskridge Jr. has observed, “[a] polity gov-
erned by the rule of law aspires to have legal directives that are known to the citizenry,

1. The Sussex Peerage, 8 Eng. Rep. 1034, 1057 (H.L.) (appeal taken from Eng.) (1844) (Tindal, L.C.J.)
2. Caminetti v. United States, 242 U.S. 470, 485–86 (1917).
3. See https://scholar.google.com/scholar_courts (last visited May 27, 2021).
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that are predictable in their application, and that officials can neutrally and consistently
apply based upon objective criteria” (Eskridge 2016, 35). Judges endeavor to interpret the
words of a legal text according to their ordinary meaning believing that doing so will
render the application of the law neutral and consistent with the expectations of the citi-
zens who are expected to abide by it.

Judges may also perceive that application of the ordinary meaning of the law to be
consistent with their role as just and neutral arbiters of disputes. They may believe that
“a sharp focus on the ordinary meaning of statutory language helps judges separate legal
interpretation from their personal reaction to the situation being adjudicated” (Eskridge
2016, 36). Judges may rely on ordinary meaning aspiring to be faithful agents of the
drafters of legal texts, and to avoid imposing their own views on the subject matter of the
dispute.

In the context of statutes and constitutions, an appeal to ordinary meaning may
be perceived to serve the interests of democratic legitimacy. This is because applying
the ordinary meaning of the enacted text of the statute may be perceived as inducing
accountability of elected officials for the laws that they enact (Eskridge 2016, 37). Under
this view, if the judge is bound by the ordinary meaning of the text and reaches an
unpopular result when applying that meaning, then citizens subject to the law will hold
their representatives accountable and, in theory, vote for new representatives to change
the law.

Finally, application of the ordinary meaning of legal texts has been argued to serve
a coordinating function, allowing government institutions to coordinate plans that
“advance the lives of citizens and the values of the community” (Eskridge 2016, 49).
Because of the limitations in both training and resources, “judges are not institutionally
competent to make judgments about matters of economic policy, political philosophy,
or even current affairs” (Eskridge 2016, 40). In order for the institutions of government
to coordinate governing efforts, statutes and regulations must have a shared understand-
ing – an understanding that can be perceived by generalist judges.

With these justifications in mind, it is understandable the judges would turn to ordi-
nary meaning when interpreting legal texts. Yet the frequency with which judges appeal
to the ordinary meaning of legal texts raises a number of questions about the ordinary
meaning canon, including: What does ordinary meaning actually mean? And how do
judges determine what meanings are ordinary?

2. What is ordinary meaning?

Perhaps the most surprising thing about courts’ appeal to the “ordinary meaning” of
legal language is that courts lack a shared, generally agreed upon definition of the phrase.
“[I]ronically, we have no ordinary meaning for ‘ordinary meaning’” (Lee and Mouritsen
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2018, 798). Even the definition from Black’s Law Dictionary above claims that ordinary
meaning requires “giving the words their ordinary sense” (Garner 2014, 1128). There is
an element of circularity in this definition. If courts are applying ordinary meaning to
interpret legal texts, and doing so requires the use of the ordinary senses of words, then
courts should be asking what does “ordinary” mean with respect to a legal text?

Courts use a variety of words and phrases as apparent synonyms to ordinary mean-
ing, interpreting the words of a legal text according to their “most common” or “com-
mon” sense,4 or their “possible” or “natural” meaning.5 It is not at all clear that these
notions of “ordinariness” carry the same meaning. Nor is it clear that when individual
judges use the term ordinary meaning they use it consistently. Justice Antonin Scalia, for
example, variously characterized “ordinary meaning” as (1) what an ordinary speaker
of the English language would think the word means, (2) how an “ordinary Member of
Congress” would read a legal text, or (3) as an “‘objectified’ intent–the intent that a rea-
sonable person would gather from the text of the law, placed alongside the remainder of
the corpus juris” (McGowan 2008, 132–133). It is not at all clear that these characteriza-
tions of ordinary meaning have reference to the same concept.

2.1 Context, speech community, and timeframe

Often (though not always) left unspoken when courts invoke the ordinary meaning of
the words in a legal text are a collection of assumptions about the context in which the
words of the text appear, the speech community that both creates and reads the words
of the text, and the timeframe in which the text was drafted. By invoking the ordinary
meaning of a word in a text, courts necessarily imply that a word ordinarily carries a
given meaning in a context similar to that of the legal text, and when used by some
unidentified group of speakers at an unspecified time.

Linguistic context

With respect to context, courts seem to agree that the meaning of the words of a legal text
must be understood “in context.” 6 But courts rarely identify what is meant when context
is invoked. In statutory interpretation, context sometimes refers to the historical events to

4. Taniguchi v. Kan Pacific Saipan, 132 S.Ct. 1997, 2000–2003 (2012).
5. Mont v. United States, 139 S. Ct. 1826, 1832 (2019) (“the definition of ‘is imprisoned’ may well include
pretrial detention.”); id. at 1838 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (imprisonment “is most naturally under-
stood in context to mean post-conviction incarceration”).
6. Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Am. Legacy Found., 903 A.2d 728, 740 (Del. 2006) (“A court must accept
and apply the plain meaning of an unambiguous term in the context of the contract language and cir-
cumstances, insofar as the parties themselves would have agreed ex ante.”).
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the statutes’ enactment.7 In constitutional interpretation, context sometimes refers to the
historical circumstances surrounding the enactment of the Constitution.8 And in contract
interpretation, context may refer to extratextual background information regarding “the
subject matter of the transaction, preliminary negotiations and statements made therein,
usages of trade, and the course of dealing between the parties” (American Law Institute
1973, § 212 cmt. b.)

In addition to these extratextual notions of context, courts often invoke context sim-
ply in reference to “[t]he surrounding text of a word or passage, used to determine the
meaning of that word or passage.” (Garner 2014, 386). What emerges, then, are at least
two related notions of context–one textual and one extratextual (Duranti and Goodwin
1992). The verbal context in which a given provision of a legal text occurs may include
both its syntactic environment and may include certain semantic information. Syntax, of
course, concerns itself with the way words are arranged in a sentence to convey meaning
(Chomsky 1957, 11). To understand the meaning of a word or phrase, interpreters should
look for examples of the word or phrase in a similar syntactic environment. Seman-
tics is the study of meaning at the word or phrase level (Morris 2006, 152). Interpreta-
tion must also take into account the semantic features of a word that have bearing on
meaning (Saeed 2015, 260–265). A usage-based evaluation of contractual meaning may
also endeavor to evaluate usage evidence that shares semantic features with the word or
phrase in the contract.

Timeframe

Courts are sometimes called upon to interpret texts many years after they are drafted.
Sometimes courts acknowledge that language change may have a bearing on the inter-
pretation of these texts. Where the text at issue is an older instrument, a method that
accounts for the temporal dimension of interpretation may be required. Consider the
following four definitions of car, listed in chronological order in the Oxford English Dic-
tionary:

1.a A wheeled, usually horse-drawn conveyance; a carriage, cart, or wagon.
2.a The passenger compartment of a balloon, airship, cableway, etc.; a gondola.
3.a A railway carriage or wagon….
4. motor car n. 2. Now the usual sense. 9

7. United Steelworkers of America, AFL-CIO-CLC v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193, 201 (1979) (“The prohibition
against racial discrimination in §§ 703(a) and (d) of Title VII must therefore be read against the back-
ground of the legislative history of Title VII and the historical context from which the Act arose.”).
8. Central Virginia Community College v. Katz, 546 U.S. 356, 362 (2006) (“It is appropriate to presume
that the Framers of the Constitution were familiar with the contemporary legal context when they
adopted the Bankruptcy Clause”).
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A legal text that addresses, for example, the importation of cars, but that was drafted in a
distant point in history, would have a different meaning than one drafted today. Courts
often attempt to take into account the possibility of language change by interpreting texts
according to the meaning of the words in the text at the time the text was drafted.10 Lan-
guage is constantly, naturally changing (Lyons 1968, 43). Yet language change does not
occur at a constant, predictable rate (Crowley and Bowern 2011, 149–151).

Not everyone agrees that the interpretation of a legal text should focus on the time
of drafting. As Professor William S. Eskridge Jr. has observed: “When Congress has basi-
cally dropped a problem into the collective judicial lap, with imprecise and only general
directions, then it makes sense for courts to develop that statute in accordance with con-
temporary, rather than purely historical, policy” (Eskridge 1987, 1517). However, as dis-
cussed below, some features of current language use cannot predictably be intuited. Even
a present-day interpretation of a legal text may be better informed by evidence of histor-
ical usage.

Ordinary meaning and speech community

When judges make claims about ordinary meaning, they necessary imply that there is
some community of language users for which a given meaning would be regarded as
ordinary. There must be some speech community–some group that “share[s] values and
attitudes about language use, varieties and practices”–that ordinarily uses or understands
the words in question in the way the court insists is ordinary (Morgan 2014, 1). Stated
another way, a speech community is “[a]ny human aggregate characterized by regular
and frequent interaction by means of a shared body of verbal signs and set off from simi-
lar aggregates by significant differences in language usage” (Gumperz 1968, 381). It is not
difficult to imagine legal documents in which differing linguistic conventions of the dif-
ferent communities involved in drafting or interpreting the text might lead to different
understandings of similar language.

Sometimes, the law seems to take into account differences in speech community.
When interpreting a statute, courts will sometimes apply a rule of lenity, a canon of
interpretation that states that “a court, in construing an ambiguous criminal statute

9. “car, n.1”. OED Online. May 2021. Oxford University Press, http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/27674
?rskey=6D1tvb&result=1&isAdvanced=false (accessed May 28, 2021).
10. This is true of statutes, Dellmuth v. Muth, 491 U.S. 223 (1989) (quoting Perrin v. United States, 44
U.S. 37, 42 (1979) (“As usual, our job is to interpret the words consistent with their ‘ordinary meaning…
at the time Congress enacted the statute.’”)), of contracts, Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc. v. Dolgencorp, LLC,
746 F.3d 1008, 1022 (11th Cir. 2014) (quoting Moore v. Stevens, 106 So. 901, 903 (Fla. 1925) (“[W]ords
used must be given their ordinary, obvious meaning as commonly understood at the time the instru-
ment containing the covenants was executed ….”, emphasis added), and the Constitution, see Solum, dis-
cussing the Fixation Thesis–the notion that “[t]he meaning of the constitutional text is fixed when each
provision is framed and ratified” (2015, 1).
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that sets out multiple or inconsistent punishments, should resolve the ambiguity in
favor of the more lenient punishment” (Garner 2014, 1532). This means that courts will
apply the interpretation of an ambiguous statute in favor of a defendant, though not
necessarily one that reflects the linguistic conventions of the defendant’s community.
Some contracts are executed between sophisticated commercial parties, with specialized
knowledge of both contracting conventions of a particular industry and the character-
istics of the underlying industry itself. Other contracts are more public-facing and are
executed between firms and their customers. Some such differences are anticipated by
interpretive rules in the context of the Uniform Commercial Code, where variations in
trade usage are taken into account (White 1995, § 1–303 (defining usage of trade)). In
such cases, where the question is whether competing industries, different geographical
regions, lawyers or their clients, or sophisticated and unsophisticated parties use a given
term differently, we might look to evidence of comparative usage in order to evaluate the
plain meaning of contractual language.

3. Finding ordinary meaning

Even if it were the case that courts had a shared, generally agreed upon definition of the
“Ordinary Meaning,” it is not clear that courts have any effective means for determining
what that ordinary meaning actually is. This is because the tools that U.S. courts have
at their disposal for determining ordinary meaning–including the judge’s own linguistic
intuition and a variety of dictionaries–may not be reliable guides to ordinary meaning.

3.1 Linguistic intuition

Courts sometimes make determinations about the meaning of a legal text without ref-
erencing any evidence of meaning extrinsic to the text itself. When courts reason from
the text to determine its meaning, we can infer that judges are relying on their linguistic
intuition. Yet human linguistic intuition has limitations that can frustrate the intention
of judges to find a neutral, generally applicable meaning of the words in a text. To
begin with, the most common words in a given language tend to be highly polyse-
mous–that is, they tend to have a greater range of possible meanings (Crossley, Salsbury
and McNamara 2010, 575). Put simply, the more commonly a word is used, the more
likely it is to have many different senses. Yet language users are not particularly adept
at objectively and predictably identifying and resolving lexical ambiguities when faced
with high-frequency, highly polysemous words. The more common a word is, the more
senses it has, and the more senses it has, the more likely two people are to disagree as to
its meaning in a given context (Agirre and Edmonds 2007, 91; Tsatsornis, Varlamis, and
Nørvåg 2010, 193; Brown and Allan 2009, 224). This leads to the counterintuitive result
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that judges and lawyers are more likely to disagree about the meaning of common words
than the meaning of uncommon words.

In addition, the objectivity of a judge’s linguistic judgments may be limited by a
number of cognitive biases, including false consensus bias–where parties systematically
overestimate the degree to which they are likely to agree with other parties about the
interpretation of a legal text (Solan, Rosenblatt, and Osherson 2008). This phenomenon
is referred to as false consensus bias. Courts and parties may fail to recognize false con-
sensus bias and may, therefore, fail to recognize the legitimacy of different readings of
the contract. As a consequence, “a judge may consider language to be plain when in fact
different people do not understand it the same way, and this may happen even when
the judge’s understanding is shared only by a minority of people in general” (Solan,
Rosenblatt, and Osherson 2008, 1294). In addition, judges’ initial conclusions about the
meaning of a text may be clouded by confirmation bias–the tendency to credit evidence
that supports the judges’ prior commitments and ignore or undervalue contrary evi-
dence (Galotti 2009, 357; Eysenck 2001, 373).

Biases like false consensus bias and confirmation bias may prevent judges not only
from reasoning objectively about the meaning of the text, but from recognizing the
subjectivity of their own reasoning. In such circumstances, “[i]f one person says that
both proposed readings of a statute seem plausible, and a colleague disagrees, finding
one reading too strained, what is there to do about it but for each to stamp his foot?”
(Farnsworth, Guzior, and Malani 2010, 271).

3.2 Dictionaries and the “Baffled Judge”

U.S. courts often turn to dictionaries in order to determine ordinary meaning. United
States Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson referred to the use of dictionaries as “the
last resort of the baffled judge.”11 But dictionaries do not define words according to their
ordinary meaning. Ordinary meaning is a legal concept, not a linguistic or lexicograph-
ical one. The editors of the Webster’s Third New International Dictionary make clear that
their dictionary “does not evaluate senses or establish an enduring hierarchy of impor-
tance among them” and that the best sense is the one that most aptly fits the context of
an actual genuine utterance” (Gove 1971, 17a).

But even if dictionary editors set out to define the ordinary meaning of the words
in legal texts, dictionary editors cannot possibly anticipate all of the contexts in which
a word will be used in a legal text (Sonpal 2003, 2206). As Professors Henry Hart and
Abert Sacks observed in their influential Legal Process lectures: “A dictionary, it is vital
to observe, never says what meaning a word must bear in a particular context” (Hart
and Sacks 1994). Dictionaries are merely repositories of recorded senses–of the ways

11. Jordan v. De George, 341 U.S. 223, 234 (1951) (Jackson, J., dissenting).
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in which a word has been used. The production of dictionaries is a decidedly human
endeavor. Many dictionaries relied upon by judges were assembled without the use of
language evidence from linguistic corpora. Instead, they were assembled with usage evi-
dence from citation files that are liable to be “unrepresentative of the language as a
whole,” and reviewed by editors who “all too often ignore common usages and give dis-
proportionate attention to uncommon ones ….” (Landau 2001, 104; Biber, Conrad, and
Reppen 1998, 26).

No dictionary is a complete repository of definitions of every word, or of every sense
in which a word has been used. Lexicographers have estimated the total number of Eng-
lish words at two million or more:

[e]ven the largest unabridged American dictionaries contain well under half this total
(…). Abridged and collegiate dictionaries include a smaller number of words and–more
relevant–they contain fewer and shorter definitions for these words. (…) all dictionaries
must deal with space limitations that affect the usage listings and amplifications con-

(Brudney and Baum 2013, 513)tained in their definitions.

Sometimes, courts will support a claim about ordinary meaning by citing to a number
of dictionaries. However, if dictionaries do not contain ordinary meaning, then citing
multiple dictionaries simply merely compounds the problem. It is not always clear that
dictionaries have arrived at their definitions independently–“[t]he history of English lex-
icography usually consists of a recital of successive and often successful acts of piracy”
(Landau 2001, 43). This is because “[d]ictionary editors look at each other’s books, and
though editors form their own opinions about what ground should be covered, they dare
not depart too far from the area laid out by their competitors.” (Ibid. 402).

Sometimes courts will appeal to the ranking of senses in a dictionary, claiming
that a given sense should be given priority because it is listed “first” in the dictionary
(Mouritsen 2010, 1924–1929). Yet the dictionaries most commonly relied upon by judges
do not rank their senses according to ordinariness. Courts will also sometimes arbitrarily
choose a single sense from a dictionary and insist they have found the ordinary meaning,
all the while ignoring other competing senses.12

U.S. courts do not have a principled or well-defined basis for choosing between legal
dictionaries and general-use dictionaries (Brudney and Baum 2013, 510). Courts have
failed to provide any principled basis for selecting among different types of dictionaries
(Brudney and Baum 2013, 507). In addition, when called upon to interpret an older text,
courts will sometimes appeal to a dictionary that was published around the same time
that the legal text in question was drafted. While intuitively appealing, this practice has a
number of flaws.

12. State v. Rasabout, 356 P.3d 1258, 1274 (Utah 2015) (Lee, Associate C.J., concurring in part and con-
curring in the judgment).
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The listed publication date of a dictionary does not always tell you when that dictio-
nary was written. Some historical dictionaries were merely reprinted with a new addition
and were not updated to reflect contemporary usage (Sonpal 2003, 2209–2210). Addi-
tionally, some dictionaries may rely on examples “composed centuries before the dictio-
nary was compiled” (Sonpal 2003, 2207). The editors may simply copy usage examples
from prior dictionaries (Reed 1962, 95). Courts do not have explicit, well-defined rules
about when they will appeal to a historical dictionary (Brudney and Baum 2013, 511).

Faced with these challenges in legal interpretation, Professor Arthur L. Corbin
observed:

It is true that when a judge reads the words of a contract he may jump to the instant and
confident opinion that they have but one reasonable meaning and that he knows what it
is. A greater familiarity with dictionaries and the usages of words, a better understanding
of the uncertainties of language, and a comparative study of more cases in the field of
interpretation, will make one beware of holding such an opinion so recklessly arrived at.

(Corbin 1952, § 535)

Dictionaries can still be useful to legal interpreters, just not in the way that they are typi-
cally used. Dictionaries can be used by judges to define unknown terms, the use of which
is almost certainly uncontroversial (Hoffman 2003, 416; Solan 1993, 55). Dictionaries can
also be used to confirm that a given sense of a word is attested–that is, that the sense of
a word advocated by the parties was not invented by the parties but has a documented
record of prior usage. In this respect, unabridged dictionaries are “historical records… of
the meanings with which words have in fact been used by writers of good repute. They
are often useful in answering hard questions of whether, in an appropriate context, a par-
ticular meaning is linguistically permissible” (Hart and Sacks 1994, 1375–1376). Dictio-
naries can give interpreters a sense of the range of possible uses a given word may have
had. Dictionaries can also model for judges, who are often called upon to make fine dis-
tinctions among different senses, how to describe differences in meaning. Yet dictionar-
ies cannot tell their readers the meaning a word must bear in a particular context and in
a particular legal text because they do not contain ordinary meaning.

4. Evaluating ordinary meaning claims with linguistic corpora

Recent scholarship has both recognized these difficulties with both conceptualizing
ordinary meaning and evaluating claims about ordinary meaning and has suggested the
use of language evidence from linguistic corpora as a tool for addressing these difficulties
with ordinary meaning (Lee and Mouritsen 2018).

Corpus linguistics is the study of language using evidence from electronic collections
of texts (McEnery and Hardie 2012). Linguistic corpora are designed to be representative
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samples of the speech or writing of a speech community (McEnery and Wilson 2011,
75; Morgan 2014, 1). They are designed “to actually ‘represent’ a domain of language
use with a corpus of texts” (Biber and Reppen 2015, 1). These corpora can allow their
users to make observations about language that cannot be made through introspection
(McEnery and Wilson 2011, 12), and to gather evidence of language use that is replicable
and falsifiable (McEnery and Hardie 2012, 66). Corpora can be used to show evidence
of how frequently a keyword occurs, and how frequently a given sense of a keyword is
used in a particular context, by a particular speech community, and at a particular point
in history.

An example of how to use linguistic corpora to evaluate claims about ordinary mean-
ing can be found in the literature discussing the United States Supreme Court’s decision
Muscarello v. United States, 524 U.S. 125 (1998). The Muscarello decision has received a lot
of academic attention in the law and corpus linguistics literature (Goldfarb 2017; Lee and
Mouritsen 2018; Mouritsen 2010; Solan and Gales 2017), at least in part because Mus-
carello was the first Supreme Court decision that involved “crudely … searching comput-
erized newspaper data bases,” in order to “make certain that there is no special ordinary
English restriction” on the meaning of the text in question (Muscarello v. United States,
524 U.S. 125, 129 (1998)).

The Muscarello case required the interpretation of the phrase carries a firearm in
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1966 (18 U.S.C. § 924(c)(1)). Specifi-
cally, the case required a determination of whether a person “carries a firearm” when the
firearm is locked in a glovebox, but not being held (Ibid. 126–127). Frank Muscarello was
arrested during a minor drug transaction, but at the time of his arrest he had a handgun
locked in his glovebox (Ibid. 127). A five-to-four majority of the Court concluded that
Section 924(c) suggested the conveyance in a vehicle meaning (Ibid. 139).

The Muscarello majority framed the dispute by stating that “[a]lthough the word
‘carry’ has many different meanings, only two are relevant here” (Ibid. 128). The Court
then noted that carry’s “first, or primary, meaning” reflects the notion carrying as con-
veyance (hereafter vehicle-carry); while only a “different, rather special” meaning of
carry reflects the notion of carrying upon one’s person (hereafter personal-carry) (Ibid.
128).

The Court referenced a number of dictionaries to conclude vehicle-carry is carry’s
ordinary meaning. They made reference not only to how the word was defined, but
whether the definition in question was listed first in the dictionary, and which of the con-
tested definitions were consistent with the word’s etymology (Ibid. 127–128, 131).

But the dictionaries most cited by the Supreme Court, including Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary and Oxford English Dictionary, rank their senses histori-
cally–oldest to newest–and not according to their “ordinariness” (Gove 1971, 17a; Oxford
English Dictionary 1989, xxix). Moreover, Webster’s Third, makes clear that “[s]ometimes
an arbitrary arrangement or rearrangement is the only reasonable and expedient solu-
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tion to the problems of ordering senses” (Gove 1971, 17a). Consequently, the editors of
Webster’s Third also counsels that “[t]he best sense is the one that most aptly fits the con-
text of an actual genuine utterance” (Gove 1971, 17a).

The Muscarello Court also appealed to the etymology of carry, citing an etymologi-
cal dictionary for the proposition that the word carry comes from the Latin carum mean-
ing car or cart (Muscarello v. United States, 524 U.S. 125, 128 (1998)). Yet appealing to the
etymology of a word to determine its contemporary meaning is obviously fallacious. This
is an error in reasoning so common that it has its own name–the Etymological Fallacy
(Sihler 2000, 131). If words were interpreted according to their etymology, then Decem-
ber would be the tenth month, not the twelfth.13

Instead of relying on dictionaries for information they do not contain in such cases,
advocates for the use of corpus linguistics in legal texts have proposed gathering evidence
of the use of the verb carry from a corpus, particularly in the circumstances relevant here
where there is an implied human agent and a firearm as the thing that is being carried.14

One recent study looked at evidence of the way carry was used in this context, using the
News on the Web (NOW) Corpus. The NOW Corpus was employed to provide a “ran-
domized sample of concordance lines featuring carry” in circumstances with similar lin-
guistic features to § 924(c)(1).15

The authors searched the NOW Corpus for instances of carry within a few words of
firearm (Lee and Mouritsen 2018, 846 n.237). They then broadened the search to include
the most common synonyms of firearm that can be revealed by looking at the collocates
of carry, like gun(s), pistol(s), handgun(s), and rifle(s) (Lee and Mouritsen 2018, 847).
Of the 271 instances of carry reviewed, some 104 instances of carry had the personal-
carry sense while only five instances of carry had the vehicle-carry meaning. Similarly,
the authors used the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA) to provide con-
temporaneous usage evidence from the decade of the statute’s enactment, the 1960s. The
COHA includes a collection of annotated texts from each decade going back to 1810,
with somewhere between 10 and 20 million words per decade. That means that fewer
examples of the use of carry are available in the COHA. There are some twenty-eight
instances of carry co-occurring with firearm(s), gun(s), pistol(s), handgun(s), or rifle(s) in
the COHA. Of these, eighteen were instances of personal-carry and two were instances
of vehicle-carry.

13. See December, Online Etymology Dictionary, https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=December
(noting that December was the “tenth month of the old Roman Calendar” and comes from the Latin
decem).
14. This section is drawn largely from the discussion of Muscarello in Lee and Mouritsen (2018).
15. In the context of Section 924(c), carry is a transitive verb (or “has a transitive argument structure”),
with an implied “human subject and a non-human, inanimate, weapon object.” A search in a corpus
can reveal uses of the verb carry in similar contexts. Id. at 833, 846.
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Evidence from these two corpora suggests that in contexts similar to Sec-
tion 924(c)(1), personal-carry occurs much more commonly than vehicle-carry. What-
ever is meant by the “ordinary meaning” of carry, it cannot mean that vehicle-carry is the
most common way that the phrase carries a firearm is used.

Another study examining the same case also found that evidence from corpora
reveal that “carry is used more frequently to talk about acts of personally carrying objects
(for instance, in one’s hands or arms, or strapped to one’s back), than about events
in which objects are transported or carried in a vehicle” (Goldfarb 2017, 1408). When
speakers use carry in the vehicle-carry sense, they tend to make explicit reference to the
vehicle in question (Goldfarb 2017, 1408; Solan and Gales 2017, 1346).

The corpus evidence can provide a better picture of the way the phrase carries a
firearm is used. It can also provide some insight into the circumstances in which the
vehicle-carry sense is implicated. This information cannot be found in a dictionary, and
may not be available through introspection. The searches performed in a corpus can be
replicated by any investigator. Corpora can be designed to represent the speech or writ-
ing of any speech community for which there are surviving texts or transcriptions of
speech. Corpora can also provide evidence of historical usage for which contemporary
language cannot be expected to have accurate instructions.

5. Limitations and future work

While corpora may prove useful in gathering language evidence that can be employed to
evaluate claims of ordinary meaning, the use of linguistic corpora to perform these tasks
raises a host of questions and presents a number of avenues for future research.

To begin with, as noted repeatedly above, judges and lawyers do not have a shared,
well-defined understanding of what ordinary meaning actually means. If corpora are
used to gather evidence to evaluate claims about ordinary meaning, then investigators
must first determine what the evidence is meant to prove or disprove. One candidate for
ordinary meaning (especially in cases of lexical ambiguity) is the frequency with which a
given sense of a word occurs. Where a given sense is overwhelmingly more common, we
might conclude that sense is the ordinary meaning. This notion of frequency of occur-
rence is consistent with one of the ways in which the word “ordinary” is defined.16 Inter-
preting the family law word with its most frequent sense, when divorced from context
would render the legal text in question entirely incoherent. Professor Richard Fallon
recently observed, “As corpus linguistic research recurrently teaches, the most common

16. “Of language, usage, discourse, etc.: that most commonly found or attested.” (Oxford English
Dictionary 1989).
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uses of words or phrases are typically not the only, or the only linguistically eligible,
ones” (2019, 269).

Another advantage of corpus studies has been highlighted by Taylor as follows:
“Corpus-based studies have also revolutionized our understanding of polysemy, lexical
polysemy in the first instance, but also the various semantic values which attach to larger
constructions” (2016, 466). Yet as courts and attorneys rely on corpus linguistics in mak-
ing claims evaluating claims about ordinary meaning, they must also be sensitive to how
“[e]ach sense of a word is associated with a distinct lexico-syntactic context,” and how
“the context serves to prime the relevant sense, thereby suppressing the other possible
readings” (Taylor 2016, 466).

In addition, some emerging scholarship has proposed evaluating claims of ordinary
meaning not with corpus evidence, but instead with survey responses (Ben-Shahar and
Strahilevitz 2017; Tobia 2020). These survey methods may involve the systematic collec-
tion of linguistic judgments from survey respondents, particularly through modern sur-
vey administration platforms like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Bedi and Reibstein 2020,
707 n.126). Using survey evidence to evaluate claims of ordinary meaning offers some of
the same advantages as using corpus linguistics to perform this task. Surveys and cor-
pora both provide evidence of meaning that may not be available via introspection and
that is not recorded in a dictionary. Surveys may be administered to members of any
speech community. Surveys also have some advantages over the use of linguistic corpora
when examining questions of usage and meaning. The survey architect has greater con-
trol of the framing of the question and the linguistic context in which the language under
examination will appear. With that said, surveys may prove more costly than examining
a usage question in a corpus. Moreover, unlike corpora, surveys may be limited in time
because “there are no members of the relevant societies left for us to gather opinions
from and there were no public surveys of social attitudes undertaken then” (McEnery,
Baker, and Dayrell 2020, 54). Corpora may allow us to examine historical usage, but sur-
veys do not.

There is also the challenge of what to do when survey responses and corpus evidence
do not match. For example, the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Taniguchi v.
Kan Pacific Saipan, Ltd., 566 U.S. 560 (2012), addressed the question of whether a per-
son hired to translate written documents is an interpreter for the purposes of a statute
authorizing costs to prevailing parties for interpreters (Ibid. 562, 566). In Taniguchi, the
court held that “an interpreter is normally understood as one who translates orally from
one language to another” (Ibid. 569). The Court conceded that the text-to-text transla-
tion sense of “interpreter” is possible, but concluded that it is “hardly a common or ordi-
nary meaning” (Ibid. 569). The Court even went so far as to characterize this potential
sense of interpreter as “obsolete” (Ibid. 569). In examining the usage evidence for inter-
preter in the NOW Corpus, the authors of one corpus-based study did not find a “single
instance of anyone referred to as an interpreter performing a text-to-text translation” of
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one language to another (Lee and Mouritsen 2018, 850). This, the authors note, raises
the question not merely of whether interpreter is commonly used to refer to text-to-text
translation, but whether such a reading is even possible–that is whether the word inter-
preter is ever used in reference to text-to-text translation (Lee and Mouritsen 2018, 850).

There is at least some evidence that when presented with interpretive problems sim-
ilar to those faced by judges, survey respondents will sometimes reach conclusions that
are at odds with usage evidence from a corpus (Tobia 2020, 764). If usage evidence dis-
agrees with survey responses, can we meaningfully say that one represents “ordinary
meaning” and the other does not, or should we simply conclude that the results of
either approach are in error? One reason for the difference may be that “[e]ven the best
designed elicitation tasks are removed from how people use (and think about) language
in everyday life, and people’s reports of their linguistic usage may or may not match up
with what they actually do” (Shilling 2014, 103). The better question for researchers is not
whether corpus evidence and survey responses diverge, but why they diverge. A better
understanding of the basis for that divergence will not only help researchers construct
better surveys but may also lead to a better theorized notion of ordinary meaning.

Finally, the language recorded in a linguistic corpus will reflect the linguistic biases
of the speech community it is intended to study (Jennejohn, Nelson, and Núñez 2021).
While corpora may be constructed to represent the linguistic conventions of any speech
community, from any region, ethnic or racial background, or socioeconomic back-
ground for which there are existing texts or transcribed speech, it is nevertheless the
case that many of the most widely used corpora (particularly in the law and corpus lin-
guistics literature) are based on written sources made up mostly of books, newspapers,
and magazines. These corpora will necessarily privilege those who write books, news-
papers, and magazines, which will create a bias in favor of language usage from mostly
white and mostly male writers and speakers. This effect will be further amplified the
more one examines historical corpus evidence. In this respect, the corpus does not nec-
essarily create the bias, but reports biases that already exist. However, using compara-
tive corpora, the corpus user can also use comparative corpora to identify, study, and
record such linguistic bias, and examine differences in language usage in different com-
munities. Bespoke corpora may be constructed with the intention of representing the
linguistic conventions of a variety of speech communities and combating bias in legal
interpretation.

6. Conclusions

For centuries judges and lawyers have appealed to plain or ordinary meaning when
attempting to puzzle out the meaning of a legal text. Yet judges have appealed to ordinary
meaning without a shared understanding of what ordinary meaning actually means, and
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without effective methods for evaluating claims of ordinary meaning. Evidence of lan-
guage use from linguistic corpora may allow judges and lawyers to have a more meaning-
ful discussion about what is meant by a legal text’s ordinary meaning and may provide
jurists with more evidence-based method for evaluating claims about ordinary meaning.
Yet jurists must proceed cautiously, taking account of both linguistic context and speech
community, when relying on corpus evidence to evaluate claims of meaning.
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Variation of legal terms in monolingual
and multilingual contexts
Types, distribution, attitudes and causes

Łucja Biel
University of Warsaw

This chapter investigates the variation of legal terminology – types, distribution,
attitudes towards it and causes in monolingual and multilingual settings. The
chapter proposes the typologies of legal variants according to: formal/conceptual
distance (linguistic, denominative, conceptual), time (synchronic, diachronic),
acceptance (preferred, permitted, deprecated, proposed) and distribution
(intrasystemic, intersystemic, hybrid variants). Attitudes to legal variants vary:
linguistic and denominative variation tends to be regarded as undesirable – as a
violation of the consistency and continuity principles while conceptual variation
may be a useful drafting technique. The final part adapts Freixa’s (2006) typology
of the causes of variation (functional, dialectal, discursive, cognitive, interlinguistic)
to the legal context, extending it to include causes related to formal and conceptual
properties of terms that trigger variation in translation.

Keywords: variation, synonymy, legal terms, variant, translation, multilingual law

Variation is a natural and widespread phenomenon in language: “language is inherently
variable, both across time (diachronically) and at any specific point in time (synchron-
ically)” and it “universally involves alternative forms and structures that compete with
each other in usage” (Krug, Schlüter, and Rosenbach 2013, 2). The growing awareness of
and interest in terminological variation has been observed since the mid-1990s, with the
advent of computerized analyses of terms and the re-orientation of Terminology towards
more functional communicative approaches. The univocity principle, which aimed at
reducing synonymy and polysemy in special languages, was one of the key tenants of
the 20th-century mainstream approach to terminology – Wüster’s General Theory of
Terminology. Yet this prescriptive approach failed to deal satisfactorily with variation
(L’Homme, Heid, and Sager 2003, 153) and, as numerous studies have shown, termino-
logical variation does exist in special languages more frequently than expected and is
estimated to range from 15% to 35% (Daille 2005). Currently, variation has become one
of the fundamental research topics in Terminology (L’Homme 2020, 3), especially in
functionally-oriented approaches.
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Although less eagerly acknowledged, this is also true of legal language, even though
arguably to a smaller degree. Variation is in principle considered undesirable in legal
language and hence attempted to be curbed and controlled. Yet there is a growing pool
of empirical corpus studies which evidence its existence in legal texts. The objective of
this chapter is to investigate the concept of variation in relation to legal terminology – its
nature, types, distribution and attitudes towards it – and to identify its causes in mono-
lingual and multilingual settings by synthesising and consolidating findings which are
scattered across publications on legal language. The examples of variants were extracted
from term bases and legal corpora.

1. Clarifying key concepts: Variation, synonymy and polysemy

Drawing on a definition of a term in the ISO terminology standards (ISO 1087 2019, 3,
7), a legal term can be defined as a designation – a linguistic expression – which repre-
sents a concept, that is a unit of knowledge, in the legal domain. In the ideal world, a
concept is evoked by one term only, that is there is a one-to-one relation of form and
meaning, known as univocity or monoreferentiality. When two or more terms desig-
nate the same legal concept (many-to-one relation), this phenomenon is traditionally
known as synonymy,1 defined in the key terminological ISO 1087 standard as a “relation
between designations in a given natural language representing the same concept” (ISO
1087 2019, 11). For example, the terms toll and road fee can evoke the same concept in
EU (European Union) law.2 Synonymy is distinguished from another frequent linguis-
tic phenomenon – polysemy when a term represents more than one concept (de Bessé,
Nkwenti-Azeh, and Sager 1997, 145), that is a one-to-many relation, defined as “relation
in which a designation represents two or more concepts” (ISO 1087 2019, 11). For exam-
ple, the term start of works can mean “the start of construction works on the investment
(…)” or, in the case of take-overs, “the moment of acquiring the assets directly linked to
the acquired establishment”, as they are both defined in the same EU legal act.3

1. It is also known as lexical synonymy as distinguished from the propositional synonymy of syntactic
units (Chromá 2011, 39).
2. This can be seen in a definition of toll in Article 2(21) of Directive (EU) 2019/520 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 19 March 2019 on the interoperability of electronic road toll systems
and facilitating cross-border exchange of information on the failure to pay road fees in the Union OJ
L 91, 29.3.2019, where both terms are listed as variants assigned to the same definition (concept): “‘toll’
or ‘road fee’ means the fee which must be paid by the road user for circulating on a given road, a road
network, a structure, such as a bridge or a tunnel, or a ferry”.
3. Article 2(23) of Commission Regulation (EU) No 651/2014 of 17 June 2014 declaring certain cate-
gories of aid compatible with the internal market in application of Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty OJ
L 187 26.6.2014, p. 1.
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The term ‘synonymy’ has developed a more specialized meaning in the field of Ter-
minology, which now prefers to use ‘variation’ and ‘variant’ as superordinate terms. Tra-
ditionally, a distinction was made between synonyms, defined in the Glossary of terms
used in terminology, published in the authoritative Terminology journal, as “[a] word or
term which has the same denotation or the same sense as another” and variants, under-
stood as “a term with an alternative spelling from its headword” […] and “reduced or
expanded forms of terms” (de Bessé, Nkwenti-Azeh, and Sager 1997, 151, 155). Synonyms
were further distinguished as follows: terms are regarded as synonyms if they are inter-
changeable in all contexts and as quasi-synonyms if they designate concepts with “almost
identical” characteristics (= intensions) and are interchangeable in some contexts only
(ISO 704 2009, 35). In more recent approaches to variation (Daille 2017; Fernández-Silva
2016; Freixa 2006), a variant is understood more broadly as a superordinate concept
which covers not only conceptual sameness but also similarity, with one of the frequently
cited definitions being “a variant of a term is an utterance which is semantically and con-
ceptually related to an original term” (Daille et al. 1996, 201). Thus, a variant comprises
both the then variation and synonymy – now mainly denominative variants, as well as
a more distant quasi-synonymy – now conceptual variants. As can be seen, even the ter-
minology concerning variation is subject to variation.

2. The many faces of variation: Types of legal terminological variants

Variation can be classified according to a range of criteria, depending on objectives and
applications. They include: formal and conceptual distance, time, acceptability and dis-
tribution. Having adapted these criteria to legal terminology, I propose the most relevant
types of legal terminological variants in Table 1.

Table 1. Types of legal terminological variants

Criterion Variant type

Formal and conceptual distance to the base term Linguistic variant
Denominative variant
Conceptual variant

Time Synchronic variant
Diachronic variant

Acceptability Preferred variant
Permitted variant
Deprecated variant
Proposed variant

Distribution Intrasystemic variant: intratextual, intertextual
Intersystemic variant
Hybrid variant in multilingual settings
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2.1 Conceptual distance between variants

The main distinction which is currently maintained in Terminology is based on: whether
variation affects only the form, i.e., it refers to the same concept, or whether it affects the
content, i.e., it refers to a different albeit closely related concept (Daille 2017, 35). The
former is most frequently known as denominative variation while the latter – conceptual
variation.

There is some terminological confusion concerning denominative variation. Some
scholars understand it to cover all variants which denote the same concept, e.g. Freixa
(2006), while others make a finer distinction between linguistic variants and denom-
inative variants (Daille 2017, 35), applying denominative variants only to terms with
different lexicalized forms. I will follow the latter approach since the ease of variant iden-
tification is essential in legal language.

Linguistic variants

Linguistic variants (Daille 2017, 35), also known in some studies as formal variants (e.g.
Fernández-Silva 2016, 63), have a different form “below the lexical level” (Fernández-
Silva 2016, 63). These variants use very similar forms (lexemes) with minor modifica-
tions. Due to this similarity of form, they are easy to identify as variants. There are a
few categorizations of linguistic variants, which to some degree depend on the properties
of the languages studied. Drawing on Dubuc (1997, qtd. in Bowker and Hawkins (2006,
81)), Daille (2005) and Daille (2017), I propose to synthesize these categories for the pur-
poses of legal terms into: (1) orthographic variants, (2) morphosyntactic variants, and
(3) abbreviated/extended forms (see Table 2), with a proviso that some languages might
require finer distinctions. Categories are illustrated with examples sourced in the EU’s
IATE (Interactive Terminology for Europe) term base4 or EU law.5

Both orthographic and morphosyntactic variants involve typically minor modifica-
tions of the form of terms while maintaining the same lexemes (or their lemmas). In
general, the longer the term, the more variation it invites. Orthographic variants (also
known as spelling variants) involve a segmentation of compound terms, e.g. hyphen-
ation or spacing, as well as spelling variants related to, for example, capitalization,
normative spelling, misspelling (Daille 2017, 52–53). Morphosyntactic variation com-
prises morphological variants with different morphemes in constituents, syntactic vari-
ants with differences in an internal structure of terms, for example permutation which
reverses the order of constituents but preserves their dependency relationship, and
mixed variants which combine changes in both morphemes and the local grammar of

4. https://iate.europa.eu; variants identified in IATE are documented with IATE IDs in brackets.
5. Variants identified in Biel, Biernacka, and Jopek-Bosiacka (2018) and confirmed in the Juremy
(juremy.com) search engine.
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Table 2. Types of linguistic variants

Linguistic variation Examples

Orthographic variants case law / case-law (IATE ID 772653)
trade mark (IATE ID 851415) / trademark (IATE ID 1253839)
wholly-owned subsidiary (IATE ID 1754985) / wholly owned subsidiary (IATE
ID 1390653)
micro-enterprise / microenterprise (IATE ID 1873332)
penalise / penalize
failure to fulfil/fulfill the undertaking

Morphosyntactic
variants

Morphological variants
statutory law / statute law (IATE ID 886050)
unmargined derivative / non-margined derivative (IATE ID 3572228)
Inflection
passing-on / pass-on of overcharges
buying cartel / buyers’ cartel
law of tort / law of torts (IATE ID 1129834)

Syntactic variants, e.g. permutation
contract of employment / employment contract (IATE ID 760910)
financial derivative instrument / derivative financial instrument (IATE ID
856223)
asylum application / application for asylum (IATE ID 3583972)

Mixed syntactic and morphological variants
vaccine confidence / confidence in vaccination (IATE ID 3593277)
legal heir / heir at law / heir by operation of law (IATE ID 3537946)
misconduct in office / official misconduct (IATE ID 3556579)
closed corporation / closely-held corporation (IATE ID 81148)
contractual freedom / freedom of contract (IATE ID 1395335)

Abbreviated and
extended forms

Abbreviated forms and short forms:
financial derivative instrument / derivative instrument / derivative (IATE ID
856223)
post-authorisation safety study / post-authorisation study (IATE ID 2251252)
European Union acquis / Union acquis / acquis (IATE ID 878385)
Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
26 June 2013 on prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment
firms and amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 / Capital Requirements
Regulation / CRR (IATE ID 3547679)
clipped forms:
middle-capitalisation company / mid-cap company / mid-cap (IATE ID 931591)
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Table 2. (continued)

Linguistic variation Examples

abbreviations:
– initialisms:

European Parliament / EP (IATE ID 126540)
intellectual property / IP (IATE ID 775594)
alternative dispute resolution / ADR (IATE ID 917735)
non-governmental organisation / NGO (IATE ID 787724)

– acronyms:
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization / UNESCO
(IATE ID 791338)
European Free Trade Association / EFTA (IATE ID 778794)

– other:
declared maximum power / Pmax (IATE ID 2242949)
mu receptor / μ-receptor (IATE ID 202505)

Extended forms
estate tail / estate in tail / fee tail estate / estate in fee tail (IATE ID 68289)
wear / wear and tear (IATE ID 1209118) / normal wear and tear (IATE ID
843269) / usual wear and tear (IATE ID 1647561)

a term (Daille 2005, 184–185). It is not infrequent that one variant, known as the base
term (Daille et al. 1996, 205), is dominant while other variants have a significantly lower
frequency. For example, a study by Biel et al. (2018) identified the base form trade mark
with a frequency of 350 occurrences, while the other variant, e.g. trademark, only 23
times in the EU competition law corpus. See also Prieto Ramos (this volume) for similar
evidence.

Abbreviated forms (termed after ISO 704 2009, 52–53) cover short forms, clipped
forms and abbreviations. They are mainly motivated by the principle of linguistic econ-
omy (ISO 704 2009, 40) to ensure the ease and efficiency of use by introducing shorter
forms, in particular when a term has a (excessively) long multi-word form and is imprac-
ticable to use. Abbreviations, especially initialisms, seem to be a productive category
in institutional discourse, when referring to proper names, such as institutions, pro-
grammes, administrative measures, legal acts as well as technical terms used in legisla-
tion. Abbreviations are often signalled as a variant in a text, e.g. ‘harmonised index of
consumer prices’ or ‘HICP’ means the comparable index of consumer prices produced by
each Member State 6 (emphasis added).

6. Regulation (EU) 2016/792 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 May 2016 on har-
monised indices of consumer prices and the house price index, and repealing Council Regulation (EC)
No 2494/95. OJ L 135, 24.5.2016, p. 11–38.
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The opposite – extended forms (also known as expansions (Daille 2017)) – explicate
and foreground certain aspects of a concept which may otherwise be implicit, e.g. nor-
mal wear and tear as opposed to wear and tear, although ‘normal’ is part of the meaning
of wear and tear as can be seen in its IATE entry (ID 1209118) based on a Wikipedia def-
inition: “damage that naturally and inevitably occurs as a result of normal wear or aging”
(emphasis added). This is also visible in the BLD [Black’s Law Dictionary] definition
of wear and tear: “[d]eterioration caused by ordinary use; the depreciation of property
resulting from its reasonable use” (Garner 2009, 1731; emphasis added). Given a broad
range of variants this term triggers, as evidenced in legal dictionaries, e.g. usual wear and
tear, fair wear and tear, reasonable wear and tear and natural wear and tear, there is a
clear communicative need to emphasize this aspect of the concept and to make it more
semantically transparent.

Denominative variants

Denominative variation, also known as synonymy, terminological synonymy, lexical
variation sensu stricto (Freixa and Fernández-Silva 2017), occurs when one concept has
more than one denomination – lexicalized form (Freixa 2006, 51). Due to the dissimilar-
ity of form, this type of variation is usually more difficult to identify. Denominative vari-
ation can be partial when only one constituent differs and full when all the constituents
are substituted by synonyms. Take for example maritime law which has partial variants:
marine law and law of the sea (IATE ID 1593245). An example of a full variant is ex officio
and as of right, both of which are defined as “holding one office by virtue of or because of
the holding of another office” (IATE ID 792874). A term may have both partial and full
variants – action for damages has a few partial variants: action for compensation, action
for pecuniary reparation (IATE ID 1086966), claim for damages (IATE ID 1129967), and
the full variant claim for compensation (IATE ID 1129967). Denominative variation is
also found in the verb collocations of legal terms, e.g. to grant / award an aid; to con-
clude / enter into an agreement; to form / establish a cartel in EU competition law (Biel,
Biernacka, and Jopek-Bosiacka 2018, 269).

A concept may trigger a range of both linguistic and denominative variants. For
example, contract of employment can trigger a linguistic variant based on permutation
employment contract and a range of partial denominative variants: work contract, labour
contract (IATE ID 760910) and service contract. Similarly, trafficking has extended vari-
ants illicit/illegal trafficking and denominative variants illicit trade and illegal trade as
shown in Chart 1. The IATE entry treats all the variants as referring to the same concept
although one could argue that variants with illicit foreground other aspects of the con-
cept (i.e. impropriety)7 than those with illegal (forbidden by law).

7. “illicit, adj.” = not authorized or allowed; improper, irregular; esp. not sanctioned by law, rule, or
custom; unlawful, forbidden. OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2022, www.oed.com/view
/Entry/91445. Accessed 22 March 2022.
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Chart 1. IATE entry on trafficking

Conceptual variants

The last group of variants comprises conceptual variants. They refer to related concepts,
the characteristics of which overlap to some degree. Thus, these are not identical con-
cepts and conceptual variants have a larger distance to the base term. A typical example
of conceptual variation is a hypernym (superordinate) – hyponym (subordinate) rela-
tion between concepts, e.g. agreement – tenancy agreement – assured shorthold tenancy
agreement, where the former is the most general category which subsumes the latter – its
subtypes. Most concepts have this type of generic-specific relationship with other con-
cepts. Conceptual variants may also involve partial overlaps in the characteristics of con-
cepts. For example, related company, affiliated company, associated company, subsidiary
company are closely related variants which denote different levels of ownership and con-
trol held by a parent company. These variants involve a change of modifier with a dif-
ferent defining feature and hence involve a medium distance (Fernández-Silva 2016, 64).
Changes in the head involve a change of category and usually involve a maximum dis-
tance (Fernández-Silva 2016, 64). For example, the US variants corporation, company,
partnership denote distinct types of business entities which differ in the limitation of
liability, taxation and regulatory duties. Interestingly, this concept field is often repre-
sented by a single concept, e.g. Gesellschaft (DE), société (FR), spółka (PL), in continen-
tal (European) company law.

The distinction between conceptual and denominative variants is not always clear-
cut (Daille 2017, 64), especially in the legal domain. The distance to the base term is a
matter of degree: for example, concepts may differ as to peripheral or central charac-
teristics and users – legal experts – may differ in their assessment as to whether vari-
ants refer to the same concept or to different concepts. The denominative/conceptual
variation resembles the distinction between full (also known as strict, absolute, com-
plete) synonyms and partial (also known as near, close) synonyms in linguistics (see
Chromá 2011, 40–42, Goźdź-Roszkowski 2013, 96–97 for an overview) – in Chromá’s
words, this distinction reflects a “fluctuating degree of sameness/similarity” (2011, 41).
As linguistic research shows, full synonymy is rare in language and variants are usually
distributed in different contexts (see Section 3). Full synonymy, where variants are fully
interchangeable in all contexts, is “exceptional” in legal language (Chromá 2011, 41).
Thus, instead, some semasiologically- and/or linguistically-oriented terminological stud-
ies classify variants along a cline from a minimum to maximum semantic distance,
with denominative variants involving the former and conceptual variants – the latter
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(Fernández-Silva 2016, 63). In this approach, even if denominative variants evoke the
same concept, their meaning may slightly differ due to the profiling of different aspects
of the concept (hence the minimum distance).

2.2 Time: Diachronic and synchronic variants

Considering the criterion of time, variants can be synchronic or diachronic (also termed
as chronological variants, Freixa 2006, 55). As all types of terminology, legal terminology
is dynamic and subject to change over time. Synchronic variants co-exist in time; for
example, corporation and company are contemporary US and UK synchronic variants.
Synchronic variants are frequent in new emerging domains where terminology is under
formation and hence unstable. One such area is fintech terminology – for example the
term blockchain is also spelt as block-chain, block chain and Block Chain in a number of
legal and administrative documents in EUR-Lex.

Diachronic variants were used in the past; thus, they usually do not compete with
newer variants. To illustrate, the common law offence of larceny is a diachronic variant
replaced by a broader umbrella concept of theft and related offences in the 1968 Theft Act
in the United Kingdom. The term larceny is still used in some jurisdictions, for example
Australia, the USA or the Bailiwick of Jersey, in the original meaning of theft of personal
property with an asportation (i.e. carrying the item away), in an extended sense or inter-
changeably with theft. Thus, diachronic variants in one jurisdiction may be synchronic
variants in related jurisdictions. Additionally, diachronic variants may still be occasion-
ally and habitually used in looser language and less official contexts but they are not
‘authoritative’ terms. More recently, diachronic variation may be attributed to the Plain
Language Movement, which aims at modernising and simplifying legal language (Adler
2012). For example, the Civil Procedure Rules 1998 which were introduced in 1999 in
England and Wales reformed some fundamental procedural terminology by replacing
long-standing archaic or opaque terms with their plain(er) language variants intended to
make them more comprehensible to the general public, e.g. plaintiff → claimant, writ →
claim form, pleading → statement of case, minor/infant → child, subpoena → witness sum-
mons, guardian ad litem → litigation friend, ex parte → without notice, Anton Pillar order
→ search order (Galdia 2009, 128). While the previous terms might still be in use in some
contexts, they are diachronic variants in England and Wales from a legal point of view.
Diachronic variants are sometimes marked in term bases, e.g. as ‘obsolete’ in IATE (see
Section 2.3).

2.3 Acceptability of variants

Variants may be categorized according to their acceptability ratings. They may be listed
“in order of preference” in a terminology resource as a guide to users with the help of
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labels, such as preferred, admitted, deprecated and obsolete terms (ISO 1087 2019, 9–10).
An example of this categorization may be found in the IATE term base, which adds one
more label – proposed – to evaluate variants and explains the labels as follows:

Preferred The best term (of its ‘term type’) to use in an EU text. A term may be ‘preferred’
because it is intrinsically better than the other terms, or because it has been chosen to
ensure consistency in EU texts.
Admitted A term which is correct, but for which better synonyms exist.
Deprecated A term which is widely used, and is therefore likely to appear in EU docu-
ments or which appears in an apparently authoritative source, but which should be used
neither in originals nor in translations because it is not correct and fit for use in EU texts.
Obsolete A term which was previously used to denote the concept, but is no longer
in use (e.g. the ‘Bank Identifier Code’ is now called the ‘Business Identifier Code’, see
IATE:926311).
Proposed A term or denomination which has been proposed but not yet fully adopted.8

Taking into account acceptability, this scale could actually be reduced to four cate-
gories – preferred, admitted, deprecated, proposed – since ‘obsolete’ could be regarded
as a subtype of deprecated variants, the use of which is not recommended. An example
of how the labels are used in IATE is shown in Chart 2, where Polish equivalents of cli-
mate change are marked as preferred, admitted and deprecated.

Chart 2. IATE entry on climate change

These labels help to standardize drafters’ and, more frequently, translators’ choices
among variants.

3. Distribution of variants: Distributional distance

The distribution criterion reflects the physical textual distance in which variants appear
and, hence, how they compete with each other. The distribution of legal variants takes
into account the type of legal system since it provides the conceptual frames of reference

8. IATE User’s Handbook (version 30.6.2020), p. 25, https://iate.europa.eu/assets/IATE_Handbook
_public.pdf.
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and meaning construal. Thus, a key distinction should be made between variants which
are distributed (1) in the same legal system – intrasystemic variants, (2) in different legal
systems – intersystemic variants, and (3) in multilingual context – hybrid variants (see
Table 1).

3.1 Intrasystemic variants

Intrasystemic variants function in the same legal system. They can occur in the same text
(intratextual variants) or across different texts (intertextual variants).

3.1.1 Intratextual intrasystemic variants

Variants at the phrase level: Synonym-strings
Phrase-level variants which consist in synonymous repetitions, such as sole and exclu-
sive; right, title and interest; indemnify and hold harmless, are frequently discussed in
the literature and are known under a range of names – doublets, triplets, synonym-
strings (Garner 2001, 292), coupled synonyms (Šarčević 1997, 183), synonymical chains
(Chromá 2011, 42), etc. They are a distinctive feature of common-law legal English
(see e.g. Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002, 9; Mattila 2006, 111–112; Mellinkoff 1963, 120).
Synonym-strings are multi-word expressions which comprise two or more synonymous
variants of constituent terms. They usually have different etymology, are joined mainly
with the coordinator ‘and’ (hence regarded as a subtype of binomials, Gustafsson 1984)
and are retrieved as a whole, that is they are treated as a single term evoking one concept.
Synonym-strings are historical artefacts resulting from code-mixing in the Middle Ages
and Renaissance when bilingual synonyms were composed first for clarity “as neces-
sary translation” of a foreign French or Latin term, and later as a then fashionable
rhetorical device – a rhythmic “ornament” “sometimes spiced with alliteration” (Garner
2001, 292–293; Mellinkoff 1963, 120–121). For example, English and French combina-
tions include goods and chattels; acknowledge and confess; fit and proper; give, devise
and bequeath while English and Latin combinations include: will and testament, act and
deed, French and Latin combinations being: aid and abet, null and void, cease and desist;
rest, residue and remainder (Mellinkoff 1963, 121–122). The rhythmicity of synonym-
strings made them ritualistic and solemn and added to the “dignity of legal language”
(Mattila 2006, 234). They are still used routinely as a coupling of synonyms or hyper-
nyms (referring to superordinate concepts) and hyponyms (referring to subordinate con-
cepts). The latter can be illustrated with the doublet terms and conditions, regarded
as one of “the most common redundancies in legal drafting” with terms being broad
enough to cover both (Garner 2001, 872). For example, Jowitt’s Dictionary of English Law
defines terms as:
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Terms. A reference to a term of a contract or other agreement is a reference to a distinct
provision or part. The phrase “terms and conditions” is found throughout the statute
book, despite the fact that a condition is merely a particular kind of term.

(Greenberg 2010, 2244, emphasis added)

Thus, a term is a hypernym covering a condition. It is a particular kind of term: “a major
term”, the breach of which is “a fundamental breach of the contract and entitles the
injured party to treat it as discharged”, or a condition precedent or subsequent (Law and
Martin 2009, 118). Since conditions are subsumed by terms, terms and conditions are
redundant but are entrenched in usage.

In addition to highly-fixed formulaic synonym-strings which evoke single concepts,
phrase-level variants may be associated with an all-embracing drafting style where all
possible conceptual and denominative variants are enumerated side by side in “impro-
vised strings” (Adams 2013, 72), e.g.

No party hereto shall be deemed as a consequence of any act, delay, failure, omission,
forbearance or other indulgences granted from time to time by any other party hereto
[…] to have modified, changed, amended, terminated, rescinded, or superseded any of
the terms of this Agreement, unless such waiver, modification, amendment, change, ter-
mination, rescission, or supersession is express, in writing and signed by the party […]

where the underlined strings reflect an attempt to exhaustively cover concept fields of
‘act’ and ‘change’.

Synonym-strings may trigger additional linguistic variation with attempts at the
reduction of redundancy: terms and conditions and the elliptical forms terms and/or
(rare) conditions as well as last will and testament which coexists with will.

Variants beyond the phrase level
Intratextual variants are found in the same legal text. As research shows, the dispersion
of variants and their frequency of use is dependent on the level of specialization of genres
and registers, sometimes referred to as vertical variation or register-dependent variation:
“terminological density and consistency decrease as texts become less specialized, while
conceptual and denominative variation becomes more frequent” (Fernández-Silva 2016,
57–58).

Legal genres are typically grouped into a hierarchical system of genres. One such
classification by Bhatia (2006, 6–7) divides legal genres into primary genres (legal acts)
and derived genres which cover secondary genres of adjudication, target genres used
in legal practice (contracts, court case documents), and enabling (pedagogical) genres
produced by academics and legal professionals. These core legal genres need to be sup-
plemented by peripheral genres, such as administrative documents (certificates), press
releases, oral genres, entertaining genres (crime fiction, TV series), web and social media
genres (websites), which are often intended for semi-experts and non-specialist recipi-
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ents (Biel 2022). Intratextual variation – in particular linguistic and denominative varia-
tion – can be expected to be minimized in legislation and target genres, where it would
violate the consistency principle (see Section 4). Secondary genres, such as judgments,
are more interpretive and contextualized, which allows for stylistic and cohesive varia-
tion (Biel and Koźbiał 2020). This can also be extended to enabling genres with pedagog-
ical functions. As less specialized, peripheral genres may be expected to show the highest
degree of intratextual variation.

Intratextual variation may also be found in interdiscursive documents. For example,
enacting parts of EU legal acts are preceded by extensive preambles which present the
rationale for a given legal act, political considerations and legislative intent and are non-
prescriptive as opposed to enacting parts. Preambles tend to be written in a more argu-
mentative style and use terms less rigorously. Thus, variants may be scattered across
preambles and enacting parts, for example linguistic variants: action for damages / dam-
ages action, buyers’ cartel and buying cartel, passing-on / pass-on of overcharges in Direc-
tive 2014/104/EU,9 or denominative variants: typical consumer and average consumer,
out-of-court settlement alongside amicable settlement in EU consumer directives (Biel
and Doczekalska 2020). Interdiscursivity is also found in quotations, e.g. in judgments,
from underlying documents, which serve as evidence – opinions, reports, statements,
with their own discursive universe.

Another case of variation is related to cognitive scenarios or frames terms are asso-
ciated with – such associations may result in the excluding or overlapping combina-
tory properties of variants. For example, the Polish Code of Commercial Partnerships
and Companies establishes distinct terminology when referring to similar concepts con-
nected with two main types of Polish companies: spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnoś-
cią [private limited liability company] and spółka akcyjna [public company]: the former
has umowa spółki [articles of association, lit. company agreement], udziały [shares]
and wspólnik [member] while the latter has statut [statute], akcje [shares – a borrow-
ing of foreign origin] and akcjonariusz [shareholder], respectively. The corresponding
UK companies have a unified terminology regardless of the company type (articles of
association, shares, member). A more complex set of variants – breach, infringement,
violation, contravention – and their collocations were examined by Goźdź-Roszkowski
(2013), who demonstrated exclusions but also overlaps and domain specificity in their
distribution.

9. Directive 2014/104/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 November 2014 on
certain rules governing actions for damages under national law for infringements of the competition
law provisions of the Member States and of the European Union Text with EEA relevance, OJ L 349,
5.12.2014, p. 1–19.
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3.1.2 Intertextual intrasystemic variants

Law is a complex system of rules and legal documents which lay down, apply and discuss
these rules, have their own hierarchies and strong intertextual links both vertical (to
the primary genre) and horizontal (to preceding documents of the same genre). Within
the primary genre of legal acts in a national context, the constitution and codes unify
concepts and have terminological primacy over lower-ranking secondary acts, such as
ordinary statutes (acts of parliament) or ordinances issued by the government, which
should ensure terminological consistency with the former (Bąkowski et al. 2003). This
is not always the case as lower-ranking statutes tend to be of lower quality, one of the
markers of which is terminological inconsistency (Malinowski 2006, 204 with reference
to Polish). With respect to the primary genre in the EU context, treaties (primary legis-
lation) name fundamental concepts and their terminology has priority over secondary
legislation terminology (i.e. regulations, directives, decisions), which is expected to be
consistent with the former and with preceding legal acts of the same genre (cf. Biel 2014,
58), which again is not always applied rigorously. For example, Dannemann notes that
EU terminology “is not exactly noted for its consistency”, exemplifying it with the con-
sumer’s contractual partner in consumer transactions, which is referred to under a range
of names in EU law: trader, professional, supplier, professional supplier with “no indication
(…) in the acquis for different meanings being attached to those different terms” (2008,
175).

Expectations of terminological continuity with the primary genre extend to lower-
ranking legal genres, in particular target genres, since continued terms are points of
access capable of activating the relevant knowledge structures and scenarios behind such
terms. Continued terms provide clear reference to legal acts. Target genres are likely to
be more susceptible to variation due to their more scattered, private and idiosyncratic
nature which escapes (full) standardization. Moreover, target genres, e.g. contracts, are
sometimes drafted by the parties themselves rather than lawyers, who may introduce
semi-legal variants of legal terms proper. For example, the Polish umowa sprzedaży [sales
contract], named and defined in the Civil Code, has a popular variant umowa kupna-
sprzedaży [purchase-sales contract], used frequently in vehicle purchase contracts along-
side less frequent umowa kupna [purchase contract], even though these terms are not
used in Polish law. Chromá makes a useful distinction between: prescriptive terms which
“are defined by and contained in statutes” and – in common law – “developed through
case law” and descriptive terms which are marked by a “degree of contextual and linguis-
tic specificity and used in everyday legal practice including professionalisms as a part
of legal jargon” (2011, 41). In some jurisprudence traditions terms are viewed narrowly
as legal terms only if they are used in legal acts (Malinowski 2006, 153), that is if they
are prescriptive terms. As Chromá argues, prescriptive terms and their corresponding
descriptive terms are not full synonyms because they are distributed differently.
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Variants may be used in different branches of law in which case they are “usually
statutorily prescribed”, i.e., to produce cause with reference to workers’ compensation
and to procure cause (of a sale) in real-estate brokerage (Garner 2001, 139). They may be
developed by different discourse communities behind respective legal genres, e.g. a con-
veyance formula used to transfer an ownership: convey and warrant / grant, bargain, and
sell in a warranty deed and remise, release and forever quitclaim / convey and quitclaim
in a quitclaim deed (Garner 2001, 942).

Enabling genres are more tolerant of intertextual variation. This may be illustrated
with the legal academic genres, such as research papers and textbooks. One of the hotly
debated topics of Comparative Law is the concept of legal transplant. It refers to a trans-
fer of legal concepts or rules from one legal system to another (Watson 1974) and uses
a medical metaphor of organ transfer and at the same time the botanical metaphor of
plant removal from one place to another. Since this term has been criticized as mis-
leading, competing denominations were proposed, such as legal irritant, legal transfer,
legal translation, cultural translation, legal transposition, migration, borrowing, standard-
ization, legal transformation, diffusion, circulation, cross-fertilization, cross-pollination,
reception, inoculation, infiltration (Örücü 2002, 207; Perju 2012, 1306; Doczekalska and
Biel 2022), to the point that it has been called “the battle of metaphors” (Perju 2012,
1306–1307). This productivity of variants is cognitively motivated by a search for a term
which optimally explains this complex legal phenomenon and highlights its most rele-
vant aspects, in particular adaptations in the receiving legal culture (cf. Doczekalska and
Biel 2022).

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of law, which regulates various domains and is
used by experts from other fields, drafters sometimes acknowledge the existence of habit-
ual, commercial or alternative usage in a given domain, e.g. ‘household spin-extractor’,
also known commercially as ‘spin-drier’ 10 or: Shipmaster means the person on-board of
the ship being in command and having the authority to take all decisions pertaining to
navigation and ship management. (Synonyms: captain, skipper, boat master) (emphasis
added).11

Finally, variation is more common in less specialized genres, e.g. semi-legal, journal-
istic, business or colloquial language, where variants are adjustments to the communica-
tive situation and participants. Take for example a legislative Polish term for a merger
łączenie się [joining] as used in the Code of Commercial Partnerships and Companies

10. Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 392/2012 supplementing Directive 2010/30/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council with regard to energy labelling of household tumble driers, OJ
L 123, 9.5.2012, p. 1–26.
11. Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1744 of 17 September 2019 on technical specifi-
cations for electronic ship reporting in inland navigation and repealing Regulation (EU) No 164/2010,
OJ L 273, 25.10.2019, p. 1–182.
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and its commonly used variant fuzja in a less formal (e.g. spoken or journalistic) legal
language. Variants are also developed in plain language, e.g. all other property instead of
legalese rest, residue, and remainder (Garner 2001, 765), as well as in everyday language,
e.g. the Polish legal term przysposobienie [adoption], derived from a rare dated verb, has
a popular general-language variant adopcja. Another area is prison slang, the counter-
language of the criminal fraternity with bonding functions, which is typically marked by
high variation, e.g. Mattila reports that Finnish prison slang has about 70 terms denoting
a police officer (2006, 6). English terms with the highest number of variants in IATE are
colloquial names for drugs – LSD (22 variants, ID 1399915) and heroin (16 variants, ID
1399804).

Thus, from a genre and register perspective, variants are: legislative (statutory, pre-
scriptive), legal non-legislative (descriptive), semi-legal and non-legal (general, collo-
quial, slang, etc.).

3.2 Intersystemic variation

Intersystemic variants (known in other domains as geographical variants, Freixa 2006,
55) are distributed in different legal systems; hence, they do not compete with each other.
Legal concepts are autonomous and system-bound (Šarčević 1997, 232); they are a prod-
uct of a specific legal system where their meaning is contextualized. Although legal sys-
tems across the world do share some concepts, their meaning is rarely identical due to
the standardization and artificial fixing of meaning through definitions and case law, and
different frames of reference (Biel 2014, 40). Furthermore, in the case of pluricentric lan-
guages, which are used in more than one legal system, for example English (e.g. England
and Wales/UK, Ireland, USA, Canada), French (France, Canada, Switzerland), German
(Germany, Austria), Spanish (Spain, Argentina, Uruguay), corresponding concepts may
be activated by different denominations developed by respective systems. To illustrate,
one of the branches with similar concepts is company law (UK) / corporate law (US)
which has distinct terminology in the UK and the USA, e.g. company v corporation, gen-
eral meeting v shareholders’ meeting, articles of association v articles of incorporation, pro-
moter v incorporator, insolvency v bankruptcy, merger by a formation of a new company
v consolidation. The variation of US terminology is even more complex as corporate law
is regulated at the state rather than federal level but subject to recommendations in the
form of model acts. Examples can be found in Monteagudo Medina’s (2019) study into
the names of incorporation documents of US corporations (articles of incorporation, cer-
tificate of incorporation, articles of organization, charter) and US limited liability compa-
nies (articles of organization, certificate of formation, certificate of organization). These
are, argues Monteagudo Medina (2019, 132), cognitive denominative variants “because
each variant carries the same concept with a degree of specificity or specialization (the
type of business organization)”.
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3.3 Hybrid multilingual settings

This Section covers special cases when variants co-exist in multilingual settings, such as
the application of supranational law in national legal systems, including transposition,
and various types of translation.

Multilingual law

Multilingual law will be discussed with the example of EU law, which is autonomous
supranational law enacted in 24 authentic language versions and expected to be uni-
formly applied and interpreted in 27 EU member states. It is drafted at the supranational
level in EU institutions but becomes “an integral part of the Member States’ legal sys-
tems” (Doczekalska 2018, 175), where it is applied (Kjær 2007). Regulations have a gen-
eral application, are binding in their entirety and directly applicable while directives are
binding as to the objective to be achieved and are transposed, usually by way of amend-
ing the existing legislation or enacting new instruments in member states (intralin-
gual translation). EU supranational terms are a special category of legal terms as they
are required to “travel” from a supranational context to national ones where they are
confronted with and co-exist with domestic law variants (Biel and Doczekalska 2020,
185–186). This creates complex interlinks between supranational and domestic vari-
ants. For example, Polish language versions of EU regulations mainly use the term
przedsiębiorstwo [undertaking] to refer to a business entity, which in Polish law usually
denotes a specific type of entity, e.g. przedsiębiorstwo państwowe [state-owned enter-
prise], while national legislation uses przedsiębiorca [entrepreneur] in this sense (Biel
and Sosoni 2019, 218). Interestingly, EU regulations also occasionally use the variant
przedsiębiorca, albeit ca. 15 times less frequently. See also Brannan (this volume) on the
supranational and national variants of expulsion.

Transposition

A further potential for variation is created during transposition when national drafters
decide how (if at all) they will adjust EU terminology to the national concept system.
This differs across countries as some opt for the copy-out technique which copies
EU provisions nearly verbatim while others for elaboration – rewriting – in line with
the conventions of domestic legal language and its conceptual framework (Biel and
Doczekalska 2020, 191–192). Transposition requires a transfer of supranational legal con-
cepts into national legal systems, which can have a range of foreignising-domesticating
forms both at the term and concept level, such as a verbatim import (e.g. off-premises
contract), modification (guarantee → consumer guarantee, commercial guarantee), local-
ization – substitution with a national term (code of conduct → code of practice, natural
person → individual, withdrawal → cancellation) and no transfer (Biel and Doczekalska
2020). With modifications and localizations, two variants denote the same concept at
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the national and supranational level, which may lead to ‘incoherence’ between EU and
national concept systems (Šarčević 2012, 91). Furthermore, Pozzo (2020, 109) observes
that consumer protection directives have been transposed in the national laws of many
member states, such as France, Spain or Italy, outside the Civil Code, giving “rise to a
series of separated conceptual systems not necessarily integrated together, or even in
contrast one to the other”, and hence adversely affecting the coherence of national ter-
minology. The situation may be further complicated if a given policy area is later regu-
lated by the EU by regulations rather than directives since such a regulation would use
the terminology from the preceding directive, possibly resulting in inconsistent termi-
nology in the directly binding regulation and the directive-transposing instrument (Biel
and Doczekalska 2020, 207). Thus, supranational law is a rich breeding ground for vari-
ation when it is applied in domestic legal systems, partly due to the nature of translation,
its underlying facilitator.

Translation

Variation is inevitable in translation due to its very nature as a decision process of choos-
ing out of a range of possible alternatives (Levý 1967 [2000], 148). The conceptual struc-
ture of languages, including legal languages, is asymmetrical. When searching for an
optimal way of approximating a source language (SL) concept, a translator chooses an
equivalent depending on such criteria as the similarity of the SL and target language
(TL) concepts, Skopos (purpose) of translation, recipients, genre, professional experi-
ence, approach to translation, etc. The translator may choose from a number of tech-
niques ranging on a cline from domestication to foreignization. When the incongruity
between an SL and TL concept is relatively small, a functional (natural) equivalent
which designates the corresponding TL concept is acceptable (Šarčević 1997, 236) and
expected. Otherwise the translator may for example use a hyponym or hyperonym,
descriptive equivalent, literal equivalent or a borrowing (transcription/naturalization)
(Biel 2014, 42–43). It is difficult (if not impossible) to control the translator’s choices
in ‘outstitutional’ translation, that is outsourced translation outside institutions (Scott
2019), since translators have an agency to decide which equivalent is best suited in this
particular context and this decision may be different from those taken by other transla-
tors, partly due to the fragmentation of professional practice and confidential nature of
legal documents. Such decisions may have varying degrees of adequacy and adjustments
to the client. It might be argued that the translators’ decisions are not totally free as cer-
tain choices may be preferred or expected due to the market practice in the form of estab-
lished or recognized equivalents, also known as “the linguistic precedent” (Weston 2005,
458). For example, the Polish public company spółka akcyjna is frequently translated into
English, including the national government’s materials for investors, as a joint stock com-
pany, which is obsolete in the UK and refers to a different type of entity in the US (Biel
2006). A translator working for a UK client might however opt for a public company lim-
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ited by shares, for a US client – a publicly-held corporation or in the EU contexts – a pub-
lic limited liability company. Additionally, when translating into a pluricentric language,
translators sometimes mix variants from different legal systems, an error which is recur-
rent in trainee translations. Considered as a whole, legal translations are bound to con-
tain variants, particularly in outstitutional contexts.

Variation may be expected to be more limited in institutional translation, such as
EU translation, since institutions have more resources and need to standardize terminol-
ogy and control translators’ choices. Yet, as has already been stated, variation cannot be
completely eliminated. There is ample evidence of variation in the institutional transla-
tion of multilingual legislation and case law, uncovered by recent parallel corpus studies,
which facilitate the search for variants (Bajčić and Dobrić Basaneže 2021; Biel 2014; Biel
and Koźbiał 2020; Biel, Biernacka, and Jopek-Bosiacka 2018; Guzmán and Prieto Ramos
2021; Prieto Ramos and Guzmán 2018; Prieto Ramos and Morales Moreno 2019; Pri-
eto Ramos, this volume; Vigier and Sánchez Ramos 2017). For example, Prieto Ramos
and Guzmán’s (2018) and Prieto Ramos and Morales Moreno’s (2019) comparative stud-
ies of terminological variation in translations in the EU, the United Nations (UN) and
the World Trade Organization (WTO) have confirmed a considerable intra- and inter-
textual variation of Spanish equivalents in all institutions, with higher distribution and
lower adequacy levels in EU translations.

4. Attitudes towards variation

Attitudes towards variation and its acceptability depend on a type of variant, in particu-
lar the formal/conceptual distance and the distributional distance between the variants,
genre, and consequences.

4.1 Variation as a violation of the consistency and continuity principles in
drafting and translation

If the variation of legal terms is addressed, it tends to pertain to linguistic and denomi-
native variation rather than conceptual variation. It is mainly discussed in the context of
legislative drafting and translation.

Consistency is regarded as one of the fundamental principles of good legal drafting,
alongside accuracy and clarity (Dannemann 2008, 175). In a general sense, it pertains
to “the logic of the act as a whole” and is also known as substantive consistency (EU
2015, 20). Terminological consistency, also known as formal consistency (EU 2015, 20), is
its crucial component. Intratextual consistency is frequently recommended in legislative
drafting guides of international and national institutions. For example, the Joint Practi-
cal Guide for persons involved in the drafting of European Union legislation recommends
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expressing identical concepts in the same terms and avoiding “the use of synonyms and
different expressions to convey the same idea” (EU 2015, 11, 20). Similar advice may
be found in the Australian Government’s drafting guidelines (OPC 2016) or the Polish
Government’s drafting guidelines (see § 10).12 Terminological consistency is also recom-
mended in clear writing and plain language guides, e.g. the Principles of Clear Writing
in the US Drafting Resources for Federal Agencies: “Be consistent. Don’t use different
words to denote the same things”:

DON’T SAY: Each motor vehicle owner must register his or her car with the Automobile
Division of the Metropolitan Police Department.
SAY: Each automobile owner must register his or her automobile with the Automobile
Division of the Metropolitan Police Department. 13

This type of variation is sometimes referred to as “elegant variation” (OPC 2016, 10) and
is associated with the literary style as a device which makes writing less monotonous.
Elegant variation is strongly discouraged in legislative drafting: “You don’t need to use
synonyms to make your writing more interesting. Federal writers are not creating lit-
erature”.14 Legal language has a much higher tolerance for repetitions and lower lexical
density than general or literary language. Thus, consistency of terminology is a “virtue
in legislative drafting” and a prerequisite for effective communication (Crabbe 1993, 55)
and clarity of expression (EU 2015, 11).

It is also a ‘golden’ rule of interpretation (Butt and Castle 2006, 61) based on the
“presumption against a change of terminological usage” (Crabbe 1993, citing Lord Simon
in Black-Clawson International Ltd. v Papierwerke Waldof-Aschaffenburg A.-G. [1975]).
Inconsistent terms may lead to “complex issues of interpretation” (OPC 2016, 10) and
often confuse addressees who would tend to attribute distinct meaning to two different
terms even though they refer to the same concept: “Different words are taken to refer
to different things, and same words to same things” (Butt and Castle 2006, 62). While
the attitudes to elegant variation in legislative drafting are clearly negative, some authors
admit the possibility of terminological variation “in different parts of the document
where a different tone is called for” as “[t]o insist on precisely the same terminology and a
uniform tone may make the document mind-numbingly boring” (Butt and Castle 2006,
203). As previously observed, elegant variation is more tolerated in other legal genres,
e.g. judgments or enabling (pedagogical) genres.

12. The Prime Minister’s Regulation of 20 June 2002 laying down the Principles of Legislative Drafting
(Dz.U. 2002 no. 100, item 908).
13. https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/write/legal-docs/clear-writing.html
14. https://www.plainlanguage.gov/guidelines/words/use-the-same-terms-consistently/
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Due to the systemic nature of law, drafters are also expected to maintain intertextual
consistency, also known as continuity (Stefaniak 2017, 116), that is terminological consis-
tency with the earlier body of legal texts, in particular preceding and amended instru-
ments, related acts (e.g. implementing acts) and other instruments in the same field (EU
2015, 20), as well as higher-ranking acts. The use of continued terms and elimination of
synonyms ensures “legal security and clarity”:

Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/2201 provides for a definition of the term ‘juveniles of
Northern Prawn’ in order to determine the size of fish whose number in the overall catch
can trigger real-time closures of fisheries. For the sake of legal security and clarity, that
Regulation should use throughout the same term for the same concept. Therefore, ‘juve-
niles of Northern Prawn’ should be used throughout the act, instead of any synonym
thereof, such as ‘Pandalus below trigger length’ or ‘undersized Pandalus’.15

(emphasis added)

Both intra- and intertextual variation is “always a problem” and “works to the detriment
of clarity” in multilingual law, which relies on translation (Strandvik 2012, 39). Inconsis-
tencies in the source text can trigger additional variation in translation and lead to a lack
of multilingual concordance between authentic language versions of a legal act, which
would negatively affect the uniform application and interpretation of multilingual law
(Bajčić and Dobrić Basaneže 2021, 718).

Terminological consistency has an additional dimension in translation as it concerns
the relationship between SL and TL concepts. Once a TL equivalent is introduced for an
SL term, the same TL equivalent should in principle be used when this SL term appears
unless the context requires otherwise. The requirement to ensure terminological consis-
tency is regarded as one of industry quality criteria, stipulated with reference to transla-
tion in the general translation services standard ISO 17100 2015 and the legal translation
standard ISO 20771 2020, as well as with reference to post-editing and pre-editing in the
post-editing standard ISO 18587 2017. In general, the lack of terminological consistency
in translation “can hinder communication, create confusion, damage a company’s image
or even result in legal issues” (Bowker 2015, 306).

Terminological consistency and continuity are often foregrounded in institutional
(legal) translation as one of the key quality requirements and metrics alongside accuracy
and clarity (Biel 2017, 34). Legal translations – or language versions of a multilingual
legal act – should be “coherent, systematic, consistent” (Robertson 2015, 40). Institu-
tional style guides, translation tender specifications and quality guides stress both intra-
textual and intertextual consistency. For example, the European Commission’s

15. Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2021/1473 of 30 June 2021 correcting Delegated Regula-
tion (EU) 2019/2201 as regards certain rules for the implementation of real-time closures for Northern
prawn fisheries in the Skagerrak OJ L 325, 15.9.2021, p. 1–5.
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Directorate General for Translation (DGT) Translation Quality Guidelines lay down the
following requirement for legal documents:

Terminology must be internally and externally consistent, i.e. it must be used coherently
within the act itself (without synonyms or reformulations) and in line with any basic

(DGT 2015, 5)act(s) and any parallel acts.

A failure to comply with terminological consistency, that is an inconsistent term, is sin-
gled out as a type of error in the evaluation grid applied by DGT to assess external
translations (Strandvik 2017, 126). If an act has already been adopted, intra- and inter-
textual variants may be eliminated by way of corrigenda, especially if they are confusing
(Biel and Pytel 2021 with reference to EU legal acts), which is time-consuming and
involves extra costs for institutions (EC 2012, 24). Furthermore, the lack of terminolog-
ical consistency may lead to linguistic divergences between the language versions of a
legal act which have to be settled by the court: for example, if some versions use one
term throughout while other versions use two terms to denote the same concept (Pacho
Aljanati 2015, 136).

Measures put in place by institutions to standardize and ensure a consistent use of
terminology in translation include term bases which, among others, can contribute to
the canonization of one of the acceptable variant forms and the elimination of others
(Chiocchetti et al. 2017, 175), databases of legal texts and CAT tools, which facilitate work
with multilingual legal texts, marked by a considerable degree of “recycling” and “repeti-
tion and interconnection among texts” (Hanzl and Beaven 2017, 141–145).

4.2 Conceptual variation as a drafting technique

As observed by Tiersma in the US context, lawyers have “a very schizophrenic attitude
toward synonyms” as on the one hand they observe the “same meaning, same form”
principle and on the other hand “the obsessive use of word lists by many lawyers seems
to indicate a great love for synonyms, or at least, near synonyms” (1999, 113). In fact, atti-
tudes to the phrase-level variation – synonym-strings (see Section 2.3.1.1) – vary. While it
is acknowledged that they might be useful in some contexts, modern drafting and plain
language guides recommend eliminating redundancy wherever possible (Adams 2013,
70; Barton and Smith 2019, 151). Synonym-strings which consist of denominative vari-
ants, that is which evoke a single concept, e.g. null and void, cease and desist, are histor-
ical remnants considered now to be a “stylistic quirk”, “mannerism” and “redundancy”
(Garner 2001, 293–294). They are still routinely used but discouraged in clear/plain lan-
guage guides, for example, the US government’s plain language website16 recommends
avoiding doublets and triplets, e.g. cease and desist → stop; due and payable → due. This is

16. https://www.plainlanguage.gov/guidelines/concise/
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specifically recommended when a string contains a special type of conceptual variants –
a hypernym which subsumes the other variants, e.g. costs and expenses – since costs are
a subtype of expenses (Adams 2013, 606).

Yet it is acknowledged that synonym-strings composed of conceptual variants, which
attempt to exhaustively cover a certain concept field with partial synonyms may be “very
useful” (Mattila 2006, 112) and “sometimes necessary” (Adams 2013, 73), particularly
in common law countries, because they enable lawyers to draft contracts to cover “the
universe of possibilities” (Adams 2013, 73) and all eventualities “without leaving gaps”
by “blanket coverage of the semantic field intended” (Mattila 2006, 112). However, they
are used to the point that they are “over-cautious” (Mattila 2006, 234) and although
synonym-strings lend “elegance” and “sophistication” to the writer’s style they may be
perceived as “awkward and ostentatious” (Barton and Smith 2019, 151). Synonym-strings
may be confusing and raise interpretative doubts as to whether their constituents are full
synonyms, and, hence, they may entail risks: “doublets may be given unforeseen mean-
ings by clever interpreters”, especially in the case of less frequent expressions (Garner
2001, 294). Likewise, a court may assign “unanticipated meaning to an element in a
string” (Adams 2013, 71–72) as “courts routinely invoke the principle that in interpret-
ing legal documents, every word is to be given meaning and nothing is to be treated as
superfluous” (Adams 2013, 71).

This interpretative principle is used more actively in civil law systems, the legal lan-
guages of which are far less tolerant of redundant synonymy. This poses some challenges
to translators who are confronted with synonym-strings in English source texts. Transla-
tors are usually recommended to simplify them by eliminating redundant elements and
using the most general synonym. This technique is referred to by Mayoral Asensio as
“aggregate translation” by “using as few words as possible in a way that collects all the
different meanings of the original in a global way” as it will improve readability and clar-
ity although as he notes, it may “suppress the explicitness intended in the original, when
the author expressly wishes to state some individual case”; this reduction may “seem sus-
picious to many recipients” and hence should be applied “with the utmost discretion” in
official translations (2003, 58). Some textbooks are more cautious, e.g. Alcaraz Varó and
Hughes (2002, 10) admit both options – literal translation with redundancy and reduc-
tion.

Finally, the use of conceptual variants may be a studied choice in multilingual law
and in transposing legal instruments to make a distinction between autonomous supra-
national concepts and domestic legal concepts. For example, EU drafters are recom-
mended to avoid terms of national law (EU 2015, 18) and use neologisms and generic
terms in a specialized sense (Mattila 2006, 118–119), that is to create conceptual variants.
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5. Causes of legal terminology variation

This Section discusses the causes of legal variation, drawing on Freixa’s (2006) typology
and adjusting it to legal settings. Freixa (2006) explains variation through preliminary,
dialectal, functional, discursive, interlinguistic and cognitive causes. Preliminary causes
pertain to language in general and are related to linguistic redundancy (co-existing with
economy) and the arbitrariness of linguistic signs (Freixa 2006, 53–54). Causes which
are most relevant in the legal context are: dialectal, functional, discursive and cognitive
ones.

Applicable dialectal causes include chronological variation and geographical vari-
ation. Chronological variation – discussed as diachronic variation in Section 2.2 – is
mainly caused by the change and modernization of legal discourse, e.g., plain language
movements, as well as developments triggered by new knowledge, legal solutions and
harmonization of law. Geographical variation corresponds to intersystemic variation and
concerns variants developed and distributed in different legal systems (see Section 3.2).

Functional causes are related to vertical variation; they involve adaptations to the
level of language (channel, topic, communicative purpose, and register) and to the level
of specialization, i.e., to recipients and their knowledge (Freixa 2006, 56–60). In the
legal domain it mainly includes variation across legal genres (prescriptive versus descrip-
tive variants), legal and non-legal genres, including semi-legal, general-language and
colloquial variants connected with popularization and adjustments to non-experts (see
Section 3.1).

Interlinguistic causes, which in Freixa’s typology cover a cohabitation of the “local”
term and the loanword due to language contacts, may be connected with legal trans-
plants transferred from other legal systems to innovate or may be associated with trans-
lation.

Discursive causes are triggered by the avoidance of repetition, linguistic economy as
well as creativity and emphasis (Freixa 2006, 60–62). They were discussed under elegant
variation (see Section 4.1). They may be expected to be controlled in legislation but more
frequent in secondary genres (judgments) as a cohesive device, and in enabling genres
as explanatory tools. Discursive causes often trigger linguistic variants (Daille 2017, 35),
in particular if a term violates the principle of conciseness (ISO 704 2009, 38; Sager 1990,
57), i.e. is too long or linguistically complex, creating a need to invent abbreviated forms,
e.g. core principles of effective banking supervision → Basel core principles or BCP (IATE
ID 913508), which are easier to recall and use.

Cognitive causes account for different viewpoints behind variants and are related
to conceptual imprecision, ideological detachment and differences in conceptualization
(Freixa 2006, 64). Cognitive causes often trigger conceptual variants (Daille 2017, 35)
and may co-exist with other causes, such as functional, dialectal or discursive ones
(Freixa 2006, 67). In the dynamic approach to variation, concepts are multidimensional
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and can be seen from a number of perspectives (Rogers 2004; Temmerman 2000),
depending on which aspect of a concept needs to be foregrounded. Different conceptual-
izations can be triggered if a term violates the principle of transparency, one of the basic
term formation principles (ISO 704 2009, 39; Sager 1990, 57). If a prescriptive (legisla-
tive) term is opaque, it may prompt users to come up with variants which are more trans-
parent and comprehensible and, hence, which provide easier and more precise prompts
to evoke the concept. The previously discussed non-legislative Polish variant umowa
kupna-sprzedaży [purchase-sales contract] incorporates the point of view of both the
buyer and the seller in contrast to the legislative variant umowa sprzedaży [sales con-
tract], which accounts only for the seller and hence, as can be deduced from the popu-
larity of the former, is felt by the users as inadequate. Differences in conceptualization
may be combined with ideologically-loaded and emotionally-charged choices and vari-
ants may have different – negative, positive or neutral – semantic prosodies. Such shifts
in evaluation were documented in Mariani’s (2021) study of the evolution of EU terms
denoting migrants over decades, identifying over 50 terms developed to denote differ-
ent motives, conditions of entry and legal status, but also semantic prosodies, e.g. third-
country national, alien, controversial illegal migrant replaced by irregular migrant, forced
migrant, displaced person, overstayer, asylum seeker versus applicant for international
protection, etc. The choice of a variant “plays a vital role in making an impact in the rep-
resentation of migrants and refugees in political institutions and society” (Mariani 2021,
35). It is also ideologically important which variants are chosen in legislation as they
become prioritized and sanctioned as authoritative, thus shaping conceptualizations in
other discourses. Another cause of cognitively motivated variation is conceptual impre-
cision (fuzzy boundaries of concepts, low degree of concept fixation) and the lack of con-
ceptual stability (Freixa 2006, 64). For example, Hourani-Martín and Tabares-Plasencia
(2020, 113–114) report considerable terminological variation in Spanish equivalents of
the term money laundering, e.g. blanqueo de capitales [capital bleaching], legitimación
de capital [capital legalization], lavado de activos [asset laundering], which they explain
with controversies in legal literature as to whether the concealed money has to be illicit
or not.

Although Freixa does not list it as a cause of variation, unmotivated variation should
also be acknowledged. It is typically attributed to an error and may be due to a lack of
care or even sloppiness, insufficient knowledge, insufficient quality control and inade-
quate resources, both as regards drafting and translation. For example, terminological
resources do not always account for variants and if they do, the nature of variation is
rarely explained. The inconsistent use of terminology is a frequent problem in machine
translation and post-editing (cf. Stefaniak and Killman in this volume), which are being
used increasingly more at international institutions. Although there are applications
which facilitate automatic checks of consistency, especially in translation, such variants
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may not be easy to spot, especially in monolingual contexts and when working with
inflectional languages.

Variation may be facilitated by the sheer length of texts: “despite the principle that
drafters should be rigorously consistent in their use of terminology, in a lengthy docu-
ment the drafter may well slip” (Butt and Castle 2006, 203). Length can have a “multiplier
effect” in translation as long texts are often split between several translators (Guzmán
and Prieto Ramos 2021, 21). Another factor is the complexity of drafting, in particular the
collective authorship, involving a large number of drafters: “inconsistencies of language
can arise when large numbers of drafting teams are working on the same Act” (OPC
2016, 10), translators and other experts. For example, under an ordinary legislative pro-
cedure an EU legal act passes through three institutions – the European Commission,
the Council and the European Parliament – where it is consulted, modified and trans-
lated by different sets of experts, which results in a “patched” text (Biel and Pytel 2021,
156) and ample opportunities for inadvertent variation. The fragmentation of texts and
translation teams has been listed by Prieto Ramos and Guzmán (2018, 97) as one of the
variation facilitators in institutional translation.

Some additional causes may trigger variation in translation. Besides the very nature
of translation as a constrained choice out of a number of options, one cannot not notice
that some concepts trigger a small range while others a broader range of variants. The
discussion focuses on the causes identified by Biel and Koźbiał (2020).

The first group of causes is associated with the properties of SL concepts:

1. conceptual imprecision,
2. opacity,
3. metaphorization,
4. polysemy,
5. low termness.

Metaphorized terms can be illustrated with whistleblower, which has more than one
equivalent in most EU official languages in its IATE entry (ID 2201493), with as many
as five variants in Finish and Italian (see Chart 3) and four in Danish, Polish and Greek,
with few languages marking one of the variants as “preferred”. This degree of variation
may be caused by the fact that a metaphor necessitates a choice between the metaphor-
ical rendering and demetaphorization, e.g., a metaphor is unknown in the TL or the TL
is less tolerant of metaphorical terms. For example, capital injection is both translated in
Polish language versions of EU law literally as zastrzyk kapitału [capital injection] (IATE
ID 1177045) and through demetaphorized explicitation dokapitalizowanie [additional-
capitalization], among others. See also Bromwich and Manzella (2018) on the difficulties
connected with translating metaphorical terms of industrial relations and Prieto Ramos
and Guzmán’s (2018) study of variants of metaphorical terms, e.g. hedge fund, tariff peak,
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tariff escalation, in institutional translation (even though the authors do not attribute
variation to metaphorization per se).

Chart 3. IATE entry of whistleblower

Termness (or terminologicality), a concept introduced by Shelov (Picht and Draskau
1985, 97–98), concerns the form side of a term and to what extent users (in this case
translators) recognize that they are dealing with a term. If a term has low termness, it
is less likely to be recognized as a term and rendered rigorously (failure to terminolo-
gize) (Biel 2014, 43). This may happen if a term is not defined, has low frequency and/
or is formed with everyday words with a specialized meaning, a frequent technique
alongside purely technical terms in legal language (Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002, 16),
particularly in EU law. The chart below shows an English term small-scale fisheries
which has four variants in IATE highlighting different aspects of the concept, e.g. arti-
sanal fishing and non-industrial fishing. It triggers even more variants in Polish (see
Chart 4), partly as the direct literal equivalent rybołóstwo małoskalowe [small-scale
fisheries] sounds unnatural. There are alternative forms explicating various aspects of
the concept: rybołóstwo łodziowe [boat fisheries], rybołóstwo przybrzeżne [close-to-the-
shore fisheries], rybołóstwo tradycyjne [traditional fisheries] and rybołóstwo rzemieśl-
nicze [artisanal fisheries] (IATE ID 784480), with a number of additional variants
combining the above options, e.g. tradycyjne łodziowe rybołówstwo przybrzeżne [tradi-
tional close-to-the-shore boat fisheries] in EUR-Lex. On the one hand, variation could
have been prompted by the premodifier small-scale which may be perceived as an
attribute rather than a defining feature; on the other hand, by creative attempts to make
the Polish equivalent more transparent and hence comprehensible.

The next group of causes concerns the degree of asymmetry between an SL concept
and a TL concept or even between clusters of SL and TL variants, that is also the struc-
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Chart 4. IATE entry for small-scale fisheries

ture and complexity of corresponding concept fields in the SL and TL (Biel and Koźbiał
2020, 81–82).

Variation may be facilitated by the number of variants, overlaps of their senses and
level of specificity (Biel and Koźbiał 2020, 82). Partial and zero equivalence requires
translators to search for an optimal way of approximating the concept, especially when
a literal equivalent is not transparent, aesthetically pleasing (natural) or is a false friend.
For example, the Polish term prokurent, which means a court-registered authorized sig-
natory for a company, a concept which does not exist in English company law, is fre-
quently approximated by Polish translators as a proxy (which is misleading as it evokes
a different concept of a person appointed to vote at a general meeting), with other vari-
ants being procurist, procurator, holder of a commercial power of attorney, commercial
attorney, commercial representative, etc., as can be found in articles of association of
top Polish listed companies. Similar observations as to the degree of incongruity and
asymmetry as a cause of variation can be found, for example, in Sosoni and O’Shea’s
study of Greek and English property law terminology (2021) and Guzmán and Prieto
Ramos’s (2021, 244) study of national court names in the UN documents, who argue
that it is “the most determining factor in translation variability” rather than source term
frequency or SL.

Yet the latter study concerns only English-Spanish and French-Spanish translations,
that is relatively closely related languages, and it cannot be excluded that the distance
between SL and TL may increase variation as it is likely that it also affects the conceptual
layer of the languages. Increased linguistic variation can be found in translations from
languages which prefer synthetic structures (e.g. English) into languages which prefer
analytical structures (e.g. Polish, an inflectional language) and hence require some gram-
matical explicitation of internal relations within a multi-word term. For example, col-
lusive behaviour (IATE ID 119963), which does not have a Polish equivalent in IATE,
has a few explicating variants in EU law and case law, e.g. zachowania mające znamiona
zmowy [behaviours having properties of collusion], zachowania noszące znamiona
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zmowy [behaviours carrying properties of collusion] and zachowania w zmowie [behav-
iours in collusion].

Finally, variation in translation may be caused by variation in source texts. Strandvik
argues that source text inconsistencies are likely to be reflected in target texts (2012,
39–40). Biel and Koźbiał’s study into how translators handle variants in EU competition
law and case law shows that their behaviour is unpredictable and idiosyncratic: variation
can be reflected symmetrically or asymmetrically in translations. It can be eliminated,
partly reduced, mirrored or increased in translation. On the one hand, translators tend
to normalize variation; on the other hand, they also introduce additional variation and
cross-variation, when SL variants interchangeably trigger a few synonymous equivalents
(2020).

6. Concluding remarks

This chapter has demonstrated that the variation of legal terminology does exist and is
a multi-faceted and complex phenomenon. It has presented various types of variants
and their distribution, taking into account the variable of a legal system. Although atti-
tudes towards variation are predominantly negative, finer distinctions should be made
to account for a type of variant as conceptual variants seem to evoke more positive atti-
tudes and are sometimes regarded as useful. Finally, the chapter discussed the causes
and motivations of variation, ranging from human error through functional, discursive,
dialectic to cognitive causes, as well as additional causes in translation, such as the for-
mal and conceptual properties of SL terms and their degree of incongruity to TL terms.
Areas which are promising and require further empirical work are cognitive causes of
variation and factors which trigger variation in translation. This would contribute to our
better understanding of variation in the legal context.
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The importance of being patterned
Old and new perspectives on legal phraseology

Gianluca Pontrandolfo
University of Trieste

The aim of the chapter is to provide an overview of the main research perspectives
that can be adopted to analyze the multifaceted area of legal phraseology. This field
is receiving greater attention within legal discourse studies also thanks to the key
contribution of corpus linguistics, which has both demonstrated the centrality of
phraseological patterns in legal language and provided researchers with powerful
analytical tools. After defining and classifying legal phraseology from different yet
complementary standpoints, the chapter exemplifies old and new research
perspectives and reviews a selection of methods adopted to study this distinctive
trait, as well as some applications. It aims at showing the advantages and
disadvantages of using patterning in the discursive construction of legal texts.

Keywords: legal phraseology (LP), research perspectives on LP, classification of LP,
research methods and applications of LP

1. Introduction

The term phraseology is generally associated with a number of concepts, each of them
focusing on a specific element that contributes to its definition. Among these terms are,
for example, formulaicity and patternedness: they stress the fact that phraseology has to
do with a pervasive feature of both spoken and written language, namely, repetitiveness.
As a matter of fact, we speak like other people, we say things that have been said before
(Hopper 1998, 159). Formulaicity refers to utterances which are similar to previous utter-
ances and to the consideration that “anything that is said has been said in something
like that form before” (Hopper 1998, 165), which is also the idea at the basis of machine
translation: any phrase that is written has probably been written before, and translated,
and the original and the paired translations are likely to be somewhere on the Internet
(Bellos 2011, 253–254 in MacKenzie and Kayman 2016, 1). Languages are a massive inven-
tory of formulaic expressions.
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Similar to this concept is the idea that phraseology has to do with prefabricated lan-
guage which evokes terms, such as: petrification, fossilization, prefabrication, fixedness,
standardization, frozenness, embeddedness. The idea behind the use of these words is that
phraseology has to do with constructions that have become conventionalized and, due to
their interrelated pairings of form and function, are now highly fixed. Other terms asso-
ciated with phraseology are rituals, conventionalism, conservatism, which refer to the fact
that its use may consist in a vast collection of hand-me downs that reach back in time to
the beginnings of language (or of a Language for Special Purposes, LSP) (Hopper 1998,
159). This allows for the association of another term, namely frequency, to the conceptu-
alization of phraseology: to be considered as such, a phraseological unit has to meet the
criterion of being frequently used in a type of text or language variety.

Many phraseological units exist because they “sound good” (MacKenzie and
Kayman 2016, 1) which is in line with the so-called “acoustic inertia of the language”
(Parks 2014, 220) – i.e., the idea that translation is also driven to a degree by the inertia of
style and convention, meaning that the sound is as decisive as the sense in determining
what gets said – and with the need of using a certain register and style in specific genres.
This is why formality and style may be also associated with the term phraseology. Phrase-
ology adds flavour to a text and is a stylistic feature of many LSP texts. They are diagnos-
tic, vital elements and “powerful indicators of register”, as Partington puts it (1998, 17, 20
in Biel 2014a, 181).

However, phraseology may also exist because fixed and standardized expressions
may be useful: they require little encoding and they get things done in communication
(MacKenzie and Kayman 2016, 1). Phraseology is also associated with the term combin-
ability and this goes back to the famous Firthian principle of “you shall know a word
by the company it keeps” (Firth 1957, 11). Words tend to co-occur together and the fre-
quent combination of two words may generate a collocation or a phrase. Closely related
to the combinability and the above-mentioned concepts, is the idea of predictability and
expectancy: language users (and readers of texts) may be able to predict the presence of
certain fixed expressions and, in some cases like in legal genres, they may even expect
the use of certain patterns in the text. Lastly, from a semantic point of view, phraseol-
ogy tends to show another important feature, that is (non)-compositionality or syntactic
(in)-flexibility, i.e., the fact that the meaning of a phraseological unit is not distributed
among its components, but the expression as a whole is mapped onto its meaning, mak-
ing impossible to decompose its linguistic elements.

This overview of concepts associated with the term phraseology helps to set the
scene of this chapter and represents the background against which legal phraseology
will be dealt with in the following sections. After defining (Section 2) and classifying
(Section 3) legal phraseology from different yet complementary standpoints, the chapter
exemplifies main traditional approaches (Section 4) as well as current and new ones
(Section 5). It also reviews a selection of methods adopted to carry out research in this
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field together with some practical applications (Section 6). The final remarks (Section 7)
aim at showing the advantages or disadvantages of using this kind of patterning in the
discursive construction of legal texts.

2. Defining legal phraseology

Scholars have understood and accordingly defined phraseology in legal linguistics stud-
ies in different ways, following a variety of traditions and perspectives, mainly due to
the inner complexity of defining a multifaceted concept. Characterized by terminologi-
cal fuzziness and overlaps, LSP phraseology – and legal phraseology in particular – has
usually been placed at the periphery of the discipline of phraseology (Goźdź-Roszkowski
and Pontrandolfo 2015, 2018; Pontrandolfo 2013, 100–104), as a special case or exception
from the rule (Kjær 2007, 506). This is also due to the frequent overlaps with the ter-
minological sphere: legal phraseological units are often described as multi-word terms
and are commonly dismissed as not being phraseological at all or left undescribed (Kjær
2007, 507).

A preliminary distinction should therefore be made: the term can refer either to pat-
terns which are recurrent in legal texts (phraseology in legal language) or, as put for-
ward by Kjær (1990b), to patterns which have a legal effect in a text (legal phraseology)
(see also Ruusila and Lindroos 2016 and the distinction between content vs. non-content
phrases in Section 3 applied to legal lexical bundles). The following examples will clarify
the distinction: without prejudice to is a complex preposition which is frequently used
in legal texts but which does not have a specific legal meaning (it can be replaced with
equivalent expression such as “without harming or affecting something”); on the other
hand, to dismiss the appeal is a phraseological unit (more precisely a collocation) which
has a legal and performative effect in the text (i.e., the court refuses to hear and try a
case already decided in a lower court); its use is phraseological in the sense that the term
appeal collocates with the verb dismiss and it is the standard, legal way of expressing this
concept in judicial proceedings. However, this distinction is not always applied in legal
linguistics studies where the two terms are frequently used as synonyms. Moreover, the
former actually includes the latter, so that it can be considered a more general term which
also includes those specific types of units having a legal meaning in legal texts.

The focus of the present chapter is on both types of units, so the term legal phrase-
ology (and legal phraseological units/phraseologisms) will be used as an umbrella label
to denote typical and frequent patterns found in legal texts which may or may not have
legal effects in legal documents. Moreover, as in the case of the term legal terminology, it
is worth stressing that it may also refer to the discipline which studies the word combi-
nations in legal settings. In her 1990a paper, devoted to the state of the art of LSP phrase-
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ology, Kjær underlines the ambiguity of the term phraseology at three different levels
(1990a, 5–6):

1. term phraseology denoting phraseology theory in the terminological sense. Its sub-
ject is primarily the combinability of terms (LSP words);

2. lexico-phraseology denoting phraseology theory in the lexicological word combina-
tions in language for general purposes. It stands in contrast to the inventory of free
Language for General Purposes (LGP) word combinations;

3. LSP phraseology denoting the inventory of phraseological word combinations in
language for specific purposes. It stands in contrast to the inventory of free LSP word
combinations.

Most of the attempts at defining a legal phraseological unit have been based on the def-
inition of phraseology in LGP (see, among others, Biel 2014b, 30–31; Pontrandolfo 2013,
67–105; Pontrandolfo 2020; Wray 2002, 9), where a wide range of labels have been used
to define a phraseological unit (see Table 1) (see Granger and Paquot 2008; Nikitina
2017, 42–46; Pontrandolfo 2013, 67–87). Each of these terms focuses on a particular
aspect of the word combination, such as its formulaicity or the frequency/recurrence of
certain patterns.

Table 1. Denominations of phraseological unit in LGP (adapted from Pontrandolfo 2013, 68)

Scholars Denomination in LGP

Cowie 1991 multiword (lexical) unit

Burger 1998; Gläser 1986; Sager 1992 phraseological unit

Cowie 1988; Granger 1998 word combination

Burger et al. 2007; Mel’čuk 1988 phraseme / set phrase

Altenberg 1998 recurrent word combination

Sinclair 1996 unit of meaning

Moon 1992 fixed expression

Moon 1998 phrasal lexeme

Gläser 1998 phrasicon

Cowie 1994, 1998 prefabricated unit / prefab

Renouf and Sinclair 1991; Stubbs 2007 collocational framework phrase-frame

Granger 2005 phraseology

Biber and Conrad 1999 lexical bundle

Nattinger and DeCarrico 1992; Wray 2002 formulaic sequence

Stubbs 2002 chain

Stubbs 2007 n-gram

De Cock 1998, 2003 recurrent sequence
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Table 1. (continued)

Scholars Denomination in LGP

Scott and Tribble 2006 cluster

Gläser 1986; Gries 2008 phraseologism

Hunston 2008 semantic sequence

The situation is rather similar in LSP, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Denominations of phraseological unit in LSP (adapted from Pontrandolfo 2013, 87–88)

Scholars Denomination in LSP

Kjær 1990a, 1990b; Pavel 1993; Picht 1987 LSP phraseology

Picht 1990 LSP phrase

Kjær 1990a, 1990b LSP phraseme

Bergenholtz and Tarp 1994 multi-word terminological phrase

Meyer and Mackintosh 1996 terminological phraseme

Cabré 1999; Kjær 1990a, 1990b; Thomas 1993 terminological phrase

L’Homme 2000 SLC (specialized lexical combinations)

Musacchio and Palumbo 2008; Palumbo 2001 technical phrase

All these LSP denominations describe the technical nature of the combinations by
means of adjectives like “specialized” and “technical” and allow the identification of one
of the key features of phraseology in LSP, namely, the presence of terms. As will be
demonstrated in this chapter, legal phraseological units tend to cluster around terms
which are the building blocks of any LSP.

Most of the definitions of legal phraseology found in the literature are adapted from
LGP studies. From a more traditional perspective, related to the “structure, meaning and
use of word combinations” (Cowie 1994, 3168), a phraseological unit can be defined as
a construction – in the sense of multi-word lexical unit or fixed expression – of a differ-
ent nature (e.g., idioms, collocations, formulae, proverbs, sequences) in which its com-
posing elements acquire a meaning which is not predictable from the sum of meanings
of its constituents (see, among others, Cowie 1994; Granger and Paquot 2008). From a
corpus-based perspective, it can be defined as:

the co-occurrence of a form or a lemma of a lexical item and one more or additional lin-
guistic elements of various kinds which functions as one semantic unit in a clause or sen-
tence and whose frequency of co-occurrence is larger than expected on the basis of

(Gries 2008, 6)chance.
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The advent of corpus linguistics was precisely the main factor making the traditional
models “old” (see Section 4) and shifting the attention from idioms to less stable and
more or less restricted word combinations that are usually found in LSP texts (Kjær
2007, 508).

These definitions stress the fact that phraseological units function autonomously in
a clause or sentence and tend to co-occur with a certain frequency in a language or sub-
language (LSP). The key features have also been highlighted by Burger (2010, 14), who
focused on two main characteristics shared by these word combinations: they consist of
two or more words (polylexicality) and the combination is fixed (stability) (see Ruusila
and Lindroos 2016, 122).

When it comes to legal phraseology, as emphasized by Ruusila and Lindroos, “the
varying definitions and classifications of phraseological units used by researchers lead
to difficulties in utilizing and comparing the research results across legal languages and
legal systems” (2016, 128). To define a phraseological unit in legal language one could
start by the definition of LSP phrasemes proposed by Gläser, such as “fixed, lexical-
ized, reproducible units that consist of two or more words” (2007, 487, translated by
the author). This fixedness may or may not have a specific legal meaning, as previously
mentioned. In the former case, as indicated by Kjær (1991, 115), such repetitively used
formulaic expressions should be used as such and cannot be replaced by synonymous
expressions. In opposition to other LSP (e.g., medicine or economics), legal phrasemes
are not universal in their meaning, but bound to a particular legal system (Kjær 2007,
508), which leads to the necessity of studying legal phrasemes in connection with the
legal system and legal culture in question (cf. Lindroos 2015, 166; Ruusila and Lindroos
2016, 130). An ad-hoc definition of legal phraseology could therefore be the following:
crystallized lexical and/or morphosyntactic patterns, varying in complexity and internal
cohesion, which are “handed down” from texts to texts and become recurrent in specific
legal cultures and discourse communities. These patterns frequently co-occur in legal
documents as a result of its use by legal professionals who, as part of a specific commu-
nity of practice, employ them in their daily jargon so that these word combinations rep-
resent a discursive pattern typical of certain legal genres. These units may have a specific
legal meaning or not, depending on the textual coordinates of the legal genre.

One of the key features of legal phraseological units is that they tend to cluster
around legal terms, which is why it is necessary to make a distinction between a legal ter-
minological unit (LTU) and a legal phraseological unit (LPU), even though the bound-
aries between the two concepts are fuzzy.1 LTUs tend to refer to concepts which can be

1. An example could be “The A to Z guide to legal phrases” (http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/files
/legalguide.pdf): most of the terms labelled as “legal phrases” in the UK guide to plain English are legal
terms and not phrasemes. The very fact that they can be defined and have a legal definition confirms
that they refer to legal concepts and therefore are terminological units.
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legally defined whereas LPUs tend to be used for discursive/stylistic reasons, especially
in the case of patterns belonging to the category phraseology in legal language. From a
syntactic point of view, LTUs are often nominal categories whereas LPUs may include
different categories (verbs, adjectives, prepositions, etc.). From a semantic point of view,
LTUs are lexical units having a denominative and referential character, whereas LPUs
are combinations of words having a relational character. As pointed out by Bevilacqua
(2004, 28 in Pontrandolfo 2013, 93–94), LTUs denotes a node of the conceptual structure
of a specialized domain whereas LPUs are generally made of a terminological nucleus
(simple or multiple LTUs) combined with verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc., which represent
the activities and processes typical of a specific domain. An example – partially based on
Kjær (1990a, 18–19) – will clarify this distinction: bill of exchange is a legal terminological
unit (a multi-word term) because it has a specific definition in law2 whereas to accept a
bill is a legal phraseological unit (more precisely, a collocation made by a verb + a noun)
which has a specific meaning in the legal domain even though the meaning of the verb
accept can be paraphrased by other verbs such as take on or assume. Kjær stresses the fact
that the word combination forms a lexically stable unit which can be broken only within
lexicalized limits (1990b, 24) and these restrictions on combinability also depend on the
user of legal language (1990b, 26). Consequently, in some cases the wording is prescribed
by law whereas in other the author (legal expert) may alter the wording by using syn-
onyms without affecting the meaning of the legal text.

The permeability of the distinction between legal terminology versus legal phraseol-
ogy is also demonstrated by the role played by phraseology as “terminology in the mak-
ing” (see Pavel 1993, 21–34): some phraseological units become terminological units as
in the case of the Italian verbs collocating with prova (evidence), i.e., acquisizione/assun-
zione (gathering of evidence) versus ammissione (admission of evidence) (see Scarpa,
Peruzzo, and Pontrandolfo 2017, 90).

Defining legal phraseology also means classifying it; as a matter of fact, most def-
initions found in the literature are based on the identification of the types of legal
phrasemes which constitute the essence of their conceptualization.

3. Classifying legal phraseology

Attempts to provide all-inclusive classifications of legal phraseology have been made in
the last 30 years (for an overview, see Pontrandolfo 2013, 100–104; Biel 2014b, 34–36;
Goźdź-Roszkowski and Pontrandolfo 2015; Ruusila and Lindroos 2016, 128–132; Nikitina
2017, 46–51). Even though general typologies may be useful while describing word com-

2. See its definition in the Black’s Law Dictionary: https://thelawdictionary.org/bill-of-exchange
/#:~:text=An%20open%20(that%20is%2C%20unsealed,or%20to%20the%20drawer%20himself.
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binations in any legal text, many classifications in the literature are based on ad-hoc cate-
gorizations which reflect specific research carried out by single scholars. One of the first
and most remarkable general classifications of legal phraseology was proposed by Kjær
(1990b, 26–27), who studied context-conditioned word combinations in legal language.
Her classification envisages four types of combinations which are generally used in legal
texts:

1. prefabricated word combination directly prescribed by law (failure to employ those
word combinations in accordance with the legally prescribed formulation will result
in the invalidation of the whole text of which they form part);

2. word combinations only indirectly prescribed by law (variation of these word combi-
nations will not render the whole text of which they form a part invalid, but its legal
force will be affected);

3. word combination, the use of which is recommended for reasons of unambiguity (if
they are varied, this may affect the security of the law; these are word combinations
based on implicit quotation);

4. routine phrases whose use is merely habitual (if they are varied, the writer of legal
texts will not spend more time, but otherwise, a variation will have no effect whatso-
ever).

In her 2007 study, Kjær updated her statements and proposed a more general term-based
typology (2007, 509–510):

1. multi-word terms, with the most productive pattern [Adjective + Noun];
a. Latin multi-word terms, e.g., ex officio;

2. collocations with a term;
a. LSP phrases (Fachwendungen): [Noun + Verb];
b. Support Verb Construction (Funktionsverbgefge): [(Preposition) + Noun

+Verb].

3. formulaic expressions and standard phrases, including
a. binomials (“word phrase patterns consisting of two words belonging to the same

word class, connected by a conjunction”);
b. phrasemes with archaic words or word forms.

The second proposal emphasizes the importance of terms in legal phraseology. Word
combinations in legal language tend to cluster around the key concepts (terms) of that
domain; therefore, collocations tend to have a term as the node of the expression, as in
the case of the above-mentioned example to accept a bill of exchange. Phraseology acts as
a strong link between the term and the text.
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As far as the ad-hoc classifications are concerned, scholars, mainly with linguistic
and translation backgrounds, have relied on specific typologies of phraseological units
to carry out their empirical studies. One of the first classifications is proposed by Goźdź-
Roszkowski (2011, 109–142) based on Biber et al.’s (1999, 32–34) notion of lexical bundle,
i.e., multi-word sequences that frequently occur statistically in a given language variety.
Based on his American Law Corpus (ALC) (2011, 27–34), which includes academic jour-
nals, briefs, contracts, legislation, opinions, professional articles and textbooks, Goźdź-
Roszkowski distinguishes among:

1. legal reference: temporal (e.g., at the time of), location (e.g., in the district court),
attributive (e.g., the amount of the), participative (e.g., on behalf of), institutional
(e.g., the Due Process Clause), terminological (e.g., a breach of contract), procedure-
related bundles (e.g., shall be entitled to);

2. text-oriented: causative/resultative (e.g., by reason of the), condition (e.g., in the
event of), clarification/topic elaboration (e.g., on the other hand), focus (e.g., at issue
in this), framing (e.g., on the ground that), structuring (e.g., as provided in Section),
transition bundles (e.g., in addition to the);

3. stance: epistemic and attitudinal bundles (e.g., it is necessary to consider). (Goźdź-
Roszkowski 2011, 109–142)

Another classification, in line with Goźdź-Roszkowski’s one, which is based on the
notion of lexical bundles is that of Breeze (2013, 234), who identifies three main types
of phraseological units in four legal genres (academic law, case law, legislation, and legal
documents):

1. stance expressions;
2. text-organizing expressions;
3. referential expressions.

It is interesting to observe that Breeze, based on Pecorari (2009), makes a distinction
between content and non-content phrases, due to the fact that, as already shown, lexical
bundles may refer to specific (legal) aspects of the content of texts (e.g., request for
confidential treatment) or not (e.g., in terms of, the fact that). This distinction between
content-related and non-content bundles proves to be essential in that it recognizes that
legal texts are also characterized by non-legal word combinations (e.g., on the basis of vs.
on the ground that / as described in paragraph vs. shall be entitled to). The main advan-
tage of these two proposals is that they are based on a wide range of legal genres.

An interesting classification of phrasemes in the language of law, which is not based
on a single type (lexical bundles as in the previous ones) but specifically designed for
EU legislative texts, and used effectively also for other legal genres, is provided by Biel
(2014a, 178–182). The author clearly indicates that this classification should be viewed
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within a phraseological continuum with fuzzy boundaries between each category, rang-
ing from the global textual level to the local microlevel:

1. text-organizing patterns (e.g., the opening and closing sections of EU instruments);
2. grammatical patterns (e.g., shall, must, otherwise, provided that, in order to);
3. term-forming patterns (multi-word terms) (e.g., person acting in concert, cross-border

merger of limited liability company);
4. term-embedding collocations (e.g., to hold shares, pro-rata issue of securities);
5. lexical collocations (e.g., subject to this Regulation, the costs […] shall be borne by).

Pontrandolfo’s (2016 based on Pontrandolfo 2013) classification is specifically designed
for judicial texts and tested on the COSPE corpus. Based on Corpas Pastor’s (1996) LGP
classification of phraseology, he focuses on four main patterns:

1. complex prepositions (e.g., without prejudice to, in pursuance of);
2. lexical doublets and triplets (e.g., adequate and proper, noble and learned);
3. lexical collocations (e.g., to quash an appeal, credibility of the appellant);
4. routine formulae (e.g., for these reasons, I would allow the appeal and quash the

appellant’s conviction, I agree that the appeal should be allowed).

Finally, Nikitina (2017, 99–100), based on a corpus of pleadings before the European
Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), proposes a classification of multi-word units in writ-
ten pleadings which takes into account the other classifications proposed by the above-
mentioned scholars:

1. formulaic units
a. binomials/multinomials (e.g., rights and freedoms, legality and reasonableness)
b. archaic words or word forms (e.g., herein, thereof, aforesaid, henceforth)
c. routine formulae (e.g., on the grounds of aforesaid, I request ECtHR to)

2. term-related units;
a. multi-word terms (e.g., Convention rights, Human rights)
b. collocation with a term (e.g., to submit observations, the Court upholds)

3. grammatical units
a. modal auxiliaries (e.g., shall, must, should, may, if-then, with a view to -ing)
b. complex prepositions (e.g., by virtue of, owing to)

The list of classifications presented in this section is obviously not exhaustive (see also
Table 3) although it is representative of the main categories identified in the literature. As
specified by many authors, these categories should be placed along a phraseological con-
tinuum and read with a certain degree of flexibility and fuzziness (Granger and Paquot
2008, 29).
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4. Old perspectives

The dawn of legal phraseology studies is characterized by a stable or traditional view
of phraseological units. The very first studies specifically devoted to legal language dealt
with the so-called binomial or multinomial expressions (also referred to as doublets/
triplets) (Bhatia 1984, 1993; Child 1992; Crystal and Davy 1969; Gustafsson 1984; Maley
1987, 1994; Malkiel 1959; Mellinkoff 1963, 1982; Thorntorn 1987). One of the first sub-
classifications of binomials is that of Malkiel (1959), who distinguishes four types of dou-
blets:

1. near synonyms (e.g., null and void);
2. complementary (e.g., assault and battery);
3. opposite (e.g., assets and liabilities);
4. subdivision (e.g., months and years);
5. consequence (e.g., shot and killed).

In 1963, Mellinkoff tried to systematize the use and function of these expressions in leg-
islative texts, defined as a sequence of two or more words or phrases belonging to the
same grammatical category having some semantic relationship and joined by some syn-
tactic device such as and or or (Bhatia 1984, 90 in 1993, 108) (e.g., signed and delivered, in
whole or in part, to affirm or set aside, act or omission, advice and consent, by or on behalf
of, under or in accordance with, unless and until, consists or includes, wholly and exclu-
sively, the freehold conveyed or long lease granted). As far as their function is concerned,
Mellinkoff (1963, 349) distinguishes between: worthless doubling (e.g., force and effect)
and useful binominals (e.g., full faith and credit). Gustafsson (1984, 134) adds a further
categorization: synonymous (e.g., last will and testament); antonymous (e.g., be present
in person or by proxy); complementary (e.g., shoot and kill).

Defined as “mannerism” and therefore style markers in legal language, their purpose
was initially a laudable one: to increase clarity, accuracy and unambiguity. However, the
(ab)use that has been made of these patterns has resulted in a style which is, as Mellinkoff
puts it, “wordy, unclear, pompous and dull” (1963, 24); this is the reason why these dou-
blets have been stigmatized as unnecessary by plain language experts, who believe that
these expressions clash with the pragmatic and economy principle in language, thus
affecting the linguistic quality of the final texts3 (see, among others, the indications of

3. “The use of the term and/or is pervasive in legal language. Lawyers use it in all types of legal
contexts – including statutes, contracts, and pleadings. Beginning in the 1930s, however, many judges
decided that the term and/or should never be used in legal drafting. Ardent attacks on the term
included charges that it was vague, if not meaningless, with some authorities declaring it to be a “Janus-
faced verbal monstrosity,” an “inexcusable barbarism”, a “mongrel expression,” an “abominable inven-
tion,” a “crutch of sloppy thinkers,” and “senseless jargon.” Still today, critics maintain that the construct
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the CMLJ in Spain, 2011, 155). On the other hand, there are authors (see, among oth-
ers, Crystal and Davy 1969, 202; Mattila 2006, 232–234; Tiersma 1999, 59–61) who are
in favour of the use of these formulaic expressions, since they are the result of the his-
torical tradition of legal language, characterized by a ritual, almost magic, language (see
also Borja Albi 2000, 54). In a similar vein, Bhatia attributes a specific function to these
multinomial units, namely, precision and inclusion (1993, 108) (see also Robbins 2018);
this all-inclusiveness has been also interpreted as a need to preserve vagueness in legisla-
tive (and in general legal) texts (see, among others, Mattila 2006, 234)4 (see also Section 7
below and Biel in this volume).

Another category of legal phraseological unit, closely related to multinominal units,
which gained attention in the early studies on legal phraseology were the so-called fixed,
routine or stereotyped formulae. This type of phraseological unit differs from both col-
locations and idioms (“composites”) for the kinds of meaning they convey and the struc-
tural levels at which they operate (Cowie 1994, 3170). Formulae evolve meanings which
largely reflect the way they are used in discourse. As a matter of fact, legal phraseol-
ogy was initially studied in terms of formulaicity, traditionally regarded as one of the
most typical and conspicuous features of legal style (Crystal and Davy 1969, 194). For-
mulaic expressions have been found to lie at the core of much of the formal and ritualis-
tic language so ubiquitous in legal proceedings and documents (Tiersma 1999, 100–104).
Exactly as in the case of multinominal units, on the one hand, these expressions have
been perceived as an obstacle to the understanding of professional-lay communication
but, on the other hand, they have been recognized as vital signposts helping interactants
to orient themselves at different stages in the course of legal proceedings.

Many studies, especially of German tradition, started to investigate recurrent
lexical sequences, of different length, which appear to be prefabricated. Stolze defines
these units Standardformeln/standard formulae (1992, 190), habitualisierte juristische
Formeln/habitual legal formulae (1999a, 176), standardisierte Formeln/standardized for-
mulae (1999b, 56), a term also used by Sandrini (1996, 256) and Koutsivitis (formules
standardisées/standardized formulae 1991). The use of these formulae is highly stan-
dardized, which is why, for specific types of legal genres, such as contracts, these
expressions are usually collected in templates. An example would be the boilerplate
clauses (see also Tiersma 1999, 59) which demonstrate that legal language clusters may

and/or is inherently ambiguous and should be avoided whenever possible–which, many detractors
would argue, is always” (Robbins 2018, 311).
4. As indicated by Borja Albi (2000:56), the use of these binomials/multinominals could also have
etymological purposes. Garner (1987) mentioned that the use of these synonymic expressions had ety-
mological reasons since a term deriving from Latin or French could be accompanied by an equivalent
Anglo-Saxon term (e.g., acknowledge and confess, old English and French; act and deed, Latin/French
and old English; etc.).
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be very long, getting to entire parts of the documents (e.g., This contract acknowledges
that […] and […] agree to the following conditions, to be considered in effect after […].
[…] agrees to the following: […]. In return, […] agrees to […]. The provisions of this
agreement are as follows: […]. This agreement is amenable to both parties and can only
be altered with the consent and signature of both parties. […] Signature. Date).5 Another
example is the ritual procedure of giving evidence in court (see also Giurizzato 2008).
When called to give evidence, people in the UK (but also in many other countries)
are asked if they wish to take an oath or make an affirmation that the evidence is
true. These types of oaths or affirmations used in court can also be considered as stan-
dardized (and highly recognizable) formulae (e.g., the oath: I swear by […] (according
to religious belief ) that the evidence I shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and
nothing but the truth or the affirmation: I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and
affirm that the evidence I shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth.).6 There are many other examples of routine formulae adopted in various fields
of law, such as those used in EU legal documents, which make the texts highly pre-
dictable and repeatable (see, among others, Nystedt 2000).

Another strand of research which can be included in the old perspectives under
analysis is the area of lexical collocations in legal texts.7 Defined as “associations of two
or more lexemes (or roots) recognized in and defined by their occurrence in a specific
range of grammatical constructions” (Cowie 1994, 3169), they reflect the strong tendency
in language use to reuse certain patterns, which make them particularly useful in legal
language. Following the types of lexical collocations categorized in the BBI Combina-
tory Dictionary of English (Benson, Benson, and Ilson 1986), many scholars decided to
investigate the recurrent use of lexical collocations in the language of law. Among these
authors a mention could be made to the following studies (based on Pontrandolfo 2013,
151–164): Berdychowska (1999), who studied lexical collocations in the German Civil
Code; Lombardi (2004), who carried out a corpus-based study on lexical collocations in
normative and interpretative legal texts in German and Italian; Cruz Martínez (2002),
who studied the lexical and grammatical collocations used in criminal proceedings (e.g.,
to appear before a court, to hear a case, to charge somebody with an offence, to indict some-
body for, to be tried for, etc.); Bhatia et al. (2004), who analysed the lexical collocation
noun + verb in a corpus of case law starting from key verbs, such as to submit, to grant,

5. https://www.contract-template.org/boilerplate-contract.html
6. https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/giving-evidence-court
7. The use of the term “lexical collocation” here slightly varies from Biel’s (2014a), who refers to these
types of units as “term-embedding collocations” (collocates of terms which embed terms in cognitive
scripts and the text, evidencing combinatory properties of terms). Instead, the author defines “lexical
collocations” as “routine formulae at the microstructural level which are not built around terms” (2014a,
180–181).
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to reject, to dismiss; Giráldez Ceballos-Escalera (2009), who studied lexical collocations
in French and Spanish civil texts; Fernández Bello (2008), who extracted a wide range
of collocations typical of the judicial style from a corpus of criminal and civil judgments
delivered by the Spanish Supreme Court.

These three areas of phraseological interest, which characterized the early studies in
the field of legal phraseology, confirmed (also empirically) the highly formulaic nature
of legal language. However, the scope of these studies was heavily limited: phraseology
was mainly studied monolingually as a lexical environment of terms (it had an ancillary
function compared to terms) identified mostly manually within a very narrow range of
legal genres (legislative texts being the preferred genre). These first studies also demon-
strated the potential for relying on repetition, fixedness and frequency to uncover pat-
terns of lexical combinations which may be otherwise difficult to intuit. The advent of
Corpus Linguistics has radically changed the landscape of contemporary legal phraseol-
ogy, resulting in an array of different approaches and perspectives and giving fresh impe-
tus for the study of this area of language.

5. New perspectives

The rise of legal phraseology studies is commonly associated with the advent of corpus
linguistics. As indicated by Buerki (2018, 17), with the availability of large corpora and the
large-scale corpus-linguistic exploration of phraseological phenomena, it has become
clear that idiomatic formulaic sequences are vastly outnumbered by conventional, non-
idiomatic sequences that should nevertheless be considered as such, and this also applies
to legal phraseology. The frequency-based approach to phraseology (Nesselhauf 2004 in
Granger and Paquot 2008, 29), made possible by corpus-driven insights in the identifi-
cation of lexical co-occurrence, allows one to enlarge the boundaries of the traditional
phraseological unit (generally identified on the basis of linguistic criteria by means of a
top-down approach), thus including a wide range of word combinations that do not all
fit predetermined linguistic categories (Granger and Paquot 2008, 29).

Corpora of legal texts have been increasingly compiled over the last decade (for
an overview, see Biel 2018a; Marín Pérez and Rea Rizzo 2012; Pontrandolfo 2012;
Pontrandolfo 2019; Vogel, Hamann, and Gauer 2017),8 even though not all of them
have been specifically built to study legal phraseology. Table 3 offers a non-exhaustive

8. As pointed out by Vigier and Sánchez (2017, 261), despite the widespread use in other fields within
Translation Studies, the development of corpora has been rather slower in the field of Legal Translation,
most probably due to the confidential and private nature of many legal documents. This is what Biel
calls ‘legicentrism’, that is to say the tendency of existing corpora to be composed of legislation mainly
(2018a, 29), which results in an underrepresentation of other genres.
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overview of a number of corpus-based studies specifically devoted to the exploration and
extraction of legal phraseological units.

Table 3. Overview of corpus studies on legal phraseology

Genres Studies Types of legal phraseological unit

Normative texts (legislative)

EU legislative texts Biel (2014a) see Section 3

EUROFOG corpus
EU legislative texts (regulations and
directives) (EU) and/or national
legislative texts

Biel (2014b) clusters (N-grams)
collocations of editing units
lexical collocations
term-forming collocations
term-embedding collocations

EU law and Polish law Biel (2015) complex prepositions

English and Polish Eurolect corpus
(legislative texts)

Biel (2018b) lexical bundles (N-grams)

German and English EU law Salkie (2018) semantic sequence (the fact that)

Scottish legislation Kopaczyk (2018) binominal expressions

Judicial texts

US Supreme Court opinions Mazzi (2010) semantic sequences

US Supreme Court opinions vs. Italian
Supreme Court judgments

Goźdź-Roszkowski
and Pontrandolfo
(2013)

semantic sequences (Noun + that-
clause (N che))

COSPE corpus:
Spanish, English, Italian criminal
judgments

Pontrandolfo (2013,
2016)

see Section 3

pleadings before the ECtHR Nikitina (2017) see Section 3

CJEU judgments Trklja (2018) formulaic expressions

US Supreme Court opinions
Polish Constitutional Court opinions

Goźdź-Roszkowski
(2018)

semantic sequence (the fact that)

courtroom discourse (transcripts of trials) Szczyrbak (2018) verba dicendi patterns

Supreme Court of Ireland judicial
opinions

Mazzi (2018) lexical bundles

CJEU and Polish Supreme Court
judgments

Koźbiał (2020) complex prepositions
lexical bundles
binomials and multinomials
Latinisms
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Table 3. (continued)

Genres Studies Types of legal phraseological unit

Private texts (contracts and legal agreements)

US contracts Goźdź-Roszkowski
(2006)

lexical bundles

Portuguese and English agreements and
contracts

Carvalho Fonseca
(2007)

binomials

UK and Polish company law Biel (2012) collocations of key terms

Spanish and German purchase
agreements

Tabares Plasencia and
Batista Rodríguez
(2014)

– grammatical chains with
prepositional value and
adverbial function

– verb + noun constructions
– routine formulae

international negotiations acts/documents Monzó Nebot (2015) collocations

English/Croatian contracts and legal
agreements

Dobrić Basaneže
(2015)

extended units of meaning
(concgrams)

Contractual undertakings Dobrić Basaneže
(2018)

binominals

international negotiations acts/documents Monzó Nebot (2018) phrasemes
binominals/multinomials

Mixed/other

– textbook
– report
– contract
– judgment

Goźdź-Roszkowski
(2007)

lexical collocations around the
term ‘consideration’

ALC corpus
– academic journals
– briefs
– contracts
– legislation
– opinions
– professional articles
– textbooks

Goźdź-Roszkowski
(2011)

see Section 3

– academic law
– case law
– legislation
– legal documents

Breeze (2013) lexical bundles (see Section 3)

LAC (Legal academic corpus) vs. BAC
(Business academic corpus)

Breeze (2018) lexical bundles
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As shown in Table 3, most of the studies that fall within the new perspective are based
on distributional categories (Granger and Paquot 2018, 38–41). The legal phraseological
units under investigation in these studies are categorized on the basis of the different
extraction procedures and software adopted and not, as was the case in the old perspec-
tive, on pre-determined (often fine-grained) linguistic categories. The result is a wide
range of word combinations, e.g., lexical bundles, n-grams, clusters, chains, recurrent
word combinations, that rely on quantitative and statistical thresholds more than on
strict categories, which responds to the inevitable fuzziness of some combinations.

Large corpora of legal texts become the testbed for quantitative evidence, which is
proving to be of immense value to the field of legal phraseology. The move from the tra-
ditional to the distributional/corpus-based approach to legal phraseology has enlarged
and deepened the analysis of legal genres. Semantic sequences (Mazzi 2010; Goźdź-
Roszkowski and Pontrandolfo 2013; Goźdź-Roszkowski 2018), for example, have enabled
researchers to investigate the role of phraseology in legal discourse in terms of explicit or
implicit positioning strategies of legal interactants in the text. These recurring patterns
become powerful means to isolate argumentative and evaluative devices, thus demon-
strating that phraseological research involves examining the organization of language
also beyond the level of a sentence or a clause towards larger linguistic units. By way of
example, by means of a corpus-based analysis of US Supreme Court judgments, Mazzi
(2010) identifies a number of reiterated discourse strategies indicating the judge’s stance
in text: verbs, adjectives, and most interestingly the whole pattern “this/these/that/those
+ labelling noun”, a pattern which would have not been considered as phraseological in
the old approach to legal phraseology. These studies have confirmed the key (also seman-
tic) role played by phraseology in legal discourse, well beyond the mere question of style
or standardization. This is probably one of the most vibrant strands of legal phraseol-
ogy research with a host of possible applications, some of which include the automatic
extraction of n-grams, which become a powerful vehicle to explore the evolution of legal
language.

6. Research perspectives and applications

Legal phraseology can be studied from different perspectives and adopting different
methods. The studies mentioned in Sections 4 and 5 adopt a wide range of methods and
tools, often combining them to enhance the empirical results.

One of the basic methods is that of comparing LGP versus LSP (legal language) in
order to isolate those patterns which are overused in legal discourse and can therefore
be considered as typical of legal texts. Corpora can help researchers carry out this type
of investigation semi-automatically. Another interesting comparison can consist in the
analysis of variation of legal phraseology across legal genres or within a specific genre.
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Some of the studies mentioned in Table 3 also adopt a contrastive perspective (e.g., Span-
ish vs. German or English vs. Italian) and some of them are based on comparable cor-
pora (original texts) whereas others rely on parallel ones (original vs. translated texts).
Legal phraseology is, as a matter of fact, one of the challenges of legal translation, which
is why many studies adopt a contrastive and translation perspective.

Research into legal phraseology can be fostered by different research interests. The
applications and usefulness of this area of research can be summarized in (at least) six
main groups:

1. Contrastive linguistics
2. Legal translation and training of legal translators
3. Lexicography and Terminography
4. Electronic management / (semi)-automatic search of legal phrasemes
5. Corpus-assisted drafting of legal documents
6. Plain legal language (simplification of legalese)

As far as contrastive linguistics is concerned, research into the regularities of legal dis-
course in different languages may allow for an investigation of the legal culture behind
languages. Pontrandolfo’s (2013, 2016) investigation of legal phraseological units in three
different legal cultures (England and Wales, Spain and Italy) shows the generic and
discursive construction of criminal judgments in the three legal settings, connecting
linguistic and stylistic observations to the conceptual underpinnings of the judicial rea-
soning. The study has specific applications for translation purposes. Another example
of translation-oriented contrastive study which straddles the two areas of applications is
López-Arroyo and Moreno Pérez’s (2019) corpus-based study of contractual documents.
Using a comparable corpus of English and Spanish sales contracts, the authors focus on
recurrent phraseological patterns, classifying them according to form and meaning. The
results of the study are useful for legal translators and drafters, especially because phrase-
ology is a quality-enhancing factor in legal translation. Familiarizing oneself with the
routines of the genre, as well as mastering their use (both at receptive and productive
level) are crucial factors in legal translators’ training (Garzone 2007). As a matter of fact,
phraseology is one of the discursive elements which mostly contribute to the naturalness
of the translated text.

Another application of legal phraseology research is the area of lexicography and ter-
minography. As demonstrated in different studies (see, among others, Buendía Castro
and Faber 2015), phraseology is generally absent in legal dictionaries, which focus almost
exclusively on specialized terms, most of which are multi-word terms (term phrasemes).
Corpus-based studies can help improve the quality of these resources by providing them
with important units which play a pivotal role in legal genres.

The extraction of legal phraseological units and especially fixed, highly repetitive
patterns may also be used to populate online specialized databases. This is the case of
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TermWise (Heylen et al. 2014), which aims to leverage online translation data for ter-
minological support to legal translators at the Belgian Federal Ministry of Justice. By
means of a complementary database, Term&Phrase Memory, it integrates with existing
Computer-Assisted Translation tools. The repetitiveness and patterning of certain legal
genres may allow for the design of platforms that help legal professionals to draft their
texts. Corpus-assisted drafting of legal documents is one of the practical applications of
legal phraseology extraction. A recent example is Da Cunha’s ArText9 application which
exploits routine formulae and standardized sentences in the machine-assisted drafting of
administrative documents.

Finally, legal phrasemes may also be the target of simplification; redundant expres-
sions are often criticized for hindering the comprehension of legal texts. Corpus-based
studies of legal phraseology can help scholars identify worthless versus useful patterns
(see Mellinkoff 1963, 349).

7. Final remarks

The words of law naturally tend to pattern and such patterning is crucial in the con-
struction of legal texts. Phraseology weaves the intricate webs of law; as indicated by Biel
(2014b, 36–37), legal patterns may help the reader navigate through the text, thus eas-
ing the progress of discourse. Moreover, prescribed formulaicity institutionalizes the dis-
course by limiting drafters’ creativity and idiosyncrasy with the final result of having a
text which is organized both at macro and microlevel. However, this patterning has also
some disadvantages. Table 4 summarized contrastive views on phraseology in legal texts.

The arguments for and against legal phraseology in legal texts confirms one of the
first assumptions made in this chapter: the need to adopt a flexible view on a slippery
discursive phenomenon. When analysing the old and new perspectives or the methods
and applications of legal phraseology research, it is fundamental to avoid clear-cut clas-
sifications in favour of eclectic perspectives which recognize the fuzzy nature of these
units. A wide range of methodological perspectives on legal phraseology enable scholars
to obtain different and complementary results. The traditional and the new approaches
can be reconciled, as several current studies empirically demonstrate and will continue
to demonstrate in the future.

9. http://iriadacunha.com/FundacionBBVA2015/es/acceso-al-sistema/
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Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of patterning in legal discourse

Advantages Disadvantages

Increased compliance with the “horizons of
expectation” / recognizability of the genre (by
expert readers)

Increased difficulty with the interpretation of legal
texts (by lay readers): legal texts characterized by a
“wordy, unclear, pompous and dull” style (see
Mellinkoff 1963)

Compliance with the legal style / flavour (see
Gustafsson 1984: “a distinct style marker” of
legalese”) / ritual-magic nature of legal language
(Borja Albi 2000, 54)

Since words in legal texts are construed so as to
bear a meaning, unnecessary words may become a
potential source of contention (Thornton 1987)
especially if the used phrasemes do not serve a
useful purpose (Mellinkoff 1963)

For insiders: increased sense of belonging to a legal
community (formulaicity as a virtue, see Biel
2014b, 177)

For outsiders: increased petrification and lack of
spontaneity (formulaicity as a vice, see Biel 2014b,
177)

Increased “precision and all-inclusiveness” (Bhatia
1993) (vagueness as a resource for all-inclusiveness)

Increased vagueness and ambiguity (vagueness as a
source of noise)

The increased repetition of patterns favours the
repeatability/re-production of legal texts (simplified
drafting for legal experts and translators using
CAT-tools)

Repetition and standardization may adversely
affect the style of the legal text

Prefabricated units allow drafters (and translators)
“to balance new information with old information,
novelty with habit (prefabs contributing to the
second items of these pairs) to cut down processing
effort (Partington 1998, 20)

Prefabricated units may increase the processing
effort as a consequence of a higher lexical (and
phraseological) density
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PART II

National legal terminology in translation



Legal terms that travel
Constraints to presenting national legal terminology
to international audiences

Katia Peruzzo
University of Trieste

This chapter discusses national legal terminology used in texts allowing for the
dissemination of national legal knowledge, namely translated domestic legislation,
academic literature, and international case law. The purpose of the chapter is to
investigate the transfer of national legal terminology from its original national
context to a context of a different kind, a process that requires a more or less overt
form of translation. The chapter thus explores seven constraints (target audience,
lingua franca, legal system of reference, comparative law methods, intertextuality,
type of publication, editorial policies and linguistic precedent) that are imposed on
text producers (translators, scholars, and drafters) when faced with national legal
terminology crossing the ‘natural’ borders of the legal system which conceived it.

Keywords: national legal terminology, legal translation, translation constraints,
legal knowledge dissemination, international audience

1. Legal terminology in Legal Translation Studies

In Legal Translation Studies, legal terminology has always occupied centre stage (Cao
2007; Galdia 2003, 4; Šarčević 1997). As well expressed by Biel and Engberg (2013, 3),
“[t]erminological incongruity, the (un)translatability of legal terms, as well as such com-
pensating ‘terminological bridges’ – that is, strategies for and techniques of establishing
equivalence between terms from different legal systems – have traditionally been one of
the key areas of research into legal translation”. However, ‘legal translation’ as such is not
a homogeneous field of activity; therefore, especially since the 1990s, research has paid
growing attention to the multiple forms legal translation may assume. Since then, various
strands of research have been undertaken in this field, which Cao (2013, 419–420) con-
veniently grouped into six categories: (1) general commentaries on legal translation, (2)
specific problems of legal translation, (3) legal translation issues within a particular juris-
diction, (4) legal translation training, (5) bilingual and multilingual drafting and judicial
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interpretation involving translation, and (6) bilingual legal dictionaries and terminolog-
ical and other tools. Despite the difference in focus, in all the categories just mentioned
legal terminology plays a relevant role. Bearing in mind Cao’s classification, this chap-
ter addresses a specific problem of legal translation (also linked to writing and drafting,
as illustrated in Section 2), namely the need to recontextualize national legal terms for
international audiences, and does so by taking into account three types of discourse, i.e.
legislative, academic, and judicial discourse (rather than a particular jurisdiction).

1.1 Legal terminology and the translation for normative purposes

If we have a look at where legal translation takes place, following Borja Albi and Prieto
Ramos (2013), we can identify three broad sectors, i.e. the private sector, national public
institutions, and international organizations. This distinction also applies to Legal Trans-
lation Studies since research in this field usually revolves around one of these three sec-
tors. For instance, a significant line of research concerns the translation of legislative texts
within national borders, i.e. legal translation as performed in bi- or plurilingual or bi-
or multi-juridical countries, such as Canada, Switzerland, and Hong Kong (see, among
many others, Cao 2007, 101–33; Megale 2008, 37–60; Šarčević 1997, 14–15, 41–53). One of
the main foci of this line of research is the production of “legal translations for normative
purposes” (Cao 2007, 10) or “instrumental translations” (Nord 1991, 80), which are trans-
lations meant to maintain the same function of the source texts. This area of research
has not been of interest to translation scholars only, since the relationship between lan-
guage and law, and thus the need for translation – especially in comparative law – has
also attracted legal scholars’ attention (see, for instance, Pozzo 2015; Sacco 1992, 2000).

In the field of research related to legal translation in supranational organizations
characterized by multilingualism, the main focus of attention has long been European
Union institutions, which resulted not only in abundant literature (see, for instance, Biel
2007; Caliendo, Di Martino, and Venuti 2005; Felici 2010; Kjær 2015; Šarčević 2007;
Sosoni and Biel 2018), but also in a proposal to treat legal translation in the EU as a
sub-genre of legal translation (Biel 2007) or even a separate research field due to its
unique nature (Kjær 2007). The increasing presence and impact of supranational orga-
nizations on national legal systems on the one hand and the creation of supranational,
multilingual judicial systems on the other have led to major transformations in legal
translation seen both as a process and as a product. Broadly speaking, like in the case of
legal translation in bi- and multilingual national settings, the main concern in this area
of research has been exploring how equivalence is established between texts written in
the official languages of these organizations, and thus how ‘equally authentic texts’ are
produced (Athanassious 2006, 9; Cao 2010, 73). This, again, necessarily involves an in-
depth reflection on the terminology used in these texts, which must meet certain crite-
ria, first of all convey legal notions that are embedded in the supranational legal system
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they refer to and avoid possible or unwanted relations with national legal systems (see,
for example, Cosmai 2000).

Within this strand of research, legal translation scholars have been mainly concerned
with the analysis of supranational legislation (see Baaij 2010; Biel 2007, 2014; Correia
2003; Cosmai 2007; Robertson 2014), which also requires investigating the character-
istics of supranational legal terminology (see, Bajčić 2010; Biel 2014; Peruzzo 2012;
Šarčević 2015; Šarčević and Čikara 2009). Given the increasing role of international adju-
dication, it should come as no surprise that multilingualism and the need for translation
at supranational courts have also attracted attention from both academics (legal trans-
lation and legal scholars) and practitioners (translators) (e.g., for the Court of Justice of
the European Union, see Łachacz and Mańko 2013; McAuliffe 2008, 2009, 2011; Trklja
2018; Wright 2018); for the European Court of Human Rights, see Brannan 2013, 2018;
Peruzzo 2019a; Weston 1988, 1995, 2005). In addition to these mainstream studies, the ter-
minology used by multilingual supranational organizations has also spurred some still
relatively marginal but valuable research into another phenomenon related to the cre-
ation of multilingual legislation, namely the transposition of supranational legal acts into
the national legislation of Member States (Biel and Doczekalska 2020; Ruiz-Cortés 2020;
Temmerman 2018), which involves intralinguistic rather than interlinguistic translation.

The main strands of research outlined above revolve around legislative and judicial
texts that are supposed to maintain the same function in their translated versions. This is
so because source and target texts are expected to be equivalent in order to produce the
same legal effect, and thus the legal translation involved pursues a normative purpose.
However, Legal Translation Studies have also directed attention to other types of trans-
lation which have an informative rather than normative purpose, i.e. those intended to
provide information to the target readers without being legally binding (Cao 2007, 11).

1.2 Legal terminology and translation for informative purposes

While it is undeniable that legal translation for informative purposes has also been the
subject of research interest, it is also true that the attention it has attracted is less copious
than translation for normative purposes. In this regard, let us mention the second type
of translation of domestic legislation considered by Cao (2007, 101), i.e. translated legis-
lation “found in any monolingual country where its laws are translated into a foreign lan-
guage or languages for information purposes” (the first one being translation in bilingual
or multilingual national jurisdictions). This type of legal translation is certainly recog-
nized in the literature and required in the professional market, also due to the increasing
interconnectedness of today’s world. Given the preeminent role of English in all fields of
human endeavour, it should come as no surprise that English is pervasively present also
in the translation of national legislation. Evidence for this can be found in websites con-
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taining collections of translated national legislation, which are frequently topic-specific.1

One such example is Legislationline.org,2 the free-of-charge database managed by the
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) and created to assist
the participating States of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE) in bringing their legislation into line with international human-rights standards,
where the legislation relevant to ODIHR’s aim is mostly available in English. Another
resource worth mentioning is Oxford Constitutions of the World,3 which contains “fully-
translated English-language versions of all the world’s constitutions (both national and
sub-national)”. Yet another example is the Guide to Law Online: Nations of the World 4

of the Law Library of Congress, which lists sources for national legislative material and
specifies whether they are available or summarized in English. While these resources
have a far-reaching scope, trying to cover as many countries as possible, there are also
other, more limited resources, which nevertheless prove the importance of translating
national legislation. One such example is Foreign Law Translations,5 available on the
website of the School of Law of the University of Texas at Austin, which gathers French,
German, Austrian, and Israeli legal materials in the fields of constitutional, administra-
tive, contract, and tort law.

An interesting fact about some of the translation-oriented legal resources just men-
tioned is that their developers are aware of the status of these translations, for which
they clearly state that they are unofficial, or even that they “may not be reliable, and are
rarely current”.6 In some cases, they identify the end users they were developed for, with
Legislationline.org listing “law drafters, academic researchers, legal professionals, gov-
ernment officials, students, and legal specialists in international organizations”, and For-
eign Law Translations mentioning “students and teachers interested in foreign law”. What
is even more remarkable and interesting for the purposes of this chapter is that the lat-
ter webpage contains a disclaimer notifying the visitors that “[t]he translations have been
made by various specialists in the field. There has been no attempt to create a uniform
terminology or style throughout. In rendering the texts into English, the emphasis has

1. A rich list of databases containing legal materials translated into English is provided by the webpage
Foreign and Comparative Law Basics: Translation of Hugh F. Macmillan Law Library, available at
https://guides.libraries.emory.edu/c.php?g=1082987&p=7894383 (last access: 05/04/2021).
2. Available at https://www.legislationline.org/ (last access: 02/04/2021).
3. Available at https://oxcon.ouplaw.com/home/OCW (last access: 02/04/2021).
4. Available at https://www.loc.gov/law/help/guide/nations.php (last access: 05/04/2021).
5. Available at https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/ (last access: 05/04/
2021).
6. https://guides.libraries.emory.edu/c.php?g=1082987&p=7894383 (last access: 05/04/2021).
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been on readability, which means that the texts reproduced here could be described as
‘free’ translations”.7

What emerges clearly from this brief and incomplete overview is that the demand
for this type of translation exists and is addressed in a variety of ways and places, since
“[s]ome translations of legal materials are available on foreign government sites, com-
mercial databases, university websites, and foreign bar associations and law firms” (Flick
2021). Both the compilers of these databases and the translators involved show aware-
ness of the challenges posed by this type of translation, such as the need to make the
target text readable and comprehensible, but also of the significant role of terminology.
However, while the existence of this type of translation is undeniable and recognized
in the literature (Cao 2007; Kocbek 2009), the body of research in this field seems still
relatively scarce (Brannan 2017; Frade 2014, 2015; Matulewska 2016, 2017; Prieto Ramos
1998; Scarpa, Peruzzo, and Pontrandolfo 2017; Takeda and Yasuhiro 2014). For this rea-
son, this chapter is meant to bring attention to the challenges posed by legal terminology
when translating domestic legal material for a foreign audience, in particular legislation
and case law, which in what follows are conceived as constraints to the translators’ and
drafters’ work.

2. Legal translation and drafting as a form of dissemination of national
legal knowledge

As seen above, there is growing interest in the translation of domestic legal material for
informative purposes, both in professional and in academic circles, with a variety of pro-
fessional profiles involved in the circulation of legal knowledge. However, a closer look
should be taken at where and how domestic legal material is translated for informative
purposes, since it is believed that some contexts in which this type of translation occurs
have been overlooked in the literature.

The prototypical domestic legal material that is translated is the material collected
in the databases mentioned in Section 1.2 above, namely statute and case law8 for which

7. https://law.utexas.edu/transnational/foreign-law-translations/copyright.php (last access: 05/04/
2021).
8. In national judicial cases, court documents may be translated for informative purposes for different
types of target readers. For instance, as aptly described by Ortega Herráez, Giambruno, and Hertog
(2013, 103–106), under EU law procedural documents in national criminal proceedings are to be trans-
lated for the benefit of defendants, i.e. first to ensure that they are informed, in a language they under-
stand, of the reasons for their arrest or the charges against them, and second to allow them to fully
participate in the proceedings. Moreover, under EU law the right to information and thus to translation
is also granted to victims of crime involved in criminal proceedings (Gialuz 2017, 33). Another type of
judicial translation is that performed to enable international law enforcement and judicial co-operation
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a source text and a target text can be found. However, translation is also involved in
other forms of written communication, which may risk going unnoticed. For instance, in
the legal scholarly literature dealing with national legal and judicial systems, legislative,
judicial, and scholarly texts in the original language may serve as a basis for drafting in
another language rather than as the source text proper.

The number of legal scholars who decide to publish their works in a language other
than the language of the legal system they discuss is huge, and reviewing the acade-
mic literature of this type is beyond the scope of this paper. But an academic publica-
tion can be mentioned here, the aim of which is precisely to facilitate the dissemination
of legal knowledge, i.e. the Global Review of Constitutional Law. Launched in 2017, the
Global Review aims “to offer readers systemic knowledge about jurisdiction-specific con-
stitutional law that has previously been limited mainly to local networks” as well as “to
increase the base of knowledge upon which scholars and judges can draw” (Albert et al.
2020, 6). While the editors explicitly state that their focus is on “making public law devel-
opments around the world available to all in an easily digestible format” (Albert et al.
2020, 6), what they keep implicit in their foreword is that the tool to make this possi-
ble is language, and in particular the English language. Indeed, in today’s world Eng-
lish is the language of choice when broader audiences are to be addressed, but this has
an inevitable implication: writing in English also entails interlinguistic translation. In
other words, in the Global Review, and in any other academic publication of the same
ilk, translation plays a role but may be more or less hidden. Example (1) below, which
is an extract from the Global Review discussing Judgment No. 24 of 20199 issued by the
Italian Constitutional Court, will illustrate the point.

(1) This case dealt with numerous referral orders concerning the application of certain
personal preventive measures of seizure and confiscation. […] The contested preven-
tive measures applied to “any person who may be presumed, on the basis of factual
findings, to be habitually involved in unlawful dealings,” and “any person who, owing
to his or her conduct and lifestyle, may be presumed, on the basis of factual findings,
to earn a living, either in full or in part, from the proceeds of unlawful activities.”

(Faraguna et al. 2020, 200)

(see, for instance, Hickey 2013; Ortega Herráez, Giambruno, and Hertog 2013). While these forms of
translation require the transfer of national legal terminology from its original context to a context of a
different kind and are thus subject to the same or similar constraints as those described in Section 3 of
this chapter, their specific purpose and target readers make the circulation of these translated judicial
documents generally restricted to those involved in the proceedings. Since the emphasis in this chap-
ter is on broader international audiences, translated national court documents have been set aside in
favour of international case law, which inevitably resorts to translation and is believed to have a wider
reach.
9. Corte Costituzionale, 24/01/2019, sentenza n. 24/2019, https://www.cortecostituzionale.it
/actionPronuncia.do (last access: 15/07/2022).
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A comparison of the scholarly text in Example (1) with the Italian version of the judg-
ment reveals that the first sentence is a reformulation – though with some simplifica-
tion – in English of the Italian text. The second sentence, instead, contains verbatim
quotations from legislative sources which, at a closer look, are translations of excerpts
from Italian legislation. Therefore, while the first sentence is an instance of covert or hid-
den translation, the second sentence contains two instances of overt or explicit transla-
tion,10 but both forms are functional to the dissemination of national legal knowledge,
and thus to the recontextualization of national terminology, beyond national boundaries.

Another type of texts in which a form of covert translation may be involved is inter-
national case law. Unlike academic literature, these texts are not primarily informa-
tive since their final goal is reaching a decision in a specific judicial case. Nevertheless,
the very fact that domestic law and judicial procedure needs to be accounted for and
reported in the argumentative part of the decision means that national legal knowledge
is recontextualized and made available to a broader audience, with an informative sec-
ondary outcome.

A notable example is the case law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR),
which opted for a bilingual linguistic regime (French and English). By having a look at
how ECtHR judgments are structured, we can easily notice that they contain a section
devoted to the illustration of the domestic law of the respondent State. There is no need
to delve into the subtleties of ECtHR’s linguistic regime to understand that the presence
of 46 Contracting States means that the Court also discusses the domestic law of coun-
tries, the official language of which is neither French nor English. This, in turn, means
that translation is used in the process of judicial drafting, although it is not necessarily
visible or adherent to what is prototypically regarded as translation. In other words, in
this type of judicial drafting there may be parts which could be easily identified as trans-
lations, such as quotations from legislative or judicial sources which correspond to the
source text (see (b) in Example (2) below). However, there are also other parts which are
based on an existing text in a language other than French or English that serve as inspi-
ration for drafting rather than as true source texts, such as in (a) in Example (2):

(2) a. 34. Furthermore, Article 157 § 1, sub-paragraph 4, of the Criminal Code provides
that the limitation period for involuntary manslaughter is five years. That period
may be extended by one half as a result of any interlocutory matters arising, but
may under no circumstances exceed seven and a half years from the date of the
offence.

10. For a distinction between overt and covert translation see House (1997, 76–78) and House (2010).
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b. 35. Lastly, Article 120 of the Code of Civil Procedure provides:
“In cases in which publishing the decision on the merits may contribute to pro-
viding reparation for the damage, the court may, on application by an interested
party, order the losing party to publish the decision at its own expense in one or

(Calvelli and Ciglio v. Italy)11more newspapers determined by the court.”

Although limited, the evidence provided above is considered sufficient to prove that
translation is not necessarily limited to the type of operation it is prototypically believed
to be, i.e. the translation of a whole source text, but may also be part of a broader writing
or drafting process allowing legal knowledge to circulate beyond national boundaries.
Having established this, the next question to be addressed is why this is relevant to
national legal terminology. It is argued here that legal terminology plays a central role in
the dissemination of domestic legal knowledge, be it in the form of translation of domes-
tic legal material in its narrow sense or in the form of translation as part of a broader
writing or drafting process. When it comes to making national legal terminology avail-
able to a foreign, international audience, both types of translation are highly constrained
in similar ways. Therefore, in what follows, the constraints that affect the circulation of
legal knowledge – and thus influence the drafters’ or the translators’ choices – are illus-
trated.

3. National legal terminology and constraints

In this chapter, the notion of ‘constraint’ is drawn both from Translation Studies
(see Delisle, Lee-Jahnke, and Cormier 1999, 128–129; Gémar 1992, 376–377; González
Davies 2004, 228; Lefevere 1983; Palumbo 2010) and from Legal Translation Studies
(Pontrandolfo 2019; Scott 2018). The notion here relies heavily on the definition pro-
vided by Delisle, Lee-Jahnke and Cormier (1999, 128), according to whom a constraint
is “[a] factor influencing the reading of the source text and the production of the target
text, which the translator consciously or unconsciously takes into account”. However,
based on the various forms of translation involved in the dissemination of domestic
legal knowledge highlighted in Section 2, ‘constraint’ is intended here to go beyond this
definition by including not only translators but also scholars and drafters as possible
subjects influenced by these factors. Moreover, not all the constraints influencing the
translation, writing or drafting processes are considered in this chapter, but only those
constraints affecting the circulation of legal knowledge that is embedded in a national
legal system and that is expressed through national legal terminology. Therefore, the fol-
lowing discussion on constraints will be limited to texts containing national legal terms

11. Calvelli and Ciglio v. Italy [GC], no. 32967/96, ECHR 2002-I.
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with a primary or secondary informative purpose in which an overt or covert form of
translation is involved. For the sake of clarity, the constraints affecting the translation
of national legal terminology are presented separately in what follows, although it must
be borne in mind that they have a “natural tendency […] to interact among each other”
(Pontrandolfo 2019, 156).

3.1 Target audience

The main constraint that affects the dissemination of legal knowledge is the target audi-
ence, or rather the difficulty of defining the target audience. By way of simplification,
depending on the text type and its function, national legal texts are usually written for a
target audience capable of interpreting them correctly or at least having access to all the
resources necessary to do so. When these legal texts cross national borders, identifying
their interpretive community is all but an easy task. In fact, the audience addressed by
these texts is highly undefined, making it almost impossible to profile the target reader.
Broadly speaking, the target audience could be said to be made of readers who do not
have direct access to the national legal system they are reading about in the language it
is generally expressed in. But what else do translators, scholars, and drafters know about
the readers?

If we take into consideration the translation of domestic legislation for informative
purposes, we could say that the ideal reader is a lawyer with an interest in the legislation
of that country. However, if the purpose of the translation is to reach an audience as wide
as possible, unfortunately the profiling of the target reader cannot go much beyond this
very basic information. Therefore, what happens is that the text is recontextualized in
a context with blurred boundaries and a stock of vague references. This is so because
meanings must be negotiated with a highly undefined target audience, whose language
and reference legal system are difficult to foresee. While it is undeniable that “[f ]ailure
to adjust the target text to the communicative needs of translation recipients is a serious
source of problems” (Matulewska 2016, 65), it is also true that adjusting to such commu-
nicative needs is only possible when the profile of the target audience is known. There-
fore, not knowing who exactly the target readers are or what their reference legal systems
and languages are means that what is generally advocated as the starting point for pro-
viding adequate translation solutions, i.e. the consistent use of the comparative method
to solve problems of “inter-systemic incongruity” (Prieto Ramos 2021), has a limited
application when translating or drafting for a heterogeneous international audience (see
Sections 3.3 and 3.4).
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3.2 Lingua franca

The second major constraint is closely linked to the target audience and consists in the
need to resort to a language intended to serve as a lingua franca. Today, the lingua franca
par excellence, also used as a target language in translation (Albl-Mikasa 2017; House
2013, 2016; Taviano 2010; Taviano 2018; Williams 2013), is English. Yet, the reflections
made here would apply to any other language used for this scope. If the purpose of the
text is to allow access to legal knowledge embedded in a national legal system to a wide
audience, and the characteristics such an audience, especially in terms of reference legal
system, are impossible to foresee, then the lingua franca used should be devoid of refer-
ences to legal systems other than the one being described – or at least try to avoid them
as much as possible.

However, the choice of a lingua franca in general and English in particular does not
necessarily result in a straightforward message for the target audience. Kocbek (2009,
54), for instance, warns that the choice of English as a lingua franca entails – on a lexi-
cal, or rather terminological level – “a risk of introducing concepts from the legal system
underlying the lingua franca (in the case of English the Common Law), which are alien
to the legal systems of the communicating parties and may as such prejudice communi-
cation”.

Although not relevant to the dissemination of legal knowledge through national
legal terminology, it is important to notice that Kocbek (2009, 54) also mentions the
“problems deriving from the discrepancy between the Common and Continental Law
[…] within the EU where English as the most widely adopted lingua franca […] is used
to describe specific concepts of the European Law or of national legal systems pertain-
ing to the continental legal family within the EU by using terms tainted by the meaning
attributed to them within the Anglo-American legal system”. At the EU level, English is
used as a de facto lingua franca but at the same time has the same legal status as any
other official and working language of the EU.

In 2000, the relevance of language for ensuring that the legal acts drawn up by the
European institutions are drafted clearly and precisely resulted in the publication of the
Joint Practical Guide of the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission for
Persons Involved in the Drafting of European Union Legislation. This Guide establishes
general principles that apply to drafting, and thus also to translation, but also sets out
principles regulating the use of terminology, stating that “concepts or terminology spe-
cific to any national legal system are to be used with care” (European Union 2015, 16) and
that “[a]s regards legal terminology, terms which are too closely linked to a particular
national legal system should be avoided” (European Union 2015, 18). These principles,
which apply to any language of the EU, are accompanied by another principle, according
to which terms should be provided with a definition where there is a risk of ambiguity
(European Union 2015, 41). It follows that, despite the possible links of English with the
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Common Law tradition, the linguistic strategies put in place by the EU ensure that the
risk of misinterpretation is kept at a minimum.

However, when using English as a lingua franca for the dissemination of domestic
legal knowledge, considering on the one hand the variety of contexts in which this occurs
(as mentioned above, in translated domestic legislation, academic literature, and inter-
national case law) and on the other the absence of a clear profile of the target audience,
there is always a risk of creating undesirable associations and links to other legal systems
when translating national legal terminology in the absence of guidelines comparable to
those developed by the EU. Moreover, when national legal material is to be recontextual-
ized in English, the very fact that numerous varieties of English exist makes it necessary
to thoroughly evaluate which one is the most appropriate target language, as well illus-
trated by Chromá (2016, 77–80). However, given the use of English as a lingua franca for
a wide international audience, the answer is very likely to be a variety of English devoid
of connections with any legal system, if any such variety really exists.

3.3 Legal system of reference

As emerged clearly from the discussion above, the dissemination of legal knowledge
relies on making national legal material available to a wide, undefined audience, in a
language that serves as a lingua franca. What is important in this recontextualization
process is to keep in mind, and make the target audience aware of, the fact that the
legal system of reference remains the original domestic legal system, which is generally
expressed in a language other than the lingua franca. In other words, the underlying legal
conceptual system is one, but the languages used to express it are at least two, the original
one and the one used to make the circulation of legal knowledge possible. This means
that when the circulation of national legal knowledge is the aim (or one of the aims) of
legal translation (also as part of a broader writing or drafting process), the national legal
system is the focal point of this operation, which must be maintained and conveyed in
the lingua franca, and thus represents a constraint for the translator or drafter involved
in the operation.

3.4 Comparative law methods

The need to express the legal knowledge embedded in a legal system in a language
that functions as a lingua franca has repercussions on the application of comparative
law methods in legal translation. Traditionally, legal translation scholars have seen these
methods as highly desirable or even essential to solve practical translation issues, espe-
cially when it comes to dealing with legal terminology. However, comparative methods
in Legal Translation Studies have found their most obvious application when the object
of comparison is different national legal systems. For instance, in the comparative law
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field, Galdia (2003, 3–4) states that “the structural feature common to legal translation –
the absence of universally operative terms of reference […] – can be overcome only
through the comparison of legal institutions on a case-by-case basis”. Galdia mentions
the German Treuhand as a possible equivalent of the English trust, and thus his discus-
sion revolves around the comparison of legal terms under different national legal sys-
tems. The same applies in Legal Translation Studies, and the title of Engberg’s paper
“Comparative Law for Translation: The Key to Successful Mediation between Legal Sys-
tems” (2013) is particularly significant in this sense. Such an application of compara-
tive law methods, however, is only possible when the type of legal translation involves a
text produced in one national legal system to be translated into the language of another
national legal system. In these cases, both the source and the target legal systems of ref-
erence are known to the translator, scholar, or drafter.

Comparative law has also been used in the production of multilingual law or the
transposition of supranational law in national legal systems. If we take the creation of
European Union multilingual law as an example, we can notice that comparative law is
necessary in any harmonization attempt. However, the very nature of the EU on the one
hand and the complexity of the linguistic regime adopted by it to guarantee, as much as
possible, uniform interpretation on the other, have led to the publishing of the Joint Prac-
tical Guide mentioned in Section 3.2. Considering the harmonization policies of the EU
and the need for legislative texts to avoid terms which are too closely linked to national
legal systems, in this context comparative law is used during the creation of multilingual
legislation in two ways, namely from a legal perspective, to compare national legal sys-
tems in view of creating harmonized supranational law, and, from a linguistic perspec-
tive, to avoid the use of terminology that is bound to a national legal system since the
reference legal system is the European one, which is expressed in 24 official languages.

In the translation that allows for the dissemination of domestic legal knowledge
among an international audience, the possibilities to apply comparative law methods
are limited. In fact, the desire to reach a wide audience, and thus the impossibility to
establish a detailed profile of the target reader (Section 3.1), combined with the use of
a lingua franca ideally capable of maintaining the link with the national legal system
(Section 3.2) and the impossibility to identify a reference legal system for the target audi-
ence (Section 3.3), means that comparative law methods have a very limited scope in
this type of legal translation. Indeed, in the translation of national texts for informative
purposes for broad international audiences, comparative law methods cannot be used to
compare legal systems and find possible translation equivalents (e.g. functional equiv-
alents) to include in the target text. In this sense, this type of legal translation is close
to translation for multilingual law-making since it resorts to comparative methods to
exclude translation equivalents in order to avoid ‘interference’. However, there are two
fundamental differences between EU multilingual legislation and national legislative
texts translated for informative purposes. The first lies in the legal effect of the final
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product. In multilingual legislation, the resulting linguistic versions are to be considered
equivalent, which means that they are ideally meant to produce all the same legal effect.
In the translation for disseminating legal knowledge, the resulting text has no legal effect
at all. The second difference consists in the target audience. In EU law, the community
of recipients is ideally made of EU citizens. This means that, when multilingual law is
created, comparative law methods are applied to exclude cases of interference or over-
lapping with the legal systems of the Member States. This is not possible when national
legislation is translated for informative purposes, since not knowing who the recipients
are means not knowing what the legal system to be compared is.

3.5 Intertextuality

Another constraint affecting the translation of national legal material and thus of system-
bound terminology which seems to have gone unnoticed in the literature so far is inter-
textuality. Within any national legal system, a legislative or judicial text does not come
out of the blue and is rather produced as part of a broader legislative or judicial ‘network’
of texts expressed in the same language as the new text. The texts that are part of this
network are frequently recalled in all the texts examined above (legislation, academic lit-
erature, and international case law), either because this is functional to the discussion or
because referencing is (almost) compulsory.

If we consider the texts used in the dissemination of domestic legal knowledge exam-
ined in this chapter, it is not difficult to recognize that the translation is selective in the
sense that only a limited number of texts, or portions of texts, are actually translated,
while the rest of the ‘network’ they may be part of or related to remain untranslated. This
means that, although the source and the target text contain the same intertextual ref-
erences, the untranslated texts remain inaccessible to the target audience. Example (3)
from the English translation of the Italian Code of Criminal Procedure (Gialuz, Lupária,
and Scarpa 2017) will help clarify this point:

(3) 1. The following offences – completed or attempted – shall be assigned to the colle-
gial Tribunal: […]
b. crimes provided for in Chapter I, Title II, Book II of the Criminal Code,

except for those referred to in Articles 329, 331, paragraph 1, 332, 334 and 335;
[…]

d. offences provided for in Title XI of Book V of the Civil Code, as well as the
provisions extending their application to subjects other than those referred to
therein;

e. crimes provided for in Article 1136 of the Navigation Code;
f. crimes provided for in Articles 6 and 11 of Constitutional Law no 1 of 16 Janu-

ary 1989;
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g. crimes provided for in Articles 216, 223, 228 and 234 of Royal Decree no 267
of 16 March 1942 on bankruptcy, as well as the provisions extending their
application to subjects other than those referred to therein;

h. crimes provided for in Article 1 of Legislative decree no 43 of 14 February
1948, ratified by Law no 561 of 17 April 1956 on military associations; […]

Article 33-bis lists the offences that are assigned to the collegial Tribunal. However,
instead of identifying the offences by means of terminology (e.g. murder, blackmail, etc.),
the Code frequently refers to the legislative act containing the terms and the statutory
definitions of such offences. Therefore, this Article refers to a variety of legislative acts,
such as the Italian Civil Code or royal and presidential decrees. While in some cases at
least the field can be identified (e.g. bankruptcy), in other cases the reader is left totally
adrift, since very often the legislative acts mentioned are not translated and are there-
fore of no help for understanding the legal qualification of offences. Therefore, although
some national legal material is translated, what remains untranslated in the target lan-
guage may impede the effective dissemination of legal knowledge and the circulation of
the relevant legal terminology.

3.6 Type of publication

The fact that only selected domestic legal material is translated and that the translations
are produced by a variety of different text producers (e.g. public bodies, academics, or
commercial publishing houses) also means that these translations tend to be scattered
over a wide range of books, periodicals, and online repositories. This, in turn, means that
for translators, scholars, and drafters it is almost impossible to keep track of all the exist-
ing translations, which may otherwise be useful in the translation, writing or drafting
process, especially if an attempt at ensuring a certain degree of consistency in the trans-
lation of national legal terminology is pursued.

3.7 Editorial policies and linguistic precedent

As seen above, the dissemination of legal knowledge beyond the boundaries of a national
legal system is possible through different forms of overt or covert translation in various
text types. Such a variety of text types inevitably corresponds to a variety of text produc-
ers (translators, scholars, or drafters), who may be more or less free to choose a certain
strategy as regards the translation of national legal terminology or may be subject to edi-
torial policies limiting their freedom of choice.

The texts presented above as examples of texts allowing for the circulation of
national legal knowledge (the Italian CCP, the Global Review, and ECtHR judgments)
are used here to illustrate different degrees of freedom of choice in terms of translation
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strategies and techniques applied to system-bound terminology, although they are not to
be taken as representative of the whole category they belong to (translated domestic leg-
islation, academic literature, and international case law). The team involved in the trans-
lation of the Italian CCP (Peruzzo 2015; Scarpa, Peruzzo, and Pontrandolfo 2017), for
instance, decided to avoid borrowings and preferred the creation of neologisms through
secondary term formation (most often by means of calques) and sometimes the use
of Latinisms. Although, obviously enough, in the paper by Faraguna et al. (2020) pub-
lished in the Global Review no mention is made of the translation strategy adopted in
the writing process, in this case a preference is shown for avoiding both borrowings and
Latinisms, with national terminology being recreated in English through calques.

Conversely, a study on ECtHR judgments involving Italy as the respondent State
(Peruzzo 2019b) revealed that borrowings are one of the possible ways to refer to Italian
national system-bound elements in portions of texts obtained by means of either overt
or covert translation. However, any choice made in the translation process at the ECtHR
must be carefully pondered, since the Court needs its decisions to be consistent, and
thus uses such a language that allows a consistent interpretation of its case law. This
means that any segment of an ECtHR judgment may constitute a “linguistic precedent”
(Brannan 2013, 917ff.; 2018, 178ff.; Weston 1988, 687), which is a portion of text from pre-
vious judgments used in later judgments. Therefore, any decision related to the trans-
lation of national legal terminology may have an impact on the future formulation or
translation of ECtHR case law.

The space available does not allow for an in-depth discussion of the possible solu-
tions, in terms of translation strategies and techniques, to overcome the constraints
described in this chapter. Suffice it to say that the translators’ choices may lead to dif-
ferent results depending on the premises of the decision-making process and the legal
system(s) involved even in translation projects that are very similar. For instance, if
we compare the techniques adopted in the translation of the Italian CCP mentioned
above and the English translation of the Hungarian Civil Code of 2013 (Fuglinszky and
Somssich 2020), we can notice that in both cases borrowings were avoided to facilitate
understanding and neologisms were created to prevent misleading impressions of sim-
ilarity between the target readers’ legal system and the legal system of the source text.
However, Latinisms were only used in the translation of the Italian CCP as translation
equivalents of Italian terms (and phrasemes), while functional equivalents were used
with a higher frequency in the Hungarian Code especially when the national concepts
referred to were the result of legal transplants of common law concepts.
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Concluding remarks

National legal terms are the lexical expression of legal concepts as embedded in a
national legal system. They can be said to condense large chunks of domestic legal
knowledge in single, specialized lexical units. However, despite being system-bound and
expressing their full potential in a national context, in today’s globalized world they fre-
quently ‘travel abroad’ together with the texts containing them, and they do so in dif-
ferent ways. To stay with the metaphor, in this chapter three ‘means of transport’ have
been taken into account, namely translated domestic legislation, academic literature, and
international case law, which show that when national legal terminology crosses the bor-
ders of the legal system which originated it, it may be dealt with and discussed in the
most varied forums.

When it leaves its system of origin, national legal terminology must be recontextual-
ized, i.e. adapted in order to suit the new context where it is used. Such a recontextual-
ization most often entails a translation process, which in the three ‘means of transport’
mentioned above has an informative purpose and may be more or less overt. Indeed, in
the case of translated domestic legislation, such a process is unmistakably overt, while in
the case of academic literature and international case law a combination of both overt
and covert translation can be observed. No matter the degree of overtness of the trans-
lation process involved, however, what is undeniable is that this is a constrained process
which requires national legal terminology to be made available to an audience who has
no direct access to the original texts containing it and who is frequently undefined.

The chapter has thus presented seven interrelated constraints (target audience, lin-
gua franca, legal system of reference, comparative law methods, intertextuality, type of
publication, editorial policies and linguistic precedent) that are imposed on text produc-
ers (translators, scholars, and drafters) when faced with national legal terminology cross-
ing the ‘natural’ borders of the legal system which conceived it. The aim of the chapter
was to highlight the challenges and complexities involved in the recontextualization of
domestic legal terms for broad international audiences. Considering the similarities in
terms of constraints between the three ‘means of transport’ discussed in the chapter, it
is believed that further research is needed for a better understanding of the correlation
between translation in its narrow sense and other forms of translation that are part of
broader writing or drafting processes.
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Terminological features of the Chinese legal
language

Deborah Cao
Griffith University

In this essay, Chinese legal linguistic features, specifically, the terminological
features, are discussed, in terms of the Chinese legislative language. It first outlines
the historical and cultural developments and context in which classical Chinese
conception of law was situated in traditional China, and the emergence and
development of the modern Chinese legal language as a peculiar translated legal
language. It then highlights the key terminological features of the modern Chinese
legal language and some of its complexities with selected illustrative examples from
Chinese legal terminology.

Keywords: Chinese legal language, legal translation, legal concept, legal terms,
Chinese law

1. Introduction

Yan Fu (1854–1921), one of the most influential Chinese modern thinkers and a leading
translator, in his Chinese translation of Montesquieu’s De l’esprit des lois published in
1913, explained the meanings of fa (law) and associated words in Chinese as compared
to law in the Western languages this way:1

In the Chinese language, objects exist or do not exist, and this is called li [order in nature,
things as they are, or the law of nature]. The prohibitions and decrees that a country has
are called fa [human-made laws]. However, Western people call both of these “law”. West-
erners accordingly see order in nature and human made laws as if they were the same.
But, by definition, human affairs are not a matter of natural order in terms of existence or
non-existence, so the use of the word “law” for what is permitted and what is prohibited
as a matter of law of nature is a case in which several ideas are conveyed by one word.
The Chinese language has the most instances in which several ideas are expressed by

https://doi.org/10.1075/hot.3.ter10
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1. The Chinese language uses characters in writing, not words, strictly speaking. Despite the differ-
ence, for convenience, this essay uses “word” to describe the Chinese language.
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one word, but in this particular case the Chinese language has an advantage over West-
ern languages. The word “law” in Western languages has four different interpretations in
Chinese as in li [order], li [rites, rules of propriety], fa [human-made laws] and zhi [con-
trol]. Scholars should take careful note (Yan 1913 cited in Cao 2007b).

Yan Fu was not the only person who saw the linguistic difficulty and complications inher-
ent in understanding the legal terminology in Chinese as compared to English in cross-
cultural communication. For the past century, translators and legal scholars have been
pondering the question of whether the Chinese fa is indeed the equivalent of the English
“law”. Furthermore, Chinese is certainly not the only language that presents challenges
in legal terminology (as shown in the other chapters in this book). For our purpose, it
is commonly acknowledged that one distinctive feature of legal language is the complex
and unique legal vocabulary. Legal terminology is the most visible and striking linguistic
feature of legal language as a technical language. This common feature of the language of
law is found in most languages, but there are various differences in each language, often
unique (Cao 2007b). Legal vocabulary in a language, including both legal concepts and
legal usage, is usually extensive. It is resulted from and reflects the law of the legal system
which utilizes that language.

As we know, in real life including legal life, words matter. Besides, in law, words carry
legal consequences and are often the subject of legal disputes. Thus, it is necessary to
have an in-depth knowledge of the basic vocabulary and terminological features of a
legal language if one is to have an adequate understanding of the law of a legal order.

In this essay, Chinese legal linguistic features, specifically, the terminological fea-
tures, are outlined as found in the Chinese legislative language (for discussions of the
syntactical and other features of the Chinese legal language (see Cao 2004 and Cao
2018)). It first considers the historical and cultural context in which classical Chinese
conception of law was situated in traditional China, including the keywords in classical
Chinese. It then goes on to discuss the emergence and development of the modern
Chinese legal language as a translated legal language against the backdrop of China
undergoing enormous and unprecedented social, political and legal changes in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries introducing Western law, legal practices, legal
concepts and terminology to China. The essay illustrates some of the intricacies of the
Chinese legal terminological features with examples in domestic and international laws.

2. Cultural background of traditional Chinese law and keywords

Traditional Chinese law is one of the oldest legal traditions in the world. Traditional
Chinese law refers to the laws, legal rules, and legal cultures of imperial China (221BCE
to 1912CE). The Confucian idea of societal control through moral education, as well as
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the Legalist emphasis on codified law and criminal sanction, dominated ancient China’s
philosophical thinking about law and its laws for the majority of its history (Cao 2004,
2018; Liang 1989). In modern China, after the end of the imperial dynasties, the Republic
of China in mainland China (1912–1949) modelled after a Western-style legal framework
and legal code in the 1920s and 1930s, with the core of modern Chinese law heavily influ-
enced by the European civil law. The establishment of the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) in 1949 and the period up to 1960s absorbed significant influence from the for-
mer Soviet Union and its system of socialist law. Since the end of the disastrous and
chaotic Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), and especially since the reform and opening
policy that began in the 1980s, Chinese law has been heavily influenced by Western law
(Timoteo 2015). Throughout those transitional years from the imperial to modern, as
well as the more recent past, including today, traditional Chinese legal thinking from the
distant past has remained in the background and in people’s minds, exerting influence
in both explicit and implicit ways. In many aspects, modern Chinese law during the last
two centuries or so can be considered a hybrid, incorporating traditional Chinese legal
thinking and Soviet and Western laws in its construction and transition. It nevertheless
has maintained the underlying Chinese perspective and mindset towards law in its clas-
sical tradition. After all, the Chinese language functions as the constant and continual
thread and the means of communication negotiating between the past and the present in
Chinese society and life, including law.

In this connection, it is necessary to clarify what modern Chinese legal language
refers to, the focus of this essay. Modern Chinese legal language began to take shape
around the turn of the twentieth century when Western laws were translated and intro-
duced to China. Despite the fact that many of the legal texts translated into Chinese from
Europe in the late 1800s and early 1900s were written in classical Chinese, new legal con-
cepts and terms from modern legal systems and laws were introduced and created in
the Chinese language, which were very different from those found in imperial Chinese
law (Cao 2004). Furthermore, modern Chinese legal language was greatly enriched in
the early 1900s when many new words of Western legal concepts, usages, and practices
were added to the Chinese language, often via borrowing from the Japanese (Lackner,
Amelung, and Kurtz 2001). These efforts helped to lay the foundations of modern Chi-
nese legal system and of modern Chinese legal language. The laws enacted by the Repub-
lic of China from 1912 onwards signal the formal start of modern Chinese law, and hence
the formal start of modern Chinese legal language. Due to the historical and linguistic
continuity of the Chinese written language, the important law-related words used in clas-
sical Chinese are an integral part of the modern Chinese legal language, even though
some of their meanings have evolved and changed.

As for the roots of the Chinese legal language, the traditional Chinese conception of
law and the roles of law in society differ greatly from those in modern societies including
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today’s China. So is the language used in classical Chinese law.2 It is beyond the scope of
this essay to discuss traditional Chinese law. Here more relevantly, we only briefly look at
three keywords, or three key characters, associated with law in classical China, to illus-
trate their meanings and what they reflect regarding the notion of law in Chinese cul-
ture and society. They are: Fa法 (law, laws), xing刑 (punishments, criminal law) and
lü 律 (statutes, codes). They are closely related, and they mean more or less the same,
that is, they all refer to what may be termed generally law or laws, in the traditional
Chinese sense (for detailed discussions, see Cao (2018)). More specifically, law and the
basic notion of law in traditional China was that law largely signified criminal punish-
ments, and law essentially entailed a system of punishment. As pointed out (Liang 1989,
86–87), imperial Chinese laws and regulations were a manifestation of the development
of the concept of xing (criminal punishments), and they are also a reflection of the peo-
ple’s understanding of the concept of fa. To illustrate, the Tang Code, the most impor-
tant Chinese imperial code in traditional China enacted and enforced during the Tang
Dynasty (618–907 CE), contained twelve chapters on such varied topics as Administra-
tive Regulations, Family and Marriage, Stables and Treasuries, and most clauses con-
tain provisions of punishment; civil relationships like those of family relations, marriage,
inheritance, property and creditor rights all incorporated the system of punishments.
Such conception and use of law were not limited to the Tang Code but was a general dis-
tinguishing feature of the ancient law right up to the Qing Dynasty (1636–1912CE) (Liang
1989, 86–87). In early China law was not perceived as a means of preserving rights, free-
dom and justice; instead law was punishment, and it was also one of the methods of gov-
erning that could be used and constituted at will by the ruler (Liang 1989, 89). Given
such an instrumental approach, law was a personified tool of governing, dependent on
and confined by its function and of limited use (Liang 1989, 89). In other words as noted
(MacCormack 1990, 48), traditional Chinese penal law is essentially a set of rules ema-
nating from the emperor, which imposes punishments on officials or ordinary people
who behave, or fail to behave, in certain ways; these rules are not concerned with the
establishment of the rights of the individual or with the protection of individual freedom
(Mühlhahn 2009).

There are other important words in classical Chinese law reflecting the basic con-
ception of law as instrument and a system of punishments. An example is Xing bu刑部.
Xing bu refers to an imperial government department in imperial China, literally mean-
ing Board of Punishments. It is often translated as the Ministry of Justice in English. For

2. Many years ago, Lubman (1970) proposed that there was no such a thing as legal language in China.
This is not true, either in imperial China or modern China, although the legal language in classical
Chinese was limited and modern Chinese legal language is very different from the legal language in
English. Admittedly, Chinese legal language is still developing and evolving, and it has peculiarity of its
own.
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the most part of imperial China, Xing bu was a major central government department
responsible for the national judicial and criminal matters, that is, in charge of punishing
offenders of crimes for most of the imperial era in China. The last imperial Qing gov-
ernment made a name change in 1906 to rename it Fa bu法部 (Ministry of Law) in an
effort to distinguish it from its traditional past of focusing on penal punishment, to mod-
ernize and reform China’s legal system and to introduce elements of Western-style legal
rule (Cao 2018).

Another relevant example is yamen衙门, related to courts in traditional China (for
more detailed discussions, see Cao 2018). The court as it is often used to describe crim-
inal trials in traditional China does not actually exist as a physical space or as a special
designated law court. It is the general English description for yamen trial proceedings
held in a datang 大堂 (big hall) within a county yamen, which was the local govern-
ment administrative headquarters in imperial China. Trials of first instance were nor-
mally held and adjudicated by the county chief in datang within yamen. Yamen is unique
in its function and role in imperial China; it is not an easily translatable term and has
no equivalent in English. Often, yamen is used as a transliteration in English. As the
Oxford English Dictionary explains, yamen is the office or residence of a public official
in the Chinese Empire. Yamen existed at the county, prefecture, province, and central
government levels. Within a local yamen at the lowest level of administration of a county,
officials managed the running of the local county or district under the direction of the
chief official (often translated inaccurately as county or district magistrate (Cao 2018)) in
charge of such matters as tax collection, local education and cultural matters, everyday
civil affairs and law and order, investigating crimes, adjudicating civil and criminal cases,
and issuing decrees and rules. In short, yamen or datang are not the same as court in the
modern Western sense, even though court has been used in English to describe where
trial proceedings were held in imperial China.

It is noted that the examples above Xing bu and yamen are no longer used in modern
Chinese and have been replaced by Sifabu (Ministry of Justice) and fayuan or fating
(courts) and these terms were introduced words, but fa, xing and lu are still used today
although not exactly the same meanings or usage.

To sum up, the basic conceptualization of law in traditional China may be summa-
rized as: Fa (law) refers to xing (punishments) as set out in the ritualized moral stan-
dards or norms embodied in the imperial lü (statutes) (Cao 2018). The meaning of law as
a system of punishment seems to be the dominant meaning and function of law in tradi-
tional China. This interpretation does not contradict the suggestion that fa also embod-
ies the meaning of model and standards. Nor does this contradict the argument that
traditional Chinese law contained civil law and civil elements. Fa embodies a range of
meanings: laws backed by coercion as well as to laws linked with moral standards; to
positive laws issued by the state and to the more specific rules for special skills, such as
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military strategy (Liang 1989; Turner 1992). It is against such a backdrop that modern
Chinese law and modern Chinese legal language came into existent and developed.

3. Development of Modern Chinese legal language

Imperial China which lasted over two thousand years ended in 1912. Without going into
details about the historical background for the demise of the Chinese empire, for our
purpose, as said earlier, modern Chinese legal language began to emerge around the
mid-nineteenth century when China came to close encounter with the West on a formal
and significant way. The introduction and translation of Western legal texts into Chi-
nese is believed to be an important catalyst in this endeavour, often inventing or creat-
ing new words with entirely new meanings in the Chinese linguistic landscape and the
minds of the Chinese (for detailed discussions, see Cao 2021). It was started under an
imperial official, Lin Zexu (1785–1850), around 1839 (He 2001). (For detailed discussion
of Chinese translation of foreign legal works during the late Qing period, with a list of
the major translated works, their translators and other publication details (He 2004b;
Tian and Li 2000). It is around this period that modern Chinese legal language started
to take shape.

For the emerging modern Chinese legal language, I suggest, the efforts in translating
Western laws from the second half of the nineteenth century till the 1930s created the
building blocks for modern Chinese legal language and Chinese law (Cao 2004, 2021).
Briefly, in the late nineteenth century, there was a desperately felt need and urgency in
China for modernization, a historical process of transformation from a traditional to
a modern society, which began with the advent of modern China in mid-nineteenth
century with social change, both evolutionary and revolutionary, in all major areas of
Chinese society (Soo 1989). Along with these efforts, it was recognized among the Chi-
nese official and intellectual circles that law reforms and the need to establish a new or
modern legal order with modern laws to deal with the West became a matter of urgent
priority.

In terms of the development of modern Chinese law, a noteworthy and significant
area is the practice called yijie. Yijie literally means translation and introduction or intro-
duction through translation (Cao 2004). This can refer to any types of translated texts,
but in legal translation, introduction includes not only introducing and describing for-
eign laws and legal systems, but more importantly, introduction is also intended for mak-
ing Chinese laws through transplanting foreign laws. Yijie was started towards the end of
the nineteenth century, and was very significant from 1896 to 1936 during which period
the Chinese absorbed and codified their version of Western laws, largely through the
translation of Western laws and scholarly legal works (Henderson 1970, 158). Thus, the
translation of foreign legal works and laws had a definite purpose, that is, to transplant
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or to create Chinese laws modelled on the foreign laws to replace the ancient Chinese
laws that were deemed outdate and ineffectual in dealing with modern realities.

As a result, modern Chinese legal language is by necessity a translated legal language.
This peculiar legal language consists of new concepts and usage and translated language
from Western laws and legal texts as well as borrowing from the Japanese legal language
which had earlier translated from the Europeans. The role and medium of the Japanese
legal language was critical and significant. Japanese law developed during the Meiji
Period (1868–1914) involved in large part the Japanese translation of Continental Euro-
pean laws. Due to the closeness between the Chinese and Japanese writing systems, Chi-
nese translators resorted to borrowing from the Japanese many legal terms without the
need to creating new Chinese words on their own (Tao 2013). This speeded up the trans-
lation process and it also turned out to be highly efficient and effective. Early modern
Chinese dictionaries included Xin er ya, a dictionary published in 1903, with a section
on politics and a section on law, explaining new political and legal terminology, and Han
yi xin falü cidian (New Legal Dictionary Translated into Chinese) published in 1905 (Yu
2001, 24–66). By the 1920s and 1930s, the basic framework for a new Chinese legal order
modelled on European Continental civil law was taking shape together with the newly
created Chinese legal language. The vast amount of translation and lawmaking activi-
ties by the reform minded Chinese scholars and jurists in translating and introducing
Western law to China were seminal in laying the foundation of modern Chinese law and
modern Chinese legal language as we know it today (He 2004b; Qu 2015; Qu 2013).

For our purpose, specifically, a large number of legal concepts, words, and other
expressions (together with words in social science and science in general) were trans-
lated into or created in Chinese during this formative era. Most of the terms introduced
during the period have now become established in the Chinese lexicon as an integral
part of the Chinese legal language and political discourse, for instance, zhuquan 主权
(sovereignty), minquan民权 (civil right), fayuan法院 (court), zeren责任 (responsibil-
ities, liabilities, duties), liyi 利益 (interest), renmin 人民 (people), guoti 国体 (system
of government), peichang 赔偿 (compensation), zizhi 自治 (autonomy), xianzhi 限制
(restriction), xuanju 选举 (election), sifa 司法 (judiciary), zhengduan 争端 (dispute),
xianzhi 宪制 (constitutional government), lingshi 领事 (consul), guanxia 管辖 (juris-
diction), guohui国会 (parliament), zhangcheng章程 (bylaws), zhengzhi政治 (politics),
among others (He 2001; He 2004a, 2004b; Li 1997).

Slightly later in the beginning of 1900s, the Chinese translation efforts shifted from
translating directly from European languages to translating or borrowing from the
neighboring Japan, including laws from the U.K., U.S.A., Germany, France, Russia and
others. Of this period, some legal terms that were borrowed from Japanese into Chinese
include gongsu公诉 (public prosecution), sisu私诉 (private suit), jianchaguan检察官
(public prosecutor), and sunhai损害 (to harm, to damage), among others, gongzhengren
公证人 (notary public), zhongcai仲裁 (arbitration), zhaiwu债务 (debt), zhaiquan债
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权 (credit), yiwu义务 (obligations), faren法人 (legal person or corporation), fayixue法
医学 (forensic medicine), suoyouquan 所有权 (ownership), jiashi 假释 (parole), yi’an
议案 (legislative bill), panjue判决 (verdict), and xianfa宪法 (constitution), jiancaguan
检察官 (prosecutor), xing fa刑法 (criminal law), caipansuo裁判所 (tribunal), gongsu
公诉 (public prosecution), susong qixian诉讼期限 (time for litigation limitation), bian-
huren 辩护人 (advocate, defense lawyer), wuqi tuxing 无期徒刑 (life sentence),
weizheng zui伪证罪 (perjury), qiangjian zui强奸罪 (rape crime), and many others. All
these terms are still in use in China today as part of the Chinese legal vocabulary (Hao
1997; He 2004a, b; Li 1997; Qu 2013; Tao 2013; Wang 2005). All of them were new and
foreign concepts and words to the Chinese at the time. Since then, they have become well
integrated into the Chinese language and law, and are some of the most commonly used
words in Chinese legal, political and everyday language today. It is fair to say that most
Chinese today are unaware of their foreign origin. It is interesting to note that a Chinese
legal scholar and jurist, Chung Hui Wang (1881–1958) who was educated in China and
also received his law degree from Yale University, produced one of the most influential
English text of the German Civil Code (Wang 1907). He translated and annotated the
widely acclaimed English text from German, published in London. His English trans-
lation was then translated into Japanese, which in turn was translated into Chinese. As
a result, many of the legal concepts in civil law from German law were introduced into
Chinese this way, having a seminal impact on modern Chinese civil law and Chinese law
(Chen 2015) for discussions of the early English translation of the Chinese imperial code
and related issues).

In short, as traditional Chinese law differs significantly from laws in modern soci-
eties, the classical Chinese language did not have a vocabulary for notions and concepts
used in modern laws. As a result, as we have seen, translation of Western laws and bor-
rowing from Japanese provided the building blocks for the development of modern
Chinese legal language. Through those translations, the basic notions of legal science,
legal philosophy, legal principles, legal practices, and legal concepts in Western law were
introduced into Chinese. Examples include the concepts of the rule of law, separation of
powers, judicial independence, jury, constitutionalism, presumption of innocence, legal
person, federalism, presidential system, cabinet responsibility system, election, freedom
of contract, liability, jurisprudence, civil law, criminal law, litigation law and procedures,
international law, sovereignty, courts, judges, prosecutors, parliament, justice, property
rights, claims, rights, obligations, among others. Words such as president, government,
parliament, republic, rights, and many others also started to take on real life meaning
and existence in modern Chinese society (He 2004a).
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4. Key terminological features of the Modern Chinese legal language

One distinctive feature of legal languages and legal texts is the complex and unique legal
vocabulary (Cao 2007b). A number of terminological features can be identified in the
legal language used in China today. Such features include (but not exclusively) legal tech-
nical terms and conceptual issues and usage that are bound to the legal institutions and
areas of law; characteristics of legal terms as part of the specialist language in terms of
ordinary vs legal meanings, and legal synonyms; legal performative; and vagueness and
uncertain meanings of words used in law to be briefly considered next.

4.1 Three sets of Chinese legal vocabulary

First of all, a linguistic feature of modern Chinese legal language is that in the last cen-
tury, it has evolved into three variations used in three legal speech communities, namely,
mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan and each has its own linguistic and legal
characteristics (for the evolution of modern Chinese legal language and translation, see
(Lackner, Amelung, and Kurtz 2001; Tian and Li 2000; Qu 2013; Yu 2001). Briefly, Hong
Kong now is a bilingual jurisdiction with English and Hong Kong Chinese as its official
legal languages in a Common Law jurisdiction, and its legal Chinese is mainly a trans-
lated language from legal English with influence from its indigenous dialect or language
of Cantonese, very different from mainland China or Taiwan in terms of the legal system
and language use (for further discussion, see the chapter in this book on the Chinese
legal language in Hong Kong and (Clark 2019; Ng 2020; Sin 2018). The written language
used in mainland China and Taiwan is largely the same writing system, but there are
many variations due to historical, political and other reasons (for discussions of law and
language in Taiwan (Price 2019; Wang 2002, 2015). The Chinese characters used in Tai-
wan are in the traditional form and its laws are traced to the beginning of the twenti-
eth century. The mainland Chinese legal language mainly began in the 1950s when the
People’s Republic of China started to enact laws and build legal institutions. It uses the
simplified Chinese characters. There are also substantive differences in the actual laws
of two jurisdictions. Linguistically, the legal language in mainland China is less formal
and more modern, using more plain language, while Taiwan’s statutes are much more
formal and have retained the classical style, usage and terminology from the previous
age. Importantly for our purpose, one must not assume that meanings of identical legal
terms from mainland China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong are similar or the same. In fact,
very often, the meanings of many legal terms in the three jurisdictions differ considerably
deriving their meanings from their respective laws and legal systems, although they may
look similar or identical in writing. This sociolinguistic phenomenon also contributes to
some of the difficulties in translating between Chinese and English. This essay focuses
on the legal language used in mainland China.
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4.2 Emerging and expanding legal technical vocabulary

The legal language used in China today, as in other legal languages such as English, is
teemed with a considerable stock of legal jargon and terms. Apart from those created in
the last century described earlier, many more have been created or started to be used in
the last thirty years or so with the significant increase of laws enacted during this period.
Many of these legal terms are not much used outside legal discourse. They carry special
technical meanings in law. This emerging and expanding legal vocabulary includes legal
conceptual terms in different categories of law, legal jargon and usage that are bound to
the legal institutions, personnel and areas of law. The legal vocabulary also includes ordi-
nary words but they can be used in legal contexts and laws to denote special legal mean-
ings different from their ordinary meanings and usage. In the following sections, selected
few examples of Chinese legal terms are sampled. These examples represent only a small
sample in a short general essay of this nature for illustrative purposes. This is not a quan-
titative or corpus study.

As mentioned earlier, many legal terms were created or borrowed in the previous age
more than a century ago into Chinese, but it is essential to understand and interpret the
meanings of such Chinese legal terms in the Chinese legal context and under the cur-
rent Chinese law. For instance, the term for self-defense in Chinese, zhengdang fangwei
正当防卫, is derived from a Japanese rendition of the French legal term defense legitime
that had been introduced into Chinese law in the beginning of the twentieth century, but
the legal provisions on self-defense under Chinese law were written modelling after the
German criminal law. Now, the meaning of this term today is found under the current
Chinese criminal law, and what may constitute self-defense in Chinese law and its actual
meanings as applicable to real life situations are still developing.

There are many specialist legal terms in Chinese law now. Take the newly promul-
gated Chinese Civil Code (2020) as an example, one of the most important legal codes
in modern China that came into effect in 2021. Undoubtedly, it requires considerable
knowledge about Chinese law and Chinese legal language to understand the provisions
of the new Chinese Civil Code. Its legal terms and usage are extensive. For instance, in
the sections on property law and property rights, there are many legal terms and con-
cepts, such as wuquan物权 (rights in rem, or property rights), wuquan de sheli, bian-
geng, zhuanrang he xiaomie物权的设立、变更、转让和消灭 (creation, modification,
transfer and extinguishment of rights in rem), yongyi wuquan 用益物权 (usufructs),
diyi quan地役权 (easements), tudi chengbao jingying quan土地承包经营权 (right to
land contractual management), zhaijidi shiyongquan 宅基地使用权 (homestead land
use rights), danbao wuquan 担保物权 (security interest in property), diya quan 抵
押权 (mortgage rights), zhiquan 质权 (rights of pledge), dongchan zhiquan 动产质权
(pledges in chattel), quanli zhiquan 权利质权 (pledges in rights), liuzhiquan 留置权
(rights in lien), dongchan zhiya动产质押 (chattel hypothecation), among many others.
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Most of these are strictly legal terms, not much used in other contexts. It is beyond the
scope of this essay to go into the complex legal meanings of these concepts under Chi-
nese law, just as they are complex under the Common Law or English speaking juris-
dictions such as the UK or Australia. Suffice to say that these legal terms are technical
terminology with special legal meanings as defined and interpreted within the Chinese
law. It is also noted in passing that it becomes much more complicated when these terms
are translated into English, given the similar words in the two languages on the surface
but substantial legal differences of the laws in the different jurisdictions.

Further questions arise from legal terms and usage. First, the issues of polysemy and
synonyms. As we know, words often have multiple meanings, and it is true with many
legal terms. This may give rise to the appropriate interpretation of the actual meanings of
the words depending how they are used. For instance, in the Chinese Civil Code (2020)
and Chinese property law in general, churang出让 is a commonly used legal term which
can be used as a verb or a noun. Its basic meanings include to transfer/transference, to
assign/assignment, to grant/grant, to sell/sale, or lease/leasing depending on the actual
use and context. Related to this is the issue of its synonyms such as zhuanrang 转让,
chushou出售, zulin租赁, with similar meanings referring to the transfer, sale, or lease
of real property or certain rights. Thus, to ascertain the actual meanings of churang, we
need to see how it is used in the actual texts and contexts. When the term churang is used
for land or real estate transaction in China, as dealings involving real property, espe-
cially land, are governed by the Chinese property law, it has very different meanings from
the sale or dealings with real property in other countries. One major difference is that
according to the Chinese law, there is the 70 years rule, that is, the maximum term for the
assigned right (churang) to the use of land in China is 70 years for residential purposes
(and 50 years for industrial and other purposes) as the Chinese state holds the perpetual
ownership rights to all land in China. The relevant law stipulates that churang (assign-
ment) of the right to the use of the land refers to the act of the State as the owner of the
land who, within the term of a certain number of years, assigns the right to the use of the
land to land users, who shall in turn pay fees for the assignment thereof to the State. So,
any sale of land for residential use in China is in fact a long term lease or assignment,
with the assigned rights to use the land for 70 years,3 but for the sale of land or land right
use in China, the term zulin (lease) is not used. Furthermore, to contrast churang and
zhuanrang, the law in China also states that the transfer of the right to the use of the land
zhuanrang refers to the land user’s act of re-assigning the right to the use of the land,
including the sale, exchange, and donation. So, churang and zhuanrang are not the same
under the Chinese property law.

3. In 2017, the Chinese government indicated that a real estate protection provision that would ensure
an individual’s access to property under a 70-year lease would be renewed unconditionally is being
drafted.
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The following translations containing churang in Chinese legal texts can help illus-
trate to a degree its varied meanings, taken from a well-known law site hosted by Peking
University in China (http://www.lawinfochina.com/index.aspx). These varied transla-
tions are not translation errors, but different usage and meaning of the same terms. The
focus here is not on translation but the varied meanings of the relevant words (with bold
and italics added):

1. 协议出让国有土地使用权规定 (2003)
Provisions on the Agreement-based Assignment [churang] of the Right to Use State-
Owned Land (2003);

2. 国务院关于将部分土地出让金用于农业土地开发有关问题的通知 (2004)
Notice of the State Council on Relevant Issues concerning Using Part of the Land
Transfer [churang] Fees for the Development of Cultivated Land (2004);

3. 最高人民法院行政审判庭关于拍卖出让国有建设用地使用权的土地行政主管
部门与竞得人签署成交确认书行为的性质问题请示的答复 (2010);
Reply of the Administrative Tribunal of the Supreme People’s Court to Request for
Instructions Re the Nature of Signed Purchase Confirmation Agreements between
Land Administrative Departments and Winning Bidders in Auctions for Transfer
[churang] of State-Owned Construction Land-Use Rights (2010);

4. 广州市城市国有土地使用权有偿出让和转让试行办法 (1989)
Tentative Procedures of Guangzhou City for Leasing [youchang churang] and
Transferring [zhuanrang] the Right to Use Urban State-Owned Land (1989);

5. 中华人民共和国城镇国有土地使用权出让和转让暂行条例 (1990)
Interim Regulations of the People’s Republic of China Concerning the Assignment
[churang] and Transfer [zhuanrang] of the Right to the Use of the State-owned Land
in the Urban Areas (1990);

6. 国土资源部关于进一步规范矿业权出让管理的通知 (2006)
Notice of the Ministry of State Land and Resources about Further Regulating the
Management of Transfer [churang] of Mining Rights (2006); and

7. 自然资源部关于实施海砂采矿权和海域使用权“两权合一”招拍挂出让的通知
(2019).
Notice by the Ministry of Natural Resources regarding Transferring [churang] the
Bid Invitation, Auction, and Listing of the Sea Sand Mining Right and the Right to
Use Sea Areas (2019)

The above brief illustrations show that churang can have multiple meanings and usages,
translated as transfer, assignment, and lease in the different texts. It is also apparent that
churang and zhuanrang are similar and was often translated as transfer. This example is
not unusual or out of the ordinary as words used in law and other contexts often have
multiple meanings. Words such as churang derive their meanings from the immediate
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context of use and from Chinese law. Similarly, words such transfer, assignment, and lease
may have totally different meanings under the laws of another jurisdiction.

Another issue with legal vocabulary is that they can be used either as ordinary words
or legal words. In Example 4 cited above, Tentative Procedures of Guangzhou City for
Leasing and Transferring the Right to Use Urban State-Owned Land, banfa办法 is a very
commonly used Chinese word in everyday colloquial speech, meaning methods or ways,
but in Chinese legal designation, it means administrative measures, or procedures, as
used in the example above. It refers to a type of government regulation or directive. This
is a case of an ordinary word used in legal contexts with legal or special meanings.

The above situation is common in Chinese legal language as it relies on ordinary
everyday words to a large extent despite the increasing use of special legal technical jar-
gon. Thus, it is important to recognize the legal meanings and usage in such situations.
This is true for Chinese and other languages as well. To illustrate the point further, ren-
min人民 and minzu民族 are ordinary commonly used words in everyday use in Chi-
nese. However, when used in legal texts, they may carry significant legal meanings. As
an example, China signed the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (1966) (ICESCR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(1966) (ICCPR) in the late 1990s. Relevantly, in the original Chinese text of the two inter-
national covenants, that is, the official United Nations (UN) Chinese-language version
approved by the UN in 1966 and this is the official and authentic Chinese text of the
covenants. Although they were translated from the English texts, the Chinese texts are
authentic legal texts of the covenants with legal force. The background to this is that, at
the time when the two covenants were translated into Chinese at the UN, China’s seat in
the UN General Assembly was held by the government of the Republic of China in Tai-
wan. However, relevant to our discussion, now there are another second and more recent
versions of the covenants translated within China and used by the Chinese government
but these translations use different words from the original Chinese legal texts of the
UN. The Chinese translations done in the PRC are not the official authentic UN texts
and have no legal status, but they are cited and circulated and are the Chinese govern-
ment preferred versions. There are significant differences between the two Chinese ver-
sions, and the unofficial Chinese version of the ICCPR deviated in many instances from
the original meanings, and as one commentary stated that the unofficial Chinese ver-
sion does violence to the plain meaning of the ICCPRC (Seymour, and Yuk-tung Wong
2015). One such difference in terms of choice of words in the two versions is the change
of minzu 民族 used in the official Chinese version of the UN into renmin 人民 in the
unofficial translation for the word peoples used in the English text. It was suggested that
in the ICCPR, the word peoples is understood to mean minzu (ethnic groups) as was
rendered in the original authentic Chinese version, not renmin (people, citizenries) as
was changed to in the later unofficial Chinese translation (Seymour, and Yuk-tung Wong
2015). As pointed out, in terms of the substantive legal meanings, the principle of self-
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determination of peoples as distinct from citizenries was so important to the framers of
the Covenant that they placed it in the place of a people and peoples in the first article of
the Covenant (Seymour, and Yuk-tung Wong 2015, 522). It is believed that the change was
made to renmin in the later Chinese translation in the PRC because of the changed atti-
tude and policies of the Chinese government regarding the rights to self-determination
of ethnic groups in China. It was argued that the use of renmin人民 instead of minzu
民族 essentially eliminated the concept of ethnic groups’ rights to self-determination
(Seymour, and Yuk-tung Wong 2015, 522). This is so despite the fact that minzu is impre-
cise as is the English word “peoples”. In this case, a deliberate choice of two similar words
may carry major legal significance. For our purpose, this is also a case of ordinary words
used in legal texts that may have different meanings depending on how they are used.

4.3 Legal performatives

As in other legal languages, Chinese legal texts, particularly, Chinese statutes, make
extensive use of legal performatives. Such performative lexical indicators, namely, bixu/
xu必须/须，ying/yingdang应/应当，ke/keyi可/可以，bude不得，are used in Chi-
nese statutes as speech acts with illocutionary forces of enactment and of ordering, con-
ferring rights and duties and imposing prohibitions (for detailed discussions, see Cao
(2004) and (Cao 2009)). Their usage can be summed up briefly this way. There are four
sets of legal performative usage with illocutionary forces in Chinese legislation:

1. Statutory provisions can have no explicit performative indicators but nevertheless
carry legal force;

2. Bixu/xu and yingdang/ying are used in the same manner to impose order or manda-
tory obligation with the more persuasive yingdang/ying being the dominant indica-
tor and the more direct and forceful bixu/xu used less frequently used. Both sets of
words convey the same legal meaning and the same or similar illocutionary force.
These are similar to shall or must in English;

3. The terms keyi/ke are used in China confer discretionary power – similar to may in
English; and

4. Bude is used for prohibition – similar to shall not, must not, or may not.

For (1), (3) and (4), the Chinese usage does not display any major differences as com-
pared to English, which seem to be a universal feature in the illocutionary functions of
legal language (for detailed discussions of Chinese legal performatives and their cultural
meanings, see (Cao 2004, 2018)). A particular mention needs to be made here: yingdang/
ying used in Chinese statutes and legal texts does not mean should which is the mean-
ing of the same word used in ordinary Chinese. Yingdang/ying used in Chinee statutes
indicates a mandatory sense of shall or must. It is a strictly legal usage, totally different
from its ordinary meaning used in everyday Chinese. This is commonly misunderstood
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by Chinese language users, and often mistranslated when yingdang/ying used in Chinese
statutes or legal texts is translated into English. Similarly, ke/keyi in legal Chinese carries
the meaning of permission, equivalent to may in legal English, not the ordinary usage
of can. Again, these are uniquely special use of ordinary words in legal texts with legal
meanings.

4.4 Lexical uncertainty

Language is inherently indeterminate, and all languages have uncertainty (Cao 2007a).
Consequently, linguistic uncertainty is part of law. In the study of law and legal philos-
ophy, for instance, if the law says: No vehicle is allowed in the park, what would vehicle
mean? Hart asks in his classical example to illustrate linguistic and legal uncertainties
inherent in legal language. In this hypothetical case, the word vehicle, Hart says, may
refer to a number of things – a car, an ambulance or even a roller skater (Hart 1961/1994).
In a real life case before the European Court of Justice, the meanings of the word vehi-
cle became a question of legal contention in multiple languages (Case C-428/02 Fonden
Marselisborg Lystba°dehavn v Skatteministeriet [judgment delivered on 3 March, 2005])
as it was used in a particular EU law. It turns out that the meaning of the word vehicle
in the different versions of the law in French, English, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Ger-
man, and Finnish is not the same to the meaning denoted by the word in Danish,
Swedish, Dutch, and Greek (Cao 2007a).

For the Chinese legal language, it also has its own linguistic uncertainty or indeter-
minate property. In particular, it is characterized by imprecision and vagueness. I argued
elsewhere that Chinese legal language is more imprecise and uncertain than English, and
this is inherent, not a defect in the Chinese language (Cao 2004, 2008). Such a linguistic
characteristic, in addition to the Chinese legislative drafting preference for broad, impre-
cise and all-inclusive language in law, often makes it difficult to translate into legal Eng-
lish which, in contrast, strives for precision in legal writing (for examples and detailed
discussions relating to linguistic and legal uncertainty (Cao 2004, 2007a, 2018). A lin-
guistic feature is the prevalence of the use of imprecise terms and synonyms that lack
distinction giving rise to ambiguity. For instance, bufa不法， feifa非法, buhefa不合
法, and weifa违法 are commonly used in Chinese law, and they all essentially mean ille-
gal or unlawful. It is not always clear what the distinctions or different meanings of such
synonyms carry. This is not helped by the fact that Chinese statutes do not often pro-
vide definitions of words except for a few major legal terms, and Chinese courts seldom
elaborate on meanings of words, unlike Common Law judges. The examples given ear-
lier such as churang and its related words are also examples of such linguistic and legal
uncertainty.

To further illustrate, a recent example from Chinese law is the legal term xunxin zishi
寻衅滋事, literally picking quarrels and provoking troubles (Cao 2018). Under Article 293
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of China’s Criminal Law (1997 amended), the offence of xunxin zishi can attract five years
up to ten years’ imprisonment depending on the seriousness of the crimes, and it may
be applied to a broad and unspecified range of offences. The xunxin zishi charge, along
with several similar ones (Articles 290–293 of the Criminal Law (1997), are sometimes
referred to more generally as disturbing social order. Previously, xunxin zishi was applied
narrowly to actions disrupting public order, involving actual assault or property dam-
age. In recent years, the application of this charge has been extended. It has been used to
detain, charge, and convict people with a wide range of acts from ordinary assaults and
public brawls, to public drunken and disorderly conduct, petition, assaulting medical
staff in hospitals, destroying a roadside clothes donation bin, spreading rumors or false
information on the internet, to journalists and rights lawyers simply doing their jobs.
Given the uncertain and broad meanings of xunxin zishi, it can be translated into Eng-
lish using familiar English legal terms such as public nuisance, disorderly conduct, disturb
the peace, or even trespassing, but picking quarrels and provoking troubles may be useful
for this uniquely Chinese legal term. Xunxin zishi is indeed a very Chinese legal term
and offence with its Chinese uniqueness, in both the word and legal substance. It is not
at all the same as public nuisance or trespassing in English laws. In a case in September
2020, Beijing police started a criminal investigation into a shocking case of animal abuse
on the basis of xunxin zishi. As China does not have any anti-cruelty law, acts of animal
cruelty go unpunished as there is no legal basis for prosecution. In this case, the general
and vague xunxin zishi may have served a useful legal purpose.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter, the key terminological features of the modern Chinese legal language are
briefly outlined and illustrated. They include some uniquely Chinese features as well as
some features that may be found in other languages such as legal English. The Chinese
legal language is unique as it is common. After all, all human societies share commonal-
ity as well as having their uniqueness. Laws and legal languages are developed reflecting
both the commonality and uniqueness as law as a human made and constructed social
institution.
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Bilingual legal terminology in Hong Kong
Past, present and future

Clara Ho-yan Chan & Edmund Cham
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen | The University of Hong
Kong

The aims of this chapter are to describe the development of bilingual legal
terminology in Hong Kong, to identify current issues and to explore future
directions, including finding appropriate strategies to translate English legal terms
into Chinese, based on key recent examples. Having been under the British rule for
more than 150 years, Hong Kong is for the first time in history translating the entire
common law system into Chinese. This process of “legal bilingualism” started at the
legislative level and then extended to the judicial level, with the first bilingual law
enacted in 1989 and the first English judgment translated into Chinese in 1995.
However, there has been criticism of some newly coined Chinese legal terms. It is
hoped that while the translation of case law continues, more suitable methods will
be adopted to translate English legal terms into Chinese, that meet both the local
needs of this post-colonial city and the needs of the Chinese world at large.

Keywords: Hong Kong, bilingual legal terminology, common law system, Chinese,
translation theory and practice

1. Introduction

This chapter aims to describe the development of bilingual legal terminology in Hong
Kong, to identify current issues and to explore future directions, including finding
appropriate strategies to translate English legal terms into Chinese. The origins of the
bilingual legal terminology of Hong Kong can be traced back to its more than 150 year
history as a British colony. With a mostly Chinese-speaking population, Hong Kong has
inherited the English common law system and during most of the British rule, English
was its sole official language. In 1987, about ten years before the city returned to China as
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People’s Republic of China
(PRC), the Hong Kong Government, through the Attorney’s General Chambers (AGC)
(now the Department of Justice (DoJ)), embarked on an ambitious project to translate
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its legislation from English into Chinese, with the goal of developing a bilingual legal
system. Within those ten years, the project produced a Chinese version of the 400-odd
pieces of local legislation (called Ordinances) then in force. Albert Chen Hung-yee (1991,
15), a local law professor, defines the bilingual legal system as having two aspects: “First,
bilingual texts for legislation should be made available. Secondly, parties in court pro-
ceedings should have the right to choose which of the two official languages they want
to use”. Bob Allcock, the former Solicitor-General, explains: “Legislation was also passed
enabling all courts to operate in either English or Chinese, at the choice of the court
itself. Even where English is used, translation to and from Chinese is of course available
where a party or witness needs it” (Government Information Services Department, 9
November 2004). As the language used by judges in court proceedings determines the
judgment language, new bilingual legal terms will continue to appear in case law. The
following discussion will cover examples that mainly appear at both the legislative and
judicial levels.

2. Past history: Creation of bilingual legal terminology

2.1 Conceptual issues of Hong Kong Chinese legal terminology

The AGC emphasized that the Chinese version of Ordinances was not merely a transla-
tion of secondary importance, but that it enjoyed equal status with the English original.
This principle has in fact been given statutory effect: Section 10B(1) of the Interpretation
and General Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1) provides that: “The English language text and
the Chinese language text of an Ordinance shall be equally authentic, and the Ordinance
shall be construed accordingly.” As can be imagined, it is likely that there may be
instances of discrepancies in meaning between the English text and the Chinese text of
an Ordinance. The Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance anticipates this issue
and stipulates how to deal with it: Section 10B(3) provides that:

Where a comparison of the authentic texts of an Ordinance discloses a difference of
meaning which the rules of statutory interpretation ordinarily applicable do not resolve,
the meaning which best reconciles the texts, having regard to the object and purposes of
the Ordinance, shall be adopted.

As will be seen below, this test is easier stated than applied. For the terms created by the
AGC/DOJ in the drafting of the bilingual statute laws, the terms would automatically
enjoy the statutory status. However, in the common law system, as the translation of case
law is ongoing, the terms created in this process may not enjoy the statutory status. There
are also Chinese legal terms not created by the AGC/DoJ, that is, terms mostly created
during the translation of case law. Although these do not enjoy the above statutory status,
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some of them have become popular among legal practitioners as a result of widespread
use by leading personalities in the profession such as judges.

Accordingly, equivalence is always an important issue in the translation of legal terms
and it is particularly challenging for Hong Kong. The first challenge is inherent in the
history of Hong Kong. As Chinese “has never functioned as a legal language”, “termi-
nological incongruity” is prevalent when translating English common law terminology
into Chinese (Poon 2002, 77). It is recognized that “an inherent and inevitable link exists
between the Common Law and English” (Wong 1997, 63). To help find Chinese equiv-
alents for “culture-laden common law concepts” rooted in English, Sin and Roebuck
(1996, 248) propose the approach of “total equivalence” with a “semantic reference sys-
tem” always fixed in common law. They note that, “Since the law of the SAR [Special
Administrative Region] is stipulated to be common law, all common law terms in Chi-
nese, however they are produced, must accordingly be understood with reference to the
common law”. With this “total equivalence” in place, there is, theoretically, no equiva-
lence issue between English legal terms and their Chinese counterparts in Hong Kong
(Chan 2020, 51). Nevertheless, the translated Chinese legal terms in Hong Kong have
been strongly criticized for their poor comprehensibility. These problems will be exam-
ined by investigating the methods of translating legal terms.

2.2 Conceptual issues of Chinese legal terminology in Chinese regions

There are also conceptual issues relating to the systemic differences between the world’s
two major legal systems, that is, while Hong Kong law is based on common law, the laws
of Mainland China and Taiwan are based on civil law. As a result, a foreign term may be
allocated the same or different translations by the different Chinese regions. A particu-
larly confusing situation is that the same Chinese legal term may have different mean-
ings due to the systemic differences. For example, daoqiezui (盜竊罪) (theft) in the Hong
Kong’s Theft Ordinance (Cap. 210) (Daoqiezui Tiaoli 《盜竊罪條例》) has a different
meaning than in the PRC law. Inheriting the common law meaning under the Theft Act
1968, daoqiezui contains five elements appropriation, property, belonging to another, dis-
honestly and with the intention of permanently depriving. In contrast, Mainland Chinese
term daoqiezui (盜竊罪) has a different legal definition: it involves stealing a relatively
large amount of public or private property, committing thefts many times and commits a
burglary or carries a lethal weapon to steal or pick pockets (English translation, Criminal
Law of the PRC). Therefore, due to this legal difference, the term daoqiezui (盜竊罪) in
Hong Kong and that of the Mainland can be considered functional equivalents, but not
absolute equivalents (Chan 2020, 51–52).
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3. Present state: Implementation of bilingual legal terminology

3.1 Methodology and related issues

During the bilingual translation project that took place before 1997, the Law Drafting
Division (LDD) of the DoJ adopted four methods to create new Chinese legal termi-
nology (Poon 2002, 78–84). First is the use of literal translation to preserve the source
meaning, e.g. common assault as putong xiji (普通襲擊), deed of assignment, deed of sep-
aration and deed of trust as zhuanrang qiju (轉讓契據), fenju qiju (分居契據) and xin-
tuo qiju (信托契據). Poon notes that the advantage of this “following the form of the
source terms” is “mirror image consistency” (Li and Poon 1998, xi-xii). These literally-
rendered compounds are also used in Mainland China and Taiwan (Chan 2020, 122),
with civil law examples, such as derivative action (衍生訴訟), undue influence (不當影
響), product liability (產品責任) and sexual harassment (性騷擾). The second method
is “giving a descriptive equivalent or paraphrase as a representation of the English term”,
which is “the most effective method of compensating for terminological incongruity”
(Poon 2002, 79). Examples are the rendering of slander as duanzan xingshi feibang (短暫
形式誹謗) (temporary form defamation) and libel as yongjiu xingshi feibang (永久形式
誹謗) (permanent form defamation), which are formed based on the definitions of the
terms.

The third method is “coining new words with existing morphemes, changing or
extending the meaning of an existing Chinese term as the solutions” (Poon 2002, 80). A
successful example is aircraft as hangkongqi (航空器) (aero instrument), which is broad
enough to refer to any kind of flying machine, instead of the frequently-used translation
feiji (飛機) (flying machine). A not so successful example is the Chinese translation of
charge yaji (押記) (pledge mark), in which the morpheme ya (押) does not normally
collocate with ji (記), and charge already has a general translation diya (抵押) (Poon
2002, 80–81). Similar instances of this include guanyou (管有) (possession), formed by
combining guanli (管理) (manage) and yongyou (擁有) (own); zhuanyi (轉易) (con-
veyance) from zhuanrang (轉讓) (transfer) and jiaoyi (交易) (transaction); yaojian (要
件) (condition) from zhongyao (重要) (important) and tiaojian (條件) (condition); and
xinna (信納) (satisfy) from a combination of xiangxin (相信) (believe) and jiena (接
納) (accept) (Ng 2009, D05; Tso 2002, 70). For example, although most Chinese readily
understand that xin refers to xiangxin and na to jiena, the fact that the two morphemes
are not usually put together meant that the newly-created compound was met with for
the first decade or so following its introduction. However, in recent years, it has started
to be used rather frequently in the legal profession.

The fourth method is borrowing from similar legal terms in Mainland China and
Taiwan. This method is not without its problems. For example, the use of the Mainland
term weixie qinfan (猥褻侵犯) to translate indecent assault disregards that feili (非禮)
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(no manners), a compound word originating from the Classic Lunyu 《論語》 (The
Analects of Confucius) has been used since ancient times (Poon 2002, 78–84). There
are other issues raised by giving up existing Chinese words in favour of newly-created
words. When the DoJ abandoned weisui (未遂) as an equivalent of attempt because it
already carried a meaning different from that in common law, it highlighted the difficul-
ties involved in using this borrowing method (Poon 2002, 83):

Does this mean that if a Chinese term has already been used by the Chinese law with
a meaning which is different from the common law one, it would be inappropriate for
Hong Kong to use that term based on its original meaning? Does this imply that the
Chinese law is going to have a monopoly on the meaning of that term? As Hong Kong
can surely develop its own Chinese legal glossary using the available Chinese vocabulary
without the need to be concerned about any contradiction of meaning with Mainland
China.

The principle underlying these methods is to keep the overall translation as precise as
possible. Tony Yen, then Law Draftsman, explained that the translation approach of the
AGC was to “prefer accuracy of the translated text over readability” (ning qu yiwen
zhunque er sheqi keduxing) (寧取譯文準確而捨棄可讀性) (Yen 2002, 6). While this
approach could hardly be faulted from the viewpoint of legal precision, the resulting
product, namely the Chinese version of Ordinances, which is still in force today, has
been criticized as incomprehensible even to legal practitioners (Ng 2009, D05). It is now
too late to revise, let alone redraft, the Chinese version. However, now acutely aware of
the problem with the Chinese texts of legislation, the DoJ has been drafting Ordinances
in plain Chinese (and, for that matter, in plain English as well) (for example, the Compa-
nies Ordinance (Cap. 622)). It has occasionally even attempted to draft Ordinances first
in Chinese and then in English (for example, the Promotion of Recycling and Proper
Disposal (Electrical Equipment and Electronic Equipment) (Amendment) Ordinance
2016). Returning to Chinese legal terminology as the focus of this discussion, it is appar-
ent that more appropriate methods of term creation are needed in order to meet the
‘equivalence’ requirement.

3.2 Resources and related issues

There are a number of legal dictionaries and glossaries that focus on the two areas of of
legal terminology development in Hong Kong, that is, English-Chinese terminological
equivalence and Chinese terminological equivalence with other Chinese regions. Gen-
erally speaking, the work started at the governmental level and was then expanded on
by academia. First, on the official front, the DoJ has published three volumes of English-
Chinese Glossary of Legal Terms (Yinghan Falü Cihui《英漢法律詞彙》, 4th Ed., 2004,
with 32,000 entries) and the Chinese-English Glossary of Legal Terms (Hanying Falü
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Cihui 《漢英法律詞彙》, 1999, with 11,500 entries). The contents of these books are
accessible on the Hong Kong e-Legislation 《電子版香港法例》 website of the DoJ
(Retrieved from: https://www.elegislation.gov.hk/glossary/chi (Chinese-English glos-
sary); and https://www.elegislation.gov.hk/glossary/en (English-Chinese glossary)). As
e-Legislation is a comprehensive website that contains all the bilingual legislation of
Hong Kong, this online English-Chinese/Chinese-English glossary has become the most
popular free resource used by both professionals and the public. The bilingual glossary
can also be downloaded as PDF and RTF files, arranged according to the alphabetical
order or the number of strokes of the expressions. The DoJ has also published the
English-Chinese Glossary of Civil and Commercial Law Terms (Yinghan Minshangshi
Falü Cihui《英漢民商事法律詞彙》, 4th Ed., 2015). These publications mainly focus
on English-Chinese terminological equivalence in common law.

For the functionally equivalent terms from the three Chinese regions, there are three
official glossaries. In the Yinghan Minshangshi Falü Cihui 《英漢民商事法律詞彙》
(English-Chinese Glossary of Civil and Commercial Laws, 2nd Ed., 2004) published by
the DOJ, there are 164 civil law terms with translations or close equivalents from Hong
Kong, Mainland, Taiwan and Macao. There are also two glossaries of financial termi-
nology: (1) An English-Chinese Glossary of Securities, Futures and Financial Terms (4th
Ed.) (Edited by Securities and Futures Commission, 2006) has 15,000 entries which are
mostly close equivalents from Hong Kong and the Mainland, and (2) the online A Glos-
sary of Securities and Financial Terms (Edited by Hong Kong Exchanges and Clear-
ing Limited, 2019), in which some of the translated Chinese terms used in Hong Kong
are provided with their Mainland counterparts marked by an asterisk (Retrieved from:
http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/global/glossary.htm). However, none of these official pub-
lications provides any legal definitions of terms.

Academic scholars have made great efforts to upgrade the overall quality of the lex-
icographical works. For example, the English-Chinese Dictionary of Law (Yinghan Falü
Da Cidian《英漢法律大詞典》, Commercial Press (Revised version), 2015), together
with its first edition in 1998 (Li and Poon, 1998), is the most comprehensive English-
Chinese legal dictionary in Hong Kong with Chinese definitions. This collective work is
edited by Li Zonge, Ho Kwun-ki, Lui Tze-ying, and Emily Poon Wai-yee. Also produced
by a team of editors (Patrick Chan, Betty Ho, Margaret Ng, Michael Wilkinson, Vincent
Liang, Sin King-kui, and Tong Yen), The Hong Kong English – Chinese Legal Dictionary
(Xianggang Yinghan Shuangjie Falü Cidian 《香港英漢雙解法律詞典》, LexisNexis,
2005) and the Concise Hong Kong English-Chinese Legal Dictionary (Xianggang Jianming
Yinghan Shuangjie Falü Cidian 《香港簡明英漢雙解法律詞典》, LexisNexis, 2005)
also provide definitions, but no ratio decidendi. With a view to assisting the future devel-
opment of the Hong Kong legal system which is based on common case law, Poon (2010,
93) proposes the following three-step method for creating a good legal dictionary:
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To cater for Hong Kong people’s needs, a lexicographer has to compile a dictionary that
is user-friendly. The first step requires a lexicographer to select the most representative
cases that convey the meaning of a legal term and then summarize and translate the brief
facts of the cases as well as the ratio decidendi into Chinese. The next step is to find out
the definition of a legal term from statute and authorities. She then has to modify and/
or expand this definition with the help of the information from the decided cases, which
will give the local users a better understanding of a term and which, to some extent,
may enable them to distinguish between two near-synonyms. Finally, a lexicographer has
to render the terminology according to the meaning assigned by statute and case law, a
translation that could more accurately reflect the legal meaning”.

Such a dictionary is yet to appear on the market. Nevertheless, as exemplified below, a
translator should attempt to learn such skills, that is, to acquire knowledge from both
statute and case law, in order to render legal terms in Hong Kong.

Concerning the study of Chinese legal terminology across the Chinese regions, Chan
published three monographs on Chinese legal terminology under the Legal Translation
Series of the City University of Hong Kong Press, namely, Falü Fanyi Xilie: Liang’an
Sandi Heyuefa Zhuyao Cihui (《法律翻譯系列：兩岸三地合約法主要詞彙》, Legal
Translation Series: Key Terms in Contract Law of Hong Kong, Mainland China and Tai-
wan, 2014), Falü Fanyi Xilie: Liang’an Sandi Qinquanfa Zhuyao Cihui (《法律翻譯系
列：兩岸三地侵權法主要詞彙》, Legal Translation Series: Key Terms in Tort Law of
Hong Kong, Mainland China and Taiwan, 2015), and lastly, Falü Fanyi Xilie: Liang’an
Sandi Gongsifa Zhuyao Cihui (《法律翻譯系列：兩岸三地公司法主要詞彙》, Legal
Translation Series: Key Terms in Company Law of Hong Kong, Mainland China and
Taiwan, 2017). Serving as a reference for legal professionals, legal translators, and
researchers and students in language and law, each of these three books compares and
contrasts the functionally equivalent Chinese legal terminology of Hong Kong, Main-
land and Taiwan in terms of their legal differences and similarities, together with an
English-Chinese glossary based on statutes and legal dictionaries from the three regions.
The books contain dozens of case summaries from the United Kingdom and Hong Kong
that fall under the discussion of individual legal terms. For example, in the first book
on contract law, there are Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co. [1893] 1 QB 256 relating to
“unilateral offer”, Combe v Combe [1951] 2 KB 215 relating to “consideration”, and Krell v
Henry [1903] 2 KB 740 relating to “frustration”.

4. Future outlook: Bilingual legal terminology in the making

Having examined the background of the endeavour to produce a corpus of accurate
Chinese legal terminology, it is necessary to make concrete suggestions to enhance the
continuous engineering of Chinese legal terminology in this common law jurisdiction.
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Following are three recommendations based on a number of key examples, most of
which have not been explored.

4.1 Full use of terminological data

Having documented the bilingual legislation and bilingual legal terminology in an elec-
tronic database, the inconsistent use of legal terminology, especially literally rendered
terminology, can be resolved to a certain extent. Take for example summary judgment,
which is officially translated as jianyi panyue (簡易判決) (simple and easy judgment).
Summary judgment means a judgment obtained by a summary procedure governed by
Order 14 of the Rules of the High Court (Cap. 4A), which allows the plaintiff to apply
for and obtain a judgment without trial where no arguable or credible defence is raised.
The Chinese term consists of jianyi (簡易) (simple and easy) and panjue (判決) (judg-
ment), and a lay person reading this term may, taking it at face value, think it means that
a judgment is simple and easy (either to obtain or read), and this clearly misses the proce-
dural aspect which summary judgment is all about. By searching the electronic database,
the law drafter can easily find the term summary conviction, which is officially translated
as jianyi chengxu dingzui (簡易程序定罪). Here summary also refers to the procedure,
and the official Chinese term consists of jianyi (簡易) (simple and easy), chengxu (程
序) (procedure) and dingzui (定罪) (conviction) which rightly spells out the procedural
aspect of the term. Therefore, based on this existing translation, summary judgment can
be retranslated to jianyi chengxu panyue (簡易程序判決) by adding the word chengxu
(程序) (procedure), so that the adjective jianyi (簡易) (simple and easy) modifies the
procedure instead of the judgment, thus better reflecting the meaning of the term.

Likewise, the different translations of the term totality principle can also easily be
standardized. Currently, the term is variously translated as zong xingqi yuanze (總刑期
原則) (the principle of total sentencing term), zhengti liangxing yuanze (整體量刑原則)
(the principle of overall sentencing), and zong panxing bude guozhong (總判刑不得過
重) (the overall sentencing is not to be too heavy) (Cham 2019, 97). Although these Chi-
nese translations are similar or the same in meaning, a lay person may think they refer to
different concepts. While ruling out the third one which is a full sentence rather than a
term, it would not be difficult to fix the Chinese translation of totality as zong or zhengti,
and then standardize the translation by use of the electronic database. A quick search of
e-Legislation reveals that there is currently one instance of the word total which is trans-
lated as zhengti (Section 16, Buildings Ordinance (Cap. 123)). Therefore, it would be more
consistent to use zhengti liangxing yuanze as the standardized translation of totality prin-
ciple. Another example is time-barred, which is officially translated as sangshi shixiao (喪
失時效). Time-bar means that a legal action cannot be commenced after the expiry of
the time period prescribed by legislation, that is, limitation (shixiao) (時效). As shixiao
is not an everyday Chinese word, its meaning may be opaque to a lay person. It would
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be preferable to use a literal translation for the term time-bar such as shijian jinzhi (時間
禁制) (time prohibition), by using the translation jinzhi found in other legislation (e.g.
Section 33(1), Railways Ordinance (Cap.519)) by e-Legislation. The verb time-barred can
then be rendered with the addition of a Chinese verb shoudao (受到) (bound by) before.

4.2 More use of descriptive method

Of the four methods adopted by the government for terminology creation, the method
of compounding two very different morphemes is probably one that should be used with
great caution. When literal translation cannot be used to produce meaning-for-meaning
transfer, the descriptive or paraphrasing method becomes more critical to produce a
transparent term as long as the addition is short. This method is particularly helpful for
the English legal terms that are ambiguous per se and require additional explanation.
Such English legal terms may originate from the judiciary and have no official Chinese
equivalents as they have not yet found their way into legislation. In the absence of the
screening function of e-Legislation, legal practitioners are left to provide their own lit-
eral or liberal translations for such terms. Translations provided on a judicial level, that
is, by judges, are often regarded as authoritative, but even translations among judges can
be inconsistent. For example, in criminal sentencing, the term starting point has been
variously translated as liangxing jizhun (量刑基準) (benchmark of sentencing), liangx-
ing qidian (量刑起點) (starting point of sentencing) and qixingdian (起刑點) (starting
point of sentence) (Cham 2019, 96–97). Since starting point as a criminal term refers to
the increase or decrease of the length of a sentence, jizhun (基準) (bench mark) better
expresses the original meaning than qidian (起點) (starting point).

Another example which requires an explanatory Chinese translation is loss of time,
another term from the realm of criminal law. By way of background, Section 83W(1) of
the Criminal Procedure Ordinance (Cap.221) deals with the effect of an appeal on the
appellant’s sentence by providing that: “The time during which an appellant is in cus-
tody pending the determination of his appeal shall, subject to any direction which the
Court of Appeal may give to the contrary, be reckoned as part of the term of any sentence
to which he is for the time being subject.” In recent years, there has been an increas-
ing number of wholly unmeritorious appeals, and to curtail the problem, the Court
of Appeal has, in appropriate cases, been exercising its power under Section 83W by
ordering that the time spent by an appellant in custody pending a wholly unmeritorious
appeal shall not be reckoned as part of the appellant’s sentence, effectively increasing his
or her length of sentence. The Court of Appeal calls such an order a loss of time order.
Now the term loss of time appears in Forms XII and XIII under the Criminal Appeal Rules
(Cap. 221A), in which it is literally translated as sunshi shijian (損失時間), with sunshi
being a fixed Chinese translation of the frequently-used legal term loss. However, sunshi
shijian is a translation that is inherent from the perspective of an appellant. In practice,
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some legal practitioners and judges have translated it as jianshi (減時) (subtract time),
which is essentially more compatible with the collocation of order issued from a judge.
From the perspective of a judge, the intent of the order is a proactive subtraction of the
time spent by an appellant in custody from the sentence term, rather than a passive loss
of time. Despite this customary use by the legal profession, a lay person may take sub-
tract time literally and misunderstand the term to mean subtracting the length of sentence
which obviously runs counter to the objective of a loss of time order. Therefore an addi-
tion of jiya shijian (羈押時間) (custody time) may be made to the translation, producing
terms such as jianshao jiya shijian ling (減少羈押時間令) or jiya shijian koujian ling (羈
押時間扣減令). Of course it would be clearest to render loss of time as xialing shang-
suren de jiya shijian bude jisuan zai xingqi zhinei) (下令上訴人的羈押時間不得計算在
刑期之內) as it is in the Judiciary website (https://www.judiciary.hk/zh/court_services
_facilities/hc.html), but the sentence essentially reproduces the relevant part of Section
83W(1) and is more a description or explanation than a specialized term in a condensed
form.

4.3 Conformity with Chinese grammar

On a legislative level where the Hong Kong bilingual system began, there are many
ungrammatical Chinese sentences and legal terms. One such issue arises from the misuse
of the properties of noun-verb fluidity in Chinese. For some words, there is no overt
marker for parts-of-speech and a given form can enjoy categorial fluidity. For example,
sunshi (損失) can be to lose or (to suffer) loss. However, in some Hong Kong legislation,
a number of Chinese verbs that are usually not used as nouns have been converted to
nouns. Apparently, it is a result of the technique of consistency of terminology in tech-
nical translation but the usage brings unnaturalness to the Chinese language. In a study
by Chan (2007), in Sale of Goods Ordinance (Cap. 26), the verb shoumai (售賣) (sale)
is always used as a noun, as in yi zong shoumai (一宗售賣) (a sale) (e.g. Sections 3(3)
& 14(1)(a)) and yi zong huopin de shoumai (一宗貨品的售賣) (a sale of goods) (Sec-
tion 15(2)). Other examples are chuzhi (處置) (disposition) (Section 37(6)), bujiu (補救)
(remedies) (Section 42), and guanyou (管有) (possession) (e.g. Sections 2(1), 14(1)(b),
27(2), 31(1), 31(3), 43(1)).

This grammatical problem is somewhat addressed in the judgments in the use of
very frequently-used words. In a survey of 15 English-Chinese judgments from the Court
of Final Appeal in Hong Kong (2004–2006 and 2009–2012), hold is rendered as 226
instances of caiding (裁定) and eight instances of caijue (裁決) as a noun. Consider the
following examples:
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(1) The court held that it had a duty to protect court officials by such orders.
法官在該案中裁定，法庭有責任藉發出該等命令而保護法院人員。

(FACV 1/2004)

(2) In any event, as Le Pichon JA said, any error of judgment on the part of her lawyers,
no doubt a factor which the court should take into account in the exercise of its power,
is insufficient to preclude the court from holding in her favour if all the circumstances
demand it.
無論如何，正如上訴法庭法官郭美超所言，假如所有情況支持作出對妻子有利
的裁決，則代表妻子的律師所犯上的任何判斷錯誤（這無疑是法庭在行使其權

(FACV 20/2009)力時應加以考慮的因素），並不足以阻止法庭作出該裁決。

Another example is decide, which is also mostly rendered as caiding (裁定) as a verb and
caijue (裁決) as a noun:

(3) By the Yin Shuen judgment, they argue, we did not decide that s.12(c) directs the com-
pensation to be assessed without regard to the development potential of the land but
only that it excludes what they describe as any “speculative element” in the prices paid
for comparables adduced in evidence.
他們辯稱，藉Yin Shuen判決，我等並無裁定第12(c)條規定在評估補償額時不能
考慮有關土地的發展潛力，而只是裁定該條文排除他們所稱的，在援引作證據

(FACV 13/2004)的各項比較數據的已付價格内的任何“投機成分”。

(4) I need not decide that here.
(FACV 1/2012)本席毋須在本案就此點作出裁决。

The translation of English verb-object constructions and abstract nouns into Chinese
presents a significant issue for law drafters in Hong Kong. While translators have
attempted to use amplification to deal with this issue and produce grammatically correct
Chinese words, this solution can give rise to its own problems by changing the scope of
the original words. Although the following examples are from judgments, their potential
to become legal terms in an ordinance makes the grammatical phenomenon worthy of
examination.

The first example occurs in the context of the Places of Public Entertainment Ordi-
nance (Cap.172). In short, the Ordinance requires a person to obtain a license in order
to use a place of public entertainment, and public entertainment is defined in Section 2
as “any entertainment [including events, activities, etc.] to which the general public is
admitted with or without payment”. In a Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal case T v Com-
missioner of Police (2014) 17 HKCFAR 593, the question arose as to whether a license was
needed to organize a dance show in a pedestrian precinct in a crowded district in Hong
Kong, and this turned upon whether the dance show was an entertainment to which
the public was admitted. The five-member Court engaged in an extensive discussion of
the word admitted and its official Chinese counterpart ruchang (入場), which literally
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means enter a venue. By a 3:2 majority, the Court held that the organizer of the dance
show did not need a license. The majority judgment, placing great importance on the
use of the word chang (場) (venue), held that the locality of the event was a key factor,
and it meant that the control exercised by the organizer over who could or could not
attend the event was crucial. As the organizer of the dance show in question had control
over the spectators, no license was required. The minority judgment, on the other hand,
held that the key factor was not the locality but the nature of the event. The two judges
held that there was a difference in meaning between admitted and its Chinese counter-
part, and, applying Section 10B(3) of the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance
(quoted above), held that the English meaning best reconciled the two texts (Cheung
2019, 27–32).

The addition of the word chang (場) (venue) in the official Chinese term is under-
standable because, in the context of admitting someone to an entertainment, a literal
translation of admitted as jinru (進入) does not, in the Chinese language, collocate with
entertainment (yule) (娛樂). Furthermore, the drafter might have been influenced by the
overall intent of the Ordinance, namely the licensing for use of a place of public enter-
tainment, and hence found it natural and logical to translate admit as ruchang (入場)
(i.e. with a venue/place added). However, as demonstrated in T v Commissioner of Police,
an unintended (if not also undesirable) result was produced in which an event or activ-
ity which should have been subject to licensing requirements (for regulating order and
protecting public safety) was in the end free from such requirements. In the absence of
an allowed appeal (and no further appeal of a judgment of the Court of Final Appeal
is allowed) and any subsequent case involving the same point of law, T v Commissioner
of Police remains good law. In light of the above, it is advised that when translating an
English verb that takes an object of a broad meaning such as entertainment, a Chinese
verb with a wide meaning should be adopted, such as runei (入內) (go inside), where
the adverb nei refers to an abstract locality.

The second example, which involves the abstract English noun addition, has led to
even more absurd consequences. Section 35(a) of the now repealed Food Business (Urban
Council) By-laws (Cap. 132Y) prohibits a licensee of food premises from (among other
things) making any addition to the matters specified in the approved plan in respect of
the premises. One such licensee, Madam Tam Yuk Ha was prosecuted twice for contra-
vening Section 35(a), and in both instances Madam Tam was accused of placing things
like metal trays and other items on the pavement outside her shop. In both prosecu-
tions, the question arose as to the meaning of the word addition under Section 35(a)
and its official Chinese counterpart zengjian gongcheng (增建工程), which is made up
of zengjian (增建) (adding and constructing/building) and gongcheng (工程) (project).
In the first prosecution (Judgment HKSAR v Tam Yuk Ha, HCMA 933/1996), Madam
Tam was convicted before the magistrate, but on appeal her conviction was quashed.
The appellate court held that there was a difference in meaning between the two texts,
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with the English text being ambiguous but the Chinese text being clear and plain, in
which case the only reasonable step for the court to take was to give effect to the text
which favoured Madam Tam. The court also held that the placing of metal trays and so
on could not possibly constitute zengjian gongcheng (增建工程) (added constructing/
building project). This decision looked sensible enough, but in the second prosecution
which took place less than one year later (Judgment HKSAR v Tam Yuk Ha, HCMA 1385/
1996), Madam Tam was again convicted before the magistrate, and her appeal was dis-
missed. A differently constituted appellate court interpreted the Chinese term to mean
additionally erected work, and in that sense there was no difference in meaning between
the English and Chinese texts. The court also considered that the appellate court in
the first prosecution “had attached too narrow a meaning to the characters zengjian
gongcheng (增建工程) in the Chinese text, which were intended to refer to the words
‘alteration or addition’ in the English text.” (Judgment HKSAR v Tam Yuk Ha, HCMA
1385/1996) The court held that what Madam Tam did certainly constitute an addition to
the approved plan and indeed to the premises. Her conviction was accordingly affirmed
(Cheung 2019, 32–34).

The government, apparently aware of the two conflicting court decisions, responded
by amending the Chinese term. In the equivalent provision now in force, namely Section
34D(1) of the Food Business Regulation (Cap. 132X), the Chinese term for addition is
zengtian (增添), with both Chinese characters meaning add. The removal of (工程)
(project) serves to take away a possible discrepancy between the former Chinese term
and addition and also to advance the regulatory objective of the legislation. Linguistically
speaking, it is grammatically incorrect to translate addition as zengtian because it is a
verb in Chinese. Acceptable alternatives would be tianzhi (添加), which is both a verb
and a noun, or tianjia wu (添加物) (additional thing).

5. Conclusion

Hong Kong is the only jurisdiction in the world that implements the common law system
in English and Chinese. Over the past two decades, this unique system has been devel-
oping steadily. On the legislative level, ordinances are being drafted in both English and
Chinese. On the judicial front, court judgments of jurisprudential value are being trans-
lated into Chinese, and an increasing number of court cases are conducted in Chinese,
which means more judgments are delivered, and more legal principles expounded, in
Chinese. The development of a bilingual legal system is by no means easy. As discussed
above, there are inherent structural differences between the English and Chinese lan-
guages, and the tension between linguistic needs and the need for accuracy of the law is
often hard to resolve. Thanks to the efforts of the AGC and DoJ, Hong Kong is blessed
with a set of bilingual legislation and a corpus of official Chinese legal terms which,
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despite issues as discussed above, the legal profession and the public can conveniently
use. Terms which do not have ‘official’ Chinese renditions may be more problematic – for
particular terms, legal practitioners and judges produce their own translations which are
ungrammatical and of questionable accuracy, and the proliferation of inconsistent trans-
lations is hardly satisfactory (Cham 2019, 95–98).

Looking ahead, it is necessary to make full utilization of the existing resources, espe-
cially the well-established bilingual database e-Legislation, to further the ongoing termi-
nological engineering of the common law jurisdiction. This database of legislation and
terminology can facilitate the long-term accuracy and consistency of terminology, with
focus on the terms that only require a literal transfer. To deal with terms that cannot be
rendered in a literal sense, the previously used methods of term creation should be used
with modifications. These include active adoption of the descriptive and paraphrasing
methods for new general terms from the judiciary, and active search for morphemes with
closer meaning in compounding for new technical terms. In the future, as Chinese is
used more widely in the legal system, bilingual Hong Kong may again search for legal
equivalents in the Mainland and Taiwan, the only two jurisdictions where Chinese is
the only official legal language. It is then more likely for standardization of Chinese legal
terms to take place. All in all, as the majority of the city’s population is Chinese-speaking,
it is vital that the Chinese version of legislation remain true to basic Chinese grammar,
be it at the level of word, term or sentence. This will require time and effort from the
government, as well as the practitioners and academics who have interest in the under-
taking. To sustain the Hong Kong bilingual legal system, it is essential to enhance acces-
sibility of the law with an accessible legal language and legal terminology.
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How equivalent is equivalence
in Arabic‑English legal translation?

Ahmed Alaoui
Hamad bin Khalifa University

The objective of equivalence in translation is to assign equal meaning to legal terms
in two languages, keeping the same legal effect based on the legal interpretation of
the source legal culture. However, this ideal objective seems difficult to capture in
Arabic-English legal translation because there are factors that mask key conceptual
incongruence involved therein. This paper outlines the major factors that blind
legal translators to the conceptual asymmetry between Islamic law and western law,
namely historical shifts, functional approach and equivalence, the practice in the
translation industry (translators, localizers and machine translation), as well as
terminology resources (legal bilingual dictionaries). We will argue that a viable way
to avoid masking conceptual asymmetries is to provide translators with well-
organized term bases.

Keywords: equivalence, legal terms, conceptual asymmetry, terminology resources,
termbase

1. Introduction

Arabic-English legal translated texts are supposed to reflect two markedly different
worldviews: one regarding religion as a frame of reference where all human behavior is
analyzed and one focusing on the secular aspect of human activities (Krämer 2015). The
religious view maintains that the divine origins of lawmaking is non-negotiable and any
secular thinking would undermine the nature of religion itself. This stance is based on
the belief that Allah is the sole source of legislation to all Muslims. The secular stance,
on the other hand, takes it that religious thinking should not regulate the secular democ-
ratic community, hence the need for secular law-making. Jurilinguists’ work, in both the
source and target cultures, seems to be influenced by these opposing worldviews. These
views evidently generate various types of conceptual asymmetries that translators and
terminologists grapple with on a daily basis (Šarčević 1989, 1997), which warrants the
question “how equivalent is equivalence in Arabic-English legal translation?”
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There is overwhelming evidence in the Arabic-English legal translation literature
that “legal translators who translate Islamic legal texts into English do not usually find
a specific English legal term that can wholly convey the concept in question.” (Alwazna
2013, 903). However, the reason driving this conclusion has always been that this is due
to the conceptual asymmetries characterizing the legal systems, and that the functional
approach to legal translation provides viable solutions to the related issues. In this chap-
ter, we will argue that making headway in this regard requires understanding why it is
that this problem persists and what should be done to solve it. We take it that overcom-
ing the problem of the related terminological incongruence is due to some factors that
mask rather than highlight conceptual asymmetries, and that concerted efforts should
be made to provide legal translators with reliable resources that would help them go
beyond adopting a target-oriented functionalist approach to the translation of legal texts
(Garzone 2000).

A key position in this chapter is that Islamic law is religious in terms of both language
and spirit, and adopting a target-oriented functionalist approach leads almost automat-
ically to secularizing Islamic law terms in target English texts, which violates the very
principles of interpreting laws, namely literal interpretation, systematic interpretation,
historical interpretation and teleological interpretation. Islamic law terms should have
equivalents guided by what could be termed functional fidelity, drawing on the insights
proposed by Šarčević (1997) and Szemińska (2011), among others. That is, to give a ratio-
nal meaning to sharia legal terms, the English equivalent should be transparent enough
to (1) be understood in the target legal culture and (2) reflect the conceptual components
inherent in the source legal culture. This could be achieved by building enriched term
bases that combine insights from terminology, translation studies and jurisprudence.
This move would provide key information for translators, academics and jurists to be
aware of conceptual asymmetries without engaging in time-consuming research.

This chapter outlines the factors that blind translators to the conceptual asymmetries
underlying terminological incongruence in Arabic-English legal translation, namely his-
torical shifts, functional approach and equivalence, the practice in the translation indus-
try (translators, localizers and machine translation), as well as terminology resources
(legal bilingual dictionaries). We will show that these factors contribute to masking
rather than highlighting conceptual asymmetries, which slows down the pace of solving
the problems related to terminological incongruence in Arabic-English legal translation.
We will argue that a viable way to avoid masking conceptual asymmetries is to provide
translators with well-organized rich term bases that would highlight such asymmetries
to help them make informed decisions when they are in doubt or when the translation
solution is not straightforward enough.

The translation of highly system-bound terms (e.g. Arabic/English legal texts)
involves remarkable masking of conceptual asymmetry. Such masking should make room
for conceptual analysis to determine this asymmetry between an English functional
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equivalent and its Arabic source term, especially in the cases where terminological
resources such as dictionaries and glossaries fall short of preserving the major features of
concepts in the source culture. This is because legal terms are depositories of knowledge
fed by legal culture, which should be preserved in the translation. Šarčević (1997) takes
it that in legal translations the strategies adopted should observe a key principle, namely
fidelity to the source text. She claims that though legal translators strive to produce natural
target texts, fidelity to the source text has always been upheld in their approaches. Ideally,
equivalence aims to assign equal meaning to legal terms in two languages, keeping the
same legal effect based on the legal interpretation of the source legal culture. However,
this ideal objective seems difficult to capture mainly because the conceptual asymmetry
between Islamic law and western law has been systematically masked by the major factors
outlined below.

2. Historical shifts in Islamic law

The historical shifts that Islamic law has undergone contributed significantly to masking
the conceptual asymmetries between Islamic law and western laws, which complicates
the task of legal translators, who serve as cultural mediators, as can be seen along the
following lines. Most of the Islamic world was subjected to colonization starting from
the last quarter of the eighteenth century. In order to ensure their economic and politi-
cal control over Islamic countries, the European colonizers had to adjust the legal con-
tent of Islamic law, which regulated life in all its aspects in these countries (Moosa 2009;
Powers 1989). A case in point is endowment property (waqf), which, under Islamic law,
cannot be the object of any commercial transaction. The European colonial powers had
to abolish it on the ostensible reason that the Quran does not refer to waqf in any explicit
way. Waqf is inalienable property reserved for specific purposes, and is not subjected to
the law of inheritance. The continuity of waqf is guaranteed by the successive appoint-
ment of trustees (mutawilli). The waqf trusts were also used to build hospitals and med-
ical schools, covering various related expenses such as maintenance and the payment of
doctors, teachers and students (El Shamsy 2013). The significance of this point is that
vast sums of money and property constituted these Islamic endowments and the colo-
nial state had to make the required changes in laws for them to derive economic benefits
from such material resources.

Waqf trusts is a good example showing the changes brought to Islamic law by the
French in North Africa and the British in Southeast Asia to justify their colonial expan-
sion (Kugle 2001). The colonizers criticized the weaknesses of Islamic law to motivate
their intervention with a view to making it substantively rational. This move paved
the way to the beginning of the demise of Islamic Law Schools, which were supported
by funds generated by waqf endowments, especially in Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia.
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Such schools were replaced by western-style law schools. The Europeans also estab-
lished western legal codes as the official legal framework for Islamic countries. By way of
illustration, in the early stages of colonization (protectorate) in Morocco, a set of legal
measures were adopted, inspired from French laws, such as the Law of Contracts (1913),
Family Law for Foreign Citizens (1913), Civil Procedure Law (2013), Trade Law (1913),
Maritime Trade Law (1919) and Property Law (1915). With the entry into force of these
legal texts, the major legal branches, like civil law and criminal law, were no longer reg-
ulated by Islamic law.

Apart from Family Law and Inheritance Law, the Islamic community in North Africa
was regulated for the entire colonization period under western laws. After the indepen-
dence, the Moroccan authorities continued the adoption and extension of French laws,
expanding their scope of its application to include all Moroccan citizens. Moreover,
starting from the year 1957, the Islamic provisions applied in family affairs were codified
into an official legal text (revised 1985). The same applies to countries such as Egypt and
Iraq, where western-type laws predominated during the entire colonization period. After
these countries regained their independence early in the 20th century, the governments
that took over continued adopting the colonial legal codes, claiming that this was part of
modernizing their countries (Moosa 2009; Powers 1989).

Similarly, the British colonial state codified Islamic law in Southeast Asia through
translation and drafting. By way of illustration, Hedaya is a twelfth-century Hanafi legal
manual written by the scholar Al-Marghinani, recording various Hanafi opinions relat-
ing to all aspects of law. It was translated from Persian by Charles Hamilton in 1791. The
translation did not reflect the content of the original texts, as it not only remarkably
changed emphasis but it introduced new content into Islamic law as well (Kugle 2001).
Through translation, Hedaya became a new text only concerned with marriage, divorce,
custody and inheritance. It now focused more on fasting and prayer, which the British
did not consider as part of law. The colonial state even engaged in criticizing Islamic
law in India and intervened in its codification with a view to justifying their colonial
expansion.

It emerges from this short exposition that these historical shifts markedly con-
tributed to creating a new system of law by the French and British colonial powers, using
the terminology of Islamic law on the surface, but making it completely different in terms
of substance and application. This has had far-reaching consequences on how the con-
ceptual dimensions of legal terms are understood and interpreted today, as Kugle (2001,
266) succinctly puts it:

Under the guise of preserving Islamic law there was a ‘conceptual invasion’ and English
assumptions and legal concepts […] framed the technical vocabulary of Islamic law, and
guided how those rules were applied, thereby reshaping Islamic law itself.
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Against this backdrop, Islamic countries adopted very different positions. Some of them
opted for the adoption of the principles of secularism of laws and the separation of
the state from religion, and thus gave preference to western law over sharia. This is the
case of Turkey after the First World War. Others, on the other hand, expressed their
strong and literal adherence to Islamic law, the case of countries such as the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and the Republic of Iran. Yet others, including Morocco, for example, have
adopted a compromise solution. The ramifications of the colonial codification process
were profound. Not only did the colonizers change Islamic law to serve their interests,
but they also changed how Muslims perceived Islamic law. Consequently, when the post-
independence calls came to reapply Islamic law or reapply the sharia, what emerged in
the post-colonial period was something very different from what came before, because
Islamic law in many areas was now applied by a state using fixed written law codes. Colo-
nial and postcolonial Islamic law contained concepts markedly different from the Islamic
law of the past (see Hussein 2016 for a full account). This trend was exacerbated in time
by the exclusion of Islamic law from the study of law by relegating the Islamic legal sys-
tem to religious studies (Hussein 2016; Salaymeh 2015). This relegation has also rein-
forced the perception that secular law is superior to religious law.

Holt (2004) takes it that translating Islamic legal discourse tends to shift the dis-
course world from a religious into a secular western world of discourse (Krämer 2015). It
seems that the historical shifts Islamic law has undergone play a key role in this regard.
More specifically, Islamic law, which is inherently religious in character, has been so sec-
ularized that the conceptual asymmetries marking it off from western-type laws have
been eroded through both direct and indirect translation. The Islamic law terminolog-
ical apparatus, underlying the conceptual structure as well as the rules of classification
and sources of law, especially for countries adopting the compromise solution, have been
fraught with ambiguity, masking such terminological asymmetry. Put differently, this
hybridity in Islamic legal content seems to be a driver that masks the conceptual asym-
metries outlined below.

3. Conceptual asymmetries

Several conceptual asymmetries indicate that Arabic and English legal terms are at best
partially equivalent with the same referents but different connotations, which compro-
mises accuracy in translation. Such asymmetry is generated by the difference in legal
systems, linguistic variation, or a combination of the two. This section outlines the con-
ceptual characteristics that mark Islamic law off from western law. Islamic law is religious
in nature and should not lose this key feature in the translation process. The first feature
is the unity and divinity of law. Sharia is one law for all people in the entire Muslim com-
munity in the world, made by God not humans; what humans (legal scholars) can do
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is to try to understand that law. Secondly, the sources of Islamic law are purely religious
(Qur’an, Hadith, Analogy and Consensus), supported by fatwas, legal opinions issued
in response to legal issues. Thirdly, unlike western laws, there are five legal values char-
acterizing behavior in Islamic law, namely reprehensible (makrūh), mandatory (wājib),
preferred (mandūb), permissible (ḥalāl), and prohibited (ḥarām). This five-point cate-
gorization of behavior is a key feature of Islamic law, as opposed to the two-scale legal
values of western-type laws (legal and illegal). The sanctions motivated by these values
are dual, partly because what is prohibited or allowed relates to this world and the other
world, and partly because there are sanctions fixed by God (ḥudūd) and sanctions ren-
dered by the discretion of the judge (taʿzīr). Fourthly, Islamic law is characterized by the
absence of written law codes. When a new legal situation arises, scholars would search
through the sources of law and draw analogies, they would consider the opinions of
major authorities from the past, or they refer to the authoritative consensus expressed by
Muslim jurists.

The fifth major conceptual asymmetry relates to the concept of right to which com-
pletely different values are attached in Islamic and western legal cultures. In the west-
ern legal tradition, it is closely related to the concept of the state. Hohfeld (1923) defined
rights as entitlements, initiated by the state, (not) to perform certain actions, or (not) to
be in certain states; or entitlements that constitute constraints or absence of constraints
on behavior. These are powers, claims, privileges and immunities imposed by the state
and enjoyed by individuals, groups or the state itself. On the other hand, in Islamic law,
all the concepts relating to the concepts of right, truth and justice are closely associated
with God, who initiates laws, as the Quranic verses below indicate:

1. (Al-Hajj, Verse 62)Allah is the Truth
2. (Al-Isra, Verse 105)We revealed the (Qur’an) in Truth, and in Truth did we reveal it
3. We have revealed to you, [Muhammad], the Book in Truth so you may judge

(Al-Nisa, Verse 105)between the people by that which Allah has shown you .

The constituent characteristics of the concepts above, along with the related asymme-
tries, have been fraught with ambiguity, which hampers legal translators’ work and dri-
ves them to resort to examining the original sources of Islamic law. Such ambiguity,
both intercultural and intracultural, also contributes to the masking of the conceptual
asymmetry characterizing the two legal cultures. By way of illustration, the court setting
in Islamic countries reflect such ambiguity. The court, as a sign system through which
society communicates its legal philosophy and perception of justice, informs us of this
ambiguous underlying legal ideology. Islamic courts’ physical setting is mostly western,
while the court slogan on the wall is usually a verse from the Quran saying “When you
judge between people, you shall judge with justice” (An-Nisa 58). Also, hung on the wall
is the picture of the king or president of the country, who is both the head of state and
commander of the faithful, according to many constitutions of Islamic countries. He is
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also the head of the legislative authority that produces secular laws. However, it stands to
reason that sharia is now serving merely as an ethical and moral guide to the judge.

In the absence of written law codes, reliance on analogies and legal opinions within
the Islamic legal culture has led to other ambiguities reflected in the assessment of crim-
inal conduct. For example, blasphemy is sanctioned by imprisonment, a fine or lashes in
the Penal Code of Sudan, while it is punished by the death penalty in the Penal Code of
Mauritania, as the articles below indicate (Bagga and Lavery 2019):

1. Article 125 of the Penal Code of Sudan:

Whoever, by any means, publicly abuses or insults any of the religions, their rites, or
beliefs, or sanctities or seeks to excite feelings of contempt and disrespect against the
believers thereof, shall be punished with imprisonment for a term not exceeding one
year, a fine, or whipping which may not exceed forty lashes.

2. Article 306 of the Penal Code of Mauritania (Legal Order No. 162–83):

Any Muslim, male or female, who ridicules or insults God or His messenger (May
God bless him and grant him salvation), or His angels, or His books, or one of His
prophets, shall be put to death, and he will not be called on to repent. Even if he
repents, the death penalty will not be removed.

4. Functional equivalence

Šarčević (1997), Chromá (2004) as well as Alcaraz and Hughes (2002) argue that legal
equivalence is achieved only if the same legal effect is clearly expressed in the target text,
reflecting the legal conceptual meaning in the source text. However, due to the fact that
equivalence between Islamic and western legal cultures can only be partial, the related
conceptual gaps can only be bridged if the translator is provided with enough infor-
mation about sharia legal concepts. The information available in dictionaries is hardly
helpful to reflect the components of meaning in the legal context required. Therefore,
the accuracy-clarity tradeoff requires striking a balance between the conceptual content
of the source legal culture and the ease of communicating such content for the target
reader to understand it clearly and use it easily. It is true that, as Alwazna (2016, 255) sug-
gests, the “strategies to surmount such a dilemma are also in place, and legal translators
often resort to them to achieve and serve the main purpose for legal translation.” How-
ever, reliance on functional equivalence should not mask whether or not the conceptual
nature of the functional equivalent and the source legal term have been assessed by the
translator (Šarčević 1997).
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For this functional fidelity to be achieved, legal translators should not stick to the
translation brief provided by the commissioner lest they fall short of reproducing the
same legal effect as the original. In support of this claim, two examples are presented
below, where the conceptual asymmetries exposed above are masked in accounting for
Islamic law concepts. The first illustration relates the famous coffee debate sparked in
Islamic societies about the legal status of coffee-drinking and the gatherings it involved.
Interestingly, the western accounts of this incident, such as Standage (2005), are con-
ducted based on whether coffee is lawful or unlawful (intoxicating). However, the Arabic
sources accounting for this incident, such as Arnaut (2012), draw on the five-point scale
(obligatory, recommended, neutral, discouraged, and prohibited) to assess whether cof-
fee drinking should be legally treated as alcohol in Islamic communities. It is also ana-
lyzed with reference to shubha [uncertainty], an illegal act that seems like a legal one,
which is an additional concept peculiar to Islamic legal culture. This indicates that the
transfer into English of this legal controversy ignores the classification assumed in the
Islamic legal culture.

The second illustration that indicates that the functional approach leaves much to
be desired comes from the functionalist principle that translation from Arabic into Eng-
lish should respect the thematic structure of English and the related rhetorical patterns.
For example, in criminal law, legislative Arabic sentences always start with the sanction
(action), followed by the subject (offender) before introducing the conditions that qual-
ify the sanction (exceptions). English sentences, however, start with the offender, fol-
lowed by the sanction, as the example below shows:

Any person who, being married, marries any other person during the life of the former
husband or wife shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to imprisonment

(Bigamy 141- Penal Code of the Caribbean)1for seven years.

194المادة
اًأأوراق أأوً لاما اختلس عامة بخدمة َّلفمك أأو عام موظف كل سنوات سبع عن تقل لا مدة بالسجن قَبيُعا
.وظيفته بسبب حيازته في جِدتوُ

Literal translation: [Shall be liable to imprisonment for at least seven years any public
employee who has embezzled money or documents found in his possession because of

(Article 194 of Law 3/2018 – Bahrain Penal Code)the duties entrusted to his office.].

Starting with the sanction may reveal the rhetorical (syntactic) structure of Arabic, but
does not tell the reader anything about Islamic legal culture, as the example relating to
the concept of ʾamān below indicates:

.رًافَِكا لُتُوقْمَلْا نََكا نْإِاوَ ءٌ،رِيبَ لِتِقَالْا نَمِ نَاأَافَ هُ،َلتَقَ َّمثُ هِ،مِدَ َلىعَ لًاجُرَ نََّمأَا من

1. http://agc.gov.ms/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/penal_code.pdf
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[Whoever gives a man an assurance of protection for his life and then kills him, then I
have nothing to do with the killer or his deed, even if the victim is a disbeliever.]

(Hadith # 6103)Authentic Hadith reported in Al-Albani (1987).

The concept of ʾamān in Islamic law is complex as it includes the semantic notions of
truce, peace, treaty, trust, assurance and safety, and its legal force is conditioned by the
nature of the person who grants it (in terms of age, religion and status), the place where it
is granted (Muslim or non-Muslim land) and duration (limited or unlimited in terms of
time), as explained in the juristic accounts of Al-Shaybānī outlined in Dhamiria (2009).
Moreover, the major motivation underlying granting ʾamān is serving the interest of
Islam and the Islamic community; otherwise granting ʾamān would be invalid. Due to
such complexity, the translation of terms derived from this concept are even more chal-
lenging. By way of example, the functional equivalence of ʾistiʾmān [seeking assurance of
protection] is listed in Al-Jamhara, an online termbase of Islamic legal terms,2 as seeking
asylum. However, asylum, in international law, is the protection granted by a state to a
foreign citizen against his own state. The person for whom asylum is established has no
legal right to demand it, and the sheltering state has no obligation to grant it.3 Therefore,
picking the translation of this concept from this term base would not reflect the actual
conceptual details in the Islamic legal culture. This leads us to exposing the contribu-
tion of translators, localizers and artificial intelligence resources to masking conceptual
asymmetries.

5. Translators’ practice

An independent small-scale survey has been conducted to collect information as to how
professional translators deal with legal terms (Alaoui 2020). The survey consists of 16
questions and it was sent to 37 Arab professional translators who frequently work on
legal documents. The data collected is meant to assess their strategies of dealing with the
translation of sharia terms into English and French. Below are the answers to the ques-
tions related to the topic of this chapter:

Question 6

If you are not sure about the translation of a legal term, what do you do?

1. Google it (45.94%)
2. Google it, but make sure that it is used in an official website (21.62%)

2. https://islamic-content.com
3. Britannica Law Encyclopedia (https://britannica.com/topic/asylum)
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3. Check it on specialized glossaries online (24.32%)
4. All of the above (8.10%)
5. Other [please specify] (0%)

Question 11

How often do you consult Arabic-English legal term bases?

1. Always (5.40%)
2. Sometimes (27.02%)
3. Rarely (43.24%)
4. Never (24.32%)

This small-scale survey was followed by WebEx interviews of 8 (out of 37) translators,
focusing on asking for clarification of the answers provided by the interviewees in the
survey. The interviews were conducted simply to confirm the interpretation of the data
collected (Alaoui 2020). The practice and perception of the translators interviewed indi-
cate key assumptions that blind translators to the conceptual asymmetries in Arabic-
English legal translation. For one thing, the trade-off between speed and accuracy in
legal translation tends to be in the benefit of time-saving. The Internet seems to be per-
ceived as a valuable source of ready-to-use translation solutions. It is also assumed that
the terminology available in artificial intelligence sources, such as parallel corpora as
well as alignment and corpus tools, is valid enough to be conclusive and could safely be
used without engaging in any extensive research. This amounts to saying that the use
of such resources blinds translators to the key aspects of terminological asymmetry out-
lined above.

More importantly, some of the translators interviewed (24.32%) feel obliged to avoid
more accurate equivalents and opt for the less-accurate terms available in artificial intel-
ligence resources partly because doing the required research is time-consuming and
partly because the target readers would find them unfamiliar, since they are themselves
users of artificial intelligence sources. That is, the tendency of both commissioners and
target users of a legal document to uphold the validity of artificial intelligence sources
drives legal translators to sign on to the communicative value of such sources (Bestué
2016). This practice, in turn, contributes to masking the conceptual asymmetries charac-
terizing Arabic-English legal translation.

The technologization of translation seems to have marginalized the role of the trans-
lator as an intercultural mediator. Legal translation is not merely a matter of terminol-
ogy; it is the specific definition of such terminology that matters in understanding, a key
requirement in the translation process. Legal translation should be guided by functional
fidelity, where messages are transferred clearly, while the concepts of the source legal cul-
ture are preserved. Such understanding can only be adequately ensured if the meaning of
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legal terms is searched in the source legal culture before selecting a functional equivalent.
That is, specifying the meaning of legal terms with reference to the source legal culture
is a necessary requirement for the interpretation of the legal effect of the target legal text.
Therefore, failure to consult the source legal culture for the full meaning of sharia terms
contributes to blinding translators to the conceptual asymmetries characterzing Islamic
and western-type laws.

6. Localization

Another related factor that contributes to blinding translators to conceptual asymmetries
is localization. Localization discourse depicts translators as language agents in charge of
changing words from a language into another. This compromises the role of translators
as intercultural mediators even within the localization sector, to the extent that trans-
lation itself is referred to as localization (Austermuhl (2007). The localization literature
is replete with the promotion of such discourse. By way of example, Olvera-Lobo and
Castillo-Rodríguez (2019) take it that “ideally, the different agents involved in the cre-
ation of the product (localizers, customers, web developers) should work in close col-
laboration, since only in this way can the end product reach a satisfactory quality level”
(41–42). Translators, called here localizers, are depicted as agents with strictly limited
linguistic mechanical tasks, and they are subordinated to the technologically advanced
digital tools. It seems that such localization discourse contributes to masking concep-
tual asymmetries, since it persuades legal translators that they are merely word-changers
rather than competent experts in intercultural communication.

It is true that time-constraints and immediacy in the business world would naturally
drive service providers to focus more on digital tools and efficiency, but this should not
persuade legal translators to follow suit. This is because of the need to preserve the cap-
ital of the source legal culture, translators should develop intercultural along with arti-
ficial intelligence. Reliance on digital tools in this regard seem to shift rather than solve
translation problems related to the representation of Islamic legal culture in English. This
contributes to masking the conceptual asymmetries at hand, and drives legal translators
to shy off from engaging in the required research to preserve the relevant aspects of the
source legal culture.

7. Law bilingual dictionaries

Overwhelming evidence has been put forth for the inadequacy of bilingual legal dic-
tionaries because the set of equivalents they provide may turn out to be inadequate or
misleading (Chromá 2004; Šarčević 1989). They are not conceptually oriented to high-
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light the conceptual gap that specifies the degree of equivalence achieved by functional
equivalents, allowing the legal translator to compensate for terminological incongruence
through various techniques in the translation process. Dictionaries can help in the accu-
rate transfer of legal cultural content only if they are based on comparative legal analy-
sis. While this chapter does not claim to provide a systematic analysis of terminological
resources, it points out to their major shortcomings involved.

At least three types of terminological resources are available to legal translators. The
first are bilingual dictionaries that contain purely western legal terms presented in Eng-
lish/French and Arabic, providing a brief explanation in Arabic. A case in point is the
Law Dictionary (French-Arabic)4 published by Arabic Language Academy. This type of
dictionary could be useful for understanding the concepts of western law, but it is not
related in any way to Islamic law. It simply lists and defines terms relating exclusively to
western type laws. Therefore, the help it provides to Arabic-English legal translators is
rather limited. The second type of terminological resources relates to bilingual glossaries
and dictionaries containing both Islamic and western type legal terms. A good example
is the Comprehensive Dictionary of Legal Terms (English-Arabic-English), compiled by
Al-Harahsheh (2017). Such resource lists English/Arabic legal terms and their counter-
parts, but there is no way the translator can detect any terminological and conceptual
misalignments for them to pick an adequate equivalent.

The third type of terminological resources is terminology databases explaining legal
terms in Arabic, drawing on sharia resources. A good example of such resource is the Al-
Jamhara terminology database available at islamic-content.com. The weakness of such
resource is that it does not provide enough information in English with regard to the
definition and context of legal terms for the user to spot any potential terminological
and conceptual misalignment, and then deal with it in the translation strategy. Also, the
back translation of the terms proposed in English does not reflect the semantic content
of sharia legal terms as pointed out with regard to the concept of ’isti’mān mentioned
above. The same holds for most glossaries available online.

A better model than the sources above is TransLegal World Law Dictionary,5 a recent
online database of legal terminology, prepared by jurilinguists (lawyer-linguists) and
broken down by field of law. In addition to the translations, the database provides notes
explaining the source European legal concepts involving asymmetries to help the user
understand and explain differences between source and English legal concepts. It also
defines and contextualizes the source legal concepts that do not correspond to any equiv-
alent in the English jurisdictions. Though this dictionary represents a viable model for

4. Law Dictionary (French-Arabic) published by Arabic Language Academy (Amiri Publishing House)
in Cairo in 1999 (749 pages), https://www.edunewprof.com/2019/08/734.html.
5. https://www.translegal.com
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our purposes, it still does not include Arabic or sharia law, as it focuses on ten European
languages so far.

It emerges from this short exposition that the historical shifts undergone by Islamic
law, the practice of translators, the inadequate use of artificial intelligence resources, the
nature of functional equivalence as well as the bilingual dictionaries available are all
factors that do not help much in preserving the qualities of the source legal culture in
Arabic-English legal translation. They rather contribute to masking the stark conceptual
asymmetries that mark off Islamic law from western laws. A solution to this issue is sug-
gested below with reference to conceptual analysis and the organization of term bases,
which hopefully would assist to achieve the functional fidelity approach to legal transla-
tion defended in this chapter.

A word of caution is in order here. This chapter does not claim that all resources
must provide detailed information about aspects of terminological asymmetry, or that
all dictionaries and glossaries are useless. Terminological asymmetry does not arise in
every single aspect of Arabic-English legal translation. These resources would help in
providing equivalent terms to simple concepts such as court. However, they fail to help
the translator in providing the information needed to translate highly complex concepts
such as waqf endowment, whose related law is one of the most intricate laws in sharia
since it is interwoven with far reaching religious, social, and economic aspects in Islam.
This is the reason underlying the quest for a more adequate resource, namely the term
base.

8. Term base for sharia legal terms

Legal translators need a resource that helps them avoid sweeping under the rag the
conceptual asymmetries inherent in Arabic-English legal translation, for them to make
viable decisions as to the equivalents they choose to reflect the relevant aspects of Islamic
legal culture in target English texts. Therefore, there is a pressing need for a rich term
base for sharia legal terms to highlight the conceptual gaps between the two legal sys-
tems (functional fidelity). Opting for a term base is motivated by the need to avoid the
shortcomings of dictionaries described above. The benefits of a term base in this regard
are quite obvious. The term base opens the possibility of focusing on specialized terms
as they are used in a specific knowledge domain, which guarantees that a given entry
only allows one meaning (concept). It also allows the inclusion of information relating
to how legal terms are used in specific contexts or domains. For legal translators to make
appropriate decisions when confronted with equivalence issues, they need information
relating to the (1) domain of the legal term, (2) its definition, (3) the context of its use
and (4) the degree of equivalence involved. All these components should be accompa-
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nied with reliable sources, for both languages, that translators can consult if they need
more explanation, without engaging in extensive research.

The term base proposed here could be in the form of a database of domain-specific
concepts in Islamic law along with the terms that designate them. Unlike bilingual legal
dictionaries, it would not contain the uses of a term from outside the scope of its par-
ticular domain. Like the TransLegal World Law Dictionary, the proposed term base rep-
resents domain-specific knowledge that would be divided into concepts approved by
expert jurists in Islamic law. If a term has more than one meaning, each meaning would
be contained in a separate concept entry. This would enable the translator to compare
concepts and make informed decisions without engaging in time-consuming research.

The structure and content of term base entries would look like the sample below,
relating to the concept of slander in criminal law, using an example from UAE Criminal
Law:

Article 20 of Law 5 (2012) of the Penal Code of UAE
Without prejudice to sharia provisions, anyone who commits the crime of qadhf (slan-
der) shall be punished by imprisonment and/or a fine up to AED 500,000.

لا التي والغرامة بالحبس يعاقب الإإسلامية، الشريعة في المقررةالقذفجريمة بأأحكام الإإخلال عدم مع
….الغير سب من كل العقوبتين هاتين بإإحدى أأو درهم أألف خمسمائة تجاوز

Entry Number: 627

Arabic: قذف qadhf [qaðf ]

Definition: Spoken defamation harming a Muslim woman’s reputation in order to discredit her
dignity or honor in the eyes of the public. If the perpetrator cannot support their claim by four
witnesses, (1) they are liable to 80 lashes, (2) they may not serve as witnesses any more, and (3)
they are wicked in the eyes of Allah.

Definition source: Quran (Al-Noor, 4)

َلأُاووَ ۚ دًابَأَا ةًدَهَاشَ مْهَُل لُوابَقْتَ لَاوَ ةًدَلْجَ نَنِيمَاثَ مْهُدُولِجْفَا ءَدَاهَشُ ةِعَبَرْأَابِ تُواأْايَ مَْل َّمثُ تِنَاصَحْمُلْا نَمُورْيَ نَوالذي كَئِٰ
)4النور (نَقُوسِفَالْا مُهُ

[And those who launch a charge against chaste women, and produce not four witnesses (to
support their allegation), flog them with eighty stripes; and reject their evidence ever after: for
such men are wicked transgressors] (Al-Noor, Verse 4).

Context: Freedom of expression or speech is not a matter of privilege in Islam but it is one of
the fundamental rights that is respected and protected by Islamic law. In Islam, the term free-
dom of opinion refers to the right of the individual to express his or her own opinion as long as
he or she does not violate Islamic teachings.
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Context source: Hasbollah Bin Mat Saad and Abdul Samat Bin Musa (2015). The Concept
and Scope of Defamation in Al-Quran Al-Kareem and Its Relation to Freedom of Speech in
Malaysia. Aust. J. Basic & Appl. Sci., 9(37): 294–299.

English (US): defamation - (Level of equivalence: Functional) – Back translation: تشهير

Definition: Libel and slander are legal claims for false statements of fact about a person that
are printed, broadcast, spoken or otherwise communicated to others. Libel generally refers to
statements or visual depictions in written or other permanent form, while slander refers to ver-
bal statements and gestures. The term defamation is often used to encompass both libel and
slander.

Definition source: Cal. Civ. Code § 45 and Cal. Civ. Code § 46.

https://www.shouselaw.com/ca/personal-injury/harm-to-reputation/defamation/

Context: California Civil Law: An intentional publication of a statement of fact that is false,
unprivileged, has a natural tendency to injure or which causes “special damage” and the defen-
dant’s fault in publishing the statement amounted to at least negligence. In general, if a defen-
dant stated an opinion, as opposed to a fact, then there is no defamation.

Context source: Gregory v. McDonell Douglas Corp. (1976) 17 Cal.3d 596, 601.

https://scocal.stanford.edu/opinion/gregory-v-mcdonnell-douglas-corp-28001

The sample entry above provides information about the concept of slander derived
from sources reliable and rich enough to specify the conceptual gap between the two
legal cultures, including sources such as sharia law references, Black’s Law Dictionary,
American law and specialized websites. Reference in the term base is also made to juristic
rules and sacred source material of sharia because these would influence how the courts
interpret laws when they apply Islamic law. The related domain and context of use are
made available in the entry in both the source and the target language with a view to
enabling the translator to compare concepts and make informed decisions in the trans-
lation process.

Again, this does not mean that all terminological resources are required to provide
detailed information about aspects of terminological asymmetry. The point is that most
Arabic-English dictionaries and glossaries available are largely insufficient in terms of
the contexts they provide to translators to make informed decisions in the translation
process. The information relating to conceptual analysis outlined in the term base sam-
ple above serves as a significant tool for improving accuracy in legal translation. It opens
the legal translator’s eyes to the conceptual differences and similarities between a func-
tional equivalent and its source term. This allows translators to repair terminological
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incongruence by using lexical expansion to delimit or expand the sense of a functional
equivalent. In so doing, they would avoid functional equivalents that could be mislead-
ing due to key conceptual differences between the two legal cultures. More specifically,
term bases help translators make a translation decision in moments of doubt or intro-
duce repairs where a translation solution is not straightforward enough.

The term base sample above highlights the predominantly religious spirit of Islamic
law, in line with a key requirement of legal translation, namely the preservation of the
qualities of the source legal culture in the target English texts. The ultimate goal of the
approach upholding functional fidelity is to help legal translators to forge English equiv-
alents to sharia legal terms that are transparent enough to (1) be understood in the tar-
get legal culture and (2) reflect the conceptual components inherent in the source legal
culture. This could be achieved by building enriched term bases that combine insights
from terminology, translation studies and jurisprudence. This move would provide key
information for translators, academics and jurists to be aware of conceptual asymmetries
without engaging in time-consuming extensive research.

9. Conclusion

All translation codes of ethics available call for the faithful rendering of the original text
message, especially highly system-bound texts. Islamic law and western law are concep-
tually maximally opposed legal cultures. While in the former religion is outside the scope
of law, it is the law itself in the latter. Whereas the First Amendment in the United States
Constitution provides that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion”, the Quran clearly states that “whoever fails to judge by what Allah has revealed,
they are the unbelievers”(Chapter 5, Verse 44). The functional approach to legal transla-
tion should observe fidelity to the source legal culture. This can only be delivered if the
translator is endowed with adequate intercultural intelligence, which should take prece-
dence over artificial intelligence in legal translation. A well-organized term base would
be a valuable step to support legal translators in achieving this endeavor. Using a term
base would water down the practices that mask such asymmetries, for the Arabic legal
culture to be preserved in the translation. Though this chapter is not directly associated
with postcolonial discourse, it signs on to the essentialist argument that Islamic law is
inherently religious and should be represented as such in legal translation. This can only
be achieved if legal translation adopts the functional fidelity approach defended in this
chapter, facilitated by a well-organized rich term base.
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On the interaction between legal
and religious concepts

Lahousseine Id-Youss & Abied Alsulaiman
KU Leuven (University of Leuven)

Legal concepts differ in each individual society reflecting the differences in that
society (Cao 2007, 2010). They form part of nationally contained legal systems with
their own terminological apparatus and underlying conceptual structure, their own
rules of classification (Šarčević 1997). These differences have both semasiological
and onomasiological perspectives. Some areas of the Moroccan law offer a good
illustration for these idiosyncratic features as they are marked by peculiar
characteristics, reflecting the prevalent political, social and religious realities. In this
chapter, we will shed light on the interaction between law and religion, showing
how this interaction manifests itself in the Moroccan Family Code (Moudawana).
The study will be carried out from semasiological and onomasiological angles.

Keywords: legal concept/term, onomasiology, semasiology, religion, family law,
system-bound concept, conceptual asymmetry, partial equivalence

1. Introduction

Man needs law, just as railway cars need a track to guide them (Strong 1907, 542). The
law provides people with the necessary structures and guidelines to which their actions
should conform in order for some form of social order to exist. It represents a com-
plex phenomenon as it can reflect existing social and economic relationships, on the one
hand, and it can be used as a means for directing social change, on the other (Kircher
1986). In terms of form and content, it is shaped and influenced by a variety of forces and
factors.

Religion can be seen as one of those important and influential elements that interact
with the law in different ways. Religious values may sometimes constitute guiding princi-
ples by which voters choose their representatives in the legislative branch. In this sense,
the voters’ ideological convictions will inevitably be echoed in the law. However, the
other way round scenario is also applicable. Bobrowicz states that while in a secular fash-
ion people tend to focus on the “way religion influences law, the latter may equally affect
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the former”. Such a reversed influence can go as far as touching “upon religion’s core
principles, and matters of such importance as the question of what constitutes ‘ortho-
doxy’” (Bobrowicz 2018, 88).

Our focus in this chapter, nevertheless, lies on the influence of religion on law, and
more particularly on the impact it may have on legal terminology. Given the fact that
the interaction between these two institutions may vary from one society to another and
from subject-field to another, we will center our attention on how this influence mani-
fests itself in the context of the Moroccan Family Law. The Islamic basis of this code has
been highlighted in a number of studies (Alsulaiman 2009; Alsulaiman 2011; Engelcke
2019; Id-Youss 2016).

We will attempt to illustrate the degree to which religion has affected the Moroccan
Family Law legal terminology. This objective will be achieved through studying the Code
from the lens of the Quran and the Sunna1 being the two major sources of Islamic law,
in order to see how much conceptual and linguistic correlation exists between them.
The issue will thus be approached from onomasiological and semasiological angles, in
an endeavor to add some insights into this phenomenon of the interaction between law
and religion. A note of caution needs to be made here at the outset. The Quran and the
Sunna are not the only sources of legislation in Islam. Other sources include consensus
amongst Muslim jurists (’iğmā‘), consideration of public good al-maṣāliḥ al-mursalah,
’iğtihād, practice of the people of Madina etc. However, the outcome of each of these sec-
ondary sources should not contradict what is laid down in the Quran and the Sunna.

The chapter is divided into four blocks, and it is organized as follows: The first sec-
tion sketches some literature background on the connections between religion and law
in general, and the second outlines some methodological aspects relating to our termi-
nological study. In the third section, some onomasiological aspects of the analyses are
presented. Finally, the fourth one is devoted to introducing some of the semasiological
matters of this work.

2. Interaction between religion and law

To many, religion and law are two incompatible and unrelated institutions, each of which
serves a different purpose: While religion is spiritual and psychological oriented, law
is social oriented. However, when the connection between them is closely scrutinized
both diachronically and synchronically, one can easily see that these two seemingly dif-
ferent institutions are but two sides of the same coin. Countless legal rules belonging to
different legal systems are drafted based on religious texts (Id-youss 2016). Obviously,
the presence of religious elements in law can vary from society to society, reflecting the

1. Sunna refers to the prophet’s sayings and deeds.
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ideological convictions of the people. In this section, we will shed some light on the
connection between these two constructs. Our focus will be geared toward some of the
functions and characteristics they share as well as the interaction and interdependence
between them and their corresponding text types.

Religion and law share a great deal of functions and features, and they mutually
influence each other. According to White (1995), they embrace comparable concepts of
crime and sin, contract and covenant, justice and righteousness respectively. They are
formally related and both have “liturgy and ritual, concepts of tradition and precedent,
sources of authority” (1995, 176).

In the same vein, Barzilai (2007, XI) argues that both aspire to frame human con-
sciousness and behavior in all areas of public and private life. While religion achieves this
through people’s belief that they need to think/act/behave in accordance with the teach-
ings of their religion, law attains this objective by legal enforcement and sanctions. Both
apply the same concepts: reward in return for compliance and punishment for disobe-
dience. Just like in religion, the feature ‘punishment for disobedience’ constitutes a key
characteristic in the philosophy of law. Austin (2007) defines law as a set of commands
posited by certain structures of governance which are habitually obeyed by the majority,
and where disobedience is punishable by law.

Moreover, religion and law have never achieved complete autonomy from each
other, in the sense that religion has been embodied in modern legal systems, including
those systems that have strived to privatize it. Paradoxically, they are both complemen-
tary and contradictory, and they constitute simultaneous sources of rule-making, adju-
dication and execution (Barzilai 2007).

Another aspect of interaction and interdependence between the two is that while
the law provides structures and normative conditions within which religion exists and
operates, the latter determines the law through the values and convictions embraced by
the people (robbers 2010). This interdependency is illustrated by the fact that the law
offers the necessary legislation regulating the functioning of religious institutions such
as churches, synagogues, mosques, etc. Religious values embraced by the people, on the
other hand, determine the content and shape of the law (Id-Youss 2016).

Interestingly, legal texts and religious texts are also comparable in terms of their
functions and status. Šarčević (1997) demonstrates that the function of legal texts is nor-
mative. Texts such as laws and regulations, codes, contracts, treaties and conventions
have a primarily prescriptive nature, as they are regulatory instruments containing rules
of conduct or norms. They are “normative texts which prescribe a specific course of
action that an individual ought to conform to” (Šarčević 1997, 11). By the same token,
religious texts “such as the Ten Commandments and the Laws of the First Fruits in Exo-
dus are normative texts prescribing standards of behavior in the form of commands and
prohibitions” (Šarčević 1997, 11).
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The authoritative status is yet another characteristic shared by religious and legal
texts. Legal text is vested with the force of law, i.e., it is binding for the parties concerned.
Any non-compliance is thus punishable by law. Similarly, religious rules are binding for
the people concerned, and disobeying these rules incurs some form of punishment as
mentioned above. It is true that the form of punishment involved in the two contexts
may be conceptually different, but the principle lying behind it seems to be the same.

Still at the macro-level, i.e., at the text level, religious translation and the translation
of legal texts have also been interconnected with regard to the translation approach to be
adopted in the translation process. Šarčević (1997) explains that given the normative and
prescriptive character of both these text types, the early history of legal translation was
closely related to that of Bible translation, and the preferred approach in both translation
forms was literal translation. It was until the 20th century that this literal tendency was
first challenged.

At the micro-level, i.e., the terminological/conceptual level, religious and legal con-
cepts have a lot in common. In translation, for instance, when searching for equivalent
concepts/terms, we are often confronted with comparable problems of conceptual
incongruency and system-bound concepts. Incongruency refers to the phenomenon that
equivalent concepts may not always share all their defining characteristics. In both fields,
translators and terminologist are often satisfied with partially equivalent concepts/terms
due to the absence of absolute equivalents.

Within the legal sphere, Cao (2007) demonstrates that the scope of the concept can
sometimes be too broad that it can be translated into another language and legal system
using two or three terms depending on the context. As an example, the English concept
jurisprudence is broader than its French equivalent ‘jurisprudence. While the English
concept covers both the philosophy of law or legal theory as well as case law, the French
equivalent concept denotes case law or legal precedents only (Cao 2007, 59). Along the
same line, Šarčević (2012, 194) shows that the concept decision in French law corresponds
with two more specific concepts in German law, viz. Entscheidung and Beschluss; and it
corresponds with three concepts in Dutch law, namely, beschikking, besluit and beslissing.

Religious concepts also exhibit this conceptual asymmetry. Most notions are so
deeply rooted into the religious culture where they have evolved that finding their
absolute equivalent concepts in other cultures can be truly challenging. As an illustration
of this phenomenon, the concept prayer in Christianity can be “defined as communica-
tion with God in a relationship of love”, be it “formal or informal, private or commu-
nal” (Zanzig 1996, 9). The emphasis in this definition is on the phrase communication
with God, the different manifestations of which appear in almost every dictionary defin-
ition of the concept. The equivalent notion in Islam, on the other hand, receives a differ-
ent definition. According to Zepp (2000, 80), prayer (also termed ṣalāt) is “a prescribed
liturgy which includes bodily movement, saying of prayers in Arabic, and recitation of
the Quran”.
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It is true that communication with God is also involved in the Islamic definition of
the concept as the whole act of praying is meant and addressed to God/Allah. How-
ever, other essential features such as the prescribed bodily movements, recitation of
the Quran, an unshaken focus (ḫušū‘) etc.2 are essential features that any prayer should
include if it is to be regarded as ‘valid’. Moreover, ṣalāt is bound to specific moments dur-
ing the day.

This absence of symmetry between the two concepts is perhaps the reason behind
another translational phenomenon, viz. correspondence with more than one concept in
the target language/culture. The concept ‘prayer’ as defined within the Christian tradi-
tion can correspond to other concepts in Islam such as dhikr and du‘ā’. Ḏikr literally
means remembering God/the mentioning of God. Du‘ā’, on the other hand, is an act of
supplication. An additional layer of complexity stems from the fact that ḏikr and du‘ā’ do
form part of ṣalāt. However, the two can also be perform outside ṣalāt and are not sub-
ject to any temporal or spatial considerations.

Another characteristic that law and religion share at the conceptual level is what is
termed as system-bound concepts/terms. System-bound terms refer to those terms that
are exclusively peculiar to the legal system they have evolved in and thus have no com-
parable counterparts in other legal systems or families, because the object, relationship,
action, or procedure designated by those terms do not exist in those systems (Šarčević
1997). This phenomenon is referred to by some authors as system-bound terms (Cao
2007; Šarčević 1989, 1997). This terminological difference reflects a difference in perspec-
tive. While some look at the legal systems having certain peculiar concepts not shared
with other legal systems, others highlight those legal systems which lack such concepts.

Religions are also characterized by this feature of systemic diversity. Harvey (2002)
argues that religion is inseparable from the notion of systemic diversity and that religious
texts contain cultural specific items singular to the religion in question. It is true that reli-
gions, unlike legal systems, are transnational; however, the underlying idea of system-
bound concepts is the same.

To conclude, religion and law have a great deal of characteristics in common, and
they exhibit almost the same functions and status (Šarčević 1997). They interact in var-
ious ways, complementing each other at times and contradicting each other at other
times. Moreover, the concepts involved in the two domains raise similar issues of con-
ceptual asymmetry and systemic diversity.

2. The transliteration system used in this chapter is ISO 233 for the romanization of Arabic. Exception:
localized spelling of known Arabic words in English such as “Quran”.
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3. Methodological considerations

The remaining sections will strive to illustrate some manifestations of the interaction
between religion and law. The focus will be geared mainly toward a specific aspect, viz.
the influence of religion on the Code. This area of law seems to be a prototypical instance
of the legal subject-fields that are heavily shaped by religion. In the paragraphs below,
we will offer some methodological elements pertinent to our terminological and concep-
tual study. First, the corpus, which consists of the Code and the two primary sources of
Islamic legislation, will be introduced. Second, the criteria for the selection of the ana-
lyzed terminological units will be outlined. Finally, the graphical representation of ter-
minological elements will be explained.

The first component of our corpus consists of the Code, upon which our terminolog-
ical and conceptual analyses have been based. It was first drafted in Arabic and published
in the Official Gazette of the Kingdom of Morocco No. 5184 on the 5th of February, 2004.
The Code was implemented by Law No. 03–70, promulgated by the Dahir No. 22–04–1,
issued on the 3rd of February, 2004. The French copy of the code appeared later on in
the Official Gazette No. 5358 on the 6th of October, 2005.

The second component concerns the Quran and the Sunna. These religious texts
constitute the two major sources of Islamic legislation (Ibn Rushd, and Abdul-Rauf 1994;
Šarčević 1997). According to Baamir (2016, 48), the Quran “is the sacred book of Islam,
believed by Muslims to be the infallible words of God dictated to Prophet Muhammad".
The Sunna, on the other hand, can be defined as a collection of the Prophet’s sayings, his
behavior, matters he approved and matters he condemned during his lifetime (Baamir
2016). It is also seen as the way the Prophet applied the Quran in practice. For instance,
the Quranic command “attend to your prayers” is general, and it is the Sunna which
specifies how/when to pray, what to say in one’s prayer, etc.

With a view to demonstrating how much impact religion had on the current Moroc-
can Family Law, we selected some key marriage and divorce-related notions in the Code
and tried to evaluate the concordance between their terms as used in the Code and their
linguistic manifestations as they occur in the Quran or Sunna. The study also involves a
semasiological component where individual legal concepts are compared with their reli-
gious counterparts. The selection of the terms is motivated by two factors: (1) the high
frequency of their occurrence in the Code and/or (2) the weight/importance of the con-
cepts they designate.

Interestingly enough, the two criteria we used as guidelines for the selection of the
terminological units can be beautifully mapped on the onomasiological and semasio-
logical perspectives of our analyses. In this sense, while frequency applies to Section (3)
where onomasiological aspects are presented, weight has a bearing on Section (4) where
semasiological dimensions of the study are outlined.
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Given that frequency is of an onomasiological character, the term frequency is pro-
vided in the fourth column of Table 1 in Section 4. Its calculation has been performed
manually for a number of reasons. First, one term in the Code may refer to more than
one concept (polysemy), as is the case for the term ’ahliyyah which denotes two concepts
in the Code, viz. ‘legal capacity’ and ‘qualification’. Second, the same term may be used in
combination with other words to form a different terminological unit denoting a related
concept. For instance, the term zawāğ is used 44 times designating the specific concept
‘marriage’. However, as a sequence of letters, its total occurrence is 125 times, where it is
sometimes combined with other words forming an extended terminological unit. Exam-
ples of these extended units include ‘aqd al-zawāğ (marriage contract), waliy al-zawāğ
(matrimonial tutor) etc.

Another nuance has to do with the fact that part of the term is sometimes used as a
short form contract for marriage contract. Finally, the total occurrence does not involve
situations when a pronoun is used to stand for a particular term, nor does it include its
synonyms in the Code, if any. This entails that the real frequency rate is higher than that
offered. All these factors combined make it impossible to implement an automatic fre-
quency calculation method. A semi-automatic method is nevertheless possible thanks to
the search functionalities offered by Word Processors and Web Browsers.

The weight of an item has been evaluated on the basis of how important it is inside
the system. The more important it is, the more serious legal effects its presence/absence
produces. This holds particularly true for conditions, prototypical elements, unavoidable
paths and procedures etc. For instance, while the concepts dowry, matrimonial tutor,
mutual consent, etc. exemplify necessary conditions; marriage and divorce are instances
of prototypical items in the context of family law. Inevitability can be represented by the
concept legal waiting period, a specific period of time that no woman in Morocco can
escape going through in the event of almost any form of separation including death. It
is true that the selected items are not the only elements in the Code which meet these
criteria; however, they are sufficient to demonstrate the points raised in this chapter.

A final point with regard to the weight of an item is that there is no necessary cor-
relation between weight and frequency. It can happen that an important element occurs
in the Code less frequently than a less important one. This premise can be illustrated
by the concepts mutual consent (appearing 8 times) and dowry (appearing 34 times). It
is true that both concepts constitute key conditions for the conclusion of marriage in
Morocco; however, they exhibit weight differences when put at the prototypical scale.
We have deduced from our analyses that the former, even if it occurred less frequently,
holds more importance. First, without mutual consent, marriage cannot simply be con-
cluded (Article 10). Second, if something wrong with mutual consent is discovered even
after contracting marriage, that will cause marriage to be declared void (Article 57).

These two points can clearly be contrasted against their dowry-related counterparts.
In the context of marriage of entrustment, marriage can be concluded and consummated
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even if dowry is not specified in the marriage act (Article 27). This defect can be cor-
rected by specifying the dowry and giving it to the wife even after the conclusion of
marriage. A marriage in which the dowry is dropped can be declared by the court to
be a defective marriage, which can be corrected by obliging the husband to pay a sum
of money based on a number of social and professional factors (Article 59; Article 60).
Labeling marriage as defective as opposed to void has considerable legal implications
which need not be outlined here; but that suffices to demonstrate that mutual consent
weighs way more than dowry. For more details on defective and void marriages, see Arti-
cles 57 through 64.

Before wrapping up this section, a few words need saying about how terms, concepts
and features are presented in this chapter. In order to facilitate communication, these
terminological elements will be formatted in accordance with ISO 10241–1 (2011). Thus,
terms will be placed between double quotation marks while concepts or characteristics
will be set between single quotation marks. When needed, translation of Arabic terms
will follow between brackets. Since concepts are theoretically language independent and
since the discussion is in English, the concepts will be provided in English whenever
possible so as to ensure a smooth flow of ideas. Otherwise, a transliteration will be pro-
vided. Obviously, even if the English wording of the concept is used, reference is still
made to the conceptual reality as expressed in the Code. Finally, all the Arabic words and
terminological units which are mentioned in this chapter have been transcribed follow-
ing a consistent transliteration system. The only term which deviates from this rule is the
term adoul, which has been adopted from the French copy of the Code, and the reason
behind this choice stems from the fact that this form is familiar in some other languages
than Arabic.

4. Religious origins of the Moroccan Family Law legal terminology

The Moroccan Family Law as a whole is based on Islamic precepts and values. A great
deal of terminological units used in the Code find their roots in religious textual mater-
ial. This Islamic basis has been explicitly provided for in Article 400 of the Code, which
states that reference may be made to the Islamic3 Malikite School of Jurisprudence and
to iğtihād in the event of issues not addressed by a text in the law. In this section, we will
attempt to illustrate the onomasiological correlation between this legal instrument and
the two religious sources, namely, the Quran and the Sunna.

3. The Maliki is one of the four major Sunnite schools of jurisprudence. It relies on the Quran and
Hadiths as primary sources of Islamic law. Maliki school also considers the consensus of the people of
Medina to be a valid source of Islamic law.
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It is perhaps worth reminding that onomasiology is a semantic mechanism, which
looks at the designation/designations of a concept. In other words, onomasiology takes
its starting-point in a concept investigating how that concept is termed/expressed. Some
of the phenomena associated with this mechanism include synonymy, neologisms, word
formation, etc. (Geeraerts 2009).

The relevance of the onomasiological mechanism to this study stems from the need
to evaluate the degree of terminological correspondence between the Code and the two
religious sources introduced in the previous section. At this level, thus, the comparison
concerns mainly the linguistic surface. Table 1 presents the terminological units that we
have selected and studied based on the criteria discussed in the previous section. The
first and second columns list the terminological units in Arabic as they show in the Code
and their transliteration respectively; the third one offers a possible translation for the
term. The fourth, fifth and sixth columns are concerned with the occurrence of the term
in the Code, the Quran and the Sunna. Because the occurrence of the term in the Code is
self-evident as it is the basis for analysis, the corresponding column lists the occurrence
frequency of the term. In the Quran and Sunna related columns, where the source of the
occurrence is presented, the word synonym is used when the concept is designated in the
religious text using a different terminological unit than that used in the Code. When the
concept is not expressed at all in one of the two religious text, the acronym NA is used.

We will now try to provide an overview of these terminological units with some
more context. They can be categorized in terms of their occurrence and nature into four
types: (1) the same term occurs in both religious sources; (2) the same term occurs in the
Sunna only; (3) a synonym is used in both the Quran and the Sunna; and (4) the con-
cept is not termed in the Quran nor in the Sunna. Based on this division, while Group 1
enjoys full terminological correspondence, Group 3 and Group 4 exhibit no correspon-
dence. Members of the second category, on the other hand, are instances of partial cor-
respondence, i.e., the terminological unit corresponds only with one of the two religious
texts.

We begin this discussion with the first category where the extracted terms find their
articulation in the two religious sources and which consists of 7 elements. The first three
elements concern the concepts mutual consent, divorce under judicial supervision and
legal waiting period termed as al-tarāḍī, ṭalāq and ‘iddah, respectively, which show in
nominal and verbal forms across the Code, the Quran and the Sunna. The term adoul
(two Islamic public notaries) appears in the Code and the two religious texts in dual
forms, because marriage or some forms of divorce must be concluded by two Islamic
public notaries. However, the transliteration, which has been taken from the French copy
of the Code, does not reflect this dual aspect as it opts for the plural form.
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Table 1. The onomasiological perspective

Term
in
Arabic Transcription Translation

Occurrence
in the Code

Occurrence
in the
Quran Occurrence in the Sunna

زواج zawāğ marriage 44 times synonym:
Sura 24:33

Al-Būṣīrī 1999; Hadith
#2540

التراضي al-tarāḍī mutual consent  8 Sura 2:232 Abū Ḥanīfah 1994;
Hadith #164

أأهلية ’ahliyyah legal capacity 12 synonym:
Sura 4:6

Synonym: Al-Qāsim Bin
Salām 2007; Hadith #701

ولي waliy matrimonial tutor 13 NA Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001; Hadith
#1690

صداق ṣadāq dowry 34 Sura 4:4 Mālik 1997; Hadith #537

موانع
شرعية

mawāni‘
šar‘iyyah

legal impediments 17 NA NA

عقد
الزواج

‘aqd al-zawāğ marriage contract 42 synonym:
Sura 2: 237

synonym: Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001;
Hadith #1144

عدلان adoul Two Islamic public
notaries

13 Sura 65:2 Ibn ’Abī Šaybah 2008;
Hadith #14107

طلاق ṭalāq divorce under
judicial supervision

65 Sura 2:227 Mālik 1997; Hadith #1129

تطليق taṭlīq judicial divorce 35 NA Al-Ğaṣṣāṣ s.a; Hadith
#183

شقاق šiqāq divorce for
irreconcilable
differences

 9 Sura 4:35 Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001; Hadith
#1227

طلاق
الخلع

ḫul‘ divorce in
exchange for
compensation

17 NA Sa‘īd Bin Manṣūr 1993;
Hadith #1410

رجعي rağ‘ī revocable divorce  9 Sura 2:230 Mālik 1997; Hadith #1212

بائن bā’in irrevocable divorce  5 NA Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001; Hadith
#1720

عدة ‘iddah legal waiting
period

26 Sura 33:49 Mālik 1997; Hadith #1162
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The fifth concept revocable divorce manifests itself in the Code in the form of verbs,
adjectives and nouns. In the Quran and the Sunna, verbal structures are given more pref-
erence, and the noun rağ‘ah is the only nominal realization found in the Sunna for this
concept. However, it must be stressed that the full terminological unit ṭalāq rağ‘i, as it
occurs in the Code, has not been located in neither religious sources.

The sixth concept ‘divorce for irreconcilable differences’ materializes throughout the
three instruments as the noun šiqāq. It is true that the consonantally related verb is
also found in the Quran and the Sunna; but it occurs in contexts outside the family
related issues with broader meanings. Finally, the terminological realization of the con-
cept ṣadāq, dowry, is also shared across the three instruments. The only nuance that has
to be added is that in the Quran the consonantally related ṣaduqāt is used, and not the
exact term ṣadāq. Other non-technical synonyms are also found but only in the two reli-
gious texts and include mahr and ’ağr.

The second set includes 5 instances exemplifying legal terms which find their ori-
gins in the Sunna only. The term zawāğ (marriage) exhibits an important onomasio-
logical aspect, i.e., it has a multiplicity of synonyms. We distinguish here two types of
synonyms: those occurring in the legal instrument exclusively and those appearing in
the religious text. The unit zawāğ has been used more or less consistently throughout
the Code, and a clear divergence from this practice occurs in the preamble where a verse
from the Quran is invoked in which the non-technical synonym nikāḥ is used. Based on
our analyses, this form of the term is not present in the Quran but occurs in the Sunna
both as a noun and as a verb. The closest consonantally related term that is located in
the Quran and which comes with a slightly different meaning is the verb zawwağa (to
give in marriage to).

The other members belonging to this group are ḫul‘ (divorce in exchange for com-
pensation), taṭlīq (judicial divorce), “bā’in (irrevocable divorce) and waliy (matrimonial
tutor). All these units seem to be lacking in the context of the Quran, but they are men-
tioned in different books of the Sunna.

The third group concerns those terms which show in the two religious sources as
synonyms only, i.e., the very terminological unit used in the Code is lacking there.
This set involves legal capacity and marriage contract, realized in the Code as ’ahliyyah
and ‘aqd al-zawāğ, respectively. The two concepts are termed in the Quran and the
Sunna, using the synonyms rušd and ‘uqdat al-nikāḥ. The synonym rušd, however, is
also located in the Code. Thus, based on the typology above, we can say that while rušd is
a technical synonym, ‘uqdat al-nikāḥ is not because it does not show in the legal instru-
ment. Some technical synonyms of marriage contract found in the Code include ‘aqd al-
zawğiyyah, mustanad al-zawğiyyah and rasm al-zawāğ.

The last category exemplifies those concepts that are not termed in the two religious
sources, and it contains only one element, viz. mawāni‘ šar‘iyyah (marriage legal imped-
iments). This terminological unit occurs in the Code in several occasions and takes both
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verbal and nominal forms. No trace of it, however, could be found in the Quran nor in
the Sunna. We believe that it has been formalized as a term by Muslim scholars in fiqh
(Islamic jurisprudence).

To wrap up, terminological correspondence between the Code, on the one hand,
and the Quran and/or the Sunna, on the other, seems to be an undeniable fact. This cor-
respondence can be total, as exemplified by the first set, or partial, as the second set of
terms demonstrates. However, some points of onomasiological divergence between them
can also be seen. This divergence takes at least two forms: (1) some concepts are termed
differently in the religious context using synonyms; and (2) some terminological units
seem to lack there, and their underlying conceptual reality is expressed instead using
non-terminological forms as will be explained in the next section.

5. Semasiological dimensions

Now that we have demonstrated the religious foundations of the Moroccan Family Law
terminology, it remains to illustrate this overall basis from a semasiological perspective.
In this section, we will closely examine the level of conceptual correspondence between
the Code, on the one hand, and the two religious sources, on the other. We will try to
highlight some of the constitutive elements of legal concepts, with a view to finding out
how comparable they are with their religious counterparts.

Unlike onomasiology, semasiology considers how the meaning/meanings of an iso-
lated word is/are manifested; it takes its starting-point in a term exploring the concept(s)
associated with it (Geeraerts 2009). Some of the issues associated with this semantic
mechanism include polysemy, semantic change, metaphor, etc. A common related phe-
nomenon in the legal sphere relates to situations in which ordinary words with ordinary
meanings, when used in law, receive new readings with new legal conceptual features.
The same thing holds true for words with religious meanings/connotations when incor-
porated in the law.

Polysemy and semantic variation/change will be the two major semasiological fea-
tures with which we will be concerned in our attempt to illustrate the conceptual cor-
respondence between the Code and the two major sources of legislation in Islam, viz.
the Quran and the Sunna. For the sake of consistency, the same set of units analyzed
in the previous section will be semasiologically treated here. Table 2 reintroduces these
units and the sources where they occur. Even if this table looks like the one given in the
previous section, it differs in substantial respects. First, it leaves out the onomasiologi-
cal elements relating to the term, its transcription and frequency. Second, the occurrence
columns document here the sources where the concept, rather than the term, can be
found.
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The two tables resemble each other mainly in the sense that the same Quran and
Sunna related references are used. A key objective behind employing this table in this
form is to facilitate comparison of the onomasiological correspondence degree as
opposed to the degree of semasiological correspondence. The first column presents the
concept, and the second provides the legal article where the concept appears in the
Code. The third and fourth columns are devoted to the occurrence of the concept in the
Quran and the Sunna. The acronym NA is used when no concept could be detected in
the religious text.

Table 2. The semasiological perspective

Concept
Occurrence in the
Code

Occurrence in the
Quran Occurrence in the Sunna

Marriage Art. 4 Sura 24:33 Al-Būṣīrī 1999; Hadith #2540

mutual consent Art. 4 Sura 2:232 Abū Ḥanīfah 1994; Hadith
#164

legal capacity Art. 13 Sura 4:6 Al-Qāsim Bin Salām 2007;
Hadith #701

matrimonial tutor Art. 13 NA Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001; Hadith #1690

dowry Art. 13 Sura 4:4 Mālik 1997; Hadith #537

marriage legal impediment Art. 13 Sura 4:23 Al-Bayhaqī 1991; Hadith 3633

marriage act Art. 16 Sura 2:237 Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001; Hadith #1144

two Islamic public notaries Art. 65 Sura 65:2 Ibn ’Abī Šaybah 2008; Hadith
#14107

divorce under judicial
supervision

Art. 71 Sura 2:227 Mālik 1997; Hadith #1129

judicial divorce Art. 71 NA Al-Ğaṣṣāṣ s.a; Hadith #183

divorce for irreconcilable
differences

Art. 52 Sura 4:35 Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001; Hadith #1227

divorce in exchange for
compensation

Art. 71 Sura 2:229 Sa‘īd Bin Manṣūr 1993;
Hadith #1410

revocable divorce Art. 123 Sura 2:230 Mālik 1997; Hadith #1212

irrevocable divorce Art. 126 Sura 2:229 Al-Šāfi‘ī 2001; Hadith #1720

legal waiting period Art. 84 Sura 33:49 Mālik 1997; Hadith #1162

Based on Table 2, we can clearly see that all the concepts occur in both the Code
and the Sunna. All of them can also be located in the Quran with the exception of
judicial divorce and matrimonial tutor. This high conformity includes the concept mar-
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riage impediment which we reported in the previous section to occur only in the code as
a terminological unit. The concept does appear in the two religious sources, but it is ver-
balized in non-terminological conventions. It showed in a form of a list consisting of the
kinship forms that prohibit marriage between a man and a woman. Thus, semasiological
correspondence between the Code and the two religious sources seems to be quite high.
However, this image needs to be nuanced by the addition of some internal conceptual
variation. Before exploring these variations, we need to say few words about some termi-
nological units which exhibit polysemous features.

The first of these is the term ’ahliyyah, which comes with two senses in the code: (1)
“the age and mental requirements for one to reach adulthood and thus be able to enter
into civil contractual relations”; and (2) “the state of being qualified in general regardless
of one’s age”. The first meaning can be seen as principle one in the Code. The second
occurs only once in the preamble in the context of entrusting custody to the most quali-
fied relative. This second meaning is more general as it involves additional professional,
social, educational aspects. Both meanings associated with the same consonantal root
can be found in the Quran and the Sunna with some conceptual variation to be treated
later on.

Another instance from our list concerns the concept matrimonial tutor termed as
waliy, which does not seem to show in the Quran but it does in the Sunna. However,
the same word is used in the Quran with slightly different senses. This word is translated
in various Quranic contexts by Itani (2014) as guardian, friend, partisan, ally, etc. Ali
(2001) renders it as patron, friend, helper, votary, protector… Similarly, Al-Hilali and
Khan (1996) translate it as guardian, supporter, helper, friend, protector… The reader
should not be misled here by some translators’ use of the word guardian. The underlying
meaning has nothing to do with the concept matrimonial tutor. Trying to determine
the basis for these translators’ terminological choices can be an interesting path, which
unfortunately falls outside the scope of this chapter.

A common practice which lies behind some related semasiological complications
concerns the use of partial terminological units. The term ‘aqd al-zawāğ (marriage con-
tract) has been shortened in various occasions to al-‘aqd. This short form, if seen out
of context, can denote any form of contractual relation between two or more people,
including lease contracts, contracts of sale, membership contracts, etc. It is true that the
accurate meaning can be identified from the context in which it shows; however, that
does not rule out this semasiological confusion.

Even if these polysemous features constitute key semasiological issues and do need
to be singled out, they say very little about the semasiological degree of correspondence
between the Moroccan Family Law and the religious text. Comparing the internal struc-
tures of legal and religious concepts seems to be the adequate path that could shed some
light on this matter. In order for our analysis to be consistent, we have made no dis-
tinction between the two religious sources; a concept acquires its religious significance
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through occurring in either of them. With this point in mind, we can conclude that all
the concepts listed above are religiously founded, and the fact that ‘judicial divorce’ and
‘matrimonial tutor’ could be detected in the Sunna only does not dilute their religious
character.

When the internal reality of each concept is scrutinized, it becomes clear that the full
conformity between the Code and the religious text we have seen at the overall level does
not apply uniformly and that some conceptual incongruency between them exists. Some
notions do exhibit high conceptual conformity, but some correspond partially only. The
concepts marriage, mutual consent, dowry, marriage impediment, divorce in exchange for
compensation, legal waiting period, revocable divorce and irrevocable divorce seem to be
symmetrical. The features of these seem to have travelled safely from the religious text
into the Code.

For instance, all the religious details relating to the constitutive elements associated
with the waiting period, through which a woman must go in the context of divorce or
death of her husband, are found one by one in the Code. It suffices to say that two
complete chapters of the code–from Article 129 to Article 137–have been devoted to this
period and its details. It has also been mentioned in 8 other articles outside these two
chapters, viz. Articles 39, 84, 88, 125, 124, 127, 167 and 196. Every tiny feature in these legal
articles is supported by religious basis.

A number of other concepts, however, resist this conceptual symmetry and exhibit
some form of incongruency. The incongruency ranges from mild conceptual variations
to possible conceptual clash. Some of these mild discrepancies can be exemplified by the
concept legal capacity. According to Article 19 of the Code, the two major characteristics
of this notion are ‘18 years of age’ and ‘mental aptitude’. The internal scope of the concept
in the religious domain, on the other hand, differs to some extent as the focus is on men-
tal and physical fitness. The age when one can conclude marriage is left unspecified.

A similar mild incongruency is exhibited by the concept marriage contract. Article 16
of the Code provides that the marriage act must be registered with the competent author-
ities; and if this does not happen for reasons of force majeure, special formal procedures
must be followed to fix the problem. This formal registration process does not seem to
affect the validity of the act from purely religious point of view. The source of the dis-
crepancy at this level is perhaps clear; in legal contexts, individuals are accountable to
legal institutions while they are accountable to God in religion. It must be noted, nev-
ertheless, that the addition of this registration feature is not at odds with any religious
principle. Some Muslim scholars, based on other sources of Islamic legislation such as
consideration of public interest also known as promotion of the common good or al-
maṣāliḥ al-mursalah, consider the marriage act registration an important condition in
order to protect the rights of the spouses.

A higher level of conceptual variation can be noticed in the context of divorce. In
Morocco, there are two major categories of divorce, viz. judicial divorce and divorce
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under judicial supervision. Based on the wording of the terms, one might be misled into
thinking that there is no difference between the two; however, the distinction between
them is far from being a simple terminological glitch. Each comes with its own princi-
ples, motivations, forms, formalities, etc.

While judicial divorce, which can be introduced by either spouse, can be seen as a
modern court-related divorce, divorce under judicial supervision refers to the traditional
divorce pronounced by the husband. The role of the court in the latter seems to be some-
what limited as it intervenes mainly to reconcile the spouses (Article 81) and to issue an
authorization for two Islamic public notaries to draw up the divorce act (Article 87). In
the context of a judicial divorce, on the other hand, the court plays a major role. First, it
receives a divorce petition filed by one of the spouses (Article 108). Second, it organizes
reconciliation attempts (Article 113). Third, it issues a divorce judgment (Article 139).

The distinction between these two separation forms is not as strongly pronounced in
the religious text as it is in the Code. Using Prototype Theory terminology, we can safely
say that the concept judicial divorce is marginal in the religious context while it enjoys a
central position in the Code. Under pressure from feminist groups and civil rights orga-
nizations, the reforms of 2004–through the introduction of (šiqāq) the divorce for irrec-
oncilable differences procedure–have given women wider access to divorce compared
to the situation earlier than 2004 when divorce under judicial supervision prevailed.
The husband-related form of separation seems to be favored in the Islamic religious dis-
course.

In our list, the unit which seems to represent an instance of a clear conceptual diver-
gence is the concept matrimonial tutor. The consent of a matrimonial tutor constitutes
an important marriage condition. According to some Islamic schools of thought such as
the Hanbali school of jurisprudence, if such a requirement is not met, marriage can be
declared invalid. The Code, on the other hand, has made it optional for adult women
(Articles 24 and 25), but it remains necessary for minors (Article 21). The ‘optionality’
aspect referred to above does not seem to have been founded on religious grounds. We
could not locate any religious textual materiel that may possibly support it. It even con-
flicts with a clear saying of the prophet where the need for the presence and consent of a
matrimonial tutor is explicitly mentioned (cfr. Al-Šāfi‘ī. 2001; Hadith #1690).

6. Conclusion

By way of conclusion, we have attempted to illustrate the interaction between law and
religion. To this end, we studied the degree of onomasiological and semasiological cor-
respondence between the Moroccan Family Law and some key sources of Islamic leg-
islation. Based on our analyses and discussion, a number of conclusions are worth
highlighting. First, at the onomasiological level, some forms of divergence between the
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Code and the religious sources can clearly be documented. They can be attributed
mainly to the use of synonyms and to the introduction of conceptual features without
assigning to them a clear linguistic label.

Second, semasiological correspondence is total at the macro-level. By the macro-
level we mean the mere occurrence of the concept in the legal and religious domains,
irrespective of its internal conceptual reality, i.e., how it is defined. In this sense, all the
concepts have indeed appeared in the two fields. Third, the degree of conceptual confor-
mity goes down at the micro-level, i.e., the stage where individual concepts in the two
domains are compared in terms of their shared and unshared features. The lowered con-
formity rate results from some aspects of conceptual variations.

Fourth, the two fields exhibit more semasiological than onomasiological correspon-
dence. The legislature tends to use different linguistic forms to label conceptual struc-
tures referred to otherwise in religious sources. Such a linguistic deviation can be
explained by the differences between Modern Standard Arabic (in which the Code is
drafted) and Classical Arabic (in which Islamic religious sources are documented).

Finally, some further large-scale research involving more terminological units is
needed to study the degree of semasiological variation between the two domains in
much more depth. Such a piece of research should also strive to provide adequate expla-
nation for the conceptual differences discussed above and for any deviation that may be
found out. This kind of work will undoubtedly bring more insight into the nature of the
interaction between law and religion.
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PART III

Legal terminology in multilingual
organizations



Legal terminology of the European Union

Colin D. Robertson & Máirtín Mac Aodha

This chapter addresses EU (European Union) language and terminology,
commencing with the EU legal context. EU law constitutes a legal order created by
agreement between Member States under international law. This legal order creates
the context for terms, with legal texts as the sites of engagement, each containing
different domains of terminology. The EU legal order is multilingual, and each text
comprises a single multilingual message. This singularity generates pressure
towards equivalence in meaning with consequences for drafting, translation, and
terminology. Implications and examples are drawn from environmental law.
Meanings are determined by the Court of Justice of the European Union. EU legal
language and terminology is amenable to analysis through the use of corpora.
Terminological information is recorded and diffused via IATE.

Keywords: legal terminology, EU, lexicography, corpora, IATE

1. Introduction

The legal terminology of the European Union (EU) is a vast topic, and it embraces many
perspectives as evidenced by the range of contributions in this Handbook. The essence
of terminological work is to pay attention to detail and subtle dimensions of meaning.
When one comes to address what appears as the whole range and domain of legal termi-
nology of the European Union, one is confronted with a daunting task. The issue thus
becomes a question of where to place the emphasis? What is important? What is useful
and practical? From this angle, the task becomes more feasible, but the choices of top-
ics and the way in which they are addressed remains subjective. The approach here is to
start at a broad level of the legal-linguistic cultural environment and narrow down to the
level of texts, embracing primary treaty texts and implementing secondary legislation.
From there, particular aspects of the EU context are highlighted, for example multilin-
gualism set against the need for texts to contain a single legal message. Attention is then
directed towards a selection of topics that address terminology directly: term formation,
meanings interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), legal cor-
pora, and, most importantly, towards IATE (Inter-Active Terminology for Europe), the
EU terminology database managed by the Translation Centre for the Bodies of the EU.
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2. EU legal order

2.1 EU legal order

EU terminology falls to be seen and understood within a picture that is larger than just
the EU context. Doing so helps one understand the pressures that operate on EU termi-
nology. EU law gives the appearance of being like a legal system, with borders defined by
the borders of its Member States, with an inside and an outside and a scope of applica-
tion. Yet there is a hidden question here: is EU law really a system like other systems of
law? Is it like the national (domestic) law of a country, or is it something different? The
CJEU referred to it as a legal order in its judgment of 5 February 1963 in Case 26–62 (van
Gend & Loos). What is the difference? The question and implications of the difference
between a legal order and a legal system can be debated at length, but briefly the mean-
ing intended here is that: “Legal orders are collections of norms, be it the law of nation-
states, supranational entities or international law” (Magen 2015, 24). The EU is thus one
order among three, with the others here being the law of nation-states and international
law. This is important for meanings of terms as each context is different. On the other
hand, the concept of legal system is generally applied to the laws of nation-states, and this
simple definition is sufficient for the immediate purpose.1 The idea of a legal system is
that it is a set of rules within an internal geographical space which has boundaries and
frontiers. These frontiers are legal, because different laws apply on each side, as when
one crosses a border from say Luxembourg to Belgium. So, by the same analogy we have
an internal EU space where EU laws apply, an external space where other laws apply,
and the EU frontier is the border between the Member States and non-Member States.2

However, unlike with a legal system, we cannot simply say that EU law does not apply
outside the EU internal space, because it is possible that it might apply, albeit indirectly.
An example of this situation concerns the case of former EFTA (European Free Trade
Agreement) states which contracted with the EU Member States by the Agreement on
the European Economic Area (EEA) of 17 March 19933 to incorporate a range of EU legal
texts into their own internal legal systems. EU law, language and terminology have been
extended to non-EU Member States, and to additional languages, notably Icelandic and
Norwegian. So, although not formally part of the EU these languages nonetheless have
had to develop EU terminology.

1. For a detailed analysis of legal systems, see Raz (1980, 2011).
2. For a definition of EU external border and terminology equivalents in all EU languages, see for
example the EU Commission definition at https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/networks
/european_migration_network/glossary_search/external-eu-border_en.
3. EU OJ J No L 1, 3.1.1994, p. 3; EFTA States’ official gazettes.at https://www.efta.int/media/documents
/legal-texts/eea/the-eea-agreement/Main%20Text%20of%20the%20Agreement/EEAagreement.pdf.
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Interestingly, we can obtain a simplified view into core functions of EU law by look-
ing at the EEA Agreement. Article 1(1) refers to promoting: “a continuous and balanced
strengthening of trade and economic relations……with equal conditions of competition,
and the respect of the same rules, with a view to creating a homogeneous European Eco-
nomic Area.” These objectives entail: the free movement of goods, the free movement
of persons, the free movement of services, the free movement of capital, the setting up
of a system to ensure that competition is not distorted and that the rules are equally
respected, as well as closer cooperation in other fields, such as research and develop-
ment, the environment, education, and social policy. (Article 1(2)). EU law has been
extended to embrace non-EU Member States, and the implication of this is that it does
not fit neatly into the concept of system; instead, the concept of order, as used by the
CJEU seems more appropriate.

2.2 EU agreements

We can take this a stage further, insofar as each time the EU makes an agreement with
a non-EU state it carries with it elements of EU law, language and terminology. Each
agreement is written in the EU languages,4 as well as the language of the other parties,
and that implies the establishment of terminology for all the language versions of the text
of the agreement. However, here we arrive at a situation of hybridity between EU con-
ceptualizations and those of the other contracting party/ies. With EU trade agreements,
for example, each agreement contains the elements negotiated and agreed between the
parties, inevitably involving compromises, including on language and terminology if the
contract is to be successful. These arise, in particular with respect to languages shared
between EU and non-EU contracting parties, for example regarding South American
Spanish or American English. A special category of agreement with a third country is a
treaty for EU accession. Here, not only is the Treaty written in the accession-country lan-
guage, if it is a new language, but the existing body of EU legal texts, the EU acquis, must
be translated in advance to be ready for the first day of accession. The role for terminol-
ogists is enormous.5

What one sees here is that EU terminology is extended to non-EU Member States
through contractual relations in the form of agreements. These agreements are made
under international law, and it is important to draw distinctions between supranational
law (EU law), international law, and domestic national legal systems such as Belgian,
French or German law. Each order or system represents a legal, and linguistic, context
for meanings. Information is constantly crossing between them. Concepts, words, and

4. There are derogations for Irish and Maltese.
5. On the accession process, see European Commission: EU Accession process Step by Step, online at
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/eu-accession-process_en.pdf.
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terms arise in one context and transfer to the others, in all directions and through a
diversity of languages. There is interlinking, and the concept of a network or web comes
to mind, similar to the world wide web. Terminologists are at the heart of this network-
ing. To which we can add that it is multilingual, as all languages are potentially involved.
International agreements can be made in whichever language is selected by negotiating
parties; they just need to have access to the appropriate terminology in the languages
chosen, in a written form. So, it is here that we perhaps come to the front line of termi-
nology work: the constant development of new texts within the EU legal order and new
agreements with third countries. Each time there is a need to settle the terminology in
the drafting language and the other languages involved. This is the background for EU
legal terminology work.

2.3 EU legal order as context for terms

The EU legal order is founded on a series of agreements in the form of treaties between a
number of European States. The history of these is well known, as are the reasons which
led to their negotiation, signature and ratification.6 The texts are products of the lan-
guage, conceptualizations, methods and terminology of international law prevailing at
the time of each treaty. International law provides a constant reference point and source
of ideas, inspiration, concepts, and terms which pass over and into the EU legal order
by a process of osmosis. The EU treaties can be seen as applications of international
law, adapted to particular circumstances and objectives.7 The method involves creating
an internal space between signatory states where particular rules and methods apply
between and among themselves. The EU treaties create this internal space and set out the
framework for its organization and management. The process has been dynamic, start-
ing from coal and steel with the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), expand-
ing to atomic energy with the European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC, Euratom)
and to other economic areas with the European Economic Community (EEC). With
each treaty the terminology range increased as a consequence. The current foundation
treaties, the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (TFEU) consolidate, replace and extend the previous treaty texts in
relation to the EU.8 These texts are currently the starting point for accessing EU legal lan-
guage, together with ancillary treaties, in particular the individual accession treaties.9

6. See History of the EU at: https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en.
7. On the relationship between international law and EU law, see Ziegler 2013.
8. For a list of treaties and information on them, see Learn Europe: http://www.learneurope.eu/index
.php?cID=310.
9. For details of each accession treaty, see EUR-Lex at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/collection/eu-law
/treaties/treaties-accession.html.
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The structure of the EU legal order is important for terminology as law and legal
texts are hierarchical. Terms and meanings are organized though interlinking texts to
create a web of rules and relationships between texts. Law-making aims to embrace all
aspects of life in society, to answer the basic question: what is the law, or rule, on such
and such a matter? EU law is no exception; it is part of this web, and it addresses the
matters that are set out in the treaties (primary law) as implemented and extended by
delegated, or secondary-level, acts and instruments (secondary law), as well as other
non-binding acts (soft law), all as mediated and interpreted by the courts of law, in par-
ticular the CJEU. This has implications for meanings and for terminology. For example,
higher-level texts contain terms that are operative for lower-level texts. We enter into
legal theory, but the main point is that lower-level texts are generally not free to change
meanings set in higher-level texts. The terminology of the treaty texts takes precedence
over that of secondary-law texts. Further, where a secondary-level act has a further
implementing or delegating act, then that lower-level act may not depart from the mean-
ings set at the higher level.10 It is a matter of power relations (Forst 2018), and this is
evident from the use of verbs of obligation such as must, shall, may and may not in the
articles (enacting provisions), mirrored in the recitals by words such as should to mark a
difference in role between these two segments of a text. To which we can add the various
forms of sanction or penalty if the obligations are not complied with.

The problem, however, is that higher-level texts are generally broader and more
generic in nature and expression, aiming at outlines and overarching structures. One can
see this in the TEU and TFEU which are largely framework treaties. For example, Article
11 TFEU states that: “Environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the
definition and implementation of the Union’s policies and activities, in particular with a
view to promoting sustainable development.”.

The details are worked out in implementing texts which are technical and detailed,
as can be seen from a perusal of EU Regulations and Directives in EUR-Lex.11 The art
in drafting is to embrace the higher-level-text terminology in ways that do not seek to
change its meaning overtly; it is more a case of developing and expanding on the mean-
ings in particular applications and contexts, and this in all EU official languages. This
is the dynamic side of EU legal terminology as each text is a tool for doing things, and
through time and experience ideas change and develop. The broad framework approach
in the treaties allows this to take place most of the time through amending the secondary-
level texts.

In practice, when thinking about the EU legal order, one is addressing legal texts
and their relationships, and that brings one to the concept of intertextuality (Robertson

10. On delegated acts, see for example: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/summary/glossary/delegated_acts
.html.
11. https://eur-lex.europa.eu. On Article 11, see for example: Nowag (2018).
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2012a). It requires skill on the part of legislative drafters, and also legal interpreters, as
they seek to create a mental image of the conceptual structuring of a particular area and
to think about how the pieces fit together as a jigsaw within the wider overall picture of
EU law, EU policies and the teleological idea of moving in directions set out in the foun-
dation treaties, in particular in the recitals. Thus, in the TFEU treaty we find the recital:
“AFFIRMING as the essential objective of their efforts the constant improvements of the
living and working conditions of their peoples”. Part of this dynamic process involves
identifying new situations, finding new solutions and encapsulating everything through
language and terminology, multilingually.

2.4 EU legal texts as sites of engagement

Each text is a site of engagement for language, and that includes terminology and, in a
multilingual context, translation. So, it seems useful to explore these relationships as part
of the web of connections. Which EU texts are legal texts? How are they connected? Yet
also how are they made and how are they interpreted and applied? This takes us into
the process, or procedural, side of EU law, in particular how the multilingual legal texts
are made. It is precisely in this dimension of EU law that terminologists play a vital role.
Not only do they assist EU translators with difficult and complex technical texts, but they
analyze and generalize knowledge painfully acquired term by term through a range of
documents and materials that are made available to everyone working with EU law and
texts. So, one needs to reflect on the text-producing methods, translation into all the EU
languages and the roles and sources of information created by terminologists. We are
generally interested in specific terms and in the relationships between them, but also in
how they are created. It brings us into the realm of the formation of terms: the creation
of a concept, its representation by a term in a particular language (primary term forma-
tion), and its representation by terms in other languages (secondary term formation).
We encounter conceptual, structural, and cultural divergences between languages, and
we note how the cultural legal identity of EU law plays a role.

EU culture thinks of unity in diversity. This is inherent in the wording and structure
of the TEU and TFEU (“common action to eliminate the barriers which divide Europe”
(TFEU recital)). EU law aims towards singularity while respecting diversity. This desire
for singularity extends to terminology. An EU text is a single multilingual text, indivis-
ible, with each language version expressing the same meaning; at least that is the idea
and the ambition. Meanings are to be singular and language versions are to be equivalent.
That places a pressure for terms across languages with respect to a given concept to be
equivalent. This is quality. A reader in any EU country reading any EU language version
must have the same understanding as others in a different country reading a different
language version as regards any given EU text. This is equivalence. It is a heavy burden
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for drafters and translators. It is a core role for EU terminologists to help achieve this
ambition. It is essential.

Which are the legal texts of the European Union that interest us? If we take a look
at the internet portal to the European Union https://europa.eu and select our language,
here English, we find a plethora of texts of all sorts telling us about the EU. We can access
official documents, publications, statistics, data, and yet more resources. For the present
purpose our attention is placed on legal texts, namely those which are created for the pri-
mary purpose of communicating EU law. Here, from a general legal perspective we can
think about law-making texts, law-interpreting texts, and texts which discuss and ana-
lyze EU law for the benefit of professionals but also for assisting, guiding, and informing
non-specialist general readers. Our choices have terminological implications as the pur-
pose of each text and readership will vary and that has implications for rhetorical strat-
egy, formal structure, content, and the use of language more generally in each particular
text. To which we can add the dimension of texts intended for an external readership
as opposed to those intended for internal communications among colleagues. Present
attention is placed on legislative-style texts as provided for in the EU treaties as these are
the primary expressions of EU law.

If we think of law-making as an act of communication, between utterer and receiver,
we can think of the legislator as utterer and this circumstance conditions the structure
and content of the texts, as well as the particular terminology. To be complete, we should
study the receiver dimension, which would take us to the users of the texts in all lan-
guages and all Member States, but also to court cases on the interpretation and appli-
cation of the legislative texts. Here, the CJEU provides the authoritative reference point
through its decisions which can all be accessed via its web portal.12 Through its decisions
interpreting EU legal texts, the CJEU influences the meanings of texts and terms for all
language versions, and these interpretations must be read alongside the texts. In cases
of divergences between language versions the CJEU has developed methods of multilin-
gual interpretation (Robertson 2009; Baaij 2012, 2015; Derlen 2009; Schübel-Pfiste 2004;
Paunio 2013). It is important to note that while there may be divergence between lin-
guistic meanings of individual language versions, law requires a single meaning as it is
linked to command and action. This implies that legal meaning is not the same as lin-
guistic meaning, which can be a problem for a reader of one language version unaware of
other language versions and EU Court interpretations, for they must all be read together.
Another implication is that the meanings of terms in texts are coloured by being embed-
ded in a legal text and interpreted according to legal methods. Thus, terms about trade
will be viewed through law-tinted spectacles. Lastly, we must mention the preliminary

12. https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/Jo1_6308/. Note that this site also mentions the need for
freelance-legal translators on a permanent basis and explains the procedures for applying, thereby
opening the door to practical experience: https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/j_6/en.
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negotiation texts, the travaux préparatoires as well as academic literature analysing and
discussing legislative texts and judicial interpretations and decisions. These can have
impacts on the meanings given to terms. The CJEU has a distinctive terminology of its
own, but here attention is placed on the legislative side as it constitutes the essential foun-
dations of the EU legal order.

The primary texts of the EU legal order are the treaties, in particular, the TEU and
the TFEU. We can summarize their outline: title, participating states, preamble / recitals
that set out background considerations, enacting or operative provisions which set out
obligations, signatures, followed by protocols, annexes, and appendices under various
names that deal with technical matters. A similar approach is reflected in secondary-level
acts, except that the states do not need to sign them themselves as they have delegated
powers to the EU institutions to make acts and sign them directly, albeit under close
control through participation in negotiating each act and with a comitology procedure
for political control included in each text.13 EU law-making is a collaborative process
between the EU institutions and all the Member States in all the languages.14 Article 288,
and following, of the TFEU sets out the foundation provisions for EU legal acts. Each
act serves a specific function: a regulation has general application and is binding in its
entirety and directly applicable in all Member States; a directive is binding, as to the result
to be achieved, upon each Member State to which it is addressed but leaves to the national
authorities the choice of form and methods; a decision is binding in its entirety and is
binding only on those to whom it is addressed. Lastly, recommendations and opinions
have no binding force. To find out what this means in practice, we need to examine indi-
vidual texts. Each one is adapted in its contents to the specific task that it is called on
to perform; in principle every clause and word is inserted for a specific reason, and that
includes ambiguous wording.

There is not space to analyze individual texts here, but we can draw attention to
guidance materials for drafting. Within a general context of Better Regulation (European
Commission n.d.) the main guidance available includes the Joint Practical Guide of the
European Parliament, the Council and the Commission for persons involved in the draft-
ing of European Union legislation (European Union 2015) and the Manual of precedents
for acts established within the Council of the European Union (General Secretariat 2002).
These set out the ideals even if they are not always strictly adhered to. The Joint Practi-
cal Guide sets out general drafting guidelines, including on terminology, notably to avoid

13. On comitology, see EUR-Lex, Glossary of summaries at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/summary
/glossary/comitology.html.
14. On the EU legislative process see: https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process_en; https://
www.civitas.org.uk/content/files/OS.2.Lawmaking-and-Legislative-Process.pdf; https://www.cons
ilium.europa.eu/en/council-eu/decision-making/ordinary-legislative-procedure/; https://ec.europa
.eu/info/law/law-making-process/types-eu-law_en.
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terms specific to particular systems (Guideline 5). The Manual of Precedents proposes
styles, or models, for different types of EU acts, as well as information and guidance on
terminology and standardized expressions, phrases, and paragraphs to be included. The
guides have been carefully prepared in all EU languages so that the contents are equiv-
alent. Standardized language, with set meanings across languages, facilitates legal draft-
ing, but also translation, legal-linguistic revision, and the final adoption of texts. It is a
step towards automation. General guidance on drafting in the EU languages is provided
by the Interinstitutional Style Guide (European Union 2022).

3. Terminology domains in EU legislative texts

3.1 EU drafting

Legislative drafting manuals have a particular interest for terminology. This becomes
apparent when one analyzes individual legal texts from a terminology perspective. At the
level of broad domains, we see a general domain of text structure and terminology con-
nected to the core construction of the texts. This is the foundation structure or what is
informally known as the cuisine interne of the EU lawyers and lawyer-linguists. Essen-
tially it is a domain of terminology that has been decided in advance and the main task
for each draft text is to ensure that the relevant elements are included in the appropriate
format. It brings us to the conceptualization of the legal text as a vehicle for action and
to bring about some change in the legal order and the way of doing things, as a perfor-
mative utterance. This in turn touches on the legislative intent, and it takes place in the
policy field addressed by the text. It is the reason for the text, and the terminology here
is connected to the language of the policy field, whether it be agriculture, competition,
environment, or free movement. The knowledge of the experts in the field is essential in
order to advise and give guidance on the terms and expressions that are in use.

It is possible to analyze a text through the policy domain linked to each term in it.
Starting with the core cuisine interne structural terms used for every text in the particular
genre (regulation, directive, etc.), one can identify terms for the policy fields addressed
(agriculture, competition, environment, etc.). However, other domains are present, for
example texts often contain penalties or sanctions, which may be civil or criminal (see
e.g. Ruggieri 2014) which form part of the domain of civil or criminal law. Normally
penalties are a matter for national authorities, so, by implication the reference carries
over from EU to national law. The text may include links to international law, and it may
make references to national bodies and authorities. Each one is different, according to its
purpose.

The mention of penalties and to Member-State national law, draws attention to dif-
ferent roles for different types of EU legal instrument. If the act is a regulation its scope
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is to address the internal EU arrangements, but if the act is a directive its purpose is to
operate on the domestic law of each Member state with the aim of aligning their legal
systems towards objectives set out in the directive. This generates the thought that one
can imagine two dimensions from a terminology perspective. On the one hand there is
the dimension that is internal to EU legal language where the same act applies directly
throughout all the EU Member States in the same way and the meanings are largely
under the control of the EU institutions and bodies, in particular the CJEU. On the other
hand, there is an outward dimension where the EU act specifically addresses the legal
systems of the Member States and sets out provisions that are to be implemented in their
domestic law in the form of domestic legal acts, or other methods, as appropriate. Here
it is the national form of the terminology that often functions as the immediate source
of obligations for individuals and businesses through the national legislation. The EU
drafter seeks to select terminology in the EU act that will facilitate the process of appro-
priate transposition and drafting of the national laws. The pragmatic risk to avoid is of a
reader of any language version of an EU text attributing national-law oriented meanings
to EU texts without taking into account that these may not accurately reflect the intended
EU meanings designed for all EU languages.

An EU directive is intended to be, first, interpreted and, second, rewritten (trans-
posed), as necessary, in accordance with national law and language methods in each
Member State, which implies different linguistic and legal contexts. The intended readers
are, at a minimum, experts of EU law and language, experts in each Member State work-
ing in their official languages, experts anywhere in the world interested in the text, and
a broad general readership, since law is supposed to be understandable by the citizens.
The process of selecting terminology needs to be seen against that background. Each
text and its tasks are, more or less, complicated, and we can mention here an even more
complex example of a framework directive, such as Directive 2007/46/EC,15 with mul-
tiple regulations under it. Interestingly, that directive was later converted into a regula-
tion: Regulation 2018/858/EU.16 Hybridity and fuzziness form part of the EU legal order.
In practice, each term has to be studied individually and the parameters surrounding it
must be thought through with care. One needs to be aware that the transfer of infor-
mation from an EU text into a national context is a political and legal exercise, but also
a linguistic activity that implies translation within a language, intra-lingual translation,

15. Directive 2007/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 September 2007 estab-
lishing a framework for the approval of motor vehicles and their trailers, and of systems, components
and separate technical units intended for such vehicles (Framework Directive) (OJ L 263, 9.10.2007,
p. 1).
16. Regulation (EU) 2018/858 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 on the
approval and market surveillance of motor vehicles and their trailers, and of systems, components and
separate technical units intended for such vehicles, amending Regulations (EC) No 715/2007 and (EC)
No 595/2009 and repealing Directive 2007/46/EC (OJ L 151, 14.6.2018, p. 1).
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from EU variety to national varieties (Robertson 2011, 2013). It takes place for each EU
language, in parallel.17

3.2 Multilingualism

The EU legal order is multilingual and each time a new Member State has acceded and
brought a new official language, that language has been added as an EU language (Gallas
and Guggeis 2005; Ost 2009; Robertson 2017). The process has been managed via the
accession treaties which amend the EU texts to include the new language, by translat-
ing EU texts into the new language, and by drafting the accession treaty in the old and
new EU languages (see e.g. Šarčević 2001). The process of preparation and accession for
accession is complex and lengthy. It implies the creation of terminology in the accession
language to express the full range of EU concepts in use. This comes within a context of
translation in preparation for joining the EU. The role of translators and of terminolo-
gists is of vital significance. The EU Commission manages and assists with the process.18

The foundations of EU multilingualism are at two levels: primary law and secondary
law. At the primary law level, there are two aspects. On the one hand, the treaty texts are
written in all EU languages, and contain a language clause at the end that states which
languages are authentic. Thus, we find Article 55(1) TEU which states that:

This Treaty, drawn up in a single original in the Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish,
Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Irish, Italian,
Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish
and Swedish languages, the texts in each of these languages being equally authentic, shall
be deposited in the archives of the Government of the Italian Republic, which will trans-
mit a certified copy to each of the governments of the other signatory States.

The article is applied to the TFEU by an intertextual cross reference in Article 358 TFEU
which states that: “The provisions of Article 55 of the Treaty on European Union shall
apply to this Treaty.”

On the other hand, the TFEU establishes the EU linguistic régime for internal activ-
ities. Here we find Article 342 which states:

The rules governing the languages of the institutions of the Union shall, without preju-
dice to the provisions contained in the Statute of the Court of Justice of the European
Union, be determined by the Council, acting unanimously by means of regulations.

17. For an account of Irish experiences, see Ó Lúing (1976).
18. https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/eu-enlargement_en
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The relevant Regulation is Council Regulation No 1 determining the languages to be
used by the European Economic Community.19 These provisions taken together provide
a foundation for translation and terminology work in respect of all the EU languages.
Regulation No 1 does not mention translation, and each language version of the EU
treaties has the status of original source, as that is the signification of Article 55(1)
quoted above, but we can reflect on how all EU language versions could be produced
if not through having recourse to translation and terminology work. The provisions in
question also provide a foundation for multilingual interpretation by the CJEU as it is
required to draw the meaning of an EU legal act from all the language versions. Here it
is relevant to note that the EU multilingual act is conceived as a single text expressed in,
say, 24 languages, and its purpose is to aim at a single message expressed in parallel by
all the language versions. To facilitate this, the layout of EU texts is aligned so that the
same information appears at the same location for each language. This requires juggling
in page lengths for secretaries as languages differ in the amount of space required, but
it facilitates interpretation, translation and terminology work, as one can use a tool such
as EUR-Lex, the EU data-base for legal acts, to compare different language versions for
style, approach and content.

Each EU language has its own history and linguistic features. From a perspective
of EU multilingualism in texts, one can mention two dimensions: a vertical dimension
and a horizontal dimension. The former looks at the particular language and how it has
been used in past texts, in other texts, and in new texts under preparation. This view-
point seeks alignment and coherence within the particular language across all the EU
texts and their domains. It is rooted in the national language, and it endeavours to keep
as close as possible to it. However, each language is just one out of many. That leads to
the thought that there is a horizontal viewpoint that is text-oriented, lays all the versions
in a row and compares them: text by text, paragraph by paragraph, sentence by sentence,
word by word. This viewpoint asks: do all the language versions carry the same mean-
ing? There is pressure towards singularity, and that extends to term creation: can one
form of term be adapted to all languages? The classic example of this is with the euro.
When the courts come to analyze EU acts, this is part of what they do. Each language has
its own features and forms of expression. Translators have personal styles. Divergences
arise, but the question all the time is: do they matter? Do they affect the end result? Each
time it is a question of individual analysis. The EU Interinstitutional Style Guide pro-
vides detailed guidance on EU multilingual language. However, it is proposed to move
on now to address one particular branch of EU law: environmental law. It serves to illus-
trate some of the issues that have been canvassed.

19. OJ 17, 6.10.1958, p. 385–386.
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3.3 Environmental law: A recent field of law

The fragility of the environment became a major concern for the international commu-
nity in the second half of the twentieth century. The conceptual and normative founda-
tions of legal provision in this area were laid down in 1972, the year of the Stockholm
conference. Since that date, we have seen a legal blossoming in this domain (Bettati 2012,
21) And yet the term environment itself is not defined in the major treaties, codes of prac-
tice or guidelines (Birnie et al. 2009, 4–6). No definition of the term is to be found in the
EU Treaties themselves. So what does the term mean?

An analysis of Article 11 TEU and of Article 191 TFUE provides some hints. An analy-
sis of the list of objectives in the environmental domain set out in Article 191 and in Arti-
cle 192 TFUE would suggest that the term covers humans, natural resources, land-use,
town and country planning, waste and water. The inclusion of town and country plan-
ning suggests that the term is not confined to natural resources but also covers the cul-
tural landscape (Krӓmer 2012, 1–2). Animal welfare, although it is not a general principle
of community law would appear also to come within the scope of Article 191 TFEU (Case
C-189/01; see also Krämer (2012) and Jans and Vedder (2012, 32–33)).

The lack of a definition is both a hindrance and an aid. It allows the institutions to
adapt to developments and new needs for environmental protection but it also makes it
impossible to pin-point the Union’s policy in what has been termed an almost impossi-
ble domain (Jans and Vedder 2012, 33). In addition, the definition provided by the Com-
mission is also somewhat vague: “all of the aspects whose complex interrelationship
provides the framework, the setting and human living conditions such as they are in
reality or such as they are experienced.”20 We also know that the word environment only
appeared for the first time in the Single European Act in 1987 although it had already
appeared in the case-law of the CJEU. The CJEU has held that environmental concerns
could be relied on to restrict fundamental rights and that environmental instruments
could be based on Article 10021 of the EC Treaty22 (which aims at the harmonization
of Member State law for the functioning of the common market) and in later cases on
Article 235. In Case 240/83, Judgment of the Court of 7 February 1985, Procureur de la

20. Communication de la Commission au Conseil pour un programme des Communautés
européennes en matière d’environnement, JOCE n°C 112 de 1973, p. 1. Original reads: “l’ensemble des
éléments qui dans la complexité de leurs relations constitue le cadre, le milieu et les conditions de vie
de l’homme tels qu’ils sont ou tels qu’ils sont ressentis” (the translation is ours).
21. Cf. for example Case 21/79. The word environment appears for the first time in that judgment
(Franck et al. 2002, 31–34).
22. For equivalences between articles of the EC Treaty and the TEU and TFEU see the Table of
Equivalences at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2012:326:0363:0390
:EN:PDF.
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République v Association de défense des brûleurs d’huiles usagées (ADBHU), the Court
held:

that the principle of freedom of trade is not to be viewed in absolute terms but is subject
to certain limits justified by the objectives of general interest pursued by the Community
provided that the rights in question are not substantively impaired. There is no reason
to conclude that the directive has exceeded those limits. The directive must be seen in
the perspective of environmental protection, which is one of the Community’s essential
objectives.

So we can see that an objective, that the EU had long espoused, took many decades to
find legislative expression. We turn now to the way in which EU terminology is formed
in this domain and in others.

4. Formation of legal terminology

Terminology work begins even before accession for candidate countries. The translation
of the acquis is an unwritten condition for joining the Union. This Herculean task is
undertaken both at national and EU level.23 EU law and its legal terminology are char-
acterized by their presumed autonomy (Biel and Doczekalska 2020, 187) even if the debt
of Union law and language to the pre-existing national legal systems is often overlooked
as Woodland (1991, 87) points out: “it goes without saying that Community Law, which
reflects its genesis and its language, products not of a void but derived rather from the
existing legal traditions, is an expression of the vicissitudes of European integration.” 24

In this context, translators and terminologists soon realize that national terminology
is not only inadequate but also potentially misleading. Terms must be coined that will
be accepted by users and that will not be confused with terms used at national level or
in other contexts. Although a uniform terminology is not imposed, a more transparent
terminology can be achieved where equivalents are easily recognized across various lan-
guages. This explains, in part, the predilection for internationalisms (terms, derived from
Greek and Latin roots, that have the same meaning in different language cultures) over
localisms (terms created using the resources of the national language).25 Susan Šarčević,

23. Lawyer-linguists, translators and terminologists are recruited for this purpose well in advance of
the accession date.
24. The original text reads as follows: Inévitablement, le droit communautaire se ressent de ses origines
et de son langage, non pas créé ex nihilo mais issu de traditions juridiques préeexistantes, reflète les aléas
de la construction européenne. See also (Doczekalska 2018, 175; Kjær 2007, 79).
25. This dichotomy between foreignizing and localising techniques can be likened to the various tech-
niques used in transposing EU law into national law. For a description of the transposition process see
Biel and Doczekalska (2020).
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who co-chaired a project responsible for creating the first terminology bank of Croat-
ian terms for EU legal concepts and headed a project on Strategies for Translating the
EU Acquis 26 describes the guidelines adhered to by terminologists both pre- and post-
accession to avoid polysemy thus:

terms of national law should not be used to designate EU concepts, unless the EU and
national concepts are identical or nearly equivalent so as not to run the risk of misinter-
pretations. In cases where EU concepts are designated by national terms, lawyers tend to
interpret and apply the terms in accordance with their national law, unless it is clear from
the context that reference is being made to EU law. This is especially true in new Member
States where judges, attorneys, administrators etc. are “learning” to apply EU law.27

The same author recommends the use of internationalisms, in particular, in the case of
highly technical terms to signal to users that they are dealing with a terminus technicus
of European law (Šarčević 2004, 133).

4.1 Terminology and the CJEU

A coherent and consistent terminology is vital to ensure legal certainty. Guideline 6.2 of
the Joint Practical Guide provides:

Consistency of terminology means that the same terms are to be used to express the same
concepts and that identical terms must not be used to express different concepts. The
aim is to leave no ambiguities, contradictions or doubts as to the meaning of a term. Any
given term is therefore to be used in a uniform manner to refer to the same thing, and
another term must be chosen to express a different concept.28

Union acts are to be clear, easy to understand and unambiguous (Guideline 1.1). In order
to achieve this goal, the Commission often has recourse to definitions, a technique bor-
rowed from the common law.29 Mac Aodha (2018) analyzes definitions in the field of
environmental law. These are characterized for the most part by their simplicity and
transparency.30 Ultimately, the technical precision is provided from the embedding of

26. https://pravri.uniri.hr/en/advancedmodules/scientific-research/92-en/projects/709-project-
acquis.html.
27. Private correspondence of 27 April 2015.
28. This guide was created by the legal services of the Commission, the Council and the Parliament to
instruct “persons involved in the drafting of European Union legislation”.
29. On the hybrid nature of EU law see Robertson (2012). This technique has a controversial place
within the law in general. Championed by many (see, for example, Goltzberg 2016), legal definitions
are also subject to criticism arising from wider logophobic tendencies (see Hutton 2009, 68).
30. This is not always the case, however. The term disposal for example is defined in Article 3(19) of
Directive 2008/98/EC as “any operation which is not recovery even where the operation has as a sec-
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definitions in directives and their operationalization by the CJEU in the case-law. In this
respect the CJEU has a key terminological role to play as Berteloot (2000, 7–8) points
out:

Indeed, the Court is a vehicle for the transmission of legal terminology in that it transfers
concepts of national law, in particular principles and abstract ideas, from a national sys-
tem to the Community system, from whence they may even make their way to another
national system. Examples include the principle of proportionality in administrative law
and the duty to have regard for the welfare of officials, both of which concepts were
brought into Community law under the influence of German law.31

The multilingual nature of EU law and need for a uniform application of that law
inevitably complicate the CJEU’s interpretative role.32 Where a single language is unclear,
the CJEU will often consider the semantic similarity of the other versions as significant
(Paunio 2007, 390). Paunio contends that the aim or purpose of the legislation is primary
and that semantic issues are therefore often considered as of less importance in practice
(Paunio 2007, 392). However, Baaij’s (2015, 142) analysis of the CJEU judgments over
50 years points to at least a similarly dominant role for the literal or textual approach.
The same author identified 170 judgments between 1960–2010 in which linguistic diver-
gences between Union acts were examined by the CJEU. Faced with this linguistic maze,
judges often have to play the role of terminologists or lexicographers. A search for the
term dictionary on the Curia33 database yields some 243 results. It is in the Opinions
of Advocates General that such references are mainly found. General-language lexico-
graphical sources, such as the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, the Cambridge Dictio-

ondary consequence the reclamation of substances or energy. Annex I sets out a non-exhaustive list of
disposal operations”. As this definition is built on other definitions, there is a lack of transparency.
31. The original reads: “La cour est en effet un vecteur de terminologie juridique dans la mesure où
elle fait passer certains notions de droit national, notamment des principes et des notions floues, d’un
système national au système communautaire, d’où elles sont mêmes susceptibles de migrer vers d’autres
systèmes nationaux. C’est le cas du principe de proportionnalité en droit administratif ou du devoir de
sollicitude à l’égard du fonctionnaire introduits en droit communautaire sous l’influence du droit alle-
mand.” (the translation is ours).
32. It is possible that the linguistic complexity of EU law is sometimes overstated. Interpretation in the
legal-linguistic context of India, where there are three legal systems and a multitude of languages, is infi-
nitely more daunting. Lerat (2014, 91), in proposing his model for a multi-lingual EU dictionary is also
sanguine about the scale of the task: “There are jurisprudential differences but we should not overstate
the reality: on both sides of the Channel and (of the Atlantic) a good is still a good, an acquisition is still
an acquisition and a purchase is no more than a purchase, etc.”. The original text reads: “Il existe aussi
des différences doctrinales, mais il ne faut pas en survaloriser la réalité: de part et d’autre de la Manche
(et de l’Atlantique), un bien reste un bien, une acquisition une acquisition, un achat un achat, etc.” (the
translation is ours).
33. https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/j_6/en/
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nary and the French Larousse, are cited in addition to more technical works, such as D.
Crane’s Dictionary of Aeronautical Terms. Legal dictionaries, such as Black’s Law Dictio-
nary, are also consulted. Courts cite general dictionaries precisely because they are not
contaminated by the law (Hutton 2009), but the motivation for citing legal dictionaries
is less clear. Devinat (2014) identifies the somewhat surprising motive of a quest for the
ordinary meaning of terms. Given the principle of equal authenticity mentioned above,
one might ask which ordinary meaning is being sought by the CJEU? One approach
adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada, where both the English and French versions
of statutes have equal authority, is to simultaneously identify one meaning. For example,
in Monsanto Canada Inc. v. Schmeiser, the meaning of use/exploiter is discussed:

The starting point is the plain meaning of the word, in this case ‘use’ or ‘exploiter’. The
Concise Oxford Dictionary defines ‘use’ as ‘cause to act or serve for a purpose; bring
into service; avail oneself of ’: The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English (9th
ed. 1995), at p. 1545. This denotes utilization for a purpose. The French word ‘exploiter’ is
even clearer. It denotes utilisation with a view to production or advantage: ‘tirer parti de
(une chose), en vue d’une production ou dans un but lucratif. […] Utiliser d’une manière
avantageuse’: Le Nouveau Petit Robert (2003), at p. 1004.6 (emphasis added) 34

Such parity of treatment of lexicographic sources could never be achieved in the context
of a multilingual EU law. Rare are the cases where lexicographic sources from more than
one language are consulted (a notable exception being Case C-90/16, where the Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, the French Larousse, the German Duden and the Pol-
ish Słownik języka polskiego were all consulted for a definition of the term sport). It is
perhaps no coincidence that references to lexicographical sources are largely confined to
Opinions of the Advocates General. The treatment of terminology by the CJEU in this
context leads one to evaluate the merits of a corpus-based approach to terminology.

4.2 Corpora and legal terminology in the EU context

In the last quarter-century or so, terminology studies have witnessed a shift from the
“principles of the Vienna school towards socio-cognitive and corpus-based descriptions
of terminology” (Goźdź-Roszkowski and Witczak-Plisiecka 2011, 5; see also Temmerman
(2000) and Pearson (1998)). Authors have increasingly turned to corpus linguistics, in
particular, “to explain phenoma relevant to terminology and have borrowed criteria or
methods from that field to feed terminological analysis” (L’Homme 2020, 3). The effects
of this corpus revolution are gradually35 beginning to spread from cognate areas to the

34. Monsanto Canada Inc. v. Schmeiser, [2004] 1 S.C.R. 902, 2004 SCC 34.
35. Their utility in the field of translation is long-established; see for example, Baker (1995, 1996, 1999)
and also in the domain of legal translation – Biel (2010, 2014).
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domains of jurilinguistics and jurilexicography. The use of corpora in contract interpre-
tation (Mouritsen 2019), in judicial interpretation (Mouritsen 2017), as a paedagogic tool
for trainee translators (Biel 2017), and as an interpretative tool in analysing terminology
and other features of legal language in an institutional context (Prieto Ramos 2019) all
point to a methodology in ascendance. Biel (2010) identifies the following types of legal
variation that are identified and studied by means of corpora:

1. External variation: how does legal language differ from general language and other
languages for special purposes?

2. Internal variation: how do legal genres differ from each other?
3. Temporal variation: how does the current legal language differ from a historic one?
4. Cross-linguistic variation: how does it differ across languages?
5. Idiosyncratic variation: corpus analysis, for evidentiary purposes, of witness state-

ments and other legal texts.

Corpora have also been exploited in the area of environmental law. The LexALP36 project
was designed to create a terminological database (French, German, Italian and Slovene)
based on the Alpine Convention and designed to harmonize legal terminology relat-
ing to the management and preservation of the Alpine space (see Lavault-Olléon and
Grossmann 2008). Those authors point out that legal terminology particularly in this
domain should not be confined to attested legal terms “but must include the legal impli-
cations of scientific, technical and even general terms.” In fields like environmental law
we are dealing with a mixed domain of truly technical terms, biological or medical terms,
and then a whole host of semi-technical-cum-popular scientific37 concepts.

Corpora have also been used to analyze the multilingual language of the EU includ-
ing its legislation38 and the CJEU case-law.39 One particular focus of corpora studies in
this domain has been the concept of eurolect (coined by analogy with the term sociolect),

36. http://lexalp.free.fr/Codes/
37. Further research should be carried out on the relationship between scientific and legal definitions.
Hutton (private correspondence of 26 January 2017) argues that when we are dealing with “statutory
definitions or similar stipulated definitions, there is probably no requirement that there be a consistent
position taken, since there are overriding policy matters involved […]. However, for technical scientific
terms with little or no circulation in ordinary language the onus is on the legislator not to transgress
against the meaning that a scientist would give the term – except of course that scientists often disagree”.
He also points out that there is a kind of circularity in that general lexicographers often include scien-
tific definitions as part of ordinary meaning, often giving the scientific definition as the first meaning.
38. Mac Aodha (2018), for example, looks at divergences between the environmental terminology used
at EU level and that used at national level by creating and analysing a corpus of EU legislation and case-
law for the Irish language.
39. Peruzzo (2019) draws on a corpus of 16 texts of the European Court of Human rights to “analyse
the techniques used to convey system-bound concepts in the target language”.
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a term used to denote the language used within the institutions themselves and in the
texts produced by those same institutions for the citizens of the EU (Goffin 1994). The
UNINT project contains the Eurolect Observatory for the interlingual and intralingual
analysis of EU legal varieties. The eleven languages used in the EU sub-corpus are com-
pared with matching national transposition measures (Mori 2018).

It should be pointed out, however, that the use of corpora in the legal domain is
controversial. Vijay Bhatia et al. are sceptical about the utility of corpora (particularly
large corpora) for the study of legal language, as the title of their 2004 article suggests:
“Legal discourse: Opportunities and threats for corpus linguistics.”40 According to the
authors, the formalism of the legislative genre (“a frozen genre”) obviates the need to
have recourse to corpora (in particular large-scale corpora). They are not convinced also
that corpora can take account of the interdiscursivity of legal discourse (Bhatia et al.
2004). We would agree, however, with Biel (2014, 94) who points out that that feature of
legal discourse is less characteristic of the legislative genre. In their concluding remarks,
Bhatia et al. (2004, 224) argue “one needs to appreciate that qualitative analysis begins
where corpus linguistics ends”. This is to ignore the nexus between quantitative analysis
and qualitative analysis (cf. Charaudeau (2009), Degand and Bestgen (2004)).

Finally, although the utility of corpora for the study of EU terminology has been
established, the warning note struck by Prieto Ramos (2019, 8) should be heeded: “The
broader the area of investigation and the aspirations for generalization, the more com-
plex (and the riskier) the definition of corpus sampling criteria that will ultimately
underpin the acceptability of the research findings”. As Williams (2003) has pointed out
ultimately the domain in question will determine to methodology to be used. An exam-
ple of a corpus-based approach is provided by IATE.

4.3 IATE41

IATE42 (Inter-Active Terminology for Europe) is the terminological database of the Euro-
pean Union. It contains over 8 million terms in the 24 official languages of the Union.43

In this section, the history of this linguistic tool is first traced, its strengths and weak-

40. It should be recalled, however, that this criticism is that of a discourse analyst who works in a field
characterized by a qualitative methodology – see for example Maingueneau (1996); Hardt-Mautner
(1995).
41. https://iate.europa.eu/
42. Our focus here is on the main database but it is important to note the presence of two spinoffs of
IATE: the popular public website termcoord.eu managed by the Terminology Coordination Unit of the
European Parliament and EurTerm, the interinstitutional terminology portal used by EU staff.
43. Latin is also included.
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nesses are explored, and finally we examine the impact of the new version of the data-
base: IATE 2.

4.3.1 History of the model

The IATE project was launched in 1999 to provide a standardized infrastructure for
the constitution, shared management and dissemination of the terminology resources
of the European Union. In March of that year a feasibility study was carried out by
two researchers (Vidick and Defrise 1999) at the Université Libre de Bruxelles at the
request of the Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union (CDT). The
study yielded the followed recommendations:

1. An interinstitutional database is both technically feasible and functionally desirable;
2. All existing data should be merged into a single database;
3. A common data model should be adopted;
4. Common rules for data presentation and evaluation should be defined;
5. Cooperative management mechanisms should be established.

The report containing those mechanisms was adopted by the Interinstitutional Trans-
lation Committee (ITC), the body responsible for interinstitutional cooperation in the
area of translation, terminology and documentation. However, disagreement about its
practical implication meant that the mandate was conferred on the CDT.44 Launched in
2004, IATE has gone from strength to strength. In 2007, a public version of IATE was
introduced. The database contains all the data contained in its two main predecessors:
the Council’s TIS and the Commission’s Eurodicautom. For each proposed term, a val-
idation cycle is initiated whereby the terminologists from the various institutions check
new or amended data. The shortcomings of the early system (a relatively slow terminol-
ogy cycle because users could not quickly and easily suggest additions and changes to the
data) have partly been eliminated but there are still some issues.

4.3.2 Problems with the model

The shortcomings of the model have been the subject of a number of studies.45 Its main
failings traditionally have been:

1. A lack of reliability
The data is not always reliable and this applies equally to the new and the original lan-
guages. Pimentel (2015, 441) gives the example of the entry for the EN source term to
impugn with Portuguese as the target language (see Figure 1).

44. For the genesis of this project, see Johnson and MacPhail (2000).
45. See for example Swinnen (2010); for a perspective on Irish-language terminology and IATE see
Bhreathnach, Cloke, and Nic Pháidín (2013).
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EN: to take exception to a witness; to impugn evidence
PT: obstar ao depoimento de uma testemunha

Figure 1. IATE entry

The entry could lead one to believe that the two English terms are synonyms. Nor is
their exact relationship with the Portuguese terms made explicit.

2. Problems involving the ownership of terms
Words and terms are traditionally regarded as res communes and proprietary interests
only arise where it can be demonstrated that raw data has been modified or enriched in
such a way as to merit copyright protection (De Lamberterie 2005). Nevertheless, pro-
prietary interests do arise in this context and where a term is the property of one institu-
tion it cannot be amended by another without the approval and validation of the owner
institution. It was not always evident who to contact to receive that validation. There is
thus a lack of harmonization between the institutions.

3. Gaps in the coverage
Every European language has its own terminological gaps. Terminology on viniculture
is lacking in Portuguese, railway terminology is missing in Maltese and the Lithuanian
terminology is underdeveloped in the area of International Finance. The Irish language,
until recently, was poorly equipped in terms of legal terminology.

4. Duplication of entries
This difficulty is undoubtedly the consequence of the amalgamation of several databases
at the time of creation of IATE.

5. Difficulties sourcing terms, references and definitions
This is particularly prevalent in the case of new languages faced with new terms. Very
often scientific terms are lacking as scientists in these domains tend to publish in English.

In addition to these problems there were also technical challenges: the introduction
of data was complex and the interface outdated. All of the above difficulties led to a com-
plete overhaul culminating in the creation of IATE 2.

4.3.3 IATE 2

The new public version of IATE, the EU terminology database, has been online since
12 November 2018.46 It offers a new multilingual interface. It enables users to search in
all the fields and to search for phraseology as well as terms. It functions as a concor-

46. https://cdt.europa.eu/en/iate-2-launch-event
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dance tool and permits the retrieval of specific references. Its main features are its inter-
operability and integration – it is integrated with EUR-Lex (the database of EU legal
legislation) and EuroVoc (the EU’s multilingual thesaurus). Another interesting feature,
from a translator’s point of view, is the functionality for integrating termbases into their
computer-assisted (CAT) tools. There are also advances from the administrator’s point
of view: term creation has been greatly facilitated. New features include warnings of
potential duplications and the capacity to export material directly from EUR-Lex.

Finally, further future enhancements which are proposed include the embedding of
IATE terminology in translation projects before translators start working, the retrieval of
IATE terminology by CAT tools during the translation process and the sharing of termi-
nology in real-time with other translators.

5. Conclusion

This chapter has addressed several spheres of EU activity that are important for the
understanding and practice of EU terminology work. The overarching structure of treaty
and regulatory texts create the cultural environment within which EU terminology func-
tions. The context is rule based, multicultural and multilingual. There is a legal need
for singularity in the messages communicated by every language version of texts. That,
combined with an imperative towards equality and equal treatment, generates a pres-
sure towards equivalence across EU languages. This pressure is in dynamic tension with
national language and terminology from which each EU language has originated, and
with which it strives to remain aligned. Multilingualism implies that sometimes there
are divergencies in the literal meanings between language versions of texts, but the legal
imperative towards singularity in meaning cuts across this diversity. There is a constant
pressure, and the practice of term formation takes these factors into account.

EU law embraces many discrete fields of activity brought together within a structure
of texts that are standardized. One field, environmental law, has been touched on as a
reference point for a reflection on term formation. The implications of multilingualism
are evident in the EU drafting manuals which stress the need for consistency in the use
of terminology. The CJEU plays a particular role with respect to terminology as it must
determine meanings and interpret language and terminology, and its rulings need to be
included in the terminological databases, in particuar in IATE. This chapter has made
reference to IATE, to outline its history and indicate criticisms that IATE 2 has sought to
address. The database draws on a wide range of texts and other sources, and this chapter
has sought to draw attention to the role of corpora for EU terminology work. Bringing
them together with CAT tools and computer-assisted legislative drafting tools, such as
Legiswrite, would seem to offer avenues for future developments in the ongoing search
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for quality in EU law-making. The work of terminologists stands at the centre of these
developments.
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Terminological variation and conceptual
divergence in EU Law

Martina Bajčić
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Both terminological variation and conceptual divergence can undermine the
uniform application and interpretation of EU law. However, even if terminological
convergence is upheld, conceptual divergence can nevertheless be manifested in
varying interpretations of EU concepts at the level of the Member States.
Highlighting the distinction between terminological variation and conceptual
divergence, the present chapter puts the focus of attention on the European
standard of the right of withdrawal. By means of a corpus-informed and legal
analysis of the terms used for the latter concept in several EU languages attempt is
made to explain the multiple dimensions of EU terms, namely the phenomena of
term variation and meaning modulations. It is proposed to expand the context of
studying variants in EU law in regard to conceptual divergence and legal design.

Keywords: EU terminology, term variants, conceptual divergence, lexical
semantics, EU law

1. Introduction

Both terminological variation and conceptual divergence can be detrimental to the uni-
form application and interpretation of the law. In particular multilingual legal environ-
ments such as the EU are at risk of a lack of conceptual congruence due to the inherent
cultural differences between the Member States and a still underdeveloped common
European legal culture. However, even if terminological congruence and consistency is
upheld in EU legislative texts, conceptual divergence can nevertheless be manifested in
varying interpretations of EU concepts at the level of the Member States. Underlining
the distinction between terminological variation and conceptual divergence, we depart
from a corpus-informed and legal analysis of the terms used for the concept of right of
withdrawal in several EU languages in order to explain the phenomena of term varia-
tion and meaning modulations (polysemy) that are present in EU legal language, thus
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demonstrating that specialized language is also subject to variation, although in a subtle
way.

In the domain of EU law, terminological variation accounts for a prominent new
line of terminology investigation for a twofold reason. On the one hand, the increased
use of corpora has put the spotlight on term variation enabling big-scale interlinguistic
and intralinguistic studies of variants in EU law (e.g. Biel 2014; Mori 2018; Peruzzo
2010; Potrandolfo 2020). On the other hand, studying variants has allowed terminol-
ogists to further challenge some of the basic principles of the traditional terminology
theory (e.g. Peruzzo 2010; Temmerman 2020). From the viewpoint of descriptive termi-
nology approaches which tend to study terms and concepts in context, paying attention
to the dynamic aspects of language and understanding, variation is a recurrent theme
(Temmerman 2020, 125), while the circulation of knowledge and the movement of terms
is at the centre of socioterminology (Delavigne 2017, 33). Observed in this light, study-
ing variants is a logical consequence of the development of terminology (Humbley and
Picton 2017, 128). By the same token, studying variants in EU law can not only further
the development of terminology, but also contribute to a better understanding of EU law
and its concepts.

With this in mind, the present chapter sets off by describing the main features of EU
terms (Section 2), sketching the institutional context in which EU terms are used and
translated. Special attention is paid to the prominent role of EU legal English in the law-
making and translation procedure and to the institutional preference for neutral terms
in EU legislative texts. The occurrence of synonymy and polysemy in EU legislative texts
is discussed in this context both from the perspective of traditional, knowledge-based
terminology theory and the lexicon-based approaches. Section 3 shifts the focus of atten-
tion on the EU concept of the right of withdrawal. Following a diachronic analysis of the
terms used to render this concept, the results of a corpus-based analysis of English, Ger-
man and Croatian terms for the right of withdrawal are compared and discussed. Main-
taining the distinction between terminological variation and conceptual divergence, it is
proposed to extend the context of studying variants in regard to possibly different inter-
pretations of a concept (conceptual divergence). It is argued that especially in the con-
text of directives, variants can result in conceptual divergence and need to be observed
through the lens of the indirect legal effect of directives and the principle of consistent
interpretation. Likewise, investigating variation beyond legislative texts, i.e. by includ-
ing different types of corpora would enable insight into the role played by term vari-
ants in the framing of legal information for multiple user groups. In light of the results
of the present study, this type of functionally caused (Freixa 2006) idiosyncratic varia-
tion (Delavigne 2017, 34) could prove an important tool in legal design and better law-
making.
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2. EU terms

EU terms can be described as supranational legal terms in view of the fact that they are
used in the legal environment of a supranational organization (Biel and Doczekalska
2020, 185). At the same time, however, they are applied within the national legal systems
of the Member States. In so far, they exist in a double legal environment (Biel and Sosoni
2019, 216) and are marked by their multilingual nature, consistency (of use) and (pre-
sumed) autonomy of meaning (Biel and Doczekalska 2020, 187).

The multilingual feature of EU terms manifests in their co-existing in 24 official lan-
guages, which is referred to as multilingual concordance (DGT 2016, 4); interlinguistic
concordance (Prieto Ramos 2014, 317) or the horizontal dimension (Robertson 2015, 44).
This implies that all language versions should convey the same meaning so that texts can
be interpreted and applied in a uniform way and produce the same legal effect (DGT
2016, 4). Multilingual concordance evokes a synchronized relationship between inter-
linked language versions and covers the relation between the translation and the other
language versions (Biel 2019).

Concordance is interlinked with the need to ensure that EU terms are used consis-
tently both intertextually and intratextually in EU legislation. Indeed, consistent usage of
EU terms is the cornerstone of EU drafting and translation guidelines. The Joint Practical
Guide of the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission for persons involved
in the drafting of European Union legislation within the EU institutions states that the
terminology used in a given act shall be consistent both internally and with acts already
in force, especially in the same field; while identical concepts should be expressed in the
same terms (Joint Practical Guide 2015, 21). Accordingly, a distinction is made between
formal consistency of terms and substantive consistency which means terminology must
also be checked with regard to the content of the act itself (Joint Practical Guide 2015,
21–22).

Finally, (linguistic) autonomy of meaning of EU terms is presumed by the suprana-
tional nature of EU law and primacy of EU law over national law. According to Biel and
Doczekalska (2020, 187), autonomy is ensured through institutionally controlled termi-
nological choices (cultural neutralization of terms). This includes avoidance of terms of
national law in keeping with the above institutional guideline. This feature of EU terms
however is most disputed as it hinges on the issues of meaning, conceptualization and
the interpretation of EU concepts. Despite the fact that no EU language is the original
language, and by analogy, no conceptual framework is the original conceptual frame-
work (Prechal and van Roermund 2008, 6), in practice we still have common concepts,
often in the form of autonomous concepts, or more precisely, concepts that “receive an
autonomous interpretation” (Graziadei 2014, 74) under EU law or by the Court of Justice
of the European Union (hereinafter: CJEU). A case in point is the right of withdrawal
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which will serve as the starting point of this explanatory study of term variants and con-
ceptual divergence in EU law.

2.1 The institutional context of EU terms

Based on the principle of multilingualism, legal translation in EU legislative institutions
resembles a simultaneous enactment of laws in all official languages known as co-
drafting. In practice, however, it is impossible for all language versions to be produced
simultaneously. Rather, the translation process – as part of the law-making procedure –
involves several distinct stages. After a legal text has been drawn up (in one language) fol-
lowing long negotiations and back-and-forth among experts and politicians, it is trans-
lated and, subsequently, legally revised by legal experts. The resulting draft text, also
known as the primary text or ‘mastertext’ (Mori 2018, 6), is supplemented and amended
several times. These additions and changes are made in different languages and by dif-
ferent authors (Mori 2018, 6). Such unprecedented level of heteroglossia in the process
of drafting thereby leads to hybrid utterances to the point that it may be difficult to pin-
point the source text (Graziadei 2014, 73). On the other hand, from the point of view
of legal effect and legal certainty, all 24 official EU languages have the same value and
status (equal authenticity), as has been repeatedly confirmed by CJEU’s settled case-law
(Bajčić 2021b). Paradoxically, despite equal authenticity of all EU languages, not all offi-
cial languages are used as working languages. While English, German and French are
preferred as working languages, especially for internal purposes of the institutions, Eng-
lish remains the main language in drafting legislation and political negotiations (Bajčić
2021a, 276–277).

2.1.1 The impact of EU English on EU law-making and translation

Although English became an official EU language only in 1973 with the EU accession of
the United Kingdom and Ireland, today it is the most widely spoken foreign language
in Europe. This became especially clear with the 2004 enlargement, in which ten new
Member States joined the EU, thus highlighting the urgency of introducing a common
means of communication (Biel and Sosoni 2019, 221) and catapulting English to the sta-
tus of a lingua franca in the EU. However, considering that English is historically related
to Common Law as a legal language, it had to be adapted to supranational EU law, which
in turn was influenced by the continental legal systems of the Member States, as well as
by Common Law. This resulted, on the one hand, in new English designations or des-
ignations of Common Law with a (continental) meaning (Robertson 2012, 1233). Often
cited examples of EU English neologisms are internal market or pigmeat (Felici 2015,
127), or expressions that may sound strange to English speakers, such as account preser-
vation order (Bajčić 2018, 18). Second, this need for adapting English to EU law coupled
with non-native influences on EU English and an increased need to create neologisms
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(Biel et al. 2018, 257) resulted in a hybrid version of EU English, which can be described
as neutral on account of the linguistic and geographical distance from English in other
English-speaking countries. Accordingly, some degree of foreignness and unnaturalness
of terms and collocations in EU English is unavoidable (Biel et al. 2018, 256–257). In
addition, the hybridity of EU English is the result of the multilingual and multi-stage
drafting and negotiating process described in the preceding subsection (Bajčić 2021a,
275–276; Biel and Sosoni 2019, 216; Felici 2010, 102).

Owing to the prominent role of English in the drafting and the translation process,
hybridity and neutralization techniques influence terminology in all EU languages. Like-
wise, the fact that translators of EU legislation must take into account the multilingual
nature of EU legislation by avoiding specific terminology of national legal systems, or
using it only cautiously (Joint Practical Guide 2015, 17) results in cultural neutraliza-
tion of EU terminology (Biel and Sosoni 2019, 216). Furthermore, neutral terms appear
more transparent in so far as they promote multilingual concordance. Indeed, many
corpus-based analyses of EU legislative texts testify to a preference for neutral terms. For
instance, Sosoni’s analysis (2018, 195) of English terms and their Greek, Spanish and Ital-
ian translations revealed three main types of term formation, namely formation through
semantic transfer and recontextualization, creation of new terms to name new concepts
(neologisms), and translingual borrowing. The results of the analysis show that neolo-
gisms, literal equivalents and direct borrowings are preferred to functional equivalents1

in 77% of the analysed terms. Mori (2018, 210) also reports a high percentage of contact-
induced phenomena, such as calques, in the Italian Eurolect, i.e. an EU variety of the
Italian legal language.2 However, studies conducted in other languages, notably German,
demonstrate a countertrend of relying on functional equivalents, i.e. (national law) terms
used to denote concepts of national law in EU translation (e.g. Bajčić 2017, 2018; Biel
and Doczekalska 2020, 203; Danneman 2014). Biel and Doczekalska (2020, 203) in their
study of EU English terminology in consumer protection directives and UK, Irish and
Maltese transposing acts also report of instances of substituting EU terms with national
terms (localization).

2.2 The curious case of EU synonymy and polysemy

In this context the question is raised whether terms denoting both EU concepts and
national law concepts are to be regarded as polysemous. From the perspective of the dog-

1. In legal translation studies functional equivalent is defined as “a term designating a concept or insti-
tution of the target legal system having the same function as a particular concept of the source legal
system” (Šarčević 1989, 278–279; 1988, 964, cited in Šarčević 1997, 236).
2. She categorizes EU-rooted lexical phenomena in the following way: EU-newly-coined words, EU-
noun phrase, EU-based metaphors, semantic Europeisms, EU acronyms (Mori 2018, 209).
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matic monosemy postulated by the traditional terminology theory (Peruzzo 2010, 179),
polysemy and synonymy were regarded as undesirable linguistic phenomena in special-
ized texts, undermining the purpose of prescriptive standardization. It should be noted
that, for decades, terminology has been rooted in applications, while its theoretical and
methodological principles have primarily attempted to answer questions raised by these
applications (L’Homme 2020, 6). Observed in this light, it is not surprising that syn-
onymy and polysemy were considered detrimental to standardization and the ideal of
univocity as a requirement for precise expert communication. However, analysing terms
and concepts without thinking of creating a prescriptive terminology database or com-
piling a specialized dictionary can account for a deeper understanding of the domain in
question.

Recent descriptive approaches to terminology put the focus of attention on the
study of terms in real texts, harnessing new models to describe the different deviations
from the ideal one-to-one relationship between a concept and the term designating
it, acknowledging that variation is part of every language. Such models include more
nuanced categories of term variants and meaning modulation, allowing for a better
understanding of subtle changes affecting terms in specialized texts and the dynamics of
domain knowledge.

In this context it is interesting to note that the term withdrawal has multiple mean-
ings, that is, meaning distinctions within the same domain of EU law, demonstrating the
presence of polysemy in specialized, EU legislative texts. In addition to the right of with-
drawal as used in the context of consumer protection law, the most salient sense of with-
drawal at the moment is manifested in the context of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU.3

Such meaning modulations represent a deviation from the more common meaning; they
are however, not strong enough to be regarded as polysemy (L’Homme 2020, 110).

While terminological variation is closely related to synonymy as a symmetric rela-
tion between terms that have the same meaning or very close meanings, it includes a
wider range of phenomena where the same concepts can be expressed differently in text
(L’Homme 2020, 153). In this sense Freixa (2006, 51) uses the label denominative varia-
tion, in contrast to conceptual variation which refers to the variation at the level of the
concept. Term variants take different linguistic forms such as inflected forms, graphi-
cal variants, synonymic and near-synonymic expressions. Even different contextual phe-
nomena affecting the structure of terms (e.g. insertions or omissions) are regarded as
variants (L’Homme 2020, 153). On the other hand, synonyms belong to the same part of
speech and share structural properties. Traditional terminology theory was interested in
conceptual synonymy concerned with two terms that refer to the same concept as exact

3. Agreement on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from
the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community OJ C 384I, 12.11.2019, p. 1–177.
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synonymy.4 In a pair of exact synonyms member 1 can replace member 2 in all the sen-
tences where member 2 appears. Conversely, member 2 can replace member 1 in all the
sentences where member 1 appears. Member 1 and member 2 share all characteristics,
that is, everything that characterizes one member of the pair is also valid for the other
(L’Homme 2020, 161). Needless to say, it is difficult to come across this type of synonymy
in real texts. On the other hand, variation, e.g. according to usage within different fields
of knowledge warrants further investigation steeped in terminology, lexical semantics
and EU law. In this context, the term conceptual variation (Freixa 2002, 54) might be
misleading in view of the fact that legal scholars consider that conceptual divergence,
unlike linguistic variance, becomes legally meaningful only if, and to the extent that, it
functions in arguing for conflicting courses of action ‘according to the law’ (Prechal and
van Roermund 2008, 3). In that sense, it poses a risk to the uniform application of EU
law. Conversely, conceptual convergence (as a special kind of coherence) can be regarded
as the main goal of EU law, as law requires unity or “the perception of movement towards
(virtual) unity” (Prechal and van Roermund 2008, 1). For this reason, conceptual diver-
gence cannot be identified by means of a corpus analysis alone, as will be elaborated in
the following section.

3. Right of withdrawal: A European standard couched in both national and
neutral terms

One of the oldest principles of the law, pacta sunt servanda, postulates that agreements
must be kept. In other words, parties must fulfil their contractual duties and the contract
must be performed. However, the right of withdrawal, as a relatively novel concept of EU
private law, and especially consumer protection law, allows consumers to withdraw from
(distance) contracts within the withdrawal period (the so-called cooling off period of 14
days) without citing any grounds and at no cost. In view of the fact that it does not entail
the stating of reasons as a requirement to end the contractual relationship, nor does it
invoke the liability for damages, it is conceptually different from other related concepts
such as termination and rescission of a contract. Adhering to the above mentioned EU

4. Wüster (1985, 79–83), as a pioneer in terminology work, introduced the distinction between Einsin-
nigkeit (‘one sense’) and Eindeutigkeit (‘unambiguousness, having only one meaning’; ‘monosemy’),
maintaining that in terminology we should strive for one meaning, rather than one sense. Likewise,
he distinguished Mehrsinnigkeit (‘more senses’) from Mehrdeutigkeit (‘more than one meanings’, ‘poly-
semy’). While Mehrsinnigkeit applies to the entire lexicon of a language, Mehrdeutigkeit refers only to a
specialized field (Bajčić 2017, 52–53). Accordingly, polysemy has been treated as homonymy (when one
term denotes two different concepts) in terminological resources.
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drafting and translation guidelines, as a new EU legal concept, it had to be conceptually
and terminologically distinguished from similar national terms of the Member States.

3.1 Diachronic analysis of terms

Although the fact that the consumer’s right of withdrawal is a new concept of EU con-
sumer law in itself justifies the need to use a distinct, new term in other EU languages
to designate this concept (Šarčević and Čikara 2009, 204), this has not always been the
case. A source of confusion in relation to this concept was its inconsistent rendering in
English in some of the older EU directives, such as the Doorstep Selling Directive 85/
577/EEC which used the term right of cancellation (in French: le droit de résilier le con-
trat; in German: das Widerrufsrecht; in Croatian: pravo na otkazivanje ugovora).5 All of
these terms however are used in national legal systems to denote similar or dissimilar
existing legal concepts. Likewise, the terms to withdraw and to cancel were used as syn-
onyms in tandem with right to withdraw and right of cancellation (in French: le droit de
résiliation, le droit de se rétracter; in German: das Recht vom Vertrag zurückzutreten, das
Rücktrittsrecht) in Art. 5 of the Timeshare Directive 94/47/EC. The Croatian version of
the latter Directive testifies to even greater terminological variation, as right of cancella-
tion was rendered as pravo otkazivanja and pravo otkaza [in English: right of cancella-
tion and right of termination]; while right to withdraw and withdrawal period as pravo
se povući and rok povlačenja [in English: right to withdraw and period of withdrawal].
The lack of consistency has been remedied with the adoption of the 2009 Timeshare
Directive, which employed the terminology of the Distance Contracts Directive, namely
withdrawal (Baaij 2018, 209). The German, French and Dutch language versions likewise
used consistent terms: Widerruf, rétraction, herroeping. As herroepingsrecht was already
being used in the Dutch and Belgian legal systems to indicate the legal act of rescinding
an offer of a contract, but not the breaking of a contract, choosing a neologism terugtred-
ing, which was stated in the 1994 Timeshare Directive, would have been better suited to
signal the introduction of a new legal construct in the Dutch legal system (Baaij 2018,
209). The Croatian version of this Directive (and Distance Selling Directive 97/7/EC)
used the term pravo odustajanja respectively.

3.2 A corpus-informed analysis of English, German and Croatian terms

In order to analyse term variants for this concept we have used parallel concordancing
of the EUR-Lex corpus English 2/2016 available in SketchEngine. For this purpose,
two subcorpora consisting of ten directives in English and German and in English

5. Directive 85/577/EEC to protect consumers in respect of contracts negotiated away from business
premises; no longer in force.
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and Croatian were used. Three of the directives were not available in Croatian in
SketchEngine and were therefore analysed separately in the online database of EU leg-
islation EurLex. The directives included in the analysis were identified by conducting
a keyword search of the term right of withdrawal in the English EUR-Lex corpus (see
Annex).

The results presented in Table 1 show term variants in the Croatian version of the
directives only.

Table 1. Comparison of terms in English, German and Croatian

Directive EN DE HR

Directive 2014/17/EU right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo odustanka
pravo na odustanak

Directive 2011/83/EU right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo odustajanja
pravo na odustajanje

Directive 2010/73/EU right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo na povlačenje

Directive 2008/122/EC right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo na odustajanje

Directive 2009/72/EC right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo na raskid ugovora

Directive 2008/48/EC right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo na povlačenje

Directive 2003/55/EC right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht *

Directive 2003/54/EC right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht *

Directive 2002/65/EC right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo odustajanja

Directive 97/7/EC right of withdrawal Widerrufsrecht pravo odustajanja
pravo na odustajanje

We have included directives no longer in force as well in order to observe term vari-
ants diachronically. For two of these, Directive 2003/54/EC and Directive 2003/54/EC,
the Croatian versions were not available. The German version of Directive 2002/65/EC
used both Rücktrittsrecht and Widerrufsrecht before being amended. According to ear-
lier research, the Croatian version of Directive 2002/65/EC available before Croatia’s EU
accession used the term pravo istupanja (Šarčević and Čikara 2009, 205) which has been
replaced by pravo odustajanja. It is regrettable that other inconsistencies in the usage
of terminology have not been blotted out as well, so that even today there are differ-
ent term variants used in different directives. Some of the identified term variants can
be regarded as morphosyntactic variation (Peruzzo 2010, 184), in the sense of differ-
ent parts of speech patterns, e.g. pravo odustajanja (noun+noun), pravo na odustajanje
(noun+preposition+noun) or pravo odustati (noun+verb) in the Croatian version of the
Directive 97/7/EC (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Variants in the Croatian version of Directive 97/7/EC

Similarly, pravo na odustanak (noun+preposition+noun) and pravo odustanka
(noun+noun) can be regarded as minor morphosyntactic variations in the Croatian ver-
sion of Directive 2014/17/EU (see Figure 2.), in view of the fact that they do not cause a
semantic change.

Figure 2. Variants in the Croatian version of Directive 2014/17/EU

On the other hand, the term variant pravo na raskid ugovora (see Table 1) could
potentially lead to conceptual divergence as it denotes a concept of national civil law
of distinct meaning than the EU concept of the right of withdrawal. Using existing
national terminology runs the risk that national judges will not apply the term in its EU
sense (Šarčević and Čikara 2009, 208) as terms already used within a national legal sys-
tem have a history of judicial interpretation and application (Baaij 2018, 210). In con-
sequence, the usage of national terms may undermine uniform application of EU law
Union-wide.

The variant pravo na povlačenje which was used in the old Timeshare Directive 94/
47/EC could also lead to conceptual divergence as the expression povlačenje belongs to
ordinary language and is devoid of any legal meaning (Šarčević and Čikara 2009, 205).
It is thus surprising that it is still used in the Croatian version of Directive 2008/48/EC
(see Figure 3).6

6. The latter term povlačenje is also used in the EU’s terminology database IATE for withdrawal, while
the database contains no Croatian terms for right of withdrawal. On the other hand, it entails three
German equivalents for the right of withdrawal: Kündigungsrecht, Recht auf Kündigung des Vertrags,
Widderufsrecht. https://iate.europa.eu/home (Accessed 1 February 2022).
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Figure 3. Variants in the Croatian version of Directive 2008/48/EC

Interestingly, term variants seem to be present to a greater extent in other types
of legislative texts such as judgments, decisions,7 and especially in non-legislative
consumer-centred texts, such as forms and websites containing general information for
the consumers. In the latter contexts, term variants appear in other languages as well,
as the following examples illustrate. For instance, the English version of the website of
the European Consumer Centre Network explains the right of withdrawal in words of
everyday language: “you have 14 days to change your mind”.8 Similarly, the Croatian ver-
sion of the website follows the English wording and uses everyday language to explain
the concept as well (imate pravo da se predomislite),9 whereas the German version of the
website refers to the term Widerrufsrecht, 10 while the Austrian refers to Rücktrittsrecht.11

As a matter of fact, in Austrian German, the right of withdrawal is rendered by two dif-
ferent designations, namely Widerruf and Rücktritt. While the Consumer Rights Direc-
tive uses Widerruf, the Austrian FAGG (Fern- und Auswärtsgeschäfte-Gesetz, in English:
Distance Transactions Act) uses Rücktritt; the forms (attached to the Austrian Act) use
Widerruf.12 Another interesting example is the Croatian central government portal that
uses the term pravo na jednostrani raskid ugovora, that is, national law terms to explain
this European consumer standard.13

7. E.g. Kündigungsrecht instead of Widerrufsrecht is used in the German version of the judgment in
case C-359/11 Alexandra Schulz v Technische Werke Schussental GmbH und Co. KG and Josef Egbringhoff
v Stadtwerke Ahaus GmbH, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2317; in a Commission Decision: State aid – Germany –
State aid C 27/07 (ex NN 29/07) – Berlin Schönefeld Airport – Invitation to submit comments pursuant
to Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty, OJ C 257, 30.10.2007, p. 16–46.
8. https://www.europe-consommateurs.eu/en/shopping-internet/14-days-to-withdraw.html
(Accessed 1 February 2021)
9. http://ecc-croatia.hr/trgovina-putem-interneta/ (Accessed 1 February 2021)
10. https://www.evz.de/einkaufen-internet/online-einkauf.html (Accessed 1 February 2021)
11. https://europakonsument.at/kaufen-bestellen/5226 (Accessed 1 February 2021)
12. https://www.wko.at/service/wirtschaftsrecht-gewerberecht/Ruecktrittsrecht_bei
_Dienstleistungen_im_Internet.html#heading_Ruecktritt_oder_Widerruf_ (Accessed 1 February 2021)
13. https://gov.hr/moja-uprava/pravna-drzava-i-sigurnost/prava-potrosaca/zastita-potrosaca/prava-
potrosaca-pri-kupovini-na-daljinu-ili-izvan-poslovnih-prostorija/2023 (Accessed 1 February 2021).
Designed as the central online platform of the Croatian Government the Portal serves the purpose of
enabling citizens to access all information pertaining to the public administration and public ser-
vices.
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However, variation in legally binding instruments such as directives intended to har-
monize national contract law has more far-reaching consequences as it can impede the
objective of harmonization. This is evident in the case of the transposing Croatian leg-
islation, namely the Croatian Obligations Act (odustati od ugovora and raskinuti ugovor)
and the Croatian Consumer Credit Act (pravo na odustanak) which deviate from the
terms used in the Croatian versions of the directives they transpose.14 The Croatian
Obligations Act uses the terms odustati of ugovora and raskinuti ugovor (as a national
law term) as synonymous, however, these can be considered as meaning modifications,
because each is used in a different context. Art. 663 of the Obligations Acts uses the term
odustanak od ugovora in relation to transport agreements, while Art. 506 uses odusta-
janje od ugovora in relation to loan agreements, and raskid ugovora in relation to credit
agreements (Art. 1024). In contrast to the consumer’s right of withdrawal, debtors who
withdraw from a loan or a credit agreement are liable for damages (Šarčević and Čikara
2009, 205–206). The presence of variation in a newer EU language can be attributed
to Croatia being the youngest EU Member State and still relatively recent harmoniza-
tion of legislation and standardization of EU terminology. On the other hand, as pre-
viously mentioned, withdraw was replaced with cancel in the transposition of Directive
2011/83/EU into national legislation of Ireland (Biel and Doczekalska 2020, 203) as a
country with a longer membership status. This lack of terminological congruence may
result in conceptual divergence and varying case-law. Moreover, in case of doubt as to
the meaning of a national law provision, national courts must consider the wording of
the directive transposed by the national legislation in question pursuant to the principle
of consistent interpretation.15 While directives, as opposed to regulations, do not have
direct effect, owing to their indirect effect or vertical direct effect (Bettlem 1995), national
law provisions must be interpreted in conformity with them, that is, with EU law. What’s
more, the CJEU stated that even recommendations are not devoid of legal effect and that
national courts are bound to take them into consideration in order to decide disputes in
particular where they are capable of casting light on the interpretation of other provi-
sions of national or EU law.16

14. Obligations Act, Official Gazette “Narodne Novine” Nos. 35/05, 41/08, 125/11, 78/15, 29/18; Con-
sumer Credit Act, Official Gazette “Narodne Novine” Nos. 75/09, 112/12, 143/13, 147/13, 09/15, 78/15,
102/15, 52/16.
15. For more on the principle of consistent interpretation see e.g. Sawyer 2007.
16. This effect has been called the Grimaldi effect (Bettlem 1995, 5). Case C-322/88 Grimaldi v Fonds
des Maladies Professionnelles [1989] ECR 4407.
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3.3 Conceptual divergence: Possibly divergent interpretations of right of
withdrawal in different languages

As illustrated, some variants do not lead to a semantic change (e.g. morphosyntactic
variants), while others may cause conceptual divergence; either because a national law
term is used to designate a new EU concept, or the concept is expressed in a general
language term devoid of legal meaning. Having common EU concepts is instrumental
to promote a common discourse of the community of EU lawyers irrespective of their
use of different languages (Engberg 2016, 171). However, as noted in the introduction, in
light of the still developing EU legal culture and lack of a common legal culture and edu-
cation, conceptual divergence poses a threat to uniform application and interpretation
of EU law. Thus far, CJEU’s autonomous interpretation has proven to be the most effec-
tive method of achieving conceptual congruence of EU law. A similar point is made by
Graziadei (2014, 74) for whom the doctrine of autonomous meaning reflects the opera-
tive necessity to produce a uniform interpretation and application of key provisions of
EU law. On the other hand, at the level of the Member States, divergent interpretations
are more difficult to identify. National courts and judges still practice law in their vernac-
ulars which reflect both the individual and community experience (the so-called ency-
clopaedic knowledge) (Ostroški Anić 2019, 9). This can influence the conceptualization
of common EU concepts, including the right of withdrawal.

Albeit in some countries (e.g. United Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium, Greece, Sweden)
in the event of the withdrawal of consumers, judges would assume that no contract
had been concluded, German law recognizes a provisional state of a contract known as
schwebende Unwirksamkeit (in English: provisional or pending invalidity) (Baaij 2018,
211). Within that period of Schwebezeit, i.e. until the cooling-off period expires, a con-
tract is considered neither valid nor invalid. To what extent is the conceptualization of
the meaning of the right of withdrawal in EU law in the German language separable from
the background of schwebende Unwirksamkeit of contracts? The introduction of a new
designation which was not previously used in national law does not guarantee that the
perception of the underlying concept is independent of national legal knowledge. There-
fore, divergences in the conceptualization of the scope and content of the term cannot be
excluded, regardless if national or neutral terms are used to describe the concept in indi-
vidual EU languages, owing to the fact that language and conceptualization are insepa-
rable. Since meaning is an integral part of human knowledge and cognitive abilities, the
meaning of a certain concept is not autonomous; rather, it is construed in relation to our
conceptualization and depends on the conceptual structure within which it is situated
(Ostroški Anić 2019, 9). As pointed out, such conceptual divergence is only perceived in
case-law by applying the relevant EU legal concepts, and cannot be identified by relying
on a corpus analysis of designations.
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4. Conclusions and directions for future research

EU legal language is often portrayed as a language sui generis marked by hybridity and
deviating from the national legal language. Analogously, the ideal terminology of EU
law is also distinct from the national terminology used to denote national legal institu-
tions. What is more, EU terminology is to be used consistently both intralingually and
interlingually in order to achieve multilingual concordance. Notwithstanding this well-
known principle of the institutional drafting guidelines, the present study, relying on
both corpus-based and legal analysis, has exposed the presence of the phenomena of
term variation and meaning modulations, demonstrating that EU legal language is also
subject to variation. Researching variants provides for a better understanding of subtle
changes affecting terms in EU legislative texts and the dynamics of domain knowledge.
As argued, variation in legally binding instruments can have far-reaching consequences
and even lead to conceptual divergence. At the same time, divergences in the concep-
tualization of the meaning of a term cannot always be resolved by the consistent usage
of neutral EU terms. Therefore, instead of trying to neutralize variation, efforts must be
made to understand the ways in which variants affect the dynamic conceptualization of
EU law by relying on terminology and lexical semantics, as well as on the principles of
EU law. Inviting further interdisciplinary research, it is proposed to expand the context
of studying term variants in EU law first in regard to conceptual divergence, and second,
in regard to legal information design.

First, investigating term variants in relation to conceptual divergence can shed light
on the problematic lack of unity of EU law. Despite the fact that conceptual divergence
manifests itself first and foremost in the application and interpretation of EU law, explor-
ing potential relations between the existence of term variants and conceptual divergence
would enrich the analysis of variants by looking beyond corpora. Needless to say, ter-
minologists rely on corpora to acquire knowledge about the terms and concepts of a
field. Therefore, a corpus is considered to be an essential part of terminological analysis
since it provides the basic material to support the understanding of terms (L’Homme
2020, 34). However, corpora do not contain all the information we need to know about
a domain (L’Homme 2020, 38). In particular in the domain of EU law the previously
mentioned extralinguistic knowledge is required to disambiguate a concept or under-
stand the principles of EU concept formation. This underlines the need for further cross-
disciplinary research and theorizing about national vs. EU terms and concepts beyond
the paradigm of terminology-as-application, and by relying on lexical semantics and
domain knowledge.

Second, term variants can be observed in relation to legal design, i.e. the framing
of legal information. It is important to bear in mind that legal information is intended
for multiple user groups, including non-lawyers. Considering that variation is associated
with a social practice (Delavigne 2017, 33), idiosyncratic terminology can be employed
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to meet the special needs of different user groups. The fact that different types of doc-
uments pertaining to the right of withdrawal display different degrees of variants may
indeed be a consequence of responding to the different needs of different user groups. In
this context Haapio et al. (2021) point to a growing demand of transforming that what
was drafted by lawyers for lawyers to that which is designed to be understandable for
the people impacted, in this case consumers. As a matter of fact, Directive 2011/83 on
consumer rights points to this direction by regulating the form of mandatory informa-
tion disclosures and stating that consumers need to receive mandatory information in
a clear and comprehensible manner (Art. 6 (1)), whereas this information needs to be
drafted in plain and intelligible language (Art. 8 (1)). Observed in this light, variants can
be regarded as central to terminological negotiations (Delavigne 2017, 33), and an instru-
mental tool for framing legal information in a more consumer-centric way, thus warrant-
ing further research into non-legislative text types as well.
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Visualizing EU law through meta-concepts
and legal formants

Elena Ioriatti
Trento University

The chapter suggests an interdisciplinary approach to EU law and to European
autonomous concepts, through the use of comparative law and semiotics. The
object of the research is the EU legislation (a meta-language, in comparative-
semiotics perspective), EU concepts (a system of signs, according to semiotics) and
their interpretation (case law formant, in comparative law analyses) and
transposition (national legislation formant) in the Member States. This approach to
EU law and concepts highlights that the interrelation between EU legislation and
the normative forces grounding the practices of law in Europe are giving rise to
common contexts of meanings in the European legal setting.

Keywords: EU law, terminology, comparative law, meta-concepts, legal formants

1. Introduction

Within the current European and global legal setting, normative multilingualism is expe-
riencing a phase of great expansion. Favoured also by growing phenomena of suprana-
tional aggregations (Lindseth 2017), from a comparative law perspective, multilingual
law contributes to the emergence of new legal languages, characterized by new concepts
and uniform taxonomies, within languages originally conceived to express national and
local laws.

This process is particularly visible within the European Union (EU), an iconic legal
system where multilingualism and national law harmonization contribute to shaping a
new taxonomy of European creation, formulated in all official languages and becoming
more and more the object of comparative law studies. The point of departure for almost
all comparative law studies is the origin of this language (Jacometti 2012; more recently
Ioriatti 2013; Baaij 2018): when considering its specific characteristics, the language of
EU law is, like law itself, a cultural and social phenomenon that must be observed in its
time and space.
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Indeed, a relevant feature of EU legal language, which is important to understand in
its own nature, is that multilingualism and harmonization both work as catalysts of this
linguistic phenomenon. This is clearly visible as legal translation in a multilingual con-
text is functional to the intent of multilingual legislation itself (Ioriatti 2013), that is to say,
to the harmonization of national law (Pozzo 2012). Such synergy between multilingual-
ism and harmonization is operatively settled within the EU translation strategy, which
does not rely on comparative law to find functional equivalents of the single legal con-
cepts in all official national legal languages: this operation would not only be technically
impracticable, but would not respond to the institutional commitment of harmonization
(Šarčević 1997).

Differently, legal translation at the EU level is a highly complex activity (Biel 2019),
daily managed also through the creation of neologisms and calques. When shaping or
creating concepts so that all languages formally share a common European meaning, EU
translators and lawyer-linguists are by definition not “translating”, but de facto formulat-
ing “autonomous concepts”,1 detached from any national meaning and not rooted in a
pre-existing legal culture.

Thus, the European Union – as well as all legal systems relying on written law – do
filter norms through language, which also contributes to the expression and conceptu-
alization of the norms themselves. From a research perspective, the knowledge of this
process is just as valuable. The comparatists, but also jurists in general (Mahieu 2019) are
gradually realizing that, when interpreting EU law, the study of its legal language is defi-
nitely important. In particular, to the extent that some relevant areas of European legis-
lation, such as consumer law, are developing towards maximum harmonization, the level
of abstractness of EU concepts is going to increase. However, from a legal view point no
one can yet claim the existence of a general system of concepts to interpret the EU leg-
islation, as it is, for instance, when it comes to the civil codes or the constitutions in the
national legal systems. Thus, EU core and abstract concepts like contract or possession
can only be adequately defined in relation to their meaning within a specific directive or
regulation.

In comparative law studies, the impact of EU legal language in a wider environment
is also worthy of research. The increasing globalization inevitably calls for a specific set
of terms (Tiersma 2016, 25) and the EU terminology is central and visible within the
globalized legal order (Engberg 2016a, 175), even if still under development. With the
passing of time, EU concepts acquire an indisputable global position, as a paradigm for
other emerging legal languages. This is particularly true for economic rights, an area of

1. The autonomy of EU concepts was ruled almost 40 years ago by the Court of Justice of the European
Union in the well-known Cilfit case (Case 283/81 – Srl Cilfit and Lanificio di Gavardo (SpA) v Ministry
of Health), representing a milestone for the development of the EU legal language, freeing EU legal con-
cepts from the national environment.
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EU terminology which is of crucial importance to the EU’s role as one of the interlocu-
tors in the global marketplace (Ioriatti 2018). On the other hand, the EU is also import-
ing concepts from the outside (Biel and Sosoni 2019). Thus, attention to the circulation
of legal models at the supranational level through this new legal-linguistic phenomenon
does enrich the studies on globalisation and the law (Gerber 2001).

In the same way, studies into transplantations of EU models (legal transplants in
comparative law terminology) in the Member States coincide with considerations of how
the legal language facilitates or impedes this process (Pozzo 2012). Indeed, the circulation
of European legal concepts also occurs vertically, from the supranational to the national
context. In this case, we can observe a slow, subtle, but eventually final process, through
which European concepts adapt to the Member States’ legal culture and therefore to their
legal language. Take parental responsibility for instance. An Italian jurist of the past cen-
tury was certainly not aware of the meaning of this European concept (literally translated
in Italian as responsabilità genitoriale”); it has now become part of national law, just like
the European term that refers to it, and of Italian legal language.

Studies into the dialectical relationship between law and language in comparative
law have also received attention, in particular as regards the role that general languages
have in making legal models circulate (Moréteau 1999). Law has been the product of
various civilisations and phases of history, but it is out of doubt that the evolution of
legal terms also depends on the progress of the general language that is its means of
expression.

The circulation of EU legal concepts worldwide has been facilitated by the role that
English has as a lingua franca. Legal English is expanding within the current European
and global settings, also due to the strong “appeal” that English has globally as “the” lan-
guage of communication: the presence of supranational organizations, an intensification
of international negotiations, the impact of globalization on the legal world, migration –
all leading to new legal languages linguistically evolving from English (see for examples
Gnutzmann and Intemann 2005).

With reference to the EU, the distance between European legal English and the “tra-
ditional” language of Common law is the result of supranational legal languages evolving
in an entirely independent way from the terminology formulated at Westminster since
the 11th century (Mellinkoff 2004). Legal English of European law, just like all EU ter-
minology in other official languages, is formulated through autonomous concepts which
are different from those of common law even if they have similar characteristics.

Nevertheless, as if it were a sort of compensation for such deminutio capitis, the
legal English of England is often the paradigm of new European legal concepts, for-
mulated firstly in EU English and then in other languages (Bajčić 2018). EU terms are
often formed in the official languages through neologisms calqued from English. A well-
known example is the concept of residenza abituale (as a calque of habitual residence),
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which has a different meaning from, for instance, the concept of residenza derived from
the Italian Civil Code (Ioriatti 2009).

If legal translation still remains fundamental in comparative law studies, the Euro-
pean legal language is an important example of the supranational legal phenomenon in
terms of relationship between language and law. It is highly likely that multilingual law
will become the core of contemporary comparative law studies on legal translation, and
comparatists’ growing interest in legal translation is also due to the progress made in law
and language studies (Grosswald Curran 2019; Ost 2014; Baaij 2018).

2. EU concepts in the Member States

Among the various profiles of multilingual law, a research field of growing importance is
the nature of EU concepts, with particular focus on the impact that the wording of EU
norms has in the Member States, in terms of legal meanings and effects. It is an impor-
tant topic in the field of law and language, which began to be researched in the early
2000s by comparatists (Castellani and Sacco 1999), other scholars (Schübel-Pfister 2004;
Derlén 2007, 2009; Ioriatti 2013; van der Jeught 2015), as well as EU experts (Robertson
2016).

The intense debate on the problems surrounding the meaning of EU terms is not
unsurprising. Overall, the field of EU language studies may be favoured by the growing
interest in the relationship between law and language in comparative law, together with
the need for interdisciplinary and empirical researches (see Ballin and Senden 2005 for
an empirical research project). Furthermore, as an important EU project – bEUcitizen2 –
has shown, sociological and constitutional profiles are also involved: EU citizenship is
presented as a clear bundle of rights, immediately visible and enjoyable by every Euro-
pean citizen. In concrete terms, it is doubtful whether we can observe a real, common
enjoyment of EU citizens’ rights in the Member States.

Yet, even in comparative perspective, the problem is always related to the culture-
specific nature of all legal concepts, the meaning of which is strictly dependent on their
system of reference, composed by interrelated categories, concepts, norms and culture
(Mattila 2006). In contrast to national systems of concepts, EU legal concepts are not

2. The bEUcitizen project, a consortium led by Utrecht University (coordinator Sybe A. de Vries)
and financed by the European Commission (Horizon 2020), has identified several categories of poten-
tial hindrances to the exercise of EU citizen rights: contradictions between different rights, ‘multilevel’
rights, and differences in the priority given by Member States to these rights; differences between polit-
ical, administrative, and legal institutions; financial restraints; lack of sufficient solidarity; administra-
tive and bureaucratic hurdles. Linguistic barriers are analyzed too, under the scientific coordination of
the author of this chapter, who was also a member of the Executive board and the national coordinator
for Italy. For more information see https://www.giurisprudenza.unitn.it/74/beucitizen.
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the result of a layering of meanings developed through time, by legal traditions and val-
ues of reference (Gambaro 2007). The “transplant” of the wording of an EU norm in
the national setting does not mean that the specific meaning – or the common mean-
ing underlying national law harmonization – is transferred too, as norms and concepts
are subject to natural adaptations in the specific national context. All in all, measuring
if multilingualism obscures some of the components of EU citizenship rights is a diffi-
cult achievement too. For this reason, the importance of maintaining a constant dialogue
among the different actors involved in the legislative and judicial process is underlined
in the debate (Engberg 2016b, Ferreri 2016).

As a contribution to the debate, the thesis advanced in this chapter is that despite all
difficulties and hindrances, common contexts of meanings are already flourishing in the
European legal setting as a result of the interrelation between EU legislation and the nor-
mative forces grounding the practices of law in Europe.

At the national level, studying the interpretation of EU court decisions as well as leg-
islation transposing EU law from legal systems, proves that a process of cultural adap-
tation to EU law is already visible. Courts and lawmakers seem to have developed the
right awareness and capacity to qualify EU concepts as autonomous, regardless of the
distance from their own national legal culture. At the same time, they also interpret them
in order to contribute to a consolidate and common meaning to EU law. This effective
autonomous and European interpretation of EU norms is probably part of a broader ten-
dency at a global and international level, to move towards a more universal interpreta-
tive approach, guided by the hermeneutical criteria of supranational courts, in particular
the Court of Justice of the European Union (Rösler 2012; Jemielniak and Mikłaszewicz
2010).

Following this research trend necessitates the use of methodological tools which
visualize this already ongoing process. In particular, semiotics and comparative law
enable scholars to adequately uncover the complex interconnections of the legal lan-
guage formulated by the EU drafters and interpreted by the national courts. These con-
texts of meanings become visible only when approached from a specific comparative
point of view as legal formants and from a semiotic point of view as signs.

These two fields are closely intertwined if observed in their structuralist dimension;
both are equipped with methods aiming to categorize the object of analysis – the law as
a formant, the law as a sign – into recognizable instruments, so as to uncover and collect
findings. Structuralism is a common methodological ground of these approaches, sep-
arated by the object of analysis. Comparative law is part of legal studies and therefore
its methodological point of reference – its object – is law (Kischel 2019, 160). As for the
semiotic analysis, which is the study of signs (Burks 1958), law assumes its relevance for
the fact that it is a phenomenon producing “signs”.

EU law is framed and structured by multilingualism and hence by linguistic and
juridical elements combined. It is this “hybrid” nature of EU legislation, being juridical
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and linguistic at the same time, that calls for interdisciplinary methodologies in research
which go beyond an analysis of its strictly juridical substance. Thus, it is necessary
to visualize the already existing contexts of meanings, produced by the interrelations
between the EU and the national level, from an interdisciplinary perspective.

With this aim in mind, this chapter is organized as follows. After a brief description
of the traditional method of comparative law – functionalism – the following section
describes the theory of the legal formants, an alternative comparative law method
derived from structuralism. Section 4 is dedicated to structuralism in semiotics. The
interdisciplinary method which combines comparative law and semiotics and is based
on legal formants and meta-concepts visualizes contexts of meanings that are made com-
mon by the encounter of EU legislation and the national forces practicing EU law at the
national level. This phenomenon is discussed in a case study (Section 5) and commented
in the Conclusions.

3. Comparative law and legal formants

Although there is no longer doubt that any comparative law is a method and a science
(see the origin of the debate in Constantinesco 1972 and Sacco 1992), the methods of
comparative law are still open to a very lively debate (Adams and Heirbaut 2014; Siems
2014; Adams, Husa, and Oderkerk 2017; Vogenauer 2019).

Ever since the 1990s, in his Introduzione al diritto comparato (Introduction to com-
parative law, Sacco 1992) Rodolfo Sacco, one of the founders of comparative law in Italy,
observed that given the variety of methodological options scholars already had at their
disposal, qualifying comparative law as a method itself and not as a science was simply
reductive. Even back then, no one could have foreseen the plurality of methods which are
applied within the comparative law community (van Hoecke 2015) and nowadays there
are an impressive number of authors who propose or describe different ways in which
comparative law research should be done (see for an overview Kischel 2019, 102–152).

Among these methods, one of the best-known is functionalism, that is considered
as the point of departure for almost every contemporary comparative study on method-
ology. The basic features of functionalism have been described by several authors
(Glendon, Gordon, and Osakwe 1994, 11 ff ), but it is the book An Introduction to Com-
parative Law (1977) by Kötz and Zweigert, that contains an exhaustive presentation of
the functional approach and had an enormous influence on the scholarly community.
The authors’ essential idea, on which the method is grounded, is that the legal systems of
the world and their societies regularly face similar problems and solve them through dif-
ferent means, but very often reaching similar results. Essentially, functional comparison
posits preaesumptio similitudinis (the presumption of similarity) among legal systems;
in consequence, if questions are posed from a functional perspective, free from national
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descriptive and conceptual frameworks, the outcome of research will be necessarily con-
crete and neutral data (Kötz and Zweigert 1977).

Functional comparison is currently practiced in comparative-law circles, yet criti-
cism of this method has been growing for decades. Remarks focus on a few aspects of
functionalism (Michaels 2019; Kischel 2019, 90), but one of the main bones of contention
is the very idea of praesumptio similitudinis and excessive attention given to similari-
ties. This assumption is contested as contradictory to the very nature of comparative
law, which, as a scholarly field, should be strongly involved in analyzing not only simi-
larities, but also differences. When analyzing elements of a legal system, the fundamen-
tal stance of comparative law scholars is to provide an impartial and deep comparison,
free from presumptions. Indeed, the contention that the functional method fails to pro-
vide an actual and objective full comparison leads to the subsequent argument that this
method does not account for the cultural context of the legal systems studied; doing away
with the specific dimensions of the local legal culture this method reduces the function-
alist analysis to the crude results of the application of a rule. Thus, the contemporary
criticism of the functional method insists on the complexity of law as a phenomenon,
and of the need to investigate all elements of legal culture, such as values, style, tradition,
techniques, just to mention some examples.

A completely different description of the legal phenomena as the methodological
basis for comparison is offered by an alternative approach to comparative law: struc-
turalism.

In Italy, the structural comparison was advanced by the leading comparatists of the
last century. According to some authors, one of the merits of twentieth-century Italian
comparative legal studies is, indeed, “the assault upon the conventional wisdom which
extols the unity of the law and ignores the multiplicity of the components making up the
world’s legal systems” (Graziadei 2003). This is the core of Rodolfo Sacco’s contribution
to comparative law, one of the methods intended to go beyond the mere description of
functional solutions. Since the answer to the question of “how comparative law research
should be done” requires attention to the composition of each system under analysis and
of its multiple cultural layers, Sacco’s doctrine is classified as structuralism.

According to Sacco, there are different “formants” of the law, a plurality of norms
and institutions, which are active components and contribute to cultural features of each
legal system (1991, 21 ff ). In essence, formants are norms, but do not necessarily coincide
with those norms produced and contained in the official sources of the law of the legal
system under analysis. This coincidence is always present when statutes are analyzed, as
in all the legal systems legislation is an important official source of the law. Thus, the so
called “legislative formant” coincides with legislation as a source of the law.

However, there are other legal formants. The “case law formant” refers to the norms
contained in court decisions which are an official source of law in the Common law
countries but not in the civil law ones. The same applies to interpretations by scholars
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(“scholars’ formant”), which suggest or interpret rules. These formants have a status of
official legal rules in some legal systems (e.g. the Muslim legal systems) but not in others.

This method moves from the undisputed premise that the legal systems are not
monolithic, but composed of various formants; their visualization contributes to under-
stand how a legal system is structured and the cultural dimension of the law. Thus, a legal
system shows its complexity and cultural asset thanks to the breakdown of its essential
elements (Sacco 1991, 21).

Regardless of the merits of functionalism – neutrality being one of them – while this
method strives to provide appropriate solutions by “measuring” similarities by means
of a straightforward and radical approach, structuralism analyses include an implicit
description of the cultural context in which legal systems are embedded.

This is particularly relevant in the analysis of EU legal language and EU legal con-
cepts. As will be demonstrated, the outcomes of interpretation and application of EU law
and terminology by national courts of different Member States could be qualified as for-
mants and, consequently, as norms.

National judges currently apply EU law not by simply providing pragmatic solutions
for the specific matter at stake, but by formulating norms with the awareness of con-
tributing to ascribing a meaning to EU law. This interpretation contributes to identify-
ing and determining the development and consolidation of norms and concepts of EU
legal sources, as well as shared contexts of meanings, common to a few national EU legal
systems.

However, as in the case of functionalism, structuralism, and the legal formants in
particular, are also subject to criticism in the contemporary methodological debate. For
example, Kischel underlies obviousness as the main objection to the theory of the for-
mants. He argues that it is obvious that there is not one legal rule – as a solution – for
each question in all legal systems and that there is no legal system free from contradic-
tion (2019, 106–110).

As a method, structuralism has nevertheless proved useful for research purposes3

and applied projects.4 Putting aside theoretical evaluations of this method, legal for-
mants and semiotic signs are functional references useful to observe EU legal language
from the outside and to frame the reality into conceptual tools. Through the case law
formants, particularly, it is possible to see how the judges of the different Member States

3. See the project The Common Core of European Private Law, coordinated by Ugo Mattei and Mauro
Bussani, https://common-core.org/.
4. See projects IMOLA I, II and III https://www.elra.eu/imola-iii/ on the harmonization of land reg-
istry of immovable property by the European Land Registry Association (ELRD). The project method-
ology is based on the theory of the formants, which was used to structure the “ELRD”, the land registry
template ensuring the interoperability of the EU property land registries (Ioriatti and Giacomini 2022).
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interpret the EU terminology and whether there is a convergence in the meanings given
to these terms.

The possible answer to the question of the EU meaning of supranational legal con-
cepts, autonomous and detached from any national cultural context, may be found by
visualizing the already existing contexts of meaning, produced by the interrelation of the
EU legislation and national formants.

4. Semiotics and the meta-concept

In Sebeok’s Introduction to Semiotics (2001), semiotics (“semiology” in de Saussure’s def-
inition) is both a discipline and a technique for studying anything that produces signs
(Burks 1958; de Saussure 2011). More and more law studies (Grossfeld 2010, Ricca 2022),
research on legal education (Broekmann and Backer 2015) and comparative law (Ioriatti
2013; Šarčević 2016) are indebted to semiotics.

As for comparative law, comparatists have borrowed conceptual tools from linguis-
tics and semiotics for a long time. Just to give a notable example, Sacco’s (1965) proposal
on formants in legal systems was in part inspired by de Saussure’s theory on language
components.

With regard to multilingual law, current studies emphasize the need for a more in-
depth interdisciplinary approach which relies on semantic tools to improve the under-
standing of the linguistic nature of EU law. Two semiotic approaches are of particular
interest: one giving a neutral and innovative qualification of EU law as a “system of signs”
(Robertson 2016) and the other as a “meta-juridical language” (Turi 1990; de Groot 1999;
Galdia 2003; Cornu 2005, Klimas and Vaiciukaite 2005; Rösler 2012).

As for the former, one of the relevant applications of semiotics to multilingual law
is Robertson’s volume Multilingual Law: A Framework for Analysis and Understanding
(2016). This inspirational book is an extensive source of interdisciplinary information
on multilingualism derived from different areas of knowledge: law, language, semiotics,
translation, technology. Robertson’s merit is, in particular, to have formulated the advan-
tages of thinking about multilingualism in terms of a sign system.

Multilingual law consists of a single legal message expressed in more than one lan-
guage. As a consequence, at least one of the legal languages in which law is formulated
(but often enough all of them) is not the expression of a specific legal, cultural or national
context (Beaupré 1986). What is lacking is the necessary connection between the legal
concept and the idea that such concept should express (Sacco 2000), since it is the nat-
ural linguistic-legal expression of an endemic legal-cultural tradition. The absence of
connection between a concept and legal ideas is obvious in European terminology, made
of neologisms that are disconnected from specific national contexts of reference. How-
ever, it would be naive to think that national jurists called to interpret and apply an EU
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concept are always able to completely let go of their education, forma mentis and cultural
legal background. The meaning of an EU concept, for as “autonomous” as it can be in
its institutional form, can always encounter the filter of the personal legal culture of the
judge or scholar called to apply it (Engberg 2016a).

This happens because the interpreter sees the EU legal concept expressed in his/
her language as: (a) a legal message, (b) necessarily applied to his/her context of ref-
erence. Robertson (2016) gives an example: first, one person (a national interpreter of
an EU concept) perceives the linguistic sign in a specific way, whereas a second viewer
(a national interpreter from a different legal system) perceives it in a different manner.
The perspective changes surprisingly if the interpreter mentally approaches the Euro-
pean term in terms of a sign rather than a concept.

In Robertson’s words “if instead of thinking in terms of norm and concept, we think
in terms of signs, we have a way to handle subjective information in an impartial third
person way, without making value judgement on it” (2016, 135). From the semiotic per-
spective, the third impartial person is also a viewer, an impartial observer, but attempts
an objective interpretation.

This approach favours a holistic and neutral observation of EU legal language, free
from technical details and legal meanings that are inevitably present in each language
version. From this perspective, EU legal concepts form a horizontal system of linguistic
signs, in which each system formally and ideally bears the same legal concept as con-
taining an inter-lingual synonym (Turi 1990). It is the form giving the same meaning to
a new multilingual reality expressed in all official languages (Robertson 2009). In most
cases, multilingual term formulations are no more than an approximation of the ideal
expression of an EU norm that pre-exists its transferability into a common linguistic
framework in all the languages.

Thus, if EU law is objectively viewed as a system of signs, it eliminates the risk that
national interpreters will not see “the forest for the trees” when they focus on a single
concept in their own national language versions.

As noted above, along with the framework viewing EU law as composed of inter-
related linguistic signs, another semiotic instrument is the meta-language, the goal of
which is also to determine layers of meaning of a language that make up a meaningful
whole. Here, the branch of semiotics dealing with the language of the law is of interest
to multilingual studies where the meta-language, “also described as “a (legal) language
speaking of another legal language” (Jori and Pintore 2014, 179), is used to analyse differ-
ent levels of a legal discourse. For instance, a hierarchy overlap of norms, such as consti-
tutional norms, establishing certain principles as language boundaries (meta-language),
which ordinary legislation (statutes) must consider; similarly, ordinary legislation is
composed of words that guide the application of its norms in court decisions. The latter
is a typical example of meta-legal language: the linguistic formulation of a legislative
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norm prescribing a specific meaning that a given norm must have, for instance, an arti-
cle of the civil code and a court judgement that applies that article.

As noted already, the interdisciplinary approach proposed in this chapter necessi-
tates the application of methods derived from disciplines other than comparative law –
semiotics, in this case – in order to analyse the specific features of EU legal language.

In this regard, the semiotic concept of meta-language is a useful observation point
to study the relation between the legal language of the European drafter (EU legislative
formant) and the legal language of national courts (case law formant), which interpret
and apply such legislation, as well as that of the national drafter transposing it (national
legislative formant). From this semiotic angle, EU law is viewed as a meta-language since
the norms contained in the Treaties prescribe some content of secondary legislation, in
particular directives and regulations, as meta-norms in semantic terms, which in turn
prescribe some content of the lowest level norms: court decisions or content of directive-
transposing national legislation.

In the case of EU law, the qualification of EU secondary law as a meta-language is
a conceptual tool useful to frame EU norms as a linguistic formulation to be completed
by a second level of norms at the national level. This semantic exteriorization of EU
legislation highlights the role of national formants in attributing meaning to EU neol-
ogisms. Thus, EU directives and regulations are linguistic formulations – composed of
meta-norms and meta-concepts – prescribing a specific juridical content that has to be
completed by the second level of norms or concepts, which are enacted (national legis-
lation transposing EU law) or formulated (national case law) at the national level.

In this regard, the argument advanced in this chapter – supported by actual observa-
tion (see Section 5) – is that national case law, and national legal formants in general, do
contribute to the meaning of EU concepts. Viewing EU legislation as a meta-language,
composed of meta-norms and hence meta-concepts, has proved to be useful as it con-
structs a mental image that helps to objectively observe the phenomenon.

5. Meta-concepts and EU formants: A case study of EU Framework Directive
2008/98 on waste (2018 version)5

Comparative law structuralism recognizes solutions to legal matters in terms of norms
and hence formants. As noted above, the formant – borrowed from phonetics – denom-
inates norms formulated by the lawmakers (legislative formant), decided by courts (case

5. Directive 2008/98/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008 on
waste. Directive (EU) 2018/851 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018
amending Directive 2008/98/EC on waste (Text with EEA relevance).
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law formant) and elaborated in scholarly works (doctrinal formant) with regard to a spe-
cific legal matter.

Given the institutional structure of the EU, which gives jurisdiction on EU law to
national courts and the obligation to transpose (directives) or draft EU secondary law in
a national version (regulations), national case law and legislation transposing EU direc-
tives (and doctrine on EU law) are also components of EU law (Bell and Ibbetson 2012,
3) – hence formants.

Thus, the meaning of an autonomous EU meta-concept may be found by visualizing
the already existing context of meaning, produced by the interrelation of the EU legisla-
tion and the national formants. The following case study visualizes the proposed theoret-
ical framework with a legal concept of possession derived from EU Framework Directive
2008/98 on waste (2018 version. Hereinafter “Directive on Waste”), which was enacted
as part of the EU action on environment protection. Article 3.6 by listing the definitions
of the terms of the Directive, comprises the term possession,6 an abstract legal concept in
the Member States’ private law:

3.6: “waste holder” means the waste producer or the natural or legal person who is in
possession of the waste”.

The following figures visualize how possession is regulated in national legislations of
selected EU Member States’ legal systems (Figure 1) and in Article 3.6 of the Directive on
Waste (Figures 2 and 3).

Bulgaria Italy Germany Austria Belgium France
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

владение possesso Besitz Besitz possession possession

Figure 1. The national concept of possession in selected EU Member States

The majority of the national legal systems qualify a factual situation as possession
when two elements are present at the same time: the first one is of a material nature, “the
actual control on the good exercised by the possessor”. The second element, the “animus
domini” (or even “animus possidendi”), is a psychological one and can be described as
the intention of the possessor to behave as an owner. When there is no animus, but a

6. The case study reports the English version of the Directive on Waste and not the concept of pos-
session in the English legal system: because of Brexit, the English legal system is not included in this
exercise. In consequence, the term possession is: (a) the term present in Article 3(6) of the Directive on
Waste, and (b) the term used in this chapter to express Besitz/possesso/ possession/Bezit in English.
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material control only, the situation is qualified as holding or detention. Detention 7 is a
power of mere fact, exercised over a thing by the holder who has no intention of carrying
out an activity corresponding to the exercise of the property (ownership): the holder has
a mere animus detinendi, and not an animus possidendi, as he/she recognizes that the
thing belongs (property) to another person.

With the exception of Germany, the private law of the legal systems described in the
table distinguishes between possession and holding/detention.8 Particularly, the concepts
of Besitz (Austria), possesso (Italy), владение (Bulgaria) and possession (Belgium and
France) denote “material control on a good/property” with animus domini. By contrast,
the concepts of Innehabung (Austria), detenzione (Italy), държане (Bulgaria), deténtion
(Belgium and France) denote “material control on the good without animus domini”.

In contrast to Austria,9 for instance, Germany’s term Besitz does not include the
requirement of animus domini.10 Furthermore, German law has not adopted the distinc-
tion between possession and holding. The broad notion of Besitz covers both the situation
when the possessor holds the good for himself/herself (Eigenbesitz) and the situation
when s/he holds the good (property) for another (Fremdbesitz) (McGuire 2011, 45)11 and
hence regardless of the animus domini requirement.

Let us now analyse the concept of possession used in the definition of waste holder in
Article 3.6 of the Directive on Waste, worded as follows in the English version: “‘waste
holder’ means the waste producer or the natural or legal person who is in possession of
the waste.” Languages take similar approaches. For example, French uses the term posses-

7. Please note that detenzione (detention) in the Italian legal language is a polysemy, as the term is pre-
sent in the Civil Code with the meaning of “power of fact over a thing without animus domini, but at
the same time detenzione is present in the Code of Criminal Procedure as a sanction (custody).
8. The distinction is regulated in the Civil Codes of Austria, Belgium, France, and Italy; in legislation
in Bulgaria: Ownership Act, 1951 as amended (Last amendments: February 2020).
9. On the different meaning of Besitz in the German legal language of Germany, Austria, and Switzer-
land see Sacco (1991, 11–12).
10. §854 BGB Acquisition of Possession. “(1) Possession of a thing is acquired by obtaining actual con-
trol over the thing”.
11. The distinction between Innehabung and Besitz in German law may be derived from a comparison
of §872 with §854. §872 provides that a person is called a proprietary possessor (Eigenbesitzer) if s/
he possesses the thing as belonging to him/her, therefore with an animus rem sibi habendi. It can be
inferred that the intention with which a person holds physical control is of significance. Case law argues
for a very general animus possidendi, which as a rule does not need to be further specified and will be
presumed to exist and the majority of legal doctrine demands an indication of the intention to acquire
possession (Besitzbegründungswillen) (McGuire 2011:45, 46).
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sion 12 while German – Besitz 13 and Italian – possesso.14 Only Bulgarian goes in a different
direction,15 as will be shown below.

The EU Meta-Concept
Bulgarian Italian German French

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
X possesso Besitz possession

Figure 2. The Meta-concept

With the exception of Bulgarian, all the official language versions under analysis have
chosen to rely on the same term used in their respective national systems to denote the
key concept possession.

The EU meta-concept comes in handy at this point. It is important to remember
that these national terms of the Directive also denote EU meta-concepts, bearing an
autonomous European meaning. It is well known that norms are not always strictly
linked to their literal linguistic expression. This example demonstrates what comparative
law calls the dissociation between the formal definition and the operational rules: different
operative rules can be found in the formants of different legal systems, regardless of
whether formal definitions are similar or not.

Thanks to the observation of the national formants, in the case under analysis the
autonomous European meaning can be uncovered. A decision of the Italian Adminis-
trative Court16 (2018), ruling on the meaning of the key concept possesso in the Italian
version of the Directive on Waste, provided as follows: “The Italian notion of “possesso”
and “animus possidendi” is not applicable since the cost of waste provided in the EU
directive is not grounded on the intention of the holder/possessor to behave as an owner
(with animus possidendi), but on the duty of care owed by him.”17 According to the Ital-
ian courts, in contrast to its Italian variant, the EU concept of possesso does not require
animus domini, but simply a material control on the good (waste).

12. Art. 3.6 « détenteur de déchets »: le producteur des déchets ou la personne physique ou morale qui
a les déchets en sa possession.
13. Art. 3.6 “Abfallbesitzer” den Erzeuger der Abfälle oder die natürliche oder juristische Person, in
deren Besitz sich die Abfälle befinden.
14. Art. 3.6 « detentore di rifiuti » il produttore dei rifiuti o la persona fisica o giuridica che ne è in
possesso.
15. Art. 3.6 „притежател на отпадъци“ and причинителят на отпадъци или физическото или
юридическото лице, което има фактическа власт върху отпадъците.
16. Tribunale Amministrativo Regionale Brescia 29/01/2018.
17. Translated by the author.
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Let us try to add other formants to the same exercise. The Belgian national decree
transposing the Directive on Waste provides as follows “the possessor is also the person
who does not have the physical possession of the waste”.18 Bulgaria formulated the same
norm of the Directive on Waste in a way that excludes animus possidendi from the waste
holder: “waste holder” means the producer of the waste or the natural or legal person
having actual power over the waste.19

The results of this exercise invite further reflection. As noted above, the Italian deci-
sion, the Belgian legislation transposing the Directive on Waste and the Bulgarian ver-
sion of this Directive attribute a different meaning to the term possession than that
denoted by the same term at the national level. In these versions of the Directive the con-
cept possession does not presume animus domini in the intention of the person having
material control on the waste. Furthermore, the Belgian decree and the Bulgarian ver-
sion confirm the same EU meaning as the Italian case law formant.

As noted above, national case law seems to be more than active in EU meaning con-
struction. Yet, it should also be underlined that as shown in Figure 3, EU meta-concepts
acquire meaning once they are included into the judicial hermeneutical process and turn
into final consolidated concepts after being interpreted, applied, and qualified in court
decisions. Other national formants (e.g., national legislation transposing EU law) also
contribute to this consolidation process. For instance, the decree transposing the Direc-
tive on Waste in Belgium leads to the same results. The fact that the Bulgarian version of
the Directive adopted the phrase “material control in general” from the very beginning,
regardless of the other language versions, is another aspect worthy of attention.

Consolidated concept
Bulgaria Italy Germany/Austria France/Belgium

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
власт possesso Besitz possession

material control in general (regardless of animus domini)
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑

National formants

Figure 3. The consolidated EU-concept

This example demonstrates that the qualification of the concept possession in the
Directive on Waste as an EU meta-concept and the interpretation according to the EU

18. qui n’ont pas la possession physique des déchets.
19. Emphasis added. Unofficial translation. The official text reads in Bulgarian: „притежател на
отпадъци“ and причинителят на отпадъци или физическото или юридическото лице, което има
фактическа власт върху отпадъците.
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legislative intent by the national formants lead to qualify the EU possession as material
control on the good regardless of “animus domini”. As a consequence, the consolidated
EU concept possesso, possessions, Besitz in the Directive on Waste means “material con-
trol on the good in general”.

6. Conclusions

The efforts made by comparative law to study the EU legal language have drawn atten-
tion to different profiles of this supranational and linguistically structured juridical phe-
nomenon. Among them, the growing focus is placed on how European multilingual
concepts are perceived in the national legal systems. However, more attention should be
paid to the contribution of national case law and legislations transposing EU secondary
law to the construction of the EU consolidated terminology.

This contribution argues that if EU concepts are disconnected from specific national
cultural contexts of reference, their meaning is unstable and not necessarily harmonized.
Thus, the national and cultural formants grounding the practice of EU law in the Mem-
ber States are of crucial importance.

With this aim in mind, the semiotics approach to EU concepts as signs has advanced
an overall and neutral observation of EU legal language, freeing it from the technical
details and legal meanings that are inevitably present in each language version. When
EU legislation is studied from the semiotic point of view as a “meta-language” it becomes
clear that its terminology needs to be completed by the case law (or by the national leg-
islation implementing it) in the Member states as a second level of norms at the national
level. This semantic exteriorization of EU legislation highlights the role of the national
formants in attributing meaning to EU neologisms.

This interdisciplinary framework shows the danger of seeking the meaning of EU
law solely from the perspective of EU legal language as a purely supranational language;
indeed, the search of meanings of EU legal language should actually be found less in the
heights of abstraction and more in the specific decisions of national courts and provi-
sions of legislations transposing EU law: thus, in the normative results which they have
generated as EU formants in terms of EU meta-concept consolidation.

Nevertheless, this interdisciplinary framework is based on a scientific observation of
the reality, that is to say of how the relationship among the components of the EU legal
system really works. Semiotics and comparative law methods help to observe a given
problem by framing it into a tool, as illustrated by the case study of the EU meta-concept
possession consolidated by the national formants.

From a traditional and positivistic point of observation the EU is a system of norms
to which national laws are hierarchically subordinated. However, this is only one of
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the ways in which the relationship between the EU and the Member States could be
described.

From a different, comparative law perspective, the EU legal system could be also
viewed as a shared supranational polycentric institution, producing norms according to
the institutional interaction between the national and European level (Bobić 2019, 143
and 161). In this more realistic and dynamic approach EU formants are components of a
shared, unique system of norms and contribute to the construction of characteristics of
concepts.

By looking at the same matter in this more profound and realistic way, the focus
should not be placed on how each EU meta-concept is hierarchically enriched by each
national court or transposed by legislative drafters, but on the visualization of a constant
and dynamic flow among legislative supranational norms and by the cultural profile of
each legal system, introduced into the EU norms by the national formants.

Common contexts of meanings do already exist in Europe, and are slowly creating a
shared European normative and conceptual culture, as demonstrated by the case study
on the EU concept possession.

In this ongoing process comparative law is a lantern (Grosswald-Curran 2019, 675),
along with semiotics, lightening European common contexts of meanings from inside
the consolidated EU autonomous concepts.20
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Legal terms, concepts and definitions
in the transposition of EU law

Agnieszka Doczekalska
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Definitions play an important role in national and EU legal acts. This paper tackles
the role of definitions in the transposition process during which national legislation
is drafted to achieve the results described in EU directives. Seven models of term/
concept transfer from EU law into national law are indicated. The analysis of the
models, based on the implementation of directives into Polish law, reveals that the
transposition of a term, concept, and its definition into national law is not the only
possible scenario applied in national legislation. The chapter explains how national
drafters modify a term, concept or definition and why they decide to omit the EU
term, concept or definition in national legal acts.

Keywords: EU legal terminology, legal concept, definitions, transposition of EU
law, legislative drafting

1. Introduction

Each legal order has its own conceptual system and consequently its own terminology.
Even if the drafting of laws in various legal systems (e.g. in the UK and in the USA) is
based on the same general language (e.g. English), legal languages of these systems and
their legal terminologies are not the same. The differences can be of various kinds. For
example, the same term in two legal systems usually does not refer to exactly the same
concepts; a term may describe the legal concept of only one system (e.g. a barrister – a
well-defined legal profession in the UK that does not exist in the USA); intralingual false
friends can be observed (e.g. the terms note in British English and bill in US English
(but not otherwise) mean a piece of paper money); some terms might be preferred over
others (shares in the UK and stock in the USA).1
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1. For further details on British and US legal English, see Haigh (2021, 85–89).
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The European Union and its Member States use the same, twenty-four, languages to
draft the supranational law of the EU2 and the national laws of Member States. However,
comparing the EU linguistic regime to national legal systems which use the same lan-
guage (e.g. English in the UK and in the USA), the challenge of EU legislative drafting is
intensified because EU law is applied in the same territory as the national laws of Mem-
ber States.

To understand terminological choices made when EU law is drawn up and to know
how EU law should be interpreted by the courts, the relation between EU law and the
national laws of Member States must be explained. According to the Court of Justice of
the European Union, the Treaty founding the European Economic Community (which
developed into the European Union) created its own legal system.3 Hence, EU law is
autonomous.4 This autonomy is reflected in law-making and in legal interpretation. The
European Union develops its own autonomous concepts (law-making) which should be
given its own specific meaning different from the national one (autonomous interpreta-
tion).5

However, in the same judgement, the Court stated that the EU legal order “became
an integral part of the legal systems of the Member States”.6 Therefore, according to legal
theorists, there are two legal subsystems in each Member State: a national subsystem of a
Member State’s law and the supranational subsystem of EU law (Zirk-Sadowski, Golecki,
and Wojciechowski 2009, 7–8). If we accept this statement and the observation made at
the beginning of this chapter that every legal system has its own legal language along
with its specific legal terminology, we can agree with Šarčević, according to whom:

The legal language of each of the Member States consists of two sub-languages, one with
signs designating concepts and institutions of national law, and the other with signs rep-

(2015, 184)resenting concepts and institutions of EU law.

This linguistic and legal phenomenon is also described as a double layer of legal language
created in each Member State, i.e. as the language of domestic law and the language of

2. EU law has an international character in the case of the Treaties which are negotiated and approved
directly by Member States (hence, inter (between) Member States). The binding legal acts of the Union
(i.e. regulations, directives and decisions) are forms of EU supranational law because they are enacted
by the EU institutions (hence, supra (above) Member States) in areas where a competence is conferred
on the Union by the Treaties. See Articles 2 and 288 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union, OJ C 83, 30.3.2010, p.47–403.
3. The autonomy of EU law (then EC law) has been stated by the Court of Justice of the European
Union in its seminal case Costa v ENEL in 1964, ECJ Case 6/64 Costa v ENEL [1964] ECR 585.
4. For more information on the autonomy of the EU legal system see Barents (2004) and Eckes (2020).
5. Case C-283/81 CILFIT [1982] ECR 3415.
6. Case 6/64 Costa v ENEL [1964] ECR 585.
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European law (Taylor 2011, 108). Such linguistic and conceptual dualism in legal lan-
guage makes both the drafting and interpretation of EU law challenging. The EU legal
order, although recognized by the Court of Justice of the European Union “as self-
contained, self-referential and self-sufficient” (Eckes 2020, 3), is influenced by the legal
systems of Member States and sometimes directly refers to national legal concepts of
Member States.7 The general rule of interpretation requires EU law to be interpreted uni-
formly in all Member States. However, there are exceptions to this rule. Moreover, it is
not always clear whether a term used in EU legal act renders a national or EU suprana-
tional concept, especially if the term is also known in national law. As observed by van
Dorp and Phoa, “every jurist working with EU law has to accommodate both their own
national legal cultural background, and the autonomous, sui generis nature of EU law”
(2018, 73).

There are legislative drafting techniques which can facilitate drafting and interpreta-
tion processes by clarifying the concepts applied in legal acts. One of them is a definition
and this technique is used not only in the EU but also by national drafters in Member
States. Definitions are applied in various types of EU legal instruments. An example of
definitions can be found in the Treaties (e.g. a definition of service in Article 57 of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union) and also in instruments of EU supra-
national law, especially in regulations and directives.

This chapter focuses on definitions used in EU directives which, according to Article
288 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, are binding Member States
as to the result to be achieved. However, Member States can choose the form and meth-
ods of achieving the directives’ objectives. Hence, directives should be implemented in
the national legal systems of Member States. The implementation usually encompasses
transposition which means the enactment of a new legal act or amendment of national
law. Directives have been selected for the analysis because they are legal instruments par-
ticular to the European Union. They reflect the motto of the EU: “United in the diver-
sity”; i.e. the same result (unity) is to be achieved by Member States by different means,
and adjusted to the particularities of national legal systems (diversity). Moreover, the
need for transposition illustrates very well the interdependence of autonomous systems,
i.e. that of EU supranational law and Member State national law.

Countless legal publications focus on drafting challenges (e.g. Voermans 2019) and
techniques (e.g. Kurcz 2004) of directive transposition, on the implementation of the
directive in a specific field of law (e.g. Stelkens, Weiß, and Mirschberger 2012). The focus

7. For example, Recital 17 of Council Regulation (EU) 2016/1103 provides explicitly that marriage is
not defined by this Regulation but by the Member States’ national laws; see Council Regulation (EU)
2016/1103 of 24 June 2016 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of jurisdiction, applicable
law and the recognition and enforcement of decisions in matters of matrimonial property regimes, OJ
L 183, 8.7.2016, p. 1–29.
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directly on definitions is limited to works on the differences between EU and national
drafting rules (see e.g. Lanceiro 2019). The definitions used in EU directives are taken
into consideration in legal research but usually not to investigate the concept-term rela-
tion. Some legal scholars even underline that the distinction between a term and a con-
cept is not needed for their research purpose (Koronkiewicz 2015, 16).

Furthermore, challenges in drafting and transposition of directives into national law
are also analysed from the terminological standpoint among others by Robertson (2015)
and Bajčić (2017). In linguistically-oriented studies which apply corpus linguistics tools,
directives and their transposition are a very good material for the investigation and
description of Eurolect development and its influence on Member States’ legal languages
(Biel 2014; Biel and Doczekalska 2020; Doczekalska 2021; Mori 2018). In all the above
examples the definitions are taken into account as a component of legal texts; however,
they are not the focal point of such studies.

This chapter analyses the transposition of EU directives into Polish law in the fol-
lowing domains: free movement of workers and social policy, and industrial policy and
internal market. The study centres on terms which are defined in the directives and
on their transfer into national law. This analysis aims at identifying transposition tech-
niques, explaining the choice of the techniques and describing transposition patterns of
the defined terms.

Before the findings are presented, the following aspects are explained. First of all,
the relations between terms and concepts are clarified to prepare the background for
explaining how EU terms and concepts are transferred into Member States’ national legal
systems. Secondly, a short comparative overview is given of the role definitions play in
EU and Polish legislation. Finally, the chapter examines the role definitions provided in
EU directives play in the transposition process. A special focus is given to how much def-
initions in EU directives influence the terminological and conceptual transfer from EU
law into national law and the legal languages of Member States.

2. Term and concept relations

Legal regulations cover so many areas of life that legislative drafters use not only legal
concepts and legal terms but also technical terms or expressions of ordinary language.
The main challenge in drafting is to find the right words to express the meaning of a legal
act or, more concretely, to find the right terms to denote legal concepts of a given act.
Therefore, legislative drafting literature (Bajčić 2017, 18–22; Dickerson 1986, 5) under-
lines the need to distinguish terms from concepts. In the General Theory of Terminol-
ogy, the concept is a unit of thought or a mental construct whereas the term is a linguistic
representation of a concept (Wüster 1979, 33). The term can have the form of a word or
expression, including more than one word. However, not so much the form of the term
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but the correct understanding of the relations between a term and a concept is significant
in the drafting process (e.g. in making a decision whether definitions should be used in
a legal act). The following relations between terms and concepts are observed: (1) one
term designates one concept; (2) one term designates a few concepts; (3) one concept is
designated by a few terms; (4) a concept exists without a term.8

In a perfect legislative world, one term refers to one concept (1). Legislative drafting
rules require that, at least in a single legal act, the same term always designates the
same concept (similarly to the rule: “same word, same meaning; different word, different
meaning”). The same applies to the process of legal interpretation when one term should
be recognized as denoting the same concept throughout the whole legal act. However,
in both general language and legal language, the relations between words and meaning,
and terms and concepts, respectively, are more complex.

Even in legal terminology, one term may refer to different concepts (2). As long as
this phenomenon does not occur in one legal act, such relation is acceptable. However,
when a term is used within one legal act, it should denote the same concept. It can be
illustrated with the term dobra wiara (good faith), which designates different concepts
in some legislations: a subjective one (you act in good faith when you are convinced
that the act is lawful even if it is actually not true; e.g. buying a stolen car when you do
not know that it was stolen) and objective one (you act in good faith when you follow
the required standards of behavior). The Polish Civil Code9 follows the former subjec-
tive approach. The transposition of EU consumer directives into the Code required the
change of the term used in the directives (from dobra wiara used in the Polish version
of EU directives to dobre obyczaje used in Polish acts transposing the directives) because
the directives use the term good faith with an objective meaning (Doczekalska 2021, 275).

EU law also provides examples for the third relation between terms and concepts
(3). In this case terms in 24 languages denote a single autonomous EU concept, which
should be given a uniform interpretation in all official EU languages and in all Member
States. However, such relation can appear in legal terminology also in a single language.
For example, in English, EU legal acts sometimes use the terms worker and employee
interchangeably when referring to the same concept.

The forth relation (4) is observed, for instance, in texts on foreign legal systems. For
example, in Polish language, the terms common law and equity do not have equivalents
although the concepts are known as ones belonging to English law. This relation can
evolve into the first relation between a concept and a term, when a new term is created
to denote a new concept in a language. This situation takes place in EU legal acts when
EU translators search for terms to render new concepts. When a new concept and a new
term are introduced, the use of definitions is often required.

8. For further details see Doczekalska (2021, 55–69).
9. Journal of Laws – Dz. U. 1964 No 16, item 93.
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3. The role of definitions in EU and Polish legislation

Definitions are applied both in EU and Polish legal acts. Rules on their use in Poland are
provided in the binding regulation laying down the Principles of Legislative Drafting10

whereas European Union rules are scattered across various non-binding drafting guide-
lines, manuals and instructions.11

In Poland, the definition inserted in the legal act is called “a legal definition”
(definicja prawna). The name underlines the significant role this drafting technique plays
in making and interpreting legal acts. In English, the expression “legal definition” does
not necessarily refer to a definition in a legal act. It is rather a definition that turns an
ordinary word into a term that describes a legal concept. Thus, legal definitions can be
found not only in legal acts but also in legal dictionaries or dictionaries of legal English
(Yelin and Samborn 2018, 123).

Indeed, definitions in legal acts both in Poland and in the EU are often applied to
depart from the ordinary meaning of the word. However, the general rule in Polish12 and
EU legislation13 requires the use of words in their ordinary meaning as much as possible.
Moreover, not only legal terms but also technical terms are defined in legal acts. There-
fore, the reasons for using definitions go beyond departures from ordinary meaning into
legal ones. The Polish principles of legislative drafting explicitly indicate the following
conditions under which a term should be defined in a legal act:

1. The term is ambiguous;
2. The term is vague, and it is desirable to limit its vagueness;
3. The meaning of the term is not universally comprehensible;
4. Due to the area of regulated matters, the term needs to be given a new meaning

(§146(1)).14

EU legislative rules also explain when terms should be defined in a legal act. For instance,
rule 14.1 of the Joint Practical Guide emphasizes that the definition is necessary when
“a term has several meanings but must be understood in only one of them or if, for the

10. The Annex to the Regulation of the Prime Minister of 20 June 2002 on the Principles of Legislative
Drafting, Journal of Laws – Dz. U. No. 100, item 908.
11. See, for instance, the Joint Practical Guide of the European Parliament, the Council and the Commis-
sion for persons involved in the drafting of European Union legislation (European Union 2015) (referred
to in this chapter as Joint Practical Guide); Interinstitutional Style Guide (European Union 2022); for the
Polish language see Vademecum tłumacza. Wskazówki redakcyjne dla tłumaczy (Departament Języka
Polskiego 2022).
12. §8 of the Annex to the Regulation of the Prime Minister of 20 June 2002 on the Principles of Leg-
islative Drafting.
13. See guideline 6 of the Joint Practical Guide (European Union 2015).
14. Translation into English by Jakub Karczewski, forthcoming.
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purposes of the act, the meaning is to be limited or extended with respect to the normal
meaning given to that term” (European Union 2015).

Nevertheless, definitions should not be overused. The first step is to use words which
do not need to be defined. Referring to legal drafting in Minnesota, Kennedy observes
that “definitions are dangerous and should be sparingly used” (1946, 104). Actually, plac-
ing the list of definitions at the beginning of a legal act, as it is practiced in Polish and EU
legal acts, is not common in all Member States. For instance, the technique of defining
words was not used by Portuguese legal drafters. However, definitions used in directives
were transferred into Portuguese legal acts and nowadays lists of definitions appear in
Portuguese acts even if they are not related to EU law (Lanceiro 2019, 268).

Hence, EU legislative techniques have influenced the methods of legal drafting in
Portugal. In Poland, however, the definition as a tool of legislative drafting had been
known long before Poland joined the European Union and even before the European
Communities were founded. The Polish Legislative Drafting Principles of 1939 required
the word to be explained in the legal act when its meaning was ambiguous (Wierczyński
2016, 813). The analysis how definitions are used in EU and Polish legislation explained
in the following subchapter (4) shows that legislative requirements influence the use of
definitions, even if rules do not refer directly to them.

4. The role of definitions in the transposition of EU directives into national
systems

The analysis focuses on terms defined in EU directives in the areas of free movement of
workers and social policy, along with industrial policy and internal market. It aimed at
finding out whether defined terms are transferred into national legal acts during trans-
position and whether the transfer also encompasses definitions. The study reveals a few
scenarios of transfer. The following table demonstrates possible models of term transfer
during transposition. It covers not only terms defined in the directives as the analysis
interestingly shows that national drafters tend to define terms used in the directive also
when the directive does not define them.

The first model (M1) in which a term defined in the directive is transferred into the
national legal system along with its definition is a common practice. In this model both
the EU concept and the term are applied in a national legal act. Three types of definition
transfer are observed. Firstly, the EU definition can be repeated verbatim (1) in a national
legal act. Secondly, the transferred definition is modified (2). Thirdly, the definition in a
national legal act refers to another EU or national legal act (3) which includes an ade-
quate definition of the term in question.

The verbatim technique (1) can be applied to transfer legal concepts but it is espe-
cially chosen, in a deliberate way, in the case of technical terms. Technical terms tend
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Table 1. Models (“M” stands for model) of EU term transfer during transposition of EU directive
into national law

Term M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

used in EU directive yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

defined in EU directive yes yes yes yes no no no

used in national act yes yes no no yes yes no

defined in national act yes no yes no yes no no

to designate the same concept in all languages. Therefore, it is not necessary to modify
the concept and the wording of a definition. For instance, the Polish legal act15 transpos-
ing Directive 2013/53/EU16 copied the exact wording of ten definitions of technical terms
from the Directive. The defined terms include such expressions as: watercraft, recre-
ational craft, personal watercraft, watercraft built for own use, propulsion engine, major
engine modification, major craft conversion, means of propulsion, engine family, and hull
length. Table 2 demonstrates an example of the verbatim transfer of the term, concept
and wording of the definition of propulsion engine.

Table 2. An example of verbatim transfer

Legal act Polish English

EU DIRECTIVE
Directive 2013/53/EU

Article 3(5)
„silnik napędowy” oznacza dowolny
silnik o spalaniu wewnętrznym, z
zapłonem iskrowym lub samoczynnym,
stosowany bezpośrednio lub pośrednio
do napędzania;

Article 3(5)
‘propulsion engine’ means any
spark or compression ignition,
internal combustion engine used
directly or indirectly for propulsion
purposes;

POLISH LEGAL ACT
Regulation of the Minister
of Development on 2 June
2016 on the requirements
for recreational watercraft
and scooters

§2(5)
silnik napędowy – dowolny silnik o
spalaniu wewnętrznym, z zapłonem
iskrowym lub samoczynnym, stosowany
bezpośrednio lub pośrednio do
napędzania

Backtranslation of § 2(5)
propulsion engine – any spark or
compression ignition, internal
combustion engine used directly or
indirectly for propulsion purposes;

15. Regulation of the Minister of Development of 2 June 2016 on the requirements for recreational
watercraft and scooters, Journal of Laws – Dz.U. 2016, item 807.
16. Directive 2013/53/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 November 2013 on
recreational craft and personal watercraft and repealing Directive 94/25/EC, OJ L 354, 28.12.2013,
p.90–131.
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The modification technique (2) changes the wording of definitions. Modifications
can be minor or major. However, such adjustments do not radically change the meaning.
Changes stem from national legislative drafting requirements, legislative tradition or
style which is typical of national legislation. Table 3 provides an example of modifica-
tions in the definition of ‘CE marking’ made in the Polish legal act transposing Directive
2014/30/EU.17 Although the definition of CE marking is not exactly the same as the defin-
ition used in the Directive, the meaning has not been changed. Hence, not only the term
but also the concept are transferred to the Polish legal system. Definitions in the national
act transposing the Directive used expressions, such as essential requirements and con-
formity assessment, which are applied in the Directive or even as in the case of confor-
mity assessment defined in this Directive. This confirms that national drafters intended
to transfer the EU concept of the term, hence to transpose the EU concept as well.

Table 3. An example of term transfer with a modified definition

Legl acts Polish English

EU DIRECTIVE
Directive 2014/30/EU of the
European Parliament and of
the Council of 26 February
2014 on the harmonisation of
the laws of the Member States
relating to electromagnetic
compatibility (recast)

Art. 3.1(25)
„oznakowanie CE” oznacza
oznakowanie, poprzez które
producent wskazuje, że aparatura
spełnia mające zastosowanie
wymagania określone w unijnym
prawodawstwie harmonizacyjnym
przewidującym umieszczanie tego
oznakowania.

Article 3.1(25)
‘CE marking’ means a marking by
which the manufacturer indicates
that the apparatus is in conformity
with the applicable requirements
set out in Union harmonisation
legislation providing for its
affixing.

POLISH LEGAL ACT
Act of 13 April 2007 on
electromagnetic compatibility

Art. 6(6)
oznakowanie CE – oznakowanie
potwierdzające zgodność aparatury z
zasadniczymi wymaganiami po
dokonaniu oceny zgodności;

Article 6(6)
‘CE marking’ – marking
confirming the conformity of the
apparatus with the essential
requirements after the conformity
assessment

The reference technique (3) appears when legal acts which transpose EU directives
define terms by referring to the definition used in the EU legal instrument or to another
national act which was enacted or amended to transpose the EU directive. For instance,
Article 3(22) of the Act of 12 December 2013 on foreigners defines the term Schengen
visa by referring to Article 2(2)–(5) of Regulation (EC) No 810/2009 of the European

17. Directive 2014/30/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on the
harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to electromagnetic compatibility (recast), OJ L
96, 29.3.2014, p. 79–106.
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Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 establishing a Community Code on Visas
(Visa Code). Another act, the Act of 16 of September 2011, on timeshare, which trans-
poses Timeshare Directive 2008/122/EC into Polish law, does not transfer the defini-
tions of consumer and trader from this Directive but provides (in Article 6(2) and 6(4))
that for its purposes, the following definitions should apply:

– consumer – consumer within the meaning of the Act of 23 April 1964 – Civil Code
– trader – trader within the meaning of the Act of 23 April 1964 – Civil Code.

In fact, the definitions of consumer and trader in the Civil Code result from the transpo-
sition of EU consumer directives. They were amended a few times to adjust Polish law to
the changes of these concepts in EU law.18

The reference technique reflects the differences in drafting methods applied in Pol-
ish and EU legislations. EU legal instruments include definitions of terms already defined
in EU law although the concept does not change. For instance, three directives (Direc-
tive 2011/98/EU,19 Directive 2014/36/EU,20 and Directive 2014/66/EU)21 repeat the same
definition of the term third-country national. Similarly, the term consumer is defined in
several EU legal acts. The differences between the wording of these definitions are not
significant.22 Such a repetition of definitions (or any other provisions) is not allowed by
the Polish legislative drafting rules. According to the Regulation of the Prime Minister
of 20 June 2002 on the Principles of Legislative Drafting, a legal act should not repeat
the provisions of other legal acts, including EU regulations (§ 4).23 Therefore, instead of
repeating definitions, Polish drafters refer to an act where such definitions are explicitly
provided.

18. For more details on the evolution of the concept of consumer in Polish law see Szuma (2016, 55–63)
and Doczekalska (2021, 176–178).
19. Directive 2011/98/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on a
single application procedure for a single permit for third-country nationals to reside and work in the
territory of a Member State and on a common set of rights for third-country workers legally residing in
a Member State, OJ L 343, 23.12.2011, p. 1–9.
20. Directive 2014/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on the
conditions of entry and stay of third-country nationals for the purpose of employment as seasonal
workers, OJ L 94, 28.3.2014, p. 375–390.
21. Directive 2014/66/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on the condi-
tions of entry and residence of third-country nationals in the framework of an intra-corporate transfer,
OJ L 157, 27.5.2014, p. 1–22.
22. See the comparison of the definitions consumer in six directives, one proposal for directive and in
the Draft Common Framework of Reference in Várnai, Bérczi, and Somssich (2010, 98–99).
23. Repetitions from EU directives during the transposition are not forbidden by Polish legislative
drafting rules.
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The second model (M2) of concept/term transfer is also very common because
terms which are defined are crucial for the regulation provided in a directive. Therefore,
these terms are usually used in a national act. The lack of definitions in a national act
transposing the directive does not mean that such concepts have not been transferred.
In this case, the national drafter decides to omit the definition because the term is clear
or the concept is clarified in the provisions providing rules of behavior. For example,
two Polish legal acts transposing Directive 2014/36/EU24 – the Act of 20 April 2004 on
employment promotion and labor market institutions25 and the Act on foreigners26 – use
the term seasonal work. However, they do not transfer the definition of “activity depen-
dent on the passing of the seasons” from the Directive, because the concept seasonal
work is explained in the provisions providing for the procedure to apply for the seasonal
work permit.

The third model (M3) transfers the definition verbatim or with wording modifica-
tion but changes the term. The term from the directive can be replaced by another one
or a modified one. The latter is illustrated in Table 4 with the example of modification
that changed the term immunity from the Directive into the term immunity to electro-
magnetic disturbances in the Polish act transposing this Directive.

Table 4. An example of term modification

Legl acts Polish English

Directive 2014/30/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 26
February 2014 on the harmonisation of
the laws of the Member States relating
to electromagnetic compatibility
(recast)

Art. 3.1(6)
„odporność” oznacza zdolność
urządzenia do działania zgodnie
z przeznaczeniem bez
pogorszenia jakości w przypadku
wystąpienia zaburzenia
elektromagnetycznego

Art. 3.1(6)
‘immunity’ means the ability
of equipment to perform as
intended without
degradation in the presence
of an electromagnetic
disturbance

Act of 13 April 2007 on electromagnetic
compatibility

Art. 6(5)
odporność na zaburzenia
elektromagnetyczne – zdolność
urządzeń do działania zgodnie z
przeznaczeniem bez ograniczania
wykonywanych funkcji

Art. 6(5)
immunity to electromagnetic
disturbances – the ability of
equipment to operate as
intended without limiting
their functions

24. Directive 2014/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on the
conditions of entry and stay of third-country nationals for the purpose of employment as seasonal
workers, OJ L 94, 28.3.2014, p. 375–390.
25. Journal of Laws – Dz.U. 2004 No. 99, item 1001.
26. Act of 12 December 2013 on foreigners, Journal of Laws – Dz. U. 2013, item 1650.
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The change of a legal term is caused by the need to adjust legal terminology to
national requirements. For instance, the term transaction cannot be used in the Polish
act transposing the directive because the Polish Civil Code uses the term umowa (con-
tract) to which the concept of transaction actually refers to. Table 5 illustrates the change
of the term defined both in the EU directive and the Polish act transposing the directive.
The change was necessary to guarantee terminological coherence among the legal acts of
Polish civil law.

Table 5. An example of the modification of the term transferred with a definition from the EU
Directive to national law

Legal acts Polish English

EU DIRECTIVE
Unfair
Commercial
Practices
Directive 2005/
29/EC of 11 May
2005

Art. 2(k)
„decyzja dotycząca transakcji” oznacza każdą
podejmowaną przez konsumenta decyzję co do
tego, czy, jak i na jakich warunkach dokona
zakupu, zapłaci za produkt w całości lub w
części, zatrzyma produkt, rozporządzi nim lub
wykona uprawnienie umowne związane z
produktem, bez względu na to, czy konsument
postanowi dokonać czynności, czy też
powstrzymać się od jej dokonania

Article 2(k)
“transactional decision” means any
decision taken by a consumer
concerning whether, how and on what
terms to purchase, make payment in
whole or in part for, retain or dispose
of a product or to exercise a
contractual right in relation to the
product, whether the consumer
decides to act or to refrain from
acting;

POLISH ACT
TRANSPOSING
the DIRECTIVE
Act of 23 August
2007 – Law
preventing
unfair market
practices

Article 2.7.
Ilekroć w ustawie jest mowa o: decyzji
dotyczącej umowy – rozumie się przez to
podejmowaną przez konsumenta decyzję, co do
tego, czy, w jaki sposób i na jakich warunkach
dokona zakupu, zapłaci za produkt w całości
lub w części, zatrzyma produkt, rozporządzi
nim lub wykona uprawnienie umowne
związane z produktem, bez względu na to, czy
konsument postanowi dokonać określonej
czynności, czy też powstrzymać się od jej
dokonania;

Article 2.7
Whenever the Act mentions
“contractual decision”, it means any
decision taken by a consumer
concerning whether, how and on what
terms to purchase, make payment in
whole or in part for, retain or dispose
of a product or to exercise a
contractual right in relation to the
product, whether the consumer
decides to act or to refrain from
acting;

The fourth model (M4) describes the situation when neither term nor its definition
is transferred into national law during transposition. The lack of such transfer is due to
various reasons. The most common reason is the fact that the objectives provided in the
directive can be obtained by other means. For instance, a (sometimes just slightly) dif-
ferent concept has been used before the transposition. This concept often rendered by
the term different from the one used in the directive can very well be applied to obtain
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the results required in the directive. A good example that illustrates the situation when
the transfer of the defined concept and term is not needed is the transposition of three
directives in the area of free movement of workers and social policy into Polish law. The
directives defined the concept of third-country national (Article 2(a) of Directive 2011/
98/EU, Article 3(a) of Directive 2014/36/EU, and Article 3(a) of Directive 2014/66/EU)
in exactly the same way. The Polish Act of 12 December 2013 on foreigners which trans-
poses these directives does not use the term third-country national. As we can already
learn from the title of the national legal Act, it is addressed to foreigners. Therefore, the
Act defines the concept of foreigner instead of a third-country national. The compari-
son of the definitions reveals that the concept of foreigner as defined in the Polish Act
is narrower than the concept of third-country national; a foreigner is a person who is
not a Polish citizen while third-country national is a person who is not a citizen of the
Union (see Table 6). However, Article 3(2) of the Act on foreigners, where the concept
of foreigner is defined, must be read together with other provisions of this Act, which
explain that the Act applies to foreigners (Article 1) but not to the nationals of the Euro-
pean Union (Article 2(2)). Hence, the concept of third-country national is reflected in
the Polish Act although neither the term nor its definition have been transferred during
the transposition.

Table 6. An example of the replacement of the term defined in the EU directive

Legal acts Polish English

EU
DIRECTIVES
directive
2011/98/EU
directive
2014/36/EU
directive
2014/66/EU

„obywatel państwa trzeciego” oznacza
każdą osobę, która nie jest obywatelem Unii
w rozumieniu art. 20 ust. 1 TFUE;

‘third-country national’ means a person who
is not a citizen of the Union within the
meaning of Article 20(1) TFEU

NATIONAL
(POLISH)
LEGAL ACT
Act of 12
December
2013 on
foreigners

Art. 3. Użyte w ustawie określenia
oznaczają:
[…]
2) cudzoziemiec – każdego, kto nie posiada
obywatelstwa polskiego

Art. 3. Terms used in the Act mean
[…]
2) foreigner – any person who does not have
Polish citizenship

In the fourth model, although neither term nor its definition are transferred into
national law, the concept behind the term defined in the EU directive is transposed into
the law of a Member State. For example, the Act on foreigners transposing Directive
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2011/98/EU27 which among others, aims at guaranteeing non-EU citizens a simple appli-
cation process to obtain a residence and work permit, does not define or use the terms
single permit and single application procedure. However, the Polish Act provides a
detailed procedure for foreigners to get the residence and work permit, which fulfils the
requirement of the procedure outlined in the Directive. Hence, the use of EU terminol-
ogy was not necessary to transfer EU legal concepts and fulfil the objective required by
the Directive.

The fifth model (M5) refers to the term which is not defined in the directive but is
used and defined in a national act. This model appears relatively rarely. However, some-
times national drafters decide to define the term used in the directive but not defined
by EU drafters. For instance, the Act of 22 July 2016 amending the act on health pro-
tection against the consequences of using tobacco and tobacco products, which imple-
ments Directive 2014/40/EU,28 clarifies the concept of trade secret, which is used but not
defined in the transposed Directive.

Another type of definition applied in national legal acts during transposition is a
definition which allows for the use of the short name of EU legal acts (regulations and
directives) in a national legal act. For example, the Polish Act of 29 June 2007 on the
international shipment of waste explains (in Article 2(1)) that whenever the Act men-
tions Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006, it is understood as Regulation (EC) No 1013/2006
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2006 on shipments of waste.
Article 2 provides the list of definitions of terms used in the Polish Act of 29 June 2007.
The expressions used in Article 2(1) and its structure are typical for the wording of a def-
inition. However, this provision does not explain the meaning of the defined term. Arti-
cle 2(1) does not play the role of a definition but rather of the expression “hereinafter
referred to as” by introducing a short name of EU legal act which is to be used through-
out the Polish legal act.

The two last models (M6 and M7) are scenarios where terms are not defined in the
directives. Therefore, they were not covered by the analysis. As in the case of defined
terms, terms which are not defined can be transferred into national legislation or can be
replaced by another term or not used at all in the national act transposing the directive.

27. Directive 2011/98/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on a
single application procedure for a single permit for third-country nationals to reside and work in the
territory of a Member State and on a common set of rights for third-country workers legally residing in
a Member State, OJ L 343, 23.12.2011, p. 1–9.
28. Directive 2014/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 April 2014 on the
approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning
the manufacture, presentation and sale of tobacco and related products and repealing Directive 2001/
37/EC, OJ L 127, 29.4.2014, p. 1–38.
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5. Conclusions

Definitions in legislative acts are used by both Polish and EU drafters. This legislative
technique is applied carefully. The use of definition is justified only when the clarification
of the concept or change of the ordinary meaning are needed. The analysis of prepara-
tory drafting materials produced during the transposition of EU directives into Polish
law (i.e. explanatory memoranda to a bill or compatibility tables which compare results
expected by a directive with a proposal of national provisions transposing them) reveals
that definitions in EU directives are important legislative tools for Polish drafters. Defi-
nitions are always taken into consideration when a national act transposing a directive
is being drafted. National drafters not only explain why a given definition is transferred
into national law or why the EU definition has been modified in the national legal act but
they also provide reasons why (and if ) some of the definitions are not transferred.

Although the EU and Polish drafting rules on definitions are similar, differences in
drafting methods result in divergence when using definitions in practice. In particular, as
a result of the requirement not to repeat binding provisions, Polish drafters do not define
terms which have already been defined in a national legal act. Instead, the article which
includes definitions refers to a provision of another legal act (EU legal act or Polish legal
act) where the term in question has already been defined.

Defining a term in an EU directive does not guarantee that it will be used in a
national act transposing this directive. The comparison of EU directives with their Polish
transposing instruments reveals that four models are possible: a term can be transferred
together with the definition (M1); only a term is transferred (M2); only a definition with-
out the term is transferred and the term from the EU directive is modified or replaced by
another (M3); and finally, neither term nor definition are transferred into national law
(M4). Moreover, a number of examples have been observed where the term used but not
defined in the EU directive has been defined in a national legal act as a result of transpo-
sition (M5).

Obviously, the transfer of a definition results in the transfer of the EU concept (M1
and M3). However, the transfer of a term without the definition usually entails that the
concept denoted by this term is also transposed into national law (M2). The lack of trans-
fer of a term and its definition from EU directive into national law during transposition
(M4) does not necessarily mean that the EU concept is rejected by national drafters. The
lack of the transfer can result from the fact that equivalent of the EU concept already
exist in national law.

The proposed model framework of the transfer of terms, concepts and definitions
from EU law to Member States’ national law is based on the transposition of EU direc-
tives in selected domains only (i.e., a free movement of workers and social policy, indus-
trial policy and internal market) in a single legal order. The framework should be tested
on other areas of law, different language versions and transposition to other Member
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States. Further research may also focus on the role of definitions in EU directives not
only in the process of national law-making (transposition) but also on the judicial inter-
pretation of both directives and national acts transposing them.
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From the domestic to the supranational
The terminology of “expulsion” as used
at the European Court of Human Rights

James Brannan
European Court of Human Rights

The European Court of Human Rights uses “supranational” terms to set out its
general principles, while also dealing with (and translating) culture-bound terms of
domestic law. This Chapter looks at its specific terminology in the field of
“expulsion”, including the translation of domestic terms, either from a “third”
language into an official language (English/French) or from one official language to
the other. The polysemic nature of the relevant terms and overlapping concepts
present difficulties for both drafters and translators. The term “expulsion” itself has
been given an autonomous meaning by the Court. Imported terminology, whether
from EU migration law (return) or international asylum law (refoulement), must
also be used correctly. The author advocates accuracy and consistency in this field.

Keywords: supranational terminology, culture-bound terms, expulsion,
autonomous concepts

1. Introduction

The terminology used at the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg (the
“ECtHR” or “the Court”) has not generated much literature (but see Brannan 2013;
Peruzzo 2019; Weston 2005), yet this is a subject which goes to the heart of the effective-
ness of its case-law. Any use of terms that is inaccurate, confusing, or even incomprehen-
sible, would certainly prevent it from conveying its findings effectively. Criticism of the
Court in recent years has partly related to the quality of its case-law, e.g. “lack of clarity,
inconsistencies, misunderstanding national law or national circumstances” (Lambrecht
2016, 511–12). Proper use of terminology, albeit not the only factor, is crucial in providing
the requisite clarity and consistency and also in showing that diverse legal traditions have
been understood. The supranational language (in English and/or French) of the Court’s
assessment is largely based on formulations which may have been used for decades and
whose features include terms from the European Convention on Human Rights (the
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“ECHR” or the “Convention”), jurisprudential creations and generic wording. By con-
trast, any terminology from the domestic (i.e. national) law examined in a given case will
inevitably be culture-bound and will often require translation; such terms can be found
mainly in the “facts” and “relevant domestic law” parts of a judgment.

This Chapter will look at the terminological spectrum, ranging from national speci-
ficities (and how they are translated) to the mandatory use of the Court’s autonomous
concepts and other international law terms, based on examples from the field of “expul-
sion” (without extending to other aspects of migration). After some general consider-
ations it will thus deal first with the domestic-law terminology (primarily in English
and French, but with reference to a few other, “non-official”, languages), followed by the
supranational terminology used by the Court, from its “own” Convention or other inter-
national instruments. The judgments cited have been selected purely by way of illustra-
tion, without proceeding from any systematic corpus-based analysis, with an emphasis
on contextualisation. It is submitted that the case-law on “expulsion” provides some
representative examples of the supranational/domestic dichotomy in use of terminol-
ogy by the Court’s judges, lawyers and translators, and demonstrates the importance of
making proper and accurate distinctions between closely related and potentially over-
lapping terms. While terminological variation (the deliberate use of various terms as if
they were synonymous) may be common in specialized communication (Fernández-
Silva and Kerremans 2011, 332), it carries a risk of misunderstanding in the context of
expulsion-related judgments.

2. Overview of the use and translation of terminology at the ECtHR

With the passage of time, the Court has built up a significant body of case-law from
which its drafting lawyers will quote extensively, copying and pasting whole passages
from previous judgments. This practice has been criticized for producing “formulaic”
language (Merrills 1993, 36), but has the merit of ensuring some consistency in termi-
nology. Divergence in wording is not uncommon, however, largely for reasons relating
to adaptation to a particular case or simply improvement in a subsequent judgment.
Another reason is that, over the years, the Court’s key findings have repeatedly been
translated from one official language into another and back again, thus increasing the
risk of distortion.

In addition to the specific number of Convention-based terms which are character-
ized as “autonomous”, the Court more generally seeks to overcome the problem of cul-
tural and legal diversity by, in its own reasoning and findings, using generic terminology
that is applicable to a variety of national legal traditions. The more established wording
used by the Court in its assessment of a case has been described as a form of “linguistic
precedent” Weston (2005, 458). This rather loose description, relevant to both drafting
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and translation, can be said to refer to certain phrases and expressions, usually found
in the formulation of general principles (but not direct quotations), which have become
enshrined in the case-law even though other wording would have been possible or (in
some cases) desirable. Any divergence therefrom may cause undue inconsistency and
confusion. Although the Court is not bound by its own precedent, only very rarely does
it depart from previous findings (Brannan 2018, 178–79); it more commonly consolidates
existing case-law by resolving ambiguities or apparent inconsistencies. Thus, especially
in a Grand Chamber judgment, it may use a certain number of new formulations, but
is more likely to reiterate or nuance previous wording. The expressions used to denote
some of the Court’s key doctrines are examples of such “linguistic precedent”: margin
of appreciation, living instrument, positive obligations; and those closely related to the
finding or not of a violation: pressing social need, strike a fair balance, or the principle
that rights must be practical and effective, not theoretical and illusory.

In many of the Court’s judgments, the terminology adopted in other international
instruments or by other international bodies will also have to be followed. A key princi-
ple of the case-law is that the Convention “cannot be interpreted and applied in a vac-
uum”.1 In Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy ([GC] 23/02/2012, § 171) the Court states that
its sources of interpretation encompass “any relevant rules and principles of interna-
tional law applicable in the relations between the Contracting Parties”. In the field of
migration the Court frequently refers, for example, to the work of the UNHCR or of
the International Law Commission (ILC). There is a degree of terminological “cross-
fertilisation”, as other international bodies may in turn be influenced by the Court: in
Khlaifia and Others v. Italy ([GC] 15/12/2016, § 245) it is stated that the ILC in defin-
ing collective expulsion was “informed by the Court’s case-law”. The Court should, of
course, pay particular attention to the terminology adopted by the Council of Europe:
one example being the use of irregular migrant (as opposed to illegal immigrant, etc.),
as recommended by its Parliamentary Assembly.2 It will also often have recourse to the
travaux préparatoires as a supplementary means of interpretation of the Convention or
its Protocols; for example the “Explanatory Reports” mentioned below.

Turning to the translation of terminology, it should be explained that, while the
majority of judgments are today monolingual, in English or French (the Court’s two offi-
cial and working languages), certain judgments and decisions are translated (by in-house
translators) from one official language to the other, especially in Grand Chamber cases,
but also in a relatively small number of Chamber cases. Translations of case-law into
“non-official” languages can be found in the Court’s HUDOC database but they are pro-
duced externally (see Brannan 2018, 173–74) and will not be referred to in this study.

1. See Nada v. Switzerland ([GC] 12/09/2012), § 169.
2. See Resolution 1509 (2006) of the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly, point 7: irregular
migrant is “more neutral and does not carry … the stigmatisation of the term ‘illegal’”. However, the
Court has not always been consistent in this usage. See also Bauder 2014.
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Like other international organisations, the Court uses terms “designating shared
concepts created in the international system and recognized as established terminology
within [its] specific scope of competence” or “previously existing in some jurisdiction
or legal tradition and borrowed to be used with a shared meaning in the international
system” (Prieto Ramos 2014, 128); it also uses terminology designating concepts and
institutions whose relationship with the original national legal system must remain evi-
dent. However, these distinctions can become blurred in the judgments of an interna-
tional court and a problem arises when a polysemic term has to be translated differently
depending on the context (whether supranational or national); the different possible
translations of the French words expulsion and refoulement are cases in point.

3. Relevance and issues of expulsion-related terminology

It is the Court’s settled case-law that “Contracting States have the right, as a matter of
well-established international law and subject to their treaty obligations, including the
Convention, to control the entry, residence and expulsion of aliens” (Hirsi Jamaa and
Others, cited above, § 113), this being a principle which dates back to 1892 (Arlettaz 2018,
59). Expulsion is prohibited, however, where it has resulted in, or would entail, a vio-
lation of Articles 2, 3, 6 or 8 of the ECHR. As for procedural rights during the related
proceedings, specific situations are dealt with in Protocols 4 and 7 to the Convention.
Detention for “unauthorised entry” into a country or pending “deportation” is permitted
under Article 5 § 1 (f ) provided it is “lawful” (Sudre 2019, 943). Under all these Articles,
expulsion-related measures have frequently given rise to applications before the Court
(sometimes combined with requests for interim measures); from 2011 to 2020 this was
the principal subject-matter of 18 out of 174 Grand Chamber cases, particularly in con-
nection with the migration crisis in Southern and Eastern Europe and related asylum
issues (e.g. M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece (21/01/2011), Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy (23/
02/2012), F.G. v. Sweden (23/03/2016), Paposhvili v. Belgium (13/12/2016), Khlaifia and
Others v. Italy (15/12/2016), Ilias and Ahmed v. Hungary (21/11/2019), and N.D. and N.T. v.
Spain (13/02/2020)).3

The application of Articles 2 and 3 of the Convention may concern both expulsion
and extradition, whereas those concepts and procedures are totally different, thus poten-
tially leading to confusion in certain wording.4 For example, in Othman (Abu Qatada)
v. the United Kingdom (17/01/2012), a case specifically concerning a proposed expulsion,
the Court reiterates the general principle (§ 258) “that an issue might exceptionally be

3. See, among other relevant Guides and Factsheets, the Court’s “Case-Law Guide” on Immigration
https://echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Immigration_ENG.pdf (last consulted 27/11/2022).
4. In connection with the European arrest warrant, “surrender” will be used instead of “extradition”.
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raised under Article 6 by an expulsion or extradition decision in circumstances where
the fugitive had suffered or risked suffering a flagrant denial of justice in the requesting
country”. This sentence clearly did not originally relate to expulsion, as the terms fugitive
and requesting country suggest extradition. Likewise, paragraph 198 of Hirsi Jamaa and
Others (cited above) concerns removal but cites a passage which referred to extradition;
thus, a principle applied to extradition in a previous case was extended to expulsion by
means of a paraphrase and without any explicit explanation.

To add to such terminological confusion, the Court has examined a number of cases
where no formal procedure was followed to send the alien concerned away from the
State; for example, by an act of “extraordinary rendition”5 or an extradition “disguised”
as an expulsion. Thus, in Ozdil and Others v. the Republic of Moldova (11/07/2019, at
§ 67) the Court found that the applicants had been “removed from Moldova by way of
an extra-legal transfer which circumvented the guarantees offered by domestic and inter-
national law”. The adjective extra-legal is rare (unlike extrajudicial) but was chosen pre-
sumably because it was broad: i.e. not just outside any court procedure but outside the
law, whether domestic or international. The fact that the Court’s press release is headed
“Extradition of five school teachers to Turkey” but then refers to a “disguised extradition”
reflects some confusion as to the characterisation of the act in question. The applicants
themselves claimed to have been extradited, while incidentally invoking Article 1 of Pro-
tocol 7, which does not in fact cover extradition, only expulsion. However, in finding a
violation the Court ruled that the “transfer” had no legal basis, so it did not need to char-
acterize the act more precisely; on the contrary, it had to find a “neutral” term in this
context.

In Hirsi Jamaa and Others (cited above) no procedure was initially followed to
return migrants who were intercepted by the Italian authorities on the high seas. In the
absence of a procedural term the English text simply used the generic return or expul-
sion. The term push-back (see FRA and Council of Europe 2020, 46) has sometimes
been used for this type of action, including by applicants and third-party interveners,
but would seem too colloquial for use in the Court’s own assessment.

In English the main terms of relevance to this analysis will be expulsion, deportation
and removal, together with their corresponding verb forms; all three, used in a legal con-
text, may have either a generic or a more precise technical (procedural) meaning. Ref-
erence will be made to the equivalent terms in other languages, mainly French. Certain
terms may have a specific usage in international law, while also relating to a national pro-
cedure, e.g. refoulement or return. The non-legal meaning of some of these terms may be
more familiar to the general public; the ordinary (and pre-existing) meaning of the verbs
expel and remove, for example, would not automatically be associated with the migration

5. The translation into French of this term, ultimately as remise extraordinaire, caused difficulties in
El-Masri v. the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia ([GC] 13/12/2012); see also Arlettaz 2018, 65.
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context. This is undoubtedly one of the reasons for inaccurate use of legal terminology
in general, because people think they know what it means.

As usual, the translator of the relevant terms should make careful use of authentic
on-line sources, together with monolingual glossaries and dictionaries (e.g., for French
administrative law, Rouquette 2002, also Bissardon 2013), handbooks (e.g. FRA and
Council of Europe 2020; GISTI 2019; Shutter 1992), textbooks (e.g. Fripp 2015) and,
more generally, domestic legislation and commentaries. However, dictionaries tend to
be deficient in this field of terminology. Harrap’s/Dalloz Law Dictionary (Nicholson and
Stevenson 2004), for example, gives the literal translations “escorting refugees back to
the border” for reconduite à la frontière, as does the IATE database (“escort/return to
the border”). The terms éloignement, renvoi and removal in the relevant senses are sim-
ply omitted from the former. Bridge (1994) is helpful for most of these terms, with the
exception of éloignement, its common usage as a legal term being relatively recent. The
monolingual Oxford Dictionary of Law (OUP 2015) has no entry for removal, while its
definition of deportation is lengthy and confuses various situations. A European Com-
mission document does not give deportation as a separate entry in its Annex of “Defini-
tions” but states in a footnote to the removal entry that “the English word ‘deportation’ is
used in this context”, without further clarification.6 It somewhat curiously explains that
a removal order is “in some legal systems synonymous with expulsion order”, whereas
there is no such thing as an expulsion order in English-speaking jurisdictions – and,
besides, not all States use the English terms. A UN report, after a lengthy analysis of the
different terminology, apparently based on the French original, concludes that: “no real
terminological distinction can be drawn among the three terms ‘expulsion’, ‘escort to the
border’ and ‘refoulement’; they are used inter-changeably, without any particular seman-
tic rigour”.7 This is a misleading statement, clearly reflecting the generic rather than
procedural use of these terms. Article 19(2) of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights
begins “No one may be removed, expelled or extradited …”, but the distinction between
removed and expelled is unclear; they are both used here as generic terms. Such exam-
ples of vague and inaccurate usage and definitions reflect a general problem in the texts
of international institutions, as their explanations will be generalized and somewhat arti-
ficial, having to be rendered in various languages (and perhaps influenced by a hidden
source language). The translator of the Court’s judgments, particularly in Grand Cham-
ber cases where both language texts are authentic, will have to be more specific and may
need to carry out a comparative-law analysis of the relevant international or domestic
procedures.

6. Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on a Commu-
nity Return Policy on Illegal Residents COM(2002)564.
7. International Law Commission (ILC), “Second report on the expulsion of aliens” by M. Kamto, 20
July 2006, UN document A/CN.4/573 (French original), at § 170; cited in N.D. and N.T. v. Spain ([GC]
13/02/2020) at § 66.
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The translator’s difficulties are compounded by the fact that terms in a given lan-
guage may not be used in the same way in different jurisdictions (e.g. the French as used
in France, Belgium and Switzerland), and by supranational attempts (e.g. by the EU, UN,
Council of Europe) to “codify” such terminology (or at least to ensure convergence); not
forgetting the unfortunate misuse of terms, especially in the media. In addition, national
usage tends to evolve over time as and when new legislation is enacted – a very frequent
occurrence in this field.

4. Domestic-law terminology

Cases before the ECtHR may concern any one of the (now) 46 member States of the
Council of Europe. As regards English-speaking or French-speaking jurisdictions, the
source-language term will be used in the original English/French draft and the termino-
logical choice will only arise in translation (if any). For all other jurisdictions it will be
necessary to render the source-language term in English and/or French. The case lawyer
(who will usually hail from the country concerned) will decide on the best term to be
used in the drafting language, sometimes after discussing the matter with a linguist (most
commonly a “language checker”).8 Thus, when translating from one official language to
the other, the translator may have to translate French or English terms that are already
translations from a third language, for example, Italian or Romanian. Weston (2005, 449)
comments on the ensuing difficulty of standardising the terminology used in different
decisions concerning the relevant State, as a translator may not always follow the terms
used previously by a case lawyer in a given target language.

In dealing with culture-bound terms, or system-bound elements (Peruzzo 2019),
translators (and drafters) at the ECtHR will adopt the various techniques that have been
described in literature, for example, by Harvey (2000), who comments that “‘equiva-
lence’ does not imply one-to-one correspondence, but has the more pragmatic meaning
here of a possible translation, the acceptability of which is subject to a number of
variables” (see also Prieto Ramos 2014, 125; Šarčević 1997, 235). As Peruzzo (2019, 72)
remarks, the translator should ensure that such terms are “comprehensible in the target
language, while maintaining the reference to the source culture”. Thus, there is no single
technique that will invariably be preferred, but once the translation has been chosen it
should remain consistent (not only within the same judgment but also in subsequent
case-law). As regards “functional equivalence”, this has been described by Weston (1991,
23) as the “ideal method of translation”, but it is not always possible or appropriate in the
Court’s judgments. In general, the use of formal equivalence, also referred to as a literal,

8. Language checkers work alongside translators in the Court’s Language Department to edit the drafts
of lawyers who are not native speakers of French or English.
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word-for-word or loan translation, tends to be more common; Weston (1991, 25) admits
that this approach will “frequently be the best”. The retention of a source-language term
with no translation at all (i.e. transcription or “borrowing”) is mainly confined to the
names of certain domestic courts (e.g. the French Conseil d’État or the Italian Consiglio
di Stato), otherwise that term is more likely to be inserted in brackets after a translation.9

On occasion a gloss will be added but this is quite rare, unless there is a particular need
to explain the terminology for the purposes of the judgment.10 Harvey (2000, 364) char-
acterizes a fourth technique, namely a “descriptive or self-explanatory translation using
generic … terms”; while he considers that this obviates the need for any accompanying
transcription, it remains an option by way of safeguard or clarification. In the field of
expulsion, it is difficult to distinguish between this and other techniques, largely because
the commonly used generic terms, such as expulsion or removal, may also happen to
be formal or functional equivalents of domestic-law terms, depending on the context.
Moreover, as Harvey (2000, 361) points out, some formal equivalents are also functional
equivalents.

In the Court’s translations there is a general tendency to avoid purely “functional”
equivalents. This can be explained by the formal nature of judgments, a certain prefer-
ence for “surface-level similarity” (see Šarčević 2018, 15 in the EU context) between the
two official languages, and the general precaution of not assuming equivalence. Thus, in
migration law, assignation à résidence is not usually translated by the functional equiv-
alents house arrest or home curfew, but by the more formal compulsory residence order
(H.L.R. v. France, 29/04/1997, at § 23). The French judge who rules on custodial mea-
sures for irregular migrants is the juge des libertés et de la détention; as there is no
obvious functional translation in this case, the literal rendering “liberties and detention
judge” is used (Medvedyev and Others v. France [GC] 29/03/2010, at §§ 109–110). How-
ever, a literal translation may in some instances prove inappropriate or even comical
(e.g. Garde des sceaux translated as keeper of the seals). The French reconduite à la fron-
tière should not be rendered as escorting to the border, which can nevertheless be found
in some translations,11 as this would suggest a mere act of implementation rather than
a procedure.

9. See Peruzzo (2019, 97–120) for an analysis of Italian terms in Grand Chamber judgments; a relevant
example is respingimento, placed in brackets after the English.
10. A gloss by way of “translator’s note” is most unusual in judgments and more frequent in internal
documents such as the rapporteur’s note; a rare example can be found in Eminağaoğlu v. Turkey (09/
03/2021) at § 1, for the English translation of magistrat.
11. See for example the European Parliament’s 2009 “Comparative study on the application of Direc-
tive 2004/38”, at p.80; https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2009/410650
/IPOL-JURI_ET(2009)410650_EN.pdf (last consulted 27/11/2022).
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A significant obstacle to functional equivalence in expulsion-related cases (as indeed
in all areas of law) is the difficulty of carrying out a comparative-law analysis to establish
the various aspects of the domestic measure; the translator has to consider, for example,
which authority takes the decision, on what grounds (national security, criminal or
merely administrative), whether the alien has been refused leave to enter or rather leave
to remain, having already resided in the State, and so forth. There may be some over-
lap but no precise congruence in relation to these various factors. Moreover, a linguistic
equivalent may be a “false friend”; for example the French term expulsion, when used
as a domestic procedural term, should not be translated as expulsion in English. It may
be difficult to see exactly how a given term is being used (especially where the transla-
tor’s source is already a translation from a third language): deportation may refer to the
underlying decision or implementation; removal may refer to a procedural measure on
administrative grounds or may be used more broadly. The Court will use generic terms
in order to encompass the diversity of measures in the various States, but its terminology
is far less “codified” than that of the European Union – it examines cases under only one
instrument, the ECHR, compared to the wide-ranging legislation in EU regulations and
directives. The use of terms will also depend on their context in a given judgment: in
relation to the facts, the terminology may have to be more specific, as it may be necessary
to use different terms to make distinctions between stages of a domestic procedure, but
the Court will then use its own generic terminology in its reasoning, where, for exam-
ple, a domestic-law measure may be characterized as expulsion in English, even though a
different translation has been used earlier in the same text for the precise system-bound
term. Thus, in Paposhvili v. Belgium (cited above) the term deportation order is used in
the facts and domestic law, but not once in the reasoning, where the generic expulsion is
preferred.

Where a functional equivalent is used in the relevant field, the choice at the ECtHR
will usually be based on UK law, rather than terms used in other English-speaking juris-
dictions. International instruments tend to eschew deportation precisely because it may
be associated with a specific procedure under national law, as in the UK.12 Strictly speak-
ing, deportation refers to an order directed by the Home Secretary against aliens who are
“not conducive to the public good” (Shutter 1992, 249). The term may also be used in
a more generic sense, but such usage may lead to confusion, especially in a translation
where it is necessary to be more precise and to make distinctions. One writer mislead-
ingly states that “[t]he terminology used at the domestic or international level is not uni-
form but there is a clear tendency to call expulsion the legal order to leave the territory of
a State, and deportation the actual implementation of such order …” (Kälin 2010, 1). This

12. It is in fact used once in the ECHR, in Article 5 § 1 (f ), in the precise context of detention pending
“deportation”.
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is certainly not true at domestic level in the UK.13 As regards the French déportation, it is
today only used as a term of international law to refer to a war crime: for example in the
context of the Fourth Geneva Convention14 and in the Rome Statute (Article 7 § 1 (d)) of
the International Criminal Court. While the French press may improperly use the term
déportation, perhaps as an anglicism, it is more surprising to find it used generically in a
scholarly article (e.g. Arlettaz 2018, 66).

Like deportation in English, the French term expulsion is used in different ways: as
a generic term or autonomous concept of international law, as discussed below, but also
to refer to domestic law in a loose sense (e.g. in the media), or a procedural term as used
specifically in France for a criminality-related measure,15 in which case it will be trans-
lated as deportation.16 It should not be overlooked (especially by the translator) that this
French term has a different meaning outside migration law, namely when translated as
eviction.

Another UK procedural term may be more appropriate in a domestic-law transla-
tion, namely removal, which has become a technical term for the administrative proce-
dure against illegal entrants or overstayers, as opposed to deportation (Shutter 1992, 252).
Similarly, in French law it is important to distinguish between expulsion in its proce-
dural sense and other types of procedure, such as the equivalent of removal, which until
recently was known as reconduite à la frontière (Rouquette 2002, 370).17 In the case of De
Souza Ribeiro v. France ([GC] 13/12/2012), for example, removal order was used in this
precise procedural sense, while expulsion was used in parallel as the generic term (for the
French éloignement) and in the Court’s assessment (for the generic French expulsion).18

However, removal may also be used generically, like éloignement or renvoi in French,

13. The UK Immigration Act 1971 refers to “removal from the United Kingdom in consequence of
directions or a deportation order” (s 24A).
14. A translation note issued by the French Language Division at the United Nations on 28/04/1988
headed “Expulsions”, states: “Sauf si l’on a affaire à une citation expresse de l’article 49 de la Convention
de Genève relative à la protection des personnes civiles en temps de guerre (où le mot ‘déportation’ est
utilisé en français), il convient de rendre ‘deport’ et ‘deportation’ par ‘expulser’ et ‘expulsion’…”.
15. But not in Belgium: cf. arrêté ministériel de renvoi (Paposhvili v. Belgium [GC] 13/12/2016, §§ 55, 73,
76) translated as “ministerial deportation order”.
16. In the sense given by Bissardon (2013, 359): “la mesure d’éloignement forcé mise en œuvre à
l’encontre des étrangers dont la présence menace l’ordre public” (see also Rouquette 2002, 335); see
Aoulmi v. France (17/01/2006) at § 20, where arrêté d’expulsion was translated as deportation order.
17. Bridge (1994, 260) translates this term as removal of an illegal immigrant. Having previously been
used for the implementation of an expulsion, it was adopted from 1986 for a distinct procedure (arrêté
préfectoral de reconduite à la frontière) until it was reduced in scope and superseded by 2019.
18. The English term deportation (for the French expulsion) was also used once in the Court’s assess-
ment in § 83, but only because it was copied from the previous case-law cited; an example of inconsis-
tency.
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thus potentially covering different types of measure. French translators would normally
translate removal by a generic term, since reconduite à la frontière would be too spe-
cific to French law.19 This term has now been superseded in France (GISTI 2019, 299)
by Obligation de quitter le territoire français (OQTF), where the actual departure may be
voluntary or implemented forcibly. Thus, removal may still be used for the enforcement
stage (as a translation of éloignement), but a literal translation is more appropriate for the
OQTF; arguably, an order (to leave France) rather than an obligation would seem more
meaningful to denote an administrative procedure.20

The French term éloignement, perhaps under the influence of EU law, has taken on
a generic meaning in this field.21 However, it is a procedural term in Belgian law.22 In
the broadest sense éloignement has sometimes been interpreted as including extradition
(Sudre 2019, 761 and 912), although not when the term is used in EU or domestic law.
The translation of éloignement into English will thus depend on the context, but when
encountered as a generic term it may be necessary to use a combination of terms to cover
various types of procedure.

In addition to the French domestic-law terminology to be translated into English (or
vice versa) many examples of translations from “non-official” languages feature in the
Court’s judgments, for the reason explained above; for example, terms translated (in the
drafting process) from Italian to French and subsequently by a translator from French to
English. The procedure complained of in Khlaifia and Others v. Italy (cited above) was
respingimento, a “fast-track” measure to remove irregular migrants (as opposed to espul-
sione); for this the drafter decided to use the French refoulement (not to be confused with
its use in asylum law, as shown below), while on the first occurrence leaving the Ital-
ian in brackets.23 The English translator subsequently chose the term refusal of entry, a
descriptive translation based on generic terms, for a number of reasons: being influenced
by the procedural use of refoulement but also by the explanations given in the case and

19. The solution expulsion administrative was found in French for an equivalent Greek procedure in
Tabesh v. Greece (26/11/2009).
20. For use in case-law see A.B. v. France (12/07/2016), § 18 (obligation to leave France); and De Souza
Ribeiro ([GC] 13/12/2012), § 28 (obligation to leave French territory). IATE gives “return decision” as
one option. Cf. the former term for voluntary departure Invitation à quitter le territoire français, not
characterized as “expulsion” in Vijayanathan and Pusparajah v. France (27/08/1992); translated mis-
leadingly as “directions to leave French territory” (whereas “directions” means the arrangements for
removal).
21. See for example Directive 2001/40/EC and Directive 2004/38/EC; and éloignement as title of
Chapter 8, GISTI 2019.
22. See Belgian Law of 15 December 1980, “Loi sur l’accès au territoire, le séjour, l’établissement et
l’éloignement des étrangers”; see definition of éloignement in Article 1.
23. See Khlaifia and Others v. Italy ([GC] 15/12/2016), § 26.
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after analysing the relevant Italian terminology more generally.24 Another factor was the
equivalence in EU law (of which certain terminology will be considered below): Article
14 of the Schengen Borders Code, headed refusal of entry in English, corresponds to resp-
ingimento in the Italian (refus d’entrée in the French). The risk of these French/English
translations of respingimento is that the reader might be led to believe that the migrants
in question were turned back at the border immediately, whereas in fact they remained
on national territory until they could be removed; the fact of being refused leave to enter
should not of course be confused with non-admission or rejection at a border-crossing.25

While respingimento could also have been translated as removal – a more functional
translation – this appeared to be precluded by the difficulty of establishing equivalence
due to overlapping notions: the other procedural term in Italian, espulsione (which had
to be distinguished), arguably covers both deportation and removal in the UK-law sense
of those terms. In Legislative Decree no. 268 of 1998, Article 13 (espulsione amministra-
tiva) encompasses two different measures: that under paragraph 1, where decided by
the Interior Minister on public order or State security grounds, corresponds to depor-
tation, and that under paragraph 2 where decided by a Prefect is equivalent to removal.
It may thus be appropriate to translate espulsione by two words, removal and deporta-
tion; this was the solution used for the legislation quoted in the Chamber judgment, but
it could also be confusing.26 Moreover, under the relevant legislation (Article 10 of the
Legislative Decree) an alien can either be refused entry immediately or be allowed into
the country temporarily and then removed; where necessary deferred refusal-of-entry or
refusal-of-entry order with deferred removal were used to explain this form of the mea-
sure (Khlaifia and Others, cited above, § 218). A variety of French terms were used gener-
ically in the same judgment (expulsion, éloignement, renvoi, reconduite à la frontière),
creating an appearance of inconsistency. A related term, readmission (réadmission), was
also used in this case, in the context of an agreement between Italy and Tunisia under
which migrants could be returned to their country of origin. As Giuffré (2020, 10) points
out, readmission is not a generic term and has often been used inaccurately (including
by the Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly).

Similar domestic-law terminology (i.e. a “fast-track” procedure) was encountered
in N.D. and N.T. v. Spain (cited above), namely the Spanish devoluciones en caliente,
translated using descriptive generic terms as immediate returns, and once as immediate

24. The relevant Italian legislation (in extract form) is set out in Khlaifia and Others (ibid.) at § 33.
25. Arlettaz (2018, 66) points out that while the use of the French non-admission (i.e. refusal of entry)
in relation to migrants who have already entered a given national territory may seem confusing, it des-
ignates a fully-fledged expulsion.
26. See the translation of the domestic law in § 27 of the Chamber judgment (01/09/2015); the Grand
Chamber judgment used just deportation for espulsione.
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removals;27 clearly, the literal translation hot returns would not be appropriate in a judg-
ment.28

To sum up the range of techniques used for the translation of domestic-law terms in
the relevant field, it can be seen that functional equivalents are useful, where available,
to make a distinction between procedures. Thus, in its domestic procedural sense, the
French expulsion is translated by deportation. While reconduite à la frontière has been
translated by the functional removal, the current term obligation de quitter le territoire
français calls for a formal equivalent, as it does not actually correspond to a removal until
enforced (it could also entail a voluntary return). More descriptive solutions have been
found for terms such as the Italian respingimento (refusal-of-entry measure/order), as it
does not fully (or exclusively) correspond to removal as a procedural term, and a literal
rendering such as push back would be too colloquial. Any of these techniques may of
course be used in combination with a transcription in brackets.

5. Autonomous concepts

The supranational terminology categorized by Prieto Ramos (2014, 128), mentioned at
the end of Section 2, encompasses two “strands”: the creation of new terms and the re-
use of existing domestic-law terms, sometimes referred to as “secondary term formation”
(see Peruzzo 2012, in the EU-law context). The second of these solutions appears more
prevalent in the area of expulsion. In international law, the English term expulsion itself
was arguably “borrowed” from the French, but its generic use has long been established.
It thus found its way into two Protocols to the ECHR (Articles 3 and 4 of Protocol No. 4,
and Article 1 of Protocol No. 7)29 and in this context has been attributed an autonomous
meaning (expulsion in the French). Much has been written about ECHR autonomous
concepts (see in particular Letsas 2004; Malblanc 2019; Sudre 1998; Sudre 2019, 241–44),
as an essential feature of the Court’s case-law. The underlying principle is that the Con-

27. See N.D. and N.T. v. Italy [GC] 13/02/2020, § 40. Another expression used by Council of Europe
documents cited in this judgment is summary returns; while alternatives found in the press include
express deportations or immediate deportations, see El Pais in English https://english.elpais.com/elpais
/2018/08/23/inenglish/1535032545_735013.html (last consulted 27/11/2022).
28. The literal expression hot returns is nevertheless used by a number of commentators, e.g. https://
eumigrationlawblog.eu/hot-returns-remain-contrary-to-the-echr-nd-nt-before-the-echr/ (last con-
sulted 27/11/2022); cf. hot expulsions, concurring opinion of Judge Pinto de Albuquerque in M.A. and
Others v. Lithuania (11/12/2018) at § 18.
29. Various other instruments use expulsion in the same generic sense, e.g. the EU Charter of Fun-
damental Rights (Article 19), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 13),
and Directive 2001/40/EC on the mutual recognition of decisions on the expulsion of third country
nationals.
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vention must be interpreted in such a way that a State cannot “hide behind” its own ter-
minology in defending itself against a complaint. A prominent example is the concept of
criminal charge (from Engel v. the Netherlands, 08/06/1976); the Court decides what is
characterized as criminal, and what constitutes a charge, regardless of the domestic-law
classification. The terms used to express such concepts and identified by the Court itself
as autonomous are almost always from the Convention or its Protocols. It is true to say
that such terms might appear obscure or vague to the non-lawyer, but at the same time
there is a sound legal reason for using them. Some will be more familiar at national level
but are interpreted independently of their domestic meaning, having a status of “seman-
tic independence” (Letsas 2004, 282) under the Convention.

The term expulsion in English has always been a supranational rather than a
domestic-law term, used mainly in an international-law context; for the general public,
it may more commonly be associated with unruly schoolchildren. To quote Oppenheim’s
International Law (Jennings and Watts 1992, 940), “expulsion is not a technical term,
and is often used interchangeably with deportation”, but this is true only where depor-
tation is also used as a generic term and not in the specific procedural sense explained
above. Thus, expulsion is used by the Court generically to refer to any relevant domestic
procedure, but not extending to extradition.30 By contrast, domestic legal practitioners
in English-speaking jurisdictions will not usually encounter the term expulsion in their
day-to-day work. The Court may use other terms generically, like return or removal,
but expulsion is specifically identified in its case-law as having an autonomous meaning.
The rather odd term reconduction can also be found in some international-law material
(Grant and Barker 2004, 425; Jennings and Watts 1992, 940), but not in the Strasbourg
case-law.31

The autonomous nature of the term expulsion, as used specifically in the above-
mentioned Protocols, was highlighted at the time those texts were adopted. The Explana-
tory Report on Protocol No. 4 (1963) referred to the “generic meaning” of expulsion
(“to drive away from a place”),32 while the Report on Protocol No. 7 (1984), applying
only to lawfully resident aliens, described it as “an autonomous concept … independent
of any definition contained in domestic legislation”. These indications seem merely to
reflect the terminological discussion during the drafting process; it was necessary to clar-
ify that expulsion would not have a narrower procedural meaning as it might have in
French. The case-law shows that the term, as used in both Protocols, has been given

30. See the Explanatory Report (§ 10) to Protocol No. 7 to the European Convention on Human Rights
(1984).
31. It may be influenced by the French reconduite, as is obviously the case in the English version of the
ILC Second report on the expulsion of aliens (supra), at p. 51.
32. The use of expulsion here was initially adopted in relation to a State expelling its own nationals
(the verb exile had first been considered in that context), according to the travaux préparatoires.
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the same meaning, in spite of the difference in subject matter, in line with the principle
of “internal consistency and harmony between [the Convention’s] various provisions”
(Hirsi Jamaa and Others, cited above, § 171). In a case concerning Article 1 of Proto-
col No. 7, Bolat v. Russia (05/10/2006), where the Court referred to expulsion as “an
autonomous concept” (at § 79), it was merely relying on the wording of the Explana-
tory Report. Malblanc (2019, 76) points out that this consistent reliance on a pre-existing
text distinguishes expulsion from other concepts which the Court itself has subsequently
identified as autonomous by way of interpretative technique.33

The Court has recently entertained an increasing number of cases concerning the
prohibition of collective expulsion (Article 4 of Protocol No. 4, replicated in Article 19(1)
of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, see also FRA and Council of Europe 2020,
131). In this specific context the Court has gone further than merely referring to the
underlying “autonomous concept” and has broadened the scope of the Article. Thus, it is
not the definition itself (already very broad) but the scope which has been developed, in
line with the “living instrument” doctrine, to ensure that the relevant rights remain effec-
tive. In Hirsi Jamaa and Others (cited above, §§ 159 et seq.) the Court had to ascertain for
the first time whether this provision was applicable in an extraterritorial context where
migrants were intercepted at sea. It answered in the affirmative, pointing out that the
word territory did not appear in Article 4 of Protocol No. 4; and, referring to the generic
definition in the Explanatory Report, it concluded that the travaux préparatoires did not
preclude extraterritorial application. This judgment thus “considerably extend[ed] the
ambit of the prohibition on collective expulsion” (Fripp 2015, 179).

In Khlaifia and Others v. Italy (cited above) the Court looked more precisely at
the autonomous meaning of expulsion (in both English and French) in relation to the
domestic procedural terminology. The Italian Government had submitted that Article 4
of Protocol No. 4 was not applicable (§ 226), relying on the Italian term to argue that
since respingimento was not the same procedure as espulsione, it did not correspond to
an expulsion for the purposes of that provision on collective expulsion. This argument is
largely based on the linguistic similarity between the Italian procedural term espulsione
and the Convention term expulsion, especially as the Government’s observations were in
French, so espulsione was rightly translated as expulsion in its French procedural sense.
The English translator thus had to deal with the various meanings of the French word
expulsion as used in the judgment: (1) in the Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 sense; (2) as
a generic term; (3) for the Italian procedure espulsione. The English translation, mak-
ing a distinction, was (1) expulsion, (2) removal/return, (3) deportation. The Court pre-
dictably rejected the argument that the measure in question fell outside the scope of
expulsion, by invoking its autonomous meaning. A domestic procedural term cannot

33. In Georgia v. Russia (I) ([GC] 03/07/2014), Judge Tsotsoria remarks in a separate opinion that the
Court “has shown flexibility” in applying the relevant autonomous concept.
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exclusively be equated with the Convention term, however similar it may be, in order to
exclude a differently designated procedure from the general concept; the applicants had
been “returned to Tunisia against their will, thus constituting an ‘expulsion’ within the
meaning of Article 4 of Protocol No. 4” (§ 244 of the judgment). As Malblanc (2019, 261)
observes on this finding, “[l]e sens ordinaire du terme est ici mis au service d’une con-
ception élargie du sens européen” [The ordinary meaning of the term is relied on here in
order to convey the broad European meaning]. As the Court reiterated in M.K. and Oth-
ers v. Poland (23/07/2020, § 198), the concept of expulsion encompasses various types of
procedure “even if under domestic law such measures are classified differently”.

In Khlaifia and Others (cited above) and a number of judgments since then, the
Court has also referred to the definition of expulsion as given in the ILC’s Draft Articles
on the Expulsion of Aliens.34 This reflects the need to ensure “external harmony” with the
work of other international bodies, while using the relevant texts in support of its own
case-law; however, such references do not necessarily resolve all issues of what is known
as “fragmentation” in international law. Crawford (2014, 209) points out that the Court’s
definition of expulsion is “at odds” with the ILC’s definition, since the latter actually pre-
cludes extraterritorial situations such as that in Hirsi Jamaa and Others (cited above),
where the migrants had not yet set foot on Italian soil. In fact he rejects the above-
mentioned conclusion that such situations are consistent with the Protocol’s drafting his-
tory and the “generic meaning” of expulsion, observing: “One has to be expelled from
somewhere, whether the Garden of Eden or Uganda. It is difficult to see how someone
could be expelled from the high seas” (Crawford 2014, 206). In other words, the generic
meaning of expulsion, though broad, would normally exclude extraterritorial situations;
but this is a legal rather than a linguistic issue and the Court has chosen to develop the
scope of the concept to ensure the effective protection of rights.

More recently, in N.D. and N.T. v. Spain (cited above), the Court had to ascertain
whether the meaning of collective expulsion extended to the return of migrants who had
illegally crossed a land border, otherwise Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 would not have been
applicable (as many as thirty-seven paragraphs are devoted to the issue of applicability,
§§ 164–191). In its lengthy reasoning, again relying on the ILC definition of expulsion, the
Court concluded that the Spanish measure in question was within scope, even though
some disagreement among the judges is evident (see Judge Koskelo’s dissenting opin-
ion). In a rather convoluted linguistic or lexical analysis, the Court somewhat twisted the
meaning of the ILC definition in order to support its conclusion. It began by acknowl-
edging that the definition excluded non-admission, but then relied on two totally sepa-
rate paragraphs of a relevant ILC report35 to demonstrate that non-admission was in fact

34. The definition reads: “a formal act or conduct attributable to a State, by which an alien is com-
pelled to leave the territory of that State” (see Article 2 of the ILC Draft Articles).
35. ILC, “Second report on the expulsion of aliens”, supra.
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encompassed within the concept of expulsion because it could be equated with refoule-
ment, against which there was absolute protection. However, it thereby confused two
different meanings of refoulement, as will be explained below. The relevant terminology
was thus invoked in support of the Court’s application, in the circumstances of the case,
of the broad autonomous scope of expulsion that it had previously established. It can be
concluded that in invoking an autonomous concept the Court is giving itself the leeway
to interpret the term freely, leaving open the possibility of future evolution in that inter-
pretation, thus never defining such a term exhaustively, but also exposing itself to the
criticism that its terminology appears imprecise and unclear.36

6. Other international-law terminology

In various expulsion-related cases, the drafter or translator is obliged to follow the spe-
cific supranational terminology used in other international instruments, in particular
those of EU or UN law. One example is the context of the EU’s “Dublin” system (Dublin
II Regulation),37 which serves to determine which EU Member State is responsible for
examining an asylum application lodged on the territory of one of the signatory States
(see FRA and Council of Europe 2020, 153). Where another State is designated as respon-
sible under the Regulation, that State is asked to “take charge” of the asylum seeker (see
M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece, cited above, §§ 72–73). If the requested State accepts its
responsibility, the requesting State will transfer the asylum seeker to that other State. The
term transfer (transfert in the French) is thus to be used in this context without refer-
ence to any particular domestic procedure. Moreover, transfer (this time remise in the
French), or sometimes passing back, is used in EU law when a third-country national is
sent back to another Member State where he or she is a lawful resident.38

In the context of the EU Directive of 2008 commonly known as the Return Directive,
the use of the term return (retour) will be required.39 The choice of this term by the EU
drafters instead of expulsion (as used in previous directives, e.g. 2004/38/EC), can be
explained by the fact that it covers voluntary as well as forcible return. The alien con-

36. As Judge Koskelo comments in a separate opinion in Kurban v. Turkey (24/11/2020): “The incre-
mental and often casuistic evolution of the Court’s case-law may give rise to situations where the con-
tours of key concepts, in their autonomous meaning, turn out to be lacking in clarity or consistency”.
37. Council Regulation (EC) No 343/2003 of 18 February 2003.
38. See for example Commission Staff Working Document, “Fitness Check on EU Legislation on legal
migration”, at https://home-affairs.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2019-03/swd_2019-1055-staff-working-
part2.pdf (last consulted 27/11/2022), p. 88.
39. Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2008
on common standards and procedures in Member States for returning illegally staying third-country
nationals (cited in many of the Court’s judgments).
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cerned is then referred to as a returnee, a term that has proved awkward to translate into
other languages. The definition of return, being the underlying decision or order (Article
3), is distinguished from that of removal (éloignement), which refers under the Directive
to the “enforcement of the obligation to return, namely the physical transportation out
of the Member State”. One Commission working document in connection with the draft
points to a “lack of common terminology”, rendering the exchange of information and
cooperation between States more difficult (Lutz 2010, 137); another document explains
that the “current understanding of ‘expulsion’ differs widely between Member States”
and describes the terms return and removal as “more specific and easily definable” (Lutz
2010, 124), a description which is not strictly correct (removal, as shown above, can have
a more procedural usage as in UK law or a more generic usage). The European Com-
mission is clearly aware of the inconsistent terminology in this field of legislation, even
though it should ideally be uniform across the various texts (Peruzzo 2012, 177).40 The
Strasbourg Court will not, of course, develop its own autonomous interpretation of the
term return but will use it in the context of EU law, or as a generic term in other con-
texts. The EU terminology may also usefully be followed where it has been adopted in
a given domestic context (see Peruzzo 2012, 176, on the “mutual influence” between EU
and domestic legislation). For example, in the Karimi v. Romania decision (23/06/2020),
the measure complained of is rendered in the French as décision de retour (for decizia de
returnare), and its enforcement as éloignement, both in line with the Return Directive;
the translator’s task is thus facilitated in such cases. However, it is arguable that return
should be avoided in non-EU contexts; Giuffré (2020, 17) takes the view that it should be
distinguished from terms designating purely non-voluntary measures.

The French term rapatriement, as used by the drafting lawyer in the Khlaifia and
Others Chamber judgment,41 was undoubtedly influenced by the Italian word rimpatrio,
which is the term used for return in the Italian version of the Return Directive.42 But
in the Grand Chamber judgment in the same case, this French term was completely
avoided, suggesting that it was ultimately considered inappropriate. The term repatria-
tion in English is likewise not a generic term for a removal measure; it is generally used
in a military or medical context, and also more specifically where a State brings back
its own nationals from a foreign territory.43 The European Migration Network glossary

40. See “Fitness Check”, supra, at p. 51: “in the different Directives, similar issues are frequently
addressed by different wording”.
41. 01/09/2015; see for example § 169, where the English translator used the generic removal.
42. The Italian rimpatrio has become more commonly used domestically, apparently under the influ-
ence of the EU terminology (cf. the different generic EU term, allontamento, used in Directive 2004/
38/EC).
43. See the case of H.F. and Others v. France ([GC] 14/09/2022), concerning the repatriation of French
nationals from Syria.
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under repatriation states that “[t]his is not a synonym relating to forced return”.44 In the
earlier Grand Chamber case against Italy, Hirsi Jamaa and Others (cited above), the term
repatriation was also used for the possibility that the migrants in question might, on their
return to Libya, be sent back to their countries of origin; thus in the operative part of
the judgment the Court “[h]olds unanimously that there has been a violation of Article 3
of the Convention on account of the fact that the applicants were exposed to the risk of
being repatriated to Somalia and Eritrea”. Arguably, the term repatriated is inappropriate
here too, for the reasons given above, and it would have been better to refer to a risk of
refoulement, a term or concept of international law which will now be studied in some
depth.

The French term refoulement (or non-refoulement and associated verb forms) is used
widely in English-language texts and quite frequently in the relevant judgments of the
Court.45 It is certainly not the only example of borrowing (Šarčević 1997, 256) in public
international law, which is known for its foreign-language (particularly French) terms,
but has become a very prominent one. Refoulement started out as a procedural term
of French domestic law and has taken on a whole new meaning and scope since being
“borrowed” and subsequently “naturalised” (Weston 1991, 30). Grant and Barker (2009)
define refoulement as the “expulsion or return of a refugee [to a State] where his life or
liberty would be threatened”. Its use in this context can be traced back to the drafting of
the UN Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (Article 33) of 28 July 1951, in which
it was inserted in brackets after the English word return.46 The retention of this term
shows that the drafters could not find a totally adequate translation of the French and
that the meaning of refoulement was to prevail over that of return (Shelton 1997, 624),
which was considered the “nearest” equivalent in English (Weis 1995, 335). Judge Pinto de
Albuquerque analysed the scope of the concept in his concurring opinion in Hirsi Jamaa
and Others (cited above), concluding that “[t]he deliberate insertion of the French word
in the English version has no other possible meaning than to stress the linguistic equiv-
alence between the verb return and the verb refouler”.47 The Handbook on European law
relating to asylum, borders and immigration comments that “the non-refoulement prin-

44. https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/networks/european-migration-network-emn/emn-glossary
_en (last consulted 27/11/2022).
45. Refoulement is usually written in italics in the Court’s case-law but not necessarily in all sources;
the absence of italics in authentic English sources reflects its naturalisation.
46. “Prohibition of expulsion or return (‘refoulement’): 1. No Contracting State shall expel or return
(‘refouler’) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom
would be threatened …”. The term refoulement (or a related verb form) has since been used in other
international instruments but, notably, it was not used in Article 19(2) of the EU Charter of Fundamen-
tal Rights, which nevertheless defines the same prohibition.
47. See also the separate opinion of Judge Pinto de Albuquerque on refoulement at land borders in
M.A. and Others v. Lithuania (11/12/2018).
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ciple is the cornerstone of refugee protection”, while pointing out that today it extends
to other categories of alien under international human rights law (FRA and Council of
Europe 2020, 104). The principle has certainly been attributed a broad procedural scope
by the Court and other international bodies (e.g. the UNHCR), in spite of persisting
claims that the term refoulement should be given a narrower meaning.

The translation issue, which became apparent during the drafting of the 1951 Refugee
Convention, was summed up as follows by the Secretariat of the Committee responsible
for preparing the draft, albeit here in connection with a different Article (Weis 1995,
289–90):

The practice known as refoulement in French did not exist in the English-speaking coun-
tries. In Belgium and France, however, there was a definite distinction between expul-
sion, which could only be carried out in pursuance of a decision of a judicial authority,
and refoulement, which meant either deportation as a police measure or non-admittance
at the frontier.

It is arguable that the translation removal could have been used, had it existed as a pro-
cedural term at the time. While no longer used procedurally in France as a form of
administrative removal, refoulement can still be found in Belgium, where it refers to the
removal of illegal entrants, immediately or soon after their arrival in the country.48 More-
over, refoulement is also often used generically in French,49 and in this sense may be
translated as removal or return, rather than refusal of entry (all three translations given
by Bridge 1994, 264). Salmon (2001, 956) confirms that refoulement in French has both
a procedural usage (denial of entry and return) and a generic usage; likewise Rouquette
(2002, 649) refers to its sens strict [narrow meaning] and sens large [broad meaning] in
French (with a separate sub-entry for principe de non-refoulement). Therefore, unless
the context relates to aliens facing unlawful treatment in the country of immediate des-
tination, or subsequently in another country (a risk known as indirect refoulement or
chain-refoulement),50 there is no reason to use this French term in an English text. For a
translator, the meaning of refoulement in the French source text should be obvious from
the context.51

48. See Belgian Law of 15/12/1980 (supra), Article 4. See also Mubilanzila Mayeka and Kaniki Mitunga
v. Belgium (12/10/2006), § 12: “une décision de refus d’accès au territoire avec refoulement fut prise …”.
49. The verb is commonly used in a non-procedural and non-asylum context, e.g. “La France a tenté
de refouler des migrants mineurs, selon Salvini” (Le Figaro 23/10/2018).
50. See, for example, Hirsi Jamaa and Others ([GC] 23/02/2012), quoted text at §§ 23 and 27, and con-
curring opinion of Judge Pinto de Albuquerque. The terms “indirect removal” in that judgment (§ 146)
should arguably read “indirect refoulement”.
51. For example, in M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece ([GC] 21/01/2011) refoulement is used throughout
with the asylum meaning.
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However, refoulement is not always used appropriately in English texts, perhaps
reflecting some confusion between the various meanings discussed above. Its use is
unnecessary, for example, at the end of the following sentence: “… emergency situations
in which a person is for example arrested at an airport in order to be expelled (refoule-
ment)”.52 The De Souza Ribeiro v. France judgment (cited above, § 48) refers to a Rec-
ommendation of the Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights which states:
“The right of effective remedy must be guaranteed to anyone wishing to challenge a
refoulement or expulsion order”; but this should read “a refusal-of-entry or deportation
order” in order to make the correct domestic distinction. Refoulement may also be
used inaccurately in the asylum context; thus in R.R. and Others v. Hungary (02/03/
2021) the applicants, held in a transit zone on the Hungarian border, had argued that
“[h]ad they left the zone in the direction of Serbia, this could have been used against
their asylum claim and could have amounted to refoulement” (§ 72). The term chain-
refoulement (as in M.K. and Others v. Poland, cited above, § 185) should have been used
here, because they did not face danger in Serbia but in their countries of origin, to which
they risked being sent back subsequently (indirectly). These few examples have illus-
trated the importance (and sometimes the difficulty) of using supranational terms which
are “imposed” by other organisations and instruments.

7. Concluding remarks

A lack of consistency in terminology or vagueness in its use could well contribute to
misunderstanding of the Court’s case-law – even erroneous interpretation by domestic
courts – and may incidentally cause difficulty for external translators working into “non-
official” languages. More generally, it undermines reliance on the Court’s “benchmark
role [of ] establishing terminology in international law” (Prieto Ramos 2014, 127). This
Chapter has illustrated the polysemic nature of expulsion-related terms, many of which
can be both procedural and generic (in addition to being familiar in non-legal contexts).
It has sought to show that such terms cannot necessarily be regarded as synonymous or
interchangeable even though they are often used as such. Whilst in some contexts, par-
ticularly in the media, a number of terms may be used by way of terminological variation,
in legal texts distinctions are important and, as emphasized in an official French guide to
legislative drafting (Conseil d’État 2017, 297), words taken from legal language must be
used in their precise sense. Farcy and Desguin (2017, 685) comment on the sensitive ter-
minological choices in the field of migration (see also Bauder 2014, 328), whereby social
phenomena are categorized and legitimized, quoting Albert Camus (1944), “mal nom-
mer un objet, c’est ajouter au malheur de ce monde” [to name something wrongly only

52. Concurring opinion of Judge Zupančič in Saadi v. Italy (28/02/2008).
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exacerbates the woes of this world]. This idea is pertinently illustrated by the political use
of euphemistic terminology, such as relocation to render a controversial expulsion policy
more palatable in the eyes of the public.

Here are a few examples of potential misuse, with reference to some of the terms
discussed in this Chapter: using déportation in French would indicate a war crime; to
invoke the concept of refoulement in English suggests a danger to life and limb whereas
the destination may actually be a “safe country”; readmission should be used only in the
context of inter-State agreements and not as a generic term; repatriation is inappropriate
if an alien is being removed or deported; the use of arbitrary refoulement in the Court’s
case-law (see, for example, F.G. v. Sweden, § 117) is misleading because it implies that in
some cases it may be non-arbitrary, whereas the prohibition of refoulement is absolute;
the term return is not necessarily synonymous with expulsion because it may be volun-
tary, so the use of summary returns (see, for example, M.H. and Others v. Croatia, 18/11/
2021, § 270) as a generic expression for an expedited form of expulsion is not ideal in this
respect, even though return is commonly used by the EU and other international bod-
ies. The Court, in applying the ECHR, understandably expresses itself using generic or
autonomous legal terms that are not specific to a given State; but it also has to deal with
terms from both domestic law and other instruments of international law. This terminol-
ogy must be used, by both drafters and translators, in an accurate, clear, consistent and
sensitive manner.
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Correct and consistent terminology is crucial for high quality legal translation.
Therefore, the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT)
places great emphasis on terminology work and on integrating terminology in the
translation process. At the central level, the Terminology Coordination Unit is
tasked with extracting terms from texts intended for translation and clarifying the
concepts, whereas at the level of departments, department terminologists search for
adequate terms in their respective languages. The translators’ role is to apply this
terminology and ensure its consistency. DGT has at its disposal a number of
resources to assist translators and terminologists in these tasks, and has also
developed several in-house tools for terminology extraction and for checking
terminological consistency in ongoing translations.

Keywords: EU translation, legal translation, terminology management,
terminological consistency, quality assurance tools

1. Introduction

Language is not only a means to perceive and describe reality, it also creates it. The
performative function of language is particularly visible in law: in legal texts language
is used not only to report about doing something, but also to do things (Fiorito 2006).
This feature of legal discourse explains the high expectations for the quality of legal
translations, as translation errors may have serious consequences for individuals and
businesses, as well as undermine the trust in the legal system or institutions in general
(European Commission 2012; see also e.g. Byrne 2007; Matulewska 2016; Scott and
O’Shea 2021).
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EU is an international legal entity, and EU law is an independent supranational legal
system (Wessel 2000). Hence, translation of EU legislation and case law is also legal
translation.1 It is, however, neither translation within one legal system, nor translation
across legal systems, but a special sub-genre of institutional legal translation, where the
major challenge is to achieve uniform interpretation and application of legislation in all
24 languages (Biel 2007). To that effect all language versions of EU legal acts form a sin-
gle legal instrument and are considered equally authentic, i.e. presumed to convey the
same meaning, have the same intent and produce identical legal effects (Šarčević 1997,
2000).

Still, 23 of these language versions are a product of translation. As Strandvik (2012, 48)
points out, law-making is a complicated process even in a monolingual setting, and the
difficulties are exacerbated when it takes place in a multilingual drafting environment,
such as the EU. The sheer number of language versions not only makes the process of
translation more complex, but also increases the risk of errors and discrepancies between
them. Although the instruments of EU law derive their meaning from the same (EU) legal
system, which in theory should ease interpretation, they are built on concepts originat-
ing in various other legal systems. Thus, ensuring multilingual concordance, as the cor-
respondence across all language versions is referred to, is an enormous undertaking.

Multilingual concordance is achieved by ensuring legislative, linguistic and termino-
logical quality of the translation (Strandvik 2012, 35). Legislative quality entails compli-
ance with EU legislative drafting rules and conventions. Since EU law is a separate legal
order different from the legal orders of its Member States, specific drafting guidelines
that govern the presentation of EU legal acts have been developed. These guidelines (e.g.
Interinstitutional Style Guide, Joint Handbook for the Presentation and Drafting of Acts
subject to the Ordinary Legislative Procedure, Joint Practical Guide of the European Par-
liament, the Council and the Commission for persons involved in the drafting of European
Union legislation) are to be uniformly applied by drafters and translators in all language
versions.2 Linguistic quality is achieved by adhering to the linguistic and textual draft-
ing conventions in a given language. This is because EU law has to be integrated in the
national legal systems of the Member States, and it should – while keeping its distinctive

1. Legal translation is only part, though an important one, of EU translation, i.e. translation “rendered
by and for European Union institutions” (Biel 2017, 32). In the context of this article, however, the ref-
erence to “EU translation” is meant to be understood as reference to “EU legal translation”.
2. More on the role of EU style guides can be found in Strandvik (2017) and Drugan, Strandvik, and
Vuorinen (2018). An analysis of the EU Interinstitutional Style Guide is presented in Svoboda (2013) and
the results of a study on translation guidelines made available for DGT’s external contractors of all EU’s
languages – in Svoboda (2017).
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character – also ‘fit’ in these systems.3 Finally, terminological quality above all consists in
expressing EU concepts in a uniform way by using accurate and adequate terms.

2. Terminology in legal translation

2.1 Terminology accuracy in EU legal acts

Terminology is a distinctive feature of all languages for special purposes (LSP) and legal
discourse is no exception. This does not mean legal terminology only. Law is by defini-
tion interdisciplinary, as it regulates many different areas of human activity. Thus, legal
texts are hybrid texts in that they follow certain legal linguistic conventions specific to
their function (i.e. constituting or applying instruments governing public or private legal
relations), while also containing specialized terms from fields other than law, which may
even vastly outnumber legal terms (Prieto Ramos 2014b, 264–265).

This is the case of EU legal texts. Legal terms constitute only a part of terminology
present in EU legal acts, but a particularly challenging one. This is because the EU
legal system develops under the influence of several European legal traditions, as well
as international law, and the vast majority of EU legal concepts and terms are borrowed
from one or more national legal systems (Robertson 2012, 4; Šarčević 2015, 186). In this
process, the original meaning of the borrowed concept may be retained or modified, and
the foreign term denoting that concept may also be retained, or replaced with a neutral
term (Šarčević 2015, 186). The second approach is preferred to avoid any misleading con-
notations, as EU terms should be transparent and easily recognizable as such, as well as
to facilitate translation. When new terms are formed rather than borrowed, this happens
in two ways: either a neologism is proposed to designate the new concept, or an existing
word or phrase from general language is taken and then defined (ten Hacken 2010, 421).
As it happens, the EU legislator often makes use of general language words that are then
assigned a new EU meaning. On the one hand, this favors transparency and comprehen-
sibility; on the other hand, such words usually have legal meaning also in national laws,
which increases the risk that they will not be recognized as EU terms. Thus, whenever
possible, neologisms are created, which have the advantage of being easily identifiable as
EU terms and distinguishable from national terms (Šarčević 2015, 188).

When creating EU legal terminology, EU translators can also choose between
reusing terms that already exist in their language and just assigning new meaning to
them, or creating a new term – either with domestic roots or via calques and borrowings.
As Šarčević points out (2015, 193), using functional equivalents from national law satisfies
target user expectations and increases the textual fit of EU law within the national legal

3. See Biel (2014) on the concept of textual fit.
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systems, but at the same times it creates multiple references and poses a threat to the
uniform interpretation of EU law if the choice is made without a proper comparative
analysis of the European and the national concept.4 On the other hand, relying on literal
translation may help promote a uniform interpretation of EU terms, but it exposes the
translation to criticism as being alienating and unnatural. Moreover, such literal equiv-
alents may be less productive, that is less capable of generating derivatives. In any case,
when determining the adequacy of a particular translation strategy in a legal context,
legal criteria must prevail over linguistic preferences (Šarčević 2015, 193).

The choice of the drafting language matters, too. It has been many years now since
English replaced French as the main drafting language of EU legislation, not without
consequences. Čavoški (2017, 61) argues that having English as the drafting language for
the vast majority of EU legislation leaves translators with the difficult task to reconcile
common law traditions with the civil law traditions, a task she calls “mission impossible”.
Otero Fernández (2020, 88) claims that English is more indeterminate than French, hav-
ing fewer grammatical markers, such as gender, which leaves a bigger scope for diver-
gences in translation, and Šarčević (2015, 196) points out to the fact that in many cases
EU terms in English are borrowed from French, and that many errors can be avoided by
consulting other language versions.5

Still, purely legal terms tend to be rather rare in EU legal texts, when compared to
the amount of specialized terminology from the domains under regulation. This comes
with its own challenges. To begin with, the EU may regulate areas that are relatively new
and for which specialized terminology does not exist yet in many national languages.
International norms and standards, which are often incorporated directly into the EU
secondary legislation, present another difficulty. Such norms and standards may contain
terminology that had been already used in EU legislation, but they may also have been
translated and incorporated into national legislation. This creates a problem of consis-
tency. Even dealing with technical terms from long-established domains, for example
chemistry or medicine, can be complicated. Especially in such broad fields of knowledge
there exist numerous terminological variants, affected by different traditions, geographi-
cal variations, degree of specialization and the progress of knowledge, leading to the co-
existence of “old” and “new” terms (Freixa 2006, 55), making it subsequently difficult for
a translator to decide on the most adequate equivalent for a given term.

4. Matulewska (2016) gives an example of the Polish term wyrok, which may be translated into English
as judgment, sentence, decree, conviction, verdict or acquittal, and the decision cannot be made without a
proper analysis of the semantic and systemic relations binding these terms, which is a time-consuming
task, hardly possible under real-life conditions.
5. This advice, although sound, is difficult to follow, as all language versions, other than the one serving
as the source text, are drafted at the same time.
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Finding accurate and adequate equivalents of both legal and specialized terms
requires effective information mining skills from the translator. As confirmed by Prieto
Ramos (2020a), the first and most important resources for EU institutional translators
are in-house termbases and parallel corpora of already translated legislation and case
law, together with internal guidelines. This is because their usage is mandatory and the
content is binding, provided of course that they refer to the same communicative situ-
ation. Otherwise, other specific legal and technical sources need to be consulted. Bilin-
gual glossaries and language resources serve as a good starting point, but they need to
be regarded critically and the usage of terms thus mined needs to be confirmed, ideally
in primary legal sources and scholarly texts. Finally, domain experts, including lawyer-
linguists from the translator’s institution, may be consulted, too.

Thanks to their linguistic expertise and knowledge of institutional text production,
EU translators are best placed to choose an adequate term. However, it is not always
them who have the final say. It is not uncommon for EU translators to carefully select a
term only to have it changed to a different one by the national administrations in their
Member States in the comitology procedure or during the transposition of the EU legal
act into national laws. Sometimes it is also the author of the text who wishes a particular
term to be translated in a particular way (or left untranslated).6 In the end, translators
can only suggest an equivalent, but it is the final users of their translations – directorate-
generals, national administrations and legal practitioners – who have the power to accept
or reject it,7 and who ultimately decide on the interpretation of a particular term.

2.2 EU guidelines on terminological consistency

Consistency of terminology is critical to ensure univocity in institutional translation in
general (Prieto Ramos 2020b, 136), and is also a matter of uniform application and inter-
pretation of EU legislation (see e.g. Baaij 2012; Mišćenić 2016; Pacho Aljanati 2017; Prieto
Ramos 2014a; Šarčević 2012). It is therefore prominently featured in translation qual-
ity requirements for the various text categories set up by DGT (Directorate-General for
Translation 2015). The translation specifications for legal texts require compliance with
EU drafting rules, standardized formulations and templates, faithful rendering of quota-
tions and indirect quotations from the EUR-Lex database or from authoritative national
legal databases, and terminological consistency within the act itself (internal consis-
tency) and with the legal basis and other related acts (external consistency).

6. For example, at the beginning of 2020, when documents on Covid-19 started to be translated, DGT
language departments received instructions to translate “Covid-19 outbreak” using the equivalent of
“pandemic” and not “epidemic” or any other equivalent.
7. For example, Member States often request a corrigendum to replace an EU equivalent with a
national law term (see Biel and Pytel 2020, 164–165).
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However, translators can only do their part, if the source text is drafted clearly and
precisely. Thus, terminological consistency is also one of the guiding principles of the
Joint Practical Guide of the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission for
persons involved in the drafting of European Union legislation (2015). The Joint Practical
Guide (JPG) firstly distinguishes between substantive consistency, which concerns the
logic of the legal acts as a whole, and formal consistency, i.e. terminological consistency
(point 6.1). It then defines terminological consistency as using the same terms to express
the same concepts and refraining from using identical terms to express different concepts
(point 6.2). Synonyms are to be avoided (point 1.4.1). Using terms in a uniform manner
serves to avoid ambiguities or contradictions and to leave out doubts as to the meaning
of the term. For the same reason, the JPG advises to define terms (point 6.2.3), especially
when a term has several meanings or if the meaning of a term – for the purpose of the
given act – has to be limited or extended with respect to the usual meaning attributed to
that term (point 14.1). What follows is that any terms not defined in a legal act should be
understood as used in the given legal or specialized domain. Definitions are also used to
avoid unintended references to concepts or terms, especially legal terms, from a particu-
lar national legal system (point 5.3.2).

Regarding translation, the JPG recommends drafters to make sure that translators
can identify the sources drawn on in the original text, either through the wording of the
text itself, or indirectly by other means (specific instructions to translators come to mind)
(point 5.5.1). Additionally, the JPG advises the drafters to take comments from translators
regarding the original text seriously, and rather alter the text than have the translators
follow an unclear or poorly drafted original (point 5.5.2).

What seems easy and straightforward in theory, is not as easy in practice. Errors in
texts sent for translation still occur, despite the existence of numerous safeguards. In the
European Commission, drafters are assisted by lawyer-linguists in the Quality of Leg-
islation team and have at their disposal an electronic drafting aid based on the JPG,
namely the Drafters’ Assistance Package (DAP), which offers access to legislative draft-
ing rules, provides guidance on how to draft various parts of legal acts and suggests
standard formulations. However, the tool does not check for compliance with existing
terminology, nor does it control terminological consistency. In case of inconsistencies,
the translator needs to contact the author of the text, and if the inconsistency is not
intended, i.e. if the different term does not refer to a different concept, the author should
make appropriate changes to the original text and send it again for translation, as a new
version. This takes time and impedes the translation process, but guarantees a uniform
approach across all language departments. Without a new version, translators cannot
correct errors and inconsistencies in individual language versions since this would lead
to divergences between them and ultimately create legal uncertainty.
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Correct terminology is particularly important for the autonomous acts of the Euro-
pean Commission,8 as these texts do not undergo any further quality checks after trans-
lation. Only in some cases are such texts sent to Member States for linguistic
proofreading before adoption, so that any changes and corrections suggested by national
experts can be incorporated in translation. For legal acts adopted jointly by the Council
and the European Parliament, terminological quality matters, too, as the Commission’s
translation of the draft legislation serves as a basis on which the translators of these two
institutions work. On the one hand, this opens up the possibility to remove errors and
inconsistencies, if present in the draft Commission proposal. On the other hand, as the
Commission’s proposal undergoes numerous amendments in the process of negotiation
and adoption, new errors may be introduced, or the amendments may cause inconsis-
tencies with other acts already adopted by the Commission.9

Maintaining consistency in translation is also difficult because it is not uncommon
for one concept to be expressed by more than one term; a phenomenon called denom-
inative variation (Freixa 2006). Denominative variation exists for a number of reasons.
Firstly, terms not only have a referential meaning, but also trigger certain connotations,
which is why in certain contexts some terms may be preferred over other. Secondly, the
meaning of a term is not given but negotiated by members of a discursive community.
The bigger and more diverse the community, the more variation there is in terms used
to refer to specific concepts. And thirdly, several contextual factors, like text type, com-
municative intention, intended audience, register, etc., also impact the term use (Freixa
2006).10 Although variation and synonymy are recognized as natural, necessary and
functional aspects of specialized terminology (Bowker 2020, 269), maintaining the inter-

8. These are non-legislative acts adopted by the Commission, for which it is solely responsible. They
fall into two categories: delegated acts and implementing acts.
9. Drugan, Strandvik, and Vuorinen (2018, 57) give the following example: the name of an EU initia-
tive in the Commission’s proposal was later changed by the lawyer-linguists in the Council and in the
Parliament, at the request of national authorities. In the meantime, however, more than 300 other doc-
uments featuring the now outdated name had been translated in the Commission.
10. This variation is also visible in the Interinstitutional termbank IATE. The structure of the termbank
is concept-oriented: one entry deals with one concept only. However, IATE is also a descriptive data-
base and records the usage of terms referring to a given concept in the given language. If authors or
translators use different terms for the same concept, or if different terms for the same concept are used
by domain experts in a given language, this is reflected in IATE. To facilitate the choice of an adequate
term, these terms may be given labels, such as “Preferred”, “Admitted”, “Deprecated” or “Obsolete”. A
preferred term is the best equivalent in the EU context or a term chosen to ensure consistency in EU
texts. An admitted term is a term that is correct, but for which better synonyms exist. A deprecated term
is a term that should be avoided both in base texts and in translations, because it is not correct or fit for
use in EU texts. An obsolete term is a term that was used to denote the concept, but is no longer in use
(IATE User’s Handbook 2020).
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nal and external consistency of terminology in legal acts is still necessary for the sake of
clarity and legal certainty.

2.3 Machine Translation and terminology

Machine translation (MT) has gained relatively little focus in the legal translation stud-
ies, as it is assumed that legal texts are characterized by features that supposedly make
them unsuitable for machine translation, like sentence length, syntactic complexity, lex-
ical and syntactic ambiguity, phraseology and divergences at lexical and structural level
(Matthiesen 2017, 44–46). Wiesman (2019, 121) adds to this list five more features: ter-
minology, abbreviations, formulaic usage, ellipsis, and text type-specific deviations from
normal language usage. Hoefler and Bünzli (2010) also point out to ambiguity and
underspecification as barriers to natural language processing by machines.

While many of these concerns are legitimate, there are too few studies in this area
to make any definite assertions, and none of these studies manages to actually support
the claim that legal texts as a genre are unsuitable for machine translation. For example,
Wiesman (2019) analyzed errors in several legal texts representing different genres,
translated from Italian into German. The translations were produced by an NMT engine
DeepL Translator, available online and for free. Based on that analysis she concluded
that the quality of machine translation was insufficient and that machine translation
could not be used for the translation of legal texts without significant post-editing
effort. However, these conclusions seem to be too generalized and miss several impor-
tant points. Firstly, MT quality still very much depends on the grammatical similarity
between the languages concerned. What follows, even with the same MT engine each
language pair will produce different results and one cannot generalize that poor results
will be achieved for all language pairs, simply because poor results have been observed
for one language pair or another. Secondly, although the basic technology is the same,
each engine is different, so good or poor results produced by one engine do not necessar-
ily mean that equally good or equally poor results will be obtained with another engine.
And thirdly and most importantly, MT engines are trained on a large database of paral-
lel sentences, so it is the quantity and the quality of data that determines the quality of
the raw MT output (and the subsequent post-editing effort). What follows is that an MT
engine trained on general texts cannot be expected to perform well when translating spe-
cialized texts, just like an MT engine trained on medical texts will be useless when faced
with legal texts. In other words, if the text for translation does not resemble the texts in
the training data, one should not expect a good outcome.

Often it is argued that complex layers of meaning requiring in-depth interpretation
make machine translation unsuitable for translating legal texts (Prieto Ramos 2014b, 271)
and that legal translation will remain an essentially human activity for the foreseeable
future (Mattila 2013, 22). Indeed, machines do not interpret or even understand texts.
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As Pym (2019, 441) puts it: machines do not translate, they only search for the optimal
translations previously done by a human translator and put those previous translations
together in various ways. However, this mindless process can still bring surprisingly
good results. Legal texts are in principle good candidates for machine translation, as they
are produced according to well-defined drafting rules and guidelines, contain formulaic
language, and are repetitive and standardized, all of which reduces ambiguity and vari-
ability. When trained on an appropriate corpus, MT is often able to produce a text of
sufficient quality to be suitable for cost-effective post-editing.11

Machine translation quality has increased substantially since neural machine trans-
lation (NMT) replaced rule-based statistical machine translation (RB-SMT) as the
mainstream technology. Because NMT takes into account the whole sentence, i.e. all
words in the sentence and their context, when generating the final translation (Way 2019,
317), it usually produces fewer lexical, inflection and word order errors than RB-SMT
(see e.g. Bentivogli et al. 2016; Castilho et al. 2017; Popović 2017 and Killman, this vol-
ume). However, it still makes errors that impact accuracy, and what is more, these errors
are often difficult to detect and only a careful comparison with the original can reveal
the problem (Stefaniak 2020).

Regarding the accuracy of translating terminology, there have been very few studies,
and the results they reported were inconclusive and did not always support the claim
of NMT’s supremacy over RB-SMT (see e.g. Chen and Kageura 2019; Haque,
Hasanuzzaman, and Way 2020; Vintar 2018). In particular, NMT may omit whole terms
or their parts, translate ambiguous terms in the wrong sense and make errors in the
translation of terms containing proper names. On the other hand, it can also be ‘creative’
in coining translations of unknown terms, producing sometimes correct translations,
and sometimes strange or non-existent words. In particular, NMT creates inconsisten-
cies, translating the same terms in different ways. This is to be expected, as NMT still
operates at the sentence level. In legal translation, where both accuracy and termino-
logical consistency are of particular importance, mistakes of this kind adversely affect
the quality of the final text (for an overview of the performance of DGT’s NMT system,
eTranslation, in translating terms in all EU official languages see Stefaniak 2023).

In the end, the usefulness of any MT engine for any given translation task must be
evaluated in view of the requirements that the final translation has to fulfil. Highly perish-
able content of little value can be translated with the help of machine translation without
much consideration, but the longer the translation is supposed to be used, the broader
the audience and the higher the risk of negative consequences from translation errors –
the more caution should be applied when using MT. It is not the technology itself that is

11. As demonstrated by Farzindar and Lapalme (2009), who studied the possibility to train a statistical
translation system on the domain of legal texts to increase the efficacy of translating Canadian Court
judgments between English and French.
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risky, but the lack of awareness of what this technology can or cannot do (Nunes Vieira,
O’Hagan, and O’Sullivan 2020, 13).12 In view of the above, applying neural machine trans-
lation to the translation of legal texts must still be done with caution.

3. Ensuring translation quality through terminology management

3.1 Terminology work in DGT

DGT, like all other EU language services, views terminological quality as one of the
key aspects of translation quality and places great emphasis on terminology work and
on integrating terminology in its translation process (see e.g. Stefaniak 2017; Drugan,
Strandvik, and Vuorinen 2018). This means developing tools and workflows that support
the identification of new terms, their collection, storage and distribution, and subse-
quently their enforcement during and verification after translation.

Actors

In DGT, the organization of terminology work is based on the DGT Terminology
Framework (Directorate-General for Translation 2021). The DGT Terminology Frame-
work acknowledges that terminology is crucial for the efficiency of the translation
process and the quality of the final translations. The main actors – beside the translation
managers, whose responsibility is to allocate sufficient resources and assign tasks –
are terminologists and translators. Terminologists provide terminological support, e.g.
search for terminology equivalents at the request of their fellow translators and make
sure that the results of their searches are registered either in the IATE termbank or
in departmental language-specific termbases. This support may also include, time per-
mitting, extracting terms from source texts before translation and providing translators
with reliable equivalents. It also comprises contacts with experts. All language depart-
ments in DGT cooperate with external experts in their Member States and with their
national administrations in matters of terminology. This cooperation may be less or
more formalized. For example, the Swedish and Polish translators can benefit from a
network of contact persons in different ministries and bodies, who answer their termi-
nology questions or convey them to other experts in the field. Similarly, the Roman-

12. Nunes Vieira, O’Hagan, and O’Sullivan (2020) present a meta-analysis of published research on
the use of NMT in two critical settings: medical one and legal one. They found that MT is considered an
easy alternative when no professional human translator is available, but without appropriate risk aware-
ness as to how MT can influence decision-making, e.g. in immigration applications or court judgments.
And because MT is used for already under-resourced languages, it may actually increase inequalities,
instead of promoting inclusion.
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ian Language Department formed the RO+ Excellence network to consult Romanian
specialists in different areas whenever it needs an opinion concerning terms for which
a clear-cut equivalent into Romanian is not easy to find or when opinions of various
specialists diverge. Probably the most institutionalized cooperation exists for the Italian
language. In 2005, the Italian Language Department set up the REII network (Rete per
l’eccellenza dell’italiano istituzionale), bringing together translation agencies, terminol-
ogy and language associations, academic institutions, public administration, and trans-
lators from other European institutions, mainly to consult and validate terminology in
Italian, to work out best practices in the field of terminology, and to promote plain and
clear language in administration.

Main terminologists in language departments also participate in terminology work
organized at the multilingual level by the Terminology Coordination (TC) Unit. The
role of the TC Unit is to ensure a harmonized methodological approach of all DGT
actors to terminology work as well as to the feeding (and weeding) of the IATE interin-
stitutional termbank.13 To this end, it also represents DGT in interinstitutional cooper-
ation bodies on IATE and terminology matters, and acts as the central contact point for
external bodies and organizations in the field of terminology. Translators, too, can pro-
pose new terms to be introduced to IATE or thematic termbases, but their main role is
to ensure terminological adequacy and consistency in the documents they translate.

Term identification

Terminology work starts with term identification. Texts to be translated usually contain
terminology from previous legal acts, they may also contain legal terms defined for the
purpose of the text under translation. Terminologists are not informed in advance of new
or essential terminology so that terms extracted from texts under translation need to be
compared with the existing terminology in IATE to identify what is new. If possible, such
extraction is done before translation, usually from the first draft of the source text, as
part of the TC Unit’s pro-active projects. These extractions are done semi-automatically,
because tools for extracting terms are still quite unreliable, either producing too much
noise or missing rare terms. Candidate terms extracted by an automatic term extractor
always need to be further processed and validated by a terminologist.

13. A termbank is a large-scale collection of electronic records containing information about terms and
concepts they represent, usually developed by an institution and maintained by dedicated terminolo-
gists to serve as a resource for in-house translators or translation departments. A termbase is a smaller
and more personalized resource produced by an individual translator usually on an ad-hoc basis and
for the needs of a particular translation project (Bowker 2015).
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Term storage

Terms harvested by means of term extraction are entered into IATE and department
terminologists have the possibility to update their respective languages. Again, this may
be done before the actual translation starts, time permitting, but most of the time ter-
minology work and translation run in parallel. IATE is considered the central hub for
reliable, lasting terminology, and is available for both in-house translators of all EU insti-
tutions, as well as external translators, drafters and the general public.14 However, it has
some serious drawbacks. Firstly, it is not a tool for working on terminology. The actual
terminology work is done outside IATE and only the results of this work are stored in
IATE. The terminology work is done locally, often using Excel tables, which is a conve-
nient format that enables easy editing and can effortlessly be converted into a termbase
readable by DGT’s CAT tool. Many language departments also use wiki pages to collab-
orate on terminology. For example, the Hungarian Language Department has developed
a tool to handle terminology helpdesk requests from translators. Translators are notified
of any changes concerning their request via an alert mechanism, which sends updates by
e-mail, once subscribed to. Previous requests are handled and stored within the tool, and
it is possible to search them using various criteria and categories, as well as to export the
results into a termbase.

Term enforcement

Once correct terms are found and stored in IATE, it is necessary to make sure that
they are used in translation. To this end, the content of IATE is extracted and made
available as a termbase to be used in the CAT tool. One drawback of this solution is
timing. Extractions are done only periodically, usually every one or two months, which
means that all changes made in IATE in the meantime will not be reflected in such a
termbase.15 Another drawback of IATE is its size. For many language pairs, extracting
a full content of IATE into a termbase results in a file so big that it cannot be reliably
handled by the CAT tool. That is why terms in IATE are also organized in thematic
collections, for example “Aviation” or “Energy Codex”, which can be extracted indepen-
dently of other areas.16 Translators can also compare terms in a source document with
the terminology stored in IATE and retrieve a termbase containing the relevant IATE
entries (thanks to IATE’s Term Recognition Module, TRM). A full IATE extract, where
possible, or extracts of chosen IATE collections, or termbases retrieved via the TRM can

14. See Zorrilla-Agut and Fontenelle (2019) on a detailed description of IATE architecture, data struc-
ture and functionalities.
15. Currently, the IATE live plugin, which enables real-live queries of the IATE termbank, to be used
with DGT’s CAT tool, is being tested.
16. Terms can also be extracted from IATE based on other criteria, like domain or reliability. However,
collections are usually more precise and offer more targeted hits.
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then be added to the project to facilitate the use of correct terminology during transla-
tion: In the CAT tool, terms or phrasemes in the active segment that are present in the
termbases are marked in red (based on automatic term recognition), and displayed in
the term recognition window, so that the translator is alerted and can either type the
suggested term or insert it into the translation segment via the Autosuggest function.

IATE termbases have a limited functionality, as they are designed to be used in read-
only mode, that is, translators cannot add new terms to them. That is why on many
occasions it is recommended to add another, project-specific termbase to the translation
project, in order to collect and share project-specific terms and phrasemes, especially for
handling packages and lengthy documents, which are often translated by more than one
translator. Such termbases can then also be used for the purpose of terminology verifi-
cation, to check the accuracy and consistency of terms in a given text. Additionally, they
may be used to import new terms to IATE, thus preserving the translator’s work and sav-
ing them time in the future if the same terms appear again in another text.

3.2 Tools for ensuring terminological consistency

Having correct, project-specific terminology available during translation is only the
halfway point to achieving terminological quality. When finished, the translation needs
to be verified for the consistency of terminological solutions it contains. This is where
human translators may sometimes fail. The processing capacity of a human brain is lim-
ited, so that when cognitive resources are allocated to a particular task (e.g. solving a
translation problem), attention to other tasks (like spelling) may be lowered (Muñoz
Martín 2009). The same phenomenon may account for terminology mistakes: when
a translator focuses on understanding a long and complex sentence, fewer cognitive
resources may be available for ensuring consistency with previously used terms. Another
reason for mistakes may be reading a text on screen and under time pressure, which
decreases the ability to focus on the task at hand and reduces text comprehension
(Delgado and Salmerón 2021). Both circumstances constitute the usual working condi-
tions for EU translators.

What is more, the very translation tools that are used to increase the efficiency and/
or consistency of translation may be a source of errors. As Okoniewski (2019, 63) puts
it, “[t]ranslating with a CAT tool is a great help to the translator, but it is also a source
of new types of mistakes”. An internal analysis of errors from corrigenda requested
and processed by DGT in 2017 in Bulgarian, Czech, German and Polish highlighted,
among others, the fact that, while IT tools had the potential to reduce many errors, con-
cerning in particular terminology, their inappropriate use could also facilitate mistakes
(Directorate-General for Translation 2019). This is because today the basic translation
unit is no longer the text, but a segment (usually a sentence). At the segment level, a
minor change, e.g. a change from intralaboratory to interlaboratory, may have negligible
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impact on the match, but nevertheless it changes the meaning of the translation com-
pletely. Such differences are very difficult to detect by a human eye. The introduction of
machine translation into the translation process, particularly neural machine translation,
has only exacerbated this problem.

To reduce some basic and most common mistakes, many CAT tools have built-
in quality assurance modules. They can help detect e.g. spelling mistakes, mistakes in
numbers, in the names of months or days. Other types of mistakes can be dealt with
by adding appropriate rules to the QA module of the CAT tool, using regular expres-
sions (Kotwicki 2018). Regular expressions are advanced text search patterns that enable
performing search or find and replace actions in programs which support them; they
constitute a rule together with a condition for triggering a message and a description
(Okoniewski 2019, 65–66). The rules can be used simply to alert translators if they make
spelling errors undetectable by a spellchecker (like daft regulation) or if they use depre-
cated terms or expressions prohibited by the in-house style guides, but a skillfully written
rule can also help detect some types of terminology mistakes, for example in names of
legal instruments (directive instead of regulation) or names of countries (Russia instead
of China).

One difficulty in using regular expressions for detecting terminology errors is
accounting for the context. Computers are good at finding errors, providing that the con-
text is unambiguous, which is not always the case (Okoniewski 2019, 64). For example, in
the case of EU legal acts the word regulation should be translated into German as Verord-
nung, but in the case of ECE (Economic Commission for Europe) regulations, it needs
to be rendered as Regelung. To account for this difference, the rule needs to be very com-
plex, which often leads to increased ‘noise’, i.e. signaling errors where there are none.

Another problem lies in the ambiguity of language. It seems straightforward to write
a rule that notifies the German translator when the month May was not translated as
Mai, until one remembers that May can also be a verb (May be sold, May only be fished
in Skagerrak) or a proper name (Mrs May said…). Constraining the rule so that it only
works when a number precedes or follows the word May will not produce false positives,
but will also not detect errors in strings like From May to April (false negatives). And a
rule which does not detect errors is not optimal. Hence, writing rules based on regular
expressions requires a balance between the number of errors the rule can detect, number
of errors it might omit (false negatives) and number of error messages where no error
has been made (false positives) (Okoniewski 2019, 67).

Verifying terminology via regular expression rules written manually for each and
every translation is, of course, not feasible. Such a verification needs to target only terms
present in the translation and is usually based on a project-specific termbase. This is the
concept behind dedicated modules for terminology verification available in most QA
tools, both those which are part of a CAT tool and the independent QA tools support-
ing terminology checks. The principle is easy: the tool is instructed to look for terms
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from an attached bilingual termbase in the source language text and to notify the user
whenever the target language term from the database is absent in the target language
text. However, such terminology verifiers have a number of limitations. Above all they
generate an excessive number of false positives, usually because of differing grammat-
ical rules of the source and target language (van der Meer 2019, 295). Therefore, DGT
has supported the development of its own tool, which automatically converts any termi-
nology list to regular expressions and exports it as a QA Checker profile. Although this
idea may seem to be simple, it proves to be very powerful. Compared to the DGT’s CAT
tool’s built-in terminology verifier (which operates based on a termbase), the checks
performed by DGT’s tool produce better results in less time: it works faster, gives con-
siderably fewer false positives and detects more errors.17 The tool can also extract legal
definitions from published legal acts, creating a bilingual list, which can also be con-
verted into a termbase and added to a translation project, and it can compare term lists
from different sources against terminology stored in IATE. In this way, DGT’s terminol-
ogy verifier also supports collecting relevant terminology before translation and enforc-
ing it at the end of the translation process.

The tool still has limitations. As it is based on regular expressions, and the rules
are created automatically, not manually, the context cannot be accounted for properly.
Therefore, it will not give reliable results for single-word terms, especially short ones,
which have homonyms that are translated differently. However, this is a common issue
for all terminology verification tools. Another problem is catering for embedded terms,
for example when the terms freezer and ice-cream freezer occur in the same text, but
freezer as a single term is translated differently into the target language than freezer in the
embedded term. Such terms can be taken care of by forbidding embedded term match-
ing in the settings: if the term list contains both terms, freezer and ice-cream freezer, the
checks for freezer will ignore all instances of ice-cream freezer.

Last but not least, differing linguistic structures pose a difficulty for regular expres-
sions. Consider the following example:

EN: Where the cargo area of a complete or completed vehicle of category N or O is modi-
fied.

FR: Lorsque la zone de chargement d’un véhicule complet ou complété de catégorie N ou
O est modifiée.

17. An internal test on the consistency of legally defined terms from Commission Regulation (EU)
2019/2020 laying down eco-design requirement for light sources and separate control gears in transla-
tions from EN into six EU languages from different language families (DA, DE, FR, PL, PT, SK) revealed
that DGT’s terminology verifier produced in total only 31 warnings, correctly identifying 30 errors and
omitting no errors, in one tenth of the time taken by the CAT tool’s terminology verifier, which produced
129 warnings, identifying only 16 errors, omitting 14 errors and giving 112 false warnings.
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Here, a simple rule would produce a false positive message: it would find completed vehi-
cle in the source, but would be unable to find véhicule complété in the target, because of
the extra words between véhicule and complété. Thanks to customized settings, DGT’s
terminology verifier can also resolve such issues.

Despite many limitations, QA tools are irreplaceable, no matter how experienced the
translator may be, because some checks are simply impossible to do manually in a rea-
sonable time (van der Meer 2019, 295). They are not meant to replace the manual qual-
ity control measures, but they can free the translators from some tedious and repetitive
tasks and at the same time enhance their abilities stepping in where humans tend to fail.

4. Terminology and multilingual concordance

In spite of the numerous safeguards in place, inconsistencies and errors in translations,
as well as discrepancies between language versions cannot be fully avoided. No quality
assurance system is infallible, and no workflow or tool can guarantee an error-free mul-
tilingual text production (see e.g. Drugan 2013). Such errors are a potential threat to
the predictability and foreseeability of EU law and need to be rectified. Requests to cor-
rect published EU legal acts are dealt with by the EU institution that adopted a given
act. Corrections to the acts of the European Parliament and the Council are handled
by lawyer-linguists (in the legal services of these institutions); errors in the language
version that served as a source text for the translated language versions of autonomous
acts of the European Commission are handled by the authoring Directorate-General
of the Commission; and errors in the translated language versions are corrected by
the Directorate-General for Translation under what is known as empowerment
SEC(2008)2397 (European Commission 2008). It needs to be stressed that under this
empowerment not all errors qualify for a corrigendum, but only clear and obvious
translation errors that do not affect the substance of the adopted act and which are iden-
tifiable beyond doubt in comparison with the source text. If this is not the case, the
errors need to be corrected via a correcting act, which is a procedure corresponding to
the adoption of the initial act.

Terminology errors are the second most frequent type of errors corrected by DGT
via a corrigendum.18 In 2020, terminology errors accounted for 22% of all the errors,
in 2021 – 17%, and in 2022 – 24%. An increasing focus on terminology in corrigenda

18. Until recently, errors in corrigenda have been categorized to one of the following: mistranslation,
terminology, omission, excess, references, clarity, grammar, spelling and punctuation. The last three
types of errors could only be corrected in conjunction with corrections of the other types in the same
text passage. As of January 2022 the error typology looks as follows: mistranslations, terminology, lin-
guistic norm, general style, job-specific style and design.
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was observed by Biel and Pytel (2020), who analyzed corrigenda to Polish language
versions of EU legal acts in two periods: 2004–2006 and 2015–2017. They detected the
following trends in corrections of terminology errors: standardization of EU institu-
tional terminology, stabilization of equivalents, domestication with terms of national
law, replacement of an equivalent which triggers an inadequate concept, domestication
of term-embedding collocations and elimination of intra- and intertextual variants, with
the latter being the most common cause of corrigenda in the second analyzed period
(Biel and Pytel 2020, 161–162). An increase in the number of corrigenda and corrections
in EU legal acts was also observed by Prieto Ramos (2020c), who investigated corri-
genda to French and Spanish language versions from 2005, 2010 and 2015, with incorrect
terminology being again the second most frequent error category after mistranslations.
This increase may be explained in part by closer cooperation between DGT language
departments and the national authorities, and in part by encouraging feedback mech-
anisms in DGT and the development of tools enabling easier checks on terminological
consistency.19

A terminology error occurs when the appropriate terminology has not been used in
translation. In other words, to qualify as a terminology error, the error needs to concern
a term which is translated with a term or lexeme other than the one expected within
the domain or otherwise specified. In particular, terminology errors are considered to
include: a failure to use appropriate domain-specific terminology, e.g. EU terminology
available in IATE, a failure to adhere to the defined terms from the underlying or related
legal acts, or the terminology of reference documents, and an inconsistent use of termi-
nology within the text. For instance, the translation of annual energy consumption into
Italian as consumo energetico annuo qualifies as a terminology error, because this term is
defined in a basic legal act, where it is translated as consumo annuo di energia. In cases
where the error concerns a term but where there is also a semantic distortion (different
meaning), e.g. when household washing machine is translated into French as appareil de
réfrigération, this should be categorized as a mistranslation.

Not all errors found in translations of EU legal acts are translators’ errors.20 Some
of them stem from errors present already in the source text. Other errors result from

19. In 2020, 42% of correction requests came from Member State authorities and 32% were triggered
by DGT. Feedback from other EU institutions accounted for 8% of accepted corrigendum requests,
from author DGs – 7%, Publications Office – 4%, Commission’s Legal Service – 3%, stakeholders, pri-
vate companies or citizens – 4%. In 2021, 34% of correction requests came from DGT and 30% were
initiated at the request of Member States. Feedback from other EU institutions accounted for 7% of cor-
rigenda, from author DGs – 9%, Publications Office – 9%, Commission’s Legal Service – 5%, stakehold-
ers, private companies or citizens – 5%, Secretariat General – 1%.
20. For example, an internal analysis by the German Language Department of 2019 on the causes of
errors in view of their avoidability revealed that only ca. 40% of errors could have been avoided by the
use of appropriate QA tools or termbases, or following recommended workflows. By comparison, ca.
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the ambiguity in the original text. For example, consider the sentence A preparation of
sorbitan monolaurate containing > 95% of a mixture of sorbitol, sorbitan, and isosorbide
esters, esterified with fatty acids derived from coconut oil, where it is not clear whether
esters should refer to sorbitol, sorbitan and isosorbide or to isosorbide only. Yet other
errors could have been avoided only thanks to a very thorough domain competence,
going beyond the knowledge of terminology. For instance, Commission Regulation (EU)
2016/631 contains the phrase activating the provision of active power frequency response,
occurring twice in that Regulation, which in the Polish language version was consistently
translated in both locations as aktywowanie rezerwy mocy czynnej w odpowiedzi na
wzrost częstotliwości (back translation: activating the reserve of active power in response
to frequency increase). In 2019, however, a request for a corrigendum was received to
change the word wzrost (increase) to spadek (decrease) in one of the two locations. An
expert was consulted and confirmed that there was indeed an error in this particular
location and the equivalent should be spadek (decrease). It was the context of this pro-
vision and a picture attached to it that made it clear to the expert that the frequency
response in the English version had to be interpreted as a decrease, not an increase.

Not all discrepancies between language versions are errors, either. In fact, no two
texts in different languages can ever have the same meaning (Schilling 2010, 50). A telling
example is the equivalent of wildlife in Regulation (EU) No 139/2014. In 2018, the Polish
authorities asked DGT to correct the translation of wildlife in the Polish language version
of this Regulation. The Polish authorities argued that the main purpose of the Regulation
was to provide adequate requirements for the safety of aircraft operations in the case of
a presence of any animal on the aerodrome and its surroundings. Historically, this issue
applied only to birds, but in view of observed and recorded collisions it was decided by
the legislator to extend this requirement to all other animals. It was argued that the Pol-
ish equivalent of wildlife, dzika zwierzyna (back translation: wild game), did not reflect
the intended meaning of the English term and narrowed it to wild animals only. Accord-
ing to the Polish authorities, it was not important for the safety of aircraft, passengers or
ground staff whether the animal was living in wild or was kept, and the wording did not
give aerodrome operators the possibility to act towards all animals, e.g. pigeons, dogs or
cats. Moreover, the word zwierzyna was a poor choice, as it usually refers only to animals
that can be hunted (game).

A corrigendum was drafted in line with the Polish authorities’ request, changing
dzika zwierzyna to zwierzęta (animals). The French language version supported this
change, as it used the word animaux. Because such a change would have been substan-
tial, the Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport (DG MOVE), responsible for

5% of the errors were caused by errors in the original, and ca. 45% could have been attributed to insuf-
ficient subject domain knowledge, i.e. these were errors that could have been avoided only by means of
a revision by an expert in the field.
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the original text, was consulted. It confirmed that the English term wildlife was correct
and that it included birds, but did not cover domestic animals, such as cats or dogs. Addi-
tionally, DG MOVE referred to the origin of this provision, namely ICAO (International
Civil Aviation Organization) Annex 14. However, in the French version of this Annex
the term wildlife was translated as oiseaux/animaux, which raised concern as to the ade-
quacy of the French translation of the term in Regulation (EU) No 139/2014. The sub-
sequent analysis of other language versions revealed some other possible discrepancies:
the German and Dutch versions have “wild animals” (Wildtiere, wilde dieren); the Ital-
ian and Portuguese versions feature “forest animals” (fauna selvatica, animais selvagens);
the Czechs and Slovaks opted for “free living animals” (volně žijící živočich, voľne žijúce
zviera); the Spanish version, like the French one, refers only to “animals” (fauna); and
the Swedish version has “wild animals and birds” (vilt och fågel).

In the end, the Polish corrigendum was only partially accepted by the Legal Service
with the argument that the majority of language versions of Regulation (EU) No 139/
2014 did not use the term as broad as the French animaux. Only the change to dzikie
zwierzęta (wild animals) was accepted to remove the unintended reference to wild game,
present in dzika zwierzyna. The discrepancy between the English and the French ver-
sion was deemed unproblematic, as it existed at the international level and had appar-
ently not raised any issue.

Accurate and consistent terminology is of primary importance for the quality of
translation and ultimately for the uniform interpretation of EU law and legal certainty.
However, while terminological errors in EU legal acts are a serious concern, they are not
necessarily a result of inadequate translation. By the same token, a corrigendum should
not always be regarded as an indication of quality assurance failure. As Biel and Pytel
(2020, 161) correctly observe, a corrigendum is above all “a measure of actions taken to
correct errors rather than a measure of error incidence in itself ”. Prieto Ramos (2020c,
129) even considers the growing number of corrigenda and corrections to EU legal texts
as a sign of effectiveness of the system as a whole, which prevents more serious conse-
quences at a later stage. On the other hand, Bobek points out to the risks of using cor-
rigenda, many of which he considers meaning-changing, as an “ex post catching up on
translation work which should have been done at the drafting stage” (2009, 957); these
risks include retroactive consequences to the acquired rights and legitimate expectations
of those concerned. So even if the number of corrigenda is not worrying yet, taking into
account the volume of texts translated yearly by DGT under growing time constraints
and staff cuts, it should serve as a warning of what happens when time, not quality,
becomes the most important variable in the translation process.
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5. Conclusions

EU texts are “clearly LSP texts, but with added idiosyncrasies” (Sosoni 2012, 80). These
idiosyncrasies stem from the fact that these texts do not belong to one specific language
or culture, but reflect textual and legal traditions of all EU official languages. EU texts
are produced not by one author, but collectively, through numerous drafts and versions,
by means of multilingual negotiation and translation taking place in several institutions.
This makes the translation of EU legislation a special sub-genre of legal translation, with
its own unique challenges and implications (Biel 2007).

One of these challenges is translating EU terminology accurately and uniformly. In
this regard, EU translators and terminologists face a constant tension between creativ-
ity and conformity, between ensuring coherence within the EU legal system as a whole
and at the same time providing compatibility with their national terms and concepts
(Šarčević 2015). Ultimately, however, the goal of EU translators is to produce a text that
conforms to the inter-institutional drafting rules and templates, so that in the end all lan-
guage versions can be considered equally authentic. Equivalence with the source text in
terms of accuracy and consistency takes precedence over the readability and clarity of
translation. In other words, “legal consistency cannot be sacrificed in the name of read-
ability whenever this might affect legal certainty” (Prieto Ramos 2015, 20).

To achieve this goal, DGT has developed a translation-oriented terminology work-
flow that supports terminology management, enforcement and verification at all stages
of the translation process. This workflow clearly defines the roles of all actors, enables
cooperation between DGT and other law-making EU institutions on the one hand, and
between language departments and national administrations on the other hand, as well
as fosters creativity and bottom-up innovations, such as the development of an in-house
tool for verifying terminological consistency.
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Measuring the quality of legal terminological
decisions in institutional translation
A comparative analysis of adequacy patterns
in three settings

Fernando Prieto Ramos & Diego Guzmán
University of Geneva

Building on the premises of the LETRINT project, this study shows the
applicability of a corpus-based methodology to identify patterns of legal
terminological decision-making and measure their quality according to translation
adequacy requirements in international organizations. The comparative adequacy
assessment of translations of five illustrative terms into French and Spanish in the
main European Union institutions, the United Nations and the World Trade
Organization broadens the scope of previous studies of terminology translation
quality in this field. It provides empirical evidence of the correlations between legal
term singularity, translation difficulty and adequacy levels, and also of the impact of
intratextual inconsistencies on these levels. The approach and findings can be used
to support translation quality assurance and terminological resource refinements.

Keywords: institutional translation, legal terminology, translation adequacy,
translation quality, translation difficulty level

1. Introduction

In translation quality assurance models, terminology tends to be treated as a given asso-
ciated with domain-specific conventions. For instance, in the Multidimensional Quality
Metrics (MQM) taxonomy of issues, “terminology issues relate to the use of domain- or
organization-specific terminology (i.e., the use of words to relate to specific concepts not
considered part of general language)” (Lommel, Burchardt, and Uszkoreit 2015). It pre-
sents “adherence to specified terminology” as “an issue of central concern in both trans-
lation and content authoring” (ibid.). Likewise, ISO 17100 refers to “compliance with
specific domain and client terminology and/or any other reference material provided
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and ensuring terminological consistency during translation”. This double requirement is
followed by that of “semantic accuracy of the target language content” (ISO 2015, 10).

However, it is unrealistic to believe that terminological issues can be limited to con-
forming to specifications or reference material. In the case of legal terminology, this
is compounded by the high variability of communicative parameters and the multiple
incongruities that exist between legal systems (e.g., Sandrini 1996; Terral 2004). Rather
than searching for “one-fits-all” solutions or “equivalents”, adequacy requirements may
vary significantly for the translation of a same term for different legal systems and pur-
poses (Prieto Ramos 2014). In turn, this explains the limitations of traditional legal lexi-
cographical resources, especially bilingual ones, for legal translation (see, e.g., Biel 2008;
De Groot and van Laer 2008).

The translation of legal terminology found in multilingual texts of international
organizations is not immune to these issues. The institution- or domain-specific (most
often authoritative) terminology established by and for their own multilingual systems
co-exists with legal terms that refer to singular bodies or notions of national legal systems
(to be identified as such in the target texts), and concepts that originated in specific legal
traditions and have been adopted for broader international use. It is precisely culture-
bound terms that tend to be more problematic and time-consuming for institutional
translators. As hypothesized in the LETRINT project on institutional legal translation,1

higher levels of legal singularity from the perspective of the target audience generally
entail higher degrees of translation difficulty that can be associated to quality gaps both
in institutional translation precedents and terminological resources (Prieto Ramos and
Guzmán 2018; Prieto Ramos 2020). While these terms may not be among the most fre-
quent in institutional documents, they are key to ensuring reliable communication of
legal specificities, particularly in the context of compliance monitoring or adjudication
procedures.

Building on the same premises and preliminary results, this paper presents a
corpus-based methodology to identify patterns of legal terminological decision-making
and measure their quality according to the needs of institutional translation (Section 2).
It broadens the scope of previous studies by applying this methodology to translations of
a diversity of illustrative terms into two target languages in several institutional settings.
We will briefly delve into the nature of the selected terms and the adequacy require-
ments and associated difficulty in translating them into French and Spanish (Section 3),
before presenting the comparative analysis of adequacy levels per term, setting and tar-
get language. We will examine translation adequacy levels in the light of the legal sin-
gularity of each term (Section 4), as well as the potential connection with consistency

1. This study is part of the same project, “Legal Translation in International Institutional Settings:
Scope, Strategies and Quality Markers”, which is led by the first author with the support of a Consolida-
tor Grant (https://transius.unige.ch/letrint).
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patterns and the impact of intratextual inconsistencies on quality (Section 5). The ulti-
mate aim is to provide tools and data that can inform measures for translation qual-
ity improvements, for example, by refining translation guidelines or other resources for
internal standardization, where appropriate, so as to avoid reproducing inaccurate or
inconsistent renderings.

2. Approach and corpus

In the approach to quality applied in this study (and in the LETRINT project more
broadly), the adequacy of terminology translation decisions is measured with regard to
the overall translation strategy (based on the brief, legal contextualization and commu-
nicative situation of the translation) and the microtextual priorities for each segment
translated. These considerations guide the analysis of acceptability of possible reformu-
lations during the translation process, and ultimately the quality or adequacy assessment
of the translation product. In this functionalist approach (Prieto Ramos 2014, 2015), the
concept of “adequacy” encompasses all the elements of the source and the target com-
municative situations relevant to translation decision-making. It differs from Toury’s
(1995) understanding of “adequacy” as source norm adherence versus “acceptability” as
target norm orientation. In our approach, “acceptability analysis” is understood as the
process of examining potential reformulations and their communicative fitness at the
microtextual level in order to determine the most adequate solution in each case. This
concept is differentiated from the ex post “adequacy assessment” of terminological deci-
sions, and from the verification of overall adequacy of the whole translation product as
the central purpose of revision (Prieto Ramos 2015, 20).

In the case of institutional translation, semantic accuracy and consistency, as also
established in ISO 17100, are considered key adequacy requirements embedded in the
standard brief, particularly in the translation of legal terminology, due to the need for
semantic univocity and legal certainty of multilingual law (e.g., Stefaniak 2017, Šarčević
2018). These adequacy requirements are shared by the three settings selected for exam-
ination on the basis of the scope of their legal functions (Prieto Ramos 2019): the main
European Union (EU) supranational institutions (more specifically, the European Com-
mission, the European Parliament, the Council of the EU and the Court of Justice of the
EU (CJEU)), the United Nations (UN), and the World Trade Organization (WTO).

In order to test the impact of legal singularity on translation adequacy, and explore
the commonalities and differences in translation patterns, five legal procedural terms
were selected, including three court denominations: court of appeal (CoA), high court
(HC), magistrates’ court (MC), prima facie evidence (PFE) and due process (DP). The
selection was based on quantitative and qualitative criteria. Our preliminary corpus
analysis revealed that the five terms were found in all the settings and periods under
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examination. DP and PFE are examples of procedural concepts originally borrowed
from common law but with a relatively low level of legal singularity due to the existence
of similar concepts in civil law jurisdictions. The three court names (CoA, HC and MC)
designate judicial bodies in common law countries, and illustrate three different singu-
larity levels from the perspective of the reference target systems in French- and Spanish-
speaking jurisdictions (see Section 3 for further details).

The terms were extracted from the LETRINT 0 corpus, a trilingual dataset of over
1.17 billion tokens including all the texts translated from English into French and Spanish
and published in the repositories of the EU, the UN and the WTO in 2005, 2010 and
2015 (see further details in Prieto Ramos, Cerutti, and Guzmán 2019). Each term was
queried with Agent Ransack in the English language original texts of the LETRINT 0
corpus. 8,135 occurrences were identified in 2,592 documents, which underwent trilin-
gual alignment with a custom-made version of LF Aligner. Subsequently, the trilingual
segments were cleansed and verified. As a result, 2,124 occurrences were discarded for
technical or semantic reasons (see Table 1), including: duplications2 (36.96%); untrans-
lated sentences (24.95%); use of English translations of court names with reference to
judicial bodies of third countries rather than common law systems (17.56%); and occur-
rences that departed from the procedural concepts examined (the main semantic reason
for exclusion of DP occurrences) (8.05%). The French and Spanish translations of the
remaining 6,011 occurrences were then compiled in their contexts for our assessment of
adequacy.

The most recurrent term is DP, except for the EU, where the most frequently used
court name in the three institutional settings, HC, registered the highest density of the
five terms. Unsurprisingly, given the nature of the UN’s human rights monitoring pro-
cedures and the reporting obligations of its broad membership, the UN sub-corpus
includes the largest number of occurrences of all court names and DP. However, PFE,
often employed in trade investigations, was most frequently found in the EU sub-corpus,
followed by the WTO’s. MC is the least recurrent of all the terms, except for the UN sub-
corpus, where it is more common than PFE. In line with the nature of textual production
in each setting (see Prieto Ramos and Guzmán 2021), the highest frequencies of the term
set as a whole were found in law-making and policy formulation texts in the EU (48% of
occurrences, closely followed by CJEU documents with a frequency of 44%), monitoring
procedures in the UN (72%, compared to 18% of soft law and policy documents) and dis-
pute settlement texts at the WTO (50% of occurrences, followed by monitoring-related
texts at 38%).

2. Duplications generally resulted from the overlap between subsequent versions of the same docu-
ment, particularly in the case of EU legal acts and WTO trade policy review procedures, or from the
publication of yearly compilations, especially by UN bodies.
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Table 1. Occurrences extracted and validated (IN) or excluded (OUT)

CoA HC MC PFE DP Total

IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT

EU 193 116  392 295 20 29 347 175   287 394 1,239 1,009

UN 487 177 1,514 392 62 32  49   2 1,712 281 3,824  884

WTO  60  63  138 101 17 15  79  14   654  38  948  231

Total 740 356 2,044 788 99 76 475 191 2,653 713 6,011 2,124

While adequacy considerations must be nuanced for each specific text and context,
the analysis of occurrences revealed, as expected, comparable communicative conditions
and priorities at the microtextual level for the selected terms and settings. In the case of
court names, it is essential to identify the source system specificity of each judicial entity
through formulations that may facilitate understanding of the body’s defining compe-
tence among target readers of a diversity of national jurisdictions, i.e., avoiding national
target system singularities in the translation. As for DP and PFE, institutional termi-
nological preferences in specific procedural contexts may play a determining role in
conveying the intended meaning in the international legal order. Both in French and
Spanish, the number of target language reference jurisdictions increases from very few
(France, Belgium and Luxembourg) or just one (Spain) in the EU to many more in the
two global intergovernmental organizations under examination, the UN and the WTO.
For all the renderings, as mentioned above, semantic accuracy and univocity, as well as
terminological consistency, are required to achieve maximum adequacy.

In order to systematically measure and compare translation patterns and adequacy
levels, each rendering was assigned a first numerical value according to the following
scale:

0: translations that depart significantly from the essential meaning of the source term,
or unjustified omissions;

1: translations that can be considered acceptable in context but not totally accurate
because of a loss of semantic nuance of the source term;

2: translations that accurately convey the semantic components of the source term and
meet communicative requirements in context.

This initial adequacy value thus focuses on the microtextual accuracy and communica-
tive fitness of the translation. It presupposes that more than one translation may be
acceptable for each source term and setting. However, when a source term was translated
differently in the same text and there were no contextual elements to justify this decision
for each occurrence, the adequacy level of the least recurrent renderings was reduced by
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one point,3 as semantic univocity and therefore overall adequacy were compromised by
inconsistencies at a macrotextual level.

To ensure the systematic application of the approach and reinforce the reliability of
its results, all values were verified by at least two translators per target language and by
the project leader, and borderline cases were discussed to reach consensus.

3. The source terms and their translation

Before presenting the results of the corpus analysis, it is worth examining the nature of
the selected terms in more detail. We will focus on their legal singularity and the diffi-
culty associated with their translation into Spanish (ES) and French (FR). This will be
essential to explore the potential connections with adequacy patterns.

Table 2 summarizes the legal singularity and translation difficulty levels per term as
seen from the perspective of the target language translators. It is hypothesized that higher
legal singularity normally entails significant incongruity between the reference legal cul-
tures at hand and, therefore, more cognitive effort to achieve translation adequacy. How-
ever, this effort can be greatly reduced when a translation of the term in question is
clearly established and accepted as reliable in a particular institutional context. This may
affect the difficulty associated with a term. It can also vary depending on each translator’s
experience.

For the purpose of this study, however, the difficulty levels were agreed based on the
complexity of each term for reformulation, and regardless of the relevance or reliability
of specific institutional terminological resources. This approach was decided because:
(1) it was impossible to know which resources translators resorted to, if any, for their
decisions in the years considered; and (2) overall, as in the previous LETRINT studies,
our verification of institutional termbanks pointed to insufficient reliable information in
the case of court names and a diversity of possible renderings in the case of the other
two source terms, with the exception of PFE in the WTO (see overview in Table 3). In all
instances, therefore, except for CoA (for the reasons explained below), further research
would be required for decision-making; this commonality represented an effort in itself
and was accounted for in the analysis of difficulty levels.

3. In the case of target terms used with the same frequency, the reduction was applied to all their occur-
rences. No penalty was applied to 0 level renderings, as they were already considered inadequate.
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Table 2. Legal singularity and translation difficulty associated with each selected term

Legal singularity EN-ES/FR translation difficulty

CoA Low: The concept of appeal is
widespread, and general appeal
jurisdictions are very common across
legal traditions.

Low: The concept is easy to grasp and transfer by using
literal reformulations that can be considered system-
neutral (corte/tribunal de apelación, cour d’appel).

HC Medium: The concept of “high court”
as a judicial body of last resort is
common to multiple legal systems.
However, in the top judicial tier
(“senior courts”) of common law
systems, high courts are usually under
courts of appeal or supreme courts.

Medium: Research is required to determine the exact
position of the court within each judicial system. Recourse
to the concept of corte/tribunal suprema/o or cour
suprême can be misleading if the high court is not the
highest judicial body. In ES, a literal translation (alto
tribunal), albeit descriptive, is too vague. In certain
French-speaking jurisdictions, however, hautes cours may
fulfil comparable functions.

MC High: The specific composition and
powers of these lower courts are
unique to common law systems,
despite their functions being partially
comparable to those of first instance
courts in other traditions.

High: If the specificity of the term is not grasped, literal
renderings including magistrado or magistrat are
misleading. The ES term (used for senior judges) is an
incorrect false friend, while the FR term is too broad and
inaccurate.

PFE Low: As standardized in international
procedures (e.g., trade investigations
and dispute settlement), no common
law-bound singularity remains.

Medium: Research may be required to identify the specific
content of the term in context, as well as adequate
translation precedents or institutional recommendations.

DP Low: As adopted in international law
(e.g., in the context of human rights
protection), no significant singularity
remains as a result of the common
law origin of the concept.

Medium: The semantic nuance of the term might not be
grasped at first sight. Research may be necessary to this
end and to identify adequate translation precedents or
institutional recommendations. The literal rendering
debido proceso is accurate and legally idiomatic in ES, but
no similar translation is available in French.
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Table 3. Renderings suggested for the selected terms in institutional termbanks4

ST Setting ES FR

CoA

EU tribunal de apelación (1391630 &
158680)
audiencia territorial (1391630)

cour d’appel (1391630)
juridiction de recours (158680)

UN Tribunal de Apelación (153759) cour d’appel (imp-2015–11–11_14–16–45–350)
WTO tribunal de apelación / tribunal de

recurso / audiencia territorial (1294)
instance d’appel / juridiction d’appel (1294)

HC

EU Tribunal Superior de Justicia / Alto
Tribunal (165368)
Audiencia Territorial (922394)
Tribunal Superior (3584771)

Haute Cour (165368, 922394 & 3584771)
tribunal supérieur de région (913008)

UN Tribunal Superior (153627 & 29702) Tribunal supérieur de justice (29702)
WTO NA NA

MC
EU juzgado de paz (1443700) NA
UN NA tribunal d’instance (28240)
WTO NA NA

PFE

EU prueba indiciaria / prueba de
presunciones / indicio razonable /
presunción / prueba suficiente para
justificar la presunción de un hecho
(1094354)
suficientes indicios razonables / principio
de prueba (3585546)

preuve suffisante à première vue / preuve prima
facie / commencement de preuve (1094354)
preuve indirecte (3585546)

UN prueba de presunciones / prueba prima
facie / prueba indiciaria
(1e08cf2374174f168e4f3d7b31c1653)
principio de prueba / prueba prima facie
(40344)

présomption sauf preuve contraire / preuve prima
facie (1e08cf2374174f168e4f3d7b31c16534)
commencement de preuve / indices convaincants
/ présomption (40344)

WTO prueba suficiente para justificar la
presunción de un hecho (4008)
prueba prima facie (*)

commencement de preuve (4008)

4. Database record numbers are specified between brackets. The terms were queried in August 2021
in the following institutional termbanks: IATE, UNTERM and WTOTERM. Records where a source
language other than English were specified were discarded. In the case of the WTO, the English-
Spanish dispute settlement glossary (“Términos y expresiones utilizados frecuentemente en el
procedimiento de solución de diferencias”), often used for the translation of legal terminology, includes
two further recommendations: prueba prima facie for PFE and debido proceso for DP. These
recommendations are marked with an asterisk in the table.
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Table 3. (continued)

ST Setting ES FR

DP

EU tutela judicial efectiva / respeto de las
garantías procesales (910481)
derecho de defensa (source term: right of
due process; 159185)

due process of law / respect de la légalité / respect
du droit (910481)
droit à un procès équitable (source term: right of
due process; 159185)

UN debido proceso / debidas garantías /
tutela efectiva de los tribunales /
garantías procesales / regularidad del
procedimiento / proceso con todas las
garantías (39776)

garanties d’une procédure régulière / respect des
droits de la défense / respect des formes régulières
/ loyauté de la procédure / garanties d’un procès
équitable / garanties constitutionnelles du procès
équitable / respect de la légalité / garanties
judiciaires (39776)

WTO debidas garantías de procedimiento /
procedimiento con las debidas garantías
/ debidas garantías procesales (7946)
proceso legal con todas las garantías
(1839)
debido proceso (*)

garantie d’une procédure régulière / respect de la
légalité / droits de la défense / respect des formes
régulières / garanties prévues par la loi (1839)

Regarding court names, given the search for interlinguistic concordance and the com-
municative priority of identification of the judicial body in the source system, testing the
acceptability of literal renderings emerges as a common step in practice. Surface-level
similarity between the source and the target languages may help to identify the judicial
body, but at the risk of leading to semantically inaccurate or even misleading formula-
tions. In such cases, the decision-making effort increases. While literal translations of
CoA generally ensure lexical and conceptual correspondence between legal traditions
and languages (low singularity and difficulty), HC requires more research on the pow-
ers of the court in the national system of reference (medium singularity and difficulty),
and literal renderings of MC in FR and ES are inaccurate and must be avoided through
borrowings, system-neutral “conceptual” or descriptive formulations, or a combination
of techniques, depending on institutional preferences (higher singularity and difficulty).
For the latter term, however, the preference for the borrowing of national court names
seems established in EU institutions such as the CJEU, which expedites decision-making.

As for PFE and DP, the main cognitive effort expected is linked to the capacity to
grasp the procedural specificity of the concepts, as adopted with a shared meaning in the
international legal framework, and to the verification of translation precedents and rec-
ommendations in each institutional context.
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4. Adequacy patterns: The impact of legal singularity

To shed light on the potential impact of legal singularity on adequacy patterns, we will
first focus on the initial adequacy values obtained for each term, institutional dataset
and target language, without considering inadequate intratextual variations (Table 4).
The impact of these variations on the final adequacy levels will be described in the next
section.

Overall, the initial results show average values above 1 (i.e., translations of acceptable
quality) for all the terms and institutions, except for MC renderings in ES (0.73, half the
1.51 average in FR). The scores for ES and FR are strikingly similar in the case of the other
court names, but differ slightly for PFE (0.11 difference) and more significantly for DP
(1.86 in ES and 1.26 in FR).

Table 4. Initial adequacy values per source term, setting and target language (without
considering unjustified intratextual inconsistencies)

CoA HC MC PFE DP

ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR

EU 2.00 2.00 1.89 1.95 1.20 1.60 1.85 1.76 1.43 1.25

UN 1.99 1.99 1.84 1.92 0.77 1.48 1.82 1.35 1.89 1.30

WTO 2.00 1.98 1.87 1.89 0.00 1.47 1.81 1.82 1.97 1.02

ALL 1.99 1.99 1.85 1.92 0.73 1.51 1.84 1.73 1.86 1.26

The initial adequacy scores for translations of court names (Table 4) point to a clear
correlation with legal singularity and difficulty levels (see Table 2), with CoA at the top
(1.99 in ES and FR), followed by HC (1.85 in ES and 1.92 in FR). CoA averages per setting
and language fluctuate between 1.98 and 2.00. Both in ES and FR, over 99% of renderings
of the term are highly adequate (predominantly, tribunal de apelación in ES, cour d’appel
in FR, or the borrowing in both languages). The only instances of inadequacy are three
exceptional cases of unjustified omission in two UN texts (0.41% of total occurrences),
while only one level 1 solution was found (cour suprême in FR) (see distribution of ade-
quacy values in Table 5, and most frequent renderings per organization in Table 6).

Similarly, level 2 renderings of HC prevail in both languages: between 90.55% in ES
(most often, tribunal superior or the borrowing) and 95.41% in FR (led by haute cour
(de justice) and the borrowing). Translations of intermediate adequacy account for 4.01%
of occurrences in ES and 2.01% in FR. Most of these translations use tribunal supremo
/ corte suprema or cour suprême to refer to high courts in judicial systems where these
courts co-exist with higher (supreme) courts, thus resulting in confusing renderings. A
slightly higher proportion of renderings (5.28% in ES and 2.89% in FR), though lim-
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ited in number, can be considered too vague or even misleading, including alta corte
in ES and tribunal de grande instance in FR. The latter rendering is found in eight UN
texts and three WTO texts where HC refers to common law systems in which the posi-
tion of each high court within the judicial hierarchy is superior to that of tribunal de
grande instance. In France, until their replacement by the tribunaux judiciaires in 2020,
tribunaux de grande instance served as trial courts for claims above 10,000 euros through
several specialized divisions. The translation of HC as tribunal de première instance,
found in five occurrences of a UN text with reference to New Zealand’s HC, is another
example of 0 level rendering.

Table 5. Distribution of occurrences per translation adequacy level (in percentage points)

CoA HC MC PFE DP Total

ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR

EU

0 – –  2.04  0.26  40.00 –  2.02  0.86 17.77  6.62  5.97  1.86

1 – –  6.89  4.34 – 40.00 10.95 21.90 21.60 61.32 10.25 22.36

2 100.00 100.00 91.07 95.41  60.00 60.00 87.03 77.23 60.63 32.06 83.78 75.79

UN

0   0.62   0.41  6.21  3.43  59.68 16.13 – 12.24  3.74  3.68  5.18  3.48

1 –   0.21  3.24  1.39   3.23 20.97 18.37 40.82  3.80 58.12  3.27 27.46

2  99.38  99.38 90.55 95.18  37.10 62.90 81.63 46.94 92.46 38.20 91.55 69.06

WTO

0 – –  4.35  4.35 100.00 11.76 – –  1.38  0.31  3.38  1.05

1 – –  4.35  2.17 – 29.41 18.99 17.72  0.31 94.80  2.43 67.72

2 100.00 100.00 91.30 93.48 – 58.82 81.01 82.28 98.32  4.89 94.20 31.22

ALL

0   0.41   0.27  5.28  2.89  62.63 12.12  1.47  1.89  4.67  3.17  5.06  2.76

1 –   0.14  4.01  2.01   2.02 26.26 13.05 23.16  4.86 67.51  4.57 32.76

2  99.59  99.59 90.70 95.11  35.35 61.62 85.47 74.95 90.46 29.33 90.37 64.48

Average adequacy levels are much lower in the case of the most singular judicial
body, MC, in line with our preliminary terminological analysis. Although the number of
occurrences is the most limited of the three court names, with a significant difference
between the UN (62 occurrences) and the other two settings (20 in the EU dataset and
17 in the WTO’s), the adequacy scores are systematically higher in the case of FR transla-
tions, as noted above. The ES results comprise the most marked interinstitutional fluctu-
ation in a target language for any of the terms, ranging from an average of 0 in the WTO
to 1.20 in the EU, with the UN’s middle score of 0.77. This compares to averages between
1.47 (UN) and 1.60 (EU) in FR.

These results are explained by the negative impact of the false friend magistrados
within literal translations into ES, which are predominant in the WTO, while the fre-
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quent use of borrowings for court names of EU Member States in EU documents has a
positive impact on the results for this setting. Excluding the borrowings, the most accu-
rate rendering retrieved in ES (tribunal de primera instancia) only appears in UN docu-
ments, whereas the conceptual rendering tribunal de première instance in FR is the most
recurrent in the WTO texts and is twice as recurrent in our corpus as tribunal de primera
instancia. Overall, the trends in ES and FR are rather opposite: almost two thirds of FR
translations can be considered very adequate, and only five misleading translations as
cour des magistrats were found among the 12 cases of 0 level renderings (12.12% of the
total). In contrast, level 0 translations represent 62.63% of the MC sub-corpus in ES,
compared to 35.35% of level 2 renderings. As anticipated (see Section 3), the fact that
magistrat is too broad (including officers who sit in court as judges, or magistrats du
siege, or who act as prosecutors, or magistrats du parquet, in France) may have helped
translators to detect the risk of using the false friend in FR. However, the distinctive
seniority of magistrado, as opposed to “magistrate”, was often overlooked in ES.

With similar levels of legal singularity and translation difficulty (as per our prelimi-
nary analysis), the other two procedural terms, PFE and DP, registered adequacy scores
that are comparable to those of HC in ES (1.84 and 1.86, respectively), but are lower in
FR, only slightly in the case of PFE (1.73) and more significantly in the case of DP (1.26).

Table 6. Three most frequent translations per term, setting and target language

ST Setting ES FR

CoA

EU 1. borrowing (86.01%)
2. tribunal de apelación (8.81%)
3. borrowing + tribunal de apelación

(4.66%)

1. borrowing (88.60%)
2. cour d’appel (6.22%)
3. borrowing + cour d’appel (2.07%)

UN 1. tribunal de apelación (74.13%)
2. tribunal de apelaciones (12.32%)
3. corte de apelación (9.86%)

1. cour d’appel (90.55%)
2. borrowing (5.14%)
3. cour d’appel fédérale (1.23%)

WTO 1. tribunal de apelación (95.00%)
2. tribunal de apelaciones (3.33%)
3. corte de apelación (1.67%)

1. cour d’appel (96.67%)
2. borrowing (3.33%)

HC

EU 1. borrowing (86.48%)
2. tribunal supremo (8.42%)
3. tribunal superior (1.79%)

1. borrowing (82.91%)
2. haute cour (de justice) (8.67%)
3. cour suprême (3.57%)

UN 1. tribunal superior (68.23%)
2. borrowing (14.40%)
3. tribunal supremo (7.27%)

1. haute cour (de justice) (72.52%)
2. borrowing (15.65%)
3. cour suprême (2.64%)

WTO 1. tribunal superior (81.88%)
2. tribunal supremo (11.59%)
3. alto tribunal (3.62%)

1. haute cour (de justice) (92.75%)
2. tribunal de grande instance (4.35%)
3. cour suprême (2.17%)
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Table 6. (continued)

ST Setting ES FR

MC

EU 1. borrowing (60.00%)
2. tribunal de magistrados + borrowing

(30.00%)
3. tribunal de magistrados (10.00%)

1. borrowing (60.00%)
2. tribunal d’instance + borrowing (30.00%)
3. tribunal d’instance (10.00%)

UN 1. tribunal de primera instancia
(29.03%)

2. juzgado de paz (22.58%)
3. tribunal de magistrados (20.97%)

1. borrowing (30.65%)
2. tribunal de première instance (25.81%)
3. tribunal d’instance (16.13%)

WTO 1. tribunal de magistrados (64.71%)
2. juzgado de paz (11.76%)
3. corte de los magistrados (11.76%)

1. tribunal de première instance (35.29%)
2. tribunal d’instance (23.53%)
3. cour des magistrats (11.76%)

PFE

EU 1. indicio(s) razonable(s) (71.47%)
2. principio(s) de prueba (6.05%)
3. indicio (2.88%)

1. élément(s) de preuve dont il ressort à première
vue (19.88%)

2. commencement(s) de preuve (12.10%)
3. élément(s) de preuve montrant à première vue

(10.95%)

UN 1. prueba(s) prima facie (44.90%)
2. indicio(s) razonable(s) (12.24%)
3. indicio(s) racional(es) (8.16%)

1. commencement(s) de preuve (40.82%)
2. présomption (8.16%)
3. indices convaincants (4.08%)

WTO 1. prueba(s) prima facie (77.22%)
2. presuncion(es) prima facie (15.19%)
3. presunción (2.53%)

1. élément(s) de preuve prima facie (53.16%)
2. preuve prima facie (26.58%)
3. élément prouvant prima facie que (7.59%)

DP

EU 1. (debidas) garantías procesales
(46.34%)

2. juicio justo (9.76%)
3. proceso justo (6.27%)

1. procès équitable (17.07%)
2. procédure régulière (10.10%)
3. droit à un procès équitable (5.57%)

UN 1. (debidas) garantías procesales
(64.87%)

2. debido proceso (13.68%)
3. respeto de las garantías procesales

(4.09%)

1. procédure régulière (26.11%)
2. garantie(s) d’une procédure régulière (14.19%)
3. droit(s) à une procédure régulière (6.02%)

WTO 1. debido proceso (40.98%)
2. (debidas) garantías procesales

(34.86%)
3. debidas garantías de procedimiento

(5.66%)

1. régularité de la/des procédure(s) (68.20%)
2. procédure régulière (18.20%)
3. garantie(s) d’une procédure régulière (3.67%)
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The breakdown of scores and renderings per institution reveals interesting trends. The
adequacy patterns for PFE translations are similarly positive in both target languages,
within a range of 1.76 to 1.85, with the exception of FR in the UN, where the average
drops to 1.35. While the overall proportion of inaccurate solutions (e.g., pruebas de
primera mano in ES or de bonnes raisons de penser que and unjustified omissions in FR)
remains under 2% in both languages, this proportion is 12.24% in the UN in FR. Level
2 renderings reach between 81.01% (WTO) and 87.03% (EU) in ES in all the settings,
whereas level 1 translations fluctuate between 10.95% (EU) and 18.99% (WTO) in the
same language. These level 1 proportions double in the case of FR in the EU and UN
datasets, and largely explain the overall divergent averages for the two target languages.

The translation of PFE in the ES datasets is highly consistent. The following level
2 renderings account for 71.37% of the total: indicio(s) razonable(s) (the most frequent
translation in EU texts, with 71.47% of occurrences) and prueba(s) prima facie (predom-
inant in the WTO and the UN datasets, with 77.22% and 44.90%, respectively). In the
EU, level 2 solutions such as élément(s) de preuve dont il ressort à première vue and élé-
ment(s) de preuve attestant / démontrant / indiquant / montrant à première vue account
for 77.23% of the total, boosting the average adequacy to 1.76. The most recurrent render-
ings in the WTO texts are also highly adequate, with a marked preference for élément(s)
de preuve prima facie (53.16%) and, to a lesser extent, preuve prima facie (26.58%), which
support the average score of 1.82. In the UN, however, level 1 translations that are accept-
able but semantically less precise (e.g., éléments permettant de penser que and éléments
donnant à penser que) are more frequent (40.82% versus 21.90% in the EU and 17.72%
in the WTO) and diverse than in the other settings, with 26 different translations in
39 documents (as opposed to 16 in ES). As a result, cases of unjustified intratextual
inconsistency also have an impact on the overall adequacy result, as will be discussed in
Section 5.

This trend is particularly marked in the case of DP translations, which, as mentioned
above, registered the second largest difference between initial adequacy averages per tar-
get language (0.60) after those obtained by MC. The score in FR (1.26) is actually the
lowest of all the terms in this language, as opposed to the overall result of 1.86 in ES.
This disparity applies to the three settings and is especially pronounced in the WTO
dataset, with initial adequacy scores of 1.97 in ES and 1.02 in FR. Level 2 renderings
(most often debido proceso or (debidas) garantías procesales) prevail in ES in all the set-
tings, with shares between 60.63% in the EU and 98.32% in the WTO. In the latter con-
text, the frequent use of the literal translation debido proceso, which is also semantically
accurate, has a positive impact on the corresponding adequacy score. No similar literal
rendering appears to be adequate in FR. In this language, level 2 translations, such as
garantie(s) d’une procédure régulière or procès equitable, account for approximately one
third of occurrences in the EU and the UN datasets, but fall below 5% in the case of WTO
texts. Inversely, level 1 renderings, such as régularité de la procedure or respect de la régu-
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larité, are predominant in FR (between 58.12% of translations in the UN and 94.80% in
the WTO).

Finally, inadequate renderings remain marginal in both languages in the WTO and
under 4% in the UN, but reach 17.77% in ES and 6.62% in FR in the EU. Apart from
unjustified omissions, many of these level 0 translations are too generic and suggest that
the legal nuance of the source term was not fully grasped (e.g., procedimientos adecua-
dos and procédures judiciaires). This appears to be reinforced by the high fragmenta-
tion of target reformulations, sometimes including more than one rendering within the
same text (see next section). This lack of intratextual consistency is at odds with ensuring
semantic univocity for a key procedural concept when its nuance is detected.

5. The impact of intratextual inconsistencies

As explained in Section 2, a penalty of one point was applied to the adequacy level of the
least recurrent translations in a text whenever the same term was translated differently
within that text and the inconsistency could not be justified. Anaphoric references (e.g.,
estas garantías after debidas garantías procesales) or other justified cross-references or
ellipses did not count as inconsistencies. Our approach helps to better discern the impact
of unjustified inconsistencies on adequacy values in institutional translation settings, and
any potential correlations with difficulty levels.

Although intertextual terminological consistency, a general aspiration in institu-
tional translation, was not considered when assessing the adequacy of terminological
decisions in each text, a first overview of the total number of renderings per target lan-
guage and setting confirms that variability is a common phenomenon. It increases when
the difficulty in conveying the specificity of the term can be partly associated with the
lack of an adequate literal rendering or a clearly established institutional recommenda-
tion, i.e., it is higher for MC, PFE and DP. While the density of distinct renderings per
number of documents (Table 7) ranges between one translation variant in every 8.67 to
27 documents for CoA, and one in every 9 to 25.64 documents for HC, the ratio is sys-
tematically below one new rendering of MC per 4 documents in all the settings. In the
case of the other two procedural terms, the ratio fluctuates between one new rendering
of PFE per 1.50 documents in FR in the UN (the most significant intertextual variation
in the entire series) and one of DP per 8.68 documents in FR in the WTO.

Court names tend to be repeated in a source document more frequently than the
other terms (see Table 8, line 1). Between one and two thirds of the documents where
these terms appear include two or more occurrences, as opposed to figures generally
under one third in the case of PFE and DP, except for the proportion in the WTO
dataset, where 51.83% of the documents compiled include more than one occurrence
of DP. These data suggest that higher concentrations of occurrences may contribute to
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lower intertextual dispersion, but, interestingly, the higher exposure to intratextual vari-
ation does not seem to have a bearing on the incidence of unjustified inconsistencies.

Table 7. Average distribution of translation variants in each sub-corpus per term, setting and
target language

ST Setting ES FR

CoA

EU 3 renderings in 81 documents
(1 per 27 documents)

4 renderings in 81 documents
(1 per 20.25 documents)

UN 8 renderings in 122 documents
(1 per 15.25 documents)

8 renderings in 122 documents
(1 per 15.25 documents)

WTO 3 renderings in 26 documents
(1 per 8.67 documents)

2 renderings in 26 documents
(1 per 13 documents)

HC

EU 7 renderings in 164 documents
(1 per 23.43 documents)

7 renderings in 164 documents
(1 per 23.43 documents)

UN 11 renderings in 282 documents
(1 per 25.64 documents)

27 renderings in 282 documents
(1 per 10.44 documents)

WTO 5 renderings in 45 documents
(1 per 9 documents)

4 renderings in 45 documents
(1 per 11.25 documents)

MC

EU 3 renderings in 7 documents
(1 per 2.33 documents)

3 renderings in 7 documents
(1 per 2.33 documents)

UN 11 renderings in 37 documents
(1 per 3.63 documents)

11 renderings in 37 documents
(1 per 3.63 documents)

WTO 4 renderings in 11 documents
(1 per 2.74 documents)

7 renderings in 11 documents
(1 per 1.57 documents)

PFE

EU 32 renderings in 207 documents
(1 per 6.47 documents)

28 renderings in 207 documents
(1 per 7.66 documents)

UN 16 renderings in 39 documents
(1 per 2.44 documents)

26 renderings in 39 documents
(1 per 1.50 documents)

WTO 7 renderings in 29 documents
(1 per 4.14 documents)

8 renderings in 29 documents
(1 per 3.62 documents)

DP

EU 68 renderings in 203 documents
(1 per 2.98 documents)

63 renderings in 203 documents
(1 per 3.22 documents)

UN 125 renderings in 855 documents
(1 per 7.01 documents)

132 renderings in 855 documents
(1 per 6.48 documents)

WTO 29 renderings in 191 documents
(1 per 6.59 documents)

22 renderings in 191 documents
(1 per 8.68 documents)
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Table 8. Proportions of texts and occurrences affected by intratextual variation and impact of
unjustified inconsistencies on initial adequacy levels per term, setting and target language

CoA HC MC PFE DP

ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR

EU

1 69.14 60.98 71.43 30.43 23.15

2  1.79 – –  3.00 – –  6.35 20.63 38.30 34.04

3  1.23 – –  2.44 – –  2.42  6.28  9.36  7.88

4  1.04 – –  2.55 – –  2.31  6.34 11.50 10.80

5 −0.01 = = −0.02 = = −0.02 −0.06 −0.12 −0.10

UN

1 52.46 60.64 45.95 15.38 34.74

2 17.19 10.94 20.47 14.62 23.53 35.29 16.67 83.33 30.98 64.98

3  9.02  4.92 12.41  8.87 10.81 16.22  2.56 12.82 10.88 22.81

4  3.29  3.29  5.22  3.76  6.45 17.74  2.04 14.29  8.70  29.15

5 −0.04 −0.03 −0.05 −0.04 −0.06 −0.19 −0.02 −0.15 −0.09 −0.15

WTO

1 30.77 64.44 36.36 24.14 51.83

2 12.50 12.50 13.79 10.34 25.00 – 14.29 28.57 51.52 52.53

3 –  3.85  8.89  6.67  9.09 –  3.45  6.90 27.23 27.23

4  1.67  1.67  6.52  2.17 – –  2.53  8.86 21.10 17.89

5 −0.02 = −0.07 −0.02 = = −0.03 −0.09 −0.21 −0.15

1: % of texts where the source term occurs more than once.
2: % of texts where the source term occurs more than once and is translated inconsistently.
3: % of texts affected by translation inconsistencies over the total of documents including the source term.
4: % of occurrences affected by translation inconsistency penalty over the total of occurrences of the source
term.
5: Total penalty on initial adequacy values as a result of unjustified translation inconsistencies.

If we focus on the texts where each source term occurs more than once (Table 8),
we observe that the proportion of documents affected by unjustified intratextual varia-
tion increases gradually between CoA (10.16% in ES and 6.25% in FR) and DP (36.34%
and 58.92%, respectively, the largest shares of the series in both languages), with the only
exception of PFE in ES (7.89%). The impact of inconsistencies in the total number of
documents and occurrences results in very low penalties for CoA and HC renderings
in both target languages (see final adequacy values in Table 9), including slightly better
results in FR in all the settings (except for HC in FR in the EU, due to two marginal cases
of inconsistency). For the other terms, the proportion of inconsistencies and their impact
on final adequacy values are more pronounced in FR than in ES.
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As with CoA and HC, the final penalties globally align with the initial adequacy
trends of PFE and DP translations, but diverge slightly from such trends in the case of
MC renderings. It is worth noting that no intratextual variation is observed in several
datasets, including one for CoA (EU in FR), one for HC (EU in ES) and three for MC
(WTO in French and EU in both languages). However, in the EU and WTO datasets
for MC, only eight documents contain more than one occurrence. It must also be noted
that similar proportions of occurrences affected by intratextual inconsistency may result
in different penalty values due to the initial adequacy score of each occurrence and the
relative weight of the different renderings within a text.

Table 9. Final adequacy values per term, setting and target language (including impact of
unjustified inconsistencies)

CoA HC MC PFE DP

ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR ES FR

EU 1.99 2.00 1.89 1.93 1.20 1.60 1.83 1.70 1.31 1.15

UN 1.95 1.96 1.79 1.88 0.71 1.29 1.80 1.20 1.80 1.15

WTO 1.98 1.98 1.80 1.87 0.00 1.47 1.78 1.73 1.76 0.87

ALL 1.96 1.97 1.81 1.89 0.69 1.38 1.82 1.65 1.74 1.08

Only between 2.04% (UN) and 2.53% (WTO) of PFE renderings in ES are affected
by unjustified inconsistency, among the lowest figures for any term in ES, with penalties
of −0.02 or −0.03, while the proportions range between 6.34% (and a −0.06 penalty for
the EU) and 14.29% (and −0.15 for the UN) in FR. These impact levels contribute to
widening the overall gap between the initial adequacy results for PFE in each target lan-
guage (from 0.11 to 0.17). The trend is precisely more marked in the setting where the
initial adequacy average was the lowest, the UN (final inter-language difference of 0.60).
As mentioned above, the recurrence of unjustified inconsistency has the greatest impact
for both languages in the DP datasets. It affects more occurrences in ES than in FR in the
EU (11.50% versus 10.80%) and WTO texts (21.10% versus 17.89%), but more often level 2
renderings in the first language. However, inconsistencies are remarkably more frequent
in FR in the UN texts (29.15% as opposed to 8.70% of occurrences in ES), with predomi-
nant level 1 translations. The impact of inconsistency penalties on DP’s adequacy values
is similar in both languages in WTO texts, which yield the lowest final adequacy level
for any term in FR (0.87). The average adequacy level for DP in the whole corpus is 0.66
points lower in FR (1.74, compared to 1.08 in ES), as opposed to a 0.60 difference in the
initial adequacy scores.

The impact of translation inconsistency on MC adequacy levels departs from the ini-
tial adequacy trends in ES and FR. In the most statistically-significant sub-corpus, that of
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the UN (62 occurrences of the source term), 16.22% of documents and 17.74% of occur-
rences in FR are affected by intratextual variation, as opposed to 10.81% of documents
and 6.45% of occurrences in ES, resulting in a higher impact in FR (−0.19 as opposed
to −0.06 in ES). However, the impact in ES, as in all the instances of intratextual incon-
sistency in the WTO in this language, is limited by the fact that level 0 renderings are
not affected by the penalty because they are already inadequate. Otherwise, the results
for the UN suggest that translators into FR avoided inadequate renderings (including the
false friend) more often than ES, but the search for adequate reformulations also led to a
few more cases of intratextual variation.

Figure 1. Final adequacy values and percentage of occurrences affected by inconsistency penalty
per term, setting and target language

Figure 1 shows the final adequacy levels and the proportion of occurrences affected
by the intratextual inconsistency penalty for each term and setting. The correlation
between adequacy and inconsistency trends is apparent in all cases, except for the unique
pattern of MC translations.

6. Concluding remarks

This study illustrates the applicability and potential benefits of a corpus-based methodol-
ogy to analyze translation patterns and measure their quality by using adequacy require-
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ments as a yardstick for assessment, according to a functionalist approach to translation
decision-making in legal translation (Prieto Ramos 2014). The focus of the paper is on
the translation of five procedural legal terms into two target languages, but the approach
can be applied to any terminology or phraseology and in any language. It facilitates the
systematic mapping of translation variability and the comparison of adequacy levels in
different text types and settings with a view to informing translation guidelines and ter-
minological standardization processes.

Particularly, the identification of quality strengths and deficiencies from an insti-
tutional perspective can reveal the need to improve translators’ resources or introduce
other measures to address inconsistencies or competence gaps. More broadly, the study
also highlights the implications of terminological decision-making when there is no
established translation for a legal term (i.e., when institutional resources or project spec-
ifications do not provide all the information required for decision-making) and transla-
tion precedents are inconsistent or unreliable.

Regarding the more specific aims of the study, the findings show that higher legal
singularity and the associated difficulty of dealing with legal system incongruities (in the
case of MC in particular) or conveying legal procedural nuance (in the case of PFE and
especially DP) are coupled with lower adequacy levels and more frequent intratextual
inconsistencies. The great majority of quality gaps detected can be related to these issues,
and often involve the use of literal renderings that are inaccurate or misleading, or the
use of imprecise and/or inconsistent alternatives due to the lack of an adequate literal
reformulation of the term at hand.

These trends underlie the most significant differences identified between ES and FR
translations, i.e., lower adequacy scores of MC translations in ES (mostly due to a mis-
leading false friend) and of DP translations in FR (partly due to the lack of an acceptable
literal rendering and more inconsistent translations). The above patterns are mirrored in
(and potentially reinforced by) institutional termbanks, which include insufficient infor-
mation on MC and the widest diversity of recommendations in the case of PFE and
especially DP. Overall, obtaining and comparing quantitative and qualitative data for five
terms, three institutional settings and two target languages has broadened the scope of
previous studies of terminology translation quality, and adds empirical value to the cor-
relations established.
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EU phraseological verbal patterns
in the PETIMOD 2.0 corpus
A NER-enhanced approach

Gloria Corpas Pastor & Fernando Sánchez Rodas
Universidad de Málaga

Texts from the European Union exhibit a high degree of formulaicity (Biel 2014).
This chapter will study phraseological patterns in PETIMOD 2.0, an
English<>Spanish intermodal corpus of the EU Committee on Petitions. The first
part briefly overviews the corpus-based research on EU institutional phraseology,
with a focus on contrastive approaches and parliamentary corpora. The second
part studies the formulaicity of named entities and their verbal patterns in
PETIMOD 2.0. We hypothesize that corpus-based Named Entity Recognition
(NER) is the most suitable method to extract relevant argument-structure
constructions from such texts. Results shed light on the existence of different
degrees of formulaicity across languages and modes, but also on common features
motivated by the pragmatics of the Petitions Committee.

Keywords: corpus-based translation and interpreting studies, formulaicity,
intermodal corpora, named-entity recognition

1. Introduction

As Prieto Ramos (2021, 175) puts it, “terminology and phraseology are key features of
legal discourses, and central aspects of professional practice and research in legal trans-
lation”. In the context of legal and institutional EU settings, document drafting and medi-
ation (translation/interpreting) are characterized by a high degree of formulaicity, which
seems to be particularly notable in the case of translations (Biel 2018).

Recent advances in corpus-based methodologies have allowed researchers to estab-
lish the contribution of single-word terms, multi-word terms, lexical phraseological pat-
terns and verbal phraseological patterns to the legal flavour and genre adherence of those
texts. One of the biggest advantages of the use of corpora for terminology is the study
of concordances to identify specialized phraseology, also in the form of clusters (alter-
natively known as lexical bundles). As a matter of fact, specialized phraseology tends
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to cluster around terms, forming a link between such terms and the text and the text
(Pontrandolfo 2015, 148). For legal and institutional translators, for example, translation
is not only a question of terminology, but also a problem of phraseological conventions.
Beyond lexical and terminological equivalence, translators have to tackle the additional
difficulty of acquiring familiarity with the genre structures or routine formulae, if they
want to produce a text which is accurate from the discourse and register point of view
(Pontrandolfo 2015, 137–138).

This chapter deals with the phraseological verbal patterns associated with named
entities in an intermodal corpus of EU petitions in English and Spanish (PETIMOD v.
2.0). After a brief overview of terminology and phraseology research in EU legal dis-
course (Section 2), Section 3 presents the main goals of the study and covers data col-
lection, data extraction and methodology of analysis. Section 4 offers the main findings
of our study and discussion of results, followed by some concluding remarks on the
new venues opened by our research for contrastive analysis, translation, and interpreting
(Section 5).

2. Related work

From its very beginning the study of EU legal terminology has been strongly marked by
the peculiar nature of EU law and culture. The first publications already strived to dif-
ferentiate between new and foreign institutional terms, which actually led to the identi-
fication of a distinct linguistic variety in EU texts, known as Eurolect (Goffin 1994, 641).
The existence of Eurolect has already been empirically proven in many official languages,
such as English (Sandrelli 2018) and Spanish (Blini 2018). As Biel, Biernacka, and Jopek-
Bosiacka (2018, 257) state, “as a result of non-native influences on EU English and an
increased need to create neologisms, EU texts are marked by some unnatural word com-
bination, including untypical collocations and collocational distortions”. Furthermore, it
is observed that:

Eurolects have developed a distinct supranational terminology, as well as stylistic and
grammatical features, which depart from certain conventions of national languages. With
the advent of corpus methods, it has recently become possible to explore the nature of

(Biel 2021, 1)Eurolects empirically on a large scale.

Despite the promising avenues of research, so far there have been relatively few empirical
studies of word combinations in the domain of law and in the many different contexts
where legal discourse is used. Contrastive and comparative studies also remain relatively
scarce, possibly due to the absence of systematic, publicly available corpora for the
study of legal language (Biel 2021, 2). At a monolingual level, seminal contributions were
Goźdź-Roszkowski (2011, 2012), both about phraseology in US legal English. The pub-
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lication of a special issue of Fachsprache (Goźdź-Roszkowski and Pontrandolfo 2015b)
contributed to filling the existing gap in the literature with regard to contrastive and
translational multilingual studies (Gozdz-Roszkowski and Pontrandolfo 2015a, 134), fol-
lowed by a volume with invited contributions and workshop papers (Goźdź-Roszkowski
and Pontrandolfo 2018).

Regarding EU language, formulaicity has attracted most attention from researchers,
especially in written genres. Empirical corpus-based research has been carried out to dis-
cern how phraseology behaves in legal translation and whether it is likely to retain the
same level of formulaicity as non-translated law, as stated by Biel (2014), one of the most
prolific scholars in the field. The hypothesis that translations are less patterned and less
formulaic than originals and corresponding non-translated texts in the target language
was tested by Biel (2018). The author examines to what extent it is possible to recreate or
prime the typical patterning of legal language in translation. In her study, the hypothe-
sis that translations are less patterned and less formulaic than non-translations was not
confirmed. In fact, translations tend to exhibit their own bundles (n-grams) due to inter-
ference of their source texts.

Another study by Biel, Koźbiał, and Wasilewska (2019) showed a strong correlation
between formulaicity and genres, as well as multiple facets of formulaicity (e.g. tokens vs.
types), confirming the increased aggregate formulaicity of translations as regards bundle
tokens for all EU genres, except for judgments (Biel, Koźbiał, and Wasilewska 2019). This
study also argued that translations develop their own formulaic profiles which are lev-
elled out compared to EU English corpora and which minimally overlap with formulaic
profiles of domestic genres, in line with Biel (2018).

Contrasting formulaicity of translated and non-translated texts is one of the most
researched topics in the literature. For space limitations, suffice to mention relevant pub-
lications that focus on the analysis of multi-word terms and collocations in various types
of EU legal, judicial, and regulatory documents. Most authors adopt a monolingual,
supranational or transnational perspective (Biel, Biernacka, and Jopek-Bosiacka 2018;
Biel and Doczekalska 2020; Biel, Koźbiał, and Wasilewska 2019; Biel and Pytel 2021;
Hrežo 2020; Pontrandolfo 2011, 2021), although there are studies that also take a cross-
lingual stance, including translation (Dobrić Basaneže 2017; Klabal 2019; Pontrandolfo
2015; Seracini 2020; Trklja 2018; Vigier-Moreno and Sánchez Ramos 2017), or even
present an intermodal approach (Ferraresi and Miličević 2017; Ferraresi et al. 2017;
Santandrea 2014), among others.

On the other hand, studies on formulaicity in EU interpreting are scarce, but not
inexistent. Apart from the studies already mentioned comparing the phraseological pat-
terns in both modalities of mediated discourse (translation and interpreting), some stud-
ies are devoted specifically to interpreting. For instance, Henriksen (2007) conducted an
experimental study on the Danish booth in the Joint Interpretation Service of the Euro-
pean Commission. Her findings suggest that formulaic language production contributes
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to the overall creation of EU discourse and is characterized by an increased homogene-
ity of simultaneous interpreting in general and with regards to specific booths, as inter-
preters tend to borrow formulaic phraseologies from their colleagues. In the same vein,
Aston (2018) analysed a corpus of European Parliament transcripts and established that
interpreters tend to use recurrent formulaic patterns as a way to enhance their fluency,
manage turn-taking and other discourse features (linked to turn-taking, justification,
etc.), and reduce the cognitive load of interpretations. Some recent intermodal studies of
formulaicity in constrained communication were also contributed by Kajzer-Wietrzny
and Grabowski (2021).

3. Study goals and methodology

This chapter builds on our previous work and intends to delve further into the study of
named entities and their phraseological patterns in an enlarged, intermodal corpus of
EU petitions in English and Spanish.

Named entities (NEs) tend to be particularly ubiquitous in Eurolects. Surprisingly,
this is an under-researched and almost unexplored topic. In Corpas Pastor and Sánchez
Rodas (2022), we conducted an NLP-enhanced analysis of the translation and interpret-
ing shifts of NEs in a former version of the PETIMOD corpus (v. 1.0), an EN<>ES inter-
modal corpus of documents and speeches rendered at the Committee on Petitions of the
European Parliament. In this study we claim that institutional texts exhibit an argument-
structure text-organizing pattern centred around named entities and their phraseology,
in the same way as it has been demonstrated in the field of data mining, in which senti-
ment has been analysed by looking at opinions towards entities (Steinberger et al. 2011).
To this end, we have established three main objectives:

1. Identifying, extracting and classifying NEs in the corpus;
2. Identifying, extracting and classifying NEs’ phraseological verbal patterns in the cor-

pus;
3. Comparing the quantitative and qualitative nature of NE-based phraseology in

each of the Eurolect variants (English/Spanish, translated/non-translated, inter-
preted/non-interpreted) and its degree of formulaicity (cf. Biel, Koźbiał, and
Wasilewska 2018).

This study will use a corpus-based and NLP-enhanced methodology, as extraction of
NEs and their phraseological patterns will be computer-assisted.
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3.1 Units of analysis

For this study we have selected named entities as our units of analysis. NEs are special
types of terms that identify real-world “objects”, understood in a broad sense to encom-
pass persons (Ursula von der Leyen), geopolitical locations, such as cities, countries,
and states (Brussels, Belgium, UK), non-geopolitical locations, such as mountain ranges,
seas, rivers, etc. (Danube), organizations and governing bodies (the International Court
of Justice, the European Agency for Medicine EMA), buildings and other infrastructure
(Westminster Abbey), and products (AstraZeneca), as well as dates (13 April, 2021), times
(hour), numbers (third, 40.5), quantities and percentages (kilowatt, 3%), currency (Ster-
ling pound, £) and even languages (English), among others.

Named entities, especially those referring to persons, locations and organizations,
behave exactly like terms1 and present similar challenges for their systematic study:
homographic pairs, variant spellings, morphological inflection, phraseological patterns,
and the possibility of being referred to as multi-word expressions or acronyms (Jacquet
et al. 2019).

For the formulaicity analysis, we will use the classification proposed by Biel (2014,
178–181), which depicts a phraseological continuum with fuzzy boundaries between five
categories, ranging from the global textual level to the local microlevel. Examples (in ital-
ics) illustrate various phraseological patterns (in bold) with NEs (underlined).

– Text-organizing patterns are repetitive global textual sequences which are often pre-
scribed in drafting guidelines. They form a matrix of a legal text, emphasizing its
ritualized nature. Typical text-organizing patterns include the title of the document,
citations, transitions between sections, enacting formulas, amending formulas, and
closing formulas, e.g.: The meeting opened at 10.06 on Wednesday, 19 February 2020,
with Ms Yana Toom, (2nd Vice – Chair) presiding .

– Grammatical patterns are genre-specific, recurrent, and express deontic modality,
if-then mental models of legal reasoning and other conditional clauses, purpose
clauses, the passive voice, and other impersonal structures. E.g.: PETI should not
draft an opinion to the AFET, El artículo 29 de la CDPD debe entenderse junto con
el artículo 9 (Accesibilidad) [Article 29 of the CRPD should be read in conjunction
with Article 9 (Accessibility)].

– Term-forming patterns are collocates of a generic term which form more specific
multi-word terms of varying degrees of terminologicality. The typical, most produc-

1. In fact, named entities have also been referred to as “system-bound” or “culture-bound” terms in the
legal translation literature (Vigier-Moreno and Sánchez Ramos 2017). However, despite drawing atten-
tion to common problems which professionals could face when translating these entities, the literature
does not explore the possible relations between single or multi-word entities, collocations, and formu-
laic structures in the legal and institutional discourse.
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tive term-forming patterns tend to be Adj + N and N + N, but in practice multi-word
terms may be structurally very complex, e.g.: European Commission , cuenca del
Mar Menor [(The) Mar Menor basin].

– Term-embedding collocations2 are collocates of terms which embed terms in cogni-
tive scripts and the text, evidencing combinatory properties of terms. N + V term-
embedding collocations can be deemed prototypical in this category and provide
important conceptual domain information. They denote what one can typically do
with (or to) the object denoted by the base noun, e.g.: The EU Commission launched
an infringement procedure ; La Comisión es consciente de las preocupaciones que
señalan los peticionarios [The Commission is aware of the concerns raised by the
petitioners].

– Finally, lexical collocations are routine formulae at the microstructural level which
are not built around terms. They include inter/intratextual referential patterns, such
as collocates of editing units, other recurrent patterns referred to as qualifications
and non-terminological lexical bundles. In contrast to term-embedding collocations
and multi-word terms, recurrence is an important criterion in their identification,
e.g.: according to the Water Framework Directive ; propuesta de resolución conforme
al artículo 227 punto 2 [motion for a resolution pursuant to Rule 227 (2)].

Term-forming patterns and lexical collocations are outside the scope of this paper on
verbal patterns with NEs as subjects or complements.

3.2 Choice of corpus

For this study we will use an enlarged version of the PETIMOD corpus (described in
Corpas Pastor and Sánchez Rodas, 2022). PETIMOD is a parallel intermodal corpus
composed of citizens’ petitions and other documents related to the European Parlia-
ment’s Committee on Petitions (PETI). It comprises two subcorpora: (a) original texts
and speeches in English and Spanish (PETIMOD_ORIG), and (b) their corresponding
translations into Spanish and interpretations into English (PETIMOD_MEDIATED).
The genres included are basically notices to members, speeches by MEPs and speakers
invited to the Committee of Petitions’ sessions, and non-petitional public documents
discussed in the sessions (e.g. reports, opinions).

3.2.1 Corpus size

The initial version of the corpus (PETIMOD 1.0) consisted of all petitions discussed
during the sessions of February 2020, and all original Spanish (ES) speeches and their

2. The term collocation used in this paper follows Biel’s approach (2014), which partially deviates from
mainstream postulates of phraseological studies (see Corpas Pastor 2017 for an overview).
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English (EN) interpretations of the session of 19th February 2020. Corpus compilation
involved a collection of spoken and written documents. Data collection of written docu-
ments was rather straightforward: through the eMeeting portal3 of the European Parlia-
ment notices to members, reports and opinions were accessed, downloaded, reformatted
(from .pdf to .txt), coded and stored. In comparison, the collection of oral data and tran-
scriptions was more complex and time-consuming. It involved: (1) accessing oral data
via the Webstreaming section of the EP Committees site; (2) downloading and storing
recordings in HQ .mp4 format; (3) carrying out automatic speech recognition (ASR)
plus automatic text transcription (ATT) of audiofiles with YouTube; (4) manually check-
ing and revising in line with EPTIC conventions (Bernardini et al. 2018) and the EU
Interinstitutional Style Guide (European Union 2012a and 2012b),4 among others; and
(5) coding and storing.

For this study, the corpus has been enlarged to include the English and Spanish draft
agendas5 and minutes6 from the February 2020 meeting, as well as the original Spanish
speeches from the 20th February session and their interpretations into English. This ses-
sion was chosen because it had similar features to that of 19th February already compiled
(original Spanish speeches on related environmental topics). Draft agendas and minutes
are very relevant documents in the context of committee meetings which were previ-
ously used for guidance at the first steps of PETIMOD compilation, especially for iden-
tifying and codifying the speakers’ interventions. This time they were also included in
the corpus itself. In an NER-oriented study, these two text genres can be very fruitful,
as they provide additional NE samples apart from the people and topics intervening in
each session. Section B of draft agendas, for example, lists petitions which are proposed
for closure in the light of the Commission’s written reply or other documents received.
In accordance with the committee’s Guidelines, these items are not discussed during the
meeting, but any PETI Member may ask before the end of the meeting for an item in
section B to be kept open (European Parliament 2018). Minutes also include additional
information in the form of requests on certain petitions not necessarily reflected in the
agenda, and an attendance list of each meeting with MEPs, commissioners, guests, jour-
nalists, etc. Table 1 summarizes the size of PETIMOD 2.0 (in total, per component and

3. https://emeeting.europarl.europa.eu/emeeting/committee/agenda/202002/PETI?meeting=PETI-
2020-0219_1P&session=02-19-10-00.
4. The transcriptions employed the English and Spanish ISG PDF editions of the year 2012, together
with the latest modifications of the ISG website up to the submission date, that is, March 2021 (see the
news archive at http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000300.htm). However, a new PDF edition
for all EU languages was released in 2022 (https://data.europa.eu/doi/10.2830/215072).
5. https://emeeting.europarl.europa.eu/emeeting/committee/en/agenda/202002/PETI?meeting
=PETI-2020-0219_1P&session=02-19-10-00.
6. https://emeeting.europarl.europa.eu/emeeting/committee/en/agenda/202004/PETI.
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per language). The total number of documents, running words (tokens) and word types
(types) have been calculated using ReCor.7 The corpus size was increased by 86 docu-
ments, 3,544 types and 23,608 tokens.

Table 1. PETIMOD 2.0

PETIMOD 2.0 Documents Types Tokens

PETIMOD2_ORIG_EN  21  5,330  52,421

PETIMOD2_ORIG_ES  81  3,072  18,409

PETIMOD2_MEDIATED_EN  81  2,025  15,709

PETIMOD2_MEDIATED_ES  21  6,262  61,377

PETIMOD2_EN (ORIG + mediated) 102  7,355  68,130

PETIMOD2_ES (ORIG + mediated) 102  9,334  79,786

PETIMOD2 204 16,689 147,916

3.2.2 Transcription conventions and revisions

The initial set of transcription conventions were based on Bernardini et al. (2018, 26–27).
For this study, features and codes used in the first compilation process were also revised.
The purpose was to better accommodate transcription conventions to our NER-based
methodology, removing oral features which could hinder the recognition of named enti-
ties or complex phraseology, a task proved problematic in our previous research (cf.
Corpas Pastor and Sánchez Rodas, 2022). Thus, from the initial set a series of non-
relevant or problematic items were removed, namely filled pauses (ehm), mid-word
pauses (proposal /pro_posal), non-verbalized noises ([applause]), non-standard pro-
nunciation (sun /su:n/) and truncated words (admin-). Our proposal for transcription
conventions also includes a new feature (borrowings/denominations), as illustrated in
Table 2.

Our transcription method follows a minimalistic line, ignoring the representation
of purely oral features such as filled and mid-word pauses, non-verbalized noises, non-
standard pronunciation, and truncated words. Mispronunciations are relegated to lapses
affecting NEs. In these cases, the NE is corrected in transcription and the complete mis-
taken form written between single slashes (/) right after; this allows NE recognition for
each case without compromising error analysis later on. Single-word repetitions are not
conveyed, and neither are clarifications from interpreters. On the other hand, more flexi-

7. ReCor is a solution to determine the minimum size of a corpus or a textual collection, regardless of
language or textual genre of the collection, establishing therefore the minimum threshold for represen-
tation by an algorithm (N-Cor) and analyzing lexical density according to the incremental increase in
the corpus (http://www.lexytrad.es/en/resources/recor-3/).
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bility is given to the use of ellipses (…). Apart from silent pauses, ellipses are also used for
signalling relevant reformulations (that is, when an entire word or phrase is uttered and
then completely amended) and sub-sentence segments (e.g. appositions or additional
discourse markers at the beginning or the middle of a sentence). An inclusion of our own
is the use of quotation marks to identify borrowings and denominations in plain-text
format.8

Table 2. Simplified transcription conventions

Feature Code

Silent pause / reformulations / sub-sentence segments …

Rising intonation ?

Inaudible segment #

Mispronunciation Parlamento /parlo’mento/

Ambiguity NA

Overlapping talk NA

Sentence-like segments9 //

Borrowings/denominations “fitness check” de las Directivas

As in the first version of the corpus, spelling and capitalization were revised using a
number of related resources for each language. This time, however, the process was not
two-phased: on the contrary, segmentations and spelling revision could be performed
simultaneously, taking advantage of our simplified approach to transcription. The Eng-
lish10 and Spanish11 versions of the Interinstitutional Style Guide (ISG) were used as
reference, from which a selection of additional spelling resources stemmed.12 The PETI-
MOD corpus (version 1.0.) was also consulted throughout the revision process for the
sake of coherence.

8. English quotation marks are used for both languages.
9. Double slashes (//), used in EPIC, were preferred over the original full stop (.) from the start
because of aesthetic reasons.
10. https://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm.
11. https://publications.europa.eu/code/es/es-000100.htm.
12. These resources are listed as “Reference Works” for the English publications in the Official Journal
and “Obras de consulta” for Spanish-specific conventions, respectively. In those cases in which language
offers different correct usages, we follow the indications of the Spanish version of the ISG (European
Union 2012b, 151), which states that the prevailing criteria will be those of EU translation services (e.g.
for capitalization) and the Publications Office agreed norms for all languages (e.g. for acronyms).
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3.3 Named entity recognition

Parallel to the enlargement of the corpus and simplification of the transcription con-
ventions, the named entity recognition (NER) procedure was also revised. In Natural
Language Processing (NLP), NER is a subtask of information retrieval consisting in
the location and classification of unambiguous objects or items encountered in a doc-
ument or in a corpus (for a general overview, see Nasar, Jaffry, and Malik 2021 and
Nouvel, Ehrmann, and Rosset 2016). Examples of real-world “objects” or NEs found in
our corpus are Czech Republic, European Social Fund, Angel Dzhambazki, the Greens, the
Ombudsman for Persons with Disabilities, etc.

3.3.1 Extraction of entities and system performance

In Corpas Pastor and Sánchez Rodas (2022), the chunking, detection and extraction of
NEs were carried out in two phases. First, entities were retrieved automatically with the
VIP13 NER module and exported to an Excel file. The NER module integrated SpaCy14

and pre-trained models for English and Spanish.15 In order to assess the system perfor-
mance (and, therefore, the accuracy of results), precision and recall were calculated.16

For precision, two levels of analysis were established: (1) relevant NEs, i.e. entities that
had been correctly extracted, and (2) relevant NEs that had been correctly ascribed
to four categories: person (PER), organization (ORG), location (LOC) and miscella-
neous (MISC). Precision results for English were 0.697/0.603; and 0.513/0.385 for Span-
ish. These results showed a better performance for English, especially when relevant and
correctly classified NEs were considered. During the second phase of the analysis, the list
of automatically retrieved NEs was supplemented with entities extracted manually with
SketchEngine.17 Recall of our NER system was then calculated (relevant NEs / relevant
and correctly classified NEs): 0.773/0.969 for English, and 0.677/0.612 for Spanish.

Low precision/recall results were attributed to various issues related to transcription
conventions, lack of finer-grained named entity categories, or different pre-trained lan-
guage models. In order to overcome those limitations, transcription conventions were

13. For a brief description of the VIP system, see Corpas Pastor (2021).
14. SpaCy is a free open-source library in Python (https://spacy.io/).
15. The VIP NER annotation schemes distinguish at least four basic entity types: named persons or
families (PER, e.g. Dorthe Christensen, Ádám Kósa); names of politically or geographically defined
locations (LOC, e.g. Mar Menor Coastal Lagoon, Salinas y Arenales de San Pedro del Pinatar), names of
corporate, governmental or other organizational entities (ORG, e.g. EU, Tribunal de Cuentas Europeo)
and miscellaneous entities (MISC, e.g. Tihange 2, AAE UE-Japón).
16. Precision refers to the fraction of relevant NEs (i.e. a total number of correctly retrieved NEs minus
errors) among all retrieved instances whereas recall refers to the fraction of retrieved instances among
all relevant instances found in the corpus.
17. https://www.sketchengine.eu/.
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revised and simplified (cf. 3.2). In addition, we adopted a new finer-grained classification
of NEs by replacing the initial four categories with a longer list of pretrained categories
that can accommodate up to 18 entities for English and 14 for Spanish (people, organiza-
tions, places, money, time, date, laws, languages, products, numbers, etc.).

For NER we used DeepPavlov,18 an open-source framework for deep learning tasks
in Python (Burtsev et al. 2018). The 18 categories have been trained on OntoNotes 5.0
(Weischedel et al. 2013) and BERT word embeddings have been used (Devlin et al. 2019).
Unlike SpaCy-based models, which employ convolutional neural networks, the BERT
model offers improved performance for almost all NLP tasks. Table 3 compares perfor-
mance of SpaCy and DeepPavlov NER models on PETIMOD 2.0.

Table 3. SpaCy and DeepPavlov performance compared (precision)

PETIMOD 2.0 (NER)

SpaCy DeepPavlov

EN ES EN ES

errors   322  820   309   383

relevant nes retrieved 2,256 1,261 1,616 2,185

precision 0.875 0.605 0.839 0.851

0.74 0.87

Precision results with SpaCy improve slightly (+0.178 for English, and +0.002 for
Spanish; mean precision rate: 0.74; difference rate among languages: 0.27). This could
be due to the NER-friendly simplified transcription conventions used in PETIMOD 2.0.
By contrast, NER based on DeepPavlov shows slightly lower precision results for English
(−0.036), but it exhibits better performance for Spanish (+0.246), with a higher mean
precision rate for both languages (0.87) and a smaller difference rate (0.012).

3.3.2 Phraseological Pattern Extraction for NEs

The VIP Query Corpus (QC) module and the NER module have been used to study for-
mulaicity. First, the NER module has been used to extract NEs for manual pattern extrac-
tion. Secondly, the QC Pattern functionality has been used to combine part of speech
(PoS) tags with the named entity (ENT) tag for automatic pattern extraction. Thirdly,
the QC concordance functionality was also used to perform manual KWIC searches.
Since the QC Pattern functionality is programmed in SpaCy, it was necessary to com-
plement the automated retrieval with manual KWIC searches in order to locate phrase-
ological patterns for the remaining NEs that had only been recognized with DeepPavlov.
This was also necessary at times in order to retrieve contextualized examples of the pat-

18. https://deeppavlov.ai/.
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terns from the corpus. Targeted searches using key verbs and/or NEs were performed
in order to retrieve candidate patterns and/or NEs spotted in the texts as well, which
had not been identified neither by DeepPavlov nor SpaCy. Finally, results were imported
automatically to Excel files or entered manually when needed.

Our analysis focuses on verbal patterns, divided into (i) entity-as-subject patterns
and (ii) entity-as-complement patterns. Verbal patterns convey formulaicity at the level
of text organization, grammatical relations, and collocational networks. Table 4 shows
the list of all phraseological patterns used to query the PETIMOD 2.0 corpus.

Table 4. List of total verbal patterns searched for in the corpus

verbal patterns

Entity-as-subject patterns Entity-as-complement patterns

ENT + V V + ENT

ENT + * + V V + * ENT

ENT + V + * V + * + ENT

V + ENT + *

V + * + * + ENT

V + * + * + * + ENT

4. Results and discussion

Additional Excel tables were created to collate and organize all NER results and corpus
data obtained in our study. Concrete patterns and subpatterns have been selected accord-
ing to frequency criteria from the Excel files generated by the VIP NER module and/
or VIP QC Patterns functionality. Automatic pattern search and retrieval have been cus-
tomized by using by using the verb (V) tag and wildcards (*), together with the ENT tag
(for NEs). Figure 1 shows an example of VIP Corpus query-pattern extraction [prep + *
+ V + * + ENT] and results per NE type in the PETIMOD_EN subcorpus. Figure 2 dis-
plays the results obtained for the same query pattern with ORG filtering. Results can also
be exported in .xls format.

Numbers of relevant hits19 have been obtained in various ways, depending on the
retrieval mode in place. If it was automatic (A), the column shows the number of hits
manually counted with the help of the Excel search function. If it was semi-automatic
(S), it shows the number of relevant hits automatically counted by the pattern search

19. In this context, “relevant hits” means corpus-based examples of patterns containing the named
entities (e.g. ENT + V).
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function of VIP. If it was manual (M), it shows the number of relevant hits manually
counted in the concordance window of VIP.

While the VIP NER module enables sorting by NE type, and the QC Pattern func-
tionality enables sort both by type and selected pattern, none of the three retrieval modes
allows for automatic counting of the NE types involved. For this reason, the number of
types of NEs has been calculated manually.

Figure 1. VIP pattern extraction interface and query results (PETIMOD_EN)

Figure 2. Filtering results by entity type (PETIMOD_EN)

The tables also include a concordance line containing the pattern instance, which is
marked in bold. These ‘good’ examples have been selected according to their frequency,
relevance, and context-defining potential. Whenever possible, the corresponding trans-
lation or interpretation was searched for in the mediated subcorpora, in order to analyse
possible translation and interpretation shifts and/or translationese features.

The results of our analysis are displayed by means of tables that include general
results (Table 5 in Section 4.1), and patterns with verbs as pivoting elements (Tables 6–17
in Sections 4.2–4.4), representing the most relevant findings for the three categories
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in all subcorpora. For reasons of space and scope, term-embedding collocations have
been illustrated with prototypical NEs (Commisión/Comisión Europea and Commission/
European Commission, respectively) deemed representative of the possible microscopic
mapping of entities in these textual genres.

A detailed analysis of the similarities and differences across subcorpora, brief
descriptions of observed translation and interpreting shifts, discussion of main findings,
including translation traits, etc., are provided for each table. But, first, a word of caution
is necessary due to the limitations of our study, namely the size of the corpus and some
processing errors in the pattern extraction phase.

4.1 Distribution of NEs

Table 5 shows the general distribution of NEs across subcorpora. Figures for absolute
and normalized frequencies are provided. The most represented categories in non-
mediated English are PER (4.17), DATE (3.99), ORG (3.75), LAW (3.37) and MISC
(2.18). However, translations into Spanish reflect a slightly different distribution as
regards those main categories: DATE (5.46), ORG (4.06), LAW (3.46), PER (3.43), and
MISC (3.18). These differences could be due to the impact of non-translated Spanish (as
DATE is higher in the normalized frequency rank, while ORG is 0.1 more frequent than
PER), or else be a direct consequence of various translation shifts. The fact that almost
all main categories (except PER) present more instances in translated Spanish than in
their original English texts also points to the existence of explicitation. In any case, the
lower number of instances of PER found in translated Spanish is not in contradiction to
explicitation, as original PER might have been translated as ORG.

Regarding interpreted English, the actual figures seem to point to simplification
instead, as this subcorpus systematically includes fewer NEs than the corresponding
original Spanish speeches. For instance, there are 36 instances of PER in original Spanish
as opposed to 17 in interpreted English (the same applies to most categories). The lower
number of dates (15) and cardinals (14) in the interpreted corpus compared to the higher
number of instances found in the Spanish original speeches (43 and 36, respectively)
could also be a sign of cognitive overload or difficulties experienced by the interpreters.
Total number of NEs seem to support those two opposed general tendencies: the total
number of NEs in the translated Spanish subcorpus (1,631) is higher than in the original
English texts (1,239), whereas interpreted English contains fewer NEs (145) than original
speeches in Spanish (294).
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Table 5. Distribution of NEs across subcorpora

NE TYPE

EN ES

ORIG_EN (Non-T) MED_EN (I) ORIG_ES (Non-I) MED_ES (T)

PER 219  4.17  17  1.08  36  1.95 211  3.43

NORP  30  0.57  13  0.82  27  1.46  51  0.82

FAC  13  0.24   1  0.06   0 –   8  0.05

ORG 197  3.75  15  0.95  38  2.05 250  4.06

GPE  90  1.71  20  1.27  32  1.73  79  1.28

LOC  21  0.39   7  0.44  14  0.75  26  0.42

PRODUCT   3  0.05   0 –   0 –   1  0.01

EVENT   0 –   0 –   0 –   0 –

WORK_OF_ART   0 –   0 –   0 –   0 –

LAW 177  3.37  11  0.69  23  1.24 213  3.46

LANGUAGE  12  0.22   0 –   0 –  10  0.16

DATE 210  3.99  15  0.69  43  2.32 336  5.46

TIME  30  0.57   2  0.12   5  0.27  28  0.45

PERCENT  13  0.24   2  0.12   2  0.10  15  0.24

MONEY   9  0.17   7  0.44   7  0.37   9  0.14

QUANTITY   8  0.00   4  0.25   6  0.32  10  0.16

ORDINAL  14  0.26   8  0.50   9  0.48  15  0.24

CARDINAL  78  1.48  14  0.88  36  1.94 173  2.81

MISC 115  2.18   9  0.57  16  0.86 196  3.18

TOTAL 1239  23.59 145 9.21 294 15.89 1631  26.51

4.2 Text-organizing patterns

Text-organizing patterns (Table 6) are the most common category in ORIG_EN (94/
139 subpatterns, 68%), and also the most varied one (11/24, 46%). 9/11 variations (82%)
are built around entities in subject position. The most frequent associated NE types are
DATE (42/139, 30%), ORG (36/139, 26%) and TIME (3/139, 2%). This is an indication
of the importance of time organization in the activity of the Committee on Petitions,
which is reflected in the different parts dividing the sessions (draft agendas and minutes),
but also in the administrative processes summarized in the petition themselves. Another
common point is that practically all subpatterns (10/11, 91%) contain a past participle or
past continuous form. This could indicate a certain delay between the time when peti-
tions are received and the moment at which the Committee or the Commission takes
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action. Each pattern can also be related to specific text-organizing functions. Two out
of three ENT + V + * subpatterns, for example, are associated with concluding remarks
in the petition summaries, whereas the entity-as-complement subpatterns reflect more
practical, administrative functions such as deadlines, committee meeting pauses and
starts, etc.

Table 6. Text-organizing patterns (ORIG_EN)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
ENT

received +
* + ENT

S 26 DATE: 20
ORG: 3
CARDINAL: 2
GPE: 1

Commission reply, received on 30 August 2017

V + * +
* +
ENT

declared +
* + * +
ENT

S 18 DATE: 17
LAW: 1

Admissibility Declared admissible on 4 March
2019

ENT +
V + *

ENT + will
+ *

A 16 ORG: 14
GPE: 1
NORP: 1

Conclusion The Commission will continue to
raise the issue in every possible forum

V + * +
ENT

requested +
* + ENT

A 16 ORG: 14
GPE: 1
NORP: 1

Information requested from Commission under
Rule 227(6 )

V + * +
ENT

closed + * +
ENT

S  4 DATE: 3
LAW: 1

The following petitions will be closed: 1512/
2010, 1063/2018…

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
decided + *

A  3 ORG: 2
GPE: 1

5. Opinions (a) Coordinators decided that PETI
should not draft an opinion to the AFET Annual
report

V + * +
ENT

continued
+ * + ENT

S  3 DATE: 1
CARDINAL: 1
TIME: 1

The meeting continued at 11:56 with Ryszard
Czarnecki (3rd Vice – Chair) presiding.

V + * +
ENT

resumed +
* + ENT

S  3 TIME: 2
DATE: 1

The meeting resumed at 14:33, with Tatjana
Ždanoka (1st Vice – Chair) presiding.

V +
ENT +
*

received +
ENT + *

S  3 CARDINAL: 1
PERSON: 1
ORG: 1

c) Letters received -Poland’s Climate Ministry
reply 1099 -

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
concluded
+ *

S  1 ORG: 1 On the basis of these data, and following
consultation with the Group of Experts, the
Commission concluded that the implementation
of the project…
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Table 6. (continued)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
* +
ENT

adopted +
* + * ENT

M  1 ORG: 1 INFORMATION REPORT Section for
Employment, Social Affairs and Citizenship Real
rights of persons with disabilities to vote in
European Parliament elections Rapporteur:
Krzysztof PATER Legal basis Rule 31 of the Rules
of Procedure Section responsible Section for
Employment, Social Affairs and Citizenship
Adopted in section 06/03/2019 Adopted at
plenary 20/03/2019

When translating English sequences with text-organizing patterns into Spanish
(Table 7), translators depart considerably from non-mediated Spanish. Most patterns in
translated Spanish present entities as complements (6/8, 75%) and the most frequent
NE types are PER and DATE instead of ORG (cf. Table 4). This reveals that although
translated texts generally transfer the usage of text-organizing patterns for the same orga-
nizing functions (deadlines, concluding remarks, etc.), normalization seems to operate
simultaneously on a smaller scale, affecting syntax (and interestingly also NE types) by
accommodation to the Spanish norms. Consider the subpattern presentada + * + ENT,
which does not exist in ORIG_EN. Non-translated petitions opt for a sequence that
omits any verbal form (e.g. Petition No 1106/2018 by Alexander Edberg Thorén). The shift
in translation (Petición n.º 1106/2018, presentada por Alexander Edberg Thorén) adheres
better to the target language norms, which demand the introduction of a past participle
before the preposition por.

Table 7. Text-organizing patterns (MED_ES)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
ENT

presentada +
* + ENT

M 82 PER: 81
ORG: 1

Asunto: Petición n.º 1106/2018, presentada por
Alexander Edberg Thorén, de nacionalidad sueca
[Petition No 1106/2018 by Alexander Edberg
Thorén (Swedish)]

V + * +
ENT

recibida + *
+ ENT

M 20 DATE: 20 Respuesta de la Comisión, recibida el 30 de agosto
de 2017 [Commission reply, received on 30 August
2017]

V + * +
* + * +
ENT

admitida +
* + * + * +
ENT

M 17 DATE: 17 Admisibilidad Admitida a trámite el 4 de marzo de
2019 [Admissibility Declared admissible on 4
March 2019]
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Table 7. (continued)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
concluyó + *

A  3 ORG: 3 Sobre la base de estos datos, y previa consulta al
Grupo de Expertos, la Comisión concluyó que la
aplicación del proyecto… [On the basis of these
data, and following consultation with the Group of
Experts, the Commission concluded that the
implementation of the project…]

V + * +
ENT

apruebe + *
+ ENT

S  2 LOC: 2 SUGERENCIAS La Comisión de Peticiones pide a la
Comisión de Libertades Civiles, Justicia y Asuntos de
Interior, competente para el fondo, que incorpore las
siguientes sugerencias en la propuesta de Resolución
que apruebe: 1 [SUGGESTIONS The Committee
on Petitions calls on the Committee on Civil
Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs, as the
committee responsible, to incorporate the following
suggestions in its motion for a resolution: 1.]

V + * +
* +
ENT

reanuda +
* + * + ENT

M  2 TIME: 2 La reunión se reanuda a las 14.33 horas bajo la
presidencia de Tatjana Ždanoka vicepresidenta
primera) [The meeting resumed at 14:33, with
Tatjana Ždanoka (1st Vice – Chair) presiding]

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
seguirá + *

A  1 ORG: 1 Conclusiones La Comisión seguirá planteando la
cuestión en todos los foros posibles [Conclusion The
Commission will continue to raise the issue in
every possible forum]

V + * +
* + * +
ENT

aprobado +
* + * + * +
ENT

M  1 DATE: 1 DOCUMENTO INFORMATIVO Sección de
Empleo, Asuntos Sociales y Ciudadanía El derecho
real de voto en las elecciones al Parlamento Europeo
de las personas con discapacidad Ponente: Krzysztof
PATER Fundamento jurídico Artículo 31 del
Reglamento interno Sección competente Sección de
Empleo, Asuntos Sociales y Ciudadanía Aprobación
en sección 06/03/2019 Aprobado en el pleno 20/03/
2019 [INFORMATION REPORT Section for
Employment, Social Affairs and Citizenship Real
rights of persons with disabilities to vote in
European Parliament elections Rapporteur:
Krzysztof PATER Legal basis Rule 31 of the Rules of
Procedure Section responsible Section for
Employment, Social Affairs and Citizenship
Adopted in section 06/03/2019 Adopted at plenary
20/03/2019]
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Another difference with ORIG_ES is that these past forms (5/11 patterns, 45%) are not
completely hegemonic, but coexist with present simple (2/11 patterns, 18%) and future
simple forms (1/11 pattern, 9%). This could also be compatible with normalization,
evidenced by a decreased use of passive forms in Spanish and some differences in
textual conventions between languages (see minutes, where resumed + * + ENT shifts to
reanuda + * + * + ENT). Finally, explicitation is also observed through translation shifts.
For instance, the subpattern apruebe + * + ENT typically occurs in MED_ES. It refers
to a future process in which a second EP committee would approve (or not) a motion
of resolution helped by the opinion of the Committee on Petitions (incorpore las sigu-
ientes sugerencias la propuesta de resolución que apruebe). The non-translated version is
less explicit and does not make reference to the autonomy of the neighbouring commit-
tee (incorporate the following suggestions into its motion for a resolution).

Table 8. Text-organizing patterns (ORIG_ES)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
* + * +
ENT

tiene + * +
* + * +
ENT

M  7 PER: 5
TIME: 1
ORG: 1

// tiene la palabra por .. bienvenidos // tiene la
palabra por cinco minutos // [you have the
floor for … welcome five minutes // you have
the floor for five minutes]

V + * +
ENT

presentada
+ * + ENT

M  6 PER: 6 Petición 827/2018 presentada por Olga Daskali
de nacionalidad griega [Petition 0827/2008
presented by Olga Daskali (Greek)]

V +
ENT

tiene +
ENT

M  5 TIME: 3
LOC: 1
ORG: 1

tiene cinco minutos para plantear su
intervención // adelante // [you have five
minutes to present your petition // go ahead //]

V + * +
* + * +
ENT

pasaríamos
+ * + * + *
+ ENT

M  2 CARDINAL: 2 pues damos por concluida esta petición y
pasaríamos a la petición 23 [that concludes
that item on our agenda and brings us to item
23]

V + * +
* + * +
ENT

terminar +
* + * + * +
ENT

M  1 CARDINAL: 1 para terminar // los puntos 8 9 y 10 del orden
del día se realizarán mediante procedimiento
escrito [to conclude items 8 9 and 10 of the
agenda will be carried out via the written
procedure]

ENT +
V

tomaron +
V

A  1 ORG: 1 en la reunión de 19 de febrero del 2020 los
coordinadores de PETI tomaron las siguientes
decisiones [at the meeting of 19 February 2020
the PETI coordinators decided the following]
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Text-organizing patterns in the non-interpreted Spanish speeches (Table 8) are strongly
associated with PER entities (11/22). Most of the ritualized, repeated forms are used
either to present the initiators of the petitions (presentada por Olga Daskali) or to give
the floor to them. In the first case, it is worth noting that the oral pattern seems to borrow
the above-mentioned phraseme appearing in the title of Spanish petitions (presentada
por). In the second case, the complex structure tiene la palabra is used not only to give
the floor to certain participants, but also to remind them of the intervention time avail-
able, as in the example tiene la palabra por cinco minutos. This introduction, however,
seems to have more frequent associations with simpler patterns, such as V + ENT (tiene
cinco minutos).

Table 9. Text-organizing patterns (MED_EN)

TEXT-ORGANIZING PATTERNS (MED_EN)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
ENT

presented +
* + ENT

S  6 PER: 5
NORP: 1

this is the petition 0827/2008 presented by
Olga Daskali // Greek //

V + ENT have +
ENT

M  6 TIME: 6 // you have five minutes // tell us about your
petition // go ahead //

V + * + *
+ * +
ENT

brings + * +
* + * +
ENT

S  1 CARDINAL: 1 that concludes that item on our agenda // that
brings us to item 23 //

V + * + *
+ * +
ENT

move + * +
* + * +
ENT

S  1 CARDINAL: 1 thank you very much // we can move on to
point 12 //

V + * +
ENT

conclude +
* + ENT

S  1 CARDINAL: 1 to conclude items 8 9 and 10 of the agenda
will be carried out via the written procedure

When interpreted into English, text-organizing patterns (Table 9) occurs less fre-
quently (34%) than in original subcorpora of Spanish (55%) and English (68%). Varia-
tion is also smaller in mediated English when compared to both originals (ORIG_EN
46%, ORIG_ES 33%, MED_EN 31%), although in the case of ORIG_ES there is almost no
difference. These figures point towards simplification in the interpreted discourse, which
can be additionally supported by two shifts. The interpreted concordance you have five
minutes // tell us about your petition has a simpler syntax than the non-interpreted Span-
ish tiene cinco minutos para plantear su intervención). Another example of simplification
is petition 0827/2008 presented by Olga Daskali // Greek //, in which the original Spanish
de nacionalidad griega is condensed in only one word. Negative transfer (i.e. interfer-
ence) can also be observed in the use of the subpattern presented + * + ENT.
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4.3 Grammatical patterns

Grammatical patterns (Table 10) are the second most frequent category in ORIG_EN
(28/139, 20%). They are highly associated with ORG NEs (20/28, 71%) and mostly feature
entity-as-subject patterns (4/6, 67%). Deontic modal verbs represent most findings in
this category,20 although important differences between them should be established.
Weaker obligation patterns, such as should (7/28) and may (3/28), are more numerous
than the stronger shall (6/28) and must (3/28). As an example, the opinion PETI should
not draft is weaker than the sentence The European Parliament shall draw up a proposal,
which is in fact a quotation from the EC Treaty. Two impersonal structures were also
detected, with different forms: one is passive (provided + V + ENT) and the other one is
a third-person-singular present tense (calls on the Commission to…).

Table 10. Grammatical patterns (ORIG_EN)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
should + *

A  7 ORG: 6
LAW: 1

Opinions (a) Coordinators decided that PETI
should not draft an opinion to the AFET Annual
report on arms export

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
shall + *

A  6 ORG: 5
GPE: 1

The European Parliament shall draw up a
proposal for elections by direct universal suffrage

V + * +
ENT

provided +
* + ENT

S  6 ORG: 3
CARDINAL:
1
DATE: 1
NORP: 1

According to information provided by the
European Investment Bank, the promoter
undertakes also to exclusively use biomass

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
may + *

S  3 ORG: 2
GPE: 1

correct transposition of the Directive, failing which
the Commission may refer the case to the 1
European Nuclear Safety Regulators Group

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
must + *

A  3 GPE: 2
ORG: 1

According to this conditionality, Member States
must have in place and implement a national
strategic policy framework for poverty reduction

V + * +
ENT

calls + * +
ENT

A  3 ORG: 3 calls on the Commission to respect the
commitments made in its 2019 communication

Grammatical patterns in MED_ES (Table 11) are more numerous than in ORIG_EN
(27% vs. 20%), which could be an indicator of aggregate transfer. Another indicator of

20. It must also be noted that different modal verbs appear in different types of patterns. Consider for
example will, which was previously associated to text-organizing patterns (see Table 10).
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transfer would be the stability of the relative percentage of entity-as-subject patterns,
which remains practically the same as in ORIG_EN (25% vs. 29%).

Together with transfer, normalisation is hypothesized at the microtextual level on the
basis of three shifts. Deontic modal verbs are not always calqued into Spanish, even when
possible, which reflects the preference of the target language for alternative forms of
expressing modality. This is the case for two example patterns which share the same verb
(elaborar).21 In the first, Coordinators decided that PETI should not draft changes to Los
coordinadores deciden que la Comisión PETI no elabore (subjunctive).22 In the second
example, The European Parliament shall draw up a proposal changes to el Parlamento
Europeo elaborará un proyecto (future simple). Even when equivalent periphrastic struc-
tures are used, involuntary errors occur due to the influence of target language rules. In
the example the Commission may refer the case to the European Nuclear Safety Regulators
Group → la Comisión puede remitir el asunto al Tribunal de Justicia de la Unión Europea,
the second NE is a human mistake, probably caused by the usual association of the term
case with the Court of Justice of the European Union.

Grammatical patterns associated with entities in the non-mediated Spanish subcor-
pus (Table 12) are less numerous than in the mediated subcorpus. Occurrence percent-
ages of grammatical patterns grow steadily from ORIG_EN (20%) and MED_ES (26%)
to ORIG_ES (28%). As in non-translated English (71%) and translated Spanish (88%),
NEs are mostly ORG (82%). Similarly to text-organizing patterns, these progressively
increased percentages can be read as a sign of transposition. Additional evidence might
be that 3/5 verbs were already present in MED_ES (pedir, facilitar, deber) and that such
patterns present two subtle shifts apparently caused by a remote, indirect influence of
the source language. Consider the NE associated with the pattern pedimos + * + ENT
(Comité PETI), literally borrowed from PETI Committee, and the subpattern pedir + * +
ENT, a grammatical mistake in standard Spanish possibly influenced by English.

In the interpreted English subcorpus, two new grammatical patterns (Table 13) are
introduced. The first one is ask + * + ENT, which functions as a register-down alternative
to call + * + ENT. In fact, it presents more occurrences (nine against six), which will
again confirm the informality of the interpreted English subcorpus. Another new pattern
is ENT + would + *. The PER entity functioning as subject (Sánchez) is an informal alter-
native to Pedro Sánchez. In a further example, the subpattern ENT + should + * reveals
another register-down shift which additionally decreases the number of words in the
interpreted corpus (el Mar Menor debe ser una cuestión de Estado → Mar Menor should
be tackled by the State). As it happened in MED_ES, shifts in modal verbs imply shifts of
meaning and register also in the main verb.

21. This may be regarded as an additional hint of simplification and/or convergence.
22. Also, the use of subjunctive with the verb decidir conveys a higher degree of assertiveness than the
alternatives debería elaborar and debe elaborar.
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Table 11. Grammatical patterns (MED_ES)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
* +
ENT

pide + * + *
+ ENT

M 36 ORG: 35
MISC: 1

pide a la Comisión que respete los compromisos
asumidos en su Comunicación de 2019 [calls on the
Commission to respect the commitments made in its
2019 communication]

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
deben + *

M  7 GPE: 5
ORG: 2

Según esta condición, los Estados miembros deben
crear y aplicar un marco estratégico nacional para la
reducción de la pobreza [According to this
conditionality, Member States must have in place and
implement a national strategic policy framework for
poverty reduction]

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
puede + *

M  3 ORG: 3 correcta transposición de la Directiva; en su defecto, la
Comisión puede remitir el asunto al Tribunal de
Justicia de la Unión Europea [correct transposition of
the Directive, failing which the Commission may
refer the case to the 1 European Nuclear Safety
Regulators]

ENT +
* + V

ENT + * +
elabore

S  2 ORG: 2 Los coordinadores deciden que la Comisión PETI no
elabore una opinión sobre el Informe anual de la
Comisión AFET sobre la exportación de armas
[Coordinators decided that PETI should not draft an
opinion to the AFET Annual report on arms export]

ENT +
V

ENT +
elaborará

M  2 ORG: 2 el Parlamento Europeo elaborará un proyecto
encaminado a hacer posible su elección por sufragio
universal directo [The European Parliament shall
draw up a proposal for elections by direct universal
suffrage]

V + * +
ENT

facilitada +
* + ENT

M  1 ORG: 1 Según la información facilitada por el Banco Europeo
de Inversiones, el promotor se compromete, asimismo,
a emplear en el proyecto exclusivamente biomasa
[According to information provided by the European
Investment Bank, the promoter undertakes also to
exclusively use biomass]
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Table 12. Grammatical patterns (ORIG_ES)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
ENT

pedimos +
* + ENT

M 4 ORG: 4 pedimos que el Comité PETI solicite a la Comisión
Europea que asuma su responsabilidad [we call on the
PETI Committee to ask the European Commission to
assume its responsibilities]

V + * +
ENT

pedir + * +
ENT

M 4 ORG: 4 y cómo no… también pedir a la Comisión Europea
que informe sobre los motivos [and of course… also
call on the European commission to inform us about
the reasons…]

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
tiene + *

S 1 ORG: 1 eso es un recurso normal presentado por unos
ciudadanos y por lo tanto el Supremo tiene que decidir
sobre esa petición de nulidad [this is an ordinary
appeal filed by citizens and therefore the Supreme
Court has to decide on this petition for annulment]

ENT +
V

ENT +
debe

M 1 LOC: 1 el Mar Menor debe ser un asunto de Estado [The Mar
Menor should be tackled by the State]

V + * +
ENT

facilitado +
* + ENT

M 1 DATE: 1 según la información que se nos ha facilitado en el año
2012 siendo el peticionario alcalde [according to the
information provided to us in 2012 when the
petitioner was the lord mayor]

Table 13. Grammatical patterns (MED_EN)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits NE type Example

V + * +
ENT

ask + * +
ENT

M 9 ORG:7
GPE: 1
LOC: 1

we will ask the Belgian government as the Petitions
Committee to provide information about the file

V + * +
ENT

call + * +
ENT

M 6 NORP: 4
ORG: 2

we would also call on the Commission to draw up
some guidelines on the appropriate use of lighting so it
causes less damage

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
should + *

A 4 ORG: 2
LOC: 2

Mar Menor should be tackled by the State

ENT +
V + *

ENT +
would + *

M 1 PER: 1 Sánchez wouldn’t loan this to the region and
prevented the recovery plans for the Mar Menor

4.4 Term-embedding collocations

Term-embedding collocations display some similar numbers in all subcorpora because
prototypical NEs (Commission/European Commission) and similar patterns (N + V)
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were searched for to offer an exemplification. 100% of the total occurrences are associ-
ated with ORG NEs and relate to a subject entity. The rest of the indicators, however,
show certain differences between components (see below). Although these numbers may
be biased by our conscious choice, the findings might also suggest transfer in translated
and interpreted subcorpora.

This category is least frequent (17/139, 12%) in non-translated English (Table 14).
Even though the subpatterns are distributed among ENT + V (43%) and ENT + V + *
(57%), personification is a common feature of all term-embedding collocations found in
ORIG_EN. The European Commission is construed as a human being with the ability
of performing both mental and physical tasks. The first group (12/17, 71%) describes the
often diplomatic postures maintained by this body in relation to the citizens’ petitions
(Commission + is + aware, Commission + considers + that, Commission + would + like,
Commission + maintains, Commission + understands).23 In the second group (5/17, 29%),
the auxiliary can is introduced as a mechanism to limit more direct actions available for
this entity. The main verb take can be spotted in both examples (The Commission cannot
take on the role… and The Commission can take legal action…).

Table 14. Term-embedding collocations (ORIG_EN) – Commission/European Commission

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits
NE
type Example

ENT +
V + *

Commission
+ is + aware

M 4 ORG: 4 The Commission is aware of the concerns raised by the
petitioners on the threats and problems affecting the
Mar Menor lagoon

ENT +
V + *

Commission
+ can + not

A 4 ORG: 4 the Commission can not take on the role of an
independent monitoring mechanism to ensure the
implementation of the Convention in the EU

ENT +
V + *

Commission
+ considers
+ that

A 3 ORG: 3 The Commission considers that the difficult situation
concerning the citrus market in Spain was caused by
the particular conditions of production

ENT +
V + *

Commission
+ would +
like

A 2 ORG: 2 The Commission would like to reiterate that, in line
with the division of responsibilities under EU law, the
decision to operate a nuclear power plant remains with
the Member State

23. A further note on these patterns would be their similarity with other categories. The example The
Commission would like to reiterate contains a grammatical pattern, but it conveys a specific idiomatic
meaning (“The Commission sends a friendly reminder”). Conversely, the patterns Commission + main-
tains and Commission + understands could be also classified as text-organizing, given that they are
embedded in the concluding section of petitions.
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Table 14. (continued)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits
NE
type Example

ENT +
V

Commission
+ maintains

A 2 ORG: 2 Conclusion The Commission maintains its previous
conclusions in relation to this Petition

ENT +
V

Commission
+ can

A 1 ORG: 1 the Commission can take legal action against Member
States failing to comply with the new requirements.

ENT +
V

Commission
+
understands

A 1 ORG: 1 Conclusion Based on the information provided, the
Commission understands that the situation has not
been normalised yet

Collocates of Commission in translated Spanish (Table 15) are lower in numbers com-
pared to the non-translated English corpus (7% vs. 12%), and equally reflect personifi-
cation. Nevertheless, some patterns are redistributed because of alternative verb choices.
Comisión + entiende, for example, presents one more hit because the verb entender has
been used for translating both understand and consider. Similarly, the pattern Commis-
sion + would + like is split into two (Comisión + desea and Comisión + querría). The
example La Comisión desea reiterar que… is considerably less distant than The Commis-
sion would like to reiterate, adding an affective nuance not found in the English personi-
fications.

Table 15. Term-embedding collocations (MED_ES) – Commission/European Commission

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits
NE
type Example

ENT +
V + *

Comisión +
es +
consciente

M 4 ORG: 4 La Comisión es consciente de las preocupaciones que
señalan los peticionarios sobre los problemas y
amenazas que afectan a la laguna del Mar Menor [The
Commission is aware of the concerns raised by the
petitioners on the threats and problems affecting the
Mar Menor lagoon]

ENT +
* + V

Comisión +
no + puede

M 3 ORG: 3 la Comisión no puede asumir el papel de un mecanismo
de supervisión independiente para garantizar la
aplicación de la Convención en la Unión [the
Commission cannot take on the role of an independent
monitoring mechanism to ensure the implementation
of the Convention in the EU]

ENT +
V + *

Comisión +
considera +
que

S 2 ORG: 2 La Comisión considera que la información contenida
en la petición no requiere, en principio, la adopción de
medida adicional alguna en el caso en cuestión por lo
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Table 15. (continued)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits
NE
type Example

que respecta a la aplicación del Tratado Euratom y del
Derecho derivado de este [The Commission considers
that the information contained in the petition does not,
in principle, require any further action to be taken in
the case in question as regards the application of the
Euratom Treaty and secondary legislation deriving
from it]

ENT +
V

Comisión +
entiende

A 2 ORG: 2 La Comisión entiende que la difícil situación del
mercado de los cítricos en España se produjo por las
condiciones particulares de la producción [The
Commission considers that the difficult situation
concerning the citrus market in Spain was caused by
the particular conditions of production]

ENT +
V

Comisión +
desea

A 1 ORG: 1 La Comisión desea reiterar que, en consonancia con el
reparto de responsabilidades en virtud de la legislación
de la Unión, la decisión de explotar una central nuclear
incumbe al Estado miembro [The Commission would
like to reiterate that, in line with the division of
responsibilities under EU law, the decision to operate a
nuclear power plant remains with the Member State]

ENT +
V

Comisión +
querría

S 1 ORG: 1 la Comisión querría indicar que la Directiva 2014/52/
UE8 (Directiva sobre la evaluación de impacto
ambiental (EIA)) exige [the Commission would like to
point out that Directive 2014/52/EU8 (the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directive)
requires]

ENT +
V

Comisión +
puede

M 1 ORG: 1 la Comisión puede emprender acciones legales contra
los Estados miembros que no cumplan los nuevos
requisitos. [the Commission can take legal action
against Member States failing to comply with the new
requirements]

Non-mediated Spanish term-embedding collocations (Table 16) are more frequent (17%)
than in the corresponding mediated subcorpus (7%), which supports the hypothesis
of simplification of mediated discourse. Other translationese traits are reflected in the
percentage of subpatterns. Only 29% (two out of seven) are shared between original
and mediated Spanish. Despite a more reduced number of occurrences (7), collocations
also reflect personification phenomena in the non-interpreted Spanish corpus. Indeed,
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metaphors acquire more diverse forms than in the written corpora. The affective verb
desear is repeated in this subcorpus and is linked to two perception verbs which embody
(and thus personify) the institution (la Comisión desea siempre escuchar a todas las
partes… conocer su visión //). Additionally, new affective meanings are introduced (la
Comisión comparte la preocupación…), together with verbs of speech (la Comisión Euro-
pea afirma…) and others by which the institution performs tasks humans would (la
Comisión Europea incoó un procedimiento… and la Comisión Europea publicó…). This
could be a hedging mechanism, designed to hide the real human subject of such proce-
dures. As can be observed, ENT + V patterns with Comisión Europea can be found in
this subcorpus, but not in the written collections. It is possible that this terminological
variant is introduced in non-interpreted Spanish for better distinguishing the executive
Commission and the PETI Committee.

Table 16. Term-embedding collocations (ORIG_ES) – Commission/European Commission

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits
NE
type Example

ENT +
V

Comisión +
desea

A 1 ORG: 1 la Comisión desea siempre escuchar a todas las partes //
conocer su visión // [the Commission is always willing
to listen to all parties // to hear their views //]

ENT +
V

Comisión +
comparte

A 1 ORG: 1 la Comisión comparte la preocupación existente por las
distintas presiones que el Mar Menor está sufriendo
[The Commission shares the concern about the
different pressures that the Mar Menor is undergoing]

ENT +
V

Comisión +
considera

A 1 ORG: 1 Comisión considera en general que España no
monitoriza de manera adecuada sus aguas [The
Commission considers that, in general, Spain is not
adequately surveying its waters]

ENT +
V

Comisión
Europea +
incoó

A 1 ORG: 1 La Comisión Europea incoó un procedimiento de
infracción contra España en el año 2015 [The European
Commission opened an infringement proceeding
against Spain in 2015]

ENT +
V

Comisión
Europea +
considera

A 1 ORG: 1 la Comisión Europea considera en efecto que la
aplicación efectiva de la política medioambiental de la
Unión Europea… [the European Commission
considers that the effective implementation of the EU
environmental policy…]

ENT +
V

Comisión
Europea +
afirma

A 1 ORG: 1 la Comisión Europea afirma que las autoridades
regionales han emprendido una serie de medidas
jurídicas y técnicas [European Commission states that
the regional authorities have undertaken a number of
legal and technical measures]
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Table 16. (continued)

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits
NE
type Example

ENT +
V

Comisión
Europea +
publicó

M 1 ORG: 1 …Comisión Europea publicó el año pasado en 2019
su… en un informe que remitió al Consejo…
[…European Commission published last year in 2019
its… in a report to the Council…]

In the interpreted English subcorpus (Table 17), the total number of term-embedding
collocations (9) remains quite similar to non-interpreted Spanish. Even though a new
mental verb is introduced (believe), the rest of the examples are associated with more
physical meanings, even with an idea of movement and urgency which cannot be found
in the non-interpreted Spanish (the Commission needs to inform us, measures the Com-
mission takes, the Parliament but also the Commission act to find a solution…).

Table 17. Term-embedding collocations (MED_EN) – Commission/European Commission

Pattern Subpattern Retrieval Hits
NE
type Example

ENT +
V

Commission
+ said

A 2 ORG: 2 there were three parliamentary groups present here //
socialist ECR and EPP // and they too heard what the
Commission said //

ENT +
V

Commission
+ needs

A 2 ORG: 2 the Commission needs to inform us about what steps
are being taken

ENT +
V

European
Commission
+ needs

A 1 ORG: 1 the European Commission needs to guarantee the
reciprocity clauses

ENT +
V

European
Commission
+ remains

A 1 ORG: 1 the infringement process continues its path and the
European Commission remains alert

ENT +
V

European
Commission
+ believes

A 1 ORG: 1 the European Commission believes that effective
application of EU environmental law

ENT +
V

Commission
+ takes

A 1 ORG: 1 we ‘ll look to see what measures the Commission takes
in the future on the safety of asbestos

ENT +
V

Commission
+ act

M 1 ORG: 1 to keep this petition open so that the Parliament but
also the Commission act to find a solution

Finally, these data are in line with our previous findings (Corpas Pastor and Sánchez
Rodas, 2022). Simplification appears to be a contingent feature which depends on the
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mediation mode and the source languages involved (and also on the topic of the source
text). Another relevant finding of this study is that there are clear differences in shifts
between EN-ES translations and ES-EN interpretations of NEs in the Petitions Commit-
tee, as well as normalisation of specialized phraseology, especially in interpreted English
(from Spanish).

5. Conclusion

EP institutional texts exhibit an argument-structure text-organizing pattern centred
around named entities (NEs) and their phraseology. This study is one of the first
computer-assisted analyses of named entities in an English<>Spanish intermodal cor-
pora derived from the activities of the PETI Committee at the European Parliament. To
uncover their formulaic patterns we have used an NLP-enhanced methodology which
combines corpus work and NER. The most represented NE categories are PER, DATE,
ORG, LAW and MISC, although their frequency ranks vary across subcorpora.

In terms of NE frequency and distribution, translations (mediated Spanish) tend
to show explicitation traits, whereas interpretations (mediated English) appear to be
more prone to simplification. Regarding NE formulaicity, text-organizing patterns are
the most frequent type and present higher numbers of patterns and subpatterns. In trans-
lated Spanish, text-organizing patterns tend to conform to Spanish norms and exhibit
some degree of explicitation. By contrast, interpreted English exhibits fewer patterns
and less variation, which also points to simplification. Grammatical patterns reveal dif-
ferences between mediated and non-mediated discourse. Our findings suggest the exis-
tence of negative transfer in translated Spanish, whereas interpreted English reveals
register-down shifts (simplification). On the other hand, term-embedding collocations
are heavily associated with personification across subcorpora. In mediated Spanish, they
instantiate cases of transfer and/or simplification. In mediated English, however, term-
embedding collocations are a clear case of source language shining through (Teich 2003).

Finally, NER-enhanced corpus analysis has proved to be a powerful methodology to
discover translationese traits through NEs’ phraseological patterns. In this line, several
cases of negative transfer have been found to operate mostly from non-translated English
to translated Spanish. Further studies are needed to establish whether this is only typical
of the PETIMOD corpus or whether it can also be a feature of other types of Eurolects.
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PART IV

Terminological tools and resources



Legal lexicography and legal information
tools

Sandro Nielsen
Aarhus University

Legal lexicography concerns dictionaries as information tools for needs-adapted
information search. The objective is to develop principles and guidelines that help
lexicographers design, evaluate, make and use legal dictionaries that fulfil specific
types of need of specific types of user in specific types of situation concerning law,
its terms, and its language. Therefore, legal dictionaries provide help in many
situations, e.g., in term management processes. Legal dictionaries deal with legal
terms in both systematic and alphabetical set-up and presentation forms, are
descriptive and prescriptive, and provide help to clarify terms using
methodological and systematic approaches. Finally, legal dictionaries are
information tools that assist users in encoding and decoding, and cater for the
information needs of lawyers as well as non-lawyers.

Keywords: functional theory, comparative law, term selection, data types,
information needs

1. Introduction

Dictionaries are the products of practical and theoretical lexicographic work and come
in many varieties. At the same time, some scholars claim that both linguistics and termi-
nology deal, at least partially, with reference tools that are generally called dictionaries.
An examination of the relevant literature indicates that the theoretical and practical work
with dictionaries in these two disciplines belong to different paradigms. Some scholars
argue that lexicography deals with descriptions of general-language words, works with
alphabetical organization structures, is descriptive, has laypersons as target groups, and
focuses on help to decode texts. This may be a result of lexicographers following a sema-
siological line based on linguistic theories and principles, which often underlie general-
language dictionaries. In contrast, terminologists/terminographers often claim that their
lexicographic products deal with terms from specialized domains, work with system-
atic organization structures, are normative or prescriptive, have specialists as their target
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groups, and focus on help to encode texts. This may be a result of terminologists/ter-
minographers following an onomasiological line based on concepts, which often under-
lies special-language dictionaries (Riggs 1989, 89–90; Bergenholtz and Tarp 2010, 28;
Kageura 2015, 57). Such positions make you wonder where legal lexicography and legal
dictionaries fit in.

At first glance, these divergent views of lexicographic products seem difficult to rec-
oncile. However, the contributions in Mac Aodha (2014), an edited volume on legal lexi-
cography, demonstrate that the views share some features as the contributions prove that
legal dictionaries can be used for encoding as well as decoding that lexicographers can
use terminological principles in making dictionaries, and that lexicographers can work
with printed and digitized dictionaries. In light of the somewhat inconsistent views of
lexicography and by implication legal dictionaries, this paper proposes an answer to the
following question: What is this thing called legal lexicography? The below attempt to
answer this question involves an examination of the ontological position and object of
legal lexicography, and a discussion of the interdisciplinary nature of dictionary work.
This is followed by a study of user profiling to identify user needs, and a description of
methods for selecting and presenting legal terms and other data with particular reference
to dictionary functions.

2. Legal lexicography and its object

One way in which to discover the nature of legal lexicography is to begin with a descrip-
tion of the object of legal lexicography. The object is an information tool, the dictionary,
which provides a platform for needs-adapted information search. Authors and scholars
have called these information tools by different names such as legal dictionaries, legal
lexicons, legal encyclopedias, law dictionaries and judicial dictionaries (Greenberg 2014,
59–62), but those are designations of specific types of dictionary. Legal lexicography
needs a general definition of its object, called the legal dictionary in this chapter, and the
following general definition, based on Nielsen (2018a, 72–73), provides a relevant onto-
logical position. Legal dictionaries have a number of surface features, which consist of
their printed and digital user interfaces. These interfaces include prefaces, user guides,
wordlists, and appendices, which are components found in many printed and digital dic-
tionaries. In addition, a legal dictionary has three underlying features: (1) it has been
designed to fulfil one or more functions; (2) it contains data that have been selected
because they help to fulfil its function(s); and (3) it has data organization and presenta-
tion structures that marshal its data into the task of fulfilling its function(s). According
to the functional theory of lexicography, a dictionary function is a specific type of help a
dictionary provides to satisfy specific types of lexicographically relevant need of specific
types of potential user in specific types of extra-lexicographic situation (for a discussion
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of the fundamentals of specialized lexicography, see Nielsen 2018a). For example, dic-
tionaries may: (1) provide help to understand legal texts in the native or a foreign lan-
guage; (2) provide help to produce legal texts in the native or a foreign language; (3)
provide help to translate legal texts into or from a foreign language; (4) provide help
to acquire general or specific knowledge about factual and linguistic matters concern-
ing law and legal language. Examples (1)–(3) are referred to as communicative functions,
because help is provided to users engaged in communicative activities, and Example (4)
concerns what is often referred to as cognitive functions, because help is provided to users
engaged in knowledge building.

The object of legal lexicography should be seen in the following light. Firstly, the
theoretical and practical framework focuses on the type of help legal dictionaries intend
to provide when consulted by users. Secondly, legal lexicography works with any type
of data, whether linguistic or encyclopedic, which is in line with the conclusions drawn
by Haiman (1980, 331) as well as Harris and Hutton (2007, 155), who state that “The
boundaries between a general dictionary, an encyclopedia, a law dictionary and a legal
encyclopedia are inevitably unclear, both in theory and as a matter of practice.” Thirdly,
the above lexicographic basis prioritizes users and their needs for information when
they consult legal dictionaries. These considerations support the position advocated in
this contribution namely that legal lexicography deals with terms and general-language
words, works with both systematic and alphabetic organization structures, is descriptive
as well as prescriptive, addresses laypersons as well as experts, and prepares dictionaries
for both decoding and encoding. On the basis of the above ontological position, the
object of legal lexicography is information tools that function as utility products,
which–through their surface and underlying features–provide specific types of help to
specific types of user in specific types of user situation related to the field of law and its
language. Even though legal dictionaries cover law and legal language, lexicographic pro-
jects require a plurality of skills and competences.

3. The interdisciplinary nature of legal lexicography

A study of available dictionaries and dictionary projects shows that legal lexicography
is characterized by interdisciplinarity. As we have seen, legal lexicography is not a sub-
discipline of linguistics or terminology with linguistic units or terms as its object but
rather a discipline, the object of which is the dictionary. If the aim of a lexicographic
project is to make a dictionary intended to provide help with linguistic aspects of legal
language, then linguistic knowledge is required and (juri)linguists should be invited to
assist. Similarly, if a project aims to make a dictionary that provides help with termi-
nological aspects of law, then knowledge of terminology is required and terminologists/
terminographers should be invited to assist. As pointed out by Bajčić (2017, 142–143),
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linguistics and terminology are two approaches to legal lexicography, which means that
work with legal dictionaries is an exercise in lexicography centred on the dictionary and
supported by, for instance, a linguistic or a terminological approach. Legal lexicogra-
phers may thus have to call in aid from specialists working in disciplines other than law
and lexicography.

Legal lexicography involves theoretical and practical principles for the production of
dictionaries, so several disciplines are likely to be involved in any project on legal dictio-
naries. Firstly, IT specialists contribute to developing databases and user interfaces, and
legal lexicographers should be able to communicate effectively with those specialists (or
acquire the relevant skills and competences for doing that work themselves). Secondly,
modern legal dictionaries use electronic corpora as sources; therefore, knowledge about
corpus building and corpus analysis is relevant. Thirdly, legal dictionaries contain terms
and general-language words from the general field of law or one or more of its sub-fields,
so domain-specific knowledge and cooperation with legal experts are necessary in rela-
tion to both the internal structure of the field of law and the language used. Finally, legal
dictionaries are information tools designed to fulfil the needs of users in specific types of
extra-lexicographic user situations and knowledge about and cooperation with special-
ists of, for instance, translation, knowledge management, and text production are nec-
essary (for a discussion of the relationship between lexicography and interdisciplinarity,
see Nielsen 2018b). When they have the necessary (inter)disciplinary competences and
skills available for a particular project, lexicographers should link those to the lexico-
graphically relevant needs of intended users.

4. Users and their lexicographic needs

When you want to discuss how lexicography can help with legal terminology and term
management, a good place to start is to study the intended dictionary users, as dictio-
naries are compiled to provide help to satisfy the needs users have. The various types
of competence of intended dictionary users either help users or place them at a dis-
advantage in a specific extra-lexicographic situation, for example understanding and
writing legal texts. The levels of competence indicate which lexicographically relevant
information needs the intended users have and provide guidance to lexicographers for
selecting the data necessary for responding to such needs. Lexicographers distinguish
between three general types of user: subject-field experts, semi-experts, and laypersons
(Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997, 98–99). These three types are rather broad but in
respect of legal dictionaries, subject-field experts may be described as users with special-
ist legal knowledge, semi-experts as users with legal knowledge below the level of spe-
cialists and above the level of basic, general knowledge of law possessed by people with
a general higher education. Laypersons also constitute a heterogeneous group ranging
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from users with no legal knowledge to the general legal knowledge of those with a higher
education. This typology may be applied to users who look for legal knowledge in dictio-
naries, but does not take into account users who have other needs, such as legal transla-
tors and teachers of a foreign language, who will often possess translation and language
skills relating to legal language that may be relevant for planning and making legal dic-
tionaries (see further below).

The members of these diverse groups have different cultural, legal, linguistic, trans-
lation, writing, etc., competences, and dictionaries ideally contain data that help users
where competences are inadequate. The existing literature discusses different ways in
which to profile dictionary users, and their competences and skills can, for instance, be
identified by answering a list of questions like the following (adapted from Nielsen 2014,
159–160):

1. What is the level of their general cultural and factual knowledge?
2. At what level do they master the field of law in their own jurisdiction?
3. At what level do they master the field of law in a foreign jurisdiction?
4. Which language is their native language?
5. At what level do they master their native language?
6. At what level do they master a foreign language?
7. How extensive is their experience in translating between the languages in question?
8. At what level do they master legal language in their native language?
9. At what level do they master legal language in the foreign language?
10. At what level do they master writing legal texts and genre conventions in their native

language?
11. At what level do they master writing legal texts and genre conventions in the foreign

language?

The answers to these, or similar dictionary-specific, questions will indicate which gen-
eral types and levels of competence the intended users of a dictionary have and enable
lexicographers to put data into the dictionary that help users where competences are
insufficient. It is often practically impossible to identify all relevant competences of
each potential dictionary user, so the social science concept of ideal types of users will
normally suffice. According to Allen (2004, 76–78), ideal types are not the product of
the impulsive urge of researchers but are logically constructed concepts, which can be
applied to lexicographic projects. However, it is possible to make legal dictionaries dedi-
cated to one or a very limited number of users, for example, for specific in-house termi-
nology management processes in companies and for legal translation service providers.
It is reasonable to assume that, as ideal types, legal experts and semi-experts generally
have considerable factual knowledge of their own legal system but little to medium
knowledge of facts in a foreign legal system. Similarly, legal experts and semi-experts will
likely have little to medium competence in relation to a foreign (legal) language, includ-
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ing writing skills. Professional translators may have a considerable general-language
competence and a medium to high competence in legal language. They are also likely to
have factual knowledge of law ranging from little to in-depth, considerable translation
competence, and considerable competence in writing general and legal texts in their
native language as well as a foreign language. Consequently, laypersons and professional
translators will need more, and perhaps different, data on factual legal matters than legal
experts and semi-experts, whereas legal experts and laypersons will need more data that
can help them with legal language, writing and translation issues. All user groups will
need data on factual differences between terms from one jurisdiction and their counter-
parts in another jurisdiction as well as data on legal specifics in a foreign jurisdiction,
as only few users will be familiar with these types of particulars. As a result, legal dic-
tionaries need different types of data to satisfy the needs of their users, who may have
asymmetric competence and knowledge levels.

The lexicographic needs of users are directly linked to the range of coverage of dic-
tionaries. Nielsen (1994, 39–43) proposes the following typology of legal dictionaries.
Single-field dictionaries cover one subject-field, such as a dictionary of law and a dic-
tionary of mechanical engineering, whereas multi-field dictionaries cover two or more
subject-fields, such as a typical business dictionary and a dictionary of science and tech-
nology. Single-field dictionaries come in two types. General-field dictionaries attempt to
cover an entire subject-field, such as a dictionary of law and a dictionary of finance,
while sub-field dictionaries attempt to cover one sub-field within a general field, such as
a dictionary of contract law and a dictionary of land law. These types of dictionary have
advantages and disadvantages. Multi-field dictionaries are likely to treat relatively few
terms and general-language words from each subject-field, whereas sub-field dictionar-
ies are likely to give in-depth treatment of relatively many terms and words from a sub-
field. Taking a different perspective, professional translation service providers may use
multi-field dictionaries for either one specific client or for two or more clients in their
terminology management process. A translation service provider that translates many
different types of text for a specific client can benefit from a multi-field dictionary that
provides help to translate, for instance, legal documents, technical documents and mar-
keting documents for that client. A translation service provider that specializes in legal
translation may choose to use a general-field dictionary or several sub-field dictionaries
covering law and legal language.

The above typology of legal dictionaries is also related to user types. In respect of
single-field dictionaries, experts will be users with specialist legal knowledge and for sub-
field dictionaries, experts will be users with specialist legal knowledge within their sub-
field, for example land law specialists. In relation to sub-field dictionaries, semi-experts
will be users who are specialists in legal sub-fields other than that treated by the dictio-
nary concerned. The user category of laypersons may include learners of law and legal
language, novice and seasoned legal translators, as well as jurilinguist translators, and
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these user types may relate to any one of the three types of legal dictionaries specified
above.

The disciplinary boundaries of the subject field of law and its terms are easily estab-
lished–or so it would seem. At one point in time, law may have been easy to define
as a pure discipline but especially after the industrial revolution, other disciplines have
affected law in ways that are relevant to legal lexicography and the treatment of terms.
For example, securities law concerns legal rules pertaining to non-legal subject matter
such as various types of actors in financial markets, and terms from information technol-
ogy and its subject matter affect IT law and its terminology. In sum, the above discussion
shows that legal dictionaries can be general-field and sub-field dictionaries and either
type of dictionary may provide help in the form of communicative functions and cog-
nitive functions, or a combination of the two. Finally, these dictionaries may have legal
experts, semi-experts or laypersons (or a combination thereof ) as their target groups.
For legal dictionaries to work in practice, it is relevant to look at how the above consid-
erations may affect the selection of terms and other types of data.

5. Selection of terms

The selection of terms and general-language words that function as search entries in
printed and electronic dictionaries depends on dictionary functions, range of coverage,
and intended user groups. General-field dictionaries have a wider range of coverage than
sub-field dictionaries, and dictionaries providing help to produce and translate legal
texts will likely include terms as well as general-language words (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives, adverbs) in order to facilitate production and translation of texts. Lexicographers
often refer to search entries as lemmas, because they are not always words in a grammat-
ical sense. Some multi-word terms contain different parts of speech (e.g. alphanumeric
terms) and can therefore not easily be classified as words. Lemmas in a UK English legal
dictionary (general-field) may include the following examples: ABH, bind over, construe,
contract for work done and materials supplied, -ee, Part 20 claim, payment into court,
quasi-judicial, royalty, and strike out. Whether a term or word is to be included in a legal
dictionary depends on whether the term or word is relevant for providing the help that
the intended user group need for successfully carrying out particular types of commu-
nicative or cognitive activity.

Terms are important parts of legal vocabulary and may be classified in various ways.
A traditional classification of legal vocabulary can be found in, for instance, Alcaraz and
Hughes (2002, 16–18), who distinguish between legal terms of art, which are terms that
are exclusively found within the domain of law and which are monosemic, such as bar-
rister, tort, and estoppel from Anglo-American law. Semi-legal terms (or mixed terms)
are words and phrases from the general vocabulary that have acquired additional spe-
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cial meanings within the field of law in narrowly defined legal contexts. These terms are
therefore polysemic and include the term(s) issue from Anglo-American law, which has
the legal meaning “children” within the law of wills and succession, and the meaning
“disputed point” in procedural law. Finally, everyday vocabulary with everyday meanings
is found in legal communication. A similar classification distinguishes between pure law
terms, which correspond to legal terms of art, and law terms found in everyday commu-
nication. The latter seem to correspond to semi-technical legal terms, such as the Anglo-
American term land, which is used in everyday communication by someone buying or
selling a house, while the legal meaning is a delineated piece of landed property with
buildings, plants, supply lines and rights attached. A third type is made up of everyday
words assigned a special connotation in a given legal context, such as words or phrases
regularly and primarily used in everyday communication that “become a part of the
subject-matter of a statute thus acquiring new semantic dimensions either expanding or
narrowing their original meaning” (Chromá 2004, 15–16). When they have decided on
which types of legal vocabulary to include in their dictionaries, lexicographers will start
the process of selecting the relevant terms.

Specialized lexicography has long embraced the use of systematic classifications for
delineating subject fields and selecting lemmas, which is also relevant for making legal
dictionaries. Petersen (1995a, 83–84) suggests the use of three types of systematic clas-
sification. An external subject classification delimits the legal subject field in relation to
neighbouring disciplines and this classification is useful for compiling corpora of repre-
sentative texts in which terms can be found. The next step is to prepare an internal sub-
ject classification that helps lexicographers to structure the legal field so they can work
systematically when making their dictionaries as it helps lexicographers to present this
structure in textual, diagrammatical or pictorial form to dictionary users. Finally, a ter-
minological classification provides lexicographers with a list of the terms used in the legal
field and helps lexicographers to extract the terms.

This three-step selection process may be refined for legal dictionaries. Nielsen (1994,
134–137) suggests that the general field of law should be divided into all the sub-fields that
can be identified within a given jurisdiction, for example, contract law, environmental
law, family law, insolvency law, land law, tort law, and jurisprudence. A specification like
this will provide a proper basis for selecting the lemmas to be included in legal dictio-
naries. Furthermore, this method provides a detailed account of the terms and general-
language words of a legal sub-field and at the same time makes it easy for lexicographers
to identify collocations and phrases that may be useful for some dictionary functions.

This method may be extended to legal sub-field dictionaries. It may be sufficient to
examine a sub-field in a general way, but may be helpful to break down a sub-field into
constitutive thematic elements in order to obtain an overview of the legal sub-field. For
instance, the sub-field of contract law may be divided into the following thematic ele-
ments (Nielsen 1994, 136):
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1. Classification of contracts
2. Formation and validity of contracts
3. Legal effects of contracts
4. Judicial implication and construction of contracts
5. Performance of contracts
6. Non-performance and remedies
7. Assignment of contractual rights and liabilities
8. Discharge of contracts

This type of classification provides a workable basis for the selection of lemmas. The
number of constitutive thematic elements may vary from one sub-field to another and
may even have to be specified further by adding thematic sub-elements to one or more
of the general elements, for example:

6. Non-performance and remedies
6.1 Remedies available
6.2 Fundamental non-performance
6.3 Cure by non-performing party
6.4 Performance entrusted to another
6.5 Excuse due to impediments
6.6 Clauses limiting or excluding remedies

When selecting data for legal dictionaries, lexicographers should treat law as a
jurisdiction-dependent domain. This approach is advocated by de Groot (1990, 122),
who claims that “Die Fachsprache der Juristen ist extrem systemgebunden. Rechtssys-
teme sind von Staat zu Staat unterschiedlich. Jeder Staat hat seine eigene selbständige
juristische Terminologie.” In other words, each jurisdiction structures its legal system in
a way that suits only that jurisdiction and the legal language used reflects the structure
of that system. However, adjectives such as English, German, and Spanish used in legal
contexts may not only refer to the legal framework of a particular country, such as US
English, UK English, and EU English, but may refer to varieties of English, German,
and Spanish used in different legal systems. As pointed out by Nielsen (2014, 161), vari-
eties of English are used in international treaties and conventions, and these texts aim to
describe regulatory frameworks in a language that can be understood by and is accept-
able to as many as possible no matter which legal system they belong to. Furthermore,
labels such as US English and UK English refer to countries that have multiple jurisdic-
tions, such as a federal jurisdiction and 50 state jurisdictions in the USA, and the juris-
dictions of England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland in the UK. To the extent
relevant, legal dictionaries should specify any geographical and jurisdictional constraints
relating to terms and substantive issues.
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Selection of terms pertains not only to lemmas but also to equivalents, and the selec-
tion of equivalents involves some of the methods and considerations described above.
Legal lexicographers often compile text corpora in one or more languages and these
should be up-to-date and organized in a systematic or thematic way concerning both
substantive content and genres. Petersen (1995b, 106–110) describes a five-step procedure
for selecting equivalents that is relevant for the selection of equivalents in legal dictio-
naries. The first step is introspection, where legal lexicographers and legal experts use
their prior knowledge of correct equivalents. The second step involves searching the cor-
pora to find confirmation of potential equivalents and to discover distinctions between
possible equivalents, such as variants and conceptual hierarchies. The third step involves
searching corpora for thematic and genre parallelism in order to make relevant substan-
tive and language comparisons. For instance, legal textbook excerpts in one language
should be compared with excerpts from legal textbooks in the other language dealing
with the same substantive issues. Similarly, contracts in one language should be com-
pared with contracts in the other language on the same subject matter. The same applies
when corpora contain different language versions of EU legal acts, such as regulations
and directives. The fourth step concerns the search for terms of abstract concepts, which
are often difficult to find because of the differences in legal systems (e.g. the concept of
corporate veil in Anglo-American law). Law is a culture-dependent subject field and it
may be problematic to say that a term in one language is actually an equivalent of a term
in another language. Not only does this make it difficult to present equivalents in dictio-
naries but it also makes it difficult to search for equivalents in corpora. This emphasizes
the value of having fully systematic classifications for each language and jurisdiction con-
cerned.

The application of the above method may discover instances of various degrees of
equivalence between terms from different jurisdictions. The existing literature gener-
ally distinguishes between three types of equivalence in respect of lemmas and equiv-
alents (see e.g. Šarčević 1989, 279–281; de Groot 1990, 122–127; Nielsen 1994, 162–178).
Full equivalence means that a term in one jurisdiction has exactly the same semantic,
pragmatic and substantive properties as a term in another jurisdiction. There is seldom
full equivalence between terms from different jurisdictions, but legal concepts and terms
defined in EU regulations would appear to be fully equivalent in all official EU languages
because, strictly speaking, they belong to the same supranational jurisdiction. EU mem-
ber states may adopt defined concepts and terms in EU directives without changes in
their national law and these may be examples of concepts and terms with full equiva-
lence. In this connection, Bajčić (2017, 112) argues that the concept of equivalence is diffi-
cult to define and that “equivalence is difficult to achieve and legal equivalence well-nigh
impossible to achieve.”

As a result, incongruence between legal systems leads to partial equivalence between
lemmas and equivalents, i.e. terms from two jurisdictions do not have the exact same
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semantic, pragmatic and substantive properties. Partial equivalence may result in there
being more than one possible equivalent to a lemma and in those cases dictionary users
should be informed of the semantic, pragmatic and substantive properties of each equiv-
alent adopted.

Various approaches are available to legal lexicographers dealing with partial equiva-
lence. An equivalent may have properties that constitute a subset of the semantic, prag-
matic and substantive properties of a lemma (inclusion). Alternatively, part of the set of
semantic, pragmatic and substantive properties of an equivalent may be equal to part
of the set of the same properties of a lemma (intersection). A supplementary approach
is to examine essential and accidental characteristics of terms in order to determine
the degree of partial equivalence. However, it may be difficult to distinguish between
essential and accidental characteristics in a meaningful manner. For instance, it may be
debatable how many essential and how many accidental characteristics are required to
determine the degree of partial equivalence, especially since terms may have from one
to many essential characteristics and none to many accidental characteristics within or
across jurisdictions.

Owing to the terminological and conceptual differences between legal systems, lex-
icographers may find that legal concepts in one jurisdiction have no corresponding
concepts in another jurisdiction (zero equivalence). In such cases, lexicographers may
decide either to exclude terms as lemmas or to provide suggested equivalents such as
explanatory phrases (see Section 7 below). In cases of partial equivalence, lexicographers
need to decide which partially equivalent terms to select. This challenge may be solved
by dividing partial equivalents into two overall groups. Acceptable partial equivalents
are equivalents that have the properties necessary to function satisfactorily as transla-
tion equivalents of lemmas. Such equivalents may be described as near or approximate
equivalents. The other group is unacceptable partial equivalents, which are terms that do
not have the properties to function satisfactorily as translation equivalents, and may be
described as remote equivalents.

Lexicographers face the problem of how to select translation equivalents, or rather
surrogate equivalents, in cases of zero or remote equivalence. One solution is a lexical
borrowing (also referred to as transcription) where a term from one jurisdiction is taken
over as an equivalent (loan word). However, a lexical borrowing does not result in the
presentation of actual legal equivalents, because they do not normally exist in the tar-
get jurisdiction/language unless such loan words (i.e. terms) are established terms in
the legal language of a given jurisdiction. Lexicographers may also use loan translations
(also referred to as calque and word-for-word translation), which means that the mor-
phemes of lemmas are translated item by item (i.e. directly) into equivalent morphemes
in another language. The main problem with this method is that dictionary users are
presented with equivalents that do not form part of the legal vocabulary of their own or
another jurisdiction. Furthermore, lexicographers may decide to use explanatory equiv-
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alents. These are descriptive equivalents having the purpose of explaining the semantic,
pragmatic and substantive properties of lemmas, and which can function satisfactorily
as translation equivalents (see Section 7 below). Finally, lexicographers may invent new
terms (also referred to as coinage and neologism). This may be equivalents lexicogra-
phers invent themselves or equivalents suggested by legal experts, but there is always the
risk that such equivalents will be misunderstood or not used because they are unknown
to the legal community.

The selection of source-language terms and target-language terms for legal dictio-
naries requires systematic and thematically based methods concerning the structure of
the field of law, its language, and the different text types involved. Furthermore, selection
is an ongoing quantitative and qualitative process in which persons with lexicographic,
legal, terminological, linguistic and use-related knowledge collaborate in the process of
selecting terms. For example, Nielsen (2015) describes cases where lexicographers failed
to identify and incorporate legal terms despite using comprehensive, up-to-date elec-
tronic corpora. However, legal dictionaries contain much more than terms.

6. Selection of other types of data

Legal dictionaries contain different types of data selected because they support dictio-
nary functions and the treatment of legal terms. Some data types support several func-
tions whereas others support only one, and legal lexicographers should select those data
types that match user competences, user situations and user needs. Bergenholtz and Tarp
(1995, 22–28) discuss data types in specialized dictionaries and these types of data are
also relevant for legal lexicography. Partly based on their discussion, the following list
indicates which data types legal lexicographers should consider including in their dictio-
naries, with due regard to dictionary functions:

1. For producing legal texts in their native language, users typically need data on
orthography, part of speech, gender, pronunciation, grammatical regularity and
irregularity, definition, collocations, phrases, and usage.

2. For understanding legal texts in their native language, users typically need data on
part of speech, gender, pronunciation, grammatical irregularity, definition, colloca-
tions, phrases, synonyms, and antonyms.

3. For producing legal texts in a foreign language, users typically need data on orthog-
raphy, gender, pronunciation, derivation, syntax, grammatical regularity and irreg-
ularity, definition, translation equivalent, translation of collocations, translation of
phrases, pragmatic and cultural restrictions, as well as data contrasting structure of
own and foreign legal subject field.
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4. For understanding legal texts in a foreign language, users typically need data on
part of speech, gender, pronunciation, grammatical irregularity, definition, transla-
tion equivalent, translation of collocations, translation of phrases, synonyms, and
antonyms, as well as data contrasting structure of own and foreign legal subject field.

5. For translating legal texts into a foreign language, users typically need data on the
native language on part of speech, gender, pronunciation, grammatical regularity
and irregularity, definition, collocations, and phrases. On the foreign language:
orthography, part of speech, gender, grammatical regularity and irregularity, trans-
lation equivalent, degree of equivalence, translation of collocations, translation of
phrases, pragmatic and cultural restrictions, and data contrasting structure of own
and foreign legal subject field.

6. For translating legal texts from a foreign language, users typically need data on the
foreign language on part of speech, gender, pronunciation, grammatical irregular-
ity, definition, collocations, and phrases. On the native language: orthography, part
of speech, gender, grammatical regularity and irregularity, translation equivalent,
degree of equivalence, translation of collocations, translation of phrases, pragmatic
and cultural restrictions, and data contrasting structure of own and foreign legal sub-
ject field.

7. For acquiring knowledge about their own legal language, users typically need data
on orthography, part of speech, grammatical regularity and irregularity, syntax,
derivation, definition, and usage.

8. For acquiring knowledge about foreign legal language, users typically need data on
orthography, part of speech, grammatical regularity and irregularity, syntax, deriva-
tion, definition, usage, data contrasting native and foreign legal language, and data
contrasting structure of own and foreign legal subject field.

9. For acquiring knowledge about their own field of law, users typically need data on
the structure of the legal subject field, definitions, and conceptual relationships.

10. For acquiring knowledge about a foreign field of law, users typically need data on
the structure of the legal subject field, definitions, conceptual relationships, and data
contrasting structure of own and foreign legal subject field.

This list needs a few clarifying comments. Firstly, some of the above data may come from
specific sources of information, such as statutes, case law and books, and lexicographers
should consider including data on sources (citations) for some communicative and cog-
nitive functions (see Figure 1). Secondly, the main reason for including the data type
pronunciation is that a wide understanding of text includes both written and oral com-
munication and the optimal legal dictionary would provide help with both types of com-
munication. Thirdly, several data types support more than one function, for instance,
equivalents are a data type that supports foreign-language production as well as transla-
tion activities, but may also help understanding foreign-language legal texts and knowl-
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edge acquisition, in particular for laypersons and semi-experts. Collocations and phrases
are useful because they show legal terms in context and may thus clarify the meaning of
those terms by specifying relevant referential foci. As explained by Biel (2014, 46–47),
collocations embedding legal terms “establish links between terms and elements of con-
ceptual frames,” and collocations may disambiguate “near-synonyms and polysemous
senses of a term, because they tend to combine with different collocates.” Finally, defi-
nitions appear to be a data type used across the board and may thus be regarded as an
indispensable data type in legal dictionaries. However, legal lexicographers should heed
the words of Harris and Hutton (2007, 49), “The notion of a definition adequate to all
occasions and all demands is a semantic ignis fatuus.” This implies that different defini-
tions are required for different users and functions.

Legal dictionaries usually contain definitions presented in various ways. The existing
literature discusses several types of definition based on various approaches, such as
semantic definitions, encyclopedic definitions, synonym definitions, extensional defini-
tions, intensional definitions, partitive definitions, relational definitions, and categorial
definitions (see e.g. Harris and Hutton 2007, 111–123; Fuertes-Olivera and Arribas-Baño
2008, 47–51). From a functional perspective, definitions of legal terms should contain
data that help dictionary users satisfy their information needs in specific types of extra-
lexicographic situations. This applies to the substantive or linguistic content of defini-
tions as well as the way and the language in which the data are presented. Accordingly,
the competences identified in the user profile linked to the activities in which users are
engaged play a role in writing definitions.

Dictionary definitions should be adapted to those user situations in which they can
satisfy user needs. This concerns the understanding of concepts, and several scholars
have attempted to explain what it takes to understand concepts (and terms). Peirce (1998,
138) offers one explanation: “Consider what effects that might conceivably have practical
bearings we conceive the object of our conception to have: then, our conception of those
effects is the whole of our conception of the object.” In other words, you have not fully
understood a concept until you have identified all the practical consequences the con-
cept may possibly have. Writing definitions that meet Peirce’s requirements is a tall order
but from a practical point of view, definitions in legal dictionaries that provide help in
various types of situation should answer the following questions: (1) What is this concept
(meaning explanation or term explication)? (2) What does this concept do (function or
effect)? (3) How is this concept related to other concepts (relation)? Definitions based
on these three elements provide users with a basis for understanding legal concepts and
acquiring the knowledge needed to understand, write and translate legal texts (see also
Chapter 2 in this volume on definitions in law across legal cultures and jurisdictions).

Dictionaries designed to provide help to translate legal texts contain various types
of data related to the definition of terms. A multilingual judicial dictionary on the law of
procedure (Hjelmblink 1991) shows how a terminological approach can be applied. The
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dictionary is intended for use by Danish lawyers and non-lawyers, translators, civil ser-
vants, and businesspeople, and primarily covers terms from England and Wales, Scot-
land, France, and Germany. Each jurisdiction is treated in separate sections and the
terms are translated into Danish. Figure 1 shows a dictionary article (sometimes referred
to as an entry) from the German-Danish section.

Figure 1. Article on objektive Klagenhäufung from Hjelmblink (1991, 366)

Figure 1 contains a Danish definition of the German term, which follows a label
allocating the term to German civil procedure (indicated by the abbreviation ZP). The
source of the definition is given in a reference to a specific place in a book on Ger-
man civil procedure (Jauern. § 88), the full bibliographical data of which appear in the
dictionary’s front matter. The indication of source precedes the Danish term that func-
tions as translation equivalent written in bold. The second half of the dictionary article
describes the conceptual hierarchy to which the German term can be assigned. Users
are informed that the term Klagenhäufung is the superordinate term (indicated by the
upward-pointing arrow), and that the term objektive Klagenhüfung is an antonym of sub-
jektive Klagenhäufung (indicated by the symbol ≠ and of which Streitgenossenschaft is
a synonym). Furthermore, the article tells users that there are three types of objektive
Klagenhüfungen: alternative Klagenhäufung, eventuelle Klagenhäufung, and kumulative
Klagenhäufung. The downward-pointing arrows indicate that the last three terms are
at the hierarchical level immediately below that of objektive Klagenhäufung. The article
ends by referring users to a diagrammatical representation of the conceptual hierarchy
(a tree diagram) in a separate appendix.

In addition to the terminological approach to legal lexicography, this multilingual
judicial dictionary shows how lexicographers can place data concerning legal facts and
conceptual hierarchies in different places in the dictionary and through cross-reference
structures make the differently located data work together to satisfy user needs. Finally,
each of the four bilingual sections starts with a Danish description of the judicial system
in the non-Danish jurisdiction concerned written in plain text and supported by a
diagrammatical representation of the court system. These descriptions support and
supplement the definitions provided in individual articles with both background and
systematic legal knowledge that is helpful to the intended users.
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The principles of legal lexicography also allow lexicographers to adopt a
comparative-law approach to translation dictionaries. Two dictionaries, one on
Norwegian-English contract law and one on Norwegian-English law (Craig 1992; Craig
1999), illustrate how a comparative approach may be applied. The dictionaries are
intended to satisfy the information needs of, in particular, Norwegian translators, but
also the business community, lawyers, state and administrative personnel and teachers.
The dictionaries aim to build a bridge between the Anglo-American and the Scandina-
vian legal traditions in order to avoid misunderstandings by giving users a basic under-
standing of Anglo-American law. Figure 2 shows how the comparative approach may be
used.

Figure 2. Article on skadelidtes medvirken from Craig (1999, 151)

The dictionary article illustrated in Figure 2 contains definitional data in English
even though the intended user groups are Norwegians. Furthermore, the definition
of the Norwegian term is embedded in the comparative explanation, the main focus
of which is Anglo-American law (AAL in Figure 2). Nevertheless, the contrastive data
expand the definition of the Norwegian term and, being in English, the definition indi-
rectly helps translators and other intended user groups to translate Norwegian texts in
a proper way. In the dictionary’s user guide, the author explains that if there is no sep-
arate definition of the Norwegian term the English equivalent is a direct equivalent of
the Norwegian term and the two terms thus have the same meaning (Craig 1999, viii).
Figure 2 is a relatively short article with comparative-law features. The two Norwegian-
English dictionaries contain considerably longer articles that give in-depth comparative
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descriptions of the differences between Norwegian and Anglo-American law. For exam-
ple, the article treating the Norwegian term hevning (generally: termination of contract)
is about 9 pages long in both dictionaries and compares the remedies available to con-
tractual parties who seek to deprive contracts of their binding effect because of breach,
invalidity or frustrating events.

Legal lexicographers have used the comparative-law approach in dictionary compo-
nents complementing and supplementing definitions in articles. Such components are
referred to as subject-field components, the purpose of which is to give a systematic pre-
sentation of the legal field(s) treated by a dictionary (for a discussion of subject-field
components in dictionaries, see Bergenholtz and Nielsen 2006). A multilingual dictio-
nary on contract law covering the jurisdictions of England and Wales, Denmark, Nor-
way, and Sweden (Anderson 1977) has a subject-field component with several sections
written in English and divided into numbered paragraphs. The dictionary’s target group
is English and Scandinavian practising and academic lawyers as well as businesspeople
and its primary function is to help users understand English terms. The first subject-
field section contrasts general features of Anglo-Scandinavian law, and the second sec-
tion describes some shared general features of Scandinavian law. Section three explains
the meanings of common law and equity in English law, while section four provides an
outline of the English judicial system at civil law. The last three subject-field sections
provide outlines of the judicial systems at civil law in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden,
respectively. To help users understand the terms included in the English-Scandinavian
wordlist, several articles contain cross-references to specific, numbered paragraphs in
the relevant subject-field sections where users can find additional information. The
subject-field sections follow the Länderbericht method, which describes all the relevant
legal issues in one jurisdiction before describing all the relevant issues in another juris-
diction (Zweigert and Kötz 1998, 32).

Lexicographers use methods other than the Länderbericht method when writing
subject-field components in legal dictionaries. A Spanish-Danish legal dictionary
intended for Danish companies, institutions and individuals who come into contact with
the Spanish legal system contains a short contrastive description of selected aspects of
the general field of law in the two jurisdictions (Henriksen 1991). The dictionary has two
functions, namely to provide help to understand Spanish legal terms and concepts, and
to provide help to translate Spanish legal texts into Danish, and the Danish subject-field
component aims to provide information complementing and supplementing the data in
the articles. The author opted for the analytical method, which compares one legal issue
across jurisdictions before going on to compare another legal issue across jurisdictions.
The subject-field component has numbered paragraphs dealing with issues including,
but not limited to, the law of persons, family law, property law, and criminal law.

For some communicative functions, for example providing help to translate and pro-
duce legal texts in a foreign language, lexicographers may elect to present definitions in
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two languages. A Norwegian-English dictionary of law (Lind 2003) intends to provide
help for translators, interpreters, lawyers and others who need to transpose Norwegian
legal terminology to English. The author chose to provide definitions of central terms of
Norwegian law in both Norwegian and English, and Figure 3 shows one example of this
approach.

Figure 3. Article on fremleie from Lind (2003, 102)

In a dictionary intended to provide help to translate and otherwise communicate
in English aimed at informed laypersons as well as professional lawyers, who are native
speakers of Norwegian, the inclusion of definitions written in the native language as well
as translated into the relevant foreign language may benefit dictionary users in at least
two ways. Firstly, users will know whether they have found the terms they need help with
by reading the native-language definitions. Secondly, the translated definitions may help
users in their foreign-language communication, whether users are informed laypersons
or professionals. Such translated definitions are particularly helpful for users who have to
explain legal concepts that are unfamiliar to the receiver of the communication because
of structural differences in the legal systems known to the interlocutors. Definitions are
only one type of data in legal dictionaries and are often linked directly to other data types
and the way in which these are presented.

7. The presentation of data

The data in dictionaries can be presented in many ways. Dictionaries–whether printed
or digital–involve databases as well as interfaces and legal lexicographers can, and do,
place the different data types in various places. For example, dictionary articles often
contain a plurality of data types, such as lemmas, grammatical data, definitions, colloca-
tions, phrases and cross-references. The presentation of terms plays a major role in legal
dictionaries and terms are lemmas and equivalents, which lexicographers can present in
different ways.

Some terms are written identically (homographs) but relate to different concepts.
Legal lexicographers therefore need to decide how to present identically looking lemmas
and at first glance, the choice is between polysemy and homonymy (see e.g. Nielsen 1994,
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206; 242–244). These options are based on linguistic principles and may be appropriate
for legal dictionaries assisting text production and translation. Theory and practice sug-
gest that lemmas should be presented in such a way that the terms and the related data
allow users to process the data optimally, thereby finding the answers to their consulta-
tion queries. The English term charge refers to several concepts, including: (1) a criminal
accusation, (2) a judge’s instruction to a jury, (3) an expense, and (4) an encumbrance.
Lexicographers can treat charge in four separate articles as homonyms or in one article
as polysemes, whichever is best for the intended users.

Dictionaries intended to provide help with understanding, producing or translating
legal texts should include lemmas other than terms. The English word charge appears in
different types of legal communication as a verb with various meanings, including: (1) to
make a criminal accusation, (2) to instruct a jury, (3) to ask for payment, and (4) to encum-
ber. In dictionaries containing homographs belonging to different word classes, lexicog-
raphers should treat lemmas as homonyms at the level of word class and treat charge as
nouns and verbs in different articles. Lexicographers should treat homograph terms and
general-language words belonging to the same word class but with different inflectional
paradigms in a similar way. For example, the English term authority refers to at least two
concepts, namely: (1) the power to act on behalf of and bind another person (in which
case it is uncountable), and (2) an official government body (in which case it is countable).
This approach is relevant for the database functioning as the basis of the dictionary and
the data fields in which the relevant data are placed, because it allows lexicographers to
offer users different search options in electronic dictionaries (see Section 8 below).

Lexicographers of bi- and multilingual dictionaries have various ways in which to
present equivalents. In those cases where a lemma has two or more acceptable equiva-
lents, lexicographers may opt for a descriptive or a prescriptive approach. A descriptive
approach is often not helpful to users who want to use the correct term in communica-
tive situations. This may be illustrated by the Danish term forarbejder, that is material
that form the background to a legislative enactment, and some possible English equiv-
alents. A descriptive approach may result in the presentation of lemma and equivalents
found in Figure 4 (other data types are not shown).

Figure 4. An example of the descriptive presentation of equivalents

One disadvantage of the descriptive presentation of equivalents is that it may let
users down. Users who want to know which English term to use will have to select an
equivalent more or less at random, especially non-experts, and they probably consult the
dictionary to find clear and unequivocal guidance. A prescriptive approach may result in
the presentation of the lemma and equivalents illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. An example of the prescriptive presentation of equivalents

In Figure 5, the lexicographers decided to help users by recommending the first
equivalent written in bold and by showing the other equivalent as a possible alternative
(synonym) on a separate line. This way of presenting equivalents is normative but at the
same time does not completely rule out the synonym (for a discussion of descriptive and
prescriptive approaches in lexicography, see Bergenholtz and Gouws 2010). Lexicogra-
phers can also adopt a prescriptive approach in dictionaries used by, for example, trans-
lation service providers that have several clients who commission legal translations (for
a discussion of the treatment of legal term variants in dictionaries, see Nielsen 2022).
One way in which to use prescription in a legal dictionary for all clients is shown in
Figure 6. Translation service providers may also prepare separate dictionaries for indi-
vidual clients and in such a case, the approach in Figure 5 may be more appropriate.

Figure 6. An example of client-specific prescription in presenting equivalents

Authors of bi- or multilingual dictionaries with communicative functions face a
challenge when terms in the source language have no equivalent terms in the target lan-
guage. This may occur when there is no equivalent conceptualization or classification in
the legal system of the target-language jurisdiction, or when there is no equivalent term
but an equivalent conceptualization or classification in the legal system of the target-
language jurisdiction. In such cases, lexicographers can either exclude a term as a lemma
in the dictionary, thereby providing no help to users, or include a term as a lemma
and present data that will likely meet communicative and cognitive information needs
(Nielsen 1994, 168). The latter approach was adopted by Craig (1999) in his Norwegian-
English law dictionary and Figure 7 shows one example of how the author dealt with the
challenge of presenting data relevant for the intended target group.

Figure 7. Article on hentekjøp from Craig (1999, 98)
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Figure 7 shows a Norwegian term that has no equivalent term in English, but Anglo-
American law has roughly equivalent conceptualizations as Norwegian law. Rather than
being a term, the suggested translation is an explanatory phrase indicating the substan-
tive content of the lemma. The situation becomes more complicated when there are no
equivalent conceptualizations or classifications in Norwegian and Anglo-American law,
as illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Article on sviktende forutsetning from Craig (1999, 240)

Figures 7 and 8 show that the author had in mind the information needs of the
intended target group in communicative situations. Norwegian lawyers and translators
who have to produce texts involving Norwegian law need help to communicate in Eng-
lish even in situations where Anglo-American law has no equivalent conceptualizations
or classifications. The dictionary provides help by suggesting English translations even
though the translations are not established in Anglo-American usage. In Figure 8, the
suggested translation is accompanied by an explanation of the Norwegian lemma and
its relation to other Norwegian terms that together form a terminological hierarchy. Fur-
thermore, explicit cross-references (indicated by asterisks) refer users to other articles in
the dictionary where additional information is available. In doing so, the dictionary pre-
sents data that provide help for communicative as well as cognitive user situations.

The data presented in Figures 4–8 are shown as independent of medium. The arti-
cles could appear in printed as well as electronic dictionaries, but born-digital dictionar-
ies offer a number of advantages for users to search for terms and other data.
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8. Databases, search engines and interfaces

Databases are the practical foundation of online and born-digital legal dictionaries and
the technological options available enable lexicographers to design legal dictionaries
with different overall structures. Nielsen (2014, 155–156) explains that online legal dic-
tionaries are complex lexicographic tools with three main components. Firstly, the data-
base with specially selected and structured data ensure easy search for and retrieval of
data. The database has discrete data fields each containing a specific type of data, such
as fields that contain lemmas, fields that contain definitions, fields that contain gram-
matical data, and fields that contain collocations and phrases. These fields are connected
through links establishing a relationship between the field containing a specific lemma
and the field with the appropriate definition, the field with the appropriate grammati-
cal data, etc. Such relational databases enable lexicographers to present users with differ-
ent search options based on user information needs and search results that match those
needs.

The second component is the dictionary’s user interface, i.e. what users consider the
legal dictionary. Users will see a dictionary and a database as one, but lexicographers
should treat them as two separate and interacting components. The dictionary is thus a
user interface giving access to data and a database that functions as an electronic repos-
itory of structured data. Against this backdrop, a database may be used to make more
than one legal dictionary, for example a dictionary, the function of which is to help
users acquire substantive knowledge of legal matters, and a dictionary for producing
legal texts. In addition, lexicographers can also extract data from the database to produce
printed dictionaries.

The final component is a search engine operating as an intermediary between the
user interface and the database. The search engine allows users to search data fields in
the database, retrieves the relevant data, and presents them in pre-set systematic ways,
i.e. lexicographers can use different data presentation formats for different users and dif-
ferent dictionary functions, thereby preventing information overload. Dictionaries, the
function of which is to provide help to acquire substantive legal knowledge will show,
e.g. lemmas and definitions, whereas dictionaries for producing legal texts will show, e.g.
lemmas, definitions, inflectional paradigms, collocations, and phrases. A structural setup
like this shows that the database, the search engine, and the user interface combine to
form a whole, which is the legal dictionary.

The fact that a database may serve several legal dictionaries, each allowing users to
make targeted searches in specific data fields, has both practical and theoretical implica-
tions. One is that online dictionaries may contain several independent lexicographic sec-
tions to which the search engine gives direct access. Such dictionary sections support the
functions and use of dictionaries, such as user guides and subject-field components pro-
viding carefully arranged introductions to the field of law (see Section 6). As discussed
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in Nielsen (2010, 74–82), lexicographers may include sections providing help to translate
special structures of legal language and legal genre conventions as well as sections with
translated statutes, in those cases where such sections can help users satisfy their infor-
mation needs.

Lexicographers working with bilingual legal dictionaries and bilingual databases
may consider the possibility of making monolingual dictionaries available to users.
Based on the data types described in Section 6 above, databases for bilingual dictionaries
will contain many data in both languages concerned relating to law and legal language in
the two jurisdictions involved. The article shown in Figure 3 from a Norwegian-English
law dictionary may serve as an illustration. A database may contain all the data types
shown in Figure 3 and located in separate data fields: Norwegian lemma, English equiv-
alent, definition in Norwegian, and definition in English. If lexicographers use a triadic
set-up as the one described above, the search engine can search for Norwegian data
exclusively and present those in the user interface, which in this situation will be a mono-
lingual dictionary. The dictionary will show the Norwegian lemma and the Norwegian
definition to Norwegian users who have searched for the Norwegian term fremleie. The
search engine may also search for both Norwegian and English data and thus function as
a bilingual dictionary, in which case, the dictionary will show the Norwegian lemma, the
definition in Norwegian, the English equivalent, and the definition in English. Depend-
ing on a dictionary function, lexicographers may decide that the bilingual dictionary will
not automatically show the English translation of the Norwegian definition, so that the
translated definition becomes an extra feature that requires user action. The translated
definition may be available in a popup window or a “show more” menu to those Norwe-
gian users who need that additional information.

Search options linked to user needs are those most likely to find data that satisfy
those needs. If the database fields for inflectional data addressed to lemmas contain the
full forms of the relevant inflectional paradigms, the search engine can find the lemmas
typed into the search box and present the correct legal terms to users. This allows users
to copy paste terms from texts into the search box no matter which inflectional variant
they present, and users do not have to spend time thinking about canonical forms of
legal terms as a requirement for getting help. This search option is particularly helpful
for users who look for help with legal terms in a foreign language and who have limited
substantive and language competences.

Dictionaries intended to provide help with translation into a foreign language or
production of legal texts in a foreign language may also provide function-specific search
options. One such option is to allow users to search in the database field for collocations,
phrases or examples. Users who want to know how best to translate a collocation
in their native language into the foreign language can type the collocation into the
search box and if a match is found, this will be presented to users in a predetermined
way. The dictionary may present the collocation and its translation either as a stand-
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alone result–only the source-language collocation and its translation are shown–or as an
embedded result–part of an article in which the collocation and/or its translation are
highlighted.

The distinction between database, search engine and user interface is relevant for
data other than pure text. Legal dictionaries may provide pictures, graphs, and diagram-
matical representations as supplements to definitions, either shown automatically as the
result of a search, or shown when users click on a text unit or icon. In addition, lexi-
cographers may decide to present certain data types in audiovisual form, for example
audio files containing pronunciation of legal terms, and videos supplementing defin-
itions. Finally, dictionaries may present links to dictionary-external sources allowing
users to find additional information published in print or on the internet, for example
statutes and judicial authorities.

As a final point, the triadic set-up allows lexicographers to give users access to the
data in all data fields in the database, except fields reserved for internal communication
among dictionary editors. In connection with dictionaries that intend to provide help
to acquire knowledge about legal matters, users may need access to all the relevant data
types described in Section 6. Lexicographers should, in addition to the search options
described above, provide users with an option along the lines “if you want to know more”
so that the search engine will show all data relevant for acquiring substantive (and lan-
guage) knowledge about specific legal terms (see also Chiocchetti et al.’s contribution in
this volume on multilingual legal terminology databases).

9. Concluding remarks

What is this thing called legal lexicography? Legal lexicography covers many different
types of dictionaries based on various theoretical and methodological approaches. The
printed and electronic dictionary contains several individual features, such as different
types of data and text in various presentation forms, which together make up the legal
dictionary. These features are directly related to the objective of legal lexicography, which
is to develop principles and guidelines that help lexicographers design, evaluate, make
and use legal dictionaries that fulfil specific types of need of specific types of user in spe-
cific types of communicative and cognitive situation in the real world concerning law, its
terms, and its language.

Legal dictionaries can be used in many and varied situations, for example as part of
term management processes, and legal lexicography deals with legal terms in both sys-
tematic and alphabetical set-up and presentation forms. Moreover, legal dictionaries can
be both descriptive and prescriptive and can thus be used to clarify and standardize con-
cepts and terms using methodological and systematic approaches. Finally, legal dictio-
naries can be used for both encoding and decoding purposes, and dictionaries can cater
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for the needs of lawyers as well as non-lawyers. Modern legal lexicography has adopted
a broad scope of application so that dictionaries are regarded as information tools that
deal with terms, words, facts and things related to law and legal language.
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This chapter focuses on multilingual legal terminology databases (MLTDBs) and
their specific features. We address the aspects influencing the structure of MLTDBs,
i.e., the number of legal systems, the different usage scenarios, and target users. We
describe the steps within a typical workflow for creating MLTDBs, i.e., needs
analysis, design, documentation, term extraction, compilation of terminological
entries, revision and quality assurance, maintenance, and dissemination,
highlighting differences with other domains. We list the roles involved in legal
terminology work, considering not only human users but also the increasing role
played by machines as a new type of user of terminological data for various
applications. Finally, we discuss aspects of quality management, planning,
assurance, and control in MLTDBs, including relevant standards.

Keywords: terminology workflow, terminology databases, legal terminology,
quality assurance, termbase users

1. Introduction

Multilingual legal terminology databases (MLTDBs) are terminology databases (TDBs)
containing legal terminology in more than one language. This chapter focuses on the
specific features related to the legal domain and their influence on user expectations and
usage scenarios, database structure, workflows, roles, and quality aspects of MLTDBs.

We provide a brief introduction to TDBs (Section 2) and address the specific features
influencing the structure of MLTDBs, i.e., the number of legal systems catered for, differ-
ent usage scenarios, target users, and user-database interaction (Section 3). Several activ-
ities and processes are required to create and populate MLTDBs. These are presented
in a typical workflow: needs analysis, design and implementation of MLTDBs, docu-
mentation, term extraction, compilation of terminological entries, revision and quality
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assurance, maintenance, and dissemination (Section 4). As terminology work and the
creation of MLTDBs are typically collaborative practices, the following section outlines
the roles involved in terminology work in the legal domain: terminologists, revisers,
terminology coordinators, legal experts, IT experts, and users (Section 5). The role of
machines is discussed not only as tools supporting various steps in the workflow (e.g.,
term extraction, maintenance, dissemination) but also as tools that exploit terminolog-
ical data for other purposes. The different users, their needs and requirements are also
reflected in the quality aspects of MLTDBs. The concepts of quality and quality man-
agement are discussed in Section 6, outlining quality planning, quality assurance (QA),
and quality control (QC), including relevant standards. The chapter concludes with an
outlook on how tools might be further integrated into workflows and on synergies with
natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning.

2. Terminology databases

A terminology database or termbase is “a database comprising a terminological data col-
lection” (ISO 26162–1 2019, Clause 3.2.1),1 i.e., comprising “a resource consisting of con-
cept entries with associated metadata and documentary information” (ISO 26162–1 2019,
Clause 3.2.4). According to Melby (2012, 8) a termbase is “a computer database consist-
ing primarily of information about domain-specific concepts and the terms that desig-
nate them”. It provides “a structured repository of linguistic data, enriched with metadata
and structured according to particular classification schemes and concept based analy-
sis” (Steurs et al. 2015, 224). Unlike lexicographic products that follow a semasiological
approach (e.g., legal dictionaries), terminographic products follow an onomasiologi-
cal approach and are concept-oriented. The basic units of TDBs are terminological
entries, which contain a set of related terminological data elements on a specific concept
(Drewer, and Schmitz 2017, 128). This is reflected in the definition by Támas and Ser-
mann (2019, 113), who see TDBs as a collection of electronically stored terminological
data that was created following an onomasiological approach by mapping the conceptual
system of a subject field and which contains terms and their definitions relating to one
or several subject fields in one or more languages.

TDBs are essential for managing terminology, as they are used for collecting, han-
dling, structuring, sharing, publishing, and re-using terminology. They may serve differ-
ent purposes, such as supporting the drafting of texts and technical writing, translation
and localization, terminology planning and standardization, knowledge representation
and management. According to their purpose and intended user group, they will be con-
ceived differently and present different functionalities and user interfaces (Steurs et al.

1. The same definition is also present in ISO 30042 (2019), Clause 3.28, where it was taken from.
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2015, 227). We may distinguish between ad hoc personalized “termbases” that do not
strictly follow the onomasiological approach, and which are generally created for trans-
lation purposes and integrated into translation environments, vs. large-scale, mainly the-
matic, strictly controlled stand-alone resources maintained by large institutions that are
often known as “term banks” (Bowker 2015, 306–307). The complexity of TDB structure
may vary from quite basic to very complex, with additional features such as links to texts
or visualization of concepts maps (Tamás, and Sermann 2019, 28). The more sophisti-
cated TDBs are developing into TKBs, terminological knowledge bases, i.e., “knowledge
repositories represented in a formal language that can be accessed by users via an expert
system based on terminological units, which are organized into a conceptual network
containing various types of relations” (Cabré Castellví 2006, 98). TKBs provide direct
access to corpus data and ontologies, and often make data readable by machines besides
human users.

Today, there is a wide choice of commercial or proprietary solutions to manage ter-
minology in databases (Drewer, and Schmitz 2017, 142–143), including cloud-based solu-
tions (Varga 2013), which may partly influence or constrain database structure (Kageura,
and Marshman 2020, 66–67). Some allow smooth integration with authoring tools,
CAT-tools, localization tools, knowledge management tools, etc.

TDBs may cover one or more languages, including language varieties and dialects
(Matteucci 2006), thus being monolingual, bilingual, or multilingual (Melby 2012, 8).
They may collect diverse types of concepts and terms, either focusing on one specific
subject or domain (e.g., law, industrial automation) or on a wider range of content rel-
evant to a given organization (e.g., EU terminology, company terminology) or activity
(e.g., translation of legal documents, terminology development in a minority language,
protection of intellectual property).

3. Multilingual Legal Terminology Databases

This chapter addresses multilingual – including bilingual – TDBs containing legal termi-
nology. The salient characteristics of legal terminology, which influence (multilingual)
terminology management in the legal domain, such as indeterminacy, variation, the rela-
tion to general language and other LSPs have been addressed in other chapters in this
publication (see Biel, Jopek-Bosiacka, Mouritsen). In this section, we will focus on the
specific features of MLTDBs. These may have specific characteristics according to the
number of legal systems considered, their purpose, and target users.
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3.1 MLTDBs dealing with one legal system

A single legal system may be multilingual (e.g., the Swiss, South African, and EU legal
systems). In this case, the legal concepts stored and organized in the TDB are expressed
by designations in two or more languages. The conceptual level, i.e., legal institutions,
rules, bodies, and the relations between them, is the same but is conveyed through more
than one language (Gambaro, and Sacco 2009, 10). Conceptual characteristics and con-
cept relations are shared across languages so that, for example, there will be only one
reference concept system.

As all designations in a terminological entry refer to the same concept, in principle,
most challenges reside at the language level (e.g., differences in designation length,
complexity, transparency, connotation, etc.). For example, legal concepts may be first
designated – or borrowed from another legal system – in one official language of a multi-
lingual system and finding a designation in other official languages may not be straight-
forward. This may apply to EU concepts adapted from originally national concepts that
need designations in the languages of all member states (e.g., “Advocate General” in
EU law was originally taken from French law (Gombos 2014, 1)). It is also common in
minority languages which must express legal concepts and rules usually developed in
the majority language (Chiocchetti, and Ralli 2016). Challenges may also reside in man-
aging or reducing synonymy and polysemy to foster unambiguous communication and
in coping with intrinsic linguistic and structural differences between the languages of
a legal system (e.g., while custodia, custody, in Italian law of obligations, can refer to
both animate and inanimate entities, the official German designations in the province
of Bolzano, where Italian and German are co-official languages, distinguish Verwahrung,
referring to objects, from Beaufsichtigung, referring to living creatures such as livestock).

3.2 MLTDBs dealing with two or more legal systems

MLTDBs may cover more than one legal system. In this case, the conceptual level will
necessarily diverge to a smaller or greater extent, according to how close the legal sys-
tems are to each other and to possible harmonization efforts. A concept existing in one
legal system may be totally unknown in another system. Concepts from different legal
systems may have more or less comparable characteristics. The further apart the legal
systems dealt with, the more challenging it is to find equivalent legal concepts (Cao 2007,
30–31; Pommer 2006, 43). There are systemic, linguistic, and cultural differences (Cao
2007, 23).

This is a consequence of every national and supranational legal system having its
own specific set of rules and conceptual structures developed over time. Legal language
and terminology express and reflect such specificities and are therefore system-bound
(Cao 2007, 23–24; de Groot 1999, 12–17; 2002, 222; Pommer 2006, 18–19; Šarčević 1997,
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13). “[D]ifferent legal languages have their own unique legal vocabulary” (Cao 2007,
20). While issues of missing or partial equivalence between concepts are not rare in
the terminologies pertaining to the hard sciences, which are essentially universal, every
country has its own legal system that differs to a lesser or greater extent from that of
other countries (Arntz et al. 2014, 162; Drewer, and Schmitz 2017, 20). Consequently, full
equivalence between concepts from distinct legal systems is definitely not a given rule
(Cao 2007, 29; de Groot 1999, 21; Pommer 2006, 147; Sandrini 2014, 147; Šarčević 1997,
232). Therefore, when working with legal terminology, the notion of conceptual equiva-
lence must necessarily be relativized (Arntz et al. 2014, 162; Pommer 2006, 147; Sandrini
2014, 148).

This implies that the legal conceptualization behind terms from two legal systems
may differ even when it is expressed in the same natural language (Cao 2007, 33; de
Groot 1999, 12; Gambaro, and Sacco 2009, 8; Sandrini 2014, 144). Arabic, English,
French, German, Spanish are examples of languages that are used by more than one legal
system in the world and thus have developed a set of legal languages where terminolo-
gies may vary or where the same terms may even designate completely distinct concepts.
There are as many legal languages as there are legal systems using a specific natural lan-
guage (de Groot 2002, 225–226) and the relation of legal terminology with its legal sys-
tem is more crucial than that with its language (Sandrini 2014, 143). It is possible to create
monolingual legal TDBs addressing more than one legal system, but the geographical
and jurisdictional constraints of legal terminology must be specified even when working
with a single natural language (see Section 4.2).

Consequently, terminology work for MLTDBs encompassing more than one legal
system poses not only linguistic but primarily conceptual challenges. Working with legal
terminologies from various legal systems is not just a linguistic task but also a legal task
(Arntz et al. 2014, 163–170; de Groot 1999, 20) and requires a comparative legal and lin-
guistic analysis (Prieto Ramos 2014, 125). MLTDBs must highlight not only linguistic but
also conceptual similarities and differences, so that these can be considered in interna-
tional communication (Sandrini 2009, 163) and translators have enough information to
decide whether any differences are relevant for their specific target readership (de Groot
2002, 230–231; Sandrini 2009, 153), to name just two examples. This is generally achieved
by applying methods borrowed from legal comparison to terminology work (inter alia
Chiocchetti, and Ralli 2016; Künnecke 2013; Peruzzo 2014; Pontrandolfo 2018), espe-
cially micro-comparison (Ajani et al. 2018, 4; Del Giudice 2014, 19; Pommer 2006, 85;
Zweigert and Kötz 1996, 4–5).

Micro-comparison enables us to spot analogies and discrepancies between legal
norms or concepts from different legal systems (Ajani et al. 2018, 8; Del Giudice 2014,
19) and thereby supports the process of finding equivalents, i.e., concepts with the same
conceptual characteristics or – more commonly in legal and terminological practice –
narrower, broader, or overlapping concepts (Arntz et al. 2014, 145–148). The comparison
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may be systematic, i.e., concerning the concepts of an entire legal subdomain (e.g., con-
tract law, family law), or ad hoc, i.e., focusing on a specific legal concept in a given com-
municative situation or text (Sandrini 2009, 158–159). The more legal systems that are
considered, the more complex becomes the task of finding a common conceptual core
for the legal concepts from each legal system, so that termbase content might have to be
limited to a relatively narrow set of wider or rather generic concepts. Furthermore, to
reduce the number of comparative analyses, one legal system may be defined as the ref-
erence or source legal system in an MLTDB and others as target systems.

Terminological entries in an MLTDB show the overlapping areas between legal con-
cepts, possible differences at conceptual level (e.g., broader or narrower intension) and
at linguistic level (e.g., differences in register or use) and also warn against false friends,
i.e., designations that only superficially seem to refer to comparable concepts. One par-
ticular challenge is dealing with the multidimensionality of legal terms that may be
embedded in several national and supranational legal systems and show significant vari-
ation at the designation level (Peruzzo 2014, 262). Another challenge is the lack of con-
ceptual equivalence. When there are no sufficiently overlapping concepts in the target
legal system or when there is no designation for the concept under analysis, a loan word
is used or a new term is coined and proposed (Cao 2007, 55–56; de Groot 1999, 27).
In this context, it is important that MLTDBs collect established terms (Biel 2008, 26;
Molina, and Hurtado Albir 2002, 510) to foster unambiguous communication by present-
ing terminology that is already routinely used and understood by the speech community.

Due to all these specific challenges, terminological entries in MLTDBs may contain
data categories such as geographical usage or legal system, degree of equivalence, notes
with comparative information, etc., and picklist values such as proposed term, translin-
gual borrowing, etc., or exploit them more than TDBs in other domains. There may also
be more than one reference concept system or ontology, one per each legal system con-
sidered (Id-Youss 2016).

3.3 Usage scenarios

MLTDBs can be employed in different scenarios and for a range of purposes. They make
practitioners of the law and language mediators aware of the differences between legal
systems at linguistic and/or conceptual level and keep them up to date with changes,
thereby informing (multilingual) text drafting and translation. They support the growing
harmonization efforts in a globalized world (Ajani et al. 2018, 10; Gambaro, and Sacco
2009, 27–28; Grass 2014, 104–105) and an increasingly globalized legal discourse (Gotti
2009). They can also be employed to structure legal knowledge and optimize mono-
lingual and multilingual content management and information retrieval or serve as a
knowledge repository for Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications or the Semantic Web
(see Section 4.8). They may represent a reference point for language standardization,
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e.g., as a support tool for developing a minority language and/or for disseminating the
results of official standardization bodies.

As a consequence, the structure and content of MLTDBs may vary according to
their intended purpose. For example, legal phraseology is considered important in
translation-oriented termbases, as it is a major aspect of difficulty for language mediators
(Biel 2014, 182; Chromá 2014, 134; Grass 2014, 108–109) but is likely to be absent from
termbases intended mainly for knowledge structuring and knowledge representation.
Data categories such as grammatical gender may not be needed in MLTDBs focusing
on concept harmonization, while such information may be desirable for work on some
minority languages. Information on term frequency may be relevant for translation or
language standardization work but not for knowledge structuring, while concept rela-
tions will be essential for the latter and additional information for the former. There
might be one definition or reference concept system per each legal system considered or
just a single one when aiming, for example, to standardize a minority language within a
single legal system.

3.4 Target users

The target users of MLTDBs influence the choice and structuring of termbase content.
Therefore, detailed analyses of expectations and requirements should be performed
for every user group (Nielsen 2014, 154–160; see Section 4.1). Traditionally, there are
three main target user groups: language mediators, legal experts, and the general public
(Sandrini 2014, 144). Further non-human applications as users of termbase content have
emerged in recent years (see Section 5.7).

Language mediators like translators and interpreters have different needs and expec-
tations compared to legal experts in terms of the content and functions of an MLTDB
(Chromá 2014, 130; Peruzzo 2018). Professional language mediators mainly need to
understand the meaning of a term, look for equivalents, check the adequacy of presumed
equivalents, or look for alternative translations (Nord 2002, 133–134). For them, essential
features of TDB content are the presence of (clear) definitions, possibly in all languages,
of examples of use, possibly from real text, of phraseology, of abbreviations and
acronyms. Domain labels, semantic information (e.g., synonyms), usage labels, images,
and a range of equivalents with related explanations are desirable features (Durán
Muñoz 2012, 144). They also consider lookup speed, number of precise hits, and a wide
range of entries top features (Vasiljevs et al. 2010).

Quite differently, an analysis on what legal experts value most in MLTDBs lists
information on reliability, the presence of one or more definition(s) and context(s), the
possibility of selecting a specific (sub)domain, the level of specialization and precision
of information, a clear layout, the presence of links to reliable and official sources, and
information on the last update (Peruzzo 2018, 97). Legal experts also appreciate defin-
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ing contexts that contain additional conceptual information. Regular checks on whether
contents are still valid as well as many references to legal sources are of paramount
importance for them (Peruzzo 2018, 98–99).

Legal experts may expect linguistic information that a linguist would not need, e.g.,
information on the use of loan words and on pronunciation (Peruzzo 2018, 100). Con-
versely, information on language register might be superfluous for a domain expert but
essential for a translator. Finally, the type and depth of definitions required by linguists
and legal experts may diverge. While legal experts value legal definitions from normative
texts or official sources, language mediators would probably opt for more explanatory
and less technical or less obscure definitions (Peruzzo 2018, 102–103; Vanden Bulcke, and
De Groote 2016, 27).

Consequently, Bestué (2019, 140–141) proposes an entry structure targeted at legal
translators based on the functions of the target text while Peruzzo (2018, 101–102)
describes one better suited for legal experts. When MLTDBs address both language
and domain experts, one of the challenges is striking a balance between the needs of
diverse user groups. This may be solved, as the example of TDBs in other domains show
(Vezzani et al. 2018), by granting access to targeted types of data and a growing depth of
information through different interfaces.

3.5 Interaction with users

A good way of ensuring that MLTDBs cater for users’ needs (see Section 4.1) is encour-
aging their direct involvement in terminology work or regular input and feedback. A
traditional approach to user involvement is providing a terminology query service that
answers user questions and may exploit these to direct terminology work to specific sub-
ject fields or just update existing entries after ad hoc searches triggered by user ques-
tions, a clear “win-win situation” (Dobrina 2010, 93) for both parties. Feedback and input
forms on published entries provide another way of interacting with users (Ralli, and
Andreatta 2018, 30) and may be a way of collecting information or terms that need to be
inserted in the termbase (see Section 4.4). Collaborative terminology work between lan-
guage and legal experts (Chiocchetti, and Wissik 2018) or wiki-style collaborative con-
tent creation enabling multiple users to create, edit, search, and consult term entries
(Kageura, and Marshman 2020, 72) are more direct approaches to user involvement.

Collaboration in terminology work (see Section 5) reflects the growing popularity
of peer-to-peer resources in all domains, including translation. For example, forums in
websites like ProZ2 or Translators Café3 are widely used by language mediators (Biel
2008, 32). Gathering contributions from users has significant advantages, as it potentially

2. https://www.proz.com/ask (Accessed July 13, 2022)
3. https://www.translatorscafe.com/tcterms (Accessed July 13, 2022)
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allows large-scale content creation and may reach otherwise inaccessible experts of a
very specific domain. There are disadvantages, however, as the quality, consistency,
and coverage of the contributed data may not be constant or sufficient (Kageura, and
Marshman 2020, 73), while traditional approaches leave terminologists in full control
of the data. There are also some crowdsourcing approaches in terminology (e.g., Cauna
2018, 51; Karsch 2015). Overall, user participation and interaction is considered to be
insufficiently integrated into the design of TDBs in general (Vasiljevs et al. 2010). In other
words:

We are facing […] a general dilemma in terminology management. On the one hand, we
need mechanisms to catch up with the rapid growth of terminologies. Manual and/or in-
house elaboration is not sufficient. On the other hand, we have not yet established proper
quality control in terminology management that can work in large-scale automatic or

(Kageura, and Marshman 2020, 73)collaborative environments.

Finally, the growing role played by machines as new types of terminology users (see
Section 5.7) implies that MLTDBs must also fulfill specific technical requirements to
ensure data interoperability and reusability.

4. Workflows

Terminology work is complex and consists of a series of steps that may be carried out in
sequence or in various loops. What we call workflow in this chapter – a “specified way to
carry out an activity or a process” – is also known as procedure (ISO 9000 2015, Clause
3.4.5).

There are many ways to systematize the different activities and processes involved in
terminology work because they depend highly on factors such as the type of terminology
work and the setting where they are performed (institution vs. company). Consequently,
there are many models for terminology workflows described in literature, from very
generic ones to specific ones (inter alia Arndt et al. 2020; COTSOES 2002; Lušicky, and
Wissik 2015; Popiołek 2015). Since legal terminology work has its own particular features
(see Section 3.1 and 3.2), there are also specific workflow models describing this type of
terminology work (Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 2017). A prototypical terminology workflow
in the legal domain comprises the following steps: needs analysis, design, documenta-
tion, term extraction, compilation of terminological entries (with contrastive analysis
and micro-comparison), revision and QA, maintenance, and dissemination (Chiocchetti
et al. 2013, 2017).

Most workflow descriptions focus on collecting (legal) terminology and do not
include the conceptualization and creation of the termbase. This step happens prior to
the terminology workflows described above (inter alia Drewer, and Schmitz 2017, 99ff;
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Simonnæs 2018, 126ff; Schmitz 2020, 11) or after the needs analysis step. Several decisions
regarding the design, data model, and data categories have to be made (Schmitz 2020,
11–17). Most of them concern all types of termbases (e.g., applying the concept-oriented
approach and the principle of granularity of data categories, testing the prototype, and
revising the data model) but some features, that are addressed in Section 3, are specific
to legal termbases. These are reflected in the data model of MLTDBs and the data cate-
gories used. In Section 4.2 we describe the steps that are specific to MLTDBs.

4.1 Needs analysis

The first step in the workflow is the needs analysis. Needs analyses can be described as
the systematic process of identifying and assessing needs in a certain community or sit-
uation. A need can be defined as a gap between the current situation and the desired
situation. The following actions are essential for assessing the needs in legal terminol-
ogy work: describing the current situation or problem, determining the desired situa-
tion, defining one or more possible approaches to the problem, and implementing one
or more solutions (Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 14–16). During this step, the type of terminol-
ogy work (e.g., ad hoc, proactive, systematic) and the specific activities within the termi-
nology workflow required to solve the current problem must be defined. The time frame
must also be set. A possible need for systematic multilingual legal terminology work is
the translation of the EU’s acquis by an accession candidate. Another possible need trig-
gering the revision of multilingual legal terminology is a legal reform in a specific sub-
domain, e.g., criminal procedure law, within a bilingual country. The needs analysis can
also include an analysis of the requirements (see Section 6) regarding the design and
implementation of an MLTDB, as described in Section 4.2, if the database does not exist
yet.

4.2 Design and implementation of MLTDBs

Before a termbase can be filled with legal terms, decisions on the design and data model
have to be taken according to the results from the requirements analysis in the previ-
ous step. The first decision is choosing the legal systems and languages considered in the
MLTDB. Since different legal systems may use the same official language (e.g., German is
used in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Lichtenstein, Belgium, and Italy),
it is important that MLTDBs specify their geographical and jurisdictional constraints
(Nielsen 2014, 161). This is often realized through the data category geographical usage
or legal system at term level.

The next decision consists in selecting the relevant data categories. Information in an
MLTDB is recorded in terminological entries, which are subdivided into data categories.
Data categories, e.g., definition, source, context, etc., can be seen as a “generalization of
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the notion of a field in a database” (ISO 12620-1 2022, Clause 3.2). Data category speci-
fications for terminological resources are standardized according to ISO 12620-1 (2022).
Due to the specific challenges outlined in Section 3.1 and 3.2, an MLTDB might need spe-
cific data categories that do not feature in other termbases such as legal system, degree
of equivalence or notes with comparative information. After having decided on the data
categories, their type has to be established (e.g., open or closed data category) and they
must be associated to one of the three levels (concept level, language level, and term
level). According to terminological principles, the definition should be at the concept
level, since it describes the concept. However, owing to the specific features of legal ter-
minology, definitions are often present at language level in MLTDBs. There can be one
definition for each legal system with the associated source.

Once the data model has been created and implemented, the prototype can be tested
with real data and real users and, if necessary, the data model can be reviewed and
adapted.

4.3 Documentation

Terminology work is mainly document-based (if sources are available as digital corpora,
it is called corpus-based terminology work), even though domain experts – legal experts
in case of legal terminology work – can also be used as a source of information. In legal
terminology work, the rules applying to collecting sources might deviate from standard
rules in terminology work in other domains. First, the legal hierarchy of sources, which
is country dependent, must be considered separately for every domain in question, as
not all types of sources might be equally relevant in all domains (cf., e.g., the importance
of international treaties for international trade terminology vs. local legislation for child-
care facilities terminology). In addition, texts with different positions in the legal hierar-
chy (e.g., constitution vs. codices vs. decrees) might use different terminology to regulate
the same issue. Therefore, the legal hierarchy of a document is not necessarily the only
crucial aspect when deciding whether a document should be included into the source
collection, its relevance for the specific aim of the terminological project should also be
considered. Even though the terminology project might concern recent terminology, in
legal terminology work texts written several decades ago might still be fundamental as
a terminological reference (e.g., the ABGB, i.e., the Austrian Civil Code, dates from 1812
and is still in force). Additionally, translated texts with an official status such as inter-
national treaties or EU legislation might need to be included into the source collection
(Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 17–20).
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4.4 Term extraction

A crucial task in terminology work is to identify and record the potential terms, i.e., can-
didate terms, for later input into the terminological resource in question. Term extraction
can be done in different ways: manually, by reading the source material and excerpt-
ing candidate terms, or via (semi-)automatic term extraction from electronic documents,
including corpora and translation memories, for example (on automatic term extraction,
see also Marín Pérez in this volume).

Different approaches are used for (semi-)automatic term extraction: statistical, lin-
guistic, and hybrid. The statistical approach applies statistical criteria to define the degree
of termhood of candidate terms; the linguistic approach applies linguistic filtering tech-
niques to identify specific syntactic term patterns (Heylen, and De Hertog 2015; Pazienza
et al. 2005). A prerequisite for the linguistic approach is a part of speech tagged corpus.
Hybrid approaches combine different methods to recognize terms (Pazienza et al. 2005).
There are several term extraction tools – open source or commercial – that require dif-
ferent degrees of computational skills. Some tools can be used without programming
skills (inter alia Kilgarriff et al. 2014).

Extracting legal terminology contains a number of challenges that derive from the
nature of the process itself. One challenge is that some legal terms might not occur very
frequently in a legal text. Sometimes they only occur once in the title of a law, or in one
paragraph, but they are still key terms in the specific domain (Wissik 2014, 127–129).
Usually, statistical term extraction methods have problems extracting such rare terms.
Another challenge consists in disambiguating legal terms from general language words,
as some terms may be used in their ordinary meaning or with a legal meaning (Cao
2007, 21; Mattila 2012, 31). If manual term extraction is not done by a legal expert, some
key terms might not be identified as legal terms. Also automatic term extraction meth-
ods based on a comparison between specialized and general language corpora might fail
to extract relevant terminology. If term extraction is (semi-)automatic, the lists of candi-
date terms have to be validated by terminologists or legal experts. Furthermore, informa-
tion on terms to be included into a terminological resource might also come from other
input, e.g., automatic captures of unsuccessful searches in the MLTDB or requests and
feedback from users through a user feedback system (Arndt et al. 2020, 13; Chiocchetti
et al. 2013, 21–22; Ralli, and Andreatta 2018, 30; see Section 3.5).

4.5 Compilation of terminological entries

During this step, all the collected information, the terms, the definitions, the equivalents
in other languages, etc., are inserted into their respective fields for the different data
categories in the terminological entry as defined in the data model. In this phase, the
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methods borrowed from legal comparison as previously described (see Section 3.2) play
an important role.

4.6 Revision and QA

Revision can be divided into formal revision (e.g., check whether the entry is complete,
all the information is in the appropriate data category, hyperlinks are working), linguistic
revision (e.g., spelling, new term suggestions), and content revision (e.g., correctness of
the definition, equivalence). Formal revision is usually performed by terminologists or
terminology database managers, linguistic revision by native speakers, and content revi-
sion by legal experts (Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 28–30). When developing new legal terms
(e.g., when translating the acquis communautaire into the language of an accession can-
didate), legal experts are also often involved in linguistic revision, as they validate new
term suggestions (Chiocchetti, and Wissik 2018, 144).

The quality assurance framework for MLTDBs considers the QA of the following
four aspects: persons, processes, products, and services supported by dedicated tech-
nology (Chiocchetti et al. 2017, 168–179). For more detailed information on QA see
Section 6.4.

4.7 Maintenance

To keep an MLTDB serving its purpose, a set of proactive activities have to be per-
formed. These activities can be classified as IT-related activities and as content-related
activities. Among the IT-related activities, there are software updates, server updates,
user interface enhancements, bug fixes, data back-ups, etc. Some content-related activ-
ities are improving single terminological entries, deleting duplicate terms, merging ter-
minological entries, performing global changes (e.g., after a spelling reform or a legal
reform) as well as reorganizing terminological resources (e.g., adding new data cate-
gories) (Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 30–31).

4.8 Dissemination

Terminological data can be disseminated in different ways. Typically, terminological
data are published in databases that are publicly available on the internet or only to a
restricted audience, e.g., in an intranet. Furthermore, terminological data are also pub-
lished as dictionaries or glossaries, online as well as in print format. Dissemination
should take the different usage scenarios and target users of MLTDBs into consideration
(see Section 3.3 and 3.4 respectively), so that terminological data can be structured
according to the needs of specific user categories and shared in line with target user
expectations.
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With these forms of publication, the data can be accessed and looked up by human
users, but they often have the disadvantage that the data cannot be further processed.
Since collecting, compiling, and maintaining terminological resources is a very resource
intensive work, already existing resources should be (re)used as well for applications in
other domains, e.g., Natural Language Processing (NLP). An obstacle in reusing exist-
ing terminological data is that they are not findable, accessible, or interoperable. A way
of enhancing the findability and interoperability of language resources such as termi-
nological resources is publishing terminological datasets in standardized formats, e.g.,
TermBase eXchange (TBX) (ISO 30042 2019), Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS)4 or OntoLex-Lemon,5 with their respective metadata in repositories and catalogs
(inter alia CLARIN ERIC 2021; Lušicky, and Wissik 2019, 330–332).

Another possibility is using methods coming from the field of Linked Data (LD)
in the context of the Semantic Web to publish terminological resources (Cimiano et al.
2020; Martin-Chozas et al. in this volume). Linked Data “refers to interlinked collections
of datasets published on the Web” (Cimiano et al. 2020, 4). The subset concerned with
linguistic data is called Linguistic Linked Data (LLD). In recent years, a number of
approaches have been proposed to publish terminological resources as LLD (Cimiano
et al. 2015; Di Buono et al. 2020; McCrae et al. 2015; Montiel-Ponsoda et al. 2015;
Rodriguez-Doncel et al. 2015). Applying the LD principle to publish (legal) terminolog-
ical resources generally means using unique resource identifiers (URIs) so that a par-
ticular terminological resource as well as a single term entry in the resource can be
unambiguously identified. Consequently, people can look the resource up, get useful
information for it, and also discover related resources (Cimiano et al. 2020, 4–5). Fur-
thermore, the data can be processed and used in further applications; for example, ter-
minological resources can be integrated into knowledge bases to provide the reader of a
legal text directly with a definition of terms used in the specific legal text or to annotate
legal texts, to classify them, and in question answering systems (Rehm et al. 2019).

5. Roles

Legal terminology work includes cooperative as well as collaborative aspects.6 Thus, we
can identify different roles in the workflow, those with terminology/language-related
expertise, those with management-related expertise, those with legal expertise, and those

4. https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-primer/ (Accessed July 13, 2022)
5. https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/ (Accessed July 13, 2022)
6. Cooperation focuses on reaching a common goal or creating a product through the division of
labor, while collaboration implies a more intense and regular interaction in the form of group work
(Chiocchetti and Wissik 2018, 140).
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with IT-related expertise (Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 40–53; Chiocchetti, and Wissik 2018;
Lušicky, and Wissik 2015, 31–37). However, not only humans play a crucial role in the
terminology workflow. In the last decade, machines (e.g., tools, machine learning algo-
rithms and other AI applications) became increasingly important, which is why this sec-
tion will look at the roles of humans and machines within the terminology workflow.

Regarding the roles of humans, be aware that a specific role is not necessarily bound
to a single person but can be shared among more people in the team and a person can
be involved in terminology work in different roles (e.g., as terminologist and reviser).

5.1 Terminologists

Terminologists are experts in compiling, maintaining, and disseminating monolingual
and multilingual specialized vocabularies. They are familiar with terminology theory
and practical terminology work and are involved in several steps in the terminology
workflow. They compile monolingual or multilingual terminologies, they are involved in
terminology planning activities, and they provide consulting and training activities. Fur-
thermore, they define workflows in terminology work and evaluate terminology related
tools and software products. They draft requirements and specifications for these tools
and software products, and they can be involved in their further development as well as
in the data modeling of MLTDBs.

Terminologists may perform the following tasks (inter alia Chiocchetti et al. 2013;
RaDT 2004, 2020):

1. Collecting relevant source materials (in one or more languages) and study them;
2. Creating concept systems;
3. Extracting relevant designations from texts or corpora;
4. Conducting contrastive analyses with other languages/legal systems to find equiva-

lents;
5. Compiling terminological entries (i.e., fill out all the required data categories and, if

necessary, make translation proposals);
6. Updating existing terminological entries;
7. Reviewing terminological entries;
8. Modeling and defining workflows;
9. Cooperating in the planning, data modeling, and evaluation of terminology data-

bases;
10. Disseminating terminological resources;
11. Assisting in standardization activities;
12. Assessing the quality of terminological resources.

Furthermore, terminologists can work closely with legal experts in all or some of these
activities.
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Terminologists may also carry out the role of terminology (database) managers and
are responsible for the terminology management system and/or database, managing
access rights, importing and exporting data, and backing up and archiving the data.

5.2 Revisers

Revisers, also called reviewers,7 QA specialists, or QA evaluators, can be language
experts (e.g., translators), legal experts, or terminologists, depending on the type of revi-
sion or quality assurance they are involved in. They may perform formal quality checks,
revise the terminology linguistically or from a legal point of view. They may give feed-
back on the quality of terminological resources and document the revision or QA (inter
alia Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 2017; Drewer et al. 2020, 5). For details on QA see Section 6.4.

5.3 Terminology coordinators

Terminology coordinators, also called terminology project managers or terminology
managers, have management-related expertise and project management skills and are
familiar with terminology work. They are in charge of managing and coordinating ter-
minology projects, terminology units, or language units. They are responsible for a team
of people and oversee the whole terminology workflow. Furthermore, they coordinate all
relevant activities throughout the entire workflow, facilitate the collaboration and coop-
eration between terminologists and legal experts, and are the main contact for external
stakeholders (Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 44–46; Drewer et al. 2020, 5).

5.4 Legal experts as domain experts

Legal experts, as domain experts, can have different roles in the terminology workflow
(Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 46–48; Chiocchetti, and Wissik 2018, 142–146). They can act as
consultants in various steps throughout the terminology workflow, participate as revis-
ers in the review and QA phase, be part of standardization committees, and are often the
end users of legal terminology products. Rarely do they act as terminologists, creating
terminological entries on their own (Chiocchetti, and Ralli 2014).

7. According to ISO 17100 (2015) reviser and reviewer are not synonyms. A reviser is “a person who
revises target language content against source language content” (i.e., comparing source and target)
while a reviewer is “a person who reviews target language content” (i.e., monolingually). However, this
distinction is not made in all contexts systematically.
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5.5 IT experts

IT experts have expertise in information technology and are responsible for taking care
of administering, maintaining, developing, and enhancing tools for terminology work
and related tasks (Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 49–51; Drewer et al. 2020, 5). Increasingly they
are not only database experts but also come from the fields of NLP, machine learning,
Semantic Web, and AI. They develop new tools and methods to enhance the terminol-
ogy workflow, to enrich terminological resources automatically, and to explore new ways
to disseminate terminological data.

5.6 Users of legal terminology

Besides traditional users like translators, interpreters, legal experts, legal drafters, people
working in public administrations or international organizations, and the general public
(see Section 3.4), IT experts from the fields of NLP, machine learning, Semantic Web,
and AI are increasingly becoming users of terminology with the aim to enhance algo-
rithms and develop new tools and applications in different domains (e.g., text mining,
machine translation, question answering, robotics).

5.7 Machines

AI and machine learning methods play an increasing role in different areas of the ter-
minology workflow, e.g., enhancing automatic term extraction (Marín Pérez in this
volume), automatic definition extraction, or automatic enrichment of terminological
resources. They also facilitate the automatic creation of ontologies and concept systems,
as it is implemented, for example, in the WIPO Pearl termbase (Reininghaus 2018,
15–16). They can also play a role in streamlining revision, e.g., by predicting whether a
candidate term will be approved based on previous data (Fleischmann 2021). Further-
more, terminological data can be used by machines in other areas such as machine trans-
lation, text mining, and robotics. In this context it has to be stressed that terminological
data used by machines might have different requirements (e.g., data in machine read-
able form, data elementarity, explicit data disambiguation) and also other quality criteria
(e.g., veracity of metadata) than terminological data used by humans.

6. Quality and MLTDBs

Since MLTDBs are embedded in multilingual legal communication with the intention
to help harmonize terminology and to avoid misunderstandings that may result from
the different terms and their interpretations by various stakeholders in these processes,
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the quality of MLTDBs is of uttermost importance. Quality is neither an absolute nor
entirely objective variable but is ultimately determined by the stakeholders, users, and
applications of MLTDBs. Quality refers to the “degree to which a set of inherent char-
acteristics […] of an object […] fulfils requirements” (ISO 9000 2015, Clause 3.6.2).
Requirements are expectations that can be generated by different stakeholders and can
be a combination of implied, stated, and obligatory requirements. The requirements in
the scope of the quality of an MLTDB are informed by the general methods of terminol-
ogy management, quality management, translation quality management, and data qual-
ity management.

Multilingual legal communication is usually supported by translation services that
can be provided internally or outsourced to external contractors. In both cases, MLTDBs
play a crucial role in assuring the quality of the translation services. By adequately
deploying an MLTDB, it can be ensured that terminology is used correctly and consis-
tently in translations. The terminology rendered in the scope of translation services is
often fed back into MLTDBs and therefore depends on translation quality management.
Given that MLTDBs are data-comprised products, data quality management principles
should be considered as well.

6.1 Quality management

Quality management refers to the development of policies, goals, and processes to
achieve these objectives (ISO 9000 2015, Clause 3.3.4). In practice, MLTDBs are embed-
ded into multilingual legal communication and are therefore influenced by the quality
management deployed by the organization in which they take place. This means that
the quality policy of MLTDBs should be consistent with the overall quality policy of the
organization.

Quality objectives are usually established for relevant functions or processes. MLT-
DBs are outputs of processes of an organization or several organizations (e.g., in the
case of IATE, the European Union’s terminology database). On the one hand, they are
products (databases) that implement requirements formulated along the lines of process
quality, database data quality, and data model quality. On the other hand, they are also
services, allowing for example querying, filtering, collaborative work, etc. Quality objec-
tives ideally address both functions of MLTDBs.

The quality objectives regarding MLTDBs can be defined either as part of another
product or service (e.g., translation service) or as specificities of an MLTDB. In both
cases, the quality objectives are achieved through numerous sub-processes that follow
the quality management framework outlined in ISO 9000 (2015, Clause 3.3.4): quality
planning, quality assurance, quality control, and quality improvement.
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6.2 MLTDB and international standards

The primary purpose of standards is to define transparent and widely acknowledged
conformity requirements. They increase the reliability, effectiveness, consistency, and
efficacy of the product or service. It should be noted that there are neither international
nor national standards that explicitly standardize legal terminology databases.

However, international collaboration on the standardization of terminology and ter-
minology work in general enjoys a long history and has produced several international
standards that are applicable to MLTDBs. At the international level, ISO Technical Com-
mittee ISO/TC 37 – Language and terminology oversees terminology standards. In the
following, we give a short overview of the most relevant standards (for more informa-
tion, see Kockaert, and Steurs 2015).

The core principles and methods of terminology and terminology work are specified
in ISO 704 (2022) Terminology work – Principles and methods, and in ISO 860 (2007)
Terminology work – Harmonization of concepts and terms. Data categories for termino-
logical entries are specified in ISO 12620-1 (2022) Management of terminology resources
– Data categories – Part 1: Specifications, and more in detail in ISO 12616–1 (2021) Ter-
minology work in support of multilingual communication – Part 1: Fundamentals of
translation-oriented terminography, including data categories relevant for the translation
process and also for the deployment of MLTDBs. Specific requirements regarding ter-
minology products and services are addressed in ISO 22128 (2008) Terminology prod-
ucts and services. Another useful standard dealing with terminology standardization is
ISO 15188 (2001) Project management guidelines for terminology standardization. The
requirements regarding data modeling and the realization of terminological data inter-
operability are outlined in ISO 30042 (2019) Management of terminology resources –
TermBase eXchange (TBX). All published standards and standards under development
are listed in the ISO catalog.8

6.3 Quality planning

Quality planning entails setting the quality objectives and processes that are needed to
achieve these objectives. Quality planning can be strictly focused on MLTDBs (e.g., a
certain number of entries that will be checked by legal experts), but can also be imple-
mented in the vertical quality planning of the organization (e.g., the technical infrastruc-
ture that will be available). Quality planning is ideally performed simultaneously and
in combination with the overall terminology planning process. The planning should be
adapted to the requirements of legal terminology work and workflows (see Section 4.2)
and to specific MLTDB requirements.

8. https://www.iso.org/committee/48104/x/catalogue/p/0/u/1/w/0/d/0 (Accessed July 13, 2022).
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The scope and depth of quality planning generally depends on the complexity and
number of requirements, as well as on the outputs of other processes. Requirements of
preceding outputs should be formulated and planned in consideration of subsequent
processes. For example, if terminological ontologies have been deployed as a means
for concept clarification and conceiving concept definitions (Madsen, and Erdman
Thomsen 2015, 269), the conformity requirements and the quality characteristics of ter-
minological ontologies may influence the quality of MLTDBs.

The output of the quality planning process is a quality plan that includes a quality
manual with detailed specifications, procedures (e.g., how to carry out a terminological
activity), and qualitative and quantitative characteristics of an MLTDB, etc.9

The characteristics of an MLTDB can be organized along the following categories
into quality criteria (Arndt et al. 2020, 22–23; Chiocchetti et al. 2013, 28–29; Lušicky, and
Wissik 2015, 69–71):

1. Linguistic (e.g., correctness of term creation, appropriateness of the terms in the
given context or domain, misspellings);

2. Data-related (e.g., veracity, correctness of definitions, reliability, concept duplicates);
3. Formal (e.g., formal duplicates, number of entries, completeness of entries, language

attribution, correct legal system attribution (see Section 3.2));
4. Data model-related (e.g., granularity of data categories, elementary nature of data

categories, closed and open data categories);
5. Temporal (e.g., updates after a legal reform, availability of entries, timeliness of data

entries);
6. Functional (e.g., query responsiveness, role management, querying, and filtering).

The documentation (e.g., records) of activities and results achieved should be part of
quality planning. The documentation can be used later to monitor the effectiveness and
efficiency of the quality measures and activities and to ensure traceability (e.g., the infor-
mation provided by legal experts), verification of specific requirements met (e.g., the
termbase covers specific legal systems and subdomains, provides for collaborative work,
etc.), implementation of preventive actions to avoid nonconformity with the require-
ments, and corrective actions in case of nonconformity.

6.4 Quality assurance and quality control

Quality assurance is “focused on providing confidence that the quality requirements will
be fulfilled” (ISO 9000 2015, Clause 3.3.6). It entails the operations taking place before,
during and after devising, setting up, populating, and using an MLTDB. Quality control

9. A quality manual is often used or realized as a user manual, e.g., IATE’s User’s Handbook.
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is focused on fulfilling quality requirements (ISO 9000 2015, Clause 3.6.5), making sure
that the termbase complies with the requirements for the intended use.

Some quality requirements can be objectively and quantitatively fulfilled (e.g., com-
pleteness of entries). On the other hand, several quality requirements, e.g., data-related
criteria, such as the correctness of definitions, may be characterized by a degree of vague-
ness and interpretation in the scope of legal terminology.

QA should be conducted both routinely in each and through all production cycles
but can be defined as a stand-alone project in case of larger amounts of terminological
entries. QA can focus routinely on all new entries, on already existing entries for which
feedback or requests have been received, or on random samples. Routine maintenance of
older entries is recommended, in particular to ensure that they do not contain obsolete
concepts or terms, that hyperlinks are still working, etc. (Arndt et al. 2020, 21). Termi-
nologists should also regularly check duplicates at the concept and term level.

Ideally, each entry and data category is checked by a terminologist and a reviser (see
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively) against predefined quality criteria. Depending on the
set of quality criteria that are being checked, several revisers may be involved: a legal
expert may check the quality of data in terms of veracity and reliability, while a language
expert may check the linguistic correctness of a term and its linguistic attributes. QA is
supported by role and workflow management components of the terminology manage-
ment tools which streamline the terminology processes and keep track of ongoing or fin-
ished tasks, thereby also documenting the process.

The operationalization and the precise moment during which QA is performed also
depends on the setting and the purpose of the terminology work (descriptive, prescrip-
tive, normative). For example, if an MLTDB is used as part of a translation process, it
may be deployed as a prescriptive requirement of translation quality, for instance as a
quality gate. Quality gates are milestones that require that predefined criteria be met
before proceeding to the next step. In such settings, an MLTDB is used before and during
translation as well as in the revision stage as an instrument of translation quality assur-
ance (ISO 17100 2015). This means that the QA of the termbase or the relevant entries
may need to be finalized before the translation process.

7. Conclusions and outlook

In this chapter, we have described the specific features of MLTDBs and illustrated the
steps within a typical workflow for creating MLTDBs, i.e., needs analysis, design, doc-
umentation, term extraction, compilation of terminological entries, revision and QA,
maintenance, and dissemination, the roles involved, and the users of MLTDBs. We have
shown that users, workflow, roles, and QA partly differ in MLTDBs from TDBs in other
domains. We have also discussed that there is a need for more flexibility within MLTDBs
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in consideration of different and/or new users and usage scenarios (e.g., different access
to the same data by humans and machines, different data visualizations for various user
categories, navigation via concept systems/ontologies and not just through designations,
etc.). Moreover, we have covered the topic of quality, which is of uttermost importance
to avoid misunderstanding in a multilingual communication setting, and discussed how
to implement quality planning, assurance, and control in MLTDBs. Database quality is
a particularly challenging aim when dealing with the legal domain, which is also difficult
to define, due to the unique linguistic and system-bound aspects of this domain. Further-
more, we raised the issue that terminological data used by machines might have different
requirements and also other quality criteria than terminological data used by humans.

We argue that some of the activities within the workflow and some of the roles have
changed following the development of recent technologies and methods. For example,
the role of IT experts changed from that of pure database experts, who are involved in
implementing the database and maintaining it, to that of experts in the fields of NLP and
machine learning, who are involved in developing new methods to enhance the termi-
nology workflow, to enrich terminological resources automatically, and to explore new
ways of disseminating terminology.

Finally, we have touched on the issue of machines being increasingly involved in the
legal terminology workflow. They can support quite labor-intensive terminology work
(e.g., term extraction, automatic ontology creation) as well as streamline the revision
process. Furthermore, terminological data can have application scenarios in areas such
as machine translation, text mining, or smart systems.
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Machine translation and legal terminology
Data-driven approaches to contextual accuracy

Jeffrey Killman
University of North Carolina at Charlotte

This chapter addresses machine translation (MT) with an eye to legal terminology.
The translation of legal terms and phrasemes may be fraught with contextual
complexities, and context has long been the Achilles’ heel of MT. Nevertheless,
neural MT (NMT) and statistical MT (SMT) have made considerable progress in
recent years, thanks to data-driven approaches making use of potentially related
corpora to overcome contextual obstacles. Such approaches and the potential
frozenness or repetitiveness of legal terms and phrases may allow MT to overcome
some of these obstacles. This chapter reviews contextual complexities surrounding
legal terminology, NMT and SMT architectures, and research on MT and legal
translation to determine what might be expected from data-driven MT in this
context.

Keywords: legal translation, technology, context, neural machine translation,
statistical machine translation

1. Introduction

This chapter discusses what can be expected from data-driven machine translation
(MT), namely statistical machine translation (SMT) and neural machine translation
(NMT) in the area of legal terminology, which is often considered one of the foremost
difficulties faced by legal translators and a primary reason why legal translation itself is
often considered one of the most challenging areas of contemporary translation practice.
SMT and NMT are both statistical systems that make extensive use of voluminous cor-
pora and are credited with significantly improving MT output quality in the past cou-
ple of decades. Though SMT marked a paradigm shift from rule-based MT, which relies
on linguistic information input, and NMT is currently being implemented to overcome
SMT weaknesses, ambiguity remains a challenge for natural language processing with
computers (e.g. Arnold 2003; Bar-Hillel 1960; Forcada 2010; Killman 2015; Koehn 2010;
Koehn 2020).
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Legal terminology, for its part, is subject to a variety of textual and extratextual
factors or constraints which this chapter regards as context. On the one hand, context
can be seen as having a bearing on how a term or phraseme should be understood in
a particular situation when it is possible that the item may be interpreted differently
in another situation or set of circumstances. In this regard, legal terminology may be
particularly prone to different forms of ambiguity (e.g. Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002;
Chromá 2011; Duro Moreno 2012; Glanert 2014; Killman 2014; Killman 2017; Prieto
Ramos 2014; Simonnæs 2016). Linguistic concept designations may have more than one
meaning depending on aspects of context such as legal and non-legal meanings, while
phraseological or other lexical combinations may contain ambiguous words or need to
be interpreted as a whole in order to be rendered adequately across languages.

On the other hand, context may prioritize how certain translation renditions should
be drafted when the meanings or functions they convey may be written in a variable way
depending on the situation or circumstances. Translators might tailor terminological and
phraseological translation solutions according to specific legal traditions, systems, gen-
res, stylistic expectations, among others. For example, legal terminology is often system-
bound and cannot be translated straightforwardly into another language with a different
legal system, resulting in translators producing different translation solutions according
to specific contextual parameters on a case-by-case basis.

While these contextual constraints–in terms of how legal terminology should be
interpreted and how translations of terms and phrasemes should be worded–may very
well pose significant challenges for MT, corpus-based approaches have significantly
made MT’s contextual Achilles’ heel less vulnerable and mark its most significant gains
in accuracy. Such gains stem from how systems analyse source text (ST) and draw on
corpora to provide translation renditions, as well as from the degree of relatedness of the
sources of corpora themselves. It remains to be seen, however, if or to what extent NMT
advances over SMT can be specifically attributed to terminological accuracy, especially
in a discourse domain as specialized as the law and according to human evaluations and
not automatic metrics (e.g. Castilho et al. 2017a; Toral et al. 2018).

This chapter discusses how the features of these data-driven approaches to MT may
or may not ensure legal terminology output that is semantically and lexically suitable
depending on various textual or extratextual circumstances. Section 2 discusses the vari-
ous sources of legal translation challenge at the terminological and phraseological levels
with an eye to different areas of contextual constraint. Section 3 reviews basic SMT and
NMT architectures and contextual concerns, while Section 4 reviews studies on MT and
legal texts and the extent to which and how legal translation, terminology, and phrase-
ology have been addressed. Section 5 provides some conclusions and possible future
avenues.
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2. Translation of legal terminology

The translation of legal terminology is considered an area of specific challenge for legal
translators when it comes to establishing equivalents, understanding ST, and drafting
target text (TT).

Target language (TL) equivalents

In the case of translation across different legal systems, references abound emphasizing
the inter-systemic conceptual incongruity occurring at the terminological level as a pri-
mary source of translation challenge (e.g. Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002, 47; Biel 2017;
Borja Albi 2005; Cao 2007; Chromá 2011; Chromá 2014; Duro Moreno 2012; Harvey
2002; Orts Llopis 2007; Matulewska 2013; Šarčević 1997; Way 2016). The difficulty of
translating system-bound terms without stable TL equivalents may lead to the tailor-
ing of translation solutions on a case-by-case basis depending on factors including genre
and the prescriptive or descriptive nature of the ST and TT. These types of terms may
include any variety of legal concepts, procedures, names of specific laws, institutions,
legal professions, instruments, among others. In the US context, for example, larceny is
more encompassing than hurto, to which it is often equivalent in Spanish. In cases where
larceny may, however, refer to forced entry into a building or vehicle, its equivalent in
Spain would be robo instead of hurto, since the key distinction between these two terms
is whether the theft occurs with or without force (con o sin fuerza en las cosas) (Bestué
and Orozco Jutorán 2010).

ST comprehension

Legal terminology can also involve considerable lexical ambiguity (e.g. Alcaraz Varó and
Hughes 2002; Chromá 2011; Duro Moreno 2012; Glanert 2014; Killman 2014; Killman
2017; Prieto Ramos 2014; Simonnæs 2016). The meaning of lexical units may vary. For
example, so-called “semi-technical” terms are an example of this type of legal termi-
nology in that they “have one meaning (or more than one) in the everyday world and
another in the field of law” (Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002, 158–159). Furthermore, legal
terms may have more than one legal meaning depending on the context. Complaint is a
good example of an ambiguous term. Its everyday meaning, of course, is an expression
that something is wrong or causes dissatisfaction, and the term has not one but two legal
meanings: (1) the initial document or pleading filed by a plaintiff against a defendant in
a lawsuit or (2) a document submitted by a lead investigator in an alleged commission of
a federal crime to establish probable cause. This criminal complaint, like an information
(a related semi-technical term denoting a document in which a federal prosecutor may
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file criminal charges), may be filed in offenses where it is allowable and doing so would
be speedier than obtaining an indictment from a grand jury.

While lexical ambiguity is more prevalent in the case of single-word terms, it can
also involve multiword semi-technical terms and phraseology. Spanish examples include
causas de (grounds for), acción infundada (unmeritorious proceedings), or acción ejecu-
tiva (enforcement proceedings), which in non-specialized contexts could easily be trans-
lated as “causes of,” “unfounded action,” and “executive action,” respectively (Killman
2017, 866–867). Ambiguity can also go beyond legal and non-legal variance, as “many
multi-word terminological phrases have more than one legal meaning and their exact
meaning in a particular context is sometimes quite hard to identify” (Chromá 2011, 37).
Chromá (2011, 37) illustrates this point with legal remedy, which she argues must be
translated differently according to whether the context is general legal texts or the law
of equity. The frozen multiword structures of these terms may lead translators to believe
these terms are specific to a particular legal context or likely do not present semantic
variance in another legal context. Whatever the source of ambiguity may be, Alcaraz
Varó and Hughes (2002, 17) assert that semi-technical terms “are more difficult to rec-
ognize and assimilate than wholly technical terms,” and Chromá (2011, 37) claims that
“vocabulary acquiring its precise legal meaning in a particular legal context is the most
difficult for a translator to tackle and transmit into the target text properly”. There is a
risk that these terms are not interpreted according to their intended legal meanings.

Ambiguity can remain problematic even in cases where multiword terms and
phraseology are not entirely polysemous but nonetheless contain words which are. Such
terms or phrasemes may also need to be translated as single units (e.g. complex preposi-
tions) or with very limited room for decomposition (e.g. collocations). De conformidad
con (pursuant to), en lo referente a (concerning), and con arreglo a (under) are exam-
ples of complex prepositions in Spanish that are best translated as single units, while
file/lodge/bring an appeal or enter into a contract are collocations with their own stock
phraseology in Spanish (interponer un recurso/una apelación and celebrar/formalizar un
contrato). Legal phraseology can be particularly formulaic and linked to specific co-text
patterns, as well as different aspects of extratextual context that translators must be aware
of (Kjaer 1990; Vanallemeersch and Kockaert 2010).

TT drafting

In terms of TT drafting, the same lexical unit conveying the same meaning but in differ-
ent contexts may also have to be translated in an accordingly variable way. Alcaraz Varó
(2009, 192) views this type of phenomenon as stemming from linguistic anisomorphism
in the translation of legal texts, which he stresses “cannot, at any rate, be reduced to a
simple question of polysemy or of false friends; it is more complex than that”. Linguis-
tic anisomorphism can be understood as asymmetry “based on the fact that languages
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are not objective correlates of the real world and each one structures and divides real-
ity in a different way” (Franco Aixelá 2022). One of the examples Alacaraz Varó (2009,
186–187) provides is responsable, a technical term in Spanish that may be translated to
English as “answerable,” “accountable,” “liable,” or “responsible”. The first two terms are
closest synonyms, whereas “liable” is most often legal, and “responsible,” mostly moral in
nature. The Spanish term ajenidad presents similar challenges, in that adequate transla-
tions of ajenidad may range from “(paid) employment,” “work as an employee/employed
person,” or “individual/person working as an employee/under the employ of another,”
depending on the circumstances.

Also involving drafting challenges are so-called everyday terms, terms in general use
with considerable frequency in legal texts (Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002, 18). These
“terms are easier to understand than to translate, precisely because they tend to be con-
textually bound” (Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002, 162). For example, appear and appear-
ance in everyday contexts may, respectively, be aparecer and aparición in Spanish, but
in the context of court, they may be comparecer and comparecencia instead. A Spanish
phraseological example is situarse en la misma línea, which may be translated, for exam-
ple, as “follow the same course” or “be along the same lines,” but not as “situate/position
in the same line,” a word-for-word rendition that would be unidiomatic or contextually
out of place.

A final terminological category in this section, supranational or international legal
terminology, may involve both source ambiguity and target drafting peculiarity. There
is the possibility that concepts come from specific national legal systems and undergo
semantic adaptation (Prieto Ramos 2014, 318). EU legal instruments may borrow terms
and phrasemes from national institutions and systems (e.g. Glanert 2008; McAuliffe
2009; Prieto Ramos 2014; Šarčević 2018) or from international organizations such as
the UN or WTO (e.g. Robertson 2011; Šarčević 2000). These interconnected contexts
marked by increasing interplay between national, international, and supranational sys-
tems give rise to overlap, polysemy, and interpretation and/or translation challenges
(McAuliffe 2009, 107; Prieto Ramos 2014, 318; Robertson 2011, 53). Moreover, national
systems incorporate EU legal terminology (e.g. Biel 2007; Garrido Nombela 1996;
Killman 2017; Pym 2000), which adds another layer of complication when translating
national legal texts. Whatever the case may be, translators may often have to resort to
official institutional TL designations or specific phraseological patterns that must be con-
sistently adhered to in the TL instead of any other semantically plausible renditions or
at least distinguish in which cases specific institutional terminological or phraseological
wording is not required in the translation.

The legal terminological and phraseological challenges discussed in this section, as
well as other such challenges, have motivated translation studies researchers to con-
template the importance of a series of “entornos” (dimensions) (Duro Moreno 2012),
“dimensions” (Matulewska 2013), “parameters” (Prieto Ramos 2016), “context” (Alcaraz
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Varó and Hughes 2002, 37; Kjaer 1990; Vanallemeersch and Kockaert 2010), or “aniso-
morphism” (Alcaraz Varó 2009). These criteria tend to weigh the importance that tex-
tual or extratextual factors may have on informing translation decisions. In particular,
the importance of co-text or surrounding text is emphasized to disambiguate or distin-
guish different senses or usage (Alcaraz Varó and Hughes 2002, 37; Duro Moreno 2012;
Kjaer 1990; Vanallemeersch and Kockaert 2010). Another textual element is intertextu-
ality or a text’s relationship with other texts (Duro Moreno 2012), which is an impor-
tant consideration not only when grasping the semantics of source terminology but also
when deciding on adequate ways of rendering translation equivalents according to rele-
vant extratextual context such as a “communicative community” (Matulewska 2013).

Drawing on this complex array of contextual parameters has always been a con-
siderable source of challenge for human translators of legal texts. The extent to which
machines can do so will be limited to the relatedness of the textual resources they rely on
and on the resourcefulness of how they process them.

3. Data-driven MT: SMT and NMT

By the end of the first period of MT development during the late 1950s, optimism was
fading. Early research challenges underscored how systems at the time had serious con-
textual blind spots. The main issue, as pointed by Yehoshua Bar-Hillel, was that the real-
world knowledge of humans could never be replicated by artificial intelligence (Bar-
Hillel 1960). The relevant contexts of words being translated were often missed. The sys-
tems at the time relied on limited data sets such as dictionaries or grammars, and the
heuristic capabilities were restrained.

Fast forward to the 2000s and SMT (Koehn, Och, and Marcu 2003) enters the
scene in earnest, marking a paradigm shift from rule-based MT to MT trained on large
amounts of corpus data, which may comprise millions of sentences in one language that
have been aligned with equivalent sentences in another language. SMT was the state of
the art until not long ago (Forcada 2017, 292). For example, at the end of 2016, Google
Translate transitioned to a neural system, after having operated as a phrase-based sta-
tistical system since 2007 when it replaced its previous rule-based system (provided by
Systran). In the case of the parallel corpora a system draws on, it is important to note
that it draws on past translation work completed by humans, rendering it “essentially a
tool for massive sophisticated plagiarism” (Bendana and Melby 2012, 45). A good deal
of the bilingual data on which systems are trained comes from supranational or inter-
national organizations with an abundance of documentation concerning laws, justice, or
legal matters, such as the European Union and the United Nations (e.g. Crego et al. 2016;
Junczys-Dowmunt, Dwojak, and Hoang 2016; Koehn 2005; Koehn 2010, 53; Koehn and
Knowles 2017).
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Regardless of the MT system, it is important to be aware of where computers and
human language might very well run into problems when it comes to natural language
processing for translation purposes. Arnold (2003) divides problematic areas according
to two stages: analysis and transfer. A particularly relevant area noted by Arnold (2003),
Forcada (2010), and Koehn (2010, 2020) covers the analysis problem of ambiguity, which
is frequently an issue in legal translation and especially challenging as described in the
previous section. According to Kohen (2020, 5), ambiguity is the:

one word that encapsulates the challenge of natural language processing with computers
[…] Natural language is ambiguous on every level: word meaning, morphology, syntactic
properties and roles, and relationships between different parts of a text. Humans are able
to deal with this ambiguity somewhat by taking in the broader context and background
knowledge, but even among humans there is a lot of misunderstanding.

While humans may often be touted as superior by default, humans are often prone
to misunderstanding. Another relevant challenge, pointed out by Arnold (2003) and
Forcada (2010), refers to the transfer problem when two languages do not structure
meaning in the same ways. As Arnold (2003, 122) explains, when straightforward corre-
spondence is undesirable, the transfer problem can give way to “translationese”. For the
purposes of legal terms and phrases, this issue might refer to departure from authentic
phrasing according to an area of law or legal genre or context area, contextually tailored
translation solutions in cases of legal conceptual incongruence, and/or time-tested or
“established” translation solutions (Molina and Hurtado 2002, 510), which often exist in
certain legal domains (Biel 2008).

A mechanical approach to language is limited to programmable and computable
processes that completely rely on textual resources (Forcada 2010, 216). Unlike humans,
computers cannot draw on relevant extralinguistic context or on an actual understand-
ing of text (Melby and Foster 2010, 11). While a computer is at an unfair disadvantage
in this regard, data-driven MT quickly processes large amounts of potentially relevant
data in increasingly sophisticated ways that cannot be replicated by humans. For these
reasons, it is now more important than ever to clearly delimit the division of translation
labour between humans and machines in a way that takes full advantage of the former’s
greater ability to understand translation needs and the latter’s greater ability to quickly
process large amounts of data.

In the case of both SMT and NMT, the basic premise is that “a target sentence is a
translation of a source sentence with a certain probability of likelihood” (Forcada 2017,
300). Nevertheless, how each type of system determines this probability varies and may
very well have a terminological accuracy effect in as contextually peculiar a domain as
the law, especially if corpora are not (entirely) homogeneous. SMT, for its part, con-
structs translations by linking translations of phrases that need not necessarily be cat-
egorizable as constituents in the syntax of a sentence (Kenny and Doherty 2014, 284;
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Forcada 2017, 301; Koehn 2010, 127). Both the source phrase and the target phrase are
the result of chunking source content into multiword subsegments that are selected as
the SMT system is trained on the parallel corpora. As Forcada explains (2017, 301), first
the system aligns source words to the target words of these phrases depending on prob-
abilities acquired from the bilingual corpus, then it identifies source and target phrases
that are compatible with these individual word alignments and in what is referred to as
a translation table, it assigns scores to these phrase pairs. These phrase pair scores, in a
process known as tuning (Kenny and Doherty 2014, 283), are combined with TL proba-
bilities that are computed from very large corpora in the TL to select those phrases which
are “best”. If the system “has the choice of using a longer phrase translation, it tends to
use it. This is preferable because longer phrases include more context. Of course, longer
phrases are less frequent and hence less statistically reliable” (Koehn 2010, 141). So while
a relevant longer phrase translation exists, it will not be selected by the system if it is not
statistically reliable enough. What systems can do to mitigate this issue of statistical reli-
ability is referred to as lexical weighting, which means decomposing a rare phrase pair
into its word translations to check how well they coincide. For instance:

if an English word is aligned to multiple foreign words, the average of the corresponding
word translation probabilities is taken. If an English word is not aligned to any foreign
word, we say it is aligned to the NULL word, which is also factored in as a word transla-

(Koehn 2010, 139)tion probability.

Lexical weighting is basically a discounting method to smooth the phrase translation
probability by relying on probability distributions supported by “richer statistics and
hence more reliable probability estimates” (Koehn 2010, 139). It, of course, may, however,
discount a statistically improbable yet desirable translation phrase as a bad phrase. On
the whole, it is important to comprehend that in the case of SMT, the probability of a
TL sentence is a calculation that is based on the joint probabilities of the phrase-pairs
obtained (Forcada 2017, 301; Kenny and Doherty 2014, 281).

NMT, for its part:

uses a completely different computational approach: neural networks […] composed of
thousands of artificial units that resemble neurons in that their output or activation […]
depends on the stimuli they receive from other neurons and the strength of the connec-

(Forcada 2017, 292)tions along which these stimuli are passed.

The activations of individual neural units in most systems only make sense when joined
with the activations of other neural units in layers. The hundreds of neural units that
these layers often contain are connected by weights, which connect all the units of one
layer with all those in the following layer (Forcada 2017, 295). These groups of neural
units “build distributed representations of words and their contexts, both in the con-
text of the source sentence being processed and in the context of the target sentence
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being produced” (Forcada 2017, 293–294). It is important to note as well that representa-
tions tend to be “deep”; they are built in stages or in layers of less profound representa-
tions, with each layer giving rise to thousands of connections (Forcada 2017, 295). These
representations of knowledge are more multidimensional or deeper than in the case of
SMT. Simply put, subsegments and their translations are not identified in a direct way,
as the translation output “is produced word by word taking the whole source segment
into account” (Forcada 2017, 301). The probability of the target sentence is computed by
examining the probability of each target word, considering both the source sentence and
the preceding words in the target sentence (Forcada 2017, 300–301).

While SMT builds translations of sentences in piecemeal fashion by training subseg-
ments independently, NMT “attempts to build and train a single, large neural network”
(Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015, 1), “whose connection weights are all jointly trained”
(Forcada 2017, 301). The NMT systems that tend to be considered optimal combine
encoder-decoder architectures (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014) with attention models
(Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015). In this set-up:

the full context of the sentence [i.e.] all source words and their content […] are encoded
in a single numerical representation […] which is sent to the decoder to generate a target-
language string. […] Rather than accepting that all source words are equally important in
suggesting target-language words, the attention model (similar to word and phrase align-
ments in SMT) demonstrates which source words are most relevant when it comes to
hypothesizing target-language equivalents. In practice this means that each translation is
generated from specific encoder states, with information which is much less relevant
from other words–perhaps some distance away from the current word or focus and of

(Way 2020, 317)little or no relevance to its translation–being ignored.

On the basis of this NMT configuration, it appears a sort of tightrope is walked between
a more holistic and an immediately relevant prioritization of co-text, the source of con-
text on which systems rely. An SMT system, by only being able to prioritize more imme-
diately surrounding co-text, risks faltering when further away co-text could be more
relevant. While a state-of-the-art NMT system tries to balance the two co-texts, it risks
swinging too far on either side of the pendulum. Given this dilemma, the question
remains about which approach might yield more consistently given the various contex-
tual patterns and constraints surrounding legal terminology.

In non-legal domains, NMT output is generally found to be higher in quality, espe-
cially when it comes to fluency (e.g. Bentivogli et al. 2016; Bojar et al. 2016; Castilho et al.
2017b; Forcada 2017, 305; Moorkens 2018; Toral and Sánchez-Cartagena 2017). How-
ever, there are exceptions, especially in the case of adequacy or semantic accuracy (e.g.
Castilho et al. 2017a; Koehn and Knowles 2017), an area where terminology, regardless
of domain area, is indeed an important concern. Furthermore, NMT quality may suf-
fer when faced with translating rare or infrequent words (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch
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2016; Wu et al. 2016), which are also a concern when it comes to domain-specific termi-
nology, such as in the legal domain.

In any event, legal terms and phrasemes risk vulnerability to MT. As pointed out,
legal terminology is especially prone to lexical ambiguity that may not only be difficult
for humans to deal with, but especially challenging for natural language processing with
computers relying only on written resources. Moreover, legal TL drafting challenges are
such that terms and phrasemes may need to vary according to a variety of circumstances
such as the legal area, genre, system, tradition, or stylistics. Such factors in addition to
the potential rarity of legal terminology may indeed have a special effect on MT, perhaps
more so than in other specialized translation domain areas, and are indeed worthy of
study in their own right.

4. Research on machine translation of legal texts: Legal terminology

Though the present chapter focuses on data-driven MT, a study by Yates (2006) tested
the accuracy of Babel Fish translating portions of civil codes from Mexico and Germany
and press releases from the foreign ministries in these countries. Babel Fish was a direct
rule-based MT system that was freely available on the Web and provided by Systran (like
the rule-based Google MT system). While results were mostly considered poor in this
study, the German results were less poor than the Spanish ones. Below one can appreci-
ate an output example from Yates (2006, 495), which is a translation of Article 2226 of the
Mexican Civil Code1 and is also accompanied by a professional translation of the same
sentence, which she used as a gold standard or reference translation:

Source text La nulidad absoluta por regla general no impide que el acto produzca provi-
sionalmente sus efectos, los cuales serán destruidos retroactivamente cuando
se pronuncie por el juez la nulidad.

Babel Fish The absolute invalidity as a rule does not prevent that the act produces pro-
visionally its effects, which will be destroyed retroactively when the invalid-
ity is pronounced by the judge.

Professional
Translation

Absolute nullity, as a general rule, does not prevent an act from having pro-
visional consequences, which can be retroactively abolished upon an adju-
dication of nullity by a judge. 2

1. Código Civil Federal: Nuevo Código publicado en el Diario Oficial de la Federación en cuatro
partes los días 26 de mayo, 14 de julio, 3 y 31 de agosto de 1928. https://www.diputados.gob.mx
/LeyesBiblio/pdf/2_110121.pdf
2. Código Civil Federal: Nuevo Código publicado en el Diario Oficial de la Federación en cuatro
partes los días 26 de mayo, 14 de julio, 3 y 31 de agosto de 1928, trans. Abraham Eckstein and Enrique
Zepeda Trujillo (St. Paul, Minnesota: West Pub. Co., 1996).
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This is one of the Spanish outputs that was translated best despite its various errors
(Yates 2006, 495). As we can see in this case, phraseology is particularly problematic,
such as in the case of producir provisionalmente efectos and pronunciar la nulidad, which
were unsuccessfully handled by this rule-based system. The first example would be an
example of an everyday phrase which should be rendered in a contextually unique
way, such as “have provisional consequences” and the second example, an ambiguous
technical phrase that should be translated appropriately as “adjudication of nullity”.
While some may prefer “nullity” instead of “invalidity,” both terms are likely fine in this
instance. Finally, to illustrate progress made by data-driven MT, the following are a cou-
ple of renditions produced by DeepL, an NMT system, and Google Translate’s current
NMT system:

DeepL Absolute nullity as a general rule does not prevent the act from provisionally
producing its effects, which will be destroyed retroactively when the nullity is
pronounced by the judge.

Google
Translate
(NMT)

The absolute nullity as a general rule does not prevent the act from provi-
sionally producing its effects, which will be retroactively destroyed when the
nullity is pronounced by the judge.

As can be observed, there are considerable improvements in fluency, but the phraseology
issues remain unresolved. This underscores the fact that data-driven MT or NMT is by
no means perfect, especially when the corpora on which such a system draws are not
highly specifically related.

Jumping to the era of SMT, there are several studies involving SMT and legal trans-
lation (Farzindar and Lapalme 2009; García 2010, 2011; Gotti et al. 2008; Killman 2014;
Şahin and Dungan 2014). Gotti et al. (2008) present results from an SMT system they
designed called TransLI (Translation of Legal Information) to assist the Canadian fed-
eral courts with their requirement to produce English and French translations of judg-
ments. The system was trained on corpora from the same courts and thus attained
positive results according to various automatic metrics and outperformed the open-
domain Google Translate, which was an SMT system at the time. It also helped that
judgments tend to have repetitive features (Gotti et al. 2008, 4). Farzindar and Lapalme
(2009) follow up on this study with a pilot project where they post-edit TransLI output.
The following is an example of how few edits needed to be made in the translation
to English of the context section of a French judgment3 in their study (Farzindar and
Lapalme 2009, 70):

3. Kouka v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2008 FC 1224 (2008). https://decisions.fct-cf.gc.ca
/fc-cf/decisions/en/item/55992/index.do?q=%282008fc1224
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Source text Le 13 avril 2007, le demandeur s’est prévalu d’un Examen des risques Avant
renvoi (« ERAR ») et, le 16 mai 2007, il présentait une deuxième demande
de résidence permanente pour raisons humanitaires. Ces deux dernières
demandes furent entendues par le même agent i.e. Patricia Rousseau,
laquelle, par décision du 31 juillet 2008, rejetait les deux demandes.

TransLI On April 13, 2007, the Applicant availed of a pre-removal risk assessment
(“PRRA”) and, on May 16, 2007, he submitted a second application for per-
manent residence on humanitarian and compassionate grounds. These last
two applications were heard by the same officer Patricia Rousseau, i.e. that,
by decision dated July 31, 2008, dismissed both applications.

Post-edited
version

On April 13, 2007, the Applicant availedavailed himself of a pre-removal risk
assessment (“PRRA”) and, on May 16, 2007, he submitted a second applica-
tion for permanent residence on humanitarian and compassionate grounds.
These last two applications were heard by the same officerofficer, i.e. Patricia
Rousseau, i.e. thatwho, by decision dated July 31, 2008, dismissed both appli-
cations.

In this example the only issues are the reflexive in one case (“himself ”), syntax in
another (“i.e.”), and a relative pronoun issue (“that”). The terminology was appropriately
rendered according to context. For example, examen was rendered as “assessment” and
not as “exam” or “examination,” the abbreviation PRRA was rendered correctly according
to its official designation in Canadian federal courts, demande was rendered as “appli-
cation” and not as “request” or “demand,” raisons was rendered as “grounds” and not
as “reasons,” and rejetait as “dismissed” and not “rejected”. The example highlights how
remarkably or unremarkably plagiaristic (Bendana and Melby 2012, 45) an SMT sys-
tem can become when training corpora and texts being translated are highly similar or
related.

In the context of an open-domain system, García (2010, 2011) and Şahin and
Dungan (2014) carried out post-editing studies comparing translating from scratch with
post-editing output from Google Translate when it was an SMT system. García (2010,
2011), who looked at English-Chinese, found that legal passages involved the worst
scores in two of the three sets of tests covered by his two related studies; nevertheless,
post-editing helped increase quality a bit (García 2011, 227). These increases in quality
were accompanied by minor gains in speed in one of these legal passages and a minor
decrease in the other passage (García 2011, 223). Though quality term and phraseme
suggestions may have contributed to these increases in quality, one wonders whether the
participants may have been bogged down by assessing various term and phraseme sug-
gestions of varying complexity in the case of the passage where speed suffered a bit. On
the contrary, however, Şahin and Dungan (2014, 76), who looked at English-Turkish,
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found a slight quality advantage when legal texts were translated from scratch by the
participants in the test where they were allowed access to just the Internet.

Killman (2014) conducted a different type of study that also involved Google Trans-
late when it was an SMT system. The study presents the results of a human evaluation
of the quality of English machine translations produced for a set of over 600 legal
terms (n= 421) and phrasemes (n= 200) that originate from a 12,000+ word text of civil
judgment summaries produced by the Supreme Court of Spain: The Civil Division
(Sala de lo Civil/Sala Primera) section of the Crónica de la Jurisprudencia del Tribunal
Supremo: 2005–2006 (Reports of Cases before the Supreme Court: 2005–2006). These
terms and phrasemes were selected because they were considered challenging enough to
be researched when the judgments were translated in a translation commission before
the study was carried out. The entire text was fed to Google Translate to produce the
most contextually adequate output possible, but only the 621 terms and phrasemes
were assessed for quality. The terms and phrasemes themselves could be categorized
as: functional (n =7), such as complex conjunctions or prepositional phrases; purely
legal (n= 331); semi-technical (n =126); everyday terminology or phraseology frequently
found in legal texts (n= 118); and as official (n =39), i.e., national and/or supranational
laws, conventions, titles of legal professions or documents. In terms of contextual sen-
sitivity, all the semi-technical items are, of course, contextually sensitive due to their
inherent ambiguity, and so are the functional items, either because they needed to be
translated in a legally peculiar way or are non-compositional. Nevertheless, many other
terms and phrasemes in the sample are also contextually sensitive for these same rea-
sons or because they also include lexical ambiguity in multiword terms and phrasemes.
According to these contextual parameters, 60% of the sample is contextually sensitive
(n =370). According to the results of the study, a little over 64% of all 621 terms and
phrasemes were translated appropriately (n= 400) and of the 370 contextually sensitive
terms and phrasemes, 52% were translated appropriately (n= 191). These results indicate
open-domain-MT accuracy in over half of the cases of an authentic sample of legal ter-
minology, even when context is an issue, as is often the case in legal translation. Never-
theless, 81% of the 221 total incorrectly translated terms and phrasemes are contextually
sensitive (n= 179), which clearly indicates MT vulnerability to legal translation aspects of
context. To illustrate the SMT output in context, Killman (2014, 88) provides the follow-
ing judgment example,4 accompanied by its Google Translate SMT output and a post-
edited version thereof:

4. Sentencia del Tribunal Supremo 28–9–2005, Sala Primera de la Crónica de la jurisprudencia del
Tribunal Supremo: 2005–2006 (2006). https://www.poderjudicial.es/cgpj/es/Poder-Judicial/Tribunal
-Supremo/Actividad-del-TS/Cronica-de-Jurisprudencia/Cronica-de-la-jurisprudencia-del-Tribunal-
Supremo-2005-2006
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Source text La STS 28–9–2005 (RC 769/2005) destaca porque en ella, al examinar un
supuesto de responsabilidad por abordaje, diferenciando sus distintas cla-
ses, se declara que, sin perjuicio de que las disposiciones contenidas en el
Convenio de Bruselas de 23 de noviembre de 1910 sobre unificación de cier-
tas reglas en materia del abordaje, formen parte del ordenamiento jurídico
español y sean de aplicación directa, resulta aplicable la legislación interna,
con exclusión de cualquier otra, cuando los buques implicados son de nacio-
nalidad española y el abordaje ha tenido lugar en aguas jurisdiccionales
españolas.

Google
Translate
(SMT)

The STS 28.09.2005 (RC 769/2005) stands out because in it, to consider a
theory of liability for collision, differentiating their various classes, states
that, without prejudice to the provisions of the Brussels Convention of 23
November 1910 on the unification of certain rules relating to the collision,
part of the Spanish legal system and have a direct, domestic law applies to
the exclusion of any other, when the vessels involved are of Spanish nation-
ality and the approach has taken place in Spanish waters.

Post-edited
version

The sts 28.09.2005Judgment of the Supreme Court of 28–9–2005 (rcAppeal
769/2005) stands out because in it, to consider a theory ofwhen it considers
liability for collision,collision by differentiating theirits various classes, stat-
esthat,it states that without prejudice toeven though the provisions ofin the
Brussels Convention of 23 November 1910 onfor the unificationUnification
of certainCertain rulesRules of Law relating to the collision,with respect to
Collision between Vessels partare part of the Spanish legal system and have
a directare directly applicable, domestic law appliesapplies, to the exclusion
of any other,other law when the vessels involved are of Spanish nationality
and the approachcollision has taken place in Spanish waters.

This SMT example shows more fluency issues than terminological or phraseological
problems. The few terminological issues include untranslated abbreviations STS (senten-
cia del tribunal supremo) and RC (recurso de casación), the contextually incorrect ren-
dition (“theory”) of the ambiguous supuesto (a translation of which may be omitted),
partially inaccurate wording of the supranational Brussels Convention (e.g. “rules” and
“collision,” which are technically plausible translations of the ambiguous reglas and abor-
daje, but not the official wording), the contextually incorrect translation (“other”) of
the anaphor otra, and the contextually incorrect rendition (“approach”) of the third and
final occurrence of abordaje. The phrase sin perjucio de, technically speaking, was not
rendered incorrectly as “without prejudice to”. In the context of this long judgment sen-
tence, however, “even though” works better or made it easier to make the sentence flow
naturally. “Relating to” is technically an acceptable translation of the complex preposi-
tion en materia de, but not the official wording in the Brussels convention (“with respect
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to”). In any event, there are more accurate than inaccurate term and phraseme trans-
lations, all of which contain elements of ambiguity: responsabilidad (“liability”), abor-
daje (“collision”), declara (“states”), disposiciones (“provisions”), ordenamiento jurídico
(“legal system”), de aplicación directa (“directly applicable”), legislación interna
(“domestic law”), con exclusión de (“to the exclusion of ”), and aguas jurisdiccionales
españolas (“Spanish waters”). The SMT version of Google Translate remarkedly did not
grind out word-for-word translations of these items such as “responsibility,” “approach,”
“declares,” “dispositions,” “legal code,” “of direct application,” “internal legislation,” “with
the exclusion of,” or “Spanish jurisdictional waters” (“Spanish territorial waters” would
have been suitable, for example).

For comparative purposes, two neural machine translations of this same judgment
summary (Killman 2014, 88) are provided from DeepL and Google Translate’s current
neural MT system:

DeepL The STS 28–9–2005 (RC 769/2005) stands out because in it, when examin-
ing a case of liability for collision, differentiating its different types, it states
that, without prejudice to the fact that the provisions contained in the Brus-
sels Convention of 23 November 1910 on the unification of certain rules on
collision form part of the Spanish legal system and are directly applicable,
the domestic legislation is applicable, to the exclusion of any other, when the
ships involved are of Spanish nationality and the collision has taken place
in Spanish jurisdictional waters.

Google
Translate
(NMT)

STS 9–28–2005 (RC 769/2005) stands out because in it, when examining
an assumption of collision liability, differentiating its different classes, it is
declared that, without prejudice to the fact that the provisions contained in
the Brussels Convention of November 23, 1910 on the unification of certain
rules regarding boarding, form part of the Spanish legal system and are
directly applicable, internal legislation is applicable, to the exclusion of any
other, when the vessels involved are of Spanish nationality and the boarding
has taken place in Spanish jurisdictional waters.

In terms of terminological accuracy, the NMT output from these two systems could
be considered as more-or-less equal in the case of DeepL or somewhat inferior in that
of Google Translate (NMT). DeepL does manage to translate the ambiguous supuesto
adequately as “case,” which both Google Translate systems could not do (“theory” and
“assumption”). It also manages to translate the third/final instance of abordaje correctly
as “collision,” unlike the two Google systems with “approach” and “boarding”. Never-
theless, “ship” is provided instead of “vessel,” which has a broader semantic range than
“ship”. This may, however, not be a serious issue since ships will typically be concerned
under the Brussels Convention in real world applications. “Spanish jurisdictional waters”
instead of “Spanish waters” may be considered a very minor collocation concern. The
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NMT Google output does not show any improvements. In terms of issues, it also features
“Spanish jurisdictional waters,” as well as others such as “declare” instead of “state,” insti-
tutionally incompatible dating (“November 23, 1910”), “boarding” instead of “collision”
in the second instance, and the collocation “internal legislation,” which may be nit-picky
seeing its appearance in certain EU documentation. Whatever the case may be, these
NMT results do not show terminological or phraseological improvement or may even
reveal a bit of a decline in the case of Google Translate.

Comparing NMT and SMT with automatic metrics (BLEU scores), Koehn and
Knowles (2017) conducted a study assessing German-English output quality in five
domain areas by training systems with corpora from each of these areas, including the
legal domain (acquis).5 BLEU scores were found to be similar in the in-domain por-
tion of tests, tests whose scores were yielded from systems trained on data that were
sub-sampled to produce the tests; the sub-sampled data, for their part, were not used in
the training of the systems. Nevertheless, the BLEU scores reflect that SMT performed
better in the legal, medical and religious domains (i.e. Quran) and that NMT fared
better in the case of IT and subtitles. The out-of-domain performances, yielded using
test sets obtained from data on which the system was not trained, show that NMT sys-
tems were “worse in almost all cases, sometimes dramatically so” (Koehn and Knowles
2017, 29–30). According to the tests run on the NMT and SMT systems trained on all five
corpora, SMT was superior in the case of law and IT only, while in the case of subtitles
and the medical domain NMT performed better. Both NMT and SMT trained on all five
corpora were equal in the case of the Quran. It is particularly noteworthy that the BLEU
legal domain score of this SMT system trained on all five corpora proved to be slightly
higher than that of the legal in-domain trained NMT system. Such a finding may lend
some credence to the earlier SMT and NMT observations reflected on in this section
with regard to the study conducted by Killman (2014).

In any event, several recent studies focus on domain-specific MT use by translators
at the Directorate-General for Translation (DGT) (Arnejšek and Unk 2020; Cadwell
et al. 2016; Desmet 2021; Lesznyák 2019; Macken, Prou, and Tezcan 2020; Rossi and
Chevrot 2019; Stefaniak 2020; Vardaro, Schaeffer, and Hansen-Schirra 2019). DGT trans-
lators are given the option of being provided with MT output via the predictive typing
feature in their translation memory tool or having MT output populate empty segments
when a translation memory match is not found.

5. BLEU stands for bilingual evaluation understudy (Papineni et al. 2002). A widely used automatic
metric for evaluating the quality of machine translated text, BLEU evaluates overlap between reference
translations and output to assign a quality score between 0 and 1. Acquis, for its part, is shorthand for
the Union acquis, the total body of European Union law applicable to EU Member States. Voluminous
bilingual corpora from the acquis can be used to train data-driven MT in many of the official EU lan-
guages.
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MT@EC, the now defunct SMT system from 2011–2017, is included in a few of these
studies (Cadwell et al. 2016; Macken, Prou, and Tezcan 2020; Rossi and Chevrot 2019).
Cadwell et al. (2016) carried out a focus group with DGT translators from all 24 language
departments to understand their reasons for choosing whether to use MT@EC in their
work. The majority of these translators reported using MT on a daily basis and perceiv-
ing it as useful. Both the translators who perceived it as useful and not useful emphasized
output quality as a primary reason, while the former group also emphasized speed or
productivity gains. Rossi and Chevrot (2019) surveyed DGT translators from 15 language
departments and found differing MT adoption and response rates in these departments,
but an overall high adoption rate. The translators who reported choosing to use MT indi-
cated doing so primarily to save time or in some cases to receive terminology suggestions
or assistance with meaning or grammar structures. Macken, Prou, and Tezcan (2020)
collected data from translation and post-editing tasks carried out by translators in the
French and Finnish departments who respectively used MT@EC and eTranslation, the
NMT system that replaced MT@EC in 2017. On average, in the case of both systems and
groups of translators, post-editing was somewhat faster than translating. Moreover, MT
output quality was rated similarly as mostly in the 3–4 range by both groups of trans-
lators on a five-point rating scale. Nevertheless, the French translators mentioned flu-
ency problems as the main problems with the SMT output, while the Finnish translators
working with the NMT output mostly noted accuracy, which is in alignment with previ-
ous SMT-NMT comparative findings.

The remaining DGT studies focus exclusively on the neural eTranslation (Arnejšek
and Unk 2020; Desmet 2021; Lesznyák 2019; Stefaniak 2020; Vardaro, Schaeffer, and
Hansen-Schirra 2019). Lesznyák (2019), who interviewed DGT translators from the
Hungarian department, found that while many of the translators consider MT useful for
saving time or inspiration (e.g. the possibility of eloquent solutions) or use it to avoid
having to translate from scratch, the majority have reservations. Leznyák (2019) posits
that these reservations might have to do with DGT translators’ documentation burden
to make their translations consistent with other related texts in the TL, which Stefaniak
(2020) also suggests is a concern in DGT workflows with MT in her post-editing study
with translators from the DGT Polish department. While post-editing speed varied on
an individual basis, post-editing was, on average, faster than translating. A lack of con-
sistency in the output at the document and/or sentence level was observed by the Pol-
ish translators, as well as terminological issues such as the contextual appropriateness
of a term suggestion or imprecise wording of titles of legal acts needing to be rendered
in an official or specific way. Nevertheless, the MT output provided in the case of leg-
islative texts involved fewer edits than the non-legislative texts that are also but not as
frequently translated at the DGT, which speaks to the domain-specific nature of eTrans-
lation. Vardaro, Schaeffer, and Hansen-Schirra (2019) and Arnejšek and Unk (2020), in
their respective studies on German and Slovene output errors, found that errors fre-
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quently related to terminology, register, polysemy, function words, omissions, among
others. Finally, Desmet (2021), in her study on post-edits carried out in Dutch, finds that
changes made by translators were primarily related to style, register, or semantics.

To conclude, this section refers to recent MT legal translation studies (Dik 2020;
Heiss and Soffritti 2018; Mileto 2019; Roiss 2021; Wiesmann 2019), which assess in one
way or another the quality or potential quality of NMT in most cases and cover several
language pairs: German-Italian, English-Italian, Dutch-English, and German-Spanish.
All but one of these studies weigh or discuss incorporating MT in the legal transla-
tion classroom (Heiss and Soffritti 2018; Mileto 2019; Roiss 2021; Wiesmann 2019). Sys-
tems include DeepL in all but one case (Dik 2020; Heiss and Soffritti 2018; Roiss 2021;
Wiesmann 2019). Wiesmann (2019) also looked at MateCat, a translator workbench
drawing on DeepL, the NMT version of Google Translate, and Microsoft Translator
(still SMT at the time). Mileto (2019), for her part, looked at MT@EC, as well as SDL
Language Cloud and Google Translate via SDL Trados Studio (which one presumes
were SMT systems when the study was carried out, since the defunct MT@EC was
used in the study as well). In all cases, terminology errors were noted, often being the
most prominent category of errors (Dik 2020, 48; Wiesmann 2019, 140) or category of
errors specifically focused on (Roiss 2021) in studies where they were systematically and/
or empirically analysed. DeepL appears to be regarded as having potential (Dik 2020;
Heiss and Soffritti 2018) or as just another available tool given the lexical, terminological,
and register errors that DeepL produces (Roiss 2021, 503). While Wiesmann (2019), for
her part, finds DeepL better than the other systems in her Italian-to-German study, her
determination is that MT is not at a point where legal texts may be translated without
serious post-editing effort. Mileto (2019) does not directly compare the quality of sys-
tems in her study.

The research reviewed in this section on the machine translation of legal texts relates
to the creation and evaluation of different systems and to the productivity of using dif-
ferent systems. The systems themselves range from open-domain, in-domain, and out-
of-domain. Of course, in-domain is ideal, but open-domain does not appear far-fetched,
especially in the case of SMT. Finally, the specific issue of legal terminology is covered
to different extents in the studies but is often alluded to or posited as an underlying fac-
tor of quality and usability. In all cases, the studies concern what can be expected from
MT in terms of productivity and quality in the legal context, which the current study and
various others consider to be a terminologically challenging area.
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5. Conclusions

This chapter has shed light on what might be expected from data-driven MT when
it comes to the translation of potentially complex legal terminology and phraseology,
depending on technical aspects of a system’s architecture and its corpus resources.
Though traditionally regarded as problematic, the stability, frozenness, or repetitive
nature of legal terms and phrasemes may make them compatible with corpus-based
approaches to natural language processing, whereas the corpora are sufficiently related,
and the analysis and transfer capabilities of systems can adequately respond to the sit-
uationally dependent legal translation task. Nevertheless, context remains the Achilles’
heel of MT, and legal terminology can be considerably complex in this regard and par-
ticularly error-prone to mechanical approaches to language.

To continue answering the question of what one might expect, quality studies should
be carried out to further understand whether there is a measurable trade-off between ter-
minological/phraseological output quality, on the one hand, and fluency or morphosyn-
tactic quality, on the other, which might help determine if mixed approaches to systems
might be ideal instead. In other contexts, SMT and NMT systems have been found to
be complementary (e.g. Popović 2017). Given the static nature of legal language, ongoing
legal translation demand, and continuous translation needs in international or suprana-
tional institutions, there appears to be value in highly developed, legal-specific MT sys-
tems, hybrid or otherwise.

Moreover, more studies are necessary to empirically understand how translators may
or may not be served by MT in the legal domain, particularly to answer the question
of whether terminological/phraseological benefits or distractions while post-editing are
more a concern than morphosyntactic assistance or interruptions from the output.
Though the literature review in this paper reveals progress, more studies focusing on
MT productivity gains in legal translation could help Legal Translation Studies reach
a threshold of statistical data which might strengthen descriptive conclusions or even
allow for inferential conclusions to be drawn. Further research that builds systematically
on previous research could contribute to data reliability.

Studies could attempt to test which areas of output quality are most important in
legal translation or how output might best be provided to legal translators. In institu-
tional contexts, output tends to be made available to translators via a feed in a translator
workbench, not only in the case of the DGT (as noted in the previous section) but also in
that of the United Nations (e.g. Juncal 2009; Pasteur 2013), where the output will invari-
ably interface in a variety of ways with other sources of content. If MT tends to be used
to translate subsegments or segments of text for which institutional translation memories
or document repositories are unable to provide translation suggestions, then it follows
that the terminological and/or phraseological output that MT systems can provide and
translators might rely on become all the more important in these types of legal settings,
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perhaps more so than the fluency capabilities which appear to be comprising the bulk of
NMT progress.

Studies should also be conducted to determine uptake among legal translators who
are freelancers. Do they choose to use MT? Why? Or why not? Do they use any par-
ticular systems (e.g. DeepL, Google Translate, eTranslation)? How do they use them?
For entire texts, empty segments in a workbench, via predictive typing, to repair fuzzy
matches, or for general drafting, terminological, or phraseological suggestions whatever
the case may be? Another area of enquiry might address the sectors or settings in which
legal freelance translators work, and whether MT use is compatible with the culture or
prestige of the entities for which they provide legal translation services and the trans-
lation rates they may command (Borja Albi 2013). Is the legal translation activity a
niche area where language services remain “more artisanal (‘hand-made,’ even more
erroneously dubbed ‘fully human’), where presumed quality can justify the price-tag of
luxury” (Pym 2011, 5)? Or are there other sectors in the legal freelance market where
automation or post-editing are tolerated or even required? Do clients or translation com-
panies require legal translators to use specific systems, in-house or otherwise? In what
specific sectors of legal translation practice might text granularity or singularity be con-
sidered incompatible (García 2010, 6)? What is it about these texts? Or what is it about
these specific settings where such perceptions are supported?

Legal translation is an area where reliable resources have traditionally been hard to
come by due to the frequency of complex terminology and phraseology in this area. For
example, dictionaries and termbases have often been deemed of limited or questionable
value (e.g. de Groot and van Laer 2008; Kim-Prieto 2008; Kockaert, Vanallermeersch,
and Steurs 2008; Prieto Ramos 2016; Prieto Ramos and Orozco Jutorán 2015; Thiry
2009). Legal Translation Studies should continue to address MT and other emerging or
existing translation technologies. Legal Translation Studies must neither disregard nor
contemplate MT in absolutist terms or in ways that are merely convenient according to
dominant or traditional ideologies. As Pym (2011, 5) posits, “[t]he technology, for better
or for worse, is here to stay”. We must continue to take stock of its progression and pro-
vide input from a Legal Translation Studies perspective so that the dominant forces in its
inevitable progression are not solely driven from an industrial perspective, but also take
into consideration the needs, perspectives, and viewpoints of the legal translators them-
selves.
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Automatic term recognition and legal
language
A shorter path to the lexical profiling of legal texts?

María José Marín
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Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools offer language scholars a wide array of
possibilities to examine, amongst other, the lexicon in any text collection. This
research was designed as an attempt to try to measure the degree of precision of
three of these methods (Chung 2003; Drouin 2003; Scott 2008a) through their
implementation on two corpora of Spanish and British judicial decisions which
revolve around the topic of immigration. In addition, the last section of this chapter
explores the lexical inventories extracted by each method (the top 500 candidate
terms (CTs) in each case) by grouping them into ad hoc thematic categories, the
most numerous being, as was to be expected, legal terms, followed by territory,
evaluative items, crime and family.

Keywords: ATR methods, legal corpora, terminology, immigration, judicial
decisions

1. Introduction

Specialized terminology plays a pivotal role in languages which are used for specific pur-
poses (LSP) and its definition has been envisaged from numerous perspectives. It has
often been conceptualized as a vehicle of communication amongst specialists which con-
veys “domain-specific key concepts in a subject field that crystallize our expert knowl-
edge in that subject” (Kit, and Liu 2008, 204), in other words, terms are regarded as
“textual realisation[s] of a specialized concept” (Spasic et al. 2005, 240).

As Cabré (1999) also acknowledges, the concept of term is a multifaceted construct,
since terms display specific semantic and pragmatic traits which are shared by the gen-
eral and specialized fields of language. Nevertheless, they can be distinguished owing
to their capacity to “designate concepts pertaining to special disciplines and activities”
(1999, 81). In that vein, Chung (2003) introduces a complementary perspective on the
study of terms which articulates itself around the dichotomy between the qualitative and
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quantitative character of these lexical units, emphasizing the saliency of the statistical
data which terms are associated with.

Terms might also be employed for the identification of thematic areas in specialized
corpora by, for instance, using them as a point of departure to obtain the collocate net-
works that revolve around them or simply by classifying them into thematic groups and
basing their examination on their statistical relevance, hence their significance in lexical
analysis. However, handling and manually processing large corpora in search of special-
ized terms might become an unattainable task which would necessarily require the sys-
tematization if not automatization of the process. ATR methods such as Chung’s (2003),
Drouin’s (2003) or Scott’s (2008a) allow the user to retrieve a list of CTs from a special-
ized corpus when contrasted with a collection of general language texts relatively eas-
ily (Chung’s method must be applied manually). Yet, the validation of CT inventories
becomes essential in order for the methods’ precision to be tested, being often performed
by comparison with a gold standard, that is, a specialized term glossary which facilitates
the assessment of the lists of terms extracted. This process should ideally be supported
by human validation as long as the lists of terms are not excessively numerous.

Given the scarcity of research devoted to the study and assessment of ATR methods
in the legal field, this chapter seeks to explore in detail three of these methods (Chung
2003; Drouin 2003; Scott 2008a) after their implementation on two corpora of Spanish
and British judicial decisions on immigration with the aim of establishing their degree of
precision in term retrieval, as presented in Sections 3.1, 3.3 and 4.1.

Along these lines, ATR techniques may also signal major thematic areas that corpora
revolve around other than legal terminology, as already stated. Scrutinizing the term
inventories which are produced by ATR methods to identify the most representative top-
ics in a corpus might also be another advantage of using ATR techniques for the lexi-
cal profiling of legal texts. Section 4.2 was thus designed to that end by introducing an
analysis of the thematic areas which the terms retrieved from both corpora could be clas-
sified into. On the one hand, the top 500 terms extracted by each ATR method were
divided into four ad hoc categories, namely, legal terms, territory, evaluative items, fam-
ily and crime. Then, the percentage of terms identified by each method which fell into
each category was calculated and compared across methods. On the other hand, an auto-
matic text classification software, UMUTextStats (García-Díaz et al. 2018; García-Díaz,
Cánovas-García, and Valencia-García 2020), was implemented on both corpora and the
proportion of items belonging in each of the morphosemantic categories included in the
software was determined as a way of comparison with the procedure described above,
which resorts to ATR as the basis for thematic classification.
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2. ATR and legal language

The literature on ATR methods and software tools has been profusely reviewed (Cabré
et al. 2001; Chung 2003a, 2003b; Drouin 2003; Lemay et al. 2005; Maynard and
Ananiadou 2000; Kit, and Liu 2008; Pazienza et al. 2005; Vivaldi et al. 2012, to name but
a few) often classifying them according to the type of information used to extract CTs
automatically. Some of the reviewed methods resort to statistical information, amongst
them: Church and Hanks (1990), Ahmad et al. (1994), Drouin (2003), Chung (2003),
Fahmi et al. (2007), Scott (2008) or Kit and Liu (2008). Other authors like Ananiadou
(1988), David and Plante (1990), Bourigault (1992) or Dagan and Church (1994) focus
primarily on linguistic aspects. The so-called hybrid methods rely on both. The work of
Justeson and Katz (1995), Daille (1996), Frantzi and Ananiadou (1996, 2000), Jaquemin
(2001), Drouin (2003), Barrón Cedeño et al. (2009) or Loginova et al. (2012) illustrate
this trend. As stated by Vivaldi et al. (2012), not many of these methods resort to semantic
knowledge, namely, TRUCKS (Maynard, and Ananiadou 2000), YATE (Vivaldi, 2001),
MetaMap (Aronson, and Lang 2010) or Meijer et al. (2014). In the recent years, a greater
tendency has been shown towards the implementation of machine learning techniques
on term/phrase extraction, the work by Arora et al. (2016) or Shang et al. (2018) illustrate
this trend.

However, the literature on the evaluation of these methods is not so abundant. There
are initiatives for the evaluation of ATR methods like the one organized by the Quaero
program (Mondary et al. 2012), which aims at studying the influence of corpus size and
type on the results obtained by these methods as well as the way different versions of the
same ATR methods have evolved. Some authors also show their concern about the lack
of a standard for ATR evaluation which is often carried out manually or employing a list
of terms, a gold standard, which is not systematically described (Bernier-Colborne 2012,
1). For instance, some researchers like Sauron, Vivaldi and Rodríguez, or Nazarenko and
Zargayouna (in Bernier-Colborne 2012), who have worked on this area although there
is still much to be done in this respect. Along these lines, Heylen and De Hertog (2015)
reflect upon automatic term extraction from specialized corpora by focusing on the sub-
tasks implied in such processes such as corpus compilation or the concepts of unithood
or termhood, amongst other. Finally, the research work by Astrakhantsev (2018) could
be regarded as a hybrid between the proposal of a novel state-of-the-art ATR method,
ATR4S (based on the assessment of 13 different ATR methods), which evaluates the
degree of precision achieved by each of these methods and their processing time.

The number of studies concerned with the implementation and validation of ATR
methods within the legal field is scarcer as opposed to other specialized areas such as
biology, anatomy or engineering, to name but a few. The peculiar statistical behaviour
of legal terminology might justify this fact. The degree of integration of certain legal
terms within the general lexicon can easily be observed. As proved in Marín (2016),
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45.41% of the terms identified in a legal corpus also displayed high frequency values in
the list of the 3,000 most frequent words of the British National Corpus, a general lan-
guage text collection. Such statistical behaviour is labelled as semitechnical by authors
like Coxhead (2000). Consequently, the automatic extraction of legal terms, which is
commonly achieved through corpus comparison, might become unwieldly as opposed
to other language areas, where terms are almost exclusively used in specialized texts.

3. Methodology

As stated above, the work by Marín (2014) demonstrates the effectiveness of four ATR
methods focused on single-word legal term retrieval as implemented on a corpus of
judicial decisions. Some of these methods, which will also be assessed in the present
research, performed quite efficiently, finding that Drouin’s (2003) appeared to be the
most effective one in automatically identifying legal terms. It reached 73.2% average pre-
cision for the top 2,000 CTs.

Regarding the selection of the methods described herein, it was made on the basis
of their efficiency as evidenced in Marín (2014) and as demonstrated by the authors
themselves. In addition, it was also conceived as a procedure to establish a comparison
between automatized v. non-automatized methods. As justified below, the first two ATR
methods, Scott’s (2008) and Drouin’s (2003) are fully automatic whereas Chung’s (2003)
requires the manual application of the algorithm proposed. The results would serve not
only as a way to suggest an efficient method in legal term extraction but also to illus-
trate the advantages and disadvantages of having to implement one of these methods in
a manual way.

In this respect, the term precision could be defined as the degree of accuracy in auto-
matic term retrieval, which can be measured both automatically and manually. For the
automatic calculation of precision there needs to exist an electronic glossary of terms
used as the gold standard which CT lists are compared against. Finding a reliable elec-
tronic legal glossary to be used as reference in more than one language is not always
an attainable task, and manual validation becomes the method implemented to confirm
CTs as true terms (TTs). This is the case of the research at issue, where two specialists,
one of them a corpus linguist and terminologist, the other one a legal language instructor
specialized in corpus linguistics, acted as referees by manually supervising the CT lists
and confirming whether the terms extracted could be ratified as TTs.

One of the limitations of manual supervision is the smaller size of the CT invento-
ries, which were limited to 500 in each language for the present study due to practical
reasons.

In order to compensate for the degree of subjectivity implied in the manual vali-
dation of the TTs found amongst the 3,000 CTs obtained in English and Spanish (2
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lists of 500 items per language and method), an inter-rater reliability test was employed
whereby the referees had to classify the terms found in the inventories into four main
categories, namely, highly specialized terms (occurring in the legal context almost exclu-
sively), semitechnical terms (those shared by the general and specialized fields), unde-
fined (it was not clear whether an item was a term or a general word) and non-terms.
Only those items falling within the first two categories were considered as TTs so as
to determine the average precision attained by each ATR method. If any of the items
included the last two categories (undefined or non-terms) by any of the referees was
identified as a member of the first two (technical or semitechnical terms) by the other
one, it was also discarded. Nevertheless, before doing so, they were given the chance to
discuss and come to an agreement, whenever possible, on some of the items which there
was no initial consensus about.

3.1 Method description

3.1.1 Keywords

Scott’s (2008a) application, Keywords (included in the software package WordSmith),
could not be deemed an ATR method in itself, at least it is not presented as such by
the authors. Nonetheless, given the results examined below and as evidenced in Marín
(2014), its degree of efficiency in legal term mining is noticeably higher than other ATR
methods specifically designed to that end. However, it is not included exclusively in
Scott’s software package, other authors like Anthony (2020) or Kilgarriff et al. (2014) also
offer the possibility of implementing it automatically employing different parameters to
measure the statistical significance of a term in a specialized corpus.

In this case, Scott’s version (2008a) was singled out owing to its user-friendly char-
acter. Being part of a software package, this tool facilitates greatly the automatic com-
parison and processing of two large corpora through the implementation of different
statistical measures that the user configures.

The automatization of the extraction process saves a considerable amount of time
and effort, not requiring advanced mathematical knowledge for the manual implemen-
tation of the algorithms underlying these methods, for instance, Dunning’s (1993) log-
likelihood. Scott’s software retrieves terms automatically through the identification of
those lexical items in a specialized corpus which are “unusually frequent (or unusually
infrequent) in comparison with what one would expect on the basis of the larger word-
lists” (Scott 2008b, 184), which might signal, in Biber’s words, a word’s “importance as a
content descriptor” (in Gabrielatos 2011, 5).

For the present analysis, Dunning’s log-likelihood (1993) was implemented for auto-
matic keyword extraction. As already stated, the identification of the keywords in both
legal corpora (which will be described in greater detail in Section 3.4) was achieved by
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comparing them against two sets of general language texts. The reference corpus in Eng-
lish was a section of LACELL, a 14.8-million-word collection of general English texts
which excluded those not coming from British sources. The entire corpus was compiled
by the LACELL (Lingüística Aplicada Computacional, Enseñanza de Lenguas y Lexi-
cografía) 1 research group at the University of Murcia. It is a 21 million-word (118,105 KB)
balanced and synchronic corpus which includes both written texts from diverse sources
such as newspapers, books (academic, fiction, etc.), magazines, brochures, letters and
so forth, and also oral language samples from conversation at different social levels and
registers, debates and group discussions, TV and radio recordings, phone conversations,
everyday life situations, classroom talk, etc. Its geographical scope ranges from USA, to
Canada, UK and Ireland, however, those texts not coming from the United Kingdom
were removed to avoid skewedness in the results as well as the transcriptions of the oral
samples, given the nature of the study corpus, solely made up of written texts.

As regards its Spanish counterpart, it was extracted from a larger collection of
Wikipedia articles compiled by Reese et al. (2010) in Spanish. The Spanish sample used
in the present study comprises 94 texts which roughly reach the 100-million-word tar-
get. The range of topics covered by the Spanish reference corpus is wide, touching upon
areas such as history, science, medicine or literature as well as other general language
areas other than the legal one. This corpus was downloaded from the authors’ website,2

which allows users to obtain the texts easily and store them in raw text format for later
processing at no cost. The format of these texts does not coincide with the length of the
original Wikipedia articles, as each of the sections of the original corpus resulted from
merging together different sets of the articles, hence the length of the texts. The texts
were rearranged and the word target reduced to facilitate the processing stage, as the soft-
ware could not cope with the entire corpus as downloaded from the authors’ website.

3.1.2 TermoStat

As well as Keywords, TermoStat3 (Drouin 2003) is a user-friendly online tool which man-
ages to extract the specialized terms in a corpus in several languages like French, English,
Spanish, Italian or Portuguese. Drouin’s technique could be regarded as a hybrid one as it
relies both on grammatical and statistical information for term identification, using cor-
pus comparison to that end.

The output term lists are ranked according to their level of specificity, in conjunction
with their classification into morphological categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs). The system computes lemma frequency (the frequency of the root word

1. For more information on the LACELL research group see: https://curie.um.es/curie/catalogo-ficha
.du?seof_codigo=1&perf_codigo=4&cods=E020*02
2. Available at: https://www.cs.upc.edu/~nlp/wikicorpus/
3. Available at: http://termostat.ling.umontreal.ca/index.php?lang=fr_CA
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including all of its possible realizations) instead of type frequency. The lemmatization of
the corpus is implemented with Schmidt’s Tree Tagger (1999), which also allows for the
POS (part of speech) tagging of the corpus texts. The software offers the possibility of
retrieving multi-word terms although its degree of accuracy decreases if compared with
single-word term identification. Figure 1 displays the results obtained online after pro-
cessing the legal corpus at hand with TermoStat, where the lemma of the selected terms,
their frequency, specificity coefficient, variants and POS (part of speech) tag are shown.

Drouin’s software does not require the upload of a reference corpus to the online
database, as it contains its own general reference corpora in various languages to per-
form the comparison with the specialized text collection uploaded by the users and the
subsequent recognition of specialized terms.

Figure 1. Screenshot of Drouin’s output CT list: English corpus

As already stated, Drouin’s (2003) technique relies on corpus comparison by focus-
ing on the statistical behaviour displayed by the CTs in the specialized context as
opposed to the general one. In Drouin’s own terms:

This technique, which relies on standard normal distribution, gives us access to two cri-
teria to quantify the specificity of the items in the set: (1) the test-value, which is a stan-
dardized view of the frequency of the lexical units, and (2) the probability of observing
an item with a frequency equal to or higher than the one observed in the AC. Because the
probability values decline rapidly, we decided to use the test-value since it permits much

(Drouin 2003, 101)more granularity in the results.

In order to determine the degree of precision of the software in the identification of
specialized terms within the field of telecommunications, Drouin resorts to specialized
referees, who manually evaluate the validity of the CT lists provided, insisting on the
subjective character of such validation methods. Automatic validation complements the
evaluation process by comparison with a telecommunications terminological database,
which yields 86% precision in single-word term retrieval.
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As a final point, Drouin puts great emphasis on the need to explore the context
of usage of those terms which activate a specialized meaning when in contact with the
technical environment, the so-called semitechnical terms, often prone to displaying a
peculiar statistical behaviour and to trick automatic systems solely based on corpus com-
parison.

3.1.3 Chung

Similarly to Keywords (Scott 2008a) and TermoStat (Drouin 2003), Chung’s (2003) ATR
method implements the corpus comparison technique based on the observation of term
frequency both in the general and the specialized areas. The author sets a ratio threshold
to tell apart terms from non-terms, using the value > 50 as the cut-off point for a special-
ized term to be reckoned as such. As the validation method required manual supervision
on the part of the referees, a cut-off point was established for the top 500 CTs once the
list of CTs was filtered.4 The frequency ratio for the top 500 CTs ranged from 3652.24 to
87.33 in Spanish and from 4461.11 to 181.45 in English.

Chung’s method is not part of a software package or an application, yet, its calcu-
lation is quite straightforward. It solely requires obtaining two frequency lists by pro-
cessing a specialized corpus and a general language one with any software application
like WordSmith (Scott 2008a) or AntConc (Anthony 2020). Then, the frequency scores
are normalized by dividing a word’s raw frequency by the number of tokens or running
words in the corpus,5 this normalization procedure allows for the comparison between
two datasets of different size. Once we calculate the normalized frequency of the items in
both word lists, the ratio of occurrence of every word in the lists is determined. A word’s
ratio of occurrence can be obtained by dividing its normalized frequency in the special-
ized corpus by the same parameter in the general one. Those words standing above the
> 50 ratio threshold would be regarded as specialized terms, given their higher frequency
values in the technical corpus.

As well as Drouin, Chung assesses the efficiency of her method through automatic
and manual validation. She asks two referees, who were experts in the field of anatomy,
to classify the terms in a sample text taken from her anatomy corpus into four categories
depending on their level of specialization. She classifies all the words in the corpus after
calculating their ratio of occurrence and also produces four groups based on the results.
After comparing the specialists lists with her own, she finds 86% overlap between the
most specialized group of terms found by the referees and the ones included in her lists,
automatically determined on the basis of their ratio of occurrence.

4. See p. 18 on filtering the CTs obtained with Chung’s method.
5. In this case, the result was multiplied by 10,000 to make the figures more manageable and avoid an
excessive number of zeros and decimals.
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3.2 Corpus description

Terminological extraction commonly requires comparing a specialized corpus against a
general one. A vast majority of ATR methods resort to corpus comparison as a pivotal
procedure for automatic term extraction, as already pinpointed in the literature review
section. This is why the four corpora included in Table 1 were necessary for the present
research so as to facilitate term retrieval in both languages.

Table 1. Corpora

Corpus/language # Tokens # Types # Texts

Legal English corpus         2,396,985 (2.4m)  20,236 600

Legal Spanish corpus         3,723,587 (3.7m)  25,268 600

LACELL (general Spanish corpus)  14,830,302 264,609   8

Wikicorpus (Reese et al., 2010) 101,322,383 732,795  94

Table 1 comprises the four corpora used in this study, two of which are made up of
600 legal texts each, all of them judicial decisions issued by Spanish and British courts
between 2016 and 2017. Since they differ in size, there was a need to normalize frequency
scores for comparison.6 The British text collection comprises roughly 3.7 million words
while its Spanish counterpart has 2.4 million tokens (or running words). The texts in
these two corpora were obtained from two major databases: the CENDOJ 7 (the Span-
ish legal documentation centre) and the BAILII8 (the British and Irish Legal Informa-
tion Institute). Both text collections were compiled so as to be used in different contexts
such as corpus-based discourse analysis on migration9 as well as for the validation of
ATR methods in the legal field, which is the objective of the present study. For the texts
to be equivalent in generic terms, in spite of their intrinsic differences, the search config-
uration was set for the engine on the BAILII website to only retrieve British judgments
within the case law section, as it offers access to a plethora of different legal texts in Eng-
lish from various sources. In a similar fashion, the Spanish search engine was configured
to extract solely those texts under the category sentencias, without excluding any court
or tribunal regardless of its position within the judicial hierarchy.

The general corpora acting as reference in this research, LACELL and the Wikicor-
pus were not required for the implementation of Drouin’s (2003) ATR method, as the

6. See Section 3.1.3. for details on normalisation.
7. http://www.poderjudicial.es/search/indexAN.jsp
8. http://www.bailii.org/
9. For the compilation of both legal corpora, the query terms related to the topic of migration.
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software already includes general corpora in different languages to implement the com-
parison between the general and the specialized fields, which facilitates the task greatly.

Concerning the English reference corpus, LACELL, it is composed of 14.8 million
tokens and 264,609 types, that is, every different wordform in a corpus regardless of
the number of times it occurs in it. The section of the corpus employed herein excludes
those texts not coming from British sources. On the other hand, the Wikicorpus (Reese
et al., 2010) is made up of roughly 101 million words obtained from Wikipedia articles
on many different topics such as history, science or literature, amongst many others, as
stated above.

3.3 Method implementation

The degree of complexity involved in the implementation of the three methods selected
for validation varies greatly depending on their degree of automatization. Given that
both Keywords (Scott 2008a) and TermoStat (Drouin 2003) are integrated into software
applications, it was relatively easy to process both legal corpora as well as the reference
ones.

In the first place, LACELL and the legal English corpus were analysed with Word-
Smith (Scott 2008a) to obtain the frequency lists necessary for the software to extract the
legal keywords. A similar process was followed to obtain the Spanish set. Then, the sys-
tem was configured to implement the log-likelihood test (Dunning 1993), which delves
into the frequency lists extracted from general and specialized corpora by comparing the
frequency scores of the terms in both contexts as well as other statistical data such as
distribution. Rayson and Garside (2000) provide a clear description of how keyness is
calculated by implementing Dunning’s log-likelihood test.10

A frequency threshold of > 3 was established for the system to identify the keywords
in both languages with the purpose of discarding those lexical items occurring rarely
whose significance would be almost null. In fact, 32.76% of the words in the legal Spanish
corpus and 35.77% in the English set were hapax legomena, that is, lexical items which
can only be found once in a corpus. The amount of dis legomena, those terms occurring
solely twice, was not so high although 13.27% were identified in the Spanish text collec-
tion as opposed to 15.35% in the British corpus. The system produced a set of 4,550 posi-
tive keywords in English and 4,028 in Spanish out of which the top 500 were singled out
for manual validation.

Table 2 displays the top 20 English keywords obtained prior to the validation
process. This sample, in spite of its limited size, illustrates how the terms which are
pushed towards the top of the term inventory based on their statistical behaviour, when

10. For more details on the calculation method see: https://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/people/paul/publications
/rg_acl2000.pdf and https://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html (UCREL’s log-likelihood site)
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contrasted with the general corpus, inform on the generic features of the texts them-
selves. Let us remind the readers about the major features of the legal corpora at hand,
which solely comprise judicial decisions, where terms like decision (K 11 =32,991) itself,
appeal (K= 29,484), tribunal (K= 25,938) or court (K =24,042) are extremely common.
The list of keywords also informs about the actors in judicial proceedings, finding terms
like appellant (K =24,113), judge (K= 20,659) or claimant (K =15,010) at the top of the
term inventory. It can also be observed that, in spite of their lack of terminological value,
some function words (that, the) entered the top 20 term list, unlike the other three ATR
methods tested. However, except for the term immigration (K= 25,938), unlike Drouin’s
and Chung’s methods, the rest of the keywords below do not throw any light on the
major topics the corpus might be articulated around, these elements tend to be pushed
to lower positions in the list based on their keyness value.

Table 2. TOP 20 English Keywords as extracted by WordSmith (Scott 2018a)

N Key word Freq leg corpus Keyness P

1 decision  13879   32991.5547  3.1321E-23
2 appeal  11214   29484.0508  4.6024E-23
3 immigration   8512   25938.0547 5.714E-23
4 tribunal   7824   24135.7734  5.7154E-23
5 appellant   7574   24133.7871  5.7807E-23
6 court  11428   24042.8301  6.3717E-23
7 that  81725   23276.2383  6.6486E-23
8 the 305801   21986.9082 9.118E-23
9 judge   7860   20659.1582  9.2531E-23
10 article   7966 20558.25  1.3641E-22
11 case  11742   18067.6367  1.4952E-22
12 evidence   8861   17524.1777  1.8831E-22
13 paragraph   6111   16229.8799  1.9861E-22
14 application   7144   15945.0762  2.3816E-22
15 claimant   4930   15010.2969  2.5946E-22
16 state   9264   14588.8438  3.5848E-22
17 Mr  10959   13102.0137  3.8158E-22
18 respondent   4015   12832.7441 3.846E-22
19 V   6244   12799.2266  3.9256E-22
20 secretary   6258   12712.3477  4.1035E-22

Secondly, Drouin’s online software, TermoStat (2003), was tested. It facilitates the
processing task greatly. Drouin’s software is lodged online and only requires the user to
register and to upload the corpus to the server, being capable of processing single text

11. K =Keyness score
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files in raw text format (up to 30 Mb) relatively quickly. After analysing both texts col-
lections, two lists of legal terms were obtained in Spanish (4,519 CTs) and English (2,233
CTs). The validation procedure was similar to that applied to Scott’s (2008a) software,
whereby the top 500 CTs were selected.

In this case, the set of Spanish terms was taken as sample of the top 20 CTs produced
by the software before it was actually validated. As presented below, in Table 3, although
the list of terms contains some items which point at the generic character of the texts
in the corpus (similarly to Table 2) like sentencia (sentence, S 12 =347.41), recurso (appeal,
S =208.87), apelación (appeal, S = 202.07), juzgado (court, S=148.34) or tribunal (court/
tribunal, S= 141.22), it also points in other directions, since other terms are pushed to
the top of the list which relate to procedural legal lexicon, for instance, multar (to fine,
S =205.56) or sanción (penalty, S =200.09). Nevertheless, unlike the previous method,
TermoStat reveals some lexical items which are fundamental for the analysis of the
texts in the corpus, which, as stated above, revolve around the topic of immigration.
Words like expulsión (deportation, S =296.24), territorio (territory, S= 145.85), permanen-
cia (permanence, S =142.08) or retorno (return, S= 139.34) are highly representative of
the legal trouble migrants might go through when they are subject to legal proceedings in
a foreign country. The statistical significance assigned to such terms might also be indica-
tive of their thematic relevance within this text collection.

Together with the statistical data associated to each term (columns 2 and 3), which
are lemmatized, that is, their frequency is computed with regard to the root word (shown
in the first column), we are offered the frequency score, in column 4, as well as its POS
tag (fifth column).

Finally, Chung’s ATR method required more steps until both frequency lists (the spe-
cialized and the general one) were ready to be processed and the ratio of occurrence
could be calculated. Chung’s method relies on frequency as the sole parameter for term
identification and two wordlists are needed to calculate it. They must be obtained using
software like Scott’s (2008a) or Anthony’s (2020) and then, a comparison must be estab-
lished. This is done by dividing the normalized frequency of each term in the legal cor-
pus by the same parameter in the general one. By applying the appropriate formulas, the
calculation process can become semi-automatic if an excel spreadsheet is used.

Once the CT list was arranged according to the ratio value, misspelled words had to
be removed in the first place. Chung’s method requires the manual filtering of these ele-
ments as they do not occur in the general corpus and would be automatically classified
as terms, although their value for terminological analysis is void. As a matter of fact, the
group of terms not found in the reference corpus might comprise not only misspelled
words but also proper names, whose statistical relevance in judicial decisions is consid-
erable, as Marín (2014) acknowledges, but their thematic content is null.

12. S=Specificity score
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Table 3. Top 20 Spanish terms as extracted by TermoStat (Drouin 2003)

Candidate
(Grouping
variant) Frequency Specificity Variants Pattern

sentencia 12505  347.41 sentencia___sentencias Commo Noun

expulsión  8634  296.24 expulsión___expulsiones Common_Noun

recurso  9906  208.87 recurso___recursos Common_Noun

multar  4274  205.56 multar___multas Verb

apelación  4110  202.07 apelación___apelaciones Common_Noun

sanción  5937  200.09 sanción___sanciones Common_Noun

artículo  9796  189.55 artículo___artÌculos Common_Noun

recurrente  3335  185.82 recurrente___recurrentes Adjective

art  3193  184.68 art Commo Noun

jurisprudencia  3088  168.87 jurisprudencia CommonNoun

irregular  2789  167.38 irregular___irregulares Adjective

apartado  5193  155.49 apartado___apartados CommonNoun

contencioso  2226  150.16 contencioso Adjective

auto  2220  149.83 auto___autos CommonNoun

juzgado  2052  148.34 juzgado CommonNoun

territorio  4442  145.85 territorio___territorios CommonNoun

administrativo  3931 144.4 administrativo___administrativos___administrativas Adjective

permanencia  2011  142.08 permanencia CommonNoun

tribunal  4799  141.22 tribunal___tribunales CommonNoun

retorno  2224  139.34 retorno CommonNoun

Having also removed hapax and dis legomena, and having applied the >3 frequency
threshold, two lists of 12,393 Spanish and 16,260 English CTs were ranked according to
their ratio value. Following a similar validation procedure to the one applied to Key-
words (Scott 2008a) and TermoStat (Drouin 2003), the top 500 CTs both in Spanish
and English were selected. The major thematic category which the top 20 CTs belong
in (see in Table 4), as ranked by Chung’s ratio method and similarly to Keywords, evi-
dences the corpus texts genre, judicial decisions. In Table 4 we find words such as respon-
dent (FR 13 =4461), appellants (FR= 4356), petitioner (FR= 1272), or tribunal (FR= 704),
as well as acronyms like CPR (Civil Procedure Rules, FR= 577), FCO (Foreign and Com-
monwealth Office, FR= 640) or UT (Upper Tribunal, FR= 583), which point in a similar
direction.

13. FR=Frequency Ratio
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On the other hand, the acronyms IA (Immigration Act) or UNHCR (United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees) as well as the term deportation (FR= 955) are indica-
tive of the major topic that the corpus texts are based on, that is, immigration. Along
these lines, the verb erred (FR= 677) or the noun proportionality (FR= 555), which might
potentially convey attitudinal meanings, could also be of interest in connection to the
study of the legal circumstances that surround migration processes.

Table 4. Top 20 English terms as extracted by Chung’s method

Term
Freq leg
corpus

Normed freq leg
corpus

Freq leg
corpus

Normed freq leg
corpus

Chung’s
ratio

respondent 4015 10.9462   9 0.0025 4461.1111

appellants 1307  3.5633   3 0.0008 4356.6667

IA 1170  3.1898   3 0.0008 3900.0000

appellant 7574 20.6492  24 0.0065 3155.8333

EU 1272  3.4679   7 0.0019 1817.1429

petitioner  636  1.7339   5 0.0014 1272.0000

appellant’s  311  0.8479   3 0.0008 1036.6667

deportation 2483  6.7695  26 0.0071  955.0000

tribunal 7824 21.3308 111 0.0303  704.8649

UNHCR  412  1.1232   6 0.0016  686.6667

erred  474  1.2923   7 0.0019  677.1429

submits  798  2.1756  12 0.0033  665.0000

FCO  192  0.5235   3 0.0008  640.0000

UT  467  1.2732   8 0.0022  583.7500

CPR  231  0.6298   4 0.0011  577.5000

proportionality  777  2.1184  14 0.0038  555.0000

subsection  441  1.2023   8 0.0022  551.2500

paras  385  1.0496   7 0.0019  550.0000

Sudanese  220  0.5998   4 0.0011  550.0000

WLR  474  1.2923   9 0.0025  526.6667
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4. Results and discussion

4.1 Method validation

The implementation procedure followed to identify the legal terms in the Spanish and
English corpora led to obtaining two CT inventories per method. The lists were ranked
according to the parameters set by each author. Nevertheless, adopting a quantitative
perspective, it became necessary to determine the degree of efficiency achieved by each
method in order to decide which of them was the most precise in recognizing terms
automatically. To that end, as stated above, two specialists were requested to manually
supervise the top 500 CTs in each of the six term lists extracted. After classifying the
terms in the categories described above and merging together those which both special-
ists deemed either highly specialized or semi-technical, average precision was calculated
for each method by finding the percentage of TTs extracted out of the 500 CTs selected,
as shown in Figure 2, for the English corpus and in Figure 3 for the Spanish one.

Figure 2. Average precision achieved for the top 500 CTs: English corpus

Figure 2 illustrates the differences found among the three methods assessed in this
study when applied to an English legal corpus, finding that Drouin’s software, the most
precise ATR method, managed to identify 58.2% TTs on average. Although its degree
of precision might seem slightly low, particularly if compared with the figures provided
by the authors themselves, it must be emphasized that the process of validation was
not automatic. It was performed through the implementation of an inter-rater reliabil-
ity test which implied discarding some items from the lists when there was no consensus
between the referees. This lack of agreement was often caused by semitechnical terms,
whose significant presence both in the general and the specialized context made the ref-
erees doubt and often invalidate the inclusion of words in the lists like razonamiento
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(reasoning), causa (cause), judge or trial,14 thus diminishing the proportion of TTs con-
firmed as such.

Nevertheless, the fact that a CT was excluded from the final list of terms after filter-
ing does not imply that it may not be of interest for the researcher willing to examine
the major topoi or themes in the corpus. It simply points at a lack of specificity of a con-
siderable number of terms, whose presence and statistical relevance in the general field,
something which is probably one of the most distinctive lexical features of legal terms,
prevents them from being automatically deemed specific. Similarly, Keywords, which
stands in second position, managed to extract 51.4% TTs on average successfully, in spite
of it not being conceived as an ATR method proper. Yet, the function it performs by
retrieving the most statistically significant lexical items in a specialized corpus is very
similar to those which were designed specifically to that end.

The third position is occupied by Chung’s method which, after manually filtering
typos and other meaningless units such as proper names, reaches 47.4% average preci-
sion. If the discarded elements had been included in the validation lists, the degree of
efficiency of this method would have probably dropped dramatically, since a great pro-
portion of such items are not terms or have no terminological value.

Figure 3. Average precision achieved for the top 500 CTs: Spanish corpus

The results obtained after validating the CT lists in Spanish, as displayed by
Figure 3, are slightly higher than the ones described above. In fact, the most precise
method, TermoStat, identifies 66.8% TTs within the Spanish corpus, while it only
retrieves 58.2% from its English counterpart. Although this is mere conjecture, the

14. Terms like these were left out of the validated lists applying quantitative and also qualitative cri-
teria. In fact, they are very common and frequent in the general context, yet, they were not perceived
strictly as legal terms by the referees.
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higher degree of success of this and the other two methods in Spanish might be indica-
tive of the statistical behaviour of Spanish legal terms, which must necessarily differ on
average from their English equivalents as regards their frequency and distribution in
the general and specialized contexts. However, to confirm this perception, it would be
necessary to delve much deeper into the algorithm designed by Drouin and the term
retrieval process itself, which does not fall within the scope of this study.

Along these lines, Keywords also performs more efficiently in Spanish, standing 5
points above the results obtained in English, achieving 56.6% precision and ranking sec-
ond. Similarly, Chung’s method appears to be more precise in automatic term retrieval
when implemented on the Spanish corpus, although the difference is marginal, just 1.20
points higher (47.4%) than in English. Even so, it is the least efficient method in both lan-
guages, and also, the most complex to implement, let alone the noise levels generated by
the automatic inclusion of elements not found in the reference corpus, which required
manual filtering prior to its validation.

In order to reinforce the results shown above, which consisted in calculating preci-
sion by means of human validation, recall was also assessed automatically. The automa-
tization of the process was accomplished by comparison with a golden standard, that is,
an electronic glossary of legal terms in English stored in an Excel spreadsheet, consist-
ing of a list of 8,715 items taken from different legal term glossaries in raw text format (as
defined in Marín 2014). The term recall refers to the amount of TTs extracted by an ATR
method with respect to the entire list of CTs identified in the corpus, not to a single set
such as the top 500 CTs displayed above. This parameter could only be measured within
the English corpus, as there was no Spanish gold standard to be used as reference.

As illustrated by Figure 4, it is Drouin’s technique (2003) which reaches not only the
highest precision levels, but also ranks first as regards recall, since it manages to identify
35.3% TTs out of the entire list of items extracted (2,233). It is closely followed by Key-
words, which obtains 29.2% for this parameter, while Chung’s method performs poorly,
only managing to recognize 12.5% terms in English.

All in all, taking into consideration, not only its user-friendliness as a tool (Scott’s
software requires greater expertise as many parameters must be adjusted and the options
and applications within it are greater), but also the fact that it does not require the use
of a reference corpus or wordlist to be uploaded to the system, it is Drouin’s method
which stands out as the most effective one for legal term extraction out of the three tech-
niques assessed in this study both in Spanish, where it appears to be more efficient, and
in English. The results reflected on Figure 4 above reinforce this perception, as Termo-
Stat (Drouin 2003) appears to excel the other two methods not only in terms of precision
but also regarding recall when implemented on the English corpus.
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Figure 4. Precision and recall: English corpus

4.2 Thematic term categories

4.2.1 Corpus-driven semantic classification

In spite of the fact that ATR methods are designed to identify those lexical elements
whose statistical salience in specialized contexts make them stand out when put against
the general field, they are also useful tools to detect major thematic areas and unveil top-
ics that may otherwise remain unnoticed, particularly when dealing with large text col-
lections. In doing so, they allow for an in-depth examination of the context of usage of
those terms automatically identified by the ATR methods selected so, depending on the
research objectives established, it might be interesting to select a specific technique not
only based on its efficiency in identifying TTs, but also on its capacity to provide a wider
picture of the themes or topics a corpus might revolve around, other than solely focusing
on specialized terms pertaining to the legal area, as is the case.

In order to determine which of the methods assessed in the present research was
capable of signaling a wider range of themes or topics, the top 500 CTs extracted by each
method in English and Spanish were examined and classified into five major semantic
categories. These thematic categories were defined following a corpus-driven approach,
that is, they were identified on the basis of the observation of the items contained in the
lists themselves, finding that the largest proportion of such items belonged in the cate-
gory general legal terms, as shown in Table 5. The rest of the themes identified amongst
the top terms in each output list were territory, evaluative items, family and crime/pun-
ishment. From a qualitative perspective, the study of the last four groups might comple-
ment the legal term inventory as they point at relevant topics in both corpora other than
legal terms stricto sensu. Let us remind the reader that the measure which was employed
to identify and rank the terms indicates their statistical saliency in comparison with
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a general language corpus, hence the greater presence of these items amongst the top
terms.

Those elements comprised within the theme territory are closely linked to the major
topic that the texts revolve around, immigration, finding words such as asylum, depor-
tation, nacionalidad (nationality) or extranjero (foreigner) amongst its constituents in
both languages. Secondly, the group evaluative items embraces those terms which could
potentially express the speaker’s attitude towards the propositional content of the texts,
including words like vulnerable, degrading or inhuman in English and grave (serious)
or indefensión (helplessness) in Spanish. In the third place, the concept family gathers
words which point at familiar issues or concerns that relate to immigration. This is the
case of words like marriage, spouse, matrimonio (marriage) or tutela (guardianship). The
last category, crime, comprises those items which either explicitly refer to crime itself,
for instance, trafficking, torture, offence, trata (human trafficking) or infracción (breach)
or rather signal the consequences of committing a crime: detain, imprisonment, multar
(fine) or sanción (penalty).

Table 5 also displays the proportion of terms included in each category (expressed
in percentages) with respect to the top 500 terms in each language for each method.
As a whole, general legal terms such as appellant or cross-examination in English or
recurso (appeal) and auto (court order) in Spanish, as was to be expected, stand out as
the most numerous category. The rationale behind this result is that the principal tech-
nique which the three assessed methods rely upon is corpus comparison. Regardless of
the greater or lesser degree of sophistication of the algorithms employed in ATR, the
comparison of a specialized corpus against a general one, using frequency as the major
parameter for term retrieval, necessarily implies that highly specialized terms, whose fre-
quency of usage in general language is low, will be pushed to the top of the term ranking.
This becomes more evident in Spanish, finding that it is the predominant thematic cate-
gory and contains practically the entirety of the terms retrieved (96.42%), especially after
applying Chung’s (2003) method.

The results were similar in English, although the proportion of general legal terms
was lower. Keywords (Scott 2008a) is the method that identified the largest amount of
these, 82.1%, although it also achieves to bring to the forefront other thematic areas like
territory, evaluation or crime, including 7.39%, 4.66% and 5.44% items respectively. As a
whole, although ATR method precision might be higher in Spanish, as demonstrated in
Section 4.1, judging by the figures displayed in Table 5, the capacity of these methods to
identify a wider array of topics is not so high in this language. Nonetheless, TermoStat
(Drouin 2003) appears to be the one that extracts a greater proportion of items belong-
ing in the groups territory (7.48% elements), family (3.59%) and evaluation (1.19%). On
the contrary, Chung’s method, which only contrasts term frequency without considering
other parameters like distribution or probability (broadly speaking), identifies a mar-
ginal number of terms other than those in the legal term group. As illustrated in Table 5,
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Table 5. Thematic categorization of terms

English
Corpus

TermoStat (Drouin 2003)

Legal terms Territory Evaluative items Family Crime

73.6%
appellant
decision
administrative
appellate
cross-
examination
mandatory
affidavit

9.24%
asylum-seeker
returnee
entrant extradition
resident migrant
return immigrant
refugee
domestic

10.95%
vulnerable
manifestly
reasonableness
degrading
inhuman
unfounded
unfairness
irrational
inconsistency

1.02%
marriage
father
spouse

4.79%
criminal
trafficker
offender
offend
breach
criminal
detainee
torture
trafficking
offence

Keywords (Scott 2008a)

Legal terms Territory Evaluative items Family Crime

82.1%
decision
appeal
tribunal
appellant
court
judge
article
case

7.39%
immigration
asylum
deportation
residence
jurisdiction
refugee
nationality
entry

4.66%
error
proportionality
reasonable
erred
arguable
credibility
disproportionate
proportionate

0.38%
spouse

5.44%
detention
detained
trafficking
criminal
persecution
imprisonment
offence
torture

Chung (2003)

Legal terms Territory Evaluative items Family Crime

72.52%
respondent
appellants
petitioner
tribunal
UNHCR
submits
UT
cpr

13.06%
deportation
immigration
asylum
deport
deporting
reside
relocation
EU
stateless

9.9%
proportionate
insurmountable
disproportionate
mistreated
unfairness
mistreatment
erroneously
defamatory
fraudulently

0% 4.5%
detention
detainee
trafficking
detaining
detained
breach
breaches
detainees
infringed
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Table 5. (continued)

Spanish
Corpus

TermoStat (Drouin 2003)

Legal terms Territory Evaluative items Family Crime

87.12%
sentencia
recurso
apelación
artículo
art
jurisprudencia
contencioso
auto
juzgado
administrativo
tribunal
sección

7.48%
territorio
permanencia
retorno
estancia
residencia
extranjero
extranjería
empadronado

1.19%
irregular
proporcional
indefensión
privativa
grave
agravantes

3.59%
matrimonio
reagrupación
esposo
familiar
reagrupante
cónyuge
matrimonial
tutela
arraigar

0.59%
multar
sanción
lesión
criminal

Keywords (Scott 2008a)

Legal terms Territory Evaluative items Family Crime

89.4%
sentencia
recurso
administrativo
contencioso
jurisprudencia
tribunal
directiva
procedimiento

4.22%
retorno
residencia
extranjero
estancia
nacionales
nacionalidad
asilo
Schengen

2.45%
irregular
proporcionalidad
controvertida
irregularmente
grave
pretensiones
debidamente
proporcionada

1.4%
arraigo
familiar
matrimonio
reagrupante

2.46%
multa
penal
delito
indocumentado
infracciones
trata
pena
criminal

Chung (2003)

Legal terms Territory Evaluative items Family Crime

96.42%
apelante
apelada
impugnada
roj
cendoj
stsj
tjue
jurisprudencial
loex

0.51%
empadronado

0.51%
desvirtuado

2.55%
reagrupante
reagrupada
reagrupar
reagrupado
ascendientes

0%
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except for the category family, where we find 2.55% of the terms extracted, the remaining
three, territory, evaluation and crime do not even reach 1%.

Therefore, leaving aside the thematic group legal terms, which, as stated above,
clearly refers to the legal genre the corpus texts belong in, that of judicial decisions (the
terms appellant, judge, case, court or tribunal instantiate this fact), except for Chung’s
output list in Spanish and, in general, the category family in English, the three methods
offer a wide variety of examples that might act as a point of departure for the further
exploration of the corpora at hand.

To begin with, the thematic group territory in English clearly highlights the rele-
vance of asylum requests as a major subject which the English corpus revolves around,
given that the terms asylum and refugee are amongst the top terms extracted by the three
ATR methods. Similarly, other terms like extradition, deport, deportation or relocation
relate to this topic and can be found in the three term lists. In a similar fashion, the con-
cept of residence connects with asylum and deportation, as well as other realizations of
that lemma, namely, resident, residence or reside.

On the contrary, the Spanish group territory is less populated and does not seem to
demonstrate such a strong connection with the notion of asylum as the English corpus
does. In fact, the term asilo was only retrieved by Keywords (Scott 2008a) in Span-
ish. However, the term residence deploys itself throughout the Spanish corpus as well
as it does in its English counterpart although its presence is more relevant, covering a
considerable proportion of the items in the category, terms like residencia (residence),
empadronado (registered as resident), permanencia (permanence), nacional (national/
domestic), nacionalidad (nationality) or estancia (stay) exemplify this circumstance.

Similarly to territory, the category evaluative terms is considerably numerous in Eng-
lish, as presented in Table 5, containing 8.5% terms on average in contrast with the Span-
ish set, where we only find 1.38% of these elements. Even so, the items comprised in
both text collections have something in common, their negative connotations. Terms
like degrading, inhuman, irrational, disproportionate, insurmountable or mistreatment in
English and indefensión (helplessness), grave (serious), controvertida (controversial) or
desvirtuado (distorted) in Spanish convey the attitudinal positioning on the part of the
speaker that might be worth further scrutiny, since these elements may point at sensi-
tive topics in connection with immigration and help to characterize this phenomenon as
seen through the eyes of the judiciary.

On the other hand, the degree of representativeness of the category family in the
English corpus is barely inexistent, comprising only 0.45% terms on average, yet, the ele-
ments within this group and the statistical data associated with their usage might signal
the relevance that family issues have in migration processes. Words like marriage, father
or spouse illustrate this trend. Likewise, the data provided by the Spanish corpus in rela-
tion to familiar issues (including 2.5% terms on average), which partially overlap with
the items retrieved from the English text collection, enrich our perception of the funda-
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mental role played by families in migration processes and their connection with the legal
scenario. As well as other items like matrimonio (marriage), familiar (familiar) or esposo
(husband), the lemma reagrupar (bringing the members of a family back together) and
all its variants, coupled with tutela (guardianship) and arraigar (take root in a country),
insist on the need migrants express to keep their families reunited and the essential role
that children play in legal processes related to immigration. Still, a closer examination of
the context of usage of all these terms would be necessary to reach sound conclusions in
relation to this and other topics enumerated in this section. However, such analysis falls
out of the scope of the present research.

Lastly, the category crime, as was to be expected, stands third as regards the number
of terms it gathers in English (4.8% on average), whereas in Spanish it roughly reaches
1%. Let us insist on the fact that Chung’s method does not extract any of these elements
from this text collection. The terms which the three ATR methods at hand identified as
members of this category basically revolve around two axes, on the one hand, general
legal terms associated to criminal behaviour and its punishment such as offender, breach,
imprisonment, lesión (injuries) or multa (penalty) and, on the other hand, specific terms
referring to actual criminal activities like trafficking, torture or persecution, which might
deserve specific attention. Their context of usage should be explored further though,
so as to clarify the specific conditions displayed in judicial decisions that might present
migrants as victims of human trafficking or torture, being persecuted in their home
countries or threatened and forced to be part of this criminal activity, or as an active part
of human trafficking networks and members of criminal organizations.

4.2.2 Semantic categorization using UMUTextStats

As suggested by Bisceglia, Calabrese, and Leone (2014), and Jumaquio-Ardales, Oco, and
Madula (2017), the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools in combination with
more standard corpus analysis techniques such as keyword analysis or collocate extrac-
tion might also enhance our knowledge of the semantic and morphological categories of
the lexicon in a corpus. This is why, this section introduces the automatic categorization
of the lexical items found in both corpora using the software UMUTextStats (García-
Díaz et al. 2018; García-Díaz, Cánovas-García, and Valencia-García 2020), a text classi-
fication software, built on similar technology to the well-known Language Inquiry and
Word Count – LIWC (Pennebaker, and Francis 1999), which could be regarded as a use-
ful tool to examine the emotional, cognitive and structural components contained in lan-
guage on a word-by-word basis by determining the percentage of words which belong
in those categories. The major difference between LIWC and UMUTextStats lies in the
fact that the latter adds a linguistic basis of European Spanish and also several categories
which are not word-based. The software described herein can process large amounts of
text and the result is a vector consisting of different features which range from gram-
matical information such as the total amount of pronouns, negations, or auxiliary verbs
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(amongst other) to other psycholinguistic categories like emotions, named entities, or
cognitive processes.

It is worth noting that in the dictionaries used by the software, lexical items were
formalized by means of regular expressions, that is to say, search strings that can be used
to specify sequences of characters to be extracted from a text or corpus (Jurafsky, and
Martin 2019). Thus, for instance, doméstico/a/os/as (domestic) was formalized as domés-
tic[oa]s?, which is interpreted by the software as the string of characters domestic- fol-
lowed either by -o or -a, and after that sequence, an optional -s. Some other examples
comprise broader possibilities, such as the regular expression abraz\w*, which matches
the string abraz- followed by any repetitions (*) of any alphanumeric character (\w),
allowing for the retrieval from the corpus of the whole verbal conjugation of abrazar (to
hug), the noun abrazo(s) (hug/s), or, in general, any word built on the stem abraz-.

Let us briefly examine the most relevant categories identified by the software in the
Spanish and English corpora. As shown in Table 6, the top 5 Spanish categories that
reflect the semantic content of the items comprised in them relate to topics labelled
as social-analytic (21.3%), a very broad category which includes terms15 like absolución
(acquittal), abogado (solicitor/lawyer) but also cacao (cocoa) or mariposa (butterfly);
organizations (17.84%), exemplified by tribunal supremo (supreme court), ONG (NGO)
or PP/PSOE (major political parties in Spain) and locations (6.79%), for instance, coun-
try names, cities or more specific places.

Table 6. Top 5 categories identified by UMUTextStats in the Spanish corpus

Mean

lexical-social-analytic 21.30%

lexical-organizations 17.84%

lexical-locations  6.79%

lexical-persons  6.79%

lexical-social-relativity-space  5.64%

Table 7 reflects the top 5 categories resulting from the automatic processing of the
English corpus. Although the proportion of items in each category is considerably lower
than the data displayed above, there is a coincidence between the top two categories,
organizations and social-analytic, although, in this case, organizations ranks first in Eng-
lish. As regards the actual percentage of items comprised in each category, organizations
represents 10.49% of the types found in the corpus (with words such as court, conser-
vatives or labour), followed by social-analytic, which covers 3.27% of the types (varied

15. These examples have been extracted from the dictionary library included in the software tool.
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terms like sentence, trial, loneliness or prostitute belong in this category), and lexical-
social-relativity-movement, ranking third with 2.68% of the types found in the corpus
(approach, exit, or flee are included within this thematic group).

As illustrated by the examples provided, only two of these categories partially coin-
cide with the ones defined in Section 4.2.1, namely, movement and locations, which might
be paired with territory. However, if the major purpose of classifying the lexicon in a text
collection was to try and find out what major topics a legal corpus revolves around, such
broad categories as social-analytic, although they may reveal some interesting themes in
connection with immigration like prostitution, are far too inclusive to be able to actually
signal specific thematic areas for further analysis.

Table 7. Top 5 categories identified by UMUTextStats in the English corpus

Mean

lexical-organizations 10.49%

lexical-social-analytic  3.27%

lexical-social-relativity-movement  2.68%

lexical-social-cognitive-insight  2.38%

psycholinguistic-processes-positive  1.82%

In sum, a software like UMUTextStats offers the possibility of determining the pro-
portion of terms/lexical items falling into each of the morphosemantic and psycholin-
guistic categories defined in it, which range from words containing different types of
affixes, to functional and lexical word classes or words referring to persons, locations,
time, space or movement, amongst other. Yet, it does not extract the specialized terms
in a corpus and then classify them according to their features, but rather determines
the percentage of types in a text collection which fall into each of these categories with
respect to the entire type count. Thus, although it does provide a much broader charac-
terization of the lexicon (performed in a fully automatic manner) than the one presented
in the previous section, it does not facilitate the actual examination of the items in each
category, as it is solely focused on the quantification of such items, rather than on their
extraction or their context of usage. Moreover, some of the categories included in it are
far too broad to actually point at specific themes or topics susceptible of further analysis.

From a quantitative perspective, the fact that a tool like UMUTextStats manages
to obtain the percentage of lexical items that fall into each of these categories without
considering other parameters such as distribution, might push to the top of the rank
some thematic categories which may not be representative of the corpus in its entirety,
but rather of a set of texts where certain words are used recurrently. On the contrary,
Drouin’s (2003) and Scott’s (2008) methods (this is not so for Chung’s) pinpoint those
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lexical elements whose statistical relevance make them stand out within a corpus as
a whole, deeming distribution a fundamental parameter to determine their position
within the term ranking and thus potentially pointing at their degree of representative-
ness and their thematic relevance.

5. Conclusion

This chapter has sought to raise awareness on the need to apply ATR Methods to the
lexical profiling of legal texts. For that purpose, three of these methods (Drouin 2003;
Scott 2008a; Chung 2003) were implemented on two corpora of Spanish and English
judicial decisions to measure their degree of reliability in automatically identifying legal
terms. Two of them (Drouin’s TermoStat, 2003 and Scott’s Keywords, 2008a) allow the
user to process corpora by simply uploading a specialized text collection to the system
(Drouin’s method) or rather processing it with the software tool included in a software
package (Scott’s method). The major difference between these two methods as regards
implementation lies in the fact that, on the one hand, Drouin’s software is freely available
online (Scott’s requires a license) and, on the other hand, it does not involve the use of
general language corpora on the part of the user, as the software already includes some
in several languages. Concerning the degree of expertise implied in managing both soft-
ware packages, it is Drouin’s method which appears to be more straightforward and eas-
ier to manage by the user, who can process a corpus quite intuitively without requiring
any further assistance.

Firstly, The application of Chung’s method was more complex since it required the
manual implementation of the algorithm proposed by the author, an elaborate task that
was facilitated greatly by using an Excel spreadsheet. Even so, the process was time-
consuming because it forces the user to be relatively proficient in managing this type of
software (it requires the use of complex formulas to search the results and then deter-
mine a term’s frequency ratio).

Secondly, the degree of efficiency achieved by each of these methods was calculated
after obtaining the CT lists and then validating them by determining the percentage of
TTs contained amongst the top 500 CT extracted. The results were similar across lan-
guages, although slightly higher in Spanish than in English. TermoStat (Drouin 2003),
Keywords (Scott 2008a) and Chung’s ratio method (2003) reached 66.8%, 56.6% and
47.4% precision respectively in Spanish, standing, on average, 5 points above the results
obtained in English.

Thirdly, the 500 terms identified by the three methods were classified into five the-
matic categories, legal terms being the most populated one and containing 76.07% and
90.98% items in English and Spanish respectively, as was to be expected. These figures
clearly indicate that the terms retrieved by these ATR methods, in spite of them being
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more efficient in Spanish, are better distributed into thematic areas in English. However,
Chung’s method failed to detect different topics amongst the terms it identified, as it
pushed to the top of the term list highly specialized legal terms almost in their entirety in
Spanish. The other four categories, namely, territory, evaluative items, family and crime
distributed themselves unevenly across these two languages, finding territory as the sec-
ond most populated group followed by evaluative items. Out of the three ATR meth-
ods assessed, TermoStat (Drouin 2003) excelled the other two as regards its ability to
embrace a larger proportion of terms within each thematic category, as shown in Table 5,
where these four areas contain a more balanced proportion of terms both in Spanish and
in English.

Finally, in order to reply to the question posed in the title Do ATR methods provide
a shorter path to lexical profiling?, both text collections were also processed with UMU-
TextStats (García-Díaz et al. 2018; García-Díaz, Cánovas-García, and Valencia-García
2020), an unsupervised text classification tool which facilitates the automatic analysis
of corpora for the classification of their lexicon into morphosemantic categories, which
are represented in relation to the proportion of lexical items falling into each of these
categories with respect to the entire type list. The process of implementation of this
procedure was certainly faster and easier than the one described in Section 4.2.1., yet,
the software could solely point at the most relevant themes in the corpus based on the
amount of elements comprised in each thematic category, regardless of their distribution
throughout the corpus or their salience with respect to other non-specialized texts col-
lections. This type of tools might be excellent for automatic text classification or author-
ship attribution, as they work fully automatically and do not require any supervision, but
their application to discourse studies based on thematic categorization might be limited.

Conversely, the implementation of ATR methods facilitated the identification of the
most relevant themes in both corpora after creating ad hoc categories to classify the
top 500 terms extracted and comparing them. Although the thematic classification took
longer, given the fact that UMUTextStats does not produce any term lists and does not
give access to their context of usage (apart from it not focusing on such parameters as
distribution), it is recommendable to resort to ATR methods as a point of departure (par-
ticularly Drouin’s (2003) for the different reasons stated above) for the lexical profiling of
legal texts, as it seems to be the shortest path to do so in a more reliable manner, particu-
larly when the major aim is studying legal discourse, only requiring manual work for the
thematic categorization phase.

To conclude, as regards future research, this proposal presents a working method-
ology which may allow for a deeper and more comprehensive understanding of legal
texts. As authors acknowledge, the literature devoted to the assessment of ATR methods
is scarce, even more so within the legal field, thus, using this proposal as reference might
facilitate considerably the scrutiny of other corpora by firstly identifying the terms in
them and then moving onto the definition of the major topics they revolve around. In
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fact, this methodology might be applicable to the study of other public legal genres such
as legislative or administrative texts which may relate to the topic of immigration and
could be compared to judicial decisions such as the ones at hand, in search of different
perspectives from which such a complex phenomenon could be depicted.
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The role of Semantic Web technologies
in legal terminology

Patricia Martín-Chozas, Elena Montiel-Ponsoda
& Víctor Rodríguez-Doncel
Ontology Engineering Group, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

With the rise of Artificial Intelligence driven services and Natural Language
Processing techniques, high quality terminological resources are more needed than
ever. Still, substantial manual effort is involved in the generation of such resources
and many of them are published in non-machine-readable formats, hindering their
reuse. In this chapter, we analyse how the Semantic Web can help represent legal
language resources and how its publication in open formats can contribute to its
interoperability. Throughout the sections, we give an overview of the Semantic
Web, review existing legal language resources and the semantic models used to
represent them. We also offer a series of practical examples to show the advantages,
encouraging users to adopt these conventions.

Keywords: legal terminology, semantic web, linguistic linked data

1. Introduction

The last decade has witnessed the growth of technological solutions for law firms and
legal services. The term legaltech has become a buzz word as more and more techno-
logical start-ups have emerged to transform several aspects of the legal services indus-
try (Dale 2019). Legaltech, the short form of legal technology, is generally defined as
“technologies from Computer Science that are applied to a range of areas related to legal
practice and materials” (Nazarenko, and Wyner 2017). In the light of this technologi-
cal revolution in the legal practice, language resources have also become necessary to
support services that rely on Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) technologies. As stated by Nazarenko and Wyner (2017), legal NLP is playing
a major role in tasks such as document drafting and revision, legal research or document
automation.

For machines to provide support in these tasks, NLP technologies usually need to
be adapted or trained on the domain specific language used in the documents. There-
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fore, tools must be trained on the legal jargon or rely on manually created terminologi-
cal resources (Zhong et al. 2020). The well-known complexities of legal language, nicely
summarized in Alcaraz Varó, Hughes, and Gómez (2002) and Haigh (2004), come to
pose an added challenge here, and even in the case of a simple keyword-based search,
the choice of legal expression may have an impact on the results. In addition, legal sub-
areas codify different terminologies that need to be specifically collected for the process-
ing of legal documents in those sub-areas, and that may not be always available for reuse,
since, on many occasions, these are generated for internal use (not publicly available),
published in unstructured formats or require an economic fee to use them.

In addition to the resource availability problem, other terminologies, glossaries and
thesauri have been created for direct consultation by humans. This means that data is
shown through a graphical user interface, and it is not available for its integration in
NLP tools. This hinders automatic querying as well their maintenance, preventing con-
stant and automatic updates, as news terms are created. Finally, users also face difficulties
when searching for language resources in the legal area, since they are not easily findable
due to the lack of rich metadata descriptors associated with them. To palliate this, several
initiatives in Europe have pursued the creation of specific catalogues of legal language
resources1 or terminology resources in general.2

For all these reasons, the first step in the reuse and integration of language resources
in NLP tools involves their conversion into standard machine-readable formats. The
main objective of these formats is to represent every data item contained in a resource in
a way that it is uniquely and unambiguously identifiable, accessible, and easy to integrate.
One of the most relevant examples of modernization of a terminological database for
its integration in a computer-assisted translation environment (CATE) is represented by
the recently launched version of IATE, the term base of the language services of the Euro-
pean Union. IATE has been redeveloped to adapt “the technologies, architecture and
data structure of the system in order to prepare it for future challenges, including inter-
operability, modularity, scalability and data exchange” (Zorrilla-Agut, and Fontenelle
2019, 146). One of the first consequences of this transformation is that IATE data can
be directly accessed from CATEs by means of complex queries combining several fields
supported by its new data structure.

Data exchange between services, in a machine-to-machine communication, is pre-
cisely what the formats and technologies of the Semantic Web enable and what supports
our claim that terminology resources in the legal domain should adopt these standards to
guarantee an efficient integration in legal NLP tools. In Section 2, we therefore describe
the Semantic Web in more detail. Section 3 is devoted to the Linguistic Linked Open
Data cloud initiative, an effort to publish and link language resources with open licenses

1. http://data.lynx-project.eu/
2. https://termcoord.eu/
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on the Web, for an immediate reuse and integration in third applications. Examples of
legal language resources (thesauri and terminologies) are given in Section 4, and the
models used to represent those resources according to the Semantic Web standards are
described in Section 5. The benefits of publishing terminological resources in Semantic
Web formats and interlink them in the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud are spelled
out in Section 6 and exemplified in Section 7 for practical purposes. We conclude the
chapter in Section 8, making a plea for the adoption of Semantic Web standards in the
publication of legal terminological resources.

2. The Semantic Web at a glance

Much of the content on the web is intended for human consumption, published in
unstructured or semi-structured formats such as .pdf, .txt, .doc, .csv or .html. Their het-
erogeneity and the fact that some of them are not machine-readable pose many prob-
lems when certain techniques of Artificial Intelligence are applied, such as Information
Retrieval, Document Classification or Machine Translation, whose aim is to provide
users with an easier access to information. Content in these documents is to be inter-
preted by human users, since they consist of a set of unrelated words to the machine.
This limits the search for information to a keyword search, as we are used to from the
well-known commercial search engines (Benjamins et al. 2002).

For this reason, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) works to improve the
growth of the Web in an organized way, promoting the publication of data in structured,
machine-readable formats, in which the meaning of words is coded and can be inter-
preted by machines. This evolution is known as the Semantic Web or the Web of Data,
whose main idea is that not only the documents are connected, but also the information
contained in these documents (Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila 2001).

The most common model for publishing data on the Semantic Web is the Resource
Description Framework (RDF). This format supports the description of concepts, the
representation of information and the interchange of data on the web. The information
unit in RDF is the triple,3 a subject-predicate-object structure that represents the infor-
mation as entities (subject and object) connected by relations (predicates), as shown in
Figure 1. These entities are identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), that is a
unique identifier or ID for an entity within a certain resource. For instance, if we nav-
igate through the content of Wikidata,4 a free and open knowledge base that stores the

3. https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/#section-triple/
4. https://www.wikidata.org/
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structured data of Wikimedia projects5 we can find relations (also named as properties)6

such as is_capital_of amongst the entities Berlin and Germany. These three elements are
precisely identified and given meaning, since they belong to a broader hierarchical struc-
ture that places them in a wider concept scheme.

Figure 1. Graphic representation of a triple in RDF

RDF is at the core of the Linked Open Data paradigm for publishing information,
based on these four Linked Data Principles (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee 2011):

1. Entities should be identified via unique URIs.
2. These URIs should be HTTP URIs and follow standard web protocols.
3. These URIs should return useful information about the resource.
4. They should contain links to other URIs pointing at related resources.

Following with the previous example, we could link a new entity, Willi Stoph, to the exist-
ing entities Berlin and Germany, with their corresponding relations. Figure 2 represents
the following triples:

1. Berlin is the capital of Germany.
2. Willi Stoph was born in Berlin.
3. The country of citizenship of Willi Stoph is Germany.

If we transform all the information related to Berlin into Linked Data, including
different entities possibly connected to external resources, we will have weaved a rich
graph data structure, nowadays much appreciated under the term Knowledge Graph7 .
Machines can navigate through the data in a graph and infer available knowledge which
would be otherwise hidden.

This knowledge inference is possible thanks to the use of ontologies to organize
the information. An ontology is a concept that originally belongs to the philosophical
domain, defined as “the science of what is, of the kinds and structures of objects, proper-
ties, events, processes, and relations in every area of reality” (Smith 2008, 155). In Infor-
mation Science, an ontology is understood as a model or vocabulary to represent the
concepts of a certain domain (Chandrasekaran, Josephson, and Benjamins 1999), and

5. https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_movement/
6. https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:List_of_properties/
7. https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/what-is-a-knowledge-graph/
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Figure 2. Graphic representation of Linked Data in RDF

it is composed of classes, relations, rules and restrictions. Therefore, following with the
previous examples, in the Wikidata Ontology, Berlin is an instance of the capital class,
represented by the ID wdt:Q5119; Germany is an instance of the country class, repre-
sented by the ID wdt:Q6256; and Willi Stoph is an instance of human, represented by the
ID wdt:Q5 (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Graphic representation of instances and classes in RDF

This method of representing knowledge allows to retrieve complex pieces of infor-
mation by using one single query. One way to query knowledge bases, such as Wikidata,
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is using the SPARQL language8 that is the standard query language to retrieve RDF data
from a SPARQL Endpoint. The main advantage of SPARQL compared to other query
languages, such as SQL, is that it can efficiently extract information from non-uniform
data possibly stored in different servers. Machines serving a SPARQL Endpoint enable
a new sort of computer applications taking advantage of distributed knowledge. In this
context, users can access Wikidata SPARQL Endpoint,9 and with a single query retrieve,
for instance, a list of all countries in Central Europe with their corresponding capitals as
shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1. SPARQL query showing the URIs of countries and their respective capitals

The query shown in Listing 1 asks for two variables, ?capital and ?country, that fol-
low three different rules, where the IDs represent the information described in Table 1:

1. ?country needs to have the class country (?country wdt:P31 wd:Q6256)
2. ?country needs to belong to Central Europe (?country wdt:P30 wd:Q46)
3. ?capital needs to be a capital of ?country (?capital wdt:P1376 ?country)

Table 1. Wikidata classes and properties used in Listing 1

ID Type of element Description

wdt:P31 property instance of

wdt:Q6256 class country

wdt:P30 property part of

wdt:Q46 class Central Europe

wdt:P1376 property is capital of

Note that, as mentioned before, resources in RDF are identified by URIs. Conse-
quently, the results of this query are the URIs used by Wikidata to identify those coun-
tries and capitals, that are composed of a base URI (http://wikidata.org/wiki/) plus the

8. https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
9. https://query.wikidata.org/
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ID of each element. If we want to know the corresponding name of those URIs, we need
to ask for their names, that in this context are called labels, as shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2. SPARQL query showing the URIs and the labels of countries and their respective
capitals

In the query shown in Listing 2, we add two lines asking for the label of the items
?capital and ?country. In this resource, the labels are represented by the property
rdfs:label. Consequently, we also add the variables ?capitalLabel and ?countryLabel, and
language filters to retrieve only the names in one language, in this case, English. Other-
wise, we would get the labels in every language available in the knowledge base. Finally,
we are adding a rule to alphabetically order the results per country label. Table 2 shows
the first five results of this query.

Table 2. Excerpt of the results of the execution of the second query over Wikidata SPARQL
Endpoint

capital country capitalLabel countryLabel

wd:Q19689 wd:Q222 Tirana Albania

wd:Q1863 wd:Q228 Andorra la Vella Andorra

wd:Q1741 wd:Q40 Vienna Austria

wd:Q47 wd:Q219 Sofia Bulgaria

wd:Q1435 wd:Q224 Zagreb Croatia

… … … …

In summary, the objective of this section is to give an overview of the peculiarities
and advantages of the Semantic Web, meaning structured representation of data, open
access, knowledge inference and access to complex information with a single query.
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Building SPARQL queries is not as easy as searching for information through a search
interface. SPARQL is not, therefore, intended for human users but for machines. How-
ever, it is infinitely more efficient, and it is also possible to build search interfaces that
access knowledge structured in RDF, thus taking advantage of its power and speed, offer-
ing them to humans.

3. The Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud

The advantages of combining RDF and ontologies were rapidly demonstrated and sev-
eral initiatives to publish data according to the Linked Data principles arose. The most
important, as mentioned in the previous section, is the Linked Open Data project, that
pursues the publication of Linked Data under open licenses. This project gave birth to
the Linked Open Data cloud10 (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee 2011), as the main source
of Linked Data. It can be divided in sub-clouds per area of expertise, such as the Geogra-
phy cloud, the Governmental cloud, the Media cloud, etc.; and each of them is composed
of interlinked datasets belonging to that specific field. In this context, the most relevant
sub-cloud is the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud11 (LLOD cloud) (see Figure 4).

Resources in the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud are classified (by colours, as
shown in Figure 4 depending on their typology: (1) Corpora, (2) Lexicons and Dic-
tionaries, (3) Terminologies, Thesauri and Knowledge Bases, (4) Linguistic Resource
Metadata, (5) Linguistic Data Categories, (6) Typological Databases and (7) Other. The
interactive LLOD diagram12 shows the links between resources, allowing the navigation
amongst them. Its main drawback, however, is that the datasets are not classified by
domain, and it is complex to identify their subject.

Some data catalogues, truly repositories of metadata, have been created such a
Linghub13 (McCrae, and Cimiano 2015). LingHub contains the metadata or data
describing the resources in the LLOD (author, date of creation, domain, language, etc.),
so that resources can be grouped by domain. Nonetheless, the results are not refined
enough, and a constrained search may be difficult to perform. For the purposes of
this work, we have performed a lookup through the resources in the LLOD cloud and
selected the most relevant ones for the legal domain, that is, we have identified legal
language resources that have been represented in Linked Data formats and which are
openly available.

10. http://lod-cloud.net
11. http://linguistic-lod.org/llod-cloud
12. https://lod-cloud.net/versions/latest/linguistic-lod.svg
13. http://linghub.org/
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Figure 4. Graphic representation of the Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) cloud
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4. Legal language resources in the Semantic Web

Although the presence of legal language resources in machine readable formats in gen-
eral, and in the Web of Data, specifically, is relatively low, several efforts have been made
that are of interest to this work:

1. EuroVoc: the multilingual and multidisciplinary thesaurus that covers the activities
of the European Union, containing terms in 22 languages, was originally published
in XML-Eurovoc. The presence of legal content in this thesaurus is notable. After
much discussion and various proposals EuroVoc was published as Linked Data and
linked to other relevant thesauri (Alvite Díez et al. 2010). It can be accessed through
the EU Vocabularies SPARQL Endpoint.14

2. ECLAS: a thesaurus created by the Central Library of the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities for indexing the publications and documents by the Central
Library of the Commission.15 ECLAS is also an interdisciplinary thesaurus, but as in
the case of EuroVoc, it contains a considerable number of terms related to the legal
domain in English and French.

3. International Labour Organization Thesaurus: this asset is published as an inter-
linked resource with to ECLAS thesaurus. The ILO thesaurus16 contains terms from
the labour law domain in English, French and Spanish.

4. UNESCO Thesaurus: a controlled list of terms intended for the subject analysis of
texts and document retrieval, developed by the UNESCO, containing terms on sev-
eral domains such as education, politics, culture and social sciences. It is published
in English, French, Spanish and Russian.

5. TheSoz: the Thesaurus for Social Sciences is a German thesaurus for the domain of
the social sciences, and a very important instrument for information retrieval, docu-
ment indexing or search term recommendation. It contains terms in English, French
and German (Zapilko et al. 2013).

6. STW Thesaurus for Economics: a thesaurus that provides a vocabulary on any eco-
nomic subject. It also contains terms used in law, sociology and politics. In this case,
the thesaurus is bilingual, with terms in English and German (Neubert 2009).

7. IATE RDF: the RDF version of the Inter-Active Terminology for Europe (IATE)
is one of the most representative terminological resources in the LLOD cloud. It
contains more than 8 million multilingual and cross-domain terms. A dump of its
TBX version was converted into RDF in Cimiano, McCrae et al. (2015). It was also

14. https://op.europa.eu/en/advanced-sparql-query-editor
15. http://publications.europa.eu/resource/dataset/eclas
16. https://metadata.ilo.org/thesaurus.html
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linked with the European Migration Network glossary and is one of the most rele-
vant works of terminology conversion into Semantic Web formats.

8. Copyright Termbank: a similar work was done in Rodríguez-Doncel et al. (2015)
publishing a multilingual term bank of copyright-related terms, with links WIPO
definitions, IATE terms, definitions from Creative Commons licenses, DBpedia17

and Lexvo.18

9. Terminoteca RDF: this project gathers two sets of resources: Terminesp, a multilin-
gual terminological database developed by the Spanish Association for Terminol-
ogy;19 and terminological glossaries from the Terminología Oberta service of the
Catalan Terminological Centre20 (TERMCAT). The result is a multilingual reposi-
tory21 of linked terminologies from different areas of expertise, including the legal
domain (Bosque-Gil, Montiel-Ponsoda et al. 2016).

In general, these resources have been employed in various research projects, both at
national and European level. In fact, EuroVoc is being constantly used by EU organi-
zations. In addition to the above non-exhaustive list, many efforts have been made to
document other relevant resources in the legal domain, available on the web. The Lynx
project data portal22 is a good example of this.

Outside the legal domain, we can find many other linguistic resources structured in
RDF. The most important are WordNet,23 BabelNet24 and ConceptNet,25 among others.
In the following section, we describe some of the modelling approaches to represent dif-
ferent types of information.

5. Models to represent linguistic information

The language resources mentioned above along with those that are part of the Linguistic
Linked Open Data cloud are published following different RDF vocabularies, depending
on the nature of each resource (structure, content, objectives, etc.). Some of the com-
monest vocabularies to represent linguistic information are briefly listed as follows:

17. https://www.dbpedia.org/
18. http://www.lexvo.org/
19. http://www.aeter.org/
20. http://www.termcat.cat/en
21. http://linguistic.linkeddata.es/terminoteca/
22. http://data.lynx-project.eu/
23. https://en-word.net/
24. https://babelnet.org/
25. https://conceptnet.io/
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1. lemon, the Lexicon Model for Ontologies, is intended to represent lexical information
of a given term, such as the sense, form, abbreviation, to mention but a few (McCrae,
Aguado-de-Cea et al. 2012).

2. Ontolex is the evolution of lemon, and it is supported by the W3C Ontology-Lexica
Community Group.26 Neither lemon nor Ontolex were originally conceived to rep-
resent lexica as Linked Data, but to lexicalize formal ontologies. However, it became
the de facto standard to represent and interchange lexical data in the Semantic
Web, since the model is able to represent different senses (ontolex:LexicalSense),
pointing at different concepts (ontolex:LexicalConcept), of the same lexical entry
(ontolex:LexicalEntry). Therefore, Ontolex represents terms, synonyms and transla-
tions as classes, which allows modelling additional information about these elements
(Cimiano, McCrae et al. 2015).

3. LIR, the Linguistic Information Repository, was intended for the localization of
ontologies, catering for the representation of translations and term types (Montiel-
Ponsoda et al. 2011).

4. Lexinfo associates additional linguistic information to elements in an ontology
(Cimiano, Buitelaar et al. 2011).

5. SKOS, the Simple Knowledge Organization System, structures thesauri and tax-
onomies, easing the creation of hierarchical relations between terms. It is widely
used within the Semantic Web context since it can be combined with formal rep-
resentation languages, such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Miles, and
Bechhofer 2009).

Choosing the most appropriate vocabulary is an important step for a reliable methodol-
ogy that should be followed when publishing resources as per the Linked Data paradigm
(Vila Suero et al. 2014). Such methodology stresses the importance of pre-processing the
data, choosing a sound URI naming strategy, selecting the right technology for RDF gen-
eration and reliably linking with other datasets in the cloud.

More information about models to represent linguistic Linked Data can be found in
Bosque-Gil, Gracia et al. (2018). Still, the greatest part of the resources mentioned above
are published according to the SKOS vocabulary,27 since it is aimed at representing the
structure of knowledge organization systems such as thesauri and taxonomies and has
allowed the conversion of available resources. However, to represent resources of the
general domain, such as dictionaries, that contain entries with words that have more
than one meaning, the most applied model is Ontolex, that allows to represent this kind
of ambiguity.

26. https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
27. https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-skos-core-spec/
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In this context, previous work by the authors has addressed the semantic represen-
tation of enriched legal terminologies (Martín-Chozas, Vázquez-Flores et al. 2022). The
term terminology enrichment refers to the generation of complex terminologies from a
corpus. With this objective, it has been observed that most of the current terminology
extraction tools return plain lists of terms (such as TermSuite,28 TermoStat Web29 and
FiveFilters),30 and maybe translations or contextual information (such as Tilde’s Termi-
nology platform31 (Gornostay 2010) and SketchEngine).32

Terminology enrichment is intended to alleviate such flatness by enriching auto-
matically extracted terms with unambiguous information from existing resources. This
information can be translations, synonyms, usage examples, relationships between terms
(both hierarchical and other types) and contextual information. Therefore, to maintain
the traceability of the information, it is important to choose a model that manages to
maintain the sources of the information collected. For this purpose, it is possible to use
SKOS XL, a further development of the SKOS vocabulary. This model treats the labels
as classes, rather than pure literals, understood in this context as raw strings of text.
This improvement allows extra metadata to be added, such as the source. Figure 5 shows
an example of an enriched entry modelled in SKOS-XL. This representation proposal
makes use of other vocabularies, such as DublinCore,33 to model the source of the term
and its frequency, and Creative Commons34 to model information about the jurisdiction
(details on this in Section 3.4.1). Table 3 exposes a description of every property used in
the diagram.

28. http://termsuite.github.io/
29. http://termostat.ling.umontreal.ca/
30. https://www.fivefilters.org/term-extraction/
31. https://term.tilde.com/
32. https://www.sketchengine.eu/
33. http://purl.org/dc/terms/
34. http://creativecommons.org/ns
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Table 3. Description of the properties used in Figure 5

Class/Property Description

skos:Concept skos:Concept is the central element of the model. It is represented by a URI,
composed of the base URI of the resource plus the concept ID. In this case: http://
mysampleuri/collective-agreement

skos:inScheme In SKOS, concepts are grouped in schemes, that can be considered as subdomains.
This is, if we are modelling a legal terminology, we could create different schemes,
such as labour law scheme, contract law scheme, industrial law scheme, etc. In this
case, it points to the http://mysampleuri/labourlawscheme that is a class, with two
attributes: label and source.

skos:broader This property is used to represent the broader concept of a term, therefore pointing
to another concept, in this case: http://mysampleuri/agreement. The relation is
hierarchical.

skos:narrower This property is used to represent the narrower concept of a term, therefore
pointing to another concept, in this case: http://mysampleuri/intracompany-
collective-agreement. The relation is hierarchical.

skos:related This property is used to represent the related concept of a term, therefore pointing
to another concept, in this case: http://mysampleuri/temporary-agreement. The
relation can be of any kind.

skos:closeMatch This property represents that the concept has an equivalent in another resource. It
is normally used in semi-automatic processes, since it is more flexible than its sister
property skos:exactMatch. In this case, we find a similar concept in EuroVoc: http://
eurovoc.europa.eu/194

skos:definition This property represents the definition of a concept, that is modelled as a literal.

skos:example This property is used to represent the context of the term. In this case, the example
is an excerpt of the source corpus of the term. It points to a literal.

skos-xl:prefLabel This is an evolution of skos:prefLabel, which is used to express the main label of a
term in different languages. While skos:prefLabel points to a literal, skos-
xl:prefLabel points to a class, that allows to represent extra information.

skos-xl:altLabel This is an evolution of skos:altLabel, which is used to express alternative labels of a
term (synonyms, acronyms, etc.) in different languages. While skos:altLabel points
to a literal, skos-xl:altLabel points to a class, that allows to represent extra
information.

cc:jurisdiction This property belongs to the CreativeCommons vocabulary and, in this case, it is
used to describe the jurisdiction to which the term applies.

dcterms:Frequency This class belongs to the DublinCore ontology and, in this case, it is used to
describe the frequency of the concept in the whole corpus.
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6. Benefits of Linked Data for terminology resources

Previous work in this field has already exposed the advantages of Linked Data on Lan-
guage Resources (Bosque-Gil, Gracia et al. 2018; Chiarcos, Hellmann, and Nordhoff
2012; Chiarcos, McCrae et al. 2013; Cimiano, McCrae et al. 2015). In this section, we list
the most important benefits pointed out in these works, complementing them with spe-
cific advantages on legal terminological assets:

Interoperability: It is defined as the interaction between different elements, where
there is an exchange of information or knowledge to obtain a common benefit
(Wegner 1996). Interoperability is the main advantage of Linked Data, and one of the
main issues of current legal terminological resources. Previous work by the authors
(Martín-Chozas 2018) includes a survey amongst professional legal translators dis-
covering that the most used legal language resources in their daily activities are pub-
lished in physical formats (such as the Black’s Law Dictionary), close formats (such
as the International Monetary Fund glossary, in PDF) or non-queriable formats
(such as the United Nations Terminology Database, in HTML). Such a fact generates
interoperability issues amongst resources and querying them may become quite a
cumbersome task. RDF structures allow the access to different resources from a
single-entry point, easing the search of information.
Unambiguity: The first principle of the Linked Data principles states that every
resource, such as a term in a terminology, owns a unique identifier (URI) which
makes such resource uniquely and globally identifiable in an unambiguous manner.
These URIs provide unambiguous results readable both for machines and for
humans through a web browser. In legal terminology, URIs representing terms are
especially useful, since one of the main legal translation problems is the homonymy
(Alcaraz Varó, and Hughes 2002).
Linking and integration: Thanks to the identification of elements in a resource with
URIs, as mentioned above, it is possible to link and integrate different resources,
pursuing the interoperability. Even if those resources are structured in different RDF
vocabularies, we can make connections amongst them and establish a match
between their URIs. In this manner, from one entry in one resource, we are able to
get knowledge from several entries of several resources by navigating through the
links.
Unique access point: Such integration allows the publication of several language
resources in a single container and enables their access from a single access point.
Such query access over distributed resources grants easier exploitation, storage and
maintenance of the data, reducing the existence of data silos. Examples of such an
integration are the EU Vocabularies SPARQL Endpoint,35 that connects all the

35. https://op.europa.eu/en/advanced-sparql-query-editor
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5.

resources in RDF published by the European Union and, at a smaller level, we find
the same objective in the Lynx project through the Lynx Terminology platform36

Metadata: According to the Harvard Law School,37 metadata is information stored
within a document that is not evident by just looking at the file, it is also described
as a fingerprint. RDF enables the addition of unlimited metadata records, enabling
the fine grain description of every single resource. Some relevant metadata fields
include provenance, jurisdiction, authorship, creation dates or information on its
validity.

There is no better way of exposing the benefits of linked data on legal terminology than
showing them through some examples. In the following section, we have tried to reflect
the above-mentioned advantages through a series of queries.

7. Hands on: Practical examples

The following are queries performed on the EU vocabularies SPARQL Endpoint. We
start with simple queries, adding more elements on each iteration. For instance, let
us check whether the English term sick leave is contained in EuroVoc. To do that, we
would use a query such as the one in Listing 3, where we ask to which skos:Concept
the label sick leave belongs, taking into account that it must be of the type
http://eurovoc.europa.eu/schema\#ThesaurusConcept.

Listing 3. SPARQL query to retrieve a concept URI in Eurovoc

As a result of the execution of this query, the variable ?concept retrieves the following
URI: http://eurovoc.europa.eu/102. At this point, we have checked that this term is con-
tained in EuroVoc. Extending the same query, we would retrieve its translations, for
instance in German, French and Spanish, as shown in Listing 4. In this query, we add the

36. http://lkg.lynx-project.eu/kos
37. https://hls.harvard.edu/dept/its/what-is-metadata/
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elements OPTIONAL and FILTER. The first is used to ask for information that may or
may not be available in the queried resource, while the latter is used to filter data, in this
case, per language.

Listing 4. SPARQL query showing how to retrieve preferred labels for a concept in different
languages

Therefore, in addition to the concept URI, as shown in Listing 3, we obtain the fol-
lowing translations:

1. ?prefDE= Erwerbsunfähigkeit
2. ?prefES= baja por enfermedad
3. ?prefFR= congé de maladie

As shown in Table 3, SKOS uses altLabel to represent synonyms. We can therefore add
to our query optional conditions to retrieve synonyms, as shown in Listing 5.

Consequently, in addition to the already mentioned information, we now obtain
synonyms for German and Spanish:

1. ?altDE= Krankheitsurlaub
2. ?altES= licencia por enfermedad
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Listing 5. SPARQL query showing how to retrieve alternative labels for a concept in different
languages

At this point, we can go a step further and extend the query to retrieve conceptual rela-
tions by applying skos:broader, skos:narrower and skos:related. We can also ask for the
preferred labels of those terms, as in Listing 6.

The previous query adds two more pieces of information: a broader term and a
related term. In EuroVoc, this concept does not seem to have a narrower relation, there-
fore the variable ?narrower does not return any value. For the other conceptual relations,
we retrieve the following data:

1. ?broader= http://eurovoc.europa.eu/108
2. -?brprefEN= leave on social grounds
3. ?related= http://eurovoc.europa.eu/175
4. ?reprefEN= illness
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Listing 6. SPARQL query showing how to retrieve conceptual relations and their labels
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Therefore, to summarize with one single query, as shown in Listing 6, we can retrieve
pieces of information of different nature related to a given concept, as listed below:

1. ?concept= http://eurovoc.europa.eu/102
2. ?prefDE= Erwerbsunfähigkeit
3. ?prefES= baja por enfermedad
4. ?prefFR= cogné de maladie
5. ?altDE= Krankheitsurlaub
6. ?altES= licencia por enfermedad
7. ?broader= http://eurovoc.europa.eu/108
8. ?brprefEN= leave on social grounds
9. ?related= http://eurovoc.europa.eu/1754
10. ?reprefEN= illness

On the other hand, we can also filter the concepts depending on the concept scheme
they belong to. For instance, we are interested in all the concepts that fall under the
scheme Social Protection, which we know has the URI http://eurovoc.europa.eu/100214.
We would ask for all the terms within that scheme, as shown in Listing 7. The first five
results of such query are shown in Table 4.

Listing 7. SPARQL query to retrieve all concepts within a given schema and their preferred
labels in English

Thanks to the links to other datasets, we can check whether a given concept appears
in other resources. For instance, we can take as an example the term social security, from
Table 4, and check if it has matches in other thesauri with the query shown in Listing 8.
The results are listed in Table 5.

EuroVoc also offers, in some occasions, definitions for the terms. However, they are
not very frequent. Therefore, if the definition is an important requisite for our terms,
we can add that condition as a requirement, as in Listing 9.The results of this query are
shown in Table 6.
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Table 4. Extract from the results of the running of the query in Listing 7

?concept ?prefEN

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/1004 welfare

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/2605 social-security benefit

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/3751 pension scheme

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/4028 social security harmonisation

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/4050 social security

… …

Listing 8. SPARQL query to retrieve matches in other resources for a given concept

Table 5. Results of the execution of the query shown in Listing 8

?match

http://zbw.eu/stw/descriptor/16542-5

http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/concept/13156

http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/concept/7815

http://aims.fao.org/aos/agrovoc/c_7133

http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/euc11/000005056

http://metadata.un.org/thesaurus/1005985

8. Conclusions

This chapter has examined the use of Semantic Web techniques in the legal terminology
domain. These techniques may seem little more than a manner of formatting and pub-
lishing data, but they initiate a profound transformation. Resources are no longer locked-
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Listing 9. SPARQL query to retrieve only those concepts in EuroVoc that contain definitions in
English

Table 6. Results of the execution of the query shown in Listing 9

?concept ?prefEN + ?defEN

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/6233 care of the elderly: care that is designed to meet the needs and
requirements of senior citizens at various stages.

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/c_16e35fe6 foster parent: adult that provides the care of a child without
being the child’s parent or relative, or having parental
responsibility for him.

http://eurovoc.europa.eu/c_f5622f5f active and assisted living: people living independently in their
homes with the support of ICT-based solutions.

in to a certain technology provider and the same terminological asset can be used by
different computer programs. Vast amounts of linked open data are ready to be used,
constantly growing and adapted to the changing world. The Semantic Web opens a new
universe to be explored and the extra effort necessary to adopt the specifications of the
W3C pays off well.

The Semantic Web universe is not only a dream of the academia. Public institutions
have largely adopted these technologies with enthusiasm. European legislation is already
identified with URIs (ELI – European Legislation Identifier), as well as judgements
(ECLI – European Case Law Identifier). Documents in the Eur-Lex portal are described
with metadata that are represented with RDF, and the ELI Ontology is the base for
the legal document description in most of the EU member states. Moreover, the same
fabric of legislation is being transformed, and specifications of Akoma Ntoso for EU
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(AKN4EU),38 a machine-readable structured format for the exchange of legal documents
in the EU, has been adopted by the EU Publications Office to describe certain rules in a
machine-readable form.

Terminological resources are no exception to this semantic evolution of the web.
The EU Vocabularies main site39 has adopted the Semantic Web by design, representing
every resource as RDF, serving a SPARQL endpoint, publishing information using the
Linked Data principles. A vast number of documents in Eur-Lex portal are described
with descriptors from the EuroVoc thesaurus, which is a SKOS Concept Scheme. This
chapter is both a description of the Semantic Web technologies and an invitation to
adopt them. Joining the virtuous circle of adoption leads to benefits to you, but also to
the community.
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PART V

Legal terminology in training contexts



Dealing with legal terminology in court
interpreting

Mariana Orozco-Jutorán
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

The target of court interpreting is to ensure equal access to justice to all persons
who are not proficient in the language spoken in a court of law. In that context,
dealing effectively with legal terminology is crucial to interpret accurately and to
keep the legal intent of the message. This chapter first explores the main difficulties
of court interpreting, focusing on legal terminology. Then, some of the different
existing models and criteria for accuracy in court interpreting are introduced.
Finally, a training approach to help court interpreting students to create their own
glossaries is presented, going from monolingual to bilingual research.

Keywords: court interpreting, legal terminology in court interpreting, accuracy in
court interpreting, glossaries in court interpreting, difficulties in court interpreting,
challenges in court interpreting, court interpreting training

1. Introduction

Court interpreting may be considered a type of legal interpretation that happens in court
settings (Hertog 2015, 21; ISO 20228 2019, 1), a type of community interpreting (Ng and
Creeze 2020, 1), a completely independent profession (González et al. 2012; Mikkelson
2017, 1) or even a genre (Ortega 2011, 43). For the purposes of this chapter, it refers to
the interpreting that takes place in a court of law and aims, using the words of the ISO
standard for legal interpreting, at “ensuring equal access to justice to all persons as well
as fair trials” (ISO 20228 2019, 1).

Court interpreters can work in law offices, law enforcement offices, prisons and other
public agencies associated with the judiciary (Mikkelson 2017, 13). Of all these possibil-
ities, this chapter is devoted to the work done by court interpreters when dealing with
legal terms in courts of law and, specifically, in criminal proceedings. The main differ-
ence between civil and criminal proceedings is that in the former there are individuals or
organizations that seek to solve legal disputes, whilst in the latter there is a public prose-
cution of a person/s by the government for an act that is considered a crime. In the for-
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mer the persons involved, if found liable, can be made to pay money, or give up assets,
whilst in the latter the person/s convicted of a crime may be incarcerated, fined, or both
(Mikkelson 2017, 41–45).

Another important distinction regarding court interpreting is that of the legal tradi-
tion where the proceedings take place. For instance, the main difference between Com-
mon law and Civil law traditions regarding criminal proceedings is that the former
usually follow the “adversarial” system, whilst the latter follow the “inquisitorial” system.
According to González et al. (2012), in the adversarial system there are two sides, the
prosecution and the defense, who present their version of the events and do all the ques-
tioning of witnesses, defendant/s and victim/s, after which a judge or jury choose the
side that seems more plausible and credible. In the inquisitorial system, lay and profes-
sional judges question and listen to accounts of an alleged criminal event from witnesses,
defendant/s and victim/s and control the flow of information (González et al. 2012, 345).
The basic participants in criminal proceedings are the defendant/s, the witnesses, the
victim/s, the judge or jury, the defense lawyer/s, the public prosecution and, sometimes,
there is also a private prosecution. Regarding the type and stages of trials, they vary
according to the judicial system of the country, but there are some basic features that are
common in Civil law countries, such as the main two phases of the trials, known as sum-
mary and plenary proceedings, and the second stage -the plenary proceeding phase- is
analogous to the criminal trial in the Common law tradition (González et al. 2012, 399).

The interpreters’ role in this setting is “to attempt to remove the language barrier and
to the best of their skill and ability place the non-English speaker in a position as similar
as possible to that of a speaker of English” (Hale 2004, 10). Of course, English needs to be
replaced here by any other language that might be the one mainly spoken in the court-
room. The person who is not fluent in the language spoken in the criminal proceeding
can be the defendant, the victim or a witness, and has received many names in the liter-
ature, including “limited language proficient” (Mikkelson 2017, 1), “persons who are not
sufficiently proficient in the language of service used in the specific legal setting” (ISO
20228 2019, 6) and “user” (Gile 1995; Pöchhacker 2001, 411). The latter is the one adopted
in this chapter.

Regarding the interpreter, as Mikkelson (2017, 2) points out, “despite the almost uni-
versal right to an interpreter in criminal cases, most countries do not have laws specify-
ing who is qualified to act as an interpreter in court proceedings”. According to González
et al. (2012), Mikkelson (2017) and Ozolins (1998), the first country to specify who is
qualified to act as a court interpreter and to introduce a state examination for interpret-
ing in the judiciary was Sweden, in 1976, followed by Australia and the federal courts
of the USA in 1978, and then Canada and several individual states of the USA in the
early 1980s. In the European Union, the right to translation and interpretation in crim-
inal proceedings was officially adopted in 2010, through Directive 2010/64/EU, which
requires all Member States to enact national legislation clarifying this right for criminal
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defendants and providing explicit guarantees. However, this regulation does not require
the countries to have a state or official examination, and there are many Member States,
such as Spain, where these regulations have not really changed (Blasco Mayor, and del
Pozo 2015; Ortega 2015). In the UK, former Member State of the EU, court interpreting
practice has even worsened during the last 15 years (Fowler 2012; Hertog 2015). In other
countries such as Russia, there are simply no clear recommendations, qualifications, or
professional associations for court interpreters (Babanina 2015, 18).

The ISO 20228 2019 standard for legal interpreting also acknowledges that, although
standards of legal interpreting training and practice vary widely around the world, cur-
rent trends in several countries “go in the direction of de-professionalism due to shortage
of financial means, absence of specialized training and lack of awareness of the risks of
using non-professional legal interpreters” (ISO 20228 2019, 1). The lack of consensus and
regulation regarding the accreditations or examinations to be court interpreters can also
be seen in the standards for what must be interpreted and how -i.e. in which interpret-
ing mode, simultaneous interpretation (SI), consecutive interpretation (CI) or just giv-
ing a summary at the end of the hearing. For instance, the recommendations included in
ISO 20228 are very vague, and only mention that “consecutive interpreting, chuchotage
(whispered interpreting), and sight translation should be used throughout the hearing”
and that “simultaneous interpreting can also be used, depending on equipment avail-
ability in court rooms”; it also indicates that “distance interpreting (remote interpreting)
through video-conference can also be required in some situations” (ISO 20228 2019, 18).

According to González et al. (2012) and Mikkelson (2010, 2017), interpreters in the
US are expected to do SI of every word heard in the courtroom, while in many other
countries, interpreters are not allowed to provide SI but are asked to give summaries of
evidence in CI or, in some cases, just a CI of the judge’s summary of the proceedings
after the trial has concluded. Even inside the US, there are important differences regard-
ing the place where the interpreter should be sitting -next to the defendant or far from
him/her- and the existing equipment to provide SI changes a great deal among courts.

2. Main difficulties

Fulfilling the aim of delivering an accurate rendition to place the user in a position as
similar as possible to that of a speaker of the language of the court is not an easy task. In
this chapter, we are addressing the issue of dealing with legal terminology, which is an
important difficulty for court interpreters, but it is certainly not the only one.
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The numerous studies and surveys conducted so far in court interpreting practice
around the world1 describe habitual problems such as misunderstanding of the court
interpreters’ role by lawyers and users alike (Hale 2004; Matoesian 2005), poor working
conditions (Hale 2004; Mikkelson 2017; Vigier Moreno 2020b), low remuneration (Hale
2004; Ortega 2011, 2015), and the low level of proficiency of the user in the language of
communication between user and interpreter (Angermeyer 2021; Du 2019; Rickford and
King 2016). In this sense, as Mikkelson (2017, 10) points out, currently there are record
levels of international migration and court cases involving multiple languages, due to
“the relative ease of travel and rapid communication, the globalization of trade, as well
as ethnic strife and international border disputes”. This constant demographic change
has made it very difficult or impossible to predict -let alone train and monitor- court
interpreting in languages which are not the “major languages”, and this is what happens
with most native speakers of African languages, who are asked to communicate with the
interpreter in English or French, not only in Europe, but also in China, for instance
(Angermeyer 2021; Bestué 2019b; Chromá 2016; Du 2019).

Regarding the problems related to dealing with legal terminology, it is important to
start by defining what is meant by “legal terminology”. The legal language used in the
courtroom is system-bound and falls clearly under the phraseological continuum in the
language of the law proposed by Biel (2014, 36–48). This continuum includes not only
what has traditionally been understood as terms and phraseology (collocations, multi-
word lexical units and lexical bundles or phraseological patterns) but also phrasemes
(the linguistic environment of terms) and what has been called “non-terminological
word combinations”. The following sections include examples of all the continuum. For
the purposes of this chapter, this continuum is considered “legal terminology” since the
court interpreter needs to deal with all of it.

The perception of professional court interpreters is that dealing with legal terminol-
ogy is a clear difficulty and that they would benefit from more specialized training, as
can be seen in surveys such as the one conducted by Wallace (2015, 182) among practic-
ing court interpreters in the US. This survey found that 81% of the respondents said they
were “likely” to attend interpreter training opportunities and, when asked to choose in
which areas, the most mentioned ones were terminology and specialized areas, such as
criminal terminology. These findings are coherent with Hale’s (2004) survey in Australia.
In that study, court interpreters said that the main difficulty for interpreting accurately
in the courtroom was witness’s incoherent language and then, in the second place, legal
terms and witness’s colloquial language.

1. For instance, Berk-Seligson 1990, 1999; Biernacka 2019; Christensen 2011; Dhami et al. 2017; Fraser
and Freedgood 1999; González et al. 2012; Goodman-Delahunty et al. 2014; Hale 1997, 1999, 2001, 2004;
Jacobsen 2004, 2008; Lee 2009, 2010, 2011; Liu and Hale 2018; Mason 2015, 2018; Mason and Stewart
2001; O’Barr 1982; Rigney 1999; Teng et al. 2018; Wong 2020.
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These findings are also confirmed by what has been observed in descriptive studies
such as TIPp (“Translating and Interpreting in Criminal Proceedings”),2 where the prac-
tice of interpreters in 55 criminal proceedings in 2015 in three different language combi-
nations in Spain was analyzed. The findings of the TIPp study showed that on average
there were 2.7 inadequate solutions regarding terminological issues (i.e. omissions, addi-
tions and major shifts of meaning) per minute. Of these inadequate solutions, there
were an average of 21 ‘critical’ errors per hour, ‘critical’ meaning that the error could
affect the outcome of the trial. Figure 1 shows an example of a critical error observed in
the TIPp study. As the reader can appreciate in the back translation into English of the
judge’s utterance, the underlined part, which is omitted by the interpreter, contains terms
with legal consequences which are essential information for the defendant to be able to
answer the question of the judge.

Judge – Y la responsabilidad civil de 200 euros que debería de abonar con el otro
acusado si nunca saliera condenado. Bueno. Entonces le pregunta si reconoce los
hechos y si acepta estas condenas que pide la acusación.
[Back translation: And the civil liability of 200 euros that should be paid by you
and the other defendant if you were found guilty. Fine, then, ask him if he
acknowledges the facts and accepts the penalties that the private prosecution is
asking for].

Interpreter – So, you accept the charges?

Figure 1. Example of critical error of omission observed in the TIPp study

The following sub-sections focus on specific problems faced by court interpreters
when handling legal terminology.

2.1 Lack of access to case-related materials

When looking for the most accurate equivalent for a legal term, the interpreter does
not have access to the whole text, as would be the case in a written translation, and
thus can only guess the terms that will appear in the following assignment. Therefore,
although the resources available to search for legal terms definitions and equivalents for
the translator and the interpreter are the same, the interpreter needs to research exten-
sively beforehand and create specific glossaries covering all the possible terms that could
be of help while performing in court.

2. For a detailed explanation of the research project and the findings, see Orozco-Jutorán 2018 and
2019.
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Sometimes, this is a great difficulty because, as Bestué explains (2019b, 162), much of
the oral discourse which takes place during a trial is in fact written discourse intended
to be read out loud, with a high density of legal concepts -and thus legal terms- used “to
reinforce the arguments put forward by each of the parties rather than to address the
attention of the defendant or the defendant’s interpreter”.

Although the ISO standard for legal interpreting establishes that “judicial and other
authorities (…) are encouraged to provide legal interpreters access to case-related and
other reference materials in order to enable them to prepare for the interpreting service”
(ISO 20228 2019, 7), the reality is very different. In most countries the interpreter does
not have access to case-related materials that are readily available to the prosecutors,
counsels and judges, as many scholars point out (see, for instance, Bestué 2019b, Ortega
2011 and 2015 regarding Spain; González et al. 2012 regarding the USA; Hale 2011 and
Wong 2020 regarding Australia, and Kinnunen and Vik-Tuovinen 2013 regarding Den-
mark). If the interpreters had previous access to the case-related materials, they could
prepare glossaries with the terms included in those documents and carry out the nec-
essary research, but unfortunately, this is usually not the case, so there is a lot of “unex-
pected” legal terminology in most court interpreting assignments and the interpreter
must learn to deal with it in the best possible way, by preparing and researching in as
many legal domains as possible, besides procedural and criminal terminology.

2.2 General terms that become legal terms

Another important problem for court interpreters when dealing with legal terminology
is that, sometimes, what is usually perceived as a general term acquires legal meaning
because of the context. Bestué (2019a, 142) gives a practical example taken from the trials
observed during the TIPp study: under Spanish law, crimes against women committed
in the marital home are accorded an aggravating factor of criminal liability. In the follow-
ing example, the prosecutor is using the very precise term domicilio (domicile, place of
residence), which is inadequately translated merely as “flat”. The example is rather signif-
icant since the defense counsel was trying to prove that there was no marital relationship
or marital home in the case:

– “Prosecutor: ¿Estaban Uds. en su domicilio cuando la discusión comenzó? [Back
translation: Were you at your domicile when the argument started?]

– Interpreter: Were you at the flat when the argument started?
– Witness: Yes, we were at the flat.
– Interpreter: Sí, estábamos en el piso. [Back translation: Yes, we were at the flat].”

(Bestué 2019a, 142).

Figure 2 shows another example observed in the TIPp study, where the interpreter fails
to see that a general term, “discutir” (argue) becomes a legal term in the context of
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domestic violence. By inadequately translating the term as “discuss” instead of “argue”
to the defendant, the interpreter changes the legal consequences of the defendant’s state-
ment, who really says they had a discussion, not an argument. This misunderstanding
created by the interpreter makes the prosecutor, who thinks that the defendant argued
with the victim, ask if the defendant pushed the victim. The defendant starts his answer
with a sign of surprise or hesitation, since he does not understand what pushing some-
body has to do with discussing.

Prosecutor – ¿Discutió usted y Heba? ¿Discutieron?
[Back translation: Did you argue with Heba? Did you two argue? ]

Interpreter – If, if you and Heba had a discussion?
Defendant – Yes.
Interpreter – Sí. [Back translation: Yes]
Prosecutor – ¿Usted le propinó empujones, a ella?

[Back translation: Did you push her?]
Interpreter – Did you push her?
Defendant – Ehm…. no.
Interpreter – Que no. [Back translation: No]

Figure 2. Example of an inaccurate rendition of a general term with legal meaning observed in
the TIPp study

2.3 General language features used as legal strategy

Another problem faced by court interpreters is that sometimes counsels use “general”
language features, such as questions, as a strategy. In those cases, the interpreter needs
to realize and treat them as legal language, as thoroughly explained by Liu and Hale
(2018, 300). Failing to do so can be detrimental to the effectiveness of counsel’s ques-
tioning strategies and to the credibility of defendants, victims or witness’s testimonies,
thus potentially affecting the outcome of a case, as shown in the studies by Berk-Seligson
1990; Burn and Creeze 2020; Hale 2004 and Teng et al. 2018. In the words of Edwards
(1995, 64), “there is no such thing as an innocent question from an attorney, a detective
or an investigator”. In this sense, for instance, the World Health Organization affirms,
regarding gender violence, that most women who have suffered from this kind of vio-
lence are keen to reveal the details of the aggressions if asked in a direct way, instead of
a way that makes them feel judged (WHO 1998, 29). Therefore, if a counsel, a judge, or
a prosecutor is being careful in asking questions in a way that makes the victim feel safe
to explain what happened, it is of paramount importance that the interpreter creates the
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same effect in the target language, taking into account the possible cultural differences
that might change the perception of the user.

This does not only apply to whole questions, but sometimes to smaller features, such
as tag questions. For instance, Hale (2004, 44–59) explores the six types of tag questions
used in the courtroom in English and their pragmatic effects. Of the six types, only one
has a direct equivalent in Spanish, the invariant tag question (either positive or negative,
like “…, is that right?” or “…, isn’t that right?”). The other types, such as the constant
polarity tag (“…, did you?” or “…, didn’t you?”) need to be rendered using a pragmatic
equivalent that sometimes is not easy to find, so the interpreter needs to research before-
hand and include the pragmatic equivalents in the glossaries. The same thing happens
with other language combinations, such as English and Polish (see Wierzbicka 1991,
quoted in Hale 2004, 46).

Other authors who have explored the use of apparently non-legal language features
as legal or power strategies in the courtroom include Aldridge and Luchjenbroers 2007;
Angermeyer 2021; Berk-Seligson 1999; Chromá 2016; Conley et al. 1978; Fraser and
Freedgood 1999; Gibbons 2003; Hale 2001; Jacobsen 2004; Lee 2009 and 2010;
Matoesian 2005; Moeketsi 1998; O’Barr 1982; Rigney 1999 and Tiersma 1999.

2.4 Domain-specific knowledge

In order to be accurate when rendering legal terminology, it is necessary to have domain-
specific knowledge or legal knowledge, otherwise it is impossible to transfer the legal
intent of terms. This competence is reflected in the UK’s National Register of Public
Service Interpreters (NRPSI) Code of Professional Conduct, that establishes that “prac-
titioners shall ensure that they understand the relevant procedures of the professional
context in which they are working, including any special terminology” and that “prac-
titioners shall disclose any difficulties encountered with dialects or technical terms and,
if these cannot be satisfactorily remedied, withdraw from the commission of work”
(NRPSI 2016, 5). The competence is also included in ISO 20228 2019, where the list of
competences required mentions “full understanding and mastery of the legal systems
involved in the interpreted communicative event” and “ability to make quick linguistic
decisions regarding word choice or terminology and register selection” (ISO 20228 2019,
7).

However, observation of reality provides an important contrast with these regula-
tions and standards. The lack of this kind of knowledge is probably the cause for a large
number of the inaccurate renditions found in the literature as well as the in the TIPp
study, where many legal terms are omitted, simplified, or summarized. An example of
simplification found in the TIPp study is rendering “incurriría en un delito de quebran-
tamiento de condena” (“you would be committing a crime of breach of sentence”) as
“you would be committing another crime”. Another example of inaccurate rendition of
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legal terms due to lack of procedural terminology and domain-specific knowledge, also
observed in the TIPp study, can be seen in Figure 3. In the example, besides the omission
of the penalty, the interpreter renders “acknowledgement of the facts” as “acceptance of
the charges”.

Judge – Que si reconoce los hechos y acepta esta condena que hemos dicho con la
expulsión.
[Back translation: Do you acknowledge these facts and accept the penalty of
expulsion we have mentioned?]

Interpreter – And you accept the charges, and what they’re offering you, do you accept
that?

Figure 3. Example of an inaccurate rendition due to lack of procedural terminology and
domain-specific knowledge, observed in the TIPp study

All the difficulties mentioned in this first section are no excuse for not performing
well as court interpreters, they are just a reminder that court interpreters need to train
and research a great deal to overcome obstacles and be able to achieve a good level of
quality in their performances. The following section touches on what is meant by good
quality in court interpreting.

3. Standards for quality in court interpreting

In a previous research (Orozco-Jutorán 2019), court interpreting quality was opera-
tionalized into two indicators in a theoretical framework inspired by Wadensjö’s (1998)
dialogic discourse-based interaction paradigm. Wadensjö’s approach goes beyond the
monologic view (what she calls “talk as text”) and complements it with the dialogic
view (“talk as activity”), understanding interpreting not only as a translation task, but
also as mediation and coordination. In this way, she accounts for the double role of dia-
logue interpreters: relaying original utterances (renditions) and coordinating conversa-
tion (non-renditions).

This approach is actually very close to most official practice standards for court
interpreting in different countries, although they might use other names. For instance,
Mason (2018, 663) mentions “accuracy and protocol/demeanor” as the features of good
quality court interpreting set in the US by professional associations as the National Asso-
ciation of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators (NAJIT) and the entity that certifies
who may serve as an interpreter in the federal court system, the Administrative Office of
the United States Courts: “The standards of accuracy and protocol/demeanor are aimed
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at maintaining both the quality of the interpreter’s renditions and the discursive relation-
ship of the main actors in a courtroom proceeding” (Mason 2018, 664).

Fidelity (e.g. Mikkelson 2017), loyalty (e.g. Chen and Chen 2013) or accuracy (e.g.
Hale 2004), referring to the same concept with slight variations, are mentioned in all
models of court interpreting quality. The definitions and indicators chosen by scholars
to explain what is meant by accuracy, fidelity or loyalty include several aspects that are
important to bear in mind when interpreting legal terms.

For instance, Pöchhacker (2001, 413), after a thorough review of the literature on
models of quality in any kind of simultaneous interpreting, suggests four common cri-
teria to observe accuracy, which range from the lexico-semantic core – “accurate ren-
dition” and “adequate target language expression” – to the socio-pragmatic sphere of
interaction – “equivalent intended effect” and “successful communication”. Lee (2008,
169), referring specifically to court interpreting, adds that the level of accuracy may be
reflected in the extent to which deviations, such as omissions, additions and unjustifiable
changes or misinterpretations of the meaning and intention of the speaker, are observed
in interpreting performance. ISO 20228 2019 states that interpreters shall “accurately,
faithfully, and impartially interpret the substance of all statements without any additions,
omissions, or other misleading factors that could alter the intended meaning of the
speaker’s message” (ISO 20228 2019, 7).

Also regarding accuracy for court settings, Mikkelson (2017) talks of a fidelity con-
tinuum where a full rendition involves conveying every element of meaning of the
source message, without adding, omitting, editing, simplifying, or embellishing, that is,
maintaining the tone and register of the original message, even if it is inappropriate,
offensive, or unintelligible and maintaining also comments, pauses, hesitations.

As Liu, and Hale (2018) affirm, it is generally agreed by scholars (they quote
Benmaman 1997; Berk-Seligson 1990; De Jongh 1992; González et al. 2012; Laster and
Taylor 1994) that only verbatim (word for word) interpretation does not enable real
communication in court interpreting settings, something most necessary in a trial. They
affirm that accuracy should include the complete transfer of content, style and illocu-
tionary force used by the speaker: “quality interpreting in court should accurately relay
both the content of original utterances and the style of the speaker” (Liu and Hale 2018,
300). To back this idea, these authors quote the most recent Code of Ethics of the Aus-
tralian Institute of Interpreters and Translators (AUSIT 2012, 10), which establishes that
interpreters are required to preserve “the content and intent of the source message or text
without omission or distortion”. This means that, to be considered accurate, a rendition
requires “the complete transfer of the propositional content, as well as the illocutionary
force of the source language. In this way, the pragmatics of courtroom interaction may
be maintained” (Liu and Hale 2018, 300). To observe accuracy in court interpreting, they
suggest four main dimensions to be considered: propositional content, linguistic accu-
racy, illocutionary point (Austin 1975) and degree of strength (Searle and Vanderveken
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1985). They describe propositional content as the informational content of an utterance,
at the semantic level, while illocutionary point refers to the speaker’s communicative
intention. They give the following example of inaccuracy in illocutionary point:

Prosecutor: And you are telling us that no one in your family or your neighbourhood
told you about it, are you? ↗

Interpreter: 您的意思是您的家人. . .或者您的邻居没有一个人告诉你关于这件事
吗？[Back translation: Did you mean that. . . none of your family, or your

(Liu and Hale 2018, 309)neighbours, told you about it?]

Liu and Hale (2018, 309) explain that, in this example, the prosecutor uses sarcasm,
expressed in the form of a constant polarity tag question, to discredit the accused and
imply that it would be highly unlikely for him to not be aware of the fact that his
friend was a notorious drug dealer, “given that the news of his arrest was ‘all over
the newspapers’”. The authors suggest that a pragmatic translation could have been
achieved in this case “by employing additional linguistic devices, such as adding an
adverb难道 (emphatic adverb) which can imply the speaker’s disbelief and mockery of
the addressee” (Liu and Hale 2018, 309).

By degree of strength the authors mean “the strength with which the illocutionary
point is portrayed” (Hale 2004, 6) and give the following example:

Prosecutor: Well, didn’t Mr Valdez hire you? ↗
Interpreter: 是Vles…是Valdez先生雇的你吗? [Back translation: Was it Mr.

(Liu and Hale 2018, 310)Vles…Valdez who hired you?]

Here, the prosecutor used a negative yes-no question, which is different from the positive
yes-no question, is always conducive and often accompanied by an emotion of surprise
or disbelief (Quirk et al. 1985, 808). The authors point out that in the example the inter-
preter fails to show conduciveness and disbelief by using a neutral positive yes-no ques-
tion, mitigating in this way the degree of strength of the utterance (Liu and Hale 2018,
310). Finally, according to these authors, linguistic inaccuracy can be seen in aspects such
as grammar and pauses or hesitations.

Other scholars place more emphasis on the pragmatic aspect of accuracy (e.g.
Angermeyer 2009, 2021; Fraser and Freedgood 1999; Hale 1996; Jacobsen 2004, 2008).
An example of a pragmatic aspect in court interpreting accuracy is whether interpreters
translate another person’s speech in the first person (direct speech), or in the third per-
son (indirect or reported speech). This implies that they speak as the person whose
speech they are translating, or that they speak about him or her. Angermeyer (2009, 5)
affirms that these variants differ considerably in their implications for the interpreter’s
participant role in the interaction and his or her stance towards the user. He also states
that other participants may not always recognize the participant role of the interpreter
and at times may falsely attribute responsibility for translated talk to the interpreter, as in
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an example given by Wadensjö (1998, 239), where a rejected visa applicant perceived the
interpreter as the co-author of the translated message “we have decided not to give you
permission to stay in Sweden.”

Dhami et al. (2017) provide yet another model for accuracy in court interpreting
and highlight the manner of delivery, the force of the utterance, the register chosen
by the speakers and the discourse strategies used by law enforcement agents, including
rapport-building features, as accuracy elements. O’Barr (1982) emphasizes special lin-
guistic structures and legal terminology due to the effect they have on the interaction and
on evaluations of credibility. Figure 4 shows an example observed in the TIPp study of
an inaccurate rendition of all the features mentioned in the models of Dhami et al (2017)
and O’Barr (1982). The prosecutor says “arrest” and “crime of theft”, and the interpreter
lowers the register and uses colloquial language to translate these legal terms as “caught
by the police” and “taking something”, thus losing the legal force of the utterance.

Prosecutor – ¿Y, y usted fue detenida por este, por estos hechos?, ¿por un delito de hurto?
[Back translation: And, and you were arrested because of these facts? Because
of a crime of theft?]

Interpreter – Were you caught by the police because of this? Did police catch you because
of taking anything?

Figure 4. Example of inaccurate rendition observed in the TIPp study

With this inaccurate rendition, the interpreter changes the way in which the user,
who is the defendant, perceives the prosecutor. The prosecutor is not seen as a legal
expert who uses legal terms, as the original utterance suggests, but as someone who
speaks in a standard or even colloquial register, and this could have consequences in the
language used by the defendant to answer the prosecutor’s questions and in turn influ-
ence the perception the judge and the other counsels have of the defendant. As stated by
Angermeyer (2009, 3): “sociolinguistic studies of variation in the courtroom have shown
that individuals whose language variety or speech style differs from that of legal profes-
sionals are likely to be evaluated negatively by judges or jurors”.

Perhaps one of the widest descriptions of accuracy in court interpreting is the one by
Hale et al. (2019, 115). They mention accuracy of propositional content, accuracy of man-
ner of delivery (pragmatic force, register and style), accuracy of legal discourse and ter-
minology, including a specific use of question types, specific grammatical structures and
institutional standardized phrases, besides legal terms referring to specific acts, names of
illegal substances and terms relating to the criminal justice process. They give an exam-
ple of an inaccurate rendition with major omissions, change of style and inaccuracy of
illocutionary force (Hale et al. 2019, 118):
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Defendant: ‘¡Es que yo soy inocente! Yo no soy culpable, yo no tengo nada que ver con
drogas, yo . . . qué está eh eh yo necesito defenderme en la corte o algo así?
¿Necesito un abogado o alguna cosa así?’
[Back translation: But I’m innocent! I’m not guilty, I have nothing to do
with drugs, I d-, what is uh uh do I need to defend myself in court or some-
thing like that? I need a lawyer or something like that?]

Interpreter: ‘He’s asking if in court he has to defend or he d- he needs a solicitor too?’

They also give some examples of incorrect legal terminology renderings observed in
court. For example, the rendering into Spanish of the term “caution”, in the sentence
“before we commence, I must inform you of the caution”, as “precauciones” (precau-
tions), thus completely changing the legal meaning of the term (Hale et al. 2019, 118).

4. Training court interpreters to handle legal terminology

As many practitioners and scholars explain (e.g. González et al. 2012; Mikkelson 2010,
2017; Edwards 1995) court interpreters work with bilingual glossaries or terminological
records, with greater or lesser degrees of complexity and depth according to the char-
acteristics of the event in which they are going to perform. They study and memorize
such glossaries/records before the event, so as to enter the courtroom already prepared.
Therefore, when training court interpreters, learning how to create these glossaries is of
great importance. The pedagogical suggestions and materials in this section are based on
the training experience acquired for years on the master’s degree on legal translation and
court interpreting at the Autonomous University of Barcelona in the English-Spanish
language combination.

The resources that can be used to create these glossaries are both primary or direct
resources and secondary resources, which provide access to primary resources: mono-
lingual and bilingual specialized dictionaries and glossaries, both on paper and online,
thematic lexicons, terminology databases, corpora, legal texts, including civil and penal
codes, handbooks and textbooks on subjects such as forensic pathology, scientific arti-
cles, annual reports, legislation such as rules of criminal procedure, websites of interna-
tional organizations, national judicial institutions, professional associations, universities,
public libraries, and so on.

Among the existing bilingual lexicographical resources, there are some created espe-
cially for English-Spanish court interpreters, such as Benmaman et al. 1991; Mikkelson
2000 and Stromberg 2013. They cover specialized terms, some legal -basically criminal
and procedural- and some in a range of areas that are not legal per se but which are
very likely to appear in trials (traffic and automotive terms, drug-related terms, weapons
terms and medical terms). Edwards (1995, 53–62) also provides some helpful sources for
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terminology search and glossary building. However, they are all limited to one English
variety (American) and one Spanish variety (Mexican), so they could not be used in any
other context. This limitation of resources is also true for other language combinations,
in which there are even less bilingual resources available. Therefore, as Mikkelson (2017,
132) affirms: “Bilingual dictionaries (…) should be supplemented with more specialized
dictionaries and reference works, as well as non-traditional sources of information”. In
this sense, besides terminological databases and lexicographical sources, in the research
to build glossaries, other useful sources can be specialized websites and blogs by profes-
sional associations, scholars (e.g. Abril and del Pozo 2015, who provide a website includ-
ing terminology, legal background knowledge and recommendations for interpreters in
domestic violence cases) or experts (e.g. Jowers 2015, a thematic lexicon, and Jowers 2017,
a blog on legal terms).

4.1 Working with monolingual legal terminology

The phraseological continuum is specific to every language, system, and country, but,
in this case, also to every specific jurisdiction. Sometimes, in one country there is more
than one jurisdiction and there might be important differences in the legal language used
in courts in those different jurisdictions (for instance, between England and Scotland,
or amongst different states in the USA). Sometimes legal terms can also vary according
to the type of court inside one jurisdiction, depending on the rank of the court. “Pros-
ecutor” is a good example of the level of variability there can be in one single common
legal term. In English, the legal party responsible for presenting the case in a crimi-
nal trial against an individual accused of breaking the law has at least 15 denominations
depending on the jurisdiction: Crown prosecutor, prosecutor or prosecutor counsel in
Australia; Crown attorney or Crown counsel in Canada; procurators’ fiscal or advo-
cates depute in Scotland; district attorney, county attorney, city attorney, county pros-
ecutor, prosecuting attorney, state’s attorney, commonwealth’s attorney or even solicitor
(in South Carolina) in the US, depending on the rank of the court and the state; Crown
prosecutor, prosecutor or public prosecutor in England and Wales. The case with this
term in Spanish is very similar: the public prosecutor in a criminal trial can be called
Ministerio Fiscal, fiscal, Ministerio Público in Spain and Argentina, but s/he is called
procurador in Mexico or Colombia. This can be especially challenging if wrongly trans-
lated because a procurador in Spain has a very different meaning in this same court con-
text. As Jowers (2017) explains, in most legal proceedings in Spain it is mandatory that
a party be defended by an abogado (lawyer or attorney) and represented by a procu-
rador who serves as a liaison between the lawyer, the client and the court, filing pleadings
and other documents, receiving court orders, and generally checking up on the status
of the cases assigned to him/her. There is no equivalent in Anglo-American courts, and
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procurador has been mistranslated variously as “lawyer,” “attorney,” “barrister,” “solicitor,”
“legal representative,” and even “paralegal”.

Another example would be the translation of some terms relating to the phase of the
trial. According to González et al. (2012, 398), in civil law-countries, when the examining
magistrate or prosecutor who has conducted the preliminary investigation determines
that there is reason to do so -what would be called “probable cause” in common law-
countries- the first phase called “sumario” ends and the criminal court receives a file so
that the proper trial or “plenario” can start. However, while in Spain and many coun-
tries of Latin America the “sumario” includes all this first phase, in Mexico the same term
refers only to a part of it. In Mexico there are two “sumarios”: the pretrial investigation
and the procedures conducted by the examining magistrate.

Bestué (2019b, 163) gives another example, this time with common formulae used
in the criminal proceedings in Spain: during the hearing, when the public prosecutor
and the defence proceed to elevate the initial pleadings to final pleadings, it is common
practice for both the prosecution and the defence attorneys to propose that the initial
pleading be converted to a final pleading without elaborating on the content or their
arguments. If no modifications are proposed to the pleadings, the members of the judi-
ciary merely say “¿A definitivas?” (“Converted to final?”), and when a modification is
proposed, they simply mention the specific paragraphs they wish to modify without pro-
viding any kind of relevant contextual information. Consequently, anybody who has not
had access to the case records is totally excluded from the dialogic exchange and there-
fore cannot fully contextualize the interventions. This formula is not used in any other
Spanish-speaking country, therefore a definitivas would be not understood by any coun-
sel or judicial operator in Mexico or Argentina, for instance.

All these examples go to show that students need to start by recognizing, understand-
ing and being able to use all these terms, bundles and phrasemes monolingually, in the
language of the court of law where they will be acting as interpreters. To acquire this com-
petence, our pedagogical suggestion is to work with lists of terms in context, always with
examples of the ways they are used in complete sentences. Figure 5 shows an example of
a fragment of one such list proposed to familiarize the students with usual vocabulary
in courts of justice in Spain. The fragment shown in Figure 5 is adapted from a series of
monolingual lists of terms (in Spanish) grouped in lexical fields or thematic lexicons cre-
ated by Bestué (2021), from the oral corpus of the TIPp study. It compiles different ways
to refer to the people appearing in court in any capacity (judge, counsels, defendant, wit-
nesses, etc.). The first column displays the terms, and the second column displays differ-
ent contexts where the terms are used, taken from the corpus. In this way, the term can be
understood and studied together with the phrasemes and usual collocations.

Another aspect to be considered regarding the creation of glossaries or resources is
that the terminology changes for every different type of crime or offence. This means
that a different monolingual resource or list should be created for every type of offence,
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Términos Fraseología

Acusación particular
Acusación pública
Fundamentar la acusación

Comparece por la acusación particular la letrada señora Manuela
Fernández.
De conformidad con el escrito presentado por la acusación pública.

Acusado Comparece en calidad de acusado

Acusado en rebeldía El resto de acusados o bien ya han sido juzgados o bien están en rebeldía

Declarante El declarante se fue al baño.

Defendido/a Por tanto, tampoco la presencia de mi defendido era como para
considerar que pudiera estar cogiendo ningún objeto del interior.

Defensa ¿La defensa tiene alguna cuestión previa?
¿Desea añadir algo más en su defensa?

Denunciante El denunciante manifiesta.

Designa particular/ oficial ¿Es una designa particular o es la designa oficial del turno de oficio?

Encausado/a Para solicitar la libre absolución de la encausada.

Fiscal
Ministerio Fiscal

Está de acuerdo con los hechos que explica el fiscal.
¿Conclusiones del Ministerio Fiscal?
El ministerio fiscal interesa la suspensión de la pena.

Letrado/a
Letrado/a de la defensa
Letrado/a de la acusación
Letrado/a de oficio

¿Usted es el nuevo letrado?
¿Alguna pregunta por parte de la letrada?
¿El letrado del acusado dirá su nombre?
Se designó un letrado de oficio
¿Por parte del letrado de la defensa?
¿Por parte del letrado de la acusación?

Patrocinada/o Mi patrocinada, Amy Wilson.

Perjudicado/a 118 € a satisfacer conjunta y solidariamente en favor del perjudicado.

Principal No ha quedado acreditado que mi principal quisiera ofender el principio
de autoridad.

Señoría No hay más preguntas, señoría.
Con la venia, señoría, para adherirnos a lo manifestado.

Testigos:
Testigos directos
Testigos de referencia
Ley de Protección de Testigos

No dejan de ser unos meros testigos de referencia.
J.W y R.G, que fueron los testigos directos…
Que prevé la Ley de Protección de Testigos.
Comparecen únicamente los testigos policías.
No existen testigos directos.

Víctima Pide disculpas a la víctima y al estado español.
Prohibición de comunicarse con la víctima

Figure 5. Fragment of a monolingual list of terms and phraseology including different ways of
referring to people appearing in court in Spain (adapted from Bestué 2021)
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including at least the most frequent types that the students are likely to encounter in
courts.

4.2 Working with bilingual equivalents for legal terms

Once the monolingual work is completed, our pedagogical suggestion is to work on how
to render each of the terms and sentences of the lists created into the target language,
encouraging the students to create their own bilingual resources. This can be done in
two steps: research and practice in context.

4.2.1 Research

Step one is a phase of research, asking the students to consult the existing lexicographical
and terminological resources to come up with possible renderings for the terms included
in the monolingual lists created previously. For instance, the students can be asked to
prepare for an English-Spanish trial related to a drug dealing offence. Besides looking for
the usual procedural terminology, they could find a reliable and consistent multilingual
glossary on drug-related matters, such as Zarco et al. 1997. This resource would be very
useful, since it includes a wide range of terms in Spanish on different drug-related mat-
ters and their implications for the health and human behaviour, accompanied by their
equivalents in German, English and French. Main substances, natural or synthetic, capa-
ble of causing drug dependence, toxicity or abuse, their empirical formula, synonyms,
trade names, and lay or scientific denominations are covered. Terms related to the phys-
ical, mental and social consequences of drug misuse, the types of treatment and detoxifi-
cation programs are included as well. The sources for this glossary come from the funds
of the Library of the Scientific Information and Documentation Center (CINDOC),
which is part of the Spanish National Research Council, and the terminology database
of the EU (IATE), so they are solid and reliable. However, in this glossary, there are no
slang or colloquial terms that are very likely to appear during the trial, since witnesses
and sometimes defendants often use this kind of colloquial language when recalling what
they said or did regarding drug use or drug dealing. Therefore, the students still need
to consult other sources to complete the glossary for the drug-related trial assignment.
Once the students come up with suggested equivalents, they can be discussed in class.

An important point to bear in mind when looking for equivalents is to consider
which variety of language and jurisdiction it is advisable to render the terms into. For
example, when looking for equivalents from Spanish into English, it is important to
remember that the interpreters usually do not know the nationality of the user before-
hand. In fact, it is very possible that the user turns to be a defendant, a victim or a witness
coming from an African or Asian country, for whom English is the second or even third
language. Therefore, the recommendation in this case is to render the term into the most
general or “neutral” English possible, that is, not linked to a specific variety of English or
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a specific jurisdiction as far as possible (Chromá 2016). For instance, for the term fiscal,
mentioned previously, the best option would be the neutral prosecutor or, at most, public
prosecutor, avoiding all the other system-bound terms. We can see another example of
this recommendation with the rendering into English of the terms categorising offences
according to their seriousness. In Spain, these are classified as delitos (crimes or offences)
when they are more serious and thus involve more important penalties, and as delitos
leves (literally, light crimes or offences) when they are not as serious and thus involve
less important penalties. The recommendation here is to avoid using terms such as mis-
demeanor, infraction – originating from US jurisdictions – or summary offenses – origi-
nating from England and Wales – and, instead, using minor offence or minor crime for
delitos leves, making it explicit that the offences are not as serious. In the case of specific
types of offences, the same recommendation applies. For instance, the term petty theft or
minor theft would be the recommendation to render delito de hurto into English, instead
of using larceny, which is related to a specific jurisdiction.

Another thing to bear in mind when looking for the best equivalent is that, whenever
necessary, it is recommended to state explicitly the important information that might
otherwise be lost. This would be the case with the term sentencia firme, which, although
most dictionaries suggest translating in English as final judgement, we recommend trans-
lating as final, non-appealable judgment, according to Bestué’s (2019a, 143) suggestion.
As she thoroughly explains, when a plea bargain agreement has been reached, the Span-
ish judge pronounces an oral final judgment called sentencia in voce, that cannot be
appealed by the parties. The closest functional equivalent in English is final judgement,
but this term does not convey the meaning that the judgment cannot be appealed. By
combining the functional equivalent and a lexical expansion (non-appealable) the dis-
tinguishing element of the Spanish term is emphasized.

Therefore, a thorough terminological research that goes beyond bilingual dictionar-
ies when creating the bilingual glossaries is recommended.

4.2.2 Practice in context

Once the research phase has been completed and the equivalents for the terms have
been discussed in class, step two of the bilingual work is to ask students to study/
memorize the glossaries they have created and put them into practice in class exercises
such as role plays that include these terms, where students play the role of the inter-
preter. These exercises have proven to be most useful when students can be recorded,
their renderings commented on and assessed by the teacher and then they are asked
to interpret the same role-play a second time. The ideal situation is to have role plays
based on real trials, so that they reflect real scenarios, including all hesitations, gram-
mar mistakes, repetitions, illocutionary force and other features that the students will
encounter, as explained and exemplified by authors like Burn and Creeze 2020; Hale
and Gonzalez 2017; Hunt-Gómez 2019; Mikkelson 2013; Ortega 2015; Stern and Liu
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2019; Vigier Moreno 2020a; Wadensjö 2014. The role plays, of course, need to reflect the
reality of the linguistic, social and cultural context of the judicial system and jurisdiction
where the interpreter will be performing. An example of freely accessible, online peda-
gogical materials recommended for this kind of exercises are two videos based on the
problems faced by interpreters observed in the trials of the TIPp study. The videos were
filmed with actors and actresses and reproduce the real situations in a courtroom,3 but,
besides the scenes filmed with actors depicting parts of the trial, the videos also feature
the teachers, who comment on the situations seen in the acting parts and explain the
pitfalls and how they can be tackled.

5. Conclusion

Court interpreters face many difficulties, so to be competent and offer good quality court
interpreting is not an easy task, as has been commented and exemplified along this
chapter. In this context, dealing effectively with legal terminology is crucial to interpret
accurately and to keep the legal intent of the message. To do that, the need of creating
glossaries has been established and some suggestions have been given regarding how to
create them, starting with monolingual research and then adding the bilingual work to
provide equivalents in the target language.

Although we have tried to cover the most important points to give an overview
of court interpreting, focusing in dealing with legal terminology, there are obviously
many important matters that could not be covered in a single chapter. Court interpreting
is a field in need of practice improvement and has a great research potential as well.
More descriptive studies and specialized training programs would be very beneficial to
increase and ensure equal access to justice to all persons who are not proficient in the
language spoken in a court of law all around the world.
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Legal translator terminology training
Unravelling the mysteries

Catherine Way
University of Granada

The field of Terminology has come a long way since the 80s when Translation
Studies (TS) were occupied with the debates about the concept of “equivalence”
(Halverson 1997) and Terminology was introduced as an independent subject in
many translation degrees. Our trainees, then, enter their legal translation classes,
often in the later stages of training, with prior training in research, terminology and
IT skills, bringing the baggage acquired in earlier translation courses. Rather than
focussing on the “what?”, we propose an approach that is focussed on the “how and
why?” necessary to lay the foundations to acquire legal terminology competence,
with the tools to build towards expertise, needed to progress towards becoming
competent, expert legal translators.

Keywords: terminology training, deconstructing prior practices, innovative
activities, assessment

1. Introduction

As time has passed translator training has progressed considerably to include Translator
Competence (TC) models whilst trying to keep pace with constant technological inno-
vations. Prior training in translation classes for research, terminology and IT skills, more
often than not, has been geared towards general, scientific or technical translation where
the terms, concepts or objects are more often related by unequivocal relations. In legal
translation, however, the similarity between concepts (and hence terms) is frequently
only superficial. Legal terminology courses available today offer various approaches on
legal language and legalese, Comparative Law, legal professions and then various fields
of law (Family Law, Criminal Law, etc.). In this chapter we will describe an approach
that has been tested in the context of undergraduate and postgraduate, introductory
and advanced, legal translation courses (Spanish-English), with between approximately
120–180 students per year, at the University of Granada. The different activities proposed
have been gradually incorporated into the training since the mid-nineties, culminating
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in the latest version of the rubric presented. This approach attempts to dismantle some of
the trainees’ prior perceptions about terminology as purely word-for-word equivalents
and reconstruct the framework for an approach to terminology for legal translation pur-
poses or legal “translation-oriented terminology” (Thelen 2015, 352–357). Furthermore,
we contend that the scaffolded approach (Way 2014) to terminology training for legal
translation will cultivate their ability to identify and solve terminological problems by
encouraging them to become autonomous learners and by preparing them for lifelong
learning.

Terminology and conceptual incongruency between legal systems and cultures has,
without a shadow of a doubt, vexed legal translators since time immemorial. As Katan
(2011) reminds us, “[a]lthough translation has been practiced for millennia (Chesterman,
and Wagner 2002; Palumbo 2009, 1), and is possibly the “second oldest profession” (Baer
and Koby 2003, viii), “the academicization” (Baker 2011, xiv) of the practice only began
within living memory.” Prieto Ramos (2014a, 268–271) has described the evolution of
Legal Translation Studies (LTS) from its initial stage (from late 1970) when it began
to transition away from more traditional linguistic approaches towards more specific
issues for translators embodied in more complex explanatory models and frames, to
the catalytic stage (mid-1990s and the mid-2000s) where terminological equivalence
took the centre stage (Šarćevič 1997), in a shift towards more communicative and func-
tional approaches, leading to the current period of consolidation and expansion we are
enjoying today, concurrent with an explosion of technical tools and interdisciplinary
approaches.1 Whilst Bowker (2020, 262) reminds us that university programmes dedi-
cated solely to terminology are rare, terminology, as a vital tool, was rapidly welcomed
into translation programmes. It was during the late 1980s and early 1990s that the design
of new translator training programmes incorporated research, IT skills and terminol-
ogy training into their undergraduate programmes. As early as 1991 the University of
Granada held a two-day Colloquium on teaching terminology (Gallardo, and Sánchez
1992) where the content of the new terminology module was debated with Heribert Picht
(Arntz, and Picht 1995), Teresa Cabré (1998) and other leading figures in the field of ter-
minology who shared their ideas.2 As Thelen (2012, 360) indicates “[t]oday, the teaching
of terminology and practical terminology work are a constituent component of virtually
every course of studies in the translation, interpreting or technical writing sectors”, which
is reiterated by Bowker (2020, 262).

It soon became apparent, however, that Terminology, taught as an academic disci-
pline, was not necessarily complying with the needs of translator trainees as the divide

1. For an excellent overview of current research trends see Biel et al. (2019).
2. Coloquio Iberoamericano sobre Enseñanza de la Terminología [Iberoamerican Conference on
Teaching Terminology], EUTI – School of Translating and Interpreting, University of Granada. 24–26
June, 1991.
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between “terminology proper” and “terminology for translators” unfolded, as we shall
see below. Furthermore, the tendency to train translator trainees in mainly scientific and
technical terminology, which has traditionally been conceived as providing clear cut,
unequivocal relations for concepts and terms, has marginalized legal terminology.

The International Elecrotechnical Commission, in their discussion of the role of ter-
minology in scientific and technical communication,3 reiterate the fact that “While one
might hope that terms, concepts, and objects are related by unequivocal relations, this
is generally, and unfortunately, not the case.” Furthermore, ISO 1087 (2019, 6) in its pro-
vision of basic vocabulary for the theory and application of terminology work defines
terminology as a “representation of a concept by an expression that describes it and dif-
ferentiates it from related concepts” and considers concepts to be “units of knowledge”.
It is vital then, as suggested by Hempel (1966, 275), to learn “to distinguish between con-
cepts […] and the corresponding terms , the verbal or symbolic expressions that stand
for those concepts”, and to understand that terminology is not necessarily limited to
lone words. We cannot forget either that, as suggested by Goźdź-Roszkowski, and Pon-
trandolfo (2017, 3–4), “[l]egal phraseology also plays a pivotal role in legal translation”;
in fact, they consider it to be one of the most problematic challenges for legal trans-
lators as “legal translation is not only a question of terminology” (Goźdź-Roszkowski,
and Pontrandolfo 2017, 4). They also remind us that “[t]here is a strand of research
which focuses on multi-word terms and collocations where at least one lexeme is a term”
(Goźdź-Roszkowski, and Pontrandolfo 2017, 3). Kjær (2007, 509–510) provides exam-
ples in German of six sub-groups of phrasemes (English examples given here): (1) Multi-
word-terms (mainly Adjective + Noun in stable combinations) for example true threat,
(2) Latin multi-word-terms, for example ex parte, (3) Collocations (Noun + Verb) con-
clude a contract, (4) What Kjær calls Funktionsverbgefüge or a semantically significant
noun and a semantically empty verb in German, which in English would be a seman-
tically empty verb and a semantically significant noun such as give consideration to, (5)
Binomials, or English doublets and triplets, such as null and void or liens and encum-
brances and (6) Phrasemes using archaic words such as per diem.

Similar attention has been paid to this wider terminological focus necessary in trans-
lation by Faber and Reimerink (2019, 20) who explore the analysis of terminological
meaning in legal texts by using Frame-Based Terminology (FBT) (see Engberg in this
volume). These authors consider that “at the heart of many legal frames and documents,
we find events and actions in the real world. These are related to the general lexical
domains of General action, Perception, Change, Possession and sometimes even Feeling”.

As a result, they affirm that:

3. https://www.iec.ch/standardsdev/resources/terminology/.
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This signifies that verbs in legal texts are the real terms because they are at the center of
legal meaning. In specialized language, this may sound strange because general language
verbs are rarely regarded as terms, much less legal terms, and thus are not included in
specialized knowledge resources. Nevertheless, they are crucial because their meaning as
well as their argument structure relates legal concepts.

(Faber and Reimerink 2019, 20–21)

Arturo (2020a) discusses the difference between true terms of art and hybrid terms in
legal texts, where she considers the latter to be more problematic. She describes terms
of art as having something that makes them unique and different from other legal terms
which also have precise, specialized meaning. Their specialized meaning, however, is
jurisdiction-dependent and their precision does not depend on a specific context (See
example below). On the other hand, she suggests that other terms pose problems for
translators for quite the opposite reason. They may have legal equivalents in the tar-
get language and target jurisdiction, however their meaning in the source language and
source jurisdiction will depend heavily on their context. She proves her point by provid-
ing 61 possible translations for “claim” from English to Spanish (Arturo 2020b), which
she considers a hybrid term. In this regard, it has a precise, specific meaning, just as
terms of art do. However, it is only precise in a specific context, which means that
it is heavily nuanced. Arturo underlines the chameleonic nature of hybrid terms and
“how nuanced legal terminology can be”, hoping “to create awareness about the extent
to which contect matters in our field” (2020b:2). (e.g. claim to citizenship – derecho a
la nacionalidad/claim for compensation-demanda/acción por daños y perjuicios). These
hybrid terms pose enormous difficulties for trainees who, in initial stages of learning,
tend to search for solutions word by word. Trainees often have difficulties in identifying
multi-word terms or hybrid terms. We will return to all these matters when we discuss
deconstructing trainees’ prior knowledge of terminology.

Evidently, legal terminology is riddled with differences in conceptual content,
requiring legal translators to achieve a quasi-expert understanding of the law and excel-
lent research skills to overcome the terminological problems they face. What then do
trainees consider to be terminological tasks in the texts they are asked to translate and
which problems do they encounter?

2. Situating legal terminology in translator training

As mentioned earlier, it was in the early 1990s that translator training programmes incor-
porated instrumental, information mining competences and research skills through IT,
research and terminology training. These subjects or modules often appear separately in
early stages of training or are incorporated into translation modules. When taught and
designed by specialists from these fields the training is, in our experience, often tailored
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towards the traditional design of each of these fields and not necessarily adapted to the
needs of translator trainees.

Thelen deftly describes this dichotomy as “Theory-oriented Terminology” which he
suggested as “the natural counterpart” of the term “Translation-oriented Terminology”
or “Ad-hoc Terminology” (Thelen 2012, 132). He distinguishes, then, between […] the
type of terminology work done by terminologists who are essentially concerned with the
relation between terms and concepts, concept formation, term formation and standard-
isation” (Thelen 2012, 132) and

[t]he kind of terminology work done by translators, either monolingually (in order to
analyse the meaning of a term in the source language and/or the meaning of an equiva-
lent term in the target language) or bilingually or multilingually (in order to compare the
results of the monolingual analyses to see if there is equivalence between them), but
always with a view to translation, where effectiveness and efficiency of the translation

(Thelen 2012, 132)process and speed are most important.

Whilst translators may use Theory-oriented Terminology during the translation process
to solve their terminological problems, their main objectives are to provide a quality
translation and, possibly, keep a register of the terminology found (with definitions
and contexts) for future use. Indisputably, applying Theory-oriented Terminology in
Translation-oriented Terminology will be conducive to improving the quality and con-
sistency of translation. As Bowker (2020, 264) indicates, “[t]he improved consistency
that results from properly managing terminology is a key benefit because it increases the
quality of the final translation”. Furthermore, Strandvik (2016) reminds us that terminol-
ogy is “the only error category present in all systems for translation quality assessment”
and therefore a critical component in the legal translation process and, consequently, in
assessing translator trainees. Prieto Ramos (2020c, 310) also reminds us that “[l]ikewise,
the connection between legal source mining skills and legal translation quality is worth
exploring:” One of our objectives in training is to impress this idea on trainees by helping
them to interiorize good practices (including research and comparative analysis skills)
for terminology management.

Bowker (2020, 261–283) offers an excellent overview of terminology management
highlighting the work of terminologists in collecting, processing, describing and present-
ing terminology in accessible systems. She also reminds us that translators often work
in an ad hoc fashion when they must find a rapid solution to their terminological prob-
lems. Trainers must be aware that translator trainees may work in many different profes-
sional fields, becoming terminologists, translators, technical writers and more. For those
who pursue a career in institutional translation, the use of institutional term bases will
be a part of their daily working life. We cannot forget, however, that a large propor-
tion of our graduates will pursue careers as freelancers or in language service provision
agencies which, depending on their size, may or may not provide terminological data
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bases. Whilst considerable attention has been paid to institutional terminology by sev-
eral authors (Biel 2008; Engberg 2013; Prieto Ramos 2014b, 2020a, 2020b), legal trans-
lation beyond institutional contexts, or what Scott (2018) refers to as outstitutional legal
translation, has received less attention despite the fact that it represents a considerable
amount of legal translation practice. Pym et al. (2012, 88) calculated that approximately
75% of translators in their survey of certified translators in the EU worked as freelancers,
and the growing externalization of translations in institutions could increase this figure
even more.

Bowker (2020, 264) reminds us that terminology is an inevitable part of the transla-
tion process, where translators spend considerable time researching, selecting and decid-
ing upon the most adequate solution for terms in each of their briefs. She describes an
interesting Canadian study (Champagne 2004, 30) which finds that experienced trans-
lators spend 20%-25% of their time on terminology tasks, whilst the figures for novice
translators vary from 40% to 60%. This is worrying if, as Biel (2008, 22) reminds us,
“[m]ost translators work to tight deadlines under substantial time pressure and in real-
ity have little time to carry out in-depth comparative-law analyses. It is vital for them to
retrieve accurate equivalents as quickly as possible”. If this is the case, as I believe, it is
evident that translator trainees will need to intertwine their instrumental and other com-
petences to complete their translation tasks successfully to become efficient translators.
The challenge is far beyond simply improving their search skills and ability to use termi-
nological databases. As suggested by the EMT Competence Framework (2017, 8), the ter-
minological problems encountered by trainees are enmeshed in and dependent on their
ability to: “Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information sources with regard to
translation needs” and “Acquire, develop and use thematic and domain-specific knowl-
edge relevant to translation needs (mastering systems of concepts, methods of reasoning,
presentation standards, terminology and phraseology, specialised sources etc.).”

Without a framework of criteria to make reasoned choices between the variety of
terms they may find, trainees are condemned to constant uncertainty in their decision-
making (Way 2014) and hence to depleted self-efficacy beliefs (Haro-Soler 2018) in their
ability to complete a given task. If trainees are expected to identify terms in context, dis-
ambiguate them, and select equivalent terms in the source and target languages and legal
systems (Thelen 2012), they will rely heavily on their communicative, research, thematic
and cultural competences to do so. The methodology used in comparative law (Soriano-
Barabino 2016) is also a vital tool in their training.

The panorama for legal terminology translator trainers is, then, complex and diverse.
One of the most challenging conundrums for them is accommodating the terminology
theory often taught in terminology modules to the needs of the legal translator. A relevant
objective is to guide trainees to the discovery of how terminology can best serve legal
translators, whilst emphasising the importance of the how, the where, and the why of
the implementation of good practices. In the following sections we will suggest tools to
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address the challenges described above both through activities and deliberate practice
(Ericsson et al. 1993) which have been implemented successfully at the University of
Granada over the last 33 years. We will highlight the importance of beginning by raising
the trainees’ awareness of the ubiquity of the law and their understanding of legal lan-
guage and how it is used in different contexts and for different receivers. We will also high-
light the usefulness of dismantling trainees’ perceptions on the univocity of terminology,
especially in legal terminology, by reconstructing a framework for comparative concep-
tual analysis (Klabal 2021; Soriano-Barabino 2016, 15–17). We will describe how we can
facilitate the steps necessary for achieving expertise and interiorising terminology man-
agement through deliberate practice.

3. Back to basics

The translator education or translator training dichotomy has been discussed in the lit-
erature (Way 2020, 180–181), as academia is often torn between the higher education
requirements of educating students to be complete citizens and the industry’s demands
for highly trained specialized translators. Whilst controversial for some, we must agree
with Mossop’s affirmation that students need to be grounded in the basics of TC which
will provide them with the skills and criteria to quickly learn, as novice translators, the
further skills they may need. Mossop’s view (2003, 20) that “If you can’t translate with
pencil and paper, then you can’t translate with the latest information technology” often
comes to mind when students try to use the latest databases or tools at their disposal,
but constantly comment that they could not decide between possible choices of informa-
tion or terms as they are unsure of which is the most adequate solution. This uncertainty
in their decision-making is due to the lack of a framework grounded on sound ability
in each of the TC subcompetences which provides them with the positive self-efficacy
beliefs that will facilitate their successful completion of tasks (Way 2016).

Stimulating the interaction between all the students’ TC subcompetences to develop
their ability to identify and solve legal translation problems in the authentic, project-
based, learner-centred, collaborative translation class as autonomous, lifelong learners
is a formidable challenge. Approaches based on critical discourse analysis (Way 2014,
2016), complexity theory, decision making, and problem-solving (Prieto Ramos 2014b;
Way 2014) have suggested solutions to these challenges. The overarching approach and
the context for the following sections are designed to encourage trainees to integrate all
their competences into their legal translator training, through a critical discourse analy-
sis approach (Way 2003, 2005, 2012) in conjunction with a decision-making approach
(Way 2014). This joint approach is grounded in a student-centered (Kiraly 1995, 2000),
project management – based methodology that monitors each trainee’s individual trans-
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lator competence development (Way 2008, 2009, 2017, 2021) whilst promoting self-
regulated learning (Way 2019a).

4. Legal terminology translator training

Translator trainees at undergraduate and postgraduate levels, are, by and large, young
and therefore have little vital experience. They have not had time to marry, divorce, have
a mortgage or be involved in court processes. Legal translation classes will often seem
alien to their personal experiences which impedes significant learning (Way 2019b) as we
filter the information we receive according to its relevance to our lives. They are also dig-
ital natives immersed in the visual era of cinema, TV series, and videogames. Motivating
them (Way 2019a) to become inspired by legal translation and terminology is not always
easy. We can, however, design activities to arouse their interest and immerse them grad-
ually into the intricacies involved in the tasks they will face. An overarching principle is
that trainees understand that each legal professional group has its own characteristics,
language and culture.

Trainees also need to understand that these legal professional groups each have their
own cultural and experiential frameworks which influence their comprehension of not
only their own legal system, but also other legal systems and terminology. As they are all
familiar with the idea of avatars, we suggest that they imagine that they need an avatar for
each of the legal professional groups. In each particular case, trainees will have to learn
about each legal professional group’s practices, culture, language and shared knowledge,
which are forged by their own history and which influence the way in which citizens
perceive their sociocultural framework and the workings or the world which surrounds
them. This, apparently, seems to be easy for them to assimilate as long as they are moti-
vated, which is key to their success in understanding how the law permeates all levels of
society.

The activities and deliberate practices outlined below have not only been tried and
tested in the Spanish-English language combination at the University of Granada, but
also in others (Klabal 2021) and can be used in the classroom or as extracurricular activ-
ities adapted to other languages, legal systems and cultures.

4.1 The activities-based approach

4.1.1 Awareness of the ubiquitous nature of the Law, legal language and legal
terminology

Raising trainees’ awareness about the ubiquitous nature of law can be achieved by either
presenting them with, or asking them (in groups) to find, examples of songs, literature
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films, television series or video/online games which touch upon legal matters. In our
approach, in introductory legal translation courses the materials are initially provided. In
more advanced courses the trainees can be asked to search for the materials themselves.
Most of them are usually familiar with at least some of these genres.

Songs
Trainees are often surprised to discover that legal language can be found in music. These
songs can be used to analyse and discuss the appropriate or inappropriate use of legal ter-
minology or phraseology (El abogado – The lawyer by Martin Tremolada or a relatively
recent song by the Spanish singer Melendi titled El informe del forense4 – The forensic
report). Whilst the first example uses legal terminology correctly, the second certainly
does not. In more advanced classes, the importance of legal and administrative language
and terminology can be analysed in Joan Manuel Serrat’s song A quien corresponda5 –
To whom it may concern, which simulates the typical macrostructure and legal/adminis-
trative language and terminology of a form commonly used in Spain for a variety of legal
procedures. Once discussed in Spanish we can progress to songs in English, as found in
the Top Ten Law Song List6

The lively debates which ensue can also be extended to legal matters in the press and
the fact that journalists also misuse legal terminology frequently. Detecting the legal ter-
minology, including recognising multi-word terms or hybrid terms (Arturo 2021; Kjær
2007), and the first guided searches will initiate their contact with dealing with legal ter-
minology and help them to understand the differences with scientific or technical termi-
nology.

Literature
As an introductory exercise the famous poem T’was the Night before Christmas7 is used
in conjunction with a lawyer’s version of the poem8 to demonstrate how the law reflects

4. Melendi’s song El informe del forense was included in his debut album Sin noticias de Holanda in
2003: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oog9-7iyIE0.
5. A quien corresponda is found in Joan Manuel Serrat’s 1981 album En tránsito: https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=oFF_NAIw69g. Lyrics: https://www.google.com/search?q=serrat+a+quien+corres
ponda+letra&sxsrf=ALeKk03gkeKt2l6OsO8AMwmMusjhwGRdHg%3A1621243185199&ei=MTWiYO
DZC6HB8gLI55jwDQ&oq=Serrat+a+quien+corresponds&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYAjIKCCMQ
sAIQsAMQJzIKCCMQsAIQsAMQJzIHCAAQsAMQDTILCAAQsAMQDRAFEB4yCwgAELADEA
0QBRAeUABYAGDlMWgCcAB4AIABlgKIAZYCkgEDMi0xmAEAqgEHZ3dzLXdpesgBBcABAQ
&sclient=gws-wiz.
6. The top ten law song list: http://www.slaw.ca/2008/06/24/top-ten-law-song-list/
7. This poem has been attributed to both Clement Clarke Moore and Henry Livingston Jr., although it
was first published in 1823 in the Troy Sentinel newspaper in upstate New York.
8. Both versions are available at: https://abovethelaw.com/2020/12/night-before-christmas-2020-legal
-edition/.
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https://www.google.com/search?q=serrat+a+quien+corresponda+letra&sxsrf=ALeKk03gkeKt2l6OsO8AMwmMusjhwGRdHg%3A1621243185199&ei=MTWiYODZC6HB8gLI55jwDQ&oq=Serrat+a+quien+corresponds&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAEYAjIKCCMQsAIQsAMQJzIKCCMQsAIQsAMQJzIHCAAQsAMQDTILCAAQsAMQDRAFEB4yCwgAELADEA0QBRAeUABYAGDlMWgCcAB4AIABlgKIAZYCkgEDMi0xmAEAqgEHZ3dzLXdpesgBBcABAQ&sclient=gws-wiz
http://www.slaw.ca/2008/06/24/top-ten-law-song-list/
https://abovethelaw.com/2020/12/night-before-christmas-2020-legal-edition/
https://abovethelaw.com/2020/12/night-before-christmas-2020-legal-edition/


social realities in a more complex way. This legal version is believed to be anonymous
according to The Wall Street Journal.9 The opening few lines exemplify this:

Whereas, on or about the night prior to Christmas, there did occur at a certain
improved piece of real property (hereinafter “the House”) a general lack of stirring
by all creatures therein, including, but not limited to a mouse.

The poem and its alternative version offer a whole range of terminological gems to be
analysed and discussed, including the possibility of the use of plain language in legal
texts.

Literature offers us a boundless choice of plays and novels with legal terminology
from the classic The Merchant of Venice by Shakespeare to much more recent examples of
fiction such as El Bufete /The Law Firm by Borja Martínez–Echevarría (2012) or several
novels by Vicente Garrido such as his 2012 work Crímenes Exquisitos/Exquisite Crimes.
If English is one of the trainees’ languages the vast range of bestselling authors, whose
work has probably been translated into their mother tongue, offers us the opportunity to
compare the translated version with the original work. This allows us to introduce the
criteria for selection of the most appropriate term considering the translation brief, the
target culture and the target reader.

An excellent exercise is to ask then to extract terms concerning the legal professions,
the courts, or specific legal concepts from, for example: The Runaway Jury, The Pelican
Brief, The Litigators and The Summons by John Grisham or The Lincoln Lawyer and The
Reversal by Michael Connolly and then to consider their use in other translation briefs
or contexts.

Cinema and television
Trainees are quite likely to be aware of films and television series where the law is easily
found. We can use subtitled and dubbed versions (in our case in English and Spanish)
and, for example, discuss ‘custody’ in the context of the United States in the film Kramer
vs. Kramer. The differences between the adversarial and the inquisitorial system will pro-
voke interesting debates on the use of language and terminology in classic films such as
To Kill a Mockingbird from 1962,10 or in more recent films such as Erin Brokovitch or The

‘Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the house
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;
The stockings were hung by the chimney with care,
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there;

9. Wall Street Journal: https://www.wsj.com/articles/BL-LB-50194
10. Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-x6njs-cGUE.
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Lincoln Lawyer.11 We can use excerpts from the original films and their translated ver-
sions to discuss the terminological elements which are of most interest.12

Many countries have their own legal television series. Spain, for example, has Turno
de Oficio, Anillos de Oro or Al Filo de la Ley, and series in English abound (Ally McBeal,
L.A. Law or Silk by the BBC). These series are especially valuable as materials to discuss
procedural terminology and the legal professions. The series even offer us research mate-
rial, as shown by Robson et al. (2014) in their chapter The Impact of Film and Television
on Perceptions of Law and Justice: Towards a Realisable Methodology, which describes
the effect of the series CSI on jurors’ expectations of expert witnesses’ testimony in the
United States.

Videogames
Many trainees are videogame fans and may already be familiar with games such as
Ace Attorney Investigations or Sherlock Holmes: Crímenes y Castigos/Sherlock Holmes:
Crimes and Punishments. These can be used to stimulate their interest for comparing
legal systems whilst furthering their grasp of legal concepts and terminology in different
contexts and for different audiences.

Art
Many aspects of everyday life and the Law have been reflected in art over the centuries.
Arousing their curiosity about how the Law is reflected visually, we can appeal to their
creativity and link two different aspects of their lives (their translation studies and their
vital experience) which may have been compartmentalized previously. The excellent
volume edited by Wagner and Sherwin (2014) presents a wide range of possibilities to
broaden their horizons (iconography/photography/paintings) and is especially appeal-
ing to trainees who wish to combine audiovisual translation, audiodescription (in art
museums for example) and legal translation.

Obviously, we need not use all these different possibilities, but we could select only
some of them or allow trainees to work in groups on different activities depending on
their personal interests, thereby exploiting their personal motivation.

4.1.2 Deconstructing prior knowledge

The improbability of unequivocal relations between concepts in legal translation has
led to considerable discussion in Legal Translation studies (LTS). Orozco-Jutorán and
Sánchez-Gijón (2011, 25) identified four problem areas for legal translation trainees:

11. See: Top 5 courtroom dramas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXwgDAqwO_s; Ten top
movie lawyers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-QkZ4LXRHE o Top ten courtroom movies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rfcTMXwepE.
12. See http://www.esquire.com/entertainment/movies/news/a48135/best-courtroom-movie-tv-scenes/.
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1. Lack of knowledge of the terminology, register, collocations, or units of specialized
meaning (USMs) used in the source text (ST) or that should be used in the target
text if target text readers’ expectations are to be met.

2. Lack of knowledge of the characteristics of legal documents (both source and target
texts). For example, the branch of law to which the document pertains (Tort law, case
law, etc.); the genre of the text (macrostructure, format); and the function of the text
(both legal and communicative).

3. Lack of knowledge concerning the agents involved in the translation setting. For
example, specific individuals or entities that feature or are likely to feature in the
legal context of the text in question, such as courts, officials, lawyers, second or third
parties, statute law that might apply, etc.

4. Lack of knowledge of the possible legal consequences arising out of the target text
translation.

The authors highlighted the complexity of legal terminology training. Prior to the imple-
mentation of our approach, we had used Šarćevič’s (1997, 236–237) description of near
equivalence, partial equivalence and non-equivalence of legal concepts and terms when
introducing legal terminology. The challenge remained, however, in overcoming the
many cases when equivalents are simply not readily available.

Klabal (2021, 55–56) suggests the use of a tool used by comparative lawyers, com-
parative conceptual analysis (CCA), in order to help trainees to establish the degree
of equivalence between the Source Language (SL) and Target Language (TL) concepts
when they exist or when an equivalent cannot be found in the TL, it can also be used to
analyse the SL concept before proposing a possible descriptive equivalent. Klabal (2021)
argues that the use of CCA will provide results similar to those suggested by Šarćevič
(1997, 236–237): the legal concept under study can be found in both legal systems; the
legal concept can be found in one system but only partially in the other; the legal concept
can be found in one system but not in the other. Trainees often present an overreliance
on dictionaries, glossaries and databases from their prior terminological training. As a
result, they are often devoid of strategies to tackle cases of partial or non-equivalence.

Additionally, their overreliance on general language dictionaries or glossaries means
that for them marriage (EN), matrimonio (ES) or mariage (FR) will initially be consid-
ered totally equivalent concepts. To deconstruct this belief, they can be asked to find the
conceptual content for each of these terms, not only in the three languages, but also in
different systems using these languages. This will require researching marriage require-
ments, minimum age, heterosexual or same-sex marriage, legal effects of marriage, agents
involved in the process, and the documents produced as a result. They will be surprised
to find that even within the same country (e.g. England and Wales vs. Scotland or differ-
ent US states) marriage may have considerable conceptual differences. The same exercise
can be applied to divorce, adoption, or other such basic concepts.
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Once we have shaken the foundations of their terminological beliefs we can begin
to reconstruct their mindset by discussing the historical and cultural foundations which
have shaped legal and administrative systems in their working languages.

4.2 Suggested exercises

4.2.1 Comparing law degrees

Trainees are invited to find the curricula for law degrees in, for example, Spain and
the United Kingdom individually or in groups and to discuss their findings. They will
quickly see considerable differences, which are the consequence of the different legal sys-
tems. Spain offers a general law degree structuring its core modules around the codes
generally found in Roman law traditions. The UK offers two different possibilities: gen-
eral law degrees and a wide variety of combined law degrees (with greater specializa-
tion at an earlier stage, e.g. Law and sport/Law and animals/Cinema, etc.) in England
and Wales and a very different picture for Scotland, which is more akin to the Spanish
model, i.e. based mainly on Scots law, derived from Roman law, although common law
courses may also be found. Depending on the course level (introductory or advanced),
besides introducing discussions about Scotland’s historical links to France and Roman
law we can go further afield by introducing California and its Spanish influence, Canada
or South Africa to discuss hybrid, bilingual and bilegal systems and how their legal ter-
minology has evolved.

4.2.2 Legal systems and translated sources

Students can be invited to search for information on the legal or judicial systems and
legal professions for the countries and languages between which they will be translating
on the EU’s European e-justice portal.13 Besides acquiring knowledge about the topics in
two or more languages, the appropriateness of the translated terminology may also be
discussed, considering the strategies applied and their pertinence for the target readers.
An example from the European e-justice portal would be the reference to magistrates’
courts in England and Wales, which appears as órganos jurisdiccionales de los magistra-
dos in Spanish. In Spain, magistrados are senior judges and not the lay judges we find
in the magistrates’ courts. Moreover, this can stimulate a debate about the reliability of
institutional translated web sites and help us to establish reliability criteria for sources.

13. https://e-justice.europa.eu/home.do?action=home.
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5. A scaffolded decision-making approach to legal terminology training

As described in Way (2014), scaffolding the difficulty of the legal terminology tackled in
a course is crucial. Once we have motivated and reset the students’ mindsets it is easier
to commence with a field which will be of some relevance to them. Easing trainees into
legal translation gently is important if we do not wish to face them with an insurmount-
able task. We have found that Family Law is one of the best choices as many of the
concepts and terms are at least vaguely familiar and, to some extent, part of their vital
experience. Initial term comparisons as suggested above, on marriage, divorce or sepa-
ration, for example, provide a solid basis from which to start.

Once we have laid the foundations described in the activities above, it is time to turn
to translation proper and to integrate the development of terminological competence
into the overarching task of developing translator competence.

5.1 The deliberate practice approach

Translation courses have long included the translation task at their core as a repetitive
activity (Pym 2011). The effectivity of such a task, however, is dependent on the course
being designed effectively (Way 2014) and implemented within an authentic, project-
based, learner-centred, collaborative translation classroom where trainees learn to plan,
monitor, evaluate, and recognize their successful and failed processes by recognising task
variables and monitoring their behaviour through self-reflection on their tasks and their
outcomes, thereby leading to self-regulated learning. Task repetition alone, however, will
not suffice. If deliberate practice, as Shreve (2006, 27–28) suggests, is “engagement in
regular activities that are specially designed to improve performance” which can lead to
expertise, then, we must comply with a series of conditions of deliberate practice for it to
be effective:

1. There is a well-defined task
2. The task is of appropriate difficulty for the individual
3. There is informative feedback, and
4. There are opportunities for repetition and the correction of errors (Ericsson 1996).

Systematization of project management (Way 2009), which breaks down the translation
process into steps through role play and the rotation of roles (Project Manager,
Researcher, Terminologist, Translator, Reviser, Editor), for a well-defined translation
brief within a scaffolded course can facilitate the efficacy of deliberate practice. In a col-
laborative, student-centred classroom, task time control to monitor increasing efficiency,
explicitation and discussion of difficulties and solutions, and follow-up and effective
problem-solving strategies will allow trainees to identify the problems faced in each role.
This also encourages them to analyse and classify each problem in order to determine
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the skills or tools necessary to solve the problem. This also allows alternative solutions
to be discussed, when justifying their choice of solution, and, eventually, to evaluate the
proposed solutions in conjunction with the rest of the class. Haro-Soler (2019) finds that
this system, when implemented correctly, increases trainees’ self-efficacy beliefs consid-
erably, particularly when taking decisions and justifying their decision-making. It also
allows individual monitoring of translator competence development and more effective
feedback (Way 2019a).

5.1.1 Applying deliberate practice to terminology

Trainees can be asked to present their terminological research in various formats. In
early stages of training it is vital that they learn firstly how to select terms (which they
often initially confuse with single words), how to select pertinent specialized definitions
from reliable sources and how to choose pertinent contexts in both languages for each
translation brief. Justifying these decisions in class presentations allows them to verbal-
ize, and thus reflect on and, as a consequence, interiorize good practices through the sys-
tematization of registering terms.

Problems which frequently arise in class discussions are how to refine their search
skills to a specific language variety (of English for example) and to a specific legal system
with simple tips such as the use of site:.uk or site:.california to be more time efficient.

After the awareness raising activities described above, the next major hurdle is the
reliability of sources. Again, simply asking them if they have used primary or secondary
sources, whether they have verified the date of the information (as legal terms and con-
cepts may vary over time), who is the author/publisher of the information (some sources
are more reliable than others or offer more information, such as contexts), the genre and
register of the source (appropriate for the translation brief ?) or whether it is a translated
source.

These practices will facilitate systematization of search strategies and terminological
consistency. In line with Thelen’s recommendations (2015, 372), by starting from a def-
inition, comparing definitions in both languages and then, verifying the term in the
appropriate domain and genre specific context, trainees will improve both their ability
to recognize terms as such and become aware of general language and domain-specific
language differences. Applying a systematized terminological recording method to find
appropriate translation solutions will also encourage trainees to build reliable termi-
nological resources for different legal and administrative processes and briefs, thereby
increasing their efficiency as translators.

Once these basic tenets have been assimilated, awareness of the complexity of legal
terminology use in different translation genres and briefs for different readers with dif-
ferent registers may be highlighted by proposing the translation of a single text (for
example a guide to marriage and women’s rights) commissioned with two very different
briefs. On the one hand, a translation for the Spanish Ministry of Social Affairs for non-
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Spanish speaking immigrants which is embedded in the culture and legal and adminis-
trative situation in Spain and on the other hand for a Women’s Studies research group
at a UK university who want to understand how information is presented to women in
several EU countries. The second brief is quite difficult as it means reproducing the same
tone, register and style (be it adequate or not) as the original text. This dual transla-
tion task has proved extremely effective in raising trainees’ awareness about the lack of
univocity in legal terminology and the need for careful pre-translation analysis before
searching for and selecting the appropriate terminology. Klabal (2021, 66) suggests other
similar exercises.

6. Assessing terminological work

In our approach, correcting trainees terminological work is normally done in the class-
room through peer debate of their proposals which includes evaluating their definitions,
contexts, solutions and the reliability of their resources. It is vital to attempt to elicit alter-
native solutions from trainees rather than simply indicate that a solution is wrong and
directly give them the most appropriate solution without discussing how that solution
can be found and why it may be more appropriate (Haro-Soler 2019).

Further to this, trainees are given individual rubrics (Way 2021) for their project
roles (in this case as the terminologist), which aims to reflect the results of their decision-
making within the manageable combined assessment framework used (Way 2021). The
rubric discussed here, designed after analysis of the academic and professional literature
available (Andrade 2000; ELIA 2016; Massey and Ehrenseberger-Dow 2010; Massey, Jud
and Ehrenseberger-Dow 2015; Orlando 2011, 2012; TAUS 2017; Way 2015), endeavours
to balance the process-product, multiple subcompetences, error-mistake/success and
academic-professional quality requirements. It hinges on the development of their TC,
decision-making and complying with industry demands in an attempt to stimulate their
ability to identify and solve terminological problems, whilst encouraging autonomous,
self-regulated learning. The rubric (Annex 1) has been piloted at the University of
Granada in the third and fourth-year undergraduate courses in specialized and
advanced legal translation over the last three academic years.

The rubric identifies the trainee, their working group and the translation task being
assessed. The definition of the scale appears on the left-hand side with the scale of 4
linked to the levels in the left-hand column of “professional/advanced/developing/
novice”, explained as can be seen below in Figure 1. In this way, as many trainees are
in their final year and on the verge of joining the professional market, we avoid nega-
tive connotations and situate the trainees on their professional path towards expertise.
Finally, the right-hand column for Support leads trainees to a variety of support mate-
rials available on a platform according to the level they require as marked in the rubric
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(Way 2021). The rubric is also flexible. The 4 levels on the scoring scale can be applied
differently depending on the difficulty of the ST or the terminological problems it con-
tains. In the first text in a new field we may expect trainees to comply with just 50% or
75% of the required standards. In this case, 75% may merit level 4, whilst at a later stage
in training in the same field we may require 100% to reach level 4.

TERMINOLOGIST: GROUP NO.:

TRANSLATION TASK: DATE:

SCORE SCORING
SCALE

Support

PROFESSIONAL: Standards Met Consistently/
Expectations Exceeded

4 All/Routinely/
Completely

SPMiv

ADVANCED: Standards Met Often/Some Improvement
Needed

3 Most/Mostly SPMiii

DEVELOPING: Standards Met Sometimes/
Considerable Improvement Needed

2 Some/Partially SPMii

NOVICE: Standards Not Met or Seldom Met/
Improvement Essential

1 Few or none/
Rarely

SPMi

Figure 1. Rubric headings

Figure 2 provides the criteria for project initiation, including elements which trainees
often simply do not identify or consider of little importance. Some of these criteria are
also included in other role rubrics as we have found that trainees often see their pro-
ject work as team work (individual unconnected steps) rather than as collaborative work
which “entails not only the division of work in a specific task, but it requires its joint
completion so that the team members can construct meanings together and can develop
cultural and professional knowledge” (Huertas Barros 2011, 44). The idea is to guide
them through the translation process both individually and collectively so that they can
interiorize the steps for future individual or collaborative projects.

PROJECT INITIATION T1

Translation brief analysed and understood

Pre-translation ST analysis/pre-editing completed

Project stakeholders defined (author/client/readers)

Figure 2. Project Initiation
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Figure 3 outlines vital steps in task planning which are often overlooked by explicitly
stating what is expected of them, trainees find it easier to comply with the expectations
of their role.

TASK PLANNING T2

Possible problems clearly identified and discussed with relevant team member

All questions/doubts addressed to relevant team member

ST analysed and understood

Figure 3. Task planning

The criteria in Figure 4 ensure that the trainees are aware of the expectations for
their completed work. As the trainees each present their work by role in class presenta-
tions based on the completed Project Management Sheet (Way 2009), which they also
upload with the whole project, they each discuss the challenges faced and the solutions
they found for debate in the classroom. This allows all class members to participate by
making suggestions or asking questions leading to vicarious and peer learning.

TERMINOLOGY/RESOURCES (AMOUNT/QUALITY/SKILL) T3

All necessary terminology/phraseology addressed and clearly relates to the translation

Adequate sources are used for the translation

All information/sources are accurately recorded in the required format and organized well

Supporting details/examples/contexts are provided

Figure 4. Task compliance

Task execution (Figure 5) reflects decision-making skills when searching for and
selecting solutions as part of a team. Here, expectations are clearly outlined and discus-
sion will debate the fulfilment of the task.

TASK EXECUTION T4

All questions/doubts answered for relevant team members

Initiative when retrieving terminology

Issues identified and addressed appropriately throughout task

Successfully uses internet links to find terminology

Figure 5. Task execution
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Finally, one of the most neglected areas of the terminologist’s role in a translation
project has, in our experience, been the final stages of the process (Figure 6). This
has been included in our approach as part of the relevant aspects which need to be
addressed for effective training. Apparently simple steps, such as clearly labelling the
files uploaded to the class platform, are explicitly required in the rubric and, therefore,
become a part of the trainees’ standard practice. Participation in collaboratively resolv-
ing terminological problems for the translator is discussed and solutions are considered.
This is high on trainees’ lists of priorities as they often consider that group work may
reflect badly on some team members when others either do not complete their tasks or
do so only partially.

PRESENTATION/TASK CLOSURE T5

All deliverables presented on time or prior to deadline

Tasks/activities completed of assigned team role and contributed knowledge, opinions, and skills to share
with the team.

Grammatical, spelling or punctuation errors resolved

All deliverables clearly labelled

Figure 6. Control and monitoring

The rubric promotes self-analysis of trainees’ strengths and weaknesses in their
tasks, help them identify areas requiring improvement in the different tasks in the trans-
lation process, pinpointing where exactly they should pay more attention or spend time
on self-improvement.

7. Conclusions

We have presented some of the possible steps necessary to dismantle trainees’ prior per-
ceptions about terminology and reconstruct their mindset within an approach to termi-
nology for legal translation purposes or legal “translation-oriented terminology” (Thelen
2015, 352–357). The initial, vital steps of deconstructing prior terminology assumptions,
to a certain extent, will lay the foundations for trainees to acquire a new approach which
is tailored to their legal terminological tasks. This can be achieved, firstly, through an
activities based approach highlighting the ubiquitous nature of the Law that introduces
them to common difficulties that they will encounter, and immerses them in the different
cultural, historical perceptions of the world as perceived by different legal/administrative
systems and the legal professions which are reflected in the texts, as well as in the legal
language they will have to tackle. This fundamental basis for deliberate practice helps to
address terminological mismatches and avoids a feeling of helplessness and frustration
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with every task they face. Successful scaffolding of the texts selected for deliberate prac-
tice can be enhanced if the trainees are provided with a system, by which they can avoid
the most common errors they are likely to commit at each stage of their training. This is
vital, given that they are not legal experts and are not familiar with the complexity of the
underlying importance of precision and appropriateness in a vast range of legal fields in
every step of the terminological process they undertake for each translation brief. Under-
lining the importance of their decision-making process, grounded on a sound methodol-
ogy, will ensure greater success in their endeavours, thereby increasing their self-efficacy
beliefs and confidence in their work. Furthermore, assessing their terminological work
through a prism that reflects both academic and professional requirements, as in the
rubrics, allows us to measure the success of their decision-making during the process,
thereby detecting areas for improvement, and also improves the appropriateness and
quality of their final product. Learning to identify terminological problems in the pre-
translation stage and assimilating effective processes enables students to progressively
acquire the necessary skills to justify their decisions. In time, with deliberate practice,
these processes are interiorized and become automatic to an extent, which reduces their
uncertainty and decision-making load, their lack of confidence in their decision-making,
to make them efficient, legal translators on the road to expertise.
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Annex. Terminology rubric

TERMINOLOGIST: GROUP NO.:

TRANSLATION TASK: DATE:

SCORE SCORING
SCALE

Support

PROFESSIONAL: Standards Met Consistently /
Expectations Exceeded

4 All/Routinely/
Completely

STi

ADVANCED: Standards Met Often /Some
Improvement Needed

3 Most/Mostly STii

DEVELOPING: Standards Met Sometimes /
Considerable Improvement Needed

2 Some/Partially STiii

NOVICE: Standards Not Met or Seldom Met/
Improvement Essential

1 Few or none/
Rarely

STiv
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Annex. (continued)

PROJECT INITIATION
T1

4 3 2 1

Translation brief analysed and understood Completely Mostly Partially Rarely

Pre-translation OT analysis completed Completely Mostly Partially Rarely

Project stakeholders defined (author/client/readers) Completely Mostly Partially Rarely

TASK PLANNING
T2

4 3 2 1

Possible problems clearly identified and discussed
with relevant team member

Completely Mostly Partially Rarely

All questions/doubts addressed to relevant team
member

Completely Mostly Partially Rarely

OT analysed and understood Completely Mostly Partially Rarely

TERMINOLOGY/RESOURCES (AMOUNT/
QUALITY/SKILL)
T3

4 3 2 1

All necessary terminology/phraseology addressed
and clearly relates to the translation

Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

Adequate sources are used for the translation Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

All information/sources are accurately recorded in
the required format and organized well

Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

Supporting details/examples/contexts are provided Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

TASK EXECUTION
T4

4 3 2 1

All questions/doubts answered for relevant team
members

Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

Initiative when retrieving terminology Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

Issues identified and addressed appropriately
throughout task

Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

Successfully uses internet links to find terminology Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

PRESENTATION/TASK CLOSURE
T5

4 3 2 1

All deliverables presented on time or prior to
deadline

All Most Some Few/ None

Tasks/activities completed of assigned team role and
contributed knowledge, opinions, and skills to share
with the team.

Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely

Grammatical, spelling or punctuation errors resolved Completely Mostly Partially Rarely

All deliverables clearly labelled Routinely Mostly Partially Rarely
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anisomorphism 488, 490
application

uniform application 8, 110,
259, 271, 277, 280, 283, 355

B
borrowing 102, 104, 166, 175,

179–180, 194, 195, 275, 334, 345,
353, 383–384, 386–387, 404–405,
442, 463

branch of law 41, 55–56, 605

C
CAT tool 111, 143, 265, 362–365,
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cognitive linguistics 16–17, 20, 22
communicative situation 43, 45,

104, 355, 377, 450, 452, 463
comparative law

comparative analysis 2, 16, 23,
24, 29, 30, 37–39, 104,
152–153, 155, 162–164, 167,
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international court 330
International Court of Justice

401
court interpreting

court interpreter 203,
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criminal proceedings 57, 136,
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D
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